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PBEFACE

There is a German proverb, ' Was lange wahrt wird

gut '
:

' That which takes a long time will turn out

well.' Not that I have occupied sixteen years in

reducing to writing my modest share in the historical

events which have rendered the name of Plevna

famous for all times ; have made it as dear to the

Turk as Waterloo is to the Briton, as Thermopylae

was to the ancient Greek ; have constituted it the

Ottoman national symbol of heroism, endurance, and

sacrifice—but I have allowed nearly sixteen years to

elapse before I carried out the early-conceived, oft-

considered, and always-adjourned project of recording

that which I saw with my own eyes and experi-

enced in my own person in the eventful year 1877.

To this I shall confine myself in the following pages,

so that, possible defects of memoiy excepted, my
narrative may be relied upon to be as near to actual

fact as personal observation, by means of exceptionally

keen eyes and ears, can render it.

I made voluminous memoranda during the cam-
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. which were lost in the final holocaust of

LO, L877, with the exception of one little

>ok and a tew sh( memoranda which I

to have ahout my person on the day of

tie. The former contains a hasty pencil-

i I man Pasha. Notw ithstanding its

faults, my publishers have consented to reproduce

it. As a work of art it is abominable, as a like-

apital. It has one objectionable f> attire

:

the little drawing gives the impression of

prototype being a tall, spare man. This is not the

Osman was thick-set, and not above aven

lit.

During my I!ussi;in captivity I rewrote much

of that which I had lost, assisting my memory by

»ns with fellow-prisoners. Thesi notes

for; ictual recollection, the principal

Rrork of my narral ive.

Although I claim British descent, my knowledge

le is an acquired one. I \

•a "Id before I commenced ra English.

« omit for the occasional un-Enghsh

turn of
|

which hypercritical r< tders may

I after the war I was Ion young,

i Qjoymenl of health,

missible gaieti( 9 to bestow

id usefulness of

torical 1
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Then followed easy and undeserved successes in

another sphere of life, all-absorbing occupation,

studies, travels, domestic cares ; finally, adversity,

sorrow, hard struggle, and overwork. In short, I

do not exaggerate when I say that for sixteen years I

have been unable to spare the time to write my book.

It is the unavoidable consequence of the rank I

held (lieutenant) that the horizon of my experience

was limited. I was in the position of an observer of a

painting who is placed with his nose almost touching

the canvas. He cannot take in the grand-total of

the pictorial idea, but will see each phase in all its

details ; thus he will probably perceive in the long

run more than the man who confines himself to the

broad outlines.

The disadvantage which falls on the inferior ranks

in warfare, of being necessarily precluded from the

range of its broader and more comprehensive aspects,

is counterbalanced by the nearer insight which they

obtain into the real, and horrible, side of campaigning.

Rulers and statesmen, commanders-in-chief, and, to a

certain extent, newspaper-correspondents also, see the

ornamental fringe. I have witnessed much that was

heroic, much that was grand, soul-stirring, sublime

;

but infinitely more of what was hideous and terrible,

far beyond the descriptive abilities of even the

most cunning pen. I have seen unspeakable

sights and inconceivable horrors. It is a pet idea

of mine that it may be part of the scheme of Divine
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— lit which I, for one, fondly believe—that

politicians who bring about

re will be tormented, when their time of ultra-

brial punishment is tunic, \>\ visions faintly

enabling the realities which I. a shuddering, hi-

nt spectator, have w itnessed.

I have read Bomewhere this remark :
' If you have

firm a belief in the happy creed of your childhood,

the Boly Land'—to the truth of which, by the

way, I i ;• jtify from personal observation. The

To paraphrase that sentence :

c

Ii

have too firm a belief in the glories of soldierii

try The overfed, stay-at-home commanders-

in-chief m their Bhare of cheap glory; to the

:i» rand the fighting officer the Bordid considerations

of I quartei no room for the

or attainment of, ephemeral fame.

I this volume Bhould Berve to dispel any illusions, it

hould contribi bo little towards the love

.-:.:
. illed.

\Y. V. h.
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THE

DEFENCE OF PLEVNA

INTRODUCTION

RETROSPECT OF THE EVENTS IN THE EAST

1875 to 1877

The quarrel between Russia and Turkey is almost as old as

that between cat and dog. Long before the present European

Turkey was seized by its actual owners ' the Russians lusted

for Byzantium. The Muscovite legend that the possession of

Constantinople has been prophesied from time immemorial

expresses the national ambition, and reflects credit upon the

ingenuity of its inventors, who probably date from a much
more recent period.

The campaign of 1877 and 1878 is reckoned as the tenth

war between the rival States ; it had become unavoidable

from the moment when the insurrection broke out in Herze-

govina in July 1875, in which Bosnia also joined. The

rebellion was secretly promoted, and had probably been

instigated, by Russia ; whilst Servia and Montenegro, despite

their official protestations of neutrality, tried to usurp the

role of mediators. The Porte's attempted subjugation of the

rebels was lax, owing to the fear of European intervention.

But when the insurgents had insolently rejected, in March

1 For Notes, see end of book.



2 INTRODUCTION

and April L8Y6, repeated proposals of pacification, Turkey,

having done her part towards a peaceful settlement, com-

Qced energetic action. In May. Turkey was compelled

reckoD also with Montenegro, where both ruler and popu-

la. bitter.

The dissatisfaction of Europe with the Sublime Porte

I a fatal incentive through the assassination by fanatics

of the French and German Consuls in Saloniki on May 6,

L876. Turkey, to atone for this deplorable event, hastened

imply with the Btringent demands of the Powers.

To make matters worse, internal troubles .shook the

foundations of the Empire. Sultan Abdul Aziz was

dethroned od May 30, L876, and assassinated on Juru I.

M irad \ .. his nephew, was the successor. On June 15

three Cabinet Ministers were murdered by a Circassian officer

in the house of another Minister. Murad went mad and

1; on August 31, Abdul Ilamid II., his brother,

seeded him.

M anwhile the insurrection of Bulgaria, planned and

: ared by Russia, had broken out (Juno L876). It was

Bulgarians' war of annihilation against the

Mahomedan minority. The peoples of the Ottoman

Empire did not deceive themselves as to the real source to

whom this blot upon the century's history was traceable, nor

her dtimate designs. Qnmentionab

mmitted in the name of the Saviour.

the rebels had undervalued th< Porte's vitality,

-•d the revolt, paying the Christians back

in ; in with barbarism, incendiarism, outra.

r, and wholesale executions. By this action the last

taining \ : European Bympathy with Turkey in

ling fray was all. Dated undeservedly so ; for, grant-

ing that clemency might have been shown, we must re-

that the Christians were the Europe

riled by the party cry of 'Bulgarian atrocities,'

ide England—and there

only m of the public -nobody seemed to remember
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that the Christians merely received back that which they

had dealt out to the Mahomedans.

The Servians, having meanwhile finished their warlike

preparations with Kussian money, crossed the frontier, at

Eussia's secret mandate, on July 27, 1876, ostensibly to re-es-

tablish peace in the rebel provinces. Russia sent men, arms,

amrnunition, cash. Simultaneously Montenegro, pulled by

the same strings and furnished with the same sinews, seized

the sword. Thus the curtain rose on the military prologue

to the coming struggle : the Turkish- Servian war of the

year 1876.

Contrary to general expectation, Turkey was successful,

a circumstance which puzzled and disquieted Europe, and

should have opened Russia's eyes as to the real power of

resistance still inherent in the ' Sick Man.' Montenegro was

held in check, whilst Servia was totally beaten, and had to

solicit European intervention (August 29, 1876). A truce was

arranged, which the Servians broke treacherously as soon as

Russian resources had placed them in a position to resume

the fight. Again they were defeated, and the road into the

heart of the country was open to the Turkish armies. A
peremptory telegram, despatched by the Czar from Livadia

on October 30, 1876, put an end to the operations of the

peaceably inclined Turks. On October 31 a truce was again

made (peace only on March 1, 1877), and the Sultan, vainly

trying to avoid fresh complications by leniency and com-

pliance, granted the rebel vassal State the totally unmerited

term; of a return to the status quo ante.

But Russia was determined to have her tenth attempt

upon Stamboul. Neither the conference at Constantinople

(December 1876) nor the new Constitution of the Ottoman
Empire (December 23, 1876), which was played by the Porte,

not unskilfully, as a trump card showing a desire to please,

nor, lastly, the first and only session of the Turkish Parlia-

ment (opened March 19, 1877), could avert an appeal to

arms, and on April 24, 1877, the Czar Alexander II., totally

unprovoked, being then in Kishineff (Bessarabia) for the

n 2
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manoeuvres, declared war against the Sultan Abdul HamidlL,
after having prepared for it for nearly two years.

Bympathy of Europe was generally with Russia ; in

hind alone public opinion held on the whole with the

Turks. The Powers declared their neutrality. Roumania

g forced to abstain for the present from active co-opera-

tion, concluded with Russia an alliance of temporary passive,

armed support
; Servia, sore and smarting, kept in the back-

mi. prepared to pounce like a vulture upon the prey when
Turkey had fallen. Brave little Montenegro again took the

field.
'

Thus broke out the tenth Russo-Turkish War. It pro-

mised to be all the more bloody and barbaric from the fact

that the rulers on both sides took care to stamp it as a ' holy
'

one.

A really grand patriotic movement made itself felt

throughout the Turkish possessions. It was a question of

existence. Russia meant annihilation of the Ottoman
Empire in Europe, and all the world knew it.
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CHAPTEK I

HOW I CAME TO JOIN THE TUKKS

July 1876 to January 1877

My modesty shrinks from the task that the present chapter

exacts, in which well-nigh every sentence will have to

commence with the fatal words 'I am,' or 'I was.' How-
ever, I brace myself up with the words of the great Goethe :

' Only curs are modest.' If we are to believe his biographers,

he acted fully up to this maxim throughout life. I will try

to imitate his imposing and praiseworthy example.

I am on my father's side of British descent. My
grandfather fought at Waterloo, and I remember that as a

youngster I was sometimes asked by his widow to acknow-

ledge the receipt, in English, of a quarterly remittance which

was sent to her from London. My mother was a member

of a famous Huguenot fainity.

I was born in Germany in 1859. My father, a man of

means and position, was settled as a merchant in Berlin.

After I had finished my studies at a public school he obtained

for me a seat, as apprentice or junior clerk, in a mercantile

office : to my unspeakable disgust, for I aspired to higher

things. My youthful ambition had been to become a doctor,

a soldier, or a butcher ; in fact, somebody who kills. Later,

I had developed a taste for linguistic studies, and at the time

that I write of I spoke English and French fluently, Latin

and Spanish tolerably. Philology, philosophy, and other

'ologies tempted me with their laurels of fame ; but my
father was heart and soul a merchant, and a merchant he
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determined to make of me. Fretting and firming within

me,] tookmyseat, in January L876, a1 adirtydeskin Messrs.

a Schneider8tiefel's indescribably dirty office.

M< - I; enkrai n commissioE merchants and dealers

in colonial produce. They employed half a dozen juniors,

Inn do clerks: the latter have the vicious habit of asking for

salaries, whereas in ( rermany juniors (or apprentices) have to

work three to four years for nothing.

I; isenkranz were Jews, as anyone could tell by

their Qoses, their accent, their penurious habits, their pre-

vailing flavour of garlic, and their gr< asy appearance. They

pretended t" he Christians. Tin- Protestant r< sjion in

in must have been in a low way t" accept such recn

That 1 remained honest and a decent sort of fellow after

having been for a twelvemonth in Messrs. Rosenkranz' office

i-> one of the most creditable feats of my career.

Should my volume gain the distinction of being read by
<• English clerk with hour- ten to live, an hour Eor lunch,

a half-holiday on Saturday, an entire one on Sunday, and

thr. e week-' \a< ation in summer. I should like him to ponder
• the following details of Mess] Rosenk office

ments, which were only slightly worse than thn

• rally are in German offices: -Hours, 8 lm. to LO p.m.,

no tune for lunch allowed (I had to eat my sandwiches whilst

indexing th< letter-book); Saturdays, 8 \.m. to midnight;

Sin I LM. to 1 P.M. ; no holidays.

I was told that one of Mr. Selmehi , |, I- Sehnorrer

rs had 1
• in a dungeon for B lone while by a

bold, bad baron of the period, and this was tin way in which

hia k tardy revenge upon th< Christians.

like a dungeon, only B good deal dirtier.

A ft- r a fr. e-and-easy life in college, \\ ith fencing, boating,

drill, m' se, fun, fights, and i verything else that fires

urt, with plenty of liberty, Bplendid health, a

pnu 3, my commercial exp< rience

of constanl torture. Therefore, when the

\^'ar broke out in July, I declared to my father that
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I should go and volunteer to fight for whichever side would

have me—the Turkish for choice ; for I had fallen in with

some young Englishmen studying in Berlin who were partial

to the Turkish cause, and hated a Eussian more than any-

thing in this world, save a German Jew.

My father laughed at me. I was too young (seventeen

years and three months), I spoke neither language, I did not

know when I was well off, there was no profit or glory to be

got, but possibly a wound, mutilation, and incapacity for life,

and so forth. Of all his perfectly sensible arguments, only

one weighed with me : I did not speak the language. This

deficiency I resolved at once to remedy. The Russo-Turkish

War was looming in the distance. After a brief reflection I

embraced the Turkish cause, bought a grammar, and com-

menced the study of the puzzling Arabic characters with

terrific zeal. There was a little cabaret where one of the

waitresses was a handsome Circassian girl. Thither I went

with my British friends that selfsame night, and there I

embraced the Turkish cause once more—with greater ardency

than discretion.

As I obtained a very good knowledge of the Turkish

language in six months with two hours' daily practice and

three to four hours on Sundays, it may interest students to

hear how I went to work. First I mastered the characters,

which took me a month. Then I acquired a stock of words

—

a thousand nouns, five hundred adjectives and verbs, and a

mass of adverbs, conjunctions, interjections, and short phrases.

I started a vocabulary of my own, in which I classified the

nouns under headings, such as ' Human body,' ' Love,'

' House,' ' Town,' ' Country,' ' Military matters,' &c. This

vocabulary I committed to memory so thoroughly that even

now, after seventeen years' entire cessation of practice, there

is hardly a word missing in my recollection. It took me
three months. The remaining two months I devoted to the

elements of the grammar, to reading, and to conversation

with a retired army officer who had taken part in a Prussian

military mission to Constantinople, where he had stayed for
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kdjutanf to a German general in the Ottoman

Prom him I learnt also a good deal respecting

Turkish military matl

The Turkish language is, in my opinion, chiefly remark-

able for u- brevity of expression, lor the attention paid to

euphony (which renders it agreeable to the trained ear), and

for n- verb. The Turkish verb is a thing of joy and beauty.

In the coura ol my linguistic studies I have made the

onal acquaintance of a good many verbs. Not to

mention Buch an old friend as the Latin verb, I will only

refer to the Arabic one, with which I have been on pretty

.1 terms. I'.ut tin- Turkish verb deserves the first prize

for complicated completeness and difficulty of acquisition.

There is something spontaneous about a/mo, amas, a/mat ; it

es to yon naturally : once learnt as a seven-year-old, you

will remember it as a dying centenarian. But sen-rim,

versiniz, severler, flavours of barbaric

despotism, and the twenty-four forms of derived verbs must
have been instituted on purpose to prevent Pranks and

[nfidels from learning the la Although the grammar

of the Turkish verb is really beautiful in its perf< c ion, it is

inely artificial thai one is tempted to believe the

to have been invented, like Vblapuk.

1 -ted in my studies by the timely death, in

ubI 1876, of old Rosenkranz, the founder and senior of

firm, which caused cruel satisfaction among Ins acquain-

tances and dependents, [f he had mad< argain with the

Devil,.] ced he at the end cheated him out of

it. II
i irtner, Schneiderstiefel, retired, and in September

the I Rosenk] anz took over the business. Thej

i ducatioD and view-, and a changi for the

mmediately took place. 7 p.m. being henceforth the

hour ol \ mmercial morality, however,

i on an eve:: lower level than the father.

Turkish rictori rvia increased my desire to

fight fc • When war with Russia had become

the time had come for dee:
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action, I declared to my father, one memorable Sunday evening

in December, that I meant to take part in the coming fray

;

that his previous objection of my ignorance of the language

no longer obtained ; that I had secretly studied Turkish, and

now offered to pass an examination in the idiom ; that I

was nearly eighteen, and quite old enough to cany a rifle or

a sword ; that mercantile life, such as I knew it, was unspeak-

ably hateful to me ; that it ruined my health and my spirits
;

that I would sooner be in my grave than in Messrs. Rosen,

kranz' office ; that, finally, I should prefer to go with his

consent and with his money, but, should he withhold

either, I should manage to do without, but go I should

anyhow. After home violent scenes, much wordy warfare,

a good deal of deliberation and consultation, and study of

ways and means and chances, which caused a delay of a

week or two, my father, seeing that I was determined, gave

a reluctant consent.

He had always held with the Turks—he was one of the

few men in Berlin who did ; but mother's horror on finding

that I meant to fight for the Moslems against the Christians

was great. However, the matter was represented to her by

father and me in a new light, and although, of course, the

idea of losing me caused her much sorrow and many tears,

she began to think that I had embraced a righteous cause.

Uncles, aunts, cousins, were horrified. Some comic and

lively scenes took place. The more they expostulated, the

more I laughed. The huniour of the situation being invisible

to them, they grew indignant and nasty ; all the more I

enjoyed the fun. It was gravely asserted that I had turned

a heathen, and my poor old spinster aunt Sophy prayed for

me daily.

My outfit consisted of good underclothing, two spare pairs

of boots, a thick rug, a capital field-glass, a revolver, a Turkish

dictionary, a pocket-Bible, and some maps. I had several

first-rate introductions to Europeans residing in Constan-

tinople, a passport, and credentials for the British

and German Embassies and Consulates in Turkey. I had
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'
'. in cash and letters of credit to the amount of

Thus equipped L took a tearful, heartrending farewell

i father, mother, and my two young sisters. My emirate

kattheaight of the Bobbing girls and mother's streaming

1 Bmothered them with lasses and cried as though my
rt would break. Father said :

' If you follow the dictates

>f honour, reason, and conscience you can never go wrong.'

Be reminded me of our proud family motto, 'Fulgura

Erang

When 1 .. £ alone in the train which carried me to

M - father had paid the first-class thro., • to

Constantino]']' -the glorious sensation of freedom dried

- and drove away all evil forebodings. No more dete t-

ihl. routine, which takes all the manhood out of a

ng fellow, and make-, him that grovelling, crawling, half-

kture into which clerks degenerate; no more

dealings with those odious Jews, with their pettifogging

ad -harp practice : a lite ..f manliness, adventure,

physical activity, and possibilities of distinction before me

—

thoughts intoxicated me like wine.

At Marseilles I embarked on a tine steamer, which landed

< astantinople, alter a tolerably good
|

. on

2



CHAPTEB II

IX CONSTANTINOPLE

February and March 1877

I took a room m the Hotel de Byzance in Pera. For a

week I strolled about, seizing greedily every opportunity of

talking Turkish, thus adding practice and experience to my
not inconsiderable knowledge of the language.

It is not part of my appointed task to present a picture

of the much-described Ottoman capital. I may be permitted

to mention some few features which struck me forcibly.

First and foremost comes the appalling difference between

Constantinople as seen from the sea and Constantinople as

observed from its own interior. From the deck of the

steamer, as she slowly wended her way along the shore of the

Bosphorus to her mooring-place just below the first (old)

bridge across the Golden Horn, the city looked indescribably

beautiful. The day happened to be fair—a rare occurrence

in February and March, which are the worst months of the

year in those regions—and the white house-fronts, the patches

of dark green foliage, the blue water swarming with quaint

craft below, above the crown of countless domes, towers, and

minarets, make a tout ensemble which delights the eye like

nothing that I have seen. The city, rising from the shore

in amphitheatre shape, is spread out before you in a grand

and lovely panorama. The contrast to this afforded by the

dirty, neglected, dingy streets, the sordid, crooked alleys, the

hovels in the Turkish, Jewish, and Greek quarters, the many
deserted and decaying houses, is painful. It began to rain on
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afternoon of my arrival, and for three weeks the weather

a what mariners call ' dirty ' -very much so. The filth in

Wa8 indescrihablo, ami tin- general sordidness of

the Burroundinga a few thoroughfares in Pera and Galata

I me, much as a hideous typical London

main road, sa] the Caledonian Road, fills me with suicidal

dencies on a vrei afternoon.

The Becond point is the absence of that desperate hurry,

that fever-heat, that pre-occupation marked in the counten-

.. 'niili strike tlu> observer in Berlin, London, and other

stern cities. The natives of Stamboul seem to have

nothing to do, and their only business appears, on the surfi

; e tli.- question how best to idle the time away. This is,

in any case, the impression caused by their lazy gait, their

urely movements and manners, the drift of their generally

conversation. And yet those were times of popular

itement, <»f Btirring events, of roused national passions.

In
|

of political stagnation human vitality in Stamboul

to be in a state of coma.

Thirdly, I wish to mention the sublime contentment

be Turk. All that Europeans consider as indispens-

t<> the enjoyment of life he not only manages to do

without, bat even has no longing for. Theatres, restaurants,

itific institutes, gin-palaces, organised public meetings,

political and municipal assemblies, clubs, casin lancing-

>ns, lecture-halls, Bports, games, gambling, parades like

• of nocturnal Piccadilly, mission-halls, I iquor-bars with

female attendants -all these paraphernalia of modern culture

q civilisation form no part of his existence.9 You
find such thine;-, on a Christian footing, in tin Christian

Home and famil) life, with its firesid* social

friendship, and even courtship, the Turk knoweth

, the Turkish equivalents for the British and
notions of these thin o disfigured out of every

Englishman or German would recognise

it. The art of promenading is unknown to the

there are no promenades or boulevards in
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Constantinople, the European quarter (Grande Rue de Pera)

again excepted. The Turk's recreations are of a fourfold

kind : loitering in the bazaars ; sitting in dingy cafes listen-

ing to insipid recitals ; on Fridays, strolls to places outside the

town, notably to lovely Kiathane, at the northern end of the

Golden Horn, a favourite resort of women and children ; and,

in fair weather, leisurely boat excursions on the Bosphorus.

In the fourth place I will but mention—for a chapter could

be written on the subject—the intense devotion of the Turks.

Islam enters into the daily life, into the very existence

of its adherents, as no other faith does, the one possible

exception being the creed of the Hindoos. Other religions,

say the Christian ;md the Jewish faith, seem to be made for

man, to keep him in contact with the Supreme Being despite

the toil of, and struggle for, terrestrial existence ; the Moslem

appears to be created for his faith, to practise it in peace and

spread it in war. I do not say this is so, only that it impresses

you in this wise. Islam and the Ottoman Empire are not

only inseparable—they are identical. For the same reason,

a war with Turkey must always be a religious, a ' holy
'

(sic) war. One is tempted to regard this phrase as ironical,

were it not used in such deadly earnest, as the records of

history testify. The days of aggressive ' holy ' wars are over ;

but defensive struggles of the Empire of the Crescent will

continue to be as terrible as religious wars have ever been.

This brings me to the fifth and last point which I wish to

emphasise as having struck me forcibly during my sojourn

in Constantinople in February and March 1877 : I refer to

the patriotism, the warlike qualities, the fever-heat of pre-

paration, the terrible earnestness of the Turks, all roused by

the now unavoidable and imminent struggle with the intensely

hated Eussians. The coming ' holy ' war, the strife for the

existence of the Empire, the question of continued national

and religious life or total political annihilation, constituted

the all-absorbing passion, the one topic of conversation, the

one motor of activity, the one pulse of regenerated life, the

elixir vitae, suddenly discovered, which had roused the
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moribund country to grand and astounding vitality. The

Russian Embassy and the countless Muscovite spies must

have be* o asleep not to notice the new order of things ; for,

had it been observed, the dream of a military promenade to

Constantinople would assuredly never have been allowed to

ber the hearts of the Russian leaders. Yet such was the

warning embodied in the results of the Servian

apaign was Dot heeded, the roused spirit of the populace

was counted as naught, fanaticism and patriotism were

ignored ;
totally insufficient forces were mobilised, and it was

only the Becond crushing defeat before Plevna, on July 30,

that broughl about a rude awakening.

Almost every 'Turk with whom I conversed counted on

England as an ally. Passing for a Briton, 1 was the recipient

of much friendliness and goodwill. Germany and Austria

re mistrusted. The neutrality of France was looked upon

certain.

I did not notice in the capital much ill-feeling on the

score of religion. In the provinces fanaticism was intense.

The Semitic subjects of the Porte were enthusiastic in

their affection for the country that gave them shell c. Many
Jews held important official appointments. Thus, the

G o-r • of the great military hospital, Eaidar Pasha, was

an [sraelite. Greeks and Armenians w< i tly in favour

of Russia. As to the Pranks,8 their opinions divided them

into two camp-.

A week after my arrival I presented my credentials to the

Eml ind the Consuls, and was aenl with a dragoman

of introduction to the Seraskierat (Ministry of

Wai
A eemingly insurmountable obstacle was pointed oul to

me: none but orthodox Mahomedans are enlisted in the

Turkish Army, the exceptions being a single regiment of

lusively Christian, in Syria ; the Model or School

Artillery Regiment in Constantinople; the non-combatant

officials attached to the Erkiani Harb (General Staff) and the

War Ministry
; the posts of instructors to the various training
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colleges—many of them in the hands of Germans—and the

Ambulance Service.

None of these would do for me. The Turkish cavalry is

known to be the worst arm of the Service ; besides, I had no

aptitude for horsemanship. The Model Artillery Regiment is

stationary, and does not take the field. For the Ambulance

I lacked the training. For a post of scribe and idler I had

no predilection ; I might as well have remained with Rosen-

kranz & Sclmeiderstiefel : for the Sublime Porte has the

vile habit of not paying the salaries of her servants.

It is true that the hard-and-fast rule mentioned above is

relaxed, and sometimes entirely suspended, in actual warfare
;

but as yet there was no war. Religious unity is still the one

element of strength in the Ottoman Army.

It would weary the reader to have to peruse a record of

the negotiations that followed : of the journeys to and fro, the

correspondence, the difficulties overcome, the expedients

employed, the prejudices reconciled ; suffice it to say that red-

tape, the curse of modern administration in Turkey as well

as at home, exhausted its resources ; that my excellent

credentials, influential introductions, and high-class references

did their work ; that pressure was brought to bear upon the

authorities ; that, accompanied by an Embassy official, I had

an interview with the Seraskier ; that, finally, I was allowed

to swear fidelity to the Sultan, under certain conditions

relative to the exercise of my religion and to my conduct

both during and after the campaign.

It was a fortnight after my arrival that I took my oath

of allegiance, in the Christian form, to the Sultan, on the

flag with the Crescent, in the courtyard of the infantry and

artillery barracks, Selimie, situated in a glorious position on

the Bosphorus, opposite Stamboul, between Skutari in the

north and Kadikiui in the south. I received my uniform

and arms, and was enlisted, temporarily, in an infantry bat-

talion stationed provisionally in Skutari.

My private clothes and effects I took with me. My money
I banked with a merchant to whom my father had intro-

C
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duced me, drawing small sums according to require-

ments.

What a change !
— in the morning a 'Milor' in an ex-

pensive hotel, in the evening a private in the barracks!

Attached to Selimie are a handsome mosque, a well-

equipped workshop, a powder-magazine, a pier for the Stam-

boul steamers, and a spacious drill-ground. Adjoining the

building, on the top of an eminence, is the magnificent military

hospital, Eaidai Pasha; below are the British cemetery,

with its ugly obelisk erected to the memory of 8,000 Crimean

victims, a landing-stage, a dervish convent, and the terminus

of the Asia Minor Railway. The view from the deck of a

Stamboul-Haidar Pasha steamer over this group of build-

ings is exceedingly fine. Selimie looks like an imperial

palace, and the hospital reminded me of some of the

mediaeval castles in Germany, notably of that near Walters-

hausen, in Thuringia. Haidar Pasha was the scene of

Florence Nightingale's labours.

My intention —known to the authorities—was, of course,

to serve in the campaign as an officer.

There are two distinct and separate classes of officers in the

< Ittoman Army: firstly, Mekteblis, i.e. scholar-. 1 w hi have been

educated in one of the numerous military colleges, and, having

• d mii i lamination, enter without practical training as

second-lieutenants in the infantry and cavalry, as third-

lieutenants in the engineers
;

6 secondly. Alailis, i.e. ' rankers,'

who have advanced from the ranks, without theoretical

knowledge, often without the most elementary general

education. There were a good many illiterate officers,

particularly in the Gendarmerie. In L877, one-fifth of all the

officers were mekteblis; since then the proportio has grown

considerably. It stands to reason that only the combination

in one person "f the education and theoretical knowledge of

;i mektebli and the experience and practical training of an

alaili would give the average efficiency <>f, Bay, a German
subordinate officer.

The mekteblis advance without further examination on
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the recommendation of their superiors ; their promotion is

therefore dependent on patronage. The alailis seldom rise

beyond captaiiic}\

Turkish officers are not pensioned or dismissed for old

age or inability to rise to higher ranks. Thus you find

lieutenants fifty years old. A German writer mentions, as

instances, an active lieutenant-colonel of ninety-three, an

active centenarian brigadier. On the other hand, you have

mushirs (marshals) under forty ; Osman Pasha is a case in

point. I have known captains under twenty.

The circumstance deserves mention that the military

colleges of the Turkish Empire, forty altogether, are abso-

lutely free.

The Ottoman Army has always suffered from a scarcity

of officers in the lower grades ; hence, probably, the accept-

ance of my services. Young men of high education and

unexceptional morale, likely to exercise a salutary influence

upon the spirits of the soldiers, were particularly welcome.

I was given to understand that, after having mastered the

rudiments of the drill and gone satisfactorily through a short

period of probation as an ordinary private, I should be allowed

to compete in the Mekteb Harbi (War School) for a second-

lieutenancy, and, if successful, should be sent on active

service to the probable seat of war. From what I heard I

felt convinced that the education which I owed to my
parents would enable me to pass the examination almost

without preparation.

The treatment which I received in the barracks, of

which I was an inmate for a fortnight, from both superiors

and equals, was the kindest and most considerate imaginable.

Strange as it may seem, I look back with pleasure on my
residence in Selimie, which is an imposing, spacious building

of modern construction, handsome architecture, and the most

approved internal arrangements. The dormitories were all

that could be desired as regards size, light, air, good order,

ventilation, sanitation. The fact that, in spite of strict super-

vision, in spite of the existence of baths in almost all barracks,

c 2
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and of the frequent ablations commanded by the Koran, tin

Turkish Boldier is not much given to cleanliness, is to the

European a drawback to Bervice in the Ottoman ranks. An-

other, graver objection decency forbids to speak of in detail.

Those who have travelled in the East will readily understand

that I allude I i a fact which is, unfortunately, the outcome

of the well-meant but ill-applied Mahomedan principle of

chastity, and is a glaring instance how enforced abstinence in

one direction will engender vice in anoth< r a vice worse than

that which the compulsory virtue was meant to counteract.6

The experience which causes me to make these observations

lasted throughout the campaign. Saving alluded to this

unsavoury subject, I shall oot refer to it again.

Selimie" contained at the time several battalions of infan-

try and Borne batteries, in addition to the troops belonging

to the Guards Corps, who were its permanent inhabitants,

whole of the officers up to the rankof major slept on

the premises. I do uot know how those few who were mar-

ried managed domestic matters; [presume they had sepa-

rate establishments Eor their families, to which they paid

isional flying visits. The officers of a company slept in

one room. The Bervice, although more arduous than in

piping times of peace, was on the whole easy. The discip-

line was Btringent, but not irksome, so far is the non-com-

missioned officers and men were concerned; The officers

fumed under Borne silly restrictions; Eor instance, they were

not allowed to visit placesof public recreation like KiathaneV

I applied myself zealously to the drill. In two days 1

had learnt the Turkish commands, and at the end of the

fortnight I was as well trained as a private can expect to be

in Turkey, where manoeuvres, sham-fights, field en

camping-out pt in the numerous permanent

which were, by the way, exceedingly comfortable),

rnntry marches, and .-ill Buch exercises ae can practi-

cally prepare for warfare, are (or were in 1877) totally un-

known. Even target-practice took place only at rare inter-

none during my Bojonrn in Selimie, b
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few companies were ordered to a rifle-range beyond Pera,

recently built, for shooting exercise. I was told that the

Turkish private spends an average of hardly twelve cartridges

a year in target-practice ! Economy is the leading motive.

We had individual drill of bodies of half a dozen men
under corporals or sergeants, exercises of squads of fifty men
under lieutenants, and company drill, but no battalion

exercises. Only on two occasions did we practise outside

our own drill-ground.

My ample means and my supposed standing as an English-

man procured me instantly numerous friends and admirers

among my brethren-in-arms. I used to purchase food out-

side and distribute the greater part of my daily ration, which

consisted of two small loaves, a sufficiency of mutton, rice,

butter, salt, oil, onions—all of very good quality except the

butter ; a candle, a piece of soap, and some wood and char-

coal for the stoves. The water was good in Selimie, but

shockingly bad—so I ascertained—in the barracks in Stam-

boul. When off duty I dined out. The corporal and the

sergeant who had me in hand were courted with presents of

tobacco and other gifts ; but I never bribed with money.

A feature of the Turkish army administration is the

system of committees. You make a trifling complaint, say, of

the quality of the butter, and instantly the thing goes before a

long-winded commission, who report thereon months later.

There were half a dozen committees sitting daily, each occu-

pied with half a dozen different subjects, sometimes of a

ludicrously insignificant nature, matters which any corporal

could have set right with a few words. Islam (or the

Turkish Government, which is the same thing) dearly loves

a small assembly of sluggardly wiseacres ; it is the tomb

wherein the Turks bury both airy trifles and matters of the

gravest importance with admirable impartiality and never-

varying result—which is nil.

I believe I looked well in my uniform ; in any case, I was

very vain, and fondly fancied that many passing pairs of

lustrous eyes lingered lovingly upon me as I proudly paraded
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the public places in my newborn glory as a ivfenderof the

Faith.

According to instructions received. I took part in the

morning and evening devotions, which practice I continued

throughout the campaign. I did not enter the mosque.

On Fridays the weekly parade was held before some thou-

sands of gaping spectators.

In the barracks everyone talked of the war, prepared for

it in his own small way, prophesied the result according to

the light that was within him. The men were as enthusi-

astic and eagi r as the naturally apathetic Turk can be. The
ral tone and morale were good.

The officers of the company showed me much considera-

tion and friendliness. I was frequently invited to their room,

where they smoked my cigarettes and drank my coffee; the

latter beloved commodity is not dealt out, except occasional I \

:ni extra. They surpassed one another in singing the

prais< - of Effendi Engliz in particular, and the great British

nation in general. The captain borrowed a lira (18s.), am!

swore eternal friendship.

Th'' Turkish private, when off duty, does not salute

in th«- street. Officers who do not know one

another personally do not salute each other. The social

the Turkish officer is below that of the French,

nan, or Austrian. Camaraderie and esprit de corps are

deficient.

To me the striking feature of Selimie" w ua the absence of

anything < hriental, save the devotions. The whole establish-

ment, inside ;ind out, building, arrangements, and routine,

were Btrictly European. But for the language a id the In-own

one might have imagined oneself in London, except that

building was infinitely liner than an\ barracks I have

in England, ami that the position was lovely and

picturesque.

tenor <>f life in Selimie pointed to q continuous

riflh, and yet, on the whole, methodical preparation for

I had the same impression throughout the country.
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Battalions came and went, recruits were daily enrolled en

masse, arms and stores were delivered and despatched, and

there were constant inspections by superior officers.

The uniform of the Turkish infantry consists of a

severely plain blue tunic, blue trousers tucked into the top-

boots, a very serviceable and really good great-coat of grey

or dark blue hue, with a hood, which is drawn over the head

in inclement weather, and the well-known, becoming red fez

with a black silk tassel. * The facings and shoulder-straps

are red in the infantry, green with the Chasseurs (Tallies)

.

The latter (corresponding to the German Jaeger) are sup-

posed to be sharpshooters and skirmishers ; but there is

little difference between their training and that of the

ordinary infantry, except that each Chasseur battalion was

supposed to have, but did not always possess, two light

guns (system Whitworth), carried each by two packhorses.

The clothing was of good make and material, except the

boots ; these were execrable. I wore my own footgear.

The equipment consisted of a Martini-Peabody rifle and

sword-bayonet.

The outfit for service consisted of a pouch for eighty car-

tridges, a water-bottle, and a large canvas haversack, which

had to hold everything that the owner was desirous of

taking with him. The Turkish soldier says, ' Omnia mea

mecum porto,' and carries what he can conveniently stow in

his bag and about his person.

The cavalry uniform is like that of the infantry (in a few

regiments grey instead of blue), except the headgear, which

consists of a cap of sheepskin, called kalpak. The armament

is a heavy sword, Winchester repeating carbine, and revolver.

Lances are carried only by regiments belonging to the

Guards. Some regiments had still (in 1877) the Circassian

sword (see below). The horses were bad, and their supply

was insufficient.

The Circassian irregular horsemen wear the fantastic

national costume with which illustrated papers have

acquainted the reader. The cartridges are arranged on the
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breast in bandoliers. They had the light guardless Bword

1 by th< i :s, and (.•ailed • charkha " bj the latter ; all

had carbines, many also lances, revolvers, and knives. They
were better mounted than the regulars.

The artillery uniform is nunc ornamental than that of

the infantry. I blue tunic is braided bussar fashion, the

belt being worn underneath it. The headgear is the ortho-

dox The equipment consists of cavalry sword and

revolver. The guns were of modern Krupp manufacture.

The horses left much to be desired, as regards both quality

ami numbers; often the live-stock of a batter} was incom-

plete. There are Bix guns to the battery.9 The ammunition

cart-, of which there should he six to the battery, were o

deficient.

I train consisted of light carts, two- or four-whi • led.

adapted to the mostly ex< crable roads of the country and to

transport across the Balkans, drawn by oxen more often than

by horses, and of packhorses, for which mules were sometimes

substituted. The]' were < ighteen packhorses and two carts

to the battalion, viz. two horses per company for the spare

ammunition (eight companies to the battalion), i o horses

for the officers' luggag . and the carts for tents, cooking

atensils, and tools. The train soldiers are called arabj

An organised commissariat did not exist.

of engineers I 3aw little or nothing. We hid m Plevna

impany of these, hut most infantry battalions were their

riors in the ait of military engineering.

cepted, nothing can he said against the cloth-

ing of the Osmanli Boldier; it is good, plain, becoming,

rtical, serviceable, and inexpensive. But it has one grave

drawback, which those in high places ignore obstinately : it

uds national custom and prejudice; it i- on-Turkish, save

ds the fez, labours under the Btigma of being Frank-

I
Christian, and is disliked by the private. The

dar. beloved Turkish costume, consisting of short, open,

blue jacket, blou ish, ample breeches, and shoes with

i gaiters, 1- now allowed only to the Zouave regiments
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attached to the Guards Corps ; in 1877 many infantry bat-

talions were still clad in this dress. Nothing would be more

insane than an attempted abolition of the fez in favour o

pickelhaube or kepi : it would lead to demoralisation, if no

to revolution.

The weapons gave satisfaction in 1877, except the Win-
chester repeating carbine, against which frequent complaints

were heard.

The organisation of the Turkish Army recognises three

classes of troops : Xizamie (active army, Nizamie proper,

and 1st reserve, Ikhtihat), Eedif (corresponding to the

German Landwehr), and Mustafiz (territorial army, corre-

sponding to the German Landsturm and the French Levee en

masse) . This classification does not include the countless un-

organised hordes of Kurds, Circassians, and other irregulars.

Of the Mustafiz I saw next to nothing during the campaign
;

I believe it had, early in 1877, hardly any existence, except

on paper, certainly no organisation. The Xizamie and Eedif

battalions were mixed indiscriminately in the constitution of

the tactical regiments and brigades. The Eedifs are called

out in three stages or bans (Mokaddem, Tali, and Zalise

respectively) ; the soldiers of these three bans are men who
have served their time with the colours ; that is, in the

Nizamie. It is useless to speak of the periods and conditions

of service in each grade and ban, as during those troubled

times things were invariably quite different in practice to

what they looked on paper. Since the war alterations and

improvements have taken place in this direction.

There is general conscription in Turkey, to which every

Mahomedan is subject. Liability to serve commences with

the twentieth and ends with the fortieth year. Christians

and Jews are not accepted as recruits, but have to pay a

small tax for the privilege of exemption, which produced at

that period an annual revenue of 600,000Z. (sterling). Eesi-

dents in Stamboul (with Galata and Skutari) are exempt

from both service and tax ; wliy, I do not know. 11 The
registers of the Moslem population are kept with exactitude.
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Daring the war Turkey put 750,000 men into the field.

ice the ( Ittoman Army consisted of 250,000 men,

including convalescents and returned prisoners ami stragglers.

Taking the figure of deserters ami non-returned stram^lers

50,000, it follows thai the appalling number of 450,000

men died m action, were permanently invalided, or succumbed

to illness and exposure.

The following are the grades in the Turkish Army :

—

S rdar ekrem (Commander-in-Chief).

Mushir (marshal), commanding ordn (army) or kol ordu

(corp

Ferik (general of division), commanding Eerka (division).

Mirliva (brigadier), commanding liva (brigade).

Miralai (colonel), commanding alai (regiment).

Kaiin-makain (lieutenant-colonel), adjutant to colonel.

Binbashi (major), commanding tabor (battalion).

Kol aghassi (major's adjutant |.

Xuzbashi (captain), commanding boluk (company,

Bquadron) or tabiya (battery >.

Mula/.un ewel (first-Jieutenanl 1.

Mula/iin zani (second-lieutenant).

Mula/im zallS^ it liirddieiiteiia nt i.

h chawush (head sergeant) : one to ev rj battalion.

( lhawusb (sergeant).

( mbashi (corporal).

Nefer (private).

The three grades, mushir, ferik, and mirliva, carry with

them the title 'pasha,
1 and correspond to the pashas of

three, two, and one tails n apectively of olden times.

Miralais and kaim-makams have the title ' bey.

kaim-makam is supposed to bean auxiliarj to the

mel ; bul m< ments had only one or the othei of

.
m-t« ad of 1" ith.

The duties of the kol aghassi and the bash chawush
:

to me to be somewhal enigmatical.
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The grade of third-lieutenant is employed only in the

engineers.

Remarkable features of the Ottoman Army are the con-

stant non-payment—in war and peace alike—of the officers'

wages, the forbearance and mildness with which this terrible

drawback is borne, the undeniable fact that it does not

influence the officers' morale and efficiency. The Turkish

officer is resigned to, and cheerful under, what he considers

a chronic and incurable evil ; but in the higher grades men
appropriate public money and accept bribes because they

cannot get their salaries. The Harem-made pashas are the

worst offenders. The notorious Mahmoud Damad is a

shocking example of the petticoat-pasha. 1
'
2

On paper the Empire is divided into six vilayetis (i.e.

countries), which provide each an ordu (army), consisting of

four kol ordus (corps). In reality, no vilayeti supplied in

1877 more than three corps, some only two, or one ; the

Bagdad vilayeti sent a single division, and that only towards

the end of the campaign.

The kol ordu is supposed to consist of two divisions=
four brigades = eight regiments = twenty-four battalions.

There were no independent cavalry divisions ; often there

was no corps artillery. The actual subdivisions differed

nearly always from those on paper.

The administrative and tactical unit is the battalion, not

the regiment. For administrative purposes three battalions

are formed into a regiment ; but the tactical formation of a

regiment was arbitrary, differed nearly always from the

administrative one, and was often changed from one ordre

de bataille to another. Thus the colonelcy had no real

tactical value. The major was the fountain-head, the source,

the authority. A British, German, or French private, speak-

ing of 'the boss,' ' der Alte,' ' le patron/ would probably

refer to the colonel ; the Turkish soldier would mean the

major.

The absence of any distinctive numeration of the regi-

ments in 1877 was a grave inconvenience. Speaking of a
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battalion, you would hav< to say' Second Regiment of First

Army, Battalion Redif No. _.'

The army which Osmau had in Plevna comprised bat-

talions belonging administratively to half a dozen or more

corps. It was the same with the other Turkish armies.

Sometimes the three battalions of a (tactical) regiment would

>ng administratively to three different corps.

The words binbashi (major), yiizbashi (captain), onbashi

rporal) mean, literally, L,000 head, loo head, lo head

respectively. Originally the battalion consisted of l.ooo

men, divided into ten companies, the company being sub-

divided into ten squads. The war stn ngth of the battalion

was subsequently reduced to 800 nun, divided into i Jit

companies; I believe this alteration was one of the many
urns, of G-erman origin, of the fourth decade of the present

century.

In my experience, th< full strength of 800 nun to the

battalion was never reached. Many battalions counted, even

at the commencement of hostilities, only loo to :>oo men
;

the average strength was 600. This would give to the

company the ridiculous figure of fifty to eighl men, a

minimum fighting unit altogether out of keeping with

modern tactical and strategical notions, and quite useless as

compared to the Russian companies of 200 to 250 men each.

Tin- evil had been recognised by the authorities, and the

re-division of a few battalions into four companies of nomi-

nally 200, actually L50, men each had been made by way of

trial. Since the war this sensible subdivision has hern more

generally introduced.

The old companies of (nominally) LOO men had two

lieutenants, two corporals, and two sergeants each. The
new companies of (nominally) 200 men had either three or

four men ^i each of t rades. The uumber of non-

commissioned officers was thus too small.

T elude my remarks upon the Ottoman Army in

general, I can ram up mj i ce of the efficiency and

performano Turkish troops in L877 as follows : Tin
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artillery was splendid (despite the bad supply of horses), the

infantry very good, the regular cavalry mediocre (apart from

the fact that it was insufficient in numbers), the irregular, on

the whole, useless. Train, commissariat, sanitary service,

engineers, Sec, were either absent altogether or bad. The

supreme command was abominable. My experience of the

Russians is that their infantry was very good, their artillery

mediocre, their cavalry bad and useless, Cossacks excepted,

who were excellent, save for their love of pillage and outrage.

The Turkish Army is, perhaps, the only one in the world

which has invariably, and notably in the campaign under

discussion, behaved better in the field than the peace condi-

tions of both natio.i and army led critics to anticipate. The

Russian Army, so far as the war of 1877-1878 is con-

cerned, belongs undoubtedly to the category of armies which

have not fulfilled expectations. The average Turkish soldier

is, physically, morally, and intellectually, superior to the

average Russian soldier, for three reasons : firstly, because

he is a total abstainer ; secondly, because he is religious, that

is, intelligently religious, whereas the Russian is ignorantly

religious (i.e. superstitious) ; thirdly, because elementary

education is better in Turkey than in Russia. These plain

facts should be borne in mind when the next campaign

becomes imminent. 13

On the first or second day i >f March I was instructed to

present myself at the Mekteb Harbi (i.e. War School). I bade

farewell to superiors and equals in Selimie, leaving behind

giR -• of tobacco, cigarettes, and coffee, and the memory of

sundry unrepaid loans to brethren-in-arms.

The Mekteb Harbi is situated among fine surroundings

in Pankaldi, north of Pera, one of the prettiest of Constanti-

nople's suburbs. The Russian Church and hospital adjoin

the establishment.

I exchanged my uniform for that worn by the pupils,

and was accommodated in pleasant quarters on the premises,

sharing a bedroom with ten well-behaved young men of my
own age, all natives of European Turkey.
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The Bchool Dumbered 400 pupils and thirty instructors, of

whom Beveral w< re Germans, one an Austrian, one a French-

man ; most of the native teachers were military men.

Tin r. arc three cla ch representing a one-year's

course. Thus the term of a stud, at's Btay is three years.

After a brief conversation with some of the masters I

was incorporated in the highest class, ami was told that I

could tntcr for the examination which would take place in a

fortnight's time.

h class i< subdivided into two separate portions:

candidates for infantry and candidates for cavalry. Attached

t.i the establishment is a Large riding-school for t. cavalry

pupils. Gunnery and military engineering arc not taught in

this college; there is a special school (Muhendishane' for

these arts."

My class counted eighty pupils : sixty for infantry and

twenty h>r cavalry. The pupils of a class had their meals in

common. The f 1 was -nod and plentiful, mutton and rice

being the Btaple comestibles. The internal arrangements

were excellent. There was nothing to pay: the pupils are

housed, fed, clad, and taught at the expense of the Govern-

ment : they even receive, I believe, a Bmall salary, although

I got nothing. The entry is open t<> anyone with the

v intellectual qualifications (these one can obtain

gratis in ;i rushdie
1

—military elementary Bch >"1— and an

idadie' military advanced school), independent of rank,

standing, or parentage. This i- only one of the countless

evidences of [slam's thoroughpaced Socialism.

The pernicious and iniquitous Bystem <>f entrance-fee- to

ruinations is not known in Turkey.

The studies comprised Turkish language and literature,

history,
|

by, French, tactics. Except in the first and

last subjects, I was more advanced than any pupil present

and than many oi the masters. But I accumulated know-

ledge m a direction uncontemplated by the preceptors in

the Turkish language, and more particularly in the art of

ling the puzzling Arabic characters, especially the written
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ones, a deficiency in which was the vulnerable point in my
acquaintance with the idiom. 15 Granted that they could teach

me nothing but what I knew already in history, geography,

French, yet each lesson made me more conversant with the

language of the country of my temporary adoption.

Even in the geography and history of the Ottoman

Empire I was better versed than my fellow-students.

Altogether, the standard of education aimed at in Mekteb

Harbi was below that of a German ' hohere Biirgerschule

'

(school for the sons of the upper middle classes), although

decidedly above that of a corresponding English institution.

As regards Turkish literature, it interested me very little,

except in so far as it increased my vocabulary. It is in point

of quantity immense, in point of quality worse than mediocre,

consisting to the amount of 75 per cent, of translations

and adaptations of Arabic, Persian, and European works.

Grammar was taught, which proved of service to me.

In strategy, the Franco-German War of 1870-1871 was
taken as an object-lesson by means of a work translated

from the German. The subject was threshed out with much
thoroughness. Unanswered query : Why was not one of the

previous Russo-Turkish wars taken as a model ?

There were also lessons—non-compulsory, I believe—in

Arabic, Latin, German, from which I obtained dispensation :

from Arabic, because I thought it unwise to commence a

fresh study at that stage ; from the other subjects, because I

needed no teaching, at least not such as the masters of

Mekteb Harbi could give me. At a later period I acquired

the difficult Arabic language.

Fencing, shooting, and horsemanship were on the

programme ; but during my fortnight's sojourn these arts

were not practised, probably because the examinations were

so near. I heard that even at other times they are exercised

by the infantry pupils only at rare intervals. I fenced

privately with fellow-students, and practised revolver-shooting

with my own weapon and cartridges. Surveying and kindred

arts were ignored.
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The lr--.ui- occupied five hours a day, my studies two

hours more. In our spare time we boated, walked, or rode

hired horses. At night we smoked, played chess and

dominoes, and entertained each other with recitals, stories,

an.l discussions. The moral tone of the establishment was

high, higher than thai of a German gymnasium (public

school) or that of a corresponding English institution. I

presume the reason of this lies in the fact that the teaching

of the Koran is followed h\ the Moslems more generally,

rely, and literally than that of the Bible is followed hy

the Christians. A- in Seliniie, no drinking of spirituous

liquors took place, this being forbidden by Islam.

Bere again 1 instantly made numerous friends. T treated

my companions in the cafes, and provided cigarettes for

almost the entire class.

The pupils were enthusiastic, patriotic, and eager to have

their share of dang< c and -lory in the coming struggle with

the hated, treacherous Moskoflu. In religious matters they

were tolerant and forbearing, more so than the privates in

Srhmie, who had often referred to me as a Kiafir or Ghiaur

(unbeliever), possibly without meaning offence.

We had many interesting religious conversations. Islam

acknowledges Jesus Christ a- a prophet, but denies His

divinity, and repudiates the theory of the Trinity, which—so

the Moslems -a\ -offends againsl the commandment, ' Thou

shalt have none other gods hut me.' ' But the Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost are one,' said I. 'Thatii only a subterfuge,'

Was the reply.

Polygamy, concubinage, Blavery, fatalism, and fanaticism

are the dark contrasts to much that i- beautiful, pure, and

noble in [slam—sobriety, chastity, hospitality, commercial

honesty, absence of slander, discipline, obedience, plain and

ilar living; hut it- • fault, winch will one day,

in my opinion, become fatal, i- its pretended finality, which

prevents it from keeping pace with pr e enlighten-

ment, and forbids the attainment of humanitarian and ultra-

religious ideal-.
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The discipline was moderately strict ; of course, less severe

than in the barracks. We were compelled to keep certain

hours of rising and turning in, to be punctual at meal-times,

and to attend the classes ; otherwise we did as we liked.

The Turkish masters struck me as being less pedantic

and more practical— though undoubtedly less well-informed

—than their German colleagues. The latter took no special

interest in me, possibly because I posed as an Englishman,

and they did not know of my German birth. I have reason

to believe that the frequent, much-vaunted German ' missions
'

(as they are arrogantly called) to Turkey, i.e. the engage-

ment of bodies of German officers for the posts of organisers,

instructors, &c, w< re nearly always failures in the end. 16

The Governor was a venerable, apathetic ferik. He
never addressed me individually.

I had hitherto refrained from calling on the persons (all

Europeans) to whom I had letters of introduction, except a

few whom I had visited immediately after my arrival. I

now paid my respects, and although well received on the

strength of the recommendations, I was regarded as a harm-

less lunatic in my desire to embrace a forlorn cause ; for,

strangely at variance with the all-evident, newly roused

patriotic spirit of the populace, many Franks considered

the Turkish Empire as good as lost.

Some of my fellow-students, natives of Constantinople,

introduced me into their homes. I was well received : was
treated to cigarettes, sweetmeats, coffee ; was served by men-
sen-ants ; caught an occasional glimpse of girl-attendants,

usually Circassians, and often very handsome, 17 but did not

see the ladies of the house, except on one occasion, when
a fat, waddling, elderly wT

ife sorely disappointed my expecta-

tions. She wras, however, affable and effusive, seemed to be

well-infomied, spoke French, knew Eugene Sue by heart,

and wTas evidently that rara avis, the Turkish equivalent for

the emancipated woman of the Occident. She looked upon

an Englishman as a demigod, and had the goodness to call

me a ' handsome boy.' "When I consult the mirror now I

D
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am i 11* l i ii* -.1 to think she must have been mad. Generally,

when a Turk called me a pretty name the compliment was

followed by a request for the loan or gift of something, She

did do! beg or borrow, but she took something forcibly—

a

kiss. AJoes were not in it for the bittern* 38 of that salute !

A 1
- uit the middle of March one-half of the sixty pupils

the infantry portion of m\ class went up for their exami-

nation. Two or three were debarred, owing to sonic offence

linst discipline. The process occupied a week; but I was

taken in hand on the first day, and passed with credit to my-

self. Tlu' affair locked to me more like a matter of form

than like a genuine inquiry into my abilities. M\ examina-

tion in half a do/en subjects lasted forty minutes, and was

oral, except one short translation from Turkish to Fr< ach.

iiy all the masters of the establishment, and several

officers ;Mid officials from the Staff and the War Office, wer<

present, but only three or four took an active part in the

;edure. The pasha who was then director of all tin

military colleges presided, seconded l>\ the Governor of

M n b Barbi.

The silly system of marking in examinations is not

known in Tin-key. As in Germany, a candidate's knowledge

i given Bubject was cither sufficient or insufficient ; if the

former, he passed in the Bubject, if tin latter, he did not.

ind logic, and is sensible, simpli and

workabli

I tayed in tl 3chool whilst tin nation lasted, and

for three days long i supernumerary Six or eight

pupils (rank duffers) did not pass; they were remanded for

another coin

On the day after the closing examination I r< seived mj

commission as mulazim zani in the service of hi- Bultanic

I celebrated the event the nexl oighl by a dinner

E h restaurant in < S-alata to the

ful candid I
I invited the major of my old bat-

talion in Selimie* and the officers "f my former company, who

came, all but the Lieutenant on duty. The majoi
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bursting-point, and his smoking of my cigars filled me with

secret alarm : he must have chewed and swallowed them, so

quickly did they disappear. However, he was as lively as a

kitten after the fray.

On the following day six of us full-blown lieutenants

received orders to proceed to Daiid Pasha Cavalry Barracks,

on the western outskirts of Stamboul, outside the city

walls, near which there was a permanent camp containing

5.000 infantrymen. 19

I took leave of my remaining colleagues—ten or twelve

of whom were ordered elsewhere on the same day, two being

selected to prepare for the General Staff—distributed nicotine

souvenirs among teachers and pupils, and bakshish among
the servants, shouldered my baggage, and walked with my
friends to our destination.

"We reported ourselves to the Governor, a brigadier,

received our uniform, arms, and outfit, and were told off to

our stations in the camp, the barracks being overcrowded.

All this was done within a few hours.

This astonishing promptness and the really admirable

general activity of those days were, of course, exceptional*

and caused by the political outlook. Under ordinary circum-

stances, I was told, weeks would elapse between the ex-

aminations and the arrival of the officers' commissions, and

again weeks would pass before the lieutenants received

appointments. The War of 1877 has shown that corrupt,

cancerous, comatose Ottoman officialdom can rouse itself

onct in a while to grand exertion.

To my regret I lost sight of my companions. I alone

was sent to Widdin, they being destined for Easgrad and

Kustchuk, and two for Erzerum, in Asia.

The order to proceed to Widdin reached me the same

evening, to my intense satisfaction ; for was not the redoubt-

able Osman Pasha, the hope of the Ottoman nation, the

hero of last year's campaign, the commander of the "Widdin

army ?

I slept that night in a comfortable tent, in company with

D 2
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t oi tin mulazims, most of whom left next day for

different dest [nations.

My arms consisted of a home-made sword of good quality

and a six-chamber revolver of German manufacture with 100

cartridg< 3. I had also my own revolver, and m\ field-glass,

which was of great Bervice to me throughout the campaign.

My uniform differed little from thai of the privates. I had

a haversack Eor the necessaries and a small valise to

carried on a packhorse —for my personal luggage. My empty

portmanteau I had to leave behind.

Ajs I was an inmate of the camp for barely twenty-four

hours, 1 had do opportunity of making exhaustiv( observa-

tions : neither is it needful to describe a place which diffi

in nowise from others that I saw subsequently, and mall

mention in their proper placi

[n accordance with orders I was up next morning (March

27) at daybreak, and presented myself at barracks, where a

colonel gave me detailed instructions. I returned to camp
and took over from a major a detachment of L80 men 150

young recruits, Nizams, and thirty Redifs of th< second ban,

destined to supplement Osman's battalions, which had

suffered considerably in Servia, and had not received

reinforcements. Two mulazims younger than myself—one a

mere boy, but painstaking, and anxious t< the other a

I ink, to judge by Ins complexion— a midd . melan-

choly mt, and two corporals, were placed under my
rs.

Thus I had at once an independent task allotted to me.

What a difference ' three months ;il'" the junior of an office

of juniors, dusting desks and fetching beer: now in active

command of L80 men, with 1 rying duties to fulfil and puzzling

instructions to carry out I The grave r< Bponsibility suddenly

(and onexpectedly, I confess) thrust upon me canst d me some

done moment - it [made a resolution to act honourably

my Belf-chost o country and at any cost ko

myself, even that of my life. ' Pulgura Erango ' Baid I, as my
iv. said before me.
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My instructions were : first, to hold an inspection, and

see that each man's equipment was complete ; secondl}-, to

make out a list of the names, to be used for daily muster

;

thirdly, to proceed to Yedi Kule (i.e. Seven Towers), a

suburban station, in the extreme south-west of Stamboul, of

the Bellova Eailway, entrain by the regular train leaving at

seven that evening, and proceed to Bellova, the (then) ter-

minus, without stopping at intermediate stations (of which

Adrianople and Philippopolis are the principal ones),20 except

for the train connections ; fourthly, to place myself and

my detachment in Bellova at the disposal of a brigadier,

and to follow his instructions for the continuance of the

journey, on foot, to Widdin ; fifthly, to consider my com-

mand as at an end in Bellova, unless the said brigadier

chose to renew it, in which case it would terminate in

Widdin ; sixthly, on my arrival in Widdin to place myself

at the disposal of Mushir Osman Pasha or his representa-

tive.

I was given a map (made in Germany) , a page torn from

a Continental Bradshaw showing the railway time-table, a

written synopsis of my orders, an authority enabling me to

obtain supplies and assistance from every officer and official

in His Majesty's service, and three liras (54s.).

I think the name of the brigadier was Pardo Pasha ; in

any case I shall term him thus, having occasion to mention

him again.

The inspection was soon over. Only trifling articles were

mining, and these I obtained in camp.

Each man carried eighty cartridges, but we had no spare

ammunition and no train.

In making out the list—an irksome and tedious task

— I was assisted by the mulazims and the sergeant. The
older of the former I discovered, to my intense gratification,

to be an Englishman of the name of Seymour, who will

figure much in these pages, and of whom I shall speak at

length in the next chapter. The younger mulazim was called

Tereb. Both he and Seymour had passed the Mekteb Harbi
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examination previous to m\ entering the school. The
r< ant's name was Sefi : he hailed Erom S] ria.

The troublesome pari of such a List is, next to the fact

that most of the vowels are not written, and must therefore

ommitted to memory or guessed, the constant recurrence

of the same names and the frequent absence of distinguish-

ing family names, in which case it was the custom to affix

the name of the town whence the soldier hailed. M» o Erom

Arabic-speaking provinces attach the father's name; often

the profession is added. Sometimes a man would gravelj

give all these things, and half a dozen titles as well, in one

longstring. 1 remembers pompous Etedifman fron Mesopo-

tamia giving his name somewhal in the following fashion :

Ilaji Aga Ahmed Ali Dedashti bin Eaji Aga Mustaffa Abdul-

lah I ladi Malektijar. 21 This man 1 called ' Malek,'

much to the soldiers' delight ; for the Turkish word malek

means angel the was as uglj as a prize-gorilla), whilst the

same Arabic word means king; they nicknamed him promptly

shit an (devil), which appellation clung to him. Seymour and

I certained subsequently that the nun called us 'Jim,'

possibly because one or the other had heard of trie English

name James and its abbreviation, and, it corresponding to

the letter Jim (±) of the Turkish alphabet, the monos) 1 la hie

was - asily remembered. We were distinguished as Jimewel
and dim zani, i.e. dim the first and dim the - cond, bo we

disc Verba] communication was easy, the m< being

addressed by single short name-: Selim, \li. Hassan, Saul,

Mil r

The list was finished at noon. We had dinner the

eternal mutton and rice— were given ad
nit-, tilled our Basks with water, and -tarn.! m good

time for V- di Kule, hailed h\ the acclamations of the troops,

wished u- God-speed. You ma\ imagine with what

1 • nt my firsl commands.
I should have been 9orely puzzled to find the wa\ . having

m this quarter of the globe, had not

;i been acquainted with the locality. The march
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occupied two hours. It did not rain, although it looked

threatening. The air was mild and damp. I had to carry

my valise knapsack fashion.

At Yedi Kule I had an interview with the stationmaster,

whilst the men sat or squatted on the platform. Having

heard that soldiers had lately been forwarded in open cattle-

trucks, I asked for three passenger-cars. The rascal, probably

with a view of obtaining bakshish from a greenhorn, under-

took to telegraph to the terminus ; but Sen told me after-

wards that he had undoubtedly had previous instructions,

and taken measures accordingly. However, in return for my
bakshish I got some valuable information as to the line and

the journey. 22

The Turkish official will sell his soul for a few piastres

(called grush by the natives, 100 to the lira) ; but then,

the poor devil does not always get his salary. But I am
the more ashamed of the stationmaster of Yedi Kule as

I suspect he was a Frank, German, Austrian or English

—

I do not know which, for he spoke Turkish to me, and

would not respond to my polyglot trial inquiries ; more-

over, I believe he was not in the service of the Govern-

ment, but in that of a company, who presumably paid him

regularly.

We had to wait nearly two horns. A crowd of curious

spectators was soon on the spot, among them many (veiled)

women and mischievous children. The Turk loves his file

of soldiers quite as dearly as the Berliner does, and the girls

have as great (if silent and passive) an admiration for the

Osmanli Tommy Atkins as any Cockney nursemaid has for

the ornamental soldiers in Hyde Park, or any Kensington

cook for the harmless, necessary Moral Miracle in Blue.

Some benevolent residents of the neighbourhood clubbed

together and got us coffee, which was very welcome. Several

men distributed their tobacco. A mediaeval-looking, gro-

tesque Galician Jew residing in the vicinity spotted Seymour

and me, and brought us a flask of terribly strong spirits and

a huge packet of garlic-reeking sandwiches. This simple
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act of kindness reconciled me somewhat to the Rosenkranz

tribe.

When the train was signalled I had the men drawn up

in double file, and divided them into three squads, each under

a lieutenant, assisted by a Don-commissioned officer. Sergeant

Sefi was with me.

The men were cheerful and obedient. As, with a few

eptions, they were uot natives of Stamboul, distressing

-taking was reduced to a minimum.

There were three cars reserved for us; each accommo-

dated, with some crowding, one of the squads. Discomfort

notwithstanding, we were in high spirits.

Ajb the train steamed out of the station the populace

shouted a brief, vigorous, healthy ' Allah * by way of good-

bye. 1 mentally bade farewell to Stamboul, which, indeed,

L have uot seen Bince. And thus I embarked upon my
career as officer in the service of the Sublime Porte.
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CHAPTEK III

FROM CONSTANTINOPLE TO WIDDIN : THREE WEEKS ON

THE TRAMP

Mabch 27 to April 23, 1877

The train passed the now historical San Stefano, where peace

was signed on March 3, 1878, 23 and pulled up at 7.30 in

Kutchiik (Little) Chekmedje, twelve miles west of Constanti-

nople. Here our three cars were detached and shunted to a

siding, ready to be joined next morning to the Adrianople

through train. 24

Thanks to the zeal of an innkeeper (who received my
acknowledgments for his supplies, but no money) and to

the patriotism of prominent citizens, the men had supper of

bread, cakes, and coffee, whilst the Austrian stationmaster

placed his room at the disposal of us three officers—a hot meal

being sent us from the khan (inn). I refused to grant leave

of absence, and at nine the men turned in. They slept on

sacking provided by the railway officials, with their haver-

sacks for pillows and covered with their great-coats, on the

floor of an empty carriage-shed, where a fire had been lighted,

for it was damp and chilly. After having held muster, I

placed the detachment under Sergeant Sefi, and went for a

stroll, in a drizzling rain, accompanied by Lieutenants

Seymour and Tereb. At the khan we bespoke breakfast.

As I saw Kutchuk Chekmedje only during darkness, I am
not competent to pass judgment on the place, which, more-

over, deserves no description, having no importance save that

attached to the station. It counts 4,000 inhabitants, mostly

Turks, and is prettily situated on a narrow strip of ground
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Lered by the Sea of Marmora on the south and a lake on

the north.

At ten we turned in, and sat for an hour around the stove

in the station office, talking and smoking. As my com-

panions were my friends, and co-sharers of good and evil

throughout the campaign until death parted us. I shall briefly

introduce them. They sleep under the soil of Plevna's

blood-soaked hills, in company with -'^0,000 other victims

of Russia's furious onslaughts and Osman's heroic defence.

When the last great muster is called, I hope they and 1

will respond together, and stand once more shoulder to

shoulder, aswe did in many a bloody fray.

sk Seymour's antecedents were sad and troubled. It

only at a later period that 1 Learnt the terrible seer*

his birth : he was his mother's illegitimate and pre-nuptial

child. The well-to-do merchant who, after his birth, became

hismother's husband, was not hi- lather. The marriage was

an unhappy one ; but husband and wife lived together, and

k with them, owing to their desire to avoid scandal.

il to his stepfather lor the education he had

to him, but he had no affection for him ; all the more

ttachedto his mother. He was a Cockney.

In L870, when he was eleven years old, the family had Left

don for Gallipoli, when the father's firm had a branch

blishment. Here they had resideduntil Sept< mb< c L876,

when tin y returned t<> England, Jack excepted, who was then

in the Mekteb Harbi. He spokeTurl • a native. Tin 1

_ioii- difficulties of his entry into the Ottoman Army v

come in In ore easily than in mine, owing to

the stepfather's Local ami personal influence. He had chosen

oldier in conformity with his inclinations ; he

had
|

•! teb Harbi in October 1876, and had since

n attached in Tash Kishla I '-arrack-, in ConstantinopL

kiatib (clerk) to a major, afterwards a- yaver (aide-de-camp)

ferik. Why I was placed above him. then, a- well as

• in Widdin, 1 do not know, as he was six months my
out seniority counts for nothing
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in the Turkish Army, and I was a month older than he. In

any case, I had no hand in the arrangement, and he accepted

it without grumbling or questioning its propriety. He was

of average height, slim, with a handsome boyish face and

bright grey eyes. His fighting-weight was 9 stone 4 lb.

He was full of dash, as brave as a lion, as true as steel, and

a staunch and loyal friend.

Ibrahim Tereb hailed from Dede Agach, a port on the

.Egean Sea and terminus of a branch line from Adrianople,

where his father was an influential and respected Government

official. He had passed the Mekteb Harbi on the same day

as Jack, and had been selected to train for the General Staff

in the Brkiani Hafi Mektebi, where he had stayed until a

week previous to our meeting, when he had been politely

informed that he was not suited for a General Staff officer, and

had been sent to the Daiid Pasha camp. I suppose he was

not considered sufficiently bright. It was a sore point with

the poor boy ; whenever it was referred to he flew into a

violent passion. It goes without saving that he was teased

unmercifully with this mishap. He was an inch shorter, but

stouter, than Jack and I (who were nearly alike in height and

weight), and had typical Turkish features, with magnificent

black eyes and the much-cultivated attempt at a moustache,

which formed the constantly irritating object of Jack's and

my envy, our faces being as smooth as any girl's. In the

absence of cosmetics he used to grease his upper lip with

mutton-fat at night : when there was no fat. with a candle-

stump. He was a splendid swordsman. His courage,

prowess, zeal, and powers of endurance left nothing to be

desired. He was an enthusiastic, romantic, and earnest

young fellow, and had some extremely high notions as regards

religion, morality, friendship, love, marriage, and so forth.

In Dede Agach he had met, some years before, the daughter

of a Scotch railway engineer, whom he loved, unknown to

her, with al] the fervour of his youthful and incorrupt heart.

Her name, Mary, was constantly on his lips. I presume it

was her nationalitv which caused him to become deeply,
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almost childishly, attached to Jack and me. He spoke a

little English ; in any case, he knew how to say, 'Toll me,

. how to woo thee.'

Being engaged in personalities, I shall seize this oppor-

tunity of saying a word with respect to Sergeanl Sefi. This

man had a history -which I learnt on the following day—as

curious as any I ever heard. I ivprodu.ee it as he gave it to

me, without vouchsafing its truth, fie was an Englishman

by birth (of this I am certain, as [could judge by the accent),

and had held a high position in a town in Syria, having finally

in.- British Consul. While holding tins position he had

been mixed up in a financial scandal, and had be< obliged,

ten or twelve years before, to fly in order to escape arrest,

leaving wife and child behind ; these he never saw again, for

a year later they fell victims to the cholera. His perfeel

knowledge of both Turkish and Arabic and his sun-tanned

enabled him to pass as a Moslem; I, for one. was

thunderstruck when he disclosed himself tome as an English-

man. He had enlisted, had risen to the rank of sergeant,

and had fought in Servia. We separated in Widdin, whence

he was sent to Bahova, and [ have not seen him a^ain ; hut I

had a letter from him later in Kharkoff, written in 0d<

giving an account of his campaigning adventures, and Btating

that he had been promoted to the rank oi bash chawush,

and had been taken prisoner after the hatti. <>f Slue

(Shipka), January 9, L878; my address in Kharkoff be had

obtained from a G-erman railway official in the Russian

vice. 1 have qoI heard from him again.

At five ne\t morning (March 28) we were up. I held

muster, and Benl the men to the khan for breakfast, which

consisted of coffee and newly baked bread. The day was

threatening and oppressive
;

later it became intolerably cl<

mowers fell at intervals. Some residents dealt out hom<

madi and tobacco, .lack, [brahim, and I Btood apart

whilsl the distribution was in progri >ur rank forbad*

our sharing in it
;
hut a veiled girl came up to us with her

lather, and offered to each of us a packet of fined and
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some cakes. We saluted and thanked her ; Jack seized her

hand and kissed it, with more fervour than it was wise or

necessary to display. But the grizzly old Turk only laughed,

as if to say, ' Boys will be boys.' Encouraged by Jack's

successful boldness I, too, kissed her pretty hand ; but when

Tereb proceeded to follow suit the old man marched his girl

off, and poor Ibrahim, who looked very sheepish, got nothing

but a hearty laugh for his abortive gallantry.

At eight the train, consisting, besides the carriages for the

ordinary traffic, of a dozen cars filled with soldiers, drawn by

two engines, steamed into the station, and there was much
commotion : for a lot of the men jumped out. I spotted a

major, and drew his attention to the khan ; he sent some of

his men, who returned with the host's remaining stock of

bread. Meanwhile our three cars were attached ; we took

our places, I counted the men, and off we went, exchanging

farewells with those on the platform.

Considerations of space preclude me from describing the

beautiful scenery through which we passed. 25 We arrived in

Adrianople at eight that night, after a twelve hours' journey

which, if devoid of mishaps, was full of discomfort ; for I was

in the last carriage, was severely shaken, cramped almost into

spasms, squeezed almost into nothing. We had no regular

meals : our biscuits, cakes, water, and occasional doles from

charitably inclined persons on the platforms, were our sus-

tenance. There was an hour's delay in one station—I think

it was Liule Burgas ; but nothing was to be had there save

coffee and milk. From this place we telegraphed to the

Military Governor of Adrianople, asking for night-quarters,

supper, and breakfast for 900 men.

In Adrianople we had twelve hours to wait for the

departure of the Bellova train. We were met by a corporal,

who marched us through the ill-lighted, muddy streets to

the barracks, where things had been made comfortable

:

fires were burning in the stoves—it had turned cold at dusk

—and a hot supper, consisting of mutton and rice boiled

together, a goodly portion for each man, with two loaves
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per head, had been prepared. Biscuits were deall out for

the morrow's journey.

The barracks were full, and there was do bed accommo-

dation for us, it having been the commander's intention to

d ii- to the camp outside the town
; bul rain had sel in,

and we were allowed to remain, our 900 nun Bleeping, as

best t!ic\ could, on the floors of the corridors, dormitories,

Btables, and outhouses, wrapped tip in their great-coats, with

one blanket per man to lie on. These blankets, new and of

id quality, von' dealt out from the stores, and the men
were told to retain them; thej came in very handy during

our tramp to Widdin, but were inconvenient to i any, being

rather too large for the haversacks; st men wore bnem,

like th«' great-coats when not in use, rolled up, and fastened

with cord Bash-wise around the body.

My ISO men weft.' accommodated in a lar-v outlying hall,

used for drill in bad weather. I called the roll, saw them

tied in their sleeping-places on the sand-covered floor, and

left them in charge of Sergeant Sefi.

The Too men who had joined us in Kiitchuk Chekmedje'

were commanded by a major. Not being undei flie latter's

orders (on the contrary, I had been told that my command
.•in independent one). I had really nothing to do with

him : but he suggested that I should place myself under him

for the resl of the journey to Bellova, a Id facilitate

railway and food arrangements; which I did, after consulting

Seymour and Tereb.

Jack and I accompanied the major, two of his lieutenants,

and an officer of the garrison to the station, where seventei d

were bespoken for the next morning. Then we called

at the private house of the < Governor, to whom the major and

I rem duty bound to report ourselves. He had gone to

bed, so we left our names with a servant. It rained hard,

and I • Aurianople, therefore, under unfavourable con-

ditions, apart from the darkness
;

this ma} account for the

fact that the citj appeared to me remarkably dirty, din

i r ible.
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On our return to barracks we were invited to a mess-room

used by the local officers in common ; here we had coffee and

tobacco, and spent a social hour. Much consideration was

shown to Jack and me by the hospitable Adrianople men ;

Tereb also, as well as the major and his subordinates (he had

two captains and ten lieutenants under him), came in for a

share of the goodly things, of the warmth diffused by the

stove, of the friendliness of our hosts. We were envied for

our orders to proceed to Widdin, whither also the major and

his force were bound.

Jack, Ibrahim, I, and three lieutenants from the major's

detachment slept, on two beds and a couch evacuated by our

amiable hosts, in one of the officers' bedrooms.

The Adrianople Barracks struck me as being inferior to

Selimie and Daiid Pasha (also to Tash Kishla, so Jack said)

in everything—building, size, arrangements, good condition,

and sanitary matters. I have it on the authority of com-

petent persons, that whilst the barracks of the capital are

excellent, those of the provinces are bad.

We turned in after midnight, and were up again at six,

(March 29), amid indescribable bustle ; for the building

held three times its allotted number of men. Break-

fast consisted of coffee and bread. Muster was held,

the flasks were refilled, and off we marched, after having

taken a hearty farewell of our kindly hosts. It had

cleared, the sun shone brilliantly, and soon it grew quite

warm. The filth in the streets was awful ; but the sunlight

maV. • things look bright and cheerful.

The thoroughfares of Adrianople, if narrow and ill-built

to Western notions, are extremely picturesque.

In the station there was a large concourse of inhabitants,

the report of our departure to the probable seat of war having

spread through the town. Again we came in for voluntary

distributions of bread, cakes, sweets, oranges, dates, tobacco,

and cigarettes. Some Christian Bulgarians were going by

train, and were the object of violent manifestations of hatred

and rage on the part of the Turkish civilians. They sheltered
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themselves behind the soldiers, who, whilst looking daggers

at them, obeyed the major's orders and protected them

against ill-usi

There was less crowding in the train than on the previous

day, as we had as extra car for the nan and a first-class

carriage for the officers. I detached twenty nan from my
three squads, and placed them temporarily under one of the

major's corporals. The train, consisting of thirty car-.

was divided into two portions, each drawn by two engim a.

The populace gave us an enthusiastic farewell. It was

ly ten before we started.

The scenery, beautiful throughout, grewmor billy as we
progressed : but two or three stations hefore Philip) >polis

it became flat, with a view of mountain-ranges > q the

horizon. We had only short stoppages until, at seven in the

evening, we reached Philippopolis. The major had sent a

graphic request Eor Bupper to this town, and another for

quarters to Bellova. The meal, consisting of boiled rice,

ready served in enamelled tin dishes and piping hot, with two
loaves per head, had been sent from the barracks to the

station on carts, in charge of local soldiers : il msumed
by the nan on the platform, in the waiting-rooms and

offices, and in the adjoining sheds. Perfect order and good

temper prevailed : there was no crowding and pushing, uo

md no unseemly haste. Bonfires were burning

in different places, for the lighting arrangements of the

station were of a primitive description. It was an animated

and picturesque ac< ae. I found it hard to realise that

ye1 m peri • . for the ugly word ' war

'

writ Large on every fierce Tartar countenance, and

appeared in every detail of the weird and romantic Bur-

rounding

! iw nothi! Philippopolis excepl the Btation, and
• only in the growing darkness, therefore I am do1 in a

j
lion of this important city.

Here again there was a large assembly of enthusii

and charitable spectators, and once more our Christian fellow-
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travellers, some of whom alighted, as well as the Bulgarians
m the crowd, came in for a good deal of ill-feeling.

The officers of the garrison arrived to greet us, brought
us cigarettes, and had coffee made on one of the fires. We
squatted around it, chatting and laughing, in the highest of
spirits; and thus, still at peace with all the world, I had a
foretaste of camp-life.

The sky was overcast and threatening.

After an hour's stoppage we proceeded on our journey.
The night withdrew the details of the scenery from my vision

;

but I noticed, as we approached our destination, that it was
weird and desolate. AVe had two short stoppages, the first
of which was at Tatar Bazardjik, one of the hotbeds of last
last year's rebellion; and at half-past ten we arrived in
Bellova, which is a village of under 1,000 inhabitants (of
whom a third are Christians), on the Maritza, amid magnifi-
cent forests

;
at the present time it is an insignificant inter-

mediary station on the Great Balkan Line, then it was the
all-important terminus. 2 '5

In the dark, ill-built station I dissolved my connection with
the major, owing to a difference of opinion between us,
though with good temper on either side ; he preferred to
march with his men to the camp, half an hour's walk, rely-
ing upon the telegram he had sent ; I chose to remain in
the station till daybreak, for it looked threatening, the roads
(so I was told) were in an awful condition, and I was by no
means certain as to the accommodation we should find in the
already crowded camp. In deciding thus I acted upon the advice
of a friendly German railway engineer. 27 Here in the station
we had in any case a roof overhead, as there were numerous
sheds for carriages, tools, stores, &c. ; besides, the cars
afforded shelter. Had I been placed under the major's
orders I should have had no voice in the matter ; but having
expressly been told to proceed to Bellova independently of
any detachments I might meet on the road, I was correct in
acting on my own discretion.

I parted from the major and his officers with perfect

E
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friendliness, and watched the column march out into tin*

dark, boisterous night, some railwaymen \\ ith lanterns acting

it 1 hi to rain ; but I learni afterwards

that the troops escaped the deluge which came down at

midnight, although the crowding in the tents was terrible.

We were under shelter when the storm commenced.

Having held muster and seen my men Bafely housed, .lack,

[brahim, and I nibbled some biscuits, drank the Jew's brandy

diluted with water (of this compound the Turk did not par-

take), and. huddling together on the floor, were soon asleep,

pite the bowling wind and the terrific rain, which almost

beal in the roof of the roughly built shed, [brahim bad pro-

d that we should utilise the first-class carriage which had

brought us hither; but having ascertained that it had been

shunted to a place at some distance, I considered it wiser to

remain close to my men. and fairer to share their discomfort

than to indulge in cushioned couches whilst they slept on

bare hoards.

I had appointed Beven as the tune of rising. When we

got ap (March 30) the sun was Bhining in all its glory,

displaying to our view a landscape oi extreme beauty. The
wind was still very high, and continued so for some days,

which had the effect of drying the roads. From this

moment till September we had almost invariably fine

Weather.

The -ciierv around Bellova is magnificent. The village

at the northern foot of the wild Rhoddp6 mountain-raj

of which the highest summits, 8,000 feet above Bea-level, are

nty miles to the Bouth-west. North of the town the

southern slopes of the Balkans rise from the hanks of the

Bellova thus forms the extreme \\' -•• d point <<\'

the Maritza plain, the poinl in which the northern and

southern mountain-ranges (Balkan and Rhodope') me< I at an

acute angle.

The Rhodope' Mountains (called Dospad Dagh by the

'I the grandeur and wildness of the scenery,

remarkable for two things : they are (or were in L877 and
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up to a few years ago) infested with robbers, and they

contain a number of monasteries, built upon the most

unlikely looking spots—places which, seen from the roads,

appear unapproachable to any but the eagles who share the

rocks and crags with the monks as dwelling-places.

We breakfasted off biscuits and water : there was nothing

else to be had. I left the detachment in charge of Lieu-

tenants Seymour and Tereb, with instructions to make the

men look smart, so that we might creditably pass the

brigadier's inspection, and walked along the high-road to the

camp, which was close to the village, two miles west of the

station. Here I reported myself to Pardo Pasha.

The camp held 1,000 men (not counting the major's

700), most of them under canvas; there were also some

roughly built sheds for stores, carts, and four heavy batteries,

but no cavalry, except a detachment of Circassians, who
struck rne as being remarkably ugly and repulsive. 28 Fresh

sheds were in course of erection, timber being plentiful in the

neighbourhood, and there being at that time a number of

workmen in Bellova, many of them foreigners.

The brigadier instructed me to remain in the station

with my detachment, in order to supervise and assist in the

unloading and housing of stores. He expected another 1,000

infantry, as well as a large train, the former from Con-

stantinople, the latter from Philippopolis. After their

arrival we were to start for Sofia, where detachments would

join us.

I went back to my men, and took them to camp, where

the brigadier inspected them. The ordinary daily ration

of mutton, rice, and bread was dealt out to us. AVe marched

back, taking with us handcarts with 1,000 biscuit rations, as

well as soap, candles, matches, oil and salt. I had dinner

prepared, selecting those men as cooks who professed to be

able to fulfil this important duty. On the whole they

acquitted themselves creditably.

The brigadier had informed me that he had decided to

leave me in command (to terminate in Widdin) of my de-

E 2
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hment ; for which compliment I expressed my gratitude.

Twenty Redifmen with one corporal, who had arrived by

themselves on foot from Saloniki a few days before, were

added to my command, bo that I had now 200 men, tour non-

commissioned officers, and two lieutenants under me. These

formed a march company— i.e. a temporary or Bcratch

company.

There was a large Btock of every necessary in Bellova,

but the accommodation for Btoring was bad and Insufficient.

I must mention the staple article of food of the district,

of which specimens were frequently dealt out among us

by the amiable shepherds of the mountain-slop. : cheese

made of ewe's milk, called kashkaval. It smells likt- a much-

deceased cat, and tastes like a tallow-candle. Next to

highway robbery, the manufacture of kashkaval was the

most important industry of the forest inhabitants around

Bellova.

With the consent of the stationmaster, I appropriated a

shed sufficiently large to afford accommodation to all my men,

and a smaller building for my company's carts and store-.

Several new shed-, for the train expected to ar tve, were

commenced by the railway workmen. We three lieutenants

utilised an empty cottage in the village of Simtchina, half a

mile Bouth-west of the station; it had belonged to a Bul-

garian who. the year before, had distinguished himself in a.

Christian onslaught on the Turkish residents, and had later

been butchered, with wife and family, i
' the infuriated

• in-. The kindly inhabitants of Simtchina lent us

furniture and bedding, and we made one room of the tiny,

pretty dwelling quite homely and comfortable.

With these arrangements the day was Bpent. Supper

consisted of biscuits, and milk bought in Simtchina, a quarl

of a pint per head. Good Bpring water was plentiful in the

vicinity. I made the men turn in at nine, except Sergeant

Sefi and a dozen Redifs, who were detailed to give assistance

on the arrival of the tram. This brought only a small detach-

ment -fifty men, under a lieutenant hut a large quantity of
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stores, which were housed in and near the station. The new
arrivals slept in one of the sheds, the lieutenant, at our invita-

tion, in the cottage. A notability of the village sent coffee,

pipes, and tobacco for us four officers, and Jack bribed a

charming Bulgarian girl, with more kisses than piastres, to

tidy up. The improvised sign-and-finger language by means

of which they conducted their conversation was enough to

make a corpse smile.

Xext day (March 31), in camp, a colonel, Mahomed
Hussein Bey by name, gave me detailed instructions as to

the preparations for our journey. A inarch expected to last

for some weeks is a serious affair, and it is of the utmost

importance that the preparations be made in a methodical

and exhaustive manner.

Firstly, there was a medical inspection of the men on

the part of a surgeon attached to Pardo Pasha's staff, who
was assisted by some doctors (civilians) from Philippopolis. 29

Four of the Saloniki Bedifmen were found to suffer from

soreness of the feet, and were told to remain behind, much
to their disgust. I absolved them from any but the lightest

duties, had an ointment made of mutton-fat, borrowed slip-

pers from the inhabitants, and two men recovered suffi-

ciently to join us after all ; the other two, together with fifty

men and two corporals from the camp, under a lieutenant, all

suffering slightly from something or other, were formed into

a ' company of weaklings,' and were commanded to take

charge of the empty camp after our departure, and assist the

railwaymen in unloading the stores which were expected to

arrive.

Secondly, there was an inspection of footgear by me,

assisted by Lieutenants Seymour and Tereb and Sergeant

Sen. I knew nothing about boots, except how to wear them
;

but necessity teaches better than theoretical training. Most

of the men had been but recently provided with clothing ; I

had, therefore, only a dozen pairs to throw out, which were

replaced out of a large supply just arrived from Philippopolis.

The quality of the footgear was bad.
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great-coats underwent a thorough examina-

tion. Hen I had reason to be dissatisfied with the Redifs

from Saloniki, who had ill-used their clothing during their

tramp, so thai I had to gel them Eresh coats. By the way,

e men had been destined for Sofia, but had gone to

Bellova through mistaking their directions.

Fourthly, to each man were given two pairs of woollen

socks, a large cotton handkerchief, a towel, and a thick

muffler for the nights were chilly, and there was snow on

the summits of the Rhodope' and the Balkans.

These preparations lasted several day--. In the mean-

time our ordinary duties weid on as usual: we marched t<

camp in the morning with our carts, leaving sentrii - in

charge of the stores, took over our day's rations, marched

back, cooked dinner, had twice daily ablutions in a tributary

of the Maritza, and an occasional hath in the Maritza itself,

a mile distant, washed our underclothing in turns, and at

night a detachm* nt assisted in unloading the train.

Stores and troops arrived daily: infantry, a light horse-

battery, an ordinary battery, a squadron of regulars, a

detachment of workmen- -mechanics and engineers. Special

trains brought some hundreds of packhorses : che housing of

msed much trouble and anxious consideration. Spe-

cial local trains from Tatar Bazardjik brought meat, grain,

etables, forage, ('arts and waggons of th< latter com-

modity arrived hourly from the surrounding villages. The

bother was caused by herds of beep and oxen for

our sustenance
; the confusion was terrible. Light vehicles

were requisitioned in the farms and villages, the owners

wledgments. Consignments of horsesh

came from A.drianople ; cases of small-arms from (
' »nstantin-

ople, and two iron boxes with monej in charge of an officer

and two], i;. I received five liras against expenses from

I' I' ide-de-camp, after having rendered an account

for the three liraswhich had been paid to me in Constantin

ople. Ammunition Bupplies were troublesome, a- they re-

quii re in housing and extra sentries. Drugs and
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medicine came from Philippopolis. One of the civilian doc-

tors gave us each a compound to swallow, by order of the

mirliva, which made ill those who had been well, and

nearly killed those who had been unwell. I used to concoct

medicines of my own. and the men began to have confidence

in my remedies ; the drugs I got from the German railway

engineer's private stock, and the prescriptions from a little

volume which he gave me.

Altogether we were so busy that I found no time to

write home ; I had written last from the Mekteb Harbi after

the examination. The brigadier sent me orders, notes, and

summonses at all hours of the day and night ; one day I

tramped six time^ to and fro. I had the satisfaction to be

complimented by him, and by others, on the way in which I

managed things at the station. Although I had received no

actual appointment, yet I was looked upon by silent consent

as a sort of semi-official commander of the station encamp-

ment. We got terribly overcrowded and uncomfortable :

men slept in the waiting-room, in the office, on the platform,

in the cars, in the signal-box, and our own cottage sheltered

a dozen officers besides ourselves. The Bulgarian maiden

had enough to do. If kisses and compliments were coin

of the country she would have been amply paid. Before

starting I made a collection on her behalf, and obtained

a lira.

At noon on April 3 (as nearly as I can judge from frag-

mentary notes and at this distance of time) I received my
final instructions for the break-up on the morrow. The
loading of the carts with the stores occupied us till darkness.

The column consisted of 3,000 infantry, two heavy bat-

teries (destined for Sofia), one ordinary and one light horse-

battery, with twelve artillery ammunition waggons, one

squadron of regulars, and fifty Circassians. We had charge

of 500 light carts, drawn mostly by oxen, 100 head of cattle,

and 400 packhorses, "200 of which carried ammunition, the

rest victuals. I had for ni3r company four packhorses for

the biscuits, &c, and a cart for the cooking utensils,
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officers' luggage, spare blankets, and digging tools. We
carried do tents.

The infantry was divided into two march regiments,

each regiment consisting of three march battalions, each

battalion of from three to live march companies. The
strength of the companies varied between fifty and 200 men

;

most of them were commanded by lieutenants. These tacti-

cal formations wer dy temporary, and were dissolved in

Widdin. Pardo Pasha was the commander of the column.80

At daybreak on April 4 we started, in glorious weather.

In Bpite of the early hour the Turkish population of Simt-

china and Bellova turned out en muss,' to wish us good-bye.

The cavalry was in front ; then came one of the infi itrv

regiments, then the artillery and the train, lastly the second

regiment. Turkish peasants acted as drovers. They I reated

the animals with remarkable kindness, quite unlike their

usual treatment by Christians. Among the drovers were

two men who were reported to be notorious Rhodope* robbers
;

they looked it. although they affected a meek and mild

demeanour. The Circassians formed the van of the column,

acting as guides and pioneers, and fixing upon tl e cooking-

and sleeping plac< s.

I have do recollection or notes of our stages. The
distance from Bellova to Sofia is sixty-live miles by road.

fifty as the crow flies. We accomplished it in six days,

doing thus an average of eleven mile-- a day, which was not

rtion : though it must be borne In mind that

our journey lay through mountainous country, that the Turk-

ish roads are notoriously bad, that it had rained up to the

day of our arrival in Bellova, and that we w.r.' travelling with

guns, carts, and cattle. Sometimes we could make no a ore

than a mile an hour, owing to the steepness and
I m\ condi-

tion of the track. The principal places on the road are

Banya and Samakov, each onder 5,000 inhabitants : the dis-

trict i- Bparsely populated. The infantry did not pass

through Samakov, but cut off a piece of the road by means
footpath. The Bcenery is lovely, particularly during
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the first stage, where the road leads along and through the

glorious forests of the Khodope range. The weather was

fine, but chilly at night ; no rain fell.

We slept in the open air, lighting fires, which were

kept burning throughout the night by the sentries who
guarded the carts ; rolled ourselves up in our blankets and

great-coats, huddled close to one another, had our haversacks

for pillows and the starlit sky for a roof, and slept the sleep

of the just, the young and the exhausted—which means that

we each and all slept remarkably well.

Three or four of my men became footsore, and had to be

accommodated on carts ; one was so exhausted that we had to

leave him behind in Banya. I found that walking barefoot

when the roads were soft and wet, and rubbing the feet with

melted mutton-fat off the uncooked joints at night, and again

before starting, prevented soreness ; it was Sergeant Sefi

wTho put us up to these dodges. I took care that my men
washed their feet when we passed a stream, generally twice

a day.

Each company commander was left pretty much to his

own devices. As on arrival in Widdin I had the smallest pro-

portion of invalids in the column (4 per cent., including foot-

sore men, whilst some companies had 10 per cent.), I am
justified in saying that I managed tolerably well. The

column was drawn out so long—the distance between head

and tail being five miles on the road—that during the tramp

itself it was impossible to obtain instructions from the

superiors ; I was therefore constantly called upon to decide

and act on my own judgment. The result was, that whereas

I had left Constantinople as a boy, I arrived in Widdin a

man. It would be ungrateful not to mention Sergeant Sefi

for his valuable assistance and advice ; also Lieutenants

Seymour and Tereb and the corporal of the Saloniki Eedifs

I consulted often, and with advantage.

The medical men from Philippopolis had returned

thither ; we had therefore only one surgeon, who used to travel

up and down the column on horseback, and made up in zeal
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ably well, but he could not sing he had qo music in his

conception.

Towards dusk on April '.) we came in sight of Sofia,

which lies in a superb position in the centre of a fertile

plain Btudded with pretty villages and bordered by gruesome-

looking mountain-ranges on all si

At the present day Sofia is the capital of the autonomous

principality of united Bulgaria; then it was the chief town

of a Turkish province. It had 1.4,000 (now 25,000) inhabi-

tants, one-third Turks, one-third Christians, one-third dews,

called Spanioles Erom their Spanish or Portuguese descent.

The five great mads which meet in Sofia - v.\e. partly

their existence, partly their improved condition, to the

energetic Midhat Pasha, whose assistant. Essad Pasha, built

I Btreets within the town. Midhat established

a Km an orphan asylum for children of all nations, and a (doth

factory, which furnished the materia] for the uniforms of the

entire Turkish ( rendarmerie.

The plain of Sofia is covered with Roman relics.

There were several camps in the neighbourhood, one of

which accommodated as for a day, devoted to rest We were

hospitably entertained by the local officers.

At daybreak on April 11 we started, our column having

I joined by another march regiment of h o battalions, as

well as four batteries and a large additional train. We had

all in all 5,000 men, thirty guns, eight< en artillery ammunition

waggons, 800 carts, 800 packhorses, and 5Q0 head of cattle.

The dist a ne, from Sofia toWiddin is 100 miles as the crow

flies, but owing to a bend of the road the route is increas< d

to 1 M» miles. The journey leads northward in a straight

direction to Lorn Palankah, a fortress on the Danube thirty-

five miles belovt Widdin; but from this point it has to be

made OB a o .id which is twice as long as it need he. I

believe that vi& Pirot is shorter; but this route was not

n. probabl) because the road leads for nearly twenty

miles quite close to the (then) Servian frontier. At the

present day the districts of Pirot and Nish belong to Servia.
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We crossed the Balkans by the Grhintzi J 'ass, at the

northern outlet of which lies the town of Berkovitza.

The Balkan scenery is magnificent, sometimes of over-

whelming grandeur ; but as this is not a hook of travel, I

refrain from inflicting a high-toned word-picture on the long-

suffering reader. The passage was accomplished with only

one serious mishap, the loss of a cart with its two oxen and

its driver, who tumbled in a ghastly, twirling heap into the

awful abyss below, and were lost to human aid and human
vision. To get the guns over the steep, narrow paths was a

difficult and dangerous task. One gun got into such a

precarious position that it could only be saved by cutting

the traces, detaching the carriage with axe-blows, and allow-

ing the latter to roll into the precipice, where it broke into

splinters with a terrific crash. There were scores of minor

accidents : broken limbs and dislocated joints, smashed carts,

and so forth. A good many horses and oxen fell, and had to

be killed. On the whole our passage showed a favourable

result, for a certain percentage of accidents and losses is

reckoned upon.

The highest elevation of the Ghintzi Pass is 4,800 feet

above sea-level ; the surrounding summits rise to 6,500 feet.

"We had as assistants and advisers men who, in private

life, followed the respectable vocation of robbers. The
Balkan genus of the species robber was scarcer than the

Bhodope genus, and is now extinct. As guides we had

a few zapties (gendarmes), fine strapping fellows, who
seemed to be on excellent terms with the brigands. These

gendarmes, 14,000 in all, of which 5,000 are mounted men,

are formed into battalions and brigades when war breaks out,

and are looked upon by the Turks with great favour, who

consider them the elite of the Ottoman Army. We had none

in Plevna, so that I cannot judge what their performances

may have been.

As regards Balkan passes I made a curious observation.

Officers, well-informed, hardened, experienced and courageous

men, used to speak of many passes—for instance, those of
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Troyan and Etropol (alias Baba Konak) —as impracticable

for heavy artillery and train under the must favourable

conditions, i.e. during summer and in glorious weather;

whereas later the Russians crossed successfully, with all their

, artillery, and convoy, by these very passes, under

the most unfavourable conditions imaginable—thai is. in

1 l< cember and January, with storms raging, with snow foot-

p, and in severe frost. The Turk, brave and stubborn in

the held, with e\t raordinary powers of endurance, has a holy

horror of mountain-passages. This brings me to another

ridiculous aversion of the Osmanli soldier : his dislike of rain

when not in front of theenemy. 1'iill used to he interrupted

when a few drops fell, and the whole battalion scampei d to

the tents with ludicrous hurry ! Xel the same men bore the

ching duly heat on a forced march, bore thirst and

hungerand fatigue without grumbling, laughed at tin terrific

deluge in which the great September battle was fought,

bravi D mber snows and frost like Eskimos. Ergo: do

not judge the Turkish soldier by appearances in time of peace.

Between Berkovitza ami Lorn Palankah 83 there is not

a single place of importance. West Bulgaria has few towns,

but hamlets and villages innumerable. The firsl half of this

i i- through hilly and pretty country, the second is unin-

teresting, partly in gently undulating, parti} in flat territory.

In Lorn Palankah, a strong and important fori

crowded with soldiers, w< Btayed a night in cam]), and then

Continued on the bent road which I have mentioned; hut

• day. mar Bome villages (Topolovatz and Krivobara),

the infantry, cavalry, and pack horses were taken, bj Bulgarian

guides,34 along field-paths, whilst artillery and train proceeded

on the high-road. The guides led us, across downs, to the

Danube near Axtzar or Artchar, where we camped, and

whence we continued, next 1111.111111-, on the hank of this

beautiful and majestic river, called Tuna by the Turks,

luinav by tin Bulgarians, Dunarea by the Roumanians.

In the evening we came to Vidbol, where we Btayed for

Ive hours and made ourselves look presentable; on the.
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following afternoon (April 22) we marched into the camp of

W'iddin.

I must mention that between Lorn Palankah and Artzar

we passed through a village which I remember by the

euphonious (Roumanian) name of Cazanova. although I

cannot vouch for its correctness, not having found it on

maps. 35 Here we saw thirty or more ruined and partly burnt

Bulgarian houses, and were told that all its inhabitants had

been butchered by the Moslems the previous summer, in

retaliation for a prior slaughter of the Turks by Bulgarians

and Roumanians. Tereb, who knew a little Bulgarian, spoke

to an old woman who said that she was the only survivor

of a family of fifteen. Similar, if less glaring, instances of

the havoc wrought by the rebellion we found in nearly all

Bulgarian and in many Roumelian villages. Wrecked

Christian churches and chapels were a common sight. We
came across one or two heaps of unburied skeletons. Xear

Tatar Bazardjik there were, so I was told, twenty ruined

and deserted villages. Verily, religion has much to answer

for!

We had accomplished the distance between Sofia and

Widdin in twelve days, an average of ten miles daily, taking

into consideration that we saved twenty miles by the short-

cut. The artillery and train had to tramp the road via Bielo-

gradchik (Belgradchik) , and arrived late in the evening of

the following day (April 23). The entire journey from Bellova

to Widdin, 165 miles in a straight line, had occupied twenty

days, including the day's rest in Sofia and the extra day

taken by the artillery.36

The weather had been fine throughout, but chilly after

dark, with nasty cold blasts from the north. I had in my
company two footsore men in the carts ; two I had left behind

in Berkovitza : one had broken his leg in the passage of

the Balkans, the other had swollen glands in the groin. I

was slightly sore at the heels, though nothing much to

complain of.

The two permanent camps of Widdin lay two and a half
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milftw north-west of bhe town, and held already L0,000 men.

They were comfortable and in good sanitary condition; bhe

interna] routine was well organised : the discipline, temper,

and morale of the Widdin troops were excellent. Tents had

been prepared for as.

In the evening of April -J-J. hearing thai the commander,

Mushir < Isman Pasha, was in camp—he had Ins headquarters

in town I presented myself al a tenl where 1 was told he

was in consultation. An aide-de-camp took my message,

which whs that I had arrived safely with the detachment

entrusted to me, except three men invalided and dropped en

route, and returned saying that the Mushir wished i bain

my command until after bhe arrival of bhe artillery and brain,

when [should have fresh instructions From Colonel Mahomed
Hussein Bey (Pardo Pasha returned to Lorn Palankah

next day, and I did not see him again). The aide-d< -camp

added, in a private whisper :
' Things look very black ; the

Czar is expected in K ishi net'f, where six mobilised corps are

concentrated, ostensibly for the manoeuvres ; we expect the

declaration of war at any moment.'

Next da\ (April 23) it was all over bhe cam] that bhe

outbreak of hostilities was near. This prospect wrought the

men's enthusiasm up to bhe highest pitch ; with firm Btep,

head high, and fright eyes, even the veriest stripling (my-

Belf, verbi gratia) strutted about as it' the \. bor's Laurels

'

i d already on his youthful QTOW.

I took care that my men made themselves look smart

;

otherwise we had nothing to do but to rest . chat, and smoke.

Jack and I received a hearty welcome from the officers of the

camp. Our guns and cart- arrived late in the evening.

We spent an anxious and excited night. Somehow we
were all Bleepless : for death Loomed darkly in the distance.
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CHAPTEE IV

THE DECLARATION OF WAR : TWO AND A HALF MONTHS'

INACTIVITY IN WIDDIN

April 21 to July 12, 1877

Widdin (Bulgarian, Bodun) counted, in 1877, 13,000 (now

20,000) peaceful inhabitants, of which half were Bulgarians,

a fourth Turks, the rest being composed of Eoimianians,

Greeks and Jews, with a sprinkling of Servians and Austrians.

Gipsies and Circassians were settled in the neighbouring-

villages.

The town lay for the Turks—and lies at the present da}r

for the Bulgarians—in a peculiarly exposed position. The
triangular territory, shaped thus by the course of the Danube,

the natural boundary of Bulgaria and Eoumania, cuts deep

into the country of two possible (in 1877 certain) enemies :

Servia on the west, Eoumania on the north and east. This

was the most north-westerly corner of the Ottoman Empire.

The position of Widdin was of paramount strategical im-

portance.

The Danube is here 2,800 yards wide. Opposite is the

Roumanian town, Calafat ; between the two is a flat island,

claimed at that time by Turkey, two and a half miles long,

uninhabited, with a deserted fortification dating from Omar
Pasha's time. The distance between this island and the

Roumanian shore is 500 yards. There are also three smaller

islands.

The fortifications of Widdin were of modern construction,

held 500 pieces of heavy fort artillery, and were well kept

F
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and in thorough fighting condition. The terraces and bat-

teries on the water side were of an imposing character. On

the land side there were two concentric lines of works, each

semicircular in shape. The outer line, which enclosed the

whole town, was an earth wall twenty feet high, with several

parallel ditches ten feet deep, hroken by eleven redoubts, each

holding a battery; the end redoubts rested on the Danube,

one on each side of the town, and laced both ways. The

low-h ing meadows in front of the trenches could be (and were

later) Hooded with river-water. The inner enceinte was of

a more formidable character, consisting of seven well-built

and heavily armed bastions. Between the two lines were

suburbs, and waste spaces utilised for encampments. The

inner line enclosed the town proper, which contained two

barracks, two hospitals, a steam factory for army biscuits,

and the picturesque old Bulgarian castle, a heavy, jail-like,

gruesome relic of the Middle Ages, which served as magazine.

There were no outwork-, save one a mile above the town, on

the river, called Yeni Tabiya (New Battery); later, other

isolated batteries were constructed.

Widdin's natural protection—besides the Danube- con-

bs of the Hat, exposed, marshy approaches which surround

the town in a semicircle, these b< ing in their turn bordered by

dicentric line of hills. On the Blope of one of these, two

and a half miles north-west of the town, neat the village of

[nova, on the Plortin (Florentin) road, was our camp; that

of the field artillery lay a mile to the west of as, i. eat

Smerdan, on the Bregovo-Negotin-Belgrad high-road. A

third. Bmaller camp, established at a later date, was two

miles to the north-easl of our-.

The climate of Widdin i- unhealthy.

Calafat lies on a higher level than Widdin, which latter

terefore moi ed to Calafat's guna than Calafat is

to Widdin's artillery. <>u April 24 Calafat was almosl

denuded of troops and barely armed. Why Osman did not

occupy it I do not know ; n ed on orders from

the 8era8kierat.
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Calafat is historically known for the unsuccessful siege

by the Kussians, 1853 and 1854, and Omar Pasha's brilliant

defence, which cost the Czar's army 20,000 lives. The town

is a commercially rising place, and has in my opinion a future,

granted the continuance of the Hohenzollern king's sensible

government and Russia's non-intervention. At the present

day it counts 3,000 inhabitants. Grain is its export article.

Under favourable conditions the Danube here is navigable

for small seagoing vessels.

Widdin, too, has prospered since 1877. Its Bulgarian and

Jewish inhabitants are pushing merchants ; the Turks, here

as everywhere, lack commercial enterprise, and confine them-

selves to retail trade and mechanical arts. The famous old

Widdin industry—gold and silver filigrees—grain, fisheries,

and transhipping constitute the town's common wealth.

In 1877 Widdin possessed an interesting Museum of Arms,

created by Sami Pasha, which contained many fine relics of

the Turco-Austrian wars, and, among other things, the

weapons and uniforms of those of Louis Kossuth's Hungarian

volunteers who, in 1849, entered Turkish territory not far

from the town, and were here disarmed. 37

From the hills surrounding the town, Widdin, with the

minarets of its thirty-two mosques (many of the former

were destroyed by Roumanian shells in January 1878), and

commanded by the towering Bulgarian castle, looked gay,

picturesque, and Oriental ; to it Calafat presented a striking

contrast, being sober, plain, and European.

After the fall of Plevna three Roumanian divisions

besieged Widdin unsuccessfully, the town being brilliantly

defended by 8,000 men, under Mehemed Isset Pasha. In

1879 the fortifications were demolished by the Bulgarian

Government, acting upon the stipulations of the Berlin

Congress. When the Servian-Bulgarian War broke out in

1885, the town was hastily fortified, and was held by a small

garrison against the Timok division of the Servians, who
attacked it, unsuccessfully, on November 18, 25, and 28,

1885. At the present day Widdin belongs to Bulgaria, and

F 2
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i-> likely fco prosper tinder this rSgime, bo Long as Russia does

not interfere.

1. trly on April 24 I reported myself to Colour] Mahomed
Eossein Bey, and asked for instrnctions. Ee had none to

giv< . to retain my command until farther orders.

Ee added that there was much running to and fro between

the Mushir's headquarters in town and the bent of the camp-

commander— I think it was then Ad i 1 Pasha, who will

appear frequently in these pages ; that the wire between

Widdin and Constantinople had been at work all night : thai

Osman had not been to bed, and had repeatedly been called

to tlif telegraph-office to bold telegraphic conversations with

the Padishah.

During our discussions a comic incident occurred.

Suddenly Miralai Mahomed Hussein Bey exclaimed, in good

vulgar German : 'An, du verdammter Schweinehund !

" re-

ing, poetically and appropriately, to an early and pre-

cocious bee, which had climbed up his arm beneath the

sleeve on a private journey of discovery. I replied, demurely

:

• hh danke fiir dashiibsche Compliment. 1 bar ( Iberst ' ; w 1

upon we both burst out into a hearty Laugh, to me astonish-

ment of a group of officers in the vicinity, who were discuss-

ing the situation with grave mien and portentous bearing.

T colonel took me into his tent, when we Bquashed the

invader and applied ointment from a travelling-bos; of

medicine, spirits, and cosmetics. The old man was as vain

e was ugly, and his spectacled fa© reminded me of a

superannuated owl in the Berlin ' Zoo,' which, as a boy, I

admire for it> unconscious comicality, except thai

the Colonel had a tell-tale nose like a valuable Dutch bulb.

1 [e gave m< I c pita! Co mac and ir (I

remember it was a Villar Regalia Reina fina), and told me
that he hailed from Eamburg, Moritz Meyer being his

lie name; that be had run away from home B

youngster, thai in Constantinople he had made himself

t Eld rni/ii the result. ElS name.

rtain pi culiarities of demeanour proved to
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me his Semitic origin. He had turned Mahomedan (in every-

thing save abstinence), passed for a Turk, and had seven

wives and concubines and twenty children in Constantinople.

He advised me to look after my promotion by making myself

a toady to my superiors and sinking every consideration of

honour, manliness, pride, and dignity, and to look after the

main chance whenever I had money to handle ; he did not

express this so crudely, but used more ambiguous language.

I need hardly say that I acted in every respect in direct

•opposition to his advice. The Old Sinner gave me his

benediction and fifty cigars, and told me to hold my tongue

—which I have done up to this day. His redeeming features,

as I learnt, were splendid behaviour under fire, coolness,

determination, and readiness of resource—as proved in the

Servian War—and an extraordinary, almost feminine kind-

ness towards inferiors. He was sent, a few days afterwards,

to Bielogradchik, and was wounded when the Servians took

Pirot (December 28, 1877), as I heard during my incarcera-

tion in Kharkoff. I do not know whether he recovered or

not.

In camp there was everywhere the subdued excitement

which precedes an important event. The men held sotto

voce discussions, officers talked in whispers, in knots of two
or three, or in circular groups, with parliamentary procedure.

Messengers ran to and fro, aides-de-camp galloped between
camp and town, and every officer coming from the fort was
waylaid and interrogated.

I ate in the afternoon I was in my tent with Jack and
Sergeant Sen, engaged in making out a clean copy of my
roll. Outside, Ibrahim was superintending the company
washing their socks, in borrowed tubs. My tent I shared

with Seymour, Tereb, and five lieutenants from our old

march battalion.

Suddenly there was a commotion, rushing to and fro,

exclamations, a roar which swelled into a tremendous shout.

Jack, who had gone out, came back immediately with a

grave face, and uttered the momentous word ' War.' We
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three Franks Bhook hand- in silence. Just then Ibrahim

rushed in, terribly excited. After having told as that the

report had originated nobody knew where, and had spread

nobody knew how, he added that the men were so wildly

enthusiastic that the harmless, necessary washing-tub drill

was out of the question. I stepped out, and soon put this

right with a few mild reproaches; I quoted Napoleon's

maxim, ' Wars are won with the legs,' and added one of

my own: 'A leg is nothing without a stocking,' which I

recommend to the compilers of epigrams uttered by famous

men.

Then there was quite a formal council held by ofE

whose tents were in the vicinity, fifty or more of them. We
squatted on the ground, and gave each our opinion.

Late in the evening we officers were bidden to Colonel

Mahomed Hussein's presence, and the latter formally told

as, in the name of the Mushir, that the Czar had declared

war npon the Sultan. Parade was to be held early next

morning. The Old sinner, having too freely consulted his

medicine-chest on the strength of the bee's and the Czar's

declarations of hostilities, was wise enough not to make the

ch which the occasion called for.

During the night sentries were set around the cam]), hut

my company was exempt from this duty. Prom this moment
no civilian- were allowed to enter without permit

i morning (April 25) we turned out en massi to an

open -pace outside, and there a general t think it was Adil

Pasha made a speech. I was too far off' to catch its purport ;

hut I joined lustily in the shout- of Allah,' which in Turkish

do duty for the British 'three cheers.' I .-aw and heard

enough to fed convinced that the Widdin arn v was ani-

mated by enthusiasm and patriotism in their highest and

form.

There was mu< shifying during the q< \t weeks.

The Padishah had proclaimed the holy war (Tchihad) against

theGhiaurs; the commandh rals and the priest- took

to feed the tire of religious zeal. But the fanaticism of
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the Turkish soldier is a good deal less rampant, whilst his

patriotism is greater than is popularly believed. Many
officers considered the ' Tchihad ' game played out, and

even illiterate men used to smile at the spouters, who, by the

way, were in the habit of displaying a black banner. I confess

ignorance of its meaning or purport.

Later in the day I was asked by Colonel Mahomed
Hussein for my roll, and an hour afterwards I received

orders to send the fifty Redifmen to another part of the camp,

to be incorporated into the battalions to which they belonged.

I bade them good-bye in suitable words, and their spokesman

expressed gratitude for my kindness. I instructed Lieu-

tenant Tereb to deliver them to their respective majors. A
little later Sergeant Sen and the two corporals who had come

with us from Constantinople were summoned to join a

detachment which was being formed to proceed to Rahova.

Jack and I took Sefi into our tent, which happened to be

deserted. The poor old chap pressed our hands hard, and

said ' God bless you, gentlemen,' in a trembling voice. That

was the last I saw of Sergeant Sefi, late one of her Britannic

Majesty's representatives in Syria.

By Colonel Mahomed Hussein's orders I retained com-

mand of my 150 recruits, with Lieutenants Seymour and

Tereb, until next morning (April 26) . Then I received in-

structions to place my detachment and myself at the disposal

of Major Taki, commanding a Nizamie battalion quartered

in another part of the camp ; this done, my command
would terminate. I took care that my men looked their

best, and that my own hmnble person appeared to advantage.

Carrying all our belongings with us, we marched to our

destination. I drew the men up in double line, Lieutenants

Seymour and Tereb in front with drawn swords, and reported

myself to the Major, who inspected us and expressed

satisfaction. An hour later the 150 men had been incorpo-

rated, in nearly equal parts, into the four companies of which

this battalion was composed. To my intense joy, Jack and

Ibrahim remained with me in the same company, which had
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Lost its lieutenants, Bave one, in the Servian campaign. Thus

ended my first company command, after having lasted thirty-

one days.

My company consisted of L60 privates, including the

recruits, divided into three Bquads, the firsl under Lieutenant

Bardar, the Becond under Lieutenant Berbert, the third

under Lieutenant Seymour. Each squad had a sergeant and

a corporal. The company earned the battalion's colours, which

wire entrusted to Lieutenant Tereb, who had under him a

corporal and twelve privates; 1 shall call this fourth squad

tin' colour Bquad. For distinction and brevity's Bake I shall

refer to [brahim as the ' Ensign,' although it muse be under-

stood that this ^rade (the German Fahndrich) is not known

in the Ottoinan Army. The Turkish soldiers called i i 3ign

ajakdar, beirakdar) the particular man (usually a corporal)

who happened to carry the colours, whatever his grade may
be. The standard is of red cloth, with white half-moon

and stars. Our venerable rag had seen service since 1828.

Each battalion has also a green flag, consecrated to the

Prophet, which does not take the held, hut is kept at

home, and brought out on religious festival . saw

ours.

My company was composed as follows:—

Captain ... 1

First Bquad : Lieutenant I [ardar . . 1

Non-commissioned offw 1

.Me)) . . .'ill

ii<l Bquad : Lieutenant I [< rhert . 1

\. n-commissioned officers .
•!

MeH . . . 50

Third Bquad : Lieut, nam Seymour . 1

Non-commissioned offia 2

M. n . . j 50

( loloUT squad : Lieutenant Tereb . 1

(
i irporal ... I

M.n . . L2
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Non-combatants : Bugler ... 1

Drummers ... 2

Captain's orderly38 . . 1

Train soldiers, in charge of

four packhorses . . -

Total . say 180

Summary : Officers ... 5

Non-commissioned officers . 7

Men . . say 162

Non-combatants . . 6

Total . say 180

At this strength the company remained until the first

battle of Plevna (July 20). The estimate of fifty privates

per squad is approximate.

Of the 150 privates of the company, 110 had taken part

in the Servian campaign, forty were recruits. Of the fifty

privates of my squad, thirty-five were veterans, fifteen were

novices.

The other three companies of my battalion had approxi-

mately an average strength of 160 each, all told. The

battalion was composed as follows :

Major ... 1

Kol aghassi . . 1

Bash chawush . . 1

One company . say 180

Three companies at 160 ,, 480

Non-combatants : Kiatib (clerk) with officer's

rank ... 1

Surgeon, 3 '-' with officer's rank 1

Train soldiers, in charge

of two ox-carts and two

pack-horses . . 3

Corporal, in charge of train

soldiers of whole battalion 1

Total . say 669
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Summary : < M'ticers ... 19

Non-commissioned officers. 26

Men . . say 594

Non-combatants . . HO

Total . say 669

Of the five officers of my company, four were mekteblis

—a unique proportion. The three captains and the nine

lieutenants of the other three companies of my battalion were

alailis. Of the nineteen officers of my battalion, five were

mekteblis and fourteen alaili

I must here introduce my brethren-in-arms to the indul-

gent reader.

Major Yu»uf (Joseph) Tald was of Persian descent and

of Stamboul birth. He was by far the best-educated Turkish

officer I have met. having been to school in Germany,

and a year each in London and Paris. He spoke the three

languages fluently, likewise Arabic and Persian. As an

officer, lie was excellent so far as administration and organi-

sation were concerned, for which reason our battalion gene-

rally fared better than other troops; but under fire he had

the propensity of becoming excited and losing his head,

although his courage cannot be doubted, lie was a strict dis-

ciplinarian, ami very particular as regards fch< men'- personal

appearance— a sore poinl with the Osmanli 30 r Be had

ample means, was fond of 'j 1 cheer, ami drank a little in

et,a hahit learnt in England; he was forty-five years old,

(ably good-looking, and inclined to he Btout. I suspecl

that he had a predilection for the Christian religion : in any

case, I have seen a German Bible in his hand- lie had one

wife, in Constantinople, an Armenian Christian from [spahan,

who had borne him several children : the photos <>f these he

ied aboul with him. and Qothing pleased him better than

to hear th< m praised as pretty. An eccentricity of his was a

partiality for the English historian, Kinglake, of wl

• [nvasion "f the Crimea ' the fifth volume had just appeared.

Be used to quote this author to Jack and me much asWilkie
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Collins's Mr. Betteredge quotes Robinson Crusoe. Through-

out the campaign he behaved well to us.

The kol aghassi was a Constantinople man by descent

and birth. He was an alaili, and owed his promotion to

the patronage of some pasha. He acted as a counterfoil

to the major, being cool and determined in action, but

bad as regards administration, because ignorant ; also be-

cause ridiculously fussy and fidgety. To us officers he was

all smiles ; to the men he behaved brutally, and was loathed

accordingly. I did not like him, and had, happily, little or

nothing to do with him.

The kiatib (clerk) was a painstaking and capable official

and a gentlemanly young fellow. He had been in Vienna,

spoke German, played a shrill tin whistle with dexterity and

murderous effect, and won my money at dominoes.

The surgeon was gruff, uncouth, and unpopular. At

the expense of the Ottoman Government he had been in

Berlin and Paris. His skill was mediocre ; his energy and

activity left nothing to be desired.

The battalion's aged bash chawush deserves mention

only because he was the worst specimen of the few bad

members of the Turkish Army I have met, being lazy,

voracious, selfish, dishonest, and a coward.

Our captain was called Ahmed Mustafa Derbendi, and was

born and bred in Constantinople. He was little and ugly, but

strong and wiry, and as agile as a kid, having in his appearance

and movements some resemblance to a particularly vicious-

lo king goat. He was fairly educated. Under fire he was

brave and dashing, but in the administration of the company

he had the fault of leaving too much to the first-lieutenant

to do ; the latter, who was, indeed, his factotum, being over-

burdened with work, was not always able to make good the

captain's dilatoriness, in spite of his zeal and activity. The

captain had a peculiar habit of falling asleep without a

second's warning and at the most unlikely moments ; but

occasionally he would feign sleep, and watch the men from

under his half-closed eyelids. He had private means ; two
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wives and severaJ children in Constantinople, of whom he

appeared to be very fond ; was good-natured, and in many
r. apects remarkably childish ; for instance, he loved gambling

for a few piastres, or for cigarettes, and even biscuits, by

means <>f dice improvised out of pebbles and thrown at a

mark -a game of bis own invention. He treated me very

well, always en camarade; frequently be would consult

m«'.

The first-lieutenant, Mehemed Eardar by name, came

from a Mesopotamia^ family Bettled in Constantinople. He
was twenty-eight years old, over six feet high, and broad to

correspond, and of enormous physical and constitutional

strength. He had gained bis promotion to the rank of

nmla/.hn ewel during the Servian campaign, lie was an

alaili, and owed bis progress entirely to bis usefulness. To

the captain be was indispensable; even tin- major treated

bim with marked respect. I have already mentioned his

y.eal and diligence. He was a little slow of comprehension:

iid not easily grasp the meaning of an order, of a remark,

and was unwieldy also in bis movements ; with this reserva-

tion be was ;i good and reliable officer. Perso] . . I was

much attached to bim
;

I always found him a loyal friend.

Bis education was primitive—he could read and write, that

was all. He was a lover of chess, and a fine player ; later, in

Plevna, where we bad board and men. lie would facing t'

out at tlie mosl inopportune moments, with the requesl

me for jusi one game. In Widdin camp \ e had primitive

wooden eli. 9smen, made by the soldiers, from Eardar'e desi

of tin- mosl ridiculous pattern. Wo drew a board on the I

of my map of Bulgaria.40
A. touching feature in Eardar'e

character was his greal love for hi- parents and his two

hi- father, like mosl men of small mean-, had only

one wife. Mehemed's death in the battle of duly 30 must

have been a catastrophe to the family. May the earth of

I'le\
i

n hills be light to him I

With the lieutenant of the Becond squad, William

Herbert, you ar> \ that you are) < ,n terms of consider-
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able intimacy ; also him of the third, John Seymour, and the

ensign, Ibrahim Tereb, you know well. There remains but

to mention the greatest original, and in many respects the

most admirable among the hundreds of Turks whom I have

personally known—I refer to the sergeant of my squad.

This man, Bakal by name, came from Silivri, on the Sea of

Marmora ; he was fifty years old, short, thin, grizzly,

withered ; his face was disfigured by small-pox—a dozen

scars, and two or three so-called ' date marks.' 4I He had

joined the army as a lad, and had fought in and near Silistria

in 1853 and 1854, before Sebastopol 1855, in Montenegro 1862,

in Crete 1866 to 1868, in Bosnia and Servia 1876
;
peace

service he had seen in the Caucasus, in Mesopotamia, Syria,

and Arabia. He could read and write Turkish and Arabic,

and speak Bulgarian and half a dozen of the Caucasus

dialects. All that he knew—and he was a well-informed

man—he had taught himself, for as a child he had learnt

nothing. The range of his accomplishments was astounding.

He could cook like a French chef, make clothes like a tailor,

mend boots like an accomplished cobbler, bind up a wound

and set a broken limb better than the average Turkish army

surgeon, prescribe effectually for every known disorder, beat

the drum and blow the bugle in a manner to shame pro-

fessional performers ; he was the best shot of the battalion,

and in the erection of earthworks trained engineers appeared

contemptible beside him. He could lead a squad, a company,

a battalion as well as, or better than, any lieutenant, captain,

or major could, and had done so in emergencies. He had

been everywhere, had seen everything, knew every road,

path, hill, village, farm and khan throughout his sovereign's

dominions. He could set sentries, pitch camp, throw out

skirmishers, effect a retreat, form a square, like a Prussian

company leader. With this he was respectful, polite, and

grave. He never laughed, on principle, he used to say :
' a

man never laughs.' Sometimes the soldiers would go to

work to bring a smile to his rugged features, and their antics

would have made the Sphinx hold her sides ; but Sergeant
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Bakal moved nol a muscle of his face, looking at them with

kindly forbearance. He was cool and brave in action, never

l08t his head, never lost his temper. II is readiness of resource

was wonderful. He had a way out of every difficulty, a remedy

for every evil, an antidote for every scrape or obstacle, an item

of persona] experience to draw upon in every unforeseen

circumstance; in the latter particular his splendid memory
was of never-failing aid. The manner in which he managed

the Bometimes terribly difficult question of supplies was

admirable; often my squad had a good meal when others

were starving. To the men he was considerate, but would

not overlook an offence or relax discipline. The; i th*

d sense to see of what immense value he was to the

squad, and liked him, not only for that, but also for his

integrity and sense of justice. With invalids he \\

gentle as a woman, in worldly matters outside his vocation

simple as a child. He had no friends or relations; he

I he had never loved, but I have caught him taking a

laded photo out of a venerable pocket-hook and Looking at it

wistfully. The Turks, as a rule, do not have their portraits

taken il believe [slam forbids the pictorial repn lentation

of human beings); the original musl therefore have been

a Christian or a dew. Report said many strange things.

nted he had never Loved, I know fron i ace that he

could become deeply attached, for 1 happened to be the

object of his affection. Prom first to last Sergeant Bakal

my guide, philosopher, and friend. V I
I should have

done without him I know not. Never once did he fail me
when I appealed to him for advice or assistance, or for an act

of friendship. 1 have not seen him or heard IV, QQ him since

we parted in Bukari

corpora] of my Bquad can claim attention only in so

far as he wa cimen of the Turkish non-

commissioned officer: ignorant, apathetic unless roused, bul

reliable, obedient, and willing; never acting on his own
initiative, hut alwa dting order-, with the utii

ipulousness ; doing hie duty well, but no more than his
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duty ; stubborn rather than brave, with a fine contempt of

death and a supreme hatred of Ghiaurs in general and

Russians, Servians and Bulgarians in particular ; contented,

patient, with splendid powers of endurance ; coarse, uncouth,

occasionally brutal, but moral, sober, and kind to co-

religionists.

The following summary judgment, which I am qualified

to pass, on the men of my company can be applied to the

Turkish foot-soldiers in general, of whom those under and

near me were fair average specimens : In attack they lacked

the dash of the Roumanian infantry (which was even better

than the Russian) ; on the defensive they were so stubborn,

undaunted, and ob-tinate as to justify Moltke's observation,

' The Turks only commence to defend where others wTould

leave off.' They were cheerful and obedient under circum-

stances which would have demoralised others, and not only

existed, but retained strength and faculties, where others

would have succumbed to privations.

It cannot be denied that a sudden and total change came
over the spirits of the Turkish troops—except the garrisons

north of the Balkans—after the fall of Plevna. Their con-

duct was, first mediocre, then bad, finally disgraceful. The
causes were external, and must be looked for in bad admini-

stration, dispiriting example, demoralising influence, in-

competent command, and in the total breakdown of the

Ottoman Empire's governing machinery. Such exceptional

circumstances cannot qualify the judgment passed by a

Moltke.

As regards the superior officers directly above me, I must
pass over the grades of kaim-makam and miralai, as I had
half a dozen colonels during the war. My mirliva changed

thrice ; one was remarkable for a preposterous claim upon a

fancied resemblance, physical and intellectual, to Moltke,

which made him the laughing-stock of the camp. He used

to strike attitudes and talk like a barnstormer.

My ferik was Adil Pasha, one of the best officers of the

Ottoman Army, clever, brave, painstaking, and unselfish.
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The Mushir placed much reliance on him; he was looked

upon in camp as a thoroughly efficient leader.

At this juncture I crave permission to introduce the man
whowill 1"' known to the remotest posterity as the Defender

of Plevna, to the Turks as Ghazi Osman.48

Mushir Ghazi Osman Nuri Pasha was horn in Tokat,

Minor, in L837. He passed the Mekteb Harbi, entered

the cavalry, fought as mulazim zani in the Crimean War
L854 to L856, distinguished himself at Eupatoria March 21,

L855, became mulazim ewe] L856, Berved during the Syrian

rebellion, and became yiizbashi I860; fought in Crete, and

mi' kol aghassi and binbashi 1866, kaim-makam 1867,

miralai 1871 ; took part in the Yemen campaign, 1871 and

L872 ; became mirliva L874, ferik L875. In the Servian

War he beat the enemy in the decisive battles of Isvor

(July is, Ls76) and Saitchar (August 7, L876), and was made
Mushir.

If honours and distinctions, fame and wealth, can make
a man happy, Osman ought to consider himself the luckiest

man alive. At home and abroad he has been celebrated,

and deservedly so, as one of the heroes of modern history ; he

has made the world ring with the record of his deeds; he has

been named, and rightly named, the Leonidas of our times.

Par better had the fair and spotless tame of a soldier sufficed

him, and had he not decided to paddle in the polluted

pool of politics. He should have borne in mind that no

one, not a god, can touch tilth without soiling his fingers.

Bui lei as conveniently forge! what has happened since 1878

for the Bake of the glorious past, and lei the reader's memory
II lovingly the thrill that went through the astounded

world when from the green hills of an obscure Bulgarian

town Osman thundered his imperative, 'Thus far, and

no farther,' into tl of Russia's affrighted hordes,

when th<- skies were rent with the fame of the Defence

of Plevna.

. though not tall, was of commanding and dignified

Be •• ' irn and grave, abrupl of speech and
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manner, rather disdainful in looks and words, and had

naught about him of the petty forms of politeness. The

distinguishing feature of his appearance was the eyes, which

had the peculiarity of grasping a situation with one slow,

comprehensive look, as if they had the magic and conscious

power of making their owner become possessed of whatever

point or object they rested upon. A peculiarity of his was

a violent dislike of foreigners—English, French, Germans,

Russians, all alike. In 1877 he had never left his own
country (except when campaigning), and spoke, besides

Turkish and a little Arabic, only French, and that badly.

In a London drawing-room or a Paris salon Osman
would be the man to turn the heads of the Ixysterical, un-

occupied, hyper-civilised women of the day.

A report of his death appeared in various papers some

years ago, but was subsequently contradicted. So far as I

know he is alive now. All the better for Turkey if, when
Russia makes her next attempt upon Constantinople—which

will be the last, one way or the other— Ghazi Osman's

vigorous hand should once more grasp the tottering banner of

the Crescent.

A feverish activity commenced with the day of the

declaration of hostilities : drills (company, battalion, brigade),

real, hard, solid, practical warlike exercises several hours each

day on the hills, which provided excellent manoeuvring ground

;

target-practice, with a supreme disregard for consumption

of cartridges astounding in impecunious Turkey
; parades

and inspections by mirlivas and feriks almost daily ; exami-

nations of foot-gear, underclothing, uniforms, outfit ; sharp-

ening of swords and bayonets ; rifles taken to pieces, cleaned,

inspected, tested. Supplies came hourly from the sur-

rounding towns and villages—forage, grain, cattle ; in camp
we retained only what was required for our sustenance ; the

bulk was stored in Widdin. Ammunition was dealt out to

the tune of 500 cartridges a man, eighty of which were

carried in the pouch. We had sentries round the camp,

strengthened at night, outposts on every prominent point of

G
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the hilK detachments in the towns and villages on the

9 rvian frontier, and in those on the Danube.

The aearesl point of the Servian frontier is thirteen

miles to the north-west of [nova, but an eminence interrupts

the view.

nmania was looked upon as a certain enemy, although

up to May 8 no shol was fired. That happened to be also

the first day on which I left camp tot' this more anon),

my battalion having escaped outpost duty. Servia was

known to he too exhausted to take the field ; but every-

v knew that Prince -Milan was only waiting for Turkey

to stumble, when he would appear on the Bcene t< ahare in

th.' spoil.

Prince (now King) Charles of Roumania, althouj

rebellious vassal, was spoken of with a certain amount of

respect; whilst the uncomplimentary things said about

Prince mow ex-King) Milan of Servia have heen justified hy

subsequent events.

A prqpos of Servia. Jack and I got into conversation with

a Servian who was in Turkish service (as spy, 1 presume),

and often came into cam)). We bought of him bottle of

slivovitz, the national drink, a delicious hut dangerous

liqueur, mad.' of plums. He told US that the hulk of his

countrymen did not desire war with Turkey, having oo com-

plaints againl the Ott an nation ..) Goven thai the

campaign of 1<S7<> was prompted h\ Milan, who was Ruse

obedient slave; that the Russian volunteer officers had

behaved scandalously, having apparently heen the -cum of

the Czar's army; that their greed, dishonesty, drunken] i

immorality, gambling propensities, brutality, incapacity, and

irdice surpassed comprehension.

Calafat was eagerly Bcanned through the telescopes.

aids the end of April there were movements of tro

visible, and guns came in. The rage in camp was great

against the wirepullers at home, the Imperial Favourites and

who, with paper-soldiers and Earem-made pas)

constituted the Council oi War. and had pre vented the Mushir
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from occupying Calafat and the islands of the Danube ; for

it became known that Osman had submitted elaborate plans

for an invasion of Boumania, which had been vetoed. The

soldiers' confidence in the Victor of Saitchar was unbounded
;

the Government at home and the supreme command (up to

July 23 Abdul Kerim Pasha was Serdar Ekrem 43
) were held

in open contempt.

It did not take me many days to become thoroughly con-

versant with the routine of a leader of a squad of fifty men :

I had Sergeant Bakal as competent and never-failing adviser.

To call over the names twice a day ; to send a detachment

every morning for water to the stream (the Delenska, a

tributary of the Danube) which flows past Inova ; to see that

the men kept themselves, their clothing and their tents, clean,

garments, footgear, and arms in good condition ; that they

behaved with decency and order ; to arrange the days and

hours for bathing and washing, and supervise these ; to watch

over the distribution of the rations and the cooking of dinner

—

these and other domestic matters constituted the prosaic but

necessary and useful part of my duties. I was most particular

over sanitary matters, more so than any other lieutenant,

Seyrnour excepted. I found out the good points of every man,

and distributed the various offices accordingly : A. is a good

cook, B. is a professional cobbler, C. can mend clothes, D.

is a barber and haircutter, E. is a skilful mechanic, and can

repair rifles ; and so forth. Likewise I ascertained their weak

points : F. is dirty, and wants special supervision on wash-

ing days ; G. is greedy, and requires watching at meal-times

(six to eight men had a copper vessel between them) ; H. is

footsore ; and so forth. Sergeant Bakal, having had charge

of the squad from the battle of Alexinatz (October 28, 1876)

until my arrival, knew the men thoroughly, and I had but to

follow his advice.

During leisure hours we officers fenced and practised

revolver-shooting ; occasionally we borrowed horses and had

a ride across the hills. We played chess, draughts, dominoes
;

the Turks had various other games. I started a diary, and
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wrote home, receiving several letters in replywhilst I was in

Widdin camp. Mail-day was an event : the soldiers would

almost moh the Letter-carriers, and of Turkish phlegm not

a vestige was then visible. The advent of the mails wa

erratic as that of comets: on an average we received letters

once a week ; the postal arrangements were had, and grew

worse as time went on. Some of us officers Benl regularly

to a Greek grain-merchant in Widdin for European news-

papers, which were generally three weeks old. Turkish

paperswere occasionally distributed. French novels, Austrian

journals, as well as fruit, cakes, sweets, and small articles

of every description, could be purchased of th< pedlars,

mostly Jews and gipsies, who besieged the camp, but were not

allowed inside, except with permits.

The men amused themselves with wrestling, running-

matches, and highly diverting donkey-races, often for prizes

(tobacco and coffee) given by the officers. After dusk, recita-

tions by the camp-fires were a favourite recreation, at winch

also officers attended ; for some of the men had remarkable

histrionic talent, and the euphonious Turkish language is

music in itself without the aid of Hats, flutes, and semi-

quavers. Such B group presented a Btriking and romantic

picture.

Turkish soldiers have not the hoistei'on merriment of

the German and French; they are sedate and conn mid,

and know how to draw enjoyment out of little material.

The weather was tine. In May we Wi re in the midst of

summer. Rare and brief showers did no damage and

caused no discomfort, dime broughl heat, broken by north

winds and cool, dewy nights ; in Julythe heal was intense

and continuous.

ds we hadnone; hi it -cratch orchestraswere formed by

thebuglers and drummers, and by amateurswith tin whistles,

fifes, cornets, and triangles. Therewer< several big drums,

kettledrums, cymbals, and trombones in camp; tin • wer<

broughl cut occasionally. The result was terrifying. The

mosl formidable and unnerving of our musical instruments
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was a species of bagpipes with an unearthly sound, which

resembled nothing so much as the groans of a dying donkey

which had been bitten by the vagrant dogs which, in Turkey,

attach themselves to a camp ; whilst the agonising howls of

the conscience-smitten murderers were faithfully reproduced

by the performances of a man who had captured a clarinet

last year from the Servians. This consumptive trophy of

war used to set the camp oxen going. The concertina, the

cad's delight in all countries, terrorised also the Sultan's

army ; the specimen in question (made in Germany) had

been bought of one of the Jews who prowled around the

camp. Sometimes the gipsies would give us a concert, with

violins, tambourines, and guitars ; and dark-skinned, lustrous-

eyed maidens in picturesque tatters would swing their shapely

limbs in voluptuous rhythm. To wind up this asthmatic

dissertation on music I have to express heartfelt gratitude

for one providential circumstance : in 1877 the banjo had

not yet been introduced in the East. It only wanted the

banjo to make our musical misery complete !

Each tent held ten men. We five officers of the company

had one between us. The tents were good, strong, and

comfortable ; we made ours cosy and homelike. We had a

table fitting round the centre-pole, several camp-stools, a

cupboard and a chest of drawers manufactured by the

company's joiners out of empty cases, and painted gaily in

green and red, and a washing-stand improvised out of super-

annuated cooking-utensils. The ground was covered with

matting and sheepskins ; our beds (a mattress, a bolster,

and two blankets each) were on the floor. We bought

many little articles for use, comfort, and ornament in Widdin

and the villages, and of the pedlars.

I wish I had the time to stroll with you through this

town of canvas, and show you the ferik's luxurious quarters,

a tent of green material embroidered with red, the post-

office, the telegraph office, the Staff's office, the kitchens, the

workshops, the stables, the thousand-and-one curiosities
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which merely to enumerate would encroach anpardonably

upon my space ami your leisure.

The administration of the Widdin army was better than

that of the ether Turkish forces, thanks to it- capable and

energetic commander; but even with this reservation it did

not bear comparison to that of a German, Austrian, or even

I; 3sian army. I have beard it said, by prisoners in Russia.

that affairs in the East Bulgarian corps were simply dis-

graceful, even before the war, until later M< hemed Ah Pasha

brought German discipline and bonesty to bear upon corrupt

Turkish officialdom. How we Bhould have fared without

Osman and his able chief of staff, Tahir Pash anot

venture to say. As it was, the supply of no article of food

COltld be depended upon, save the biscuit-, which Were m tde

in Widdin, and were of good quality. When, as ome-

times happened, meat, bread, salt, &c, ran short, the soldiers

had to beg, borrow, or steal in the fields, in deserted and

occupied houses. Pillage, though strictly forbidden, could

not always be avoided, for men must eat. But such

occurrences were rare, and it speaks well for the mora/

the Widdin army that they did not affect disciplin< .

The culprit was Redif Pasha, the Minister of War. lb

neglected his duties, deceived his Sovereign, and took qo

Bteps to remedy the countless defects of which the various

commanders were loudly and constantl) complaining. No1

to mention the faulty food-supply, here are a few instances

oi Redif's corrupt administration: insuffici ncy of artillery

and cavalry compared to the infantry strength, of live-stock

for guns and trains, of ammunition Waggons, of carts and

packhorses ; absence of reserve stores of clothing; bad

condition of roads and bridges; confusing orders and counter-

orders; want of prop*)- instruction-: nnnecessar} mar.

and counter-marches. Sometimes commanders were left for

day- and weeks without replies to argent telegraphic inquiries;

the artillery had never more than two or three ammunition

the battery, instead of the regulation six: there

e no bridge train-, no Banitarj service, and an entire, or
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almost entire, lack of engineers. In Widdin, Osman had

seven squadrons of cavalry to forty-four battalions of

infantry ! Redif Pasha was tried by court-martial in May
and exiled to Rhodes.

The out-of-door existence suited Jack and me capitally
;

we were in splendid health and exuberant spirits. The

romance of camp-life never wore off ; the salutary influences

of God's fresh air and glorious sky, of discipline and physical

exercise, after a degrading, unmanly existence as clerk in

atmospherically and morally polluted city lanes, have lasted

me through all these years. It was particularly the social

independence which charmed me : 12,000 men we counted,

and not a single woman, and ever so much happier were we

than men who have each a dozen females—wives, daughters,

servants, mothers-in-law—to minister to their ' comfort ' !

Now for the seamy side. Punishments for small offences

were : Partial withdrawal of rations ; arrest in sheds erected

for the purpose, and a painful but harmless flogging,

administered in this wise : the delinquent's arms were

crossed and bound behind, and his head was held 'in chancery,'

so that legs and back formed an acute angle ; the apex of

the latter was denuded of its clothing, and presently also of

its natural covering by a strong dose of cold bamboo-cane.

I had occasion to complain of a man's dirtiness and indecency
;

the captain spoke to the major, who prescribed fifty grains

or units of the medicine aforesaid, which were administered

under my supervision. I did not like this turn of affairs, but

was not allowed to back out of it. Later I was glad : the

man improved greatly. For a day or two his antics when

attempting to sit down were both instructive and exhilarat-

ing. A man of the first squad had been punished so often

for stealing his comrades' rations that he had grown case-

hardened, and used to smoke whilst the ceremony was in

progress.

Officers were punished for slight offences (such as exceed-

ing leave of absence or being late for drill) with arrest, for

repetitions or less trifling misdemeanors with incarceration
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in Widdin, or degradation. The Mushir had the power ot

promotion t<> the rank of miralai, later exten led to that of

fti ik. a mark of confidence on the Sultan's pari
; he had

also the ]• >wer of degradation, and exercised it, though not

within my circle of acquaintances.

For grave offences desertion) disobedience, treachery,

oeglect of sentry duty, and. later, cowardice —the punishmenl

was death. One deserter from Widdin was caught as he

was crossing the Servian frontier near Bregovo. Be was
slmt next morning. I was present, and was struck by the

calm and serene expression on his countenance : evidently he

had made his peace with (hid. His was the first dead body

I had beheld in my life : a tew months lain- 1 had -

many thousands.

There were not many deserters from Widdin
; and I

in Plevna, until November, deserters were few and far

between. Not so with the other Turkish armies, Suleiman's

pted. Not the fear of the enemy, hut the had food-

supply, caused entire companies to disappear, bo that Borne-

times one battalion had to be made out of the remnants of

two or three; and yet Turkey is one of the richest a id a

fertile countries of Europe.

Spies were tried by court-martial, and. if found guilty,

were sometimes shot, sometimes hung. Five or six. all

Bulgarians, were executed whilst 1 was m Widdin camp.

M my were allowed to escape lor want of proof.

Pillage, marauding, and outrages upon christians were

looked upon as serious crimes, and punished generally with a

, flogging : murder, with death.

A number of marauding loafers hung around camp and

followed us afterwards to Plevna. When caught in the act

small mercy was Bhown to them. In May six were surprised

ing a Bulgarian house, and were Btrung up there and

then. Later, battle-field hyenas were dealt with in a like

manner. I myself have cheerfully assisted when a dozen of

these were hoisfc d in a row.

The hastinado I siv, applied only once. It had virtually
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been abolished in the army, and was disestablished through-

out the Empire by law a year or two later.

I never incurred a punishment, but was once in disgrace,

through no fault of mine, of which more in its proper place.

Jack's and Ibrahim's records were stainless.

Lastly, the religious side of camp-life. Our devotions

were practised in this wise : For want of a steeple or minaret

two long poles had been erected, between which was fastened

a ladder. This a fellow in picturesque garments climbed

morning and evening, with as much grace and agility as his

burly figure would allow. A sentence from the Koran was

sung out from the lofty position on the top step, and almost

everybody flopped down ; a fewr used to stand with folded

arms or hands ; some knelt ; most men touched the earth

with their chins, whilst their posteriors pointed heavenward

in a dignified, artistic, and religious manner. A few verses

were recited, and the ceremony was over. On Fridays there

was grand parade ; during the day men were sent in relays

to the Widdin mosques ; but in May the latter practice

ceased.

Early on May 8 I obtained leave of absence for the day :

I brushed my clothes, polished my boots with grease, made
the steel of my sabre sparkle, curled an imaginary moustache,

and walked to town to astonish the natives.

Widdin, like all Turkish towns, was disappointing. The
exterior was charming, the interior stank. The streets were

narrow, crooked, filthy, infested with beggars and vagrant

dogs, the houses dilapidated. Pools of dirty water and

blood and heaps of offal lay everywhere on the primitive

pavement.

As I was looking about for a likely place to buy cigar-

ettes, a group of officers came round the corner, with

measured steps and in grave consultation. In front was a

man with a handsome bearded face and keen eyes—a man
born to command, to whom the soldiers, who swarmed in

the streets, rendered military honours, whom the Turkish

and Jewish civilians saluted with Oriental stateliness and
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reverence; he wore a severely plain uniform, devoid of trap-

pings and decorations. It struck me that this must be the

Mushir, whom I had Dot yet seen. Beside him walked my
ferik, Adil Pasha, and two officers whom I did not know at

the time; one I ascertained later to be Talahat Bey, one

of the Mushir's aides-de-camp, the other an officer of

engineers, whose name I have forgotten, and have not

found mentioned m the works I have consulted : when he

appears again I shall call him by the fictitious appellation

Ah Bey. The four officers looked grave and preoccupied;

they walked with their eyes on the ground, and the Mushir's

features bore an expression of mingled annoyance, anxiety,

and determination. Behind them were seven or eight others
;

among them my major, Tahir l'asha (the ( liief of Staff), and

Hassih Bey (principal surgeon to the Widdin army), who

later, in Plevna, proved himself to be an efficienl and capable

man. different from the ordinary run of Turkish army

surgeons.

I threw the Old Sinner's lovely Villar away (it was picked

up by the most picturesque and high-flavoured beggar whom
it has ever been my lo1 to see or smell in or out of m mdicant-

infested Turkey), gave my fez a jaunty twist, and placed

myself in military posture. As they passed mi . \dd l'asha.

who knew me, happened to glance up, and perceiving me,

said something to the Mushir. The latter look, d at me in

that peculiar manner which I have described when intro-

ducing the reader into the G-hazi's augugl presence, and

beckoned to Major Taki. The group came to a standstill in

front of me. motionless like a statue. The Mushir said to

Add in his deep-toned voice : Ask him if he speaks French

fluently.' I presume this talking to me by prox} was

Osman's wa\ ol ing superiority. Adil pu1 the ques-

tion in Turkish: I replied in the affirmative. Then the

Mushir addressed a .colonel of the second group: 'Ask him

in French what he is doing here.' The colonel cleared his

throat, and -aid. with an atrocious accenl :

' Que faites-vous

iei el on allez-vous ?
'

I made answer :
' Je ae fais rien, mon
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Colonel, je me promene ; j'ai obtenu permission jusqu'au Boir.'

The Mushir thought for a moment, nodded his head negli-

gently, and walked on. Adil Pasha and Major Taki, knowing

me personally, returned my salute ; the rest did not. Thus

ended my first encounter with the man who has made

history.

Seeing a lieutenant of artillery pass by, I asked him :
' Can

you tell me where I can buy good cigarettes ?

'

He replied :
' Round the corner ; the little house to the

right, with the green door ; Schmaichel, the Austrian Jew.

Offer him half of what he demands, and then he will cheat

you.'

On this excellent recommendation I knocked with my
fist at the green door, which was opened by a lovely Jewish

girl of barely nineteen, in a pretty costume of European cut,

but Oriental in the splendour of its tints. I stated my busi-

ness in Turkish ; she looked at me hard with her glorious

eyes, and said, with a demure, roguish smile on her full, red

lips

:

' Der Herr Officier sind wol ein Deutscher ?
'

Of course I knew I was coming to the house of a German-

speaking Jew ; all the same I was taken by surprise. She

had an absolutely pure accent, and it sounded so prettily.

I made answer :
' Yes, dear child, and as it is the privi-

lege of every German to kiss any German girl he may meet

abroad, so shall I give thee a good old German kiss.'

I took her into my arms, without encountering any

difficulty save a mild and formal protest.

This ceremony over, I stated my desire ; whereupon she

whispered :
' Don't tell grandfather that you have kissed me

—he would charge you, oh, such a lot !

'

Then she called out :
' Grosspapa !

' How homely the

word sounded to me in this out-of-the-way corner of the

world

!

Schmaichel, a venerable Shylock, took me into a little

back room like the space behind a small pawnbroker's counter.

I bought 2,000 good cigarettes and a pound of smuggled
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- dan tobacco, the best I have ever Bmoked; 4< although

ras by qo means high, I doubt not but that

the Jew made a handsome profit. Have you ever known

one who did Dot? 1 gave instructions for sending the packet

to camp. Shylock called '
I 'oris!' presumably an abbrevia-

tion of Dorothea : the girl took down my directii

- over, the old Jew said :

'Der Il< it Laitnam wollen mir nun die Liebe and

oheit anthuen, mit mir zn trinken cin (lias ccliten

Tokayers auf das G-luck der tiirkischen Waffen: denn d

zu uns kommen die Russen, davor moge ans doch bewahren

der gute Gott allergnadiglichst ! Sic haben mir erschlagen

Anno 49 meinen lieben Erstgeborenen, und dieses hold, n

Magdleina Vater and Mutter Bind von ihnen worden

ausgewiesen, und haben miissen verUeren ihren ganzen K

und sind vor lauter Herzeleid und Blend gar jammerlich

vi rstorben.'

The old Jew's quaint and pathetic German is untrans-

latable; [ have therefore given it in the original as literally

as I can remember it. I shall summarise his Bpeech by

savin- that he asks me to drink a glass of wine wit) him, to

wish bui to the Ottoman arms and Grod's protection

inst tlir Russians, who have slum his eldesl son in L849

(presumably when the Russians came to An tria's aid in

suppressing the revolution organised by Kossuth), and caused

girl's parents to die of broken hearts and privations

D ris produced a venerable flask of T<'i\, filled three

which we clinked together, and the old man Baid, in

a trembling voice :

•Moge <\<v Gott meiner Vater, der da lenkel alle

Schlachten, beschutzen ons vor den Russen, und den lieben

jungen Herrn aehmen in seine Obhut immeri

('May the God <if my fathers, who guides all bat!

protect us from the Russians, and take this dear young

gentleman tor « ver in His k< •< ping !
')

1

1

ml Dothing, but looked at me as woman had

done before.
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She attended me to the street-door. Here she requested

me to draw my sword. She touched the blade with her lips,

and said solemnly :

' Nie heraus ohne Grund, nie hinein ohne Ehre !

'

(' Never draw it without cause, never sheathe it without

honour !
')

And thus my virgin sword was blessed by pretty Doris of

Widdin.

She watched me from the steps, and when I turned the

corner she waved her hand and her eyes sparkled. I felt

sad and preoccupied.

Presently, as I was walking aimlessly about, the idea

struck me to get a demand draft on my banker in Con-

stantinople cashed. I addressed a passing mulazim zalise of

the fort engineers, who said :

' At the Jew Schmaichel's, near the clock-tower; the alley

with the mosque at the bottom, the house with the green

door.'

I thought it wiser to wait till another day, when I should

have a capital pretext for repeating my visit.

My watch had lately betrayed irregularities of conduct.

I saluted a naval officer—I presume he belonged to one of

the Danube monitors, two of which were stationed off Widdin

—and begged him to advise me.

He said :
' Direct your steps to the clock-tower, and

ask for Schmaichel the Jew—a little house with a green

door.'

I was still wondering at Shylock's many-sidedness, when

a horrible noise shook me out of my reverie. There came

round the corner the following strange procession

:

In front danced rather than walked a man clad in priest's

garments, who, with a stentorian voice, between snatches

of ' music,' spouted of holy war and Infidels, and invited

all that could carry arms to join His Majesty's army as

volunteers.

Behind him strutted an enormously fat, ridiculous,

pompous bash chawush of the fort artillery, who wore a
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n medals and a huge nosegay, and had evidently got

himaftlf up Cor the occasion regardless of expense. He
Bmoked a cigar a foot lung, and carried a leather bag with

money. Beside him crawled the most abject specimen of

humanity I have ever beheld—a tramp, capless, bootless,

almost ragless, with sunken cheeks, a filthy, matted beard,

desperate, burning, hungry eyes,lean, Bhivering, reeking with

dirt and vermin. These were the examples of 'before and

after,' as the spouter repeated in as many modulations as

only the Turkish language can produce. Thej made a most

Ludicrous but highly effective pair : the mise en scene would

have done credit to an accomplished stage-manager. ( >utside

a pantomime and a temperance meeting I have never

anything so absurd, before or since.

Next came a band composed of soldiers and civil;

playing the following instruments:

—

A » t of bagpip< - Buch as I have tried to picture
; a fife

shrill as a bad-tempered engine-driver's steam-whistle; a

pair of kettledrums; a big drum; an ordinary military

dram ;
another drum, three feet long, carried horizontally, and

beaten at each end ; a pair of cymbals ; a triangle
; i set of

bells on a pole.

This choice catalogue may give the readersome notion of

the horrible din ; melody there was uone, becaus the fife had

only three notes in its repertoire : and as to harmony, I

vividly reminded of Wagner's 'Nibelungen,' which I had

heard in I'.a vreiith the year before.

The performers had adorned themselves and their

implements with flowers and ribbons, and made a brave

show.

After the band came a fat infantry corporal, carrying a

decorated -tick, with which lie made extraordinary manipu-

lations, much like a superannuated, overfed professor of

jugglery rehearsing the tricks of his youth. He was followed

by ;i dozen privates, who shouted ' Allah ' vigorously when-

ever music and Bpouter gave them a chance to be heard,

carried a dark green flagwith a gilt < r< la ul on the top,
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another a huge black silk banner embroidered with gold

letters ; between the ensigns walked, with drawn sword, a

young lieutenant, an elegant, who openly turned up his nose

at the exhibition.

Then came six or eight miserable objects—lean, dejected,

draggletail outcasts. These were volunteers. They had

their hands tied behind them, to prevent them from thinking

better of it and depriving His Majesty of such gallant

champions. The procession passed a provision shop (I wish

I had space to describe to you the Turkish tradesman's

establishment !), and the recruits thrust a cannibalistic leer

upon the viands exposed behind the iron-barred, paneless

window—a leer that spoke of starvation. Some houseless

mongrels crawled beside the volunteers, with tails between

their legs, stopping every now and then to give themselves a

scratch and a shake ; and there was a remarkable resemblance

between these canine vagabonds and the dirty human pariahs

whom they attended.

The official tail of the procession was formed by a dozen

smart, strapping artillerymen, who looked very handsome in

their becoming uniforms, and eyed the proceedings with

unconcealed disgust. These were the decoy-ducks.

The unofficial rearguard consisted of a swarm of boys,

who flung garbage and street filth at the volunteers (a dead

rat was shuttlecock-in-chief), and a miscellaneous crew of

curious spectators—Turks, Jews, soldiers, fishermen, veiled

women with and without babies, cronies and children, all

more or less apathetic— with a fewkavasses (policemen), who
were as fussy, pompous, and aggravating as their brethren

in London, Berlin, and elsewhere are wont to be on such

occasions.

I got into conversation with some fort officers, who
expressed contempt and mistrust of all irregulars, Circassians,

volunteers, and such-like ragamuffins. We followed the

procession, and watched the bash chawush enticing two

abject beggars and one decent young fellow ; which latter was
immediately captured by my companions, who bound him
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and took him into their midst, inviting me to accompany

them to the fort.

We passed a green tent, outside of which dirty gipsies

were performing a Grerman cafe-chantanl tunc on guitars,

mandolines, a scrapy fiddle, and the inevitable big drum with

cymbals. This was a place where they enrolled volunteers.

The ditty was one I had heard in a Berlin tingel-tangel,'

as Bmall music-halls with obliging chanteuses and waitresses

are euphoniously called in North Germany ;
it- Boul-stirring

burden ran thus :

—

hon ist ein Cylinderbut,

Wenn man ilin besitzen that.'

Pretty is a >ilk»'ii tile

If you b - ill the while'

Query : How had this inane song found it- way from Bi

to Widdin ?
'"'

We entered the fortifications by the water side. The

captive was handed over to a bash chawush of the fort in-

fantry. I accompanied the officers to the terrace, which

was in battle array, and Looked imposing with its long line of

guns in fighting trim: the artillerymen at th< ons,

Bquatting on the ground and whiling awa\ the time by

telling Btories : aumerous sentries ; groups of i
I (canning

Calafal : detachments of infantry lyin.u in the dielter of the

parapet, rifles in pyramids, ready t<> repel an attack at a

ad's notice. Before as stretched the glorious blue

I

1
i Our two monitors were moored alongside a quay,

mi n|>. I i desire to see them
;
one of my

companions hailed ;i naval lieutenant, who showed me over

'•aft. which d description.

-<] had the length of b below-Bridge Thames
mboat, with greater breadth <>f beam, and was low in the

water in the waist, bul had ;< centre deckhouse, which

red the entire width and three-fourths of the Length of

the -hi]i. She w;is driven by ;i screw, and had ;i powerful,

British-mad) (the vessels themselves were built in

Ti .

-
- 1 1 : 1 1 1

»'•

.
i il, Constantinople), two long guns in the
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bow, and two smaller ones on each side, all the guns being

of Krupp make, and housed within the deck-cabin, which

contained also the engine. At the broad, square stern were

two thin funnels, two ventilators almost as tall as the fun-

nels, and two small deckhouses, mere boxes, one for the

commander, the other the gallej'. The crew accommodated

themselves in the centre deck-cabin as best they could.

Beneath the deckhouse were the boilers ; below the main deck,

fore and aft, were spaces for fuel and stores ; the ammunition

boxes— one for each gun—appeared to me to be in dangerous

proximity to engine and furnaces. The wheel was on the

roof of the deck-cabin, which was railed in with a kind of

parapet for infantry ; here were also two boats and a signal-

pole flying a pennant, the Turkish flag being hoisted at the

stern. This pole was not amidships, but on the larboard, and

this peculiarity, with the funnels and ventilators in the stern,

the long bow-chasers like thrust-out stings, and the uniform

black colour, gave the craft a queer lopsided, extremely

vicious appearance ; she reminded me of an ugly black,

beetle-like insect, whose acquaintance I made in the East,

and whose sting is most hurtful.

The vessel was in capital trim ; the cleanliness of the

decks was so painful that I felt constrained to apologise to

the lieutenant for stepping on them. The brightness of the

machinery would have done credit to a British man-of-war.

The sailors—of whom I saw a dozen—wore the English

Jack-tar costume, the stokers bathing-drawers, the gunners

(thirty) the uniform of the fort artillery. A company of

Chasseurs came on board, with their two light AYhitworth

guns ; they looked smart in their becoming blue-and-green

dress. A Scotch engineers workman, with red hair, whisky

aroma, and dirty white-and-yellow blazer, gave me, in return

for a quid of tobacco, this tip :
' Something is up to-day, sir ;

have a look-out for squalls.' The lieutenant and the chief

engineer had been educated in the naval training-college in

Chalki, and spoke English.

H
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The other vessel was in principle of the same build, with

minor variations.

Winn I had stepped ashore the two monitors cast off

and steamed ii]> the river, like venomous giant beetles in

ch of prey.

By means of a telescope I scanned the opposite hank.

There was not much to be seen. Mid-stream the low. green,

deserted islands, where grass, wild flowers, reeds, and shrubs

throve in a profusion worthy of a virgin forest's entangled

growth : beyond, a long stretch of flat, marshy shore, on the

kit three miks broad, and bordered by hare green hills of

picturesque outline rising to 300 feet above rive] •!, on

the right extending to the confines of the horizon, with a thin

column of smoke, lazily curling upwards, denoting a farm or

village, and with two small lakes like dreamy blue eye- m a

placid face. Of human life ami activity I perceived little,

<d' war less. Slightlj to the right was a hamlet t('alaii) close

to the water's edge, with boats drawn up on the mudbank
;

to the left lay Calaiat. on the slope and summit of a hill 100

feet high, whence came the peaceful sound of a lazy, high-

toned chapel-bell. The position of the town pre\ nted m\

ag the streets, but I detected some masked batteries. On
our shore I saw to the left the end redoubt of the outer

mte (called (iha/.i Bair Tabiya, i.e. Victorious Hill

1 1 btery) and our one outlying work, Yeni Tabiya, the Latter

oearly opposite ( 'a la fat : both looked like molehills. B

them was a waste -pace, beyond, the tlat. green, deserted,

tortuous river-bank, of the rebellious vassal State- armed

I -aw but one specimen a black Bpeck on the shore

ilv opposite, Looking much like a flea on green paper;

1
• ok him for ecrow, until a shifting of position

proved him to be a Bentinel guarding the embryo kingdom

in solitary grandeur against the Unspeakable Turk.

it that time an entire division in and near

Calafat. Ti eful inhabitants had heen compelled to

evacuate the town a few day- b. fore.

portunity of Baying a few words with
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respect to the appearance of the Roumanian soldiers, although

it was not until September that I saw Prince Charles's cham-

pions near enough to perceive the colours and details of their

garments. The uniforms were decidedly mixed : a Rou-

manian division looked as if it belonged to half a dozen

nationalities. The line infantry and artillery have a French

appearance ; the regular cavalry (rossiori) look like the

Red Hussars stationed in Potsdam, whose gorgeous figures

are familiar to every tourist in Berlin ; the doborantzi

(territorial infantry) and kalarashi (mounted militia) wear

the national costume, with the peculiar footgear which is

(or was) in use also with those Turkish battalions who were

clad Zouave fashion, viz. shoes of undyed leather and gaiters

laced round the leg nearly up to the knee. The gendarmes

wear Prussian helmets, the artillery Austrian kepis ; the

majority had a headgear which deserves the prize for unmiti-

gated hideousness. The German pickelhaube, the Russian

cap, the British bearskin, are ugly enough in all conscience,

but the Roumanian bonnet beats them all.

Large vessels there were none in Widdin at that period,

all such having either been requisitioned by the Government

and utilised on the Lower Danube, or quitted the probable

scene of conflict for peaceful and remunerative climes. Just

before the declaration of war several seagoing steamers and

a number of karlashes (one-mast sailing-vessels, low in the

waist and high in the stern) had arrived with provisions

(15,000 tons of flour) and the material for constructing a

pont >on bridge to Calafat, which latter was never com-

menced, thanks to Mahmoud Damad and Company. The
steamers had gone ; the stock of boats and fishermen's craft

belonging to the town, the karlashes, and two or three de-

crepit schooners, were moored in places of safety and guarded

by sentries, to prevent them being utilised by spies, traitors,

and deserters.

A sailing-boat appeared like a white speck in the

upper bend of the river, and came floating down towards us

on the Danube's broad bosom, in idyllic contempt of the

H 2
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formidable array of guns on cither side, perhaps 250 in all,

every one readj to hurl its death-dealing contents at the

neighbour across the road.

It was 1 p.m., and I felt hungry. My companions

intimated that if I happened to be possessed of th.it useful

commodity called para (money), they could undoubtedly gel

nif some dinner from the fort cooks; and ;is to luxuries, such

as coffee, cakes, &c, I had hut to say the word and hand

over the coin, and they would send to town for anything I

liked to name. They would he pleased to keep mo company,

and should they at any time be BO lucky as to receive their

salaries in good hard liras. they would he charmed! » recipro-

cate : at present I had to take the will for the deed.

I invited all that choose to come, handed over the m< uej .

and gave my orders. The report that a British hoy (lord)

was standing treat all round spread through the fort like

wildfire; presently I had twenty guests, and the soldiers

who Berved us were delighted and zealou-.

The table was laid between two projecting corners of a

building belonging to the inner enceinte, on a Blightly higher

lev.) than the terrace, in view of the guns and tin river, hut

concealed from any zealous pasha who might take it into

his unreasonable head to Btep out and hav< a peep at the

rebellious vassals.

On our right was a heavy battery with strong earthworks,

overgrown with tudded white and yellow with daisies

and buttercups; beside the battery was a solid stone dwelling-

house and a Bmall building an observatory, with a signal-

pole. In front of us were: Firstly, a courtyard, six feel

below us. with twenty light green Bummer tents, to protect

the soldiers Forming the fori guard against the glare of the

Bun, particularly objectionable on account of the whiteness

of thi which formed the building material. The men

had just had their dinner in this place, and were now

dragging handcart- with ammunition to the vaults below

the battery. Secondly, the terrace, fifteen feet wide, formed

by the top of the inner wall, with a parapet four feet high and
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three feet thick. In the crevices of the stone grew a beautiful

white, bell-shaped flower in remarkable profusion. By
stepping up to the parapet we could see : Thirdly, the pro-

tected way betweeD the two walls, ten feet wide, where

several companies were squatting down, arms piled, in

full fighting order. Fourthly, the outer wall, with rifle-

holes for the infantry in its parapet. Here sentries paced

gravely to and fro. This wall was twelve feet lower than

the inner, and eight feet above the protected way. Its foot

was washed by the river. Immediately to our left was
another heavy battery, mounted in parallel stone walls, the

space between which was filled up with soil, forming thus

a solid protection to the guns and their crews ten feet thick.

Beyond the battery was a space where vessels were moored

;

beyond that were other batteries. The building at the back

of us formed part of the barracks.

I insisted upon a tablecloth, and there was fluttering and

consternation in the martial dovecot. ' The lord wants a

tablecloth !
' exclaimed one, awe-stricken. ' Shall I fetch my

blanket ? ' asked a budding genius. Somebody had a grand

idea :
' Bun to Schmaichel and borrow one ! The old Jew

has a tablecloth, if anyone in Widdin has.'

I solicited a personal introduction of my guests : One
yiizbashi, sixteen or eighteen mulazims evvel and zani, two
mulazims zalise, all belonging to the infantry stationed in

the town, to the fort artillery, or to the engineers.

One said, ' If we can get a superior to join us we shall

be safe, as it would give an official colouring to the repast.'

Some went in search of this useful article, and brought

back in triumph a hungry kaim-makam.

The messenger returned, waving an unclean rag. As the

first dish (a capital sweet soup, obtained from a Turkish con-

fectioner's in the town) was being served out there appeared

upon the scene the most incongruous trio I have as yet beheld.

The first, an Englishman, long, lean, and unlovely, was
clad in a costume such as only the travelling Briton can invent

or wear. It was of thick, shiny, waterproof canvas (the
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thermometer was at 80° in the shade and the sky cloudless !>

of an indescribable hue, something like a dirty light grey

tinged with bilious greenish yellow; it was uniform through-

out, oven shoes and cap being of this materia] : and when he

wiped his nose. I declare the handkerchief was of the same

hue! He carried over his head a parasol of a like colour, and

had slung across his shoulders, with straps and cord r

a field-glass, a water-bottle, a hrandy-flask, a haversack, a

hather pouch, and a case containing snuff, tobacco, pipe and

cigars in its various compartments. 11" was a journalist,

and went by the name of Captain Chock; his real name

being Mac, but what kind of a Mac 1 know not. He could

not speak a word of any language but English ; be used a slate,

upon which he sketched the article required ; for instance, he

would draw a sheep, and they would bring him a plate of boiled

mutton ; or a cow, and they would bring him a glass of milk.

Report had it that last year, in Servia, with Mehemed Ali

Pasha's army, he had wanted mushrooms in a village inn :

after an hour's waiting they had brought him an umbrella!

He had access to the fort, lived in an empty shed outside

Widdin, which he shared with two German war-*correspon-

dents, and was known all over the place as much for his

liberality and kindness as for his eccentricitii s. A week later

the Mushir gave all the newspaper-men notice to quit, and

the Captain changed his quarters for—I think Nikopoli.

The second was a small, crooked, shabby, spectacled

German Burgeon, Doctor Schmidl l>\ tuftne, who looked

withered and broken down and Bomewhal pathetic. Last

year he had Berved in the Turkish Army, which he had

quitted when the war was over; now he was temporarily

attached to Fort Widdin. there being a dearth Of medical

men. He wore as yet his threadbare civilian attire, as they

could find no uniform sufficiently small for him. He spoke

Turkish. Arabic, Servian. Bulgarian, Ro anian, Russian, in

addition to English, French, and German, and of course

Latin, Creek, and Hebrew; in Sanskrit he was an

authority.
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Captain Chock was 6 ft. 6 in. long, Doctor Schmidt was

4 ft. 6 in. short, and they always walked arm-in-arm through

the streets of Widdin. The Turkish word ' chok ' means
1 much '

;
perhaps they had christened the Captain thus

because there was so much of him.

This day they were separated by a lady, as men have

been parted by women from times immemorial. The
separatrix was twenty years old and delightful to behold, a

symphony of youth, grace, beauty and devilry. She was

dressed in a short skirt of red flannel, pretty Vienna

shoes, black silk stockings, and a richly embroidered blue

Bulgarian bodice, with gilt ornaments ; her superb black

hair fell across her shoulders, and a fez showed her hand-

some piquante face to advantage. Her garments were not

only picturesque and becoming, but also clean, a quality

not often found in Bulgaria ; altogether she looked like a

plate from an illustrated book of costumes. Her complexion

was light and spotless, her bare hands were white and

shapely. "When walking she swung her arms like a man.

She was an inveterate cigarette-smoker ; she liked cigars

when she could get them, and did not disdain a pipe

;

she could drink slivovitz with the best of Milan's subjects.

She had a predilection for men with ready cash, and would

snub a poor devil unmercifully. She was a splendid rider,

could drive a three-horse cart in a manner to make an official

of the Cruelty to Animals Society take out his note-book,

could work a Danube skiff like a professional sprat-catcher,

fence like a German student, handle rifle and revolver like a

prairie scout. For concentrated essence of vanity, conceit,

and sublime impudence she has no equal in my experience.

This lady was—laugh not, dear reader !—a nurse. I

swear to you I am perfectly serious ; she was, if you please,

a professional Sister of Mercy.

She was Servian by birth, Austrian on the father's side
;

was called Marie by the Bulgarians, Mariam by the Turks :

and had served in the War of 1876 on her own side, though

history is conveniently silent as to her abilities and perform-
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ances. All I know is that she had quarrelled with her

people, who had escorted her across the frontier. She had

offered her services to the Turks, but the ongallani sur^eon-

in-chief i >f I teman's army would have none of her. She lived

in \\'id<liu town, had occasional access to the fort and

interviews with nun in authority, and was not allowed to

pass beyond the fortifications unless furnished with a permit.

All this makes me think that she was utilised as a spy. A
fortnight later she was sent under escort to Philippopolis:

why, I know not. Eeport said that the positions of guard

and captive were completely reversed by the time the partj

arrived at its destination. I have read that in I .when

EastRoumelia rebelled against the Porte,a cigarette-smoking,

spirit-drinking, formidably armed Servian damsel on hoi

back made herself conspicuous in the streets of Philippopolis.

I wonder if it was Marie?

This worthy member of the Society of St. John walked

between Captain (hock and Doctor Schmidt, talking to the

latter in a condescending and cursory manner and smiling at

the former. Bhowing her teeth. As they had no other tongue

in common, this language of smiles of encouragement and

grunts of approbation was all the conversation that passed

between the pretty Servian and the uglj Briton.

My neighbour said : 'Ask the mad Englishman to join

us; he is rich, and will pay your bill.' Whereu] I nr^]

an invitation to the trio, which was accepted by the gentle-

men, declined by the lady, who had just din< 1
; but she was

lescending enough to say thai she would keep us company.

She -. ftted herself oil the edge , ,f a table wllicll the soldiers

had brought for serving the dishes, swung her shapely legs

with the regularity of pendulums, displaying a pretty lace

petticoat, and expressed vehement regret that the silly fort

regulations forbade smoking in this particular Bpot.

Hardly had we commenced with the soup when a fat

pasha took it into his stupid head to step ap to the parapet

with his telescope. Spiteful fate would have it that he

cted the only spot from which our table was visible.
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His broad back, bulging stern, and O-shaped little legs

presented a delightful picture.

Immediately there was silence.

The yiizbashi whispered :
' He is the greediest pig in

Rumili ' (Turkey-in-Europe). ' Invite him, and he will come,

as he always does when he can get a blow-out gratis ; then

we shall be quite safe, as he will be responsible.'

I received a nod of approval from the kaim-makani, went

up to the pasha, saluted, and said :

' May your Excellency have a long life ! I am an English-

man in the service of the Padishah, and this is the natal day

of my sovereign, the Queen of England ' (which was a wicked

lie) ;
' will your Excellency graciously condescend to partake

of the miserable fare which your Excellency's abject servant

has spread upon yonder humble table '?

'

One grave look at the table, one deliberate sniff of the

soup's delicious aroma, and the fat Pasha, solemnly and

reverently, made answer and said :

' I will.'

The guests rose : the soldiers saluted, the Englishman

touched his cap, the German doffed his antiquated tile (an

interesting architectural relic of the Kenaissance period)
;

the Pasha took the seat of honour, and began to gobble up

the soup with alarming vehemence. Marie had disappeared
;

partial to young lieutenants with ready money, she had a

holy horror of pashas. I heard her parting 'Do svidania,'

which is Servian for au revoir.

The men in the courtyard had finished their labours and

were resting in the tents ; the gunners and the infantry in

the protected way were dozing ; only the measured tread of

the sentries on the outer wall broke the sleepy summer-noon

silence. Above me was the glorious dark blue sky ; the

sunshine flooded the river and the landscape beyond with

molten gold, and a thousand diamonds glittered on the crests

of the Danube's gentle billows. A beautiful cooling breeze

from the north fanned me ; the waves broke themselves

lazily against the stone embankment, and whispered softly
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and Bweetly, as it' of peace on earth and goodwill to men.

I! yja in the heavens rose a lark, and its triumphant strains

were borne to me on the wings of the wind, singing of glory

to the Creator for this beautiful corner of His fair earth.

which lay spread out before m\ enchanted vision.

And this was war ! The declaration of hostilities was a

fortnight old, and we were as yet in perfect peace. Not a

shot had been fired with hostile intent. My sword was

innocent of gore : my revolver-bullets had hit nothing more

animated than the hideous wooden Russian who served as a

et. Eleven weeks more were to elapse before either

received its baptism.

Presently the sailing-boat 1 have mentioned came down
to a level with Calafat, close to the Roumanian shore, and

hoisted the A-ustrian flag, a black double eagle on yellow

ground ; a boat manned by soldiers was rowed alongside, and

cast off again after a brief interval, whilst the sailer floated

down stream like a beautiful white dove.

We had consumed the second course, capital river-fish

obtained in town and cooked in the fort kitchen : the third

(mutton and rice), the fourth (maize porridgi >.' botl »m the

fort, the latter served with honey, and the fifth (lovely pastry

and BWeet8 from the confectioner's) had followed the same

downward career, f had paid the hills, to which Captain

Chock generously contributed half; the officers had left

having duties to attend to; we four -that is, the Englishman,

the Doctor, the Pasha, and I were discus ing coffee, and

brandy from the Captain's flask, of which latter the Turk

also partook, Baying that the hekim had bo ordered it.

I cannot Btate the exact time, hm estimate the moment
at \ P.M., when a gUD was tired on OUT left, followed soon

by other reports on both sides of the river—that is, in Calafat

and in the extreme north-east of Widdin, where also the

monitor^ were at that moment. After tin- -harp outbreak

tin- tire ceased.

[ cannot describe to you the Budden, overwhelming change

wrought in my surroundings h\ these -hots. Within the
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twinkling of an eye the fort was like a disturbed ants' nest.

Soldiers seemed to spring out of the ground, commands and

bugle-calls came from all sides in terrifying confusion ; but

only a few minutes of indescribable turmoil, and Fort

Widdin was ready for the fray. Every semblance of peace

had vanished, and the grim reality of war stamped each

detail of the scene as far as my eyes could travel.

The artillerymen stood by their guns (long since trained

to bear on Calafat). waiting only for the order to commence

fire ; the infantry were behind the parapet, rifles in hand,

ready to repel a boat attack. Orderlies and aides-de-camp

ran to and fro ;
pashas and their staffs strained their eyes,

and numerous telescopes were directed towards the rebellious

neighbour. The terrace was crowded with men—some

hundreds within my line of vision. Everyone was at his

post, preconcerted long ago ; for elaborate instructions had

been issued even before the declaration of war. The first

few moments of unavoidable confusion over, order, coolness,

silence and readiness reigned supreme.

The first shot had been fired by us (from Ghazi Bair

Tabiya, the most north-easterly of our redoubts, and the one

nearest to Calafat), partly by way of test or challenge, to

which Calafat immediately responded, partly as a sign to the

other batteries. In the beginning it was only Yeni Tabiya,

Ghazi Bair Tabiya. and the monitors which fired ; but soon

the whole river-front was engaged.

The Pasha had vanished ; the Doctor doffed his hat and

rn away, looking like a scared cockroach; Captain Chock

and I glanced at each other across the deserted table in blank

surprise. The arabjis appeared who had served us, and whom
the Captain and I had tipped handsomely, and in the twink-

ling of an eye every trace of the harmless orgie had vanished.

The Captain exclaimed excitedly :

' You'll excuse me, sir, but there's copy to be had for my
paper. I'm off. Take my advice, and hurry back to your

battalion ; it is, perhaps, not necessary, but it'll look well,

and will be placed to your credit. Pardon the liberty, but
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I'm an old soldier. Thanks tor hospitality, (.rood after-

noon.'

II' stuck his formidable pencil behind his ear, waved his

note-book over his head, cried "Hi]', hip, hip. hurrah!
1

opened hi- parasol, pulled hi- rap over one ear, and was off.

At that moment a gun was fired in Ghazi Bair Tabiya,

and immediately afterwards the earth was shaken by a

terrific discharge of the batteries on the river-side. I ran to

tlu- gate as fast as the thick smoke would allow. The sentry

stopped me, and called the officer on duty: having satisfac-

torily explained my business to the Latter, I was allowed t<>

proceed. I hurried through the streets, which were crowded

with trembling inhabitants Turks, -lews, Bulgarians— race-

hatred and Fanaticism having disappeared before the on<

common consideration : safety of life and home. Xume
windows were broken ; a filigree-worker's hovel had tumbled

mi its palsied foundations; the vagrant dogs howled in

nerve-straining unison. At that moment the guns woe
silent; a little later there was n vigorous discharge from

Calafat and a terrific- response from Widdirj : after that the

fire was continued in a less furious and spasmodic manner

tor a hour or two, and then all was over for the day. The

cted Roumanian boat attack did not take place—in fact,

shelling i xcepted, there was no attack from ( etlafat until

after the fall of Plevna. On this day (Maj 8 slight

damage was done to one of our redoubts and to the river-

front, and there were no serious casualti< Widdin two

insignificant tire- broke out. and the top of a minaret tumbled

into a hack yard and killed a dead dog : the trembling of the

ground had caused the tower to tall. I believe not many of

our shells reached the enemy, hut they had the desired moral

i : they proved to the fee that we were ready for the fray,

prevented him from attacking, and neutralised for s.ven

months a hostile division.

I thought for a moment of looking up] oris and comfort-

ing her ; hut 'Duty before love,' Baid I. I pushed my way

through the panic-stricken crowd, lost myself in the crooked
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streets, and finally gained the gates, where I had again to

state my business to the guard. Once free of the town I

hurried along the level road, already tramped by fugitives,

Hoing the two and a half miles in little more than half an

hour, and arriving in camp at 5.30 or 6, i.e. three hours before

my leave was up.

The first shot fired from Calafat was, politically and

historically, a fact of the gravest importance, one that shaped

the course of events for decades, probably centuries to come.

It dispelled all doubts as to Eoumania's attitude ; it broke

the ties that bound the vassal State to the sovereign country :

it signified for the "Widdin army the commencement of

hostilities, the certainty of being separated only by a river

from an enemy ready and eager to fight. It meant for

Eoumania independence from the Porte, her mistress during

three and a half centuries, and (in any case temporary) sub-

jugation to the Czar's will ; it meant for Turkey another

enemy to reckon with ; for Russia, an only too anxious ally

to count upon.

In camp two brigades stood ready to proceed to any point

of the river-bank. The battalions had been formed in march-

ing order ; the men squatted on the ground, arms piled
;

the officers were anxiously waiting for the command to start.

The major looked at me approvingly ; the captain (asleep on

a convenient stone) opened his little green eyes, blinked them,

and continued his siesta. I took my station at the head of

my squad. Presently I was bidden to the brigadier, to whom
I gave an account of what I had seen in Widdin. AVe

waited, but no orders came. Calafat and Widdin were quiet,

like two neighbours, friends for years, who have had a few

words and have shaken hands. Even the most zealous

officers grew tired and sat or lay down. Towards 9 p.m. the

order was given to go back to the tents and turn in. Dis-

spirited, we sought our beds ; sleep was out of the question.

Afterwards we got so used to the cannonade that it disturbed

our minds no longer ; we would hardly listen to it. We had,

however, a good manv false alarms and starts.
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A few days later ] had my first outpost duty, my company

being Bent to a hill five miles north-west of the camp, five

miles south-west of the Danube, and seven miles south-east

of the Servian frontier, whence we could overlook twenty-

five miles of the ri\vr and fifteen miles of the Servian

boundary-line. The eminence is 400 feet ahove Panuhe level,

and commands a tine view on all sides. My squad bivouacked

for some days on different spot-, of the slope, near various

hamlets, one of which was called Grhinzova. 1 made the

Bulgarian inhabitants serve us good hot dinners. I used to

try persuasion and kindness first—for instance, kissing the

children ; if these were of no avail (not often), I used the

compulsion which I was fully justified in employing; but 1

checked rigorously every approach towards brutality. The

Roumanians had run away. We knocked at many a h<

and. getting no reply, heat the doors in, and found a g 1 many
things likely to be of Bervice to us, such as blankets, bolsters,

utensils, &c. I strictly forbade plunder, which was, indeed,

considered a Berious crime; lor instance, in one house we
found hidden a valuable clock and other things : we took

nothing but the pitchers which we had com, for. At night

the company had three outposts, each of half a squad, and

each setting a dozen single Bentries. We lieutenants had

the duty of inspecting the latter, a disagreeabl task in the

darkness, which caused me many a nasty stumble and ;i

itched face. Nothing occurred. We were glad when

another company relieved us, and we could ,•> back to our

comfortable tents. Then we had for a week the duty to

provide part of the camp sentries, and I was several times in

charge ol the guard at one of the gates, where 1 had to use

all my wits i" prevent unauthorised persons fr mtering.

There were always Bcor< ol claimants for admission ped-

Iar8, m< .petition >me kind or other, complain-

ants, l» ipsj performers, vagabonds. No ceremony

shown to tin- latter: the butt-end of a rifle in the fleshy

part "f the back, and th<\ generally slunk away like the curs

they were ; if any
|

temporised floggings did the
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work effectually. I had to arrest several too anxious claimants,

who were all dismissed with the caution not to do it again,

save one young Bulgarian, who, savouring of a spy, was de-

tained for several days, and finally liberated. The women,
having something to sell or wishing to see someone, were

particularly difficult to get rid of ; many a pretty girl tried to

bribe me with honeyed words and attempted caresses ; but I

thought of Doris and was kiss-proof. When this duty was
over my company was not called upon for several weeks.

Towards the middle of June we had a fortnight's bivouacking

on the river-bank between Flortin and Widdin, not far from

Koshava ; but again the record of our performances was a

blank, except that we captured a Roumanian fishing-boat,

with nothing more formidable in it than a net of freshly caught

fish, which had probably broken loose from her moorings on

the other side. We ate the fish and chopped the craft up for

firewood, after having utilised it for a picnic on a small unin-

habited island, where we had a jollification, in a jungle of

reeds and weeds, within 500 yards of the hostile shore. A de-

tachment of Roumanian soldiers passed us on the opposite bank

;

we waved our fezes and handkerchiefs to them, and through

the glasses I saw them return the courtesy. We bathed daily

in the river, and caught excellent fish. The mosquitoes began

to be troublesome ; but after a week or two of nocturnal

torment they deserted me, and my face resumed its legiti-

mate proportions. Possibly the fact that my skin underwent

a curing and tanning process—my complexion was mahogany
— .as the cause of the insects' change of front. We came
across an apiary in a cottager's deserted garden ; a man who
understood bees drove them away by exploding cartridges,

and procured us a supply of lovely honey. Talking of insects,

I must allude to the Bulgarian flea, which has no equal for

voracity and vivacity. The excitement of a Bulgarian flea-

hunt is, in my experience, rivalled only by that of the chase

after a wolf before Plevna in November.

After our return to camp my company had no more out-

post duties until we came to Plevna.
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I must mention our sentry dogs, of which the [nova

camp had Dearly a hundred, some few trained for the pur-

pose : the majority belonged to the canine ' submerged tenth
'

which are a specialty of Turkey, and had attached and

educated themselves. They were of a variety of breeds,

mongrels of a do/en crossings, and made capital sentries. A
volume could be written on the intelligence of the Ottoman

quadruped Loafers
;

for instance, they have a distinct organi-

sation and administration, which is quite as wonderful and

tod deal more sensible than the British Constitution. I

could tell scores of anecdotes of the astonishing sagacity ol

our sentry dogs.

Ibrahim and his colour squad were exempt from out]' I

and sentry duties. I became much attached to Jack Seymour,

and in youthful enthusiasm and love of romance we sv

eternal friendship.

The shelling had been renewed every second or third day,

sometimes for a few minutes, sometimes for hours. The

damage done to the fortifications was always immediately

repaired ; for we had plenty of engineers, mechanics, and

workmen in "Widdin. Not so with the town. Fii broke

out frequently, sometimes several simultaneously; for want

of a regular fire-brigade the soldiers were called upon to

quench the conflagrations. Once (on June 3) matters grew

• rious that troops were sent from camp, among them my
battalion. The fire had been mastered by the time we

arrived (towards dusk), hut the cannonade continued till

'.) p.m. A shell burst H"» feet from me, and killed a Turkish

woman and her baby who hail con le out to have ;i look at

ii-. I obtained an hour's leave and hastened to Doris, whose

house had aol been struck. The old man was frightened

almost out of his wits, the girl brave and confident : her

ction for her grandfather and the wa) she comforted and

caressed him were beautiful and touching. I pointed out to

them that they were tolerably safe, being sheltered by a tall,

-olid mosqui : that the mily danger to which they \.

ised came from the minaret, should it tumble. CJp to
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the time of my leaving Widdin no harm had come to them.

When I mentioned business, the old Jew shook himself, and

was at once on the alert. I exchanged a fifty-lira draft on

Constantinople for cash, and bought a ring of him, which I

presented to Doris. Needless to say we kissed and swore

eternal love, as young people will do as long as this globe

travels its orbit.

Widdin looked deserted ; a general exodus had commenced
with, and even before, the cannonade. Files of trucks and

barrows passed the camp almost daily, laden with household

goods ; families who could obtain no vehicular accommodation

carried their belongings on their backs. Many a time have

I seen a strapping Bulgarian smoking his pipe and burdened

with nothing more formidable than, perhaps, a clock or a

crucifix, whilst his wife groaned under a cartload of boxes,

bundles, bedding, and babies. I suppose that is Christian.

A Mahomedan would not do it. The fugitives took shelter

in the villages out of shell range, or camped out ; near

Inova there was quite a colony of huts, made of broken-up

furniture, sacking, mud, or whatever material might be handy.

It was mostly the Bulgarians who fled ; Turks and Jews
stayed, trusting in the Mushir to protect them. The nume-
rous Roumanians in the villages around Widdin decamped

without exception ; I suppose they crossed the river secretly

at night, by means of rafts, and joined their countrymen, or

did so via Servian territory.

Nearly every street had a partially wrecked house, and

the; e was not a whole pane in Widdin ; but, taking it alto-

gether, the cannonade was more formidable in its aspect

than in its effect. Towards the end of June the shelling on

both sides grew lax and spasmodic, the leaders recognising

its uselessness. I believe it ceased after we had left. I do

not think we did much damage to Calafat. There were

several fires, but not so many as in Widdin, and no serious

ones. I have already mentioned that Calafat lies on a higher

level than its opponent.

We had not many casualties, perhaps 100 killed and

i
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wounded during the whole time, including peaceful inhabi-

tants. The camps were oui of range. Altogether, the result

of two months' shelling was, on both sides, nil.

Meanwhile the soldiers began to grow disheartened at

their aselessness and inactivity, and the dissatisfaction with

these win. compelled us to be idle, i.e. the Council of War in

the capita] and the Serdar Ekrem in Shumla, became

intense. We were kept posted as to what was going on : the

oews came from the superior officers downward, and was

thus disseminated in camp. The papers also gave as informa-

tion, though this was generally too stale and too one-sided

to be of practical value. What had actually happ< ted (as

proved by later investigations) was this, although we
Widdin had, of course, to contend against many conflicting

statements :

Firstly, as regards affairs in Europe.

Already, on April 1(3, Roumania had made a convention

with liussia as to the passage of Russian troops through

her territory, which had commenced with the day of the

declaration of war. Braila and G-alatz were occupied and

fortified. On May 2 the Porte made it known to thi vassal

State that she considered the permission of passage granted

to hostile troops as a declaration of rebellion ; whereupon

Roumania proclaimed her independence, and manifested this

by shelling Widdin with the Calafal batteries on and after

May 8. On the 11th the Turkish ironclad LufH Djelil was

blown up on the Lower 1 Danube. On May 1 I the (J rand Duke
Nicholas, the I iussiun ( 'omiiiaiidn-in-( 'hief in Europe,

transferred his headquarters from Kishineff, in Bessarabia, to

Ployetchi, in Roumania. By May 20 the northern Danube
hank from the Kilia mouth to the Aluta was occupied by the

nans, whose forces (counting the reinforcements which

arrived during June) consisted of nine corps and several

cavalry division-
;
from the Aluta mouth upwards to (

'a la fat

stood the four Roumanian divisions. The Turks held

the southern hank from the Sulina mouth upwards to

Flortin, hut their forces were numerically inferior to those
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of their enemies ; behind this line they had, however, strong

posts in Varna, Rasgrad, Shmnla, Selvi, and Sofia. The
Turkish General-in-Chief in Europe was Abdul Keriin Pasha,

who had also special command of the forces in Eastern Bul-

garia, and was subject to the Council of War in the capital,

the Sultan being president of the latter. On May 22 Prince

Charles proclaimed himself first independent Prince of

Roumania ; but the Czar declined the Prince's offer of active

co-operation, professing himself unable to comply with the

conditions attached to the offer, viz. the bestowal of the royal

crown and the supreme command of the armies about to ope-

rate in Bulgaria. On June 22 a Russian force under General

Zimmermann cros^ ed the Danube at Galatz by means of boats;

on the following day also at Braila ; occupied by June 26

Isaktcha, Tultcha, Babadagh, and Hirsova, and built a bridge

at Braila. This army invaded subsequently the entire

Dobrudcha, but did no more from first to last than neutralise

a much smaller Turkish force in Varna. On June 27 a

Russian detachment crossed the river at Simnitza with boats,

drove away the weak Turkish garrison of Sistova after a sharp

encounter, and built the bridge which remained the chief

means of communication between Roumania and the Russian

armies in Bulgaria throughout the war. By July 3 the bridge

was finished, and on the same day the invasion of Bulgaria

commenced on a scale of considerable magnitude, following

three directions : Firstly, eastward, where Biela was occupied

July 7 ; and on the 9th this army, under the Czarevitch (the

late Czar, Alexander III.), reached the Black Lorn almost

without fighting, whilst cavalry pushed forward as far as

Osmanbazar and Shumla. Secondly, southward, an army,

under General Gourko, occupied Tirnova, the ancient

Bulgarian capital, on July 7, Selvi on the 9th—both of

which were voluntarily evacuated by the Turks—and reached

the foot of the Balkans on the 11th. Thirdly, westward,

where a corps (the 9th) under General Kriidener proceeded

towards Nikopoli. This latter is the force with which we
shall have to deal, and which was defeated by Osman Pasha

i 2
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on July 20. The Russian headquarters were transferred to

Sistova on July 3, thence to Biela on the 8th. Such was

the position of things on the European field of campaign by

July 12.

S "inlly, as regards affairs in Asia.

On and shortlyafter April 24 the Russians entered Turkish

territory at four points: General Oklobchio from Ozurgeti

towards Batum: General Devel from Akhalklaki towards

Ardahan; General Herman (with whom was General Loris

Mi likoff, tin Commander-in-Chief in Asia) from Alexandropol

towards Kara; General Tergukasoff from Erivan towards

Bayazid. The Turkish Commander-in-Chief in A

Moukhtar Pasha,47 who had 60,000 men in Batum, Ardahan,

Kara, Bayazid, and Erzerum, and 20,000 along the Persian

frontier. The four Russian columns fared up to July 1

follows : General Oklobchio beat a Turkish detachment

near Khutsubani on May 1 1, and occupied Kintrishi on May
28, but was unable to do more. General Devel appeared on

May 5 before Ardahan, defended by 10,000 men under

Hussein Pasha. Finding himself too weak, he claimed the

assistance of part of the third column, under ( reneral i lei man,

who arrived at Pankis (south-easl of Ardahan) on May 13,

and took command of the forces operating against Ardahan,

I. is Melikoff retaining command of the other portion of

the third col ui i m. On May 11 Ardahan was invested, on the

loth, L7th, and 18th, shelled, stormed, and taken. The united

second and part of the third column invested Kara on May 31.

()n June 9 the (hand Duke Michael took the supreme com-

mand of the Russian forces in Asia. From June 1 7 to June 23

belled. On June 21s1 and 22nd Moukhtar was

victorious near Elbar in an engagement with Meliki f: and

on the 25th the latter was again and totally defeated in the

bloody battle of Sevin by Esmael Pasha, Mfoukhtar's second-

in-command; whereupon the Serdar Ekrem marched with

considerable forces for the rehef of Kara, so that on duly 9

the Russians saw themselves compelled to give up the siege

and n treat to the frontier. The fourth column, under < reneral
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TergukasorT, bad taken Bayazid on April 28, and penetrated

south as far as Arsib and Missum by May 8, thence west-

ward to Karaklissa by the loth. General Tergukasoif was
victorious on June 16 and 21 near Delibaba ; but on the

news of the Russian defeat at Sevin he retired towards

Bayazid, which was being besieged by Ali Kiamali Pasha
with a force of 13,000 men. He liberated the garrison on

July 10, but was driven back to Russian territory. Such

was the position of things on the Asiatic field of campaign

on July 12.

Thirdly, as regards the activity of the Ottoman fleet,

commanded by Admiral Hobart Pasha. 48

A Turkish squadron bombarded Poti on the 5th, and

Sukhum Kale on May 12, which latter was taken on the 16th.

Troops were landed at various points, and by May 31 the coast

between Capes Adler and Drandy was in Turkish possession,

whilst the Mahomedan populations of Abchasia, Kutais, and

Kuban rebelled against the Russian Government. On June

1 General Alchasoff took the command in the threatened

districts, and was victorious on the same day at Sotcha,

June 13 at Ilori, 23rd at Merguli, 27th at Oltchomchiri ; but

Sukhum Kale, the most important town of the coast,

remained in Turkish hands, whilst the number of rebels

increased daily (it reached by the end of November, 175,000).

Such was the position of things on the shores of the Black

Sea by July 12.

To sum up (and this was, practically, the average which

we in Widdin drew from many contradictory and parti-

coloured statements) : In Europe the enemy had been uni-

formly fortunate, and was invading Bulgaria unhindered
;

in Asia, after the first quick and cheap successes, he had lost

a big battle (Sevin) , and had been driven back to the frontier-

line on all points ; whilst great hopes were being built upon

the rebellion of the Russian Mahomedans and the activity

of the splendid Ottoman fleet, commanded by an Englishman,

in spite of the inability of the Turks to retain all the

conquered positions. But we in Widdin had to do only with
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affairs in Europe, and the unchecked invasion of the Empire's

fairest province made us grind our teeth and utter curses

loud and deep. It stands to reason that the Widdin army,

the best of the country next to Suleiman Pasha's Montenegro

corps, did not relish looking on idle whilst the enemy was

having it all his own way. Inactivity is more unnerving

than hardship, and a lost battle generally demoralises the on-

lookers even more than those who have actually been beaten.

Suleiman Pasha's army (forty-four battalions) was

ordered from Montenegro to the Balkans on July 1. It pro-

ceeded to Antivari, thence on July 15 in twenty-five strainers

to Enos and Dede Agach, where it arrived on the 21st,

took train tor Adrianople. Skeleton garrisons were left behind

on the Montenegrin frontier.49

It became known in camp that the Mushirhad submitted

to the Council of War plans for a flank attack upon the

Russian forces invading Bulgaria. Sistova had fallen and

Nikopoli was threatened. Osman wisely recognised that

Widdin had lost much of its strategical importance, being

now an isolated outpost, in which an army of 30,000 men. in

Bplendid condition and anxious to fight, was retained in dis-

spiriting idleness in order to keep a single hostile division in

check. The imbecility of Mahmoud Damad and Company
and the timidity of Abdul Kerim surpass comprehension.

The latter feared a Roumanian attack upon Flortin and a

Servian one at Adlie : but these considerations should not

have induced him to condemn Osman's Brii army in its

entirety to inactivity. Servia had not even declared war

vet. and was in nowise prepared for it. The same culpable

tation prevented him from opposing the Russian crossing

at Sistova and G-ourko's march southward: he was tfraid

the enemy would meanwhile effed a i al Giurg<

Early on July 8 it was made known thai a march east-

ward was in contemplation. It was reported that the Mushir

had been in personal telegraphic consultation with the

Padishah during the night. The joy of the troops was great,

and every man had hut one concern : lest his battalion
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might, unfortunately, be among those left behind to protect

Widdin. Our preparations were made with method and

promptness. There was not much to be done ; ever since the

declaration of war we had been in perfect condition to take

the field. Within twenty-four hours we were ready to start

;

but we had some days more of uncertainty and suspense to

go through.

On the 11th the Mushir's plans were communicated to

the officers : To inarch with half the Widdin army to

Nikopoli, where Hassan Hairi Pasha commanded ten bat-

talions, and which was threatened with an attack (from

Krudener's 9th Corps) ; to unite ourselves with these ten

battalions, which were to evacuate Nikopoli, as it had lost

its importance since the fall of Sistova (being now, to borrow

from chess, an isolated, unprotected advanced pawn) ; to

attack the enemy's flank between Biela and Tirnova and

break through his thin line ; to form a junction with the

East Bulgarian Corps, and to offer a decisive battle. Should

Osman not be successful in breaking through the hostile line,

Lovdcha was given as the point of retreat, as well as the

starting-point for future offensive operations. After two and

a half months of dreary inactivity, a week after Osman had

made it, his proposal received at last the supreme sanction

—just too late, as events proved.

Major Taki told me that the Mushir had submitted,

between April 24 and July 11, five elaborately worked-out

projects for utilising his army for an offensive movement, of

which only the last had received a tardy approval. Twice he

had been left without a reply !

Arrangements connected with supply kept us in Widdin

for two days longer. Early on July 12 marching orders

were given out, and the composition and arrangement of

the column were fixed ; but the hour of departure was left

uncertain. To my gratification, my battalion was among

those commanded to join the expeditionary force. At

noon there was a parade of the latter and inspection by the

Mushir.
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Twelve battalions of infantry, b squadron of regularcavalry,

and a field battery remained in Widdin w itli tin fort artillery,

under Mehemed [sset Pasha. Four battalions of Osman's

army had been distributed anions the following places:

Rakovitza, Bregovo, Adlie (alias Kula), Flortin, Artzar,

Bielogradchik, Berkovitza; three were in Dom Palankah, and

three in Elahova, which places had also their fort artillerj
;

lastly, three were between Elahova and the spot where the

[sker Sows into the Danube, near Beshti.

The Mushir's column counted 19 battalions, 6 squadrons,
(
.i batteries, or 12,000 nun with 54 guns.*

This gives the total of the Widdin army at forty-four

battalions, viz. :

19 marching on Nikopoli

L2 in Widdin

4 along the north-western frontiers

3 in Lorn Palankah

;i in Elahova

3 near Beshti

T ital H battalions.

After the termination of the Servian War < Isman concen-

trated sixty battalions; sixteen he had to send to I

Bulgaria in the beginning of the year; thus he had forty-four

I. it.

In the after q of the L2th I obtained an hour's leav< .

borrowed a horse, and rode ventre d terre to town, where I

a hastj farewell from heartbroken, weeping Doris.

At nine in the evening an ^vArv was issued fixing four

• morning as the time of departure.

During the night of July L2-13 we slept for the last tune

in the Widdin tents, ready to -tart at daybreak.

Poi ' Appendix.
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CHAPTEK V

FROM WIDDIN TO PLEVNA : A SEVEN DAYS' FOECED

MARCH

July 13 to 19, 1877

We were up at sunrise on Friday, July 13, and had our last

meal in Widdin camp—hot meat and rice—in anticipation

of the fatigue and hurry of a forced march. Each soldier

carried a week's biscuit rations.

The day opened cloudless, and promised to be as scorch-

ing as its predecessors. It surpassed anticipations. Through-

out the march the heat was intense and uninterrupted.

At four the first battalions left camp ; mine followed an

hour later. The troops remaining behind bade us an enthu-

siastic and envious farewell.

At seven we came to the Artzar road, the place of tryst,

where we met the cavalry and some battalions coming from

town, and the artillery from the Smerdan camp. The Mushir

and his staff joined us here, and the column was formed.

Tht e was a delay of some hours.

A party from Widdin had come to bid us good-bye. Among
them was Doris, who gave me a flask of Cognac, a packet of

eatables, and a note with the words, ' Gott beschiitze Dich.'

I felt sentimental. That was the last I saw of pretty Doris

of Widdin.

At nine the van started. My battalion was in the rear,

with four other battalions, in charge of the carts and pack-

horses.*
* For arrangement of column, see Appendix.
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We took the road which Leads from Widdin to Artzar

along the Danube. Sonic tramps and vagabonds followed

us, hut were dispersed by the regulars, Bevera] being

knocked down and wounded. The Circassians could not be

trusted to do this, as they were always in sympathy with

marauders. Later during the march some of these creatures

were killed for plundering soldiers who had dropped from

fatigue.

As we approached Vidbol we heard the report of guns.

We found that it proceeded from Uouinanian batteries esta-

blished 013 tin' opposite bank, which had shelled us without

doing harm : the distance was too great. When we arrived

on the heights of Vidbol I had a view of the winding column,

which was ten miles lone' and presented a striking and impos-

ing picture. The Roumanians continued their pyrotechnic

amusements until the last man had passed out of range;

jaw the -hells striking the water and the mudbank.

At eight in the evening we arrived without mishap in

Artzar, where we bivouacked for the ni^ht. Here we heard

that, instead of continuing by the Lorn Palankah river-road,

according to the MEushir's original intention, we w< n to pro-

ceed by the Topolovatz path, the same by which I had

come two and a half months before, so as qoI to give the

Roumanians a chance to discharge their virgin juns a1 us.

Hitherto we had travelled by a good road, with i constant

supply of water, and had experienced HO inconvenience, save

that arising from the heat. The hardships commenced in

i arn< si nexl day. and ended only when we struck the Rahova

road in Grorns Netropolie, ten miles wesl of PL vna : for we

travelled bj footpaths and bridle-paths, not on regular roads

cepl the short Btretch from Topolovatz to Krivodol), in

;i bare, shelterless country, where water is scarce.50

The van Btarted again at daybreak (duly I I), we at five.

The men had to drag the guns and carts up the hills. The

heal I" came intense
; the dusl choked us.

B< tween Artzar and Plevna we in the rear had only his-
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cuits to eat, except what little we could obtain by persuasion

or compulsion in the villages, as the men were too tired to

cook when we arrived at the halting-places. The rear was

the worst off, for when we passed through a hamlet there

was often not a crust left. The Turkish inhabitants were

kind-hearted and obliging. At Sergeant Bakal's recom-

mendation I abstained from fruit. We slept in the open air

throughout the march.

From Topolovatz to Krivodol we travelled by the Bielo-

gradchik-Lom Palankah road. At five in the afternoon we
came to Krivodol, ten miles south of Lorn Palankah, on the

Lorn, where we had in any case an abundance of water.

After having had a bath and a few biscuits I lay down, but

was roused an hour later by the major, who told us officers

that the Mushir had received despatches from Constantinople,

stating that the Russians had crossed the Balkans and were

threatening Kazanlik 51 and Yeni Zagra ; that we were to

break up at dusk and march all night.

These fatal news, and worse still which arrived later,

were communicated to the troops. The Balkans lost, and

that almost without a fight—the Empire's bulwark, believed

to be impregnable, gone ! We could hardly creditfit.

It was Gourko's audacious passage of the Balkans by

bridle-paths on July 12 and 13 which the Padishah referred

to. This bold feat enabled the Russians to attack the weak
Turkish force in the Shipka Pass from the rear, drive it off,

and occupy this important defile, from which they were

never dislodged. Not a Suleiman's impetuosity, not the

sacrifice of the best arm}' Turkey has ever had, could dis-

possess them.

We started at 10 p.m. and marched throughout the night,

morning, and forenoon (July 15). The tramp through the

darkness was interesting and romantic. At noon we reached

Yultchiderma, on the Chibritza, where we halted, almost

dead with fatigue. The main body, unhampered by train,

had arrived some hours before the rear. After having had a

drink of water we all fell down where we stood, and were
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soon in a death-like Blumber. Sergeant Bakal was the only

man of my squad who did not appear to be affected. To
his foresight, care, and wondrous powers of endurance it is

due that my nun did not become disheartened. We had not

even a deserter in the rear, for his watchful eye was ever

open. Altogether, desertion was a rare occurrence.

When I woke up, some time in the evening, I was told

that the Miushir had received a despatch from AUIul Kerim,

saying that Nikopoli was being attacked l>\ a strong force;

that the utmost speed was accessary, not only to save

Nikopoli, but also Plevna and Lovdcha, the former of which

was occupied by A.touf Pasha with three battalions, four

guns, and '200 Circassians, the latter only by a few com-

panies and some irregulars; that the Mushir had decided to

make straight for Plevna. I do not know whether Osman
despaired of being in time to save Nikopoli, or whether he

intended to form a junction with Atouf and then attack

Kriideiier from the rear.

This was, 1 believe, the first time 1 heard the name
• Plevna' mentioned during the campaign. Little did I

think that it would become as famous as Sebastopol or Metz

;

that I should spend nearly live months of dangers and priva-

tions in helping to defend it for, and against, Btrangers.

Later, in Russia, I learnt that the Czar ha.
I jol ingly con-

sulted a gipsj before the war as to its probable result, and

that the oracle had said: ' Beware of Plevna!' AJso, mili-

tary men in high position are reported to ha^ tittered the

same solemn w arninj

Our hardships had keen great hitherto, bul vorse were

to follow; for now we were to pass through a couni ;. which

Is quite b Sahara in its dearth of water, at least during a

hot summer.

A.t midnight three battalions (1st Regiment, Col. Emin

Bey) Btarted in advance for Plevna, to assist Atouf Pasha in

holding the town until the arrival of the hulk of the force.

These reached their destination on the L8th, thus doing the

distance from Widdmto I'kxna ill") nnles) in six days, an
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average of nineteen miles a day—a splendid performance,

which, under the circumstances, would have done credit to

the Prussian infantry's 4 monkey-like quickness,' as a furious

Austrian writer expressed it, in 1866.

We started at four in the morning (July 16), with a

twenty-four mile stage, almost waterless, before us. The

Mushir's able and energetic dispositions were now evident.

At points arranged upon beforehand a mounted party with

three-horse carts, going in advance of the column, established

tubs with drinking-water. Vehicles requisitioned in the

villages accompanied the rear, to pick up the men who had

dropped en route. The extreme tail was formed by regular

horsemen, with carts, to take stragglers from the rearguard

and protect them against marauders and Christians, who
were always ready to kill and steal. On both flanks was

cavalry ; for the Cossacks had swarmed as far as Rahova,

Altimir, and Vratza. Cooking-parties were sent in advance,

and when the main body arrived at pre-arranged spots they

found a meal waiting ; but we in the rear, lagging behind

with the lumbering train, did not come in for this benefit.

A worse feature was that when we reached the water-

tubs they were generally empty, or filled with a fluid

grown so putrid that we officers had to prevent the men
from drinking. But Sergeant Bakal managed capitally for

my squad ; it would occupy too long to enumerate his dis-

positions and precautions. Also, the experience which

Seymour, Tereb, and I had gained during the Bellova-Widdin

traaip (child's play compared to the one under discussion)

stood us in good stead. It was a wonder to me how my
eighteen summers could carry the burden of this dreadful

march ; only once did I feel faint, and I was not in the least

footsore, thanks to frequent grease embrocations. Jack also

was tolerably well ; but Ibrahim had a long ride on a cart.

Lieutenant Hardar displayed no trace of even fatigue, and

the captain marched with closed eyes, half asleep, but perfectly

hale. There were a dozen stragglers in my company by the

time we reached Gorna Netropolie, but they rejoined us there.
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Five or six men of the main body, whom the rearguard

found among those lying by the side of the track, it was

not necessary to pick up: they were dead. There was not

the time nor bad we the strength to bury them; after

having taken their money and anus, we left their bodies to

the tender mercies of thieves and Christians. Jack audi
used to utter a short prayer, t<> the captain's amusement,
who said. 'You will soon weary of that '

: Ian Eardar and

T< reb looked at us approvingly, and the men liked it. A
fortnight later I had seen thousands of human corpses with-

out having one pious thought.

The packhorses grew verj tired; the oxen were worse,

bleeding in the feet, and hardly able to crawl along. Manx

3ts Eel] from fatigue, and had to he left to their fate.

Of the nan's spirits I cannot judge: firstly, because

were all too exhausted to betray any mental characteristics,

good, bad, or indifferent ; secondly, because I was too tired

ami too miserable to make observations. We trudged on in

silence, without jokes, Btories, or songs. The major formed,

once or twice, the eight drummers of his four companies into

a hand, to which Borne amateurs with tin whistles -.ore

added ; but the former fell down with fatigue, and the fifes

got choked with dust, and after half an hour only one

drummer was left, who continued mechanically, in his

draggletail wretchedness, to mark everj second ste] by a

faint beat, without knowing it. What a pity and Bhame it

was that we had no music ! This incident r< minded me
vividly of a cheap Bteamboat trip which 1 had made from

Hamburg to Heligoland. The skipper had engaged a Btrong

brass band to keep up the passengers' spirits; but the

musicians wi rick before the excursionists, and at last

there was only a solitary trombone [eft, who continued to

play his deep, groaning Btaccato note-, marking the com-

mencement of the bar-, oblivious, in his bilious misery, of

the fact that melody and harmony had long since become

disabled! 1 laughed as I thought of this occurrence, and

presently I began to dream with open eyes, and to wander:
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I fancied that I was pacing the steamer's deck, hardly able

to keep upright in the ship's swaying motion ; I said to

myself, ' How hot it is here, and what a fool am I not to

get away from the engines towards the breeze on the bridge

and in the bow !
' But, try as I might, I could not reach

those havens of delicious coolness ; and at last I should have

fallen, had not Bakal seized me. Doris's Cognac restored my
senses.

Towards midnight we came to Altimir, on the Skit, more

dead than alive, where we bivouacked for the night. Our
sufferings during the preceding stage from heat, dust, fatigue,

thirst, hunger (we could not swallow the dry, tasteless bis-

cuits), had been awful. Next morning (July 17) the soldiers

were still in such a state of exhaustion that the departure

was deferred till the afternoon. At 4 p.m. we started,

refreshed after our long rest, and arrived at midnight in

Kenieja.

At this spot two items of grave news reached us :

Firstly, a battalion from Rahova and two battalions

stationed originally west of Nikopoli had been found waiting

for the column ; the latter had been driven from their posi-

tions, with considerable loss, by part of the Russian force

which had attacked Nikopoli two days before (July 15).

We heard from them that Nikopoli was being furiously

shelled and stormed, and was in a precarious condition.

This reinforcement, with the three battalions and four guns

found in Plevna, brought our force up to twenty-five bat-

talions and fifty-eight guns, which was our strength in the

battle of July 20.

Secondly, we heard in the night from Circassians that

Lovdcha had been occupied by the enemy on July 16. I

was told that Osman had been much upset by these news,

as he considered Lovdcha of the utmost strategical impor-

tance. By the Mushir's orders the troops were informed of

this misfortune, and of the great necessity now incumbent

upon us to occupy Plevna, so as to save the Empire from
total collapse.
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We Btarted in the early morning (July 18), and marched

without interruption, through an absolutely bare and unin-

habited country, until at midday we came to the river Csker,

opposite MalnilUta. licit' m piece of news awaited us worse

than any we had yet heard: that Nikopoli had fallen on

July L6, after a heroic resistance, and that its garrison of

ten battalions, its commander, I!;is>;in Bairi Pasha, its 400

heavj guns, and its enormous stores of grain, clothing,

ammunition and arms were in the enemy's hands. 'These

tidings were communicated to the troops, with the remark

that the country was lying in its death-agonies, and that it

was our sacred task to save it.

Major Taki told me that the Mushir was not much

concerned about the fall of Nikopoli (save for the loss of

ten battalions, on which he had reckoned) ; that he had

taken the news with remarkable equanimity, whilst those

concerning Lovdcha had roused and grievedhim deeply.68

We heard also that the Russian headquarters had been

transferred to Tirnova (July L7), and that the Czar had

arrived there; that the Russians were invading East Rou-

meliaand inciting the Christians to rebellion, h: 'hut

moment G-ourko \\;is having it .-ill his own way, and a terrible

'Hannihnl ad portas ' struck fear into all hearts at Adrian-

ople and ( ionstantinople.

There was no bridge acrossthe [sker, the thri lions

Bent in advance having forded it.'
1 We had no pontoon train.

With submerged carts ami boards placed a ross we con-

structed ;i bridge.

Tin' Russians who had attacked Nikopoli being now free,

it was t" !><• presumed they would make at once foi Plevna;

th^ hulk of our column started, therefore, after onlj i few

hours' rest. We of the rear took things more leisurely, on

account of the extreme fatigue of the beasts. We itarted

p.m., and arrived in G-orna Netropolie, ten miles west of

Plevna, ;it midnight. Here the main body hud already

bivouacked, having encountered a compan} 3ent from Plevna

with the news that l wen swarming in the aeigh-
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bourhood, and that strong forces were approaching on the

Nikopoli road. An order of the Mnshir was read out, inform-

ing us that he expected to meet the enemy on the morrow.

We were arranged in battle order, and slept arms in hand,

with strong outposts. My company had no duty, except

to furnish sentries for the ammunition. The probability of

being under fire for the first time on the morrow did not

prevent Jack and me from having a sound rest ; but many
men confessed next morning to having been sleepless, not-

withstanding fatigue.

The bulk of the force started at 5 a.m. (July 19), the train

some hours later. Owing to the speed with which the main

body had marched, the tail of the column, with its crawling

beasts of burden, was left far behind. During this last stage

the rear was ready to repel an attack at a second's notice,

but encountered no enemy. Later, we heard that the van

had a skirmish with a detachment of Cossacks.

During the forenoon the Circassians attached to the

rear-guard, who swarmed on both flanks, reported having

come across a deserted Cossack camp two miles to the north.

Some horse-carts were given to them, and, accompanied by a

squadron of regulars (to prevent stealing), they returned to

the spot and brought back the baggage of three squadrons.

The Cossacks must have quitted their encampment in a

desperate hurry, for almost everything was found. Prompted

by Bakal, I advised the captain to obtain the water-bottles

for his company, which he did. One was given to each man,

so that we had now two flasks per persoi. which came in

handy during the battle of July 20. Bread- ags were also

distributed.

This incident caused the delay of an hour. Another and

longer delay was occasioned by cattle food running short

;

foraging parties had to be sent to the villages and farms.

At one o'clock we heard the report of guns, which never

ceased from this moment until nightfall, and grew louder as

we approached our destination. Fearing that the Russians

would undertake an attack upon Plevna, and that ammu-
K
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nitdon might run short, the colonel divided the train into

two portions: the first, consisting of the packhorses with

infantry ammunition, and the artillery ammunition carts,

with three battalions (including mine), one and a half

batteries, one Bquadron, and the Circassians, hurrying on in

advance : the packhorses with Luggage and stores, and the

carts with their slow oxen, doubly slow because footsore,

guarded by three battalions, one battery, and one squadron,

lumbering on behind as best they could. Despite all our

haste the tired, overburdened horses detained as : it was past

•1 p.m. before we arrived at the stone bridge l>\ means of

which the Orkanye'-Plevna road crosses the Aid. Behind

a bend of this load -on the right of which is a hill co\ <<\

with vineyards and orchards—we came in sight of Plevna,

which, lying in a deep, fertile valley, presented a strikingly

beautiful picture with its minarets and domes, its white

houses, its patches of foliage, its background of hills with

bold outlines. At 4 P.M. we marched, or rather dragged

ourselves, into the town without having seen an enemy,

whilst the batteries on the northern and eastern hills

greeted as with their furiously growling acclamatii as. The

other half of the rear arrived during the night.

The main body had reached Plevna between '.) a.m. and 2

P.M. The troops had not remained in town, sa re for a hurried

meal, except two battalions to guard the place against Bur-

prises. The remainder had taken the positions on the hills

previously assigned to them by Atouf Pasha, and approved

of by the Mushir after reconnoitring the neighbourhood.

AtOUf had coll. cled a large stock of victuals, cattle, and

forage in Plevna, and hot meals had been prepared for the

column. Th< Russian guna (six batteries) shelled the Turk-

ish positions without doing harm, and no attack was under-

taken. A oon ae the Turkish batteries could be got into

ition they returned the fire. This artillery duel lasted

eight hours, without result to either side. At nightfall the

I;
|

n treated, bivouacking in four separate detachmi

near Ribina, Verbitza, Sgalevitza, and Tultchenitza.
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The artillery of our Second Division had been increased

by Atouf 's four guns, and 100 Circassians were added to each

division. The total of our force was now twenty-five bat-

talions, nine and a half batteries, six squadrons ; or, 15,000

men with fifty-eight guns.*

Our left wing consisted of thirteen battalions and four

batteries. (This includes my battalion and another, which

took up positions early next morning.)

The centre was formed by five battalions, with one and a

half batteries.

The right wing consisted of four battalions, two batteries,

and the greater part of the cavalry.

The reserve was formed by three battalions and two

batteries.

The left wing had an extreme outpost (two battalions

and a battery) in front of Opanetz ; also, two battalions

and a battery in and behind Bukova ; the bulk (nine bat-

talions, including mine, and two batteries) was on the sum-

mit and the slope of the hill called Janik Bair. The whole

of the left wing faced north.

The centre stood on the extreme east of the Janik Bair, a

mile north-west of Grivitza, facing north, north-east, and east.

The right wing stood on the hills south of the Bulgareni

road (the cavalry on the road itself), facing east and south-

east.

The reserves stood on a hill immediately east of the

town, close to headquarters. One battalion guarded the

town by posting itself in its extreme south, where the Lovd-

cha high-road and the road from Krishin enter it. There

were no troops inside the town during the battle, except

sentries for the train.

I believe the tactical formations got somewhat mixed
;

for instance, the other two battalions of my regiment were in

the right wing ; here were also my brigadier and my colonel

—

in fact, Ahmed Hifzi Pasha commanded the right wing,

whilst Adil Pasha led the left wing. I presume the cause

* For additional Orclre de Bataillc, see Appendix.

k 2
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was that the battalions as they arrived in Plevna were

hurriedly directed to the most exposed and dangerous places,

under th" impression of the approach and the cannonade of

the enemy, without reference to tactical formation. This

was amended before the battle of July 30, when the entire

First Division formed the left, and the entire Second the

right, wing.

The distance of 115 miles between Widdin and Plevna

had occupied the column seven days, or sixteen miles a day,

a very creditable performance. We had ten deaths from ex-

haustion and 10 per cent, of invalids (all told), mostly foot-

sore ; the feet of some men were one ghastly wounn , Bev< al,

on removing their socks, tore off skin and flesh. The
country through which we had travelled is partly gently un-

dulating, partly flat, and undoubtedly pretty in many places;

but its monotony grew wearisome. Heat, drought, and dust

had robbed the landscape of the freshness of its tints; the

merciless sunshine was a torture to the eyes, and we were

too exhausted to be impressed by beauties of scenery, even

if they had been of the highest order. We passed not a

single important town, all the places which I have mentioned

being villages or han We found many trace- of last

year's rebellion, in the shape of ruins, deserted dwellings,

and depopulated districts.

The colonel commanding the rear column rode to head-

quarters, established in a tent on a hill immediately east of

Plevna, to obtain instructions. Meanwhile we lay down in

the streets, and men of Atouf's battalions dealt out coffee.

bread, and tobacco, and the remainder of the meal of meat and

rice prepared for the main body. When the colonel returned,

he brought 1!^ the Welcome laws that We Were ... slay in

town during the night. Sergeant Bakal, in anticipation of

this order, had gone on a tour of discovery through the

accompanied by other non-commissioned offic

and had spoiled Borne deserted housee in the northern

suburb, which the major selected for our night-quart

An order wi I to the battalions of the re*ar that we
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were to break up at dawn, to take a position in the expected

line of attack, a battle being imminent. The sergeants ob-

tained material for supper. The worst invalids (only three

in my company, two so footsore as to be practically paralysed,

one ill through exhaustion ; all three recovered within a few

days) were sent to the ambulances, and immediate steps

were taken to ease and cure all men suffering in the feet.

Next day my company left one other man in Plevna, so that

we had four absentees in the battle. We went to the house

assigned to us, beat the door in, and made ourselves comfort-

able, cannonade notwithstanding, prepared to start at a

minute's notice to any part of the neighbourhood, should an

attack be undertaken.

Plevna (Turkish), or Pleven (Bulgarian), counted in 1877

17,000 inhabitants, 10,000 of whom were Christians. Between
July 9 and 20, 2,000 Mahomedans from the districts in-

vaded by the Russians had taken refuge in the town, which

contained also 200 soldiers wounded in the engagements near

Sistova and Kikopoli. Four thousand Christians had fled.

The Tultchenitza (or Cayalidere) brook flows through

the town, whilst the Grivitza skirts its northern margin.

The two streams unite two miles north-west of the town,

and a mile farther north-west, near Opanetz, they empty
their waters into the Vid, a tributary of the Danube.

Plevna is better built than any other Turkish town I have

seen
; yet here, too, there were the ruined and deserted

houses, the palsied hovels, the waste spaces full of rubbish,

which are a feature of the country. The filthy streets, badly

paved or unpaved, and in wet weather impassable, the absence

of sanitary arrangements, the heaps of offal, the thousand-

and-one stenches characteristic of urban Turkey, were

worthily represented. The Tultchenitza served as a natural

(and only) main drain. The town is built without any obvious

plan ; but the streets were wider and straighter, the houses

better, than, say, in Widdin. There were some really nice

buildings ; for instance, the Konak of the kaim-makam, 57

erected, so I was told, on the site and with the material of
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a Roman ruin. Many of the dwelling-houses, both Turkish

and Bulgarian, were pretty, and charmingly situated in their

gardens. The town had a civil hospital—Midhat Pasha's

creation—presided over bya German doctor; two khans (inns),

with something faintly resembling European hotel accommo-

dation ;
a clock-tower, eighteen mosques (two or three of

which were really beautiful), two Christian churches, a

rushdie* (military elementary school), eight ordinary ele-

mentary Turkish and five Bulgarian schools. In the neigh-

bourhood there were some good chiftliks (farms).

Plevna was the administrative capita] of a district, of

which Nikopoli and Sistova were the other important places.

It was on duly 20, L877—and on this fact I lay particular

3tress—an absolutely open town, there being no fortifications

of any kind/8

The town is surrounded by hills, those in the north-east

and cast being the highest. Between Bivolar and Verbitza

tluy rise to 1 ,^i00 feet, a few miles beyond Grivitza to

1,000 feet, above sea-level. In the south the Tultchenitza

flows through a deep, narrow, picturesque, rocky lavine with

almost vertical hank-. Directly Qorth-easl of the town

there is a hill, perfectly bare, called Janik Bair (' hair ' is hill),

four miles long west to east, rising to 350 feel above the

1 le\ na valley, its southern slope bordering upon the BulgarenJ

I tween Plevna and Grivitza, which hill will play an

important pari in my narrative. Th< lef bank of the \ 'id

also i- hilly ; but here the altitude is below that of the right

hank.

in whatever point of the compass Plevna Is obs< rved

it presents a striking and pleasant picture, forming alwa

the pretty foreground to a bold background of hills. These

in the north, east, and south-east bare, in the north

ith covered with vineyards, garden-, and

orchards. Maize is much cultivated in the neighbourhood.

The district is throughout agricultural.

lety. places of public recreation or amusement, institu-

tions for the culture of art or Bcience, public gardens,
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promenades, did not exist in Plevna. The French traveller

Lejean dismisses the town with the terse remark :
' Ville

agreable, sans pins ; au bout de quelques heures j'en avais

assez,' which I can endorse as expressing to a nicety the

average European's impression, unless he would fain be a

storehouse of thoroughpaced German learnedness and

longwindedness, like Kanitz (' Donau-Bulgarien ')

.

The following five roads meet in Plevna, the figures

denoting distances in miles to this town in a straight line :

firstly, from Kustchuk (73) via Biela (55) and Bulgareni (23)

;

secondly, from Troyan (38) via Lovdcha (20) ; thirdly, from

Sofia (83) via Orkanye (55) ; fourthly, from Widdin (95) via

Lorn Palankah (75) and Eahova (40)
59

; fifthly, from Nikopoli

(24) via Breslianitza (10) and Chalisovat (8). I shall call

these roads the Bulgareni, Lovdcha, Orkanye, Bahova, and

Nikopoli roads respectively.

The Plevna-Sofia road, a construction of Midhat Pasha,

is wide, and paved throughout, and was considered the best

road in European Turkey. It played a principal role in the

military drama of the defence of Plevna. It crosses the

Balkans by means of the Baba Konak Pass (also called Araba

Konak, or Etropol Pass), one of the safest and most com-

modious of Balkan crossings. Etropol used to be the northern

key to this pass ; since the construction of the Orkanye-Sofia

road the town had decreased in importance.

The wire connected Plevna with Eahova and Widdin,

with Lovdcha, and with Orkanye and Sofia, thence with

Constantinople. The other (northern and eastern) telegraph-

lines had been cut by the Eussians.

Midhat Pasha commenced, in 1875, a railway to Plevna

from the spot where the Osma flows into the Danube, and

where he intended to create a commercial emporium, to be

called Port Sultanie, the ruins of which are still in existence.

Material was bought and 20,000 workmen were engaged ;

but his conviction of high treason, in February 1877, put an

end to the operations.

A reader of inquiring mind may find the following
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distances in miles from Plevna in a straight line useful:

Sistova 1<). s.-lvi 37, Tirnova 57, Shnmla 1 L8, Silistria 1 1 1.

Varna L70, Shipka 61, Kazanlik 68, Teteveu 38, Etropol 52,

TeliBh 21, Beshti 22, Corabia 25, Bukarest 105, Bellova 90,

Tatar Bazardjik 86, Philippopolis 88, A.drianopl< L55, Con-

stantinople 280.

He may also wish to consull the following list of tin

villages and hamlets in the vicinity of Plevna, with then

<listan.cc- in miles :

—

North: Bukova (2); Opanetz (4); Bivolar (6), on the

Vid ; Etibina (8), half a mile cast of the Vid.

North-cast: ( 'lialisovat (8), Ihvslianit/a (10), botli

the Nikopoli road ; Verbitza (6).

East: Turski Turstenik (11); Grivitza (h, K

(16), both on the Bulgareni road.

South-east: Radishevo - alevitza (9), Pelishat (9),

Porodim (9), Tultchenitza (6).

South: Bogot (7), Krishin (3), Brestovitz (5) : the latter

on the Lovdcha road, Krishin a mile west of it.

South-west: Medeven (8), a mile easl of i! Vid;

Dolna Dubnik (9),Gorna Dubnik (15), both on the Dubnitza,

a left tributary of the Vid, the former on the Orkanye" road,

the latter half a mile north of it.

West: Blasivatz (4), Disevitza (6), Ternini ;l on

th( Vid ; < torna Netropolie* I L0), on the Rahova ro

I >olna Netropolie" ik (10).

Historically, Plevna was unknown up to L877. The only

interesting Eacl which I could ascertain from the bett< r-

informed inhabitants waa thai early in the century (1810 or

v. |
. • l;.: Iai occupied the district, they qu bered

tl,,. i
.i Roman castle inside the town, then perfectly

preserved, bul which has since di
; There

\n i \ ] me Roman ruins near the Tultchenitza, two

miles Bouth of Plevna ;
cl< to them is a remarkable cave,

supposed to be haunted, the subjecl of folk-lore and supersti-

tion. Since tip town baa formed pari of [ndep ndenl
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Bulgaria it has diminished in size ; the number of in-

habitants in 1881 was stated to be 11,500. I estimate the

number of residents who fell victims to the war at 5,000.

Many Turks migrated to Ottoman territory.

At the commencement of hostilities Plevna was occupied

by only one company of infantry and some gendarmes. On
July 8 Cossacks appeared, and the garrison had to retreat to

Rahova. They seized hostages and left on the following

day, when Atouf Pasha (hitherto attached to the Nikopoli

division) arrived, with three battalions and four guns. He
took possession of the town without righting ; his force

bivouacked on the hills. He drove away (July 10) a Russian

advance-guard which appeared on the hills behind Grivitza,

organised the irregular cavalry, arranged a reconnoitring and

foraging service, collected stores, established ambulances

for the invalids coming from Sistova and Nikopoli, and,

being informed on July 15 of Osman's approach, prepared

everything for his reception.

I append for reference a list of those superior officers

whom I remember, or find mentioned in my notes, as having

been attached to the Plevna army in July and August :

—

Marshal : Osman Pasha.

General of Division : Adil Pasha.61

Generals of Brigade : Tahir Pasha (Chief of Staff)
;

Ahmed Hifzi Pasha (disabled July 20) ; Kara Ali Pasha

;

Hassan Sabri Pasha (promoted during August) ; Atouf Pasha;

Sadik Pasha (arrived from Rahova July 21) ; Rifa'at Pasha

(arrived from Sofia July 23).

Colonels : Tewfik Bey ; Hassib Bey (Surgeon-in-Chief)

;

Yunuz ~Bey ; Ahmed Bey (artillery) ; Osman Bey (cavalry)

;

Hamdi Bey (joined in Kenieja July 17) ; Emin Bey (promoted

early in August) ; Said Bey ; Omer Bey.

Lieutenant-Colonels : Hairi Bey ; Talahat Bey (Aide-

de-Camp) ; Husni Bey (disabled July 20) ; Mehemed Bey

;

Mehemed Nazif Bey ; Suleiman Bey ; Ibrahim Bey ; Raif

Bey ; Abdullah Bey.
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The well-appointed Bulgarian house which served as

night-quarters for my company had three to four rooms on

tach floor, with the bulk of furniture remaining in them,

which the panic-stricken and possibly conscience-smitten

inmates had been unable to move in their crazy flight. The
front faced southward, towards the town, the back overlooked

hilly and fertile country, with fine vineyards in the west

and north-west. There was a fenced-in front garden, much
like a London suburban one, and at the back a well-tended

orchard, some 100 yards long, divided from the adjoining

fields by a hedge.

At Beven we turned in, and supper, consisting of mutton,

rice, and turnips, boiled together, was cooked in the spacious

kitchen of an outhouse. The batteries on the hills performed

the table-music whilst we consumed, or rather devoured, our

rations. Biscuits sufficient for a day were given to each

man : coffee was made, and the men were instructed to fill

one of their flasks ; the others were replenished from a well

in the orchard with excellent water. I had for my squad a

treasure in the shape of two buckets of milk, obtained by

my wily friend, Sergeant Bakal—I did not care to inquire

how and where. We increased the quantity by adding

wat»r, and consumed the compound with the snpper. I

managed to >ave a portion for Jack. The men were told

that they would have no breakfast on the morrow, and

il.lv no dinner; that tiny would have to depend on the

cold coffee and biscuits tiny were carrying with them.

After snpper cartridges were dealt out Eromthi battalion's

ammunition, stored in an adjoining Bhed. At nine, it being

still daylight, muster was called, and the men were instructed

to lie down, fully dressed. There was barely i . for

•: days' forced march they fell where

they Btood. four o'clock was the appointed time <>f rising
;

but the major -aid that we might expect an alarm at an

earlier hour.

dusk the cannonade had <-.

I i 1 the first-lieutenant had appropriated a
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small front room on the ground-floor, Jack, Ibrahim and I a

bed-closet on the first-floor. The first squad and the colour

squad occupied the ground-floor, Jack's and my men the top

floor. Men slept in the hall, the cellars, on the landings,

and even on the stairs. A guard of twelve, under Tereb,

watched in the kitchen, placing sentries, relievable every

half-hour, at the bottom of the orchard ; this guard was to

be relieved at midnight, and Jack was to have command of

the second watch. I presume that the reason for this pre-

caution was the fact that the house stood in the extreme

north of the town, whence an intended rear or flank attack

of the enemy would have been witnessed first, had the out-

posts been surprised.

I had a thorough wash. You that have your bath pre-

pared every morning cannot realise the divine luxury of soap

and water.

Mehemed, an extraordinarily hardy man, invited me to

his room for a game of chess, having found the implements

in a cupboard ; my excuse of fatigue did not avail. The
captain was away, at the major's quarters. We heard

cavalry ride by, and saw a small body of Circassians, a

battery, and a squadron of regulars pass through the street

and leave the town in an easterly direction.

At 9.30 I was checkmated and left my companion, just as

the captain arrived. He said to me :
' To-morrow 3011 will

be under fire for the first time ; there is every prospect of a

serious engagement. I trust you will do your duty.'

Mehemed Hardar told me afterwards that the captain

had been writing for hours, probably to the dear ones at

home. In my experience, limited to the European Turks,

polygamy does not often affect a man's love for those

belonging to him.

I had a look-in at the kitchen, and found Ibrahim dozing

over the Koran, unable to keep his eyes open. The men
were conversing . in whispers of the coming fray ; several

were asleep. At the bottom of the orchard the sentries

paced slowly their narrow zone. In the adjoining gardens
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sentinels watched over our ammunition. It was a beautiful,

starlit Bummer night.

It was past ten when I turned in. Jack was fast asleep,

smiling in his dreams. My heart was full, and I wanted to

talk to him, hut did not like to rouse him. So I lay down
beside him, 1'ullv dressed, sabre and revolver loaded in each

chamber at my elbow.

What luxuries are a couch and a solid roof over your

head ! The last time I had slept in a room was three and a

half months previously, in Bellova ; I had not lain on a

properly constituted bed since leaving the Mekteb Harbi,

four months before.

From all sides came the sound of men breathing in their

slumbers; otherwise the house, with its 180 inmates, wit-

perfectly still. The town, too, seemed intensely, unnaturally

quiet ; neither came any sounds from the environs. It

seemed impossible to realise that an area of a few square

miles contained 15,000 men ready to slay or to be slain on

the morrow. Occasionally the silence was broken by the

tramp of a patrol, the neighing of a horse, the chang - of

sentries ; once I heard the distant bark of a watchdog, which

reminded me, strangely and sadly, of home.

Though I was dead-beat, my eyes refused to close.

Sleep seeming impossible, I rose and looked out of the

window. The street was deserted. Westward T saw our ca 1

1

drawn up in a line, with sentries pacing a narrow strip like

automata ; eastward I perceived numerous bivouac-fires, a

mile or more away, undoubtedly those of strong outposts.

Evidently nothing hud been l to guard igainst

surprises. Jusl then two officers rode up, and another

came from the Interior of the town. They met below my
window, and I heard one report th.it all was quiet in the

bivouacs. They rode away in the direction of the colonel's

quarters.

1 lay down again and tried, vainly, to sleep. Thoughts of

the morrow cropped up in my mind like ogly phantoms.

Can you wonder at it? I v, been years old, and fond
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of life. I confess the idea that twenty-four hours later and

through all eternity my bed might be the soil unnerved me.

I had a distinct presentiment of death. If the Psychological

Research Society desire evidence of a presentiment not being

fulfilled, here they have it.

At midnight Ibrahim sent a man ; we roused Jack, who
put his head into a basin of water and went downstairs,

towelling himself with an antimacassar. Tereb came up,

and fell asleep immediately, having barely sufficient strength

to tell me that nothing had occurred during his watch. I

heard the guard relieved ; there was a brief commotion in

the house, in adjoining gardens, a few hoarse cries, a few

subdued commands, and all was silent again. The dead

stillness of night seized me also at last, and I fell into deep

slumber.
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CHAPTER VI

THE FIRST BATTLE OF PLEVNA

July 20, 1877

I dreamt that I heard the train which passes close to the

house in my native town ; the sound increased in volume to

an unwonted extent, and the engine burst into the room

—

my bedchamber at home. A kick roused me. ' Get up !

The drums are beating the alarm,' shouted Ibrahim. It was

nearly daylight, the dawn of Friday, July 20, the day of my
first action ; my watch pointed—I think— to 2.40. I seized

my arms, dipped my head into the basin, and rushed down-

stairs without drying myself. There was a gong in the hall,

which the residents may have used for announcing the

dinner-hour ; I beat it vehemently. In less than a minute

our company was drawn up outside ; another company of

our battalion was collecting in the same street. All was life

and bustle : from every side came the sound of bugles, of

words of command, of the tramp of detachments and the

clatter of horses' hoofs. Bash chawushes were running

about, looking immensely important and getting into every-

body's way. I noticed ours, and could not forbear a smile:

you would have thought he carried the burden of the

Ottoman Empire on his shoulders. Our kol aghassi rode

up and spoke to the captain. ' Call the names !
' commanded

the latter. Three men of Jack's squad did not answer—the

sentries at the extremity of the orchard, whom the guard had

omitted to relieve. These were called, and the company was
complete. Tereb and his squad were sent for the colours,

L
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which were at the major's quarters; they returned with thai

r. s.M»n the other companies arrived, and when the

battalion was complete we marched out, eastward.

Outside tli'' town we halted, on the Bulgareni road, dose

to the bridge which crosses the Grivitza. Other troops

arrived from the town : two battalions, a bod}' of Circassians,

a Bquadron of regulars. I noticed a colonel— not mine

(Husni Bey), nor the one who had led the rear column (Said

Bey) : both were with the right wing. Two battalions were

formed into three parallel columns, the four companies of

my battalion forming the middle column, with lour com-

panies of the other on each flank ; my company was m
van, on a bridle-path leading in a north-easterly direction

towards a ridge of hills of which the summit seemed to be

about two miles distant. Ahead I perceived several small

detachments of our irregular cavalry.

We were so busy that I had no time to think of the

coming struggle and its possibilities. Jack looked bright and

happy ; the fire of enthusiasm shone in his eyes. I managed

[ueeze his hand ; he said, ' Good luck, old fellow !

'

It was ten or fifteen minutes past three when me order

to advance was given. We marched on, with drums beating

and colours living; but soon the drums were stopped. It

was a glorious morning ; bright sunshine, fresh breeze, dark

blue sky. To our right and left moved tin other columns

through the fields ; we kepi a little ahead, owing to our ha\ ing

the better track. On both flanks were small bodies of Circas-

[t was gently rising ground. Looking round, I saw a

battalion move away to our left in a northerly direction
;

it

was Boon losl to sight. In the west, the south-w at, and the

south I perceived, a1 a distance varying from one to three

miles, stroie: stationary bodies of our infantry and artillery.

\V. h emed to be fully pr< pared for the attack.

The bills here are bare, and being on high ground 1 bad

a good view of the country. There was no enemy within my

range of Bight.

\\Y bad left our baggage in the house We bad our
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bread-bags, our flasks, our spades (four to the company) . The

captain had told me to leave a man behind, as a guard over

the haversacks and great-coats against marauders. Naturally

I had chosen one in whose courage I had no confidence, and

who was footsore besides ; but the captain had substituted a

reliable man, also footsore, saying that the other would

undoubtedly desert if left alone, but if he remained with us

we had a chance of getting rid of him. He was among the

victims. Our packhorses, eighteen to the battalion, remained

in Plevna.

Soon the men, who had been quiet, regained their spirits.

The march was exhilarating. Last year's veterans boasted

of their deeds and gave wholesome advice to the young

recruits. Biscuits were eaten, flasks went to the lips, jokes

were cracked and stories told.

Presently the path entered a hollow, and we lost sight of

the columns on our flanks. We found a body of Circassians

waiting, who preceded us at a distance of 200 yards, having,

in their turn, a vanguard of six men.

Throughout that day everything within the range of my
experience worked as smoothly as well-greased machinery

;

but I was told afterwards there had been considerable disorder

on our right wing, in the south, where the Russians were for

a long time victorious ; of this, however, I have no personal

knowledge. Every officer, down to the company leaders,

seemed to have distinct and detailed orders ; we lieutenants

were in the dark as to the plan of operations.

Turning round, I saw the other companies of our battalion

following, two in a body, one as reserve farther away. The

major was with the main body, the kol aghassi with us, to

the captain's ill-concealed annoyance. Later in the day this

man, a fussy, fidgety busybody, was wounded, at which

occurrence the captain rejoiced greatly.

At four we reached a spot where the path crosses a ravine

or hollow The Circassians halted. I perceived that we had

passed beyond the summit of the ridge, which was fifty feet

above the level of path and ravine. The latter looked like the
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bed of a stream, but it contained no water. Both banks

were overgrown with shrubs; on our side there were some

trees. Parts of Hampstead Heath remind me of this

locality

The captain told us that we had arrived at our destination.

The Circassians dismounted and disposed themselves across

the entrance of the path, Bending their horses to the rear.

Six men rode forward, beyond the ravine, on the continuation

of the path. The spade-carriers erected some rough earth-

works for the Circassians. Jack's squad and mine were to be

stationed to the left, the first-lieutenant's to the right, of the

path, all on the ridge. Climbing to our stations was not an

easy matter.

The men were drawn out in a long line, and were told to

lie down and avail themselves of every advantage offered by

trees, -limits, stones. Ten minutes later the advance-com-

pany of our left column arrived, and I, having the outside

Btation, was instructed to keep in touch with it. I disposed

my men accordingly.

On our side the ridge was steep ; the opposite bank sloped

more gently, and was ten to fifteen feet lower. We over-

looked rising ground with patches of shrubbery ; but the view

limited.

In this situation we waited for one anxious hour. The

men ate and drank, but talking was prohibited. The colonel

and the major came op, on foot, and inspected our position.

Winn they returned to the main body they t< U the colour

squad with them.

1 musl observe here that with the Turks it is not (or was

in L877) customary to have any individual company

dally trained and used as skirmishers. On this da^ we

had thi> duty; "ii other field-days we were with the main

body or Conned the reserve.

B fw peaceful were our Burrounding as we lay or sat

there waiting f<>r the enemy I The sun Bhone through the

branches and dr. w b fantastic pattern of lighl and shade

<>n the mossy, Eragranl ground ; daisies and buttercups
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reminded me of home ; the nightingales sang plaintively

and beautifully in the boughs overhead ; the wind whispered

in the leaves in a dreamy and mysterious manner.

It must have been five when a man of the Circassian

advance-guard came back at a trot. Immediately afterwards

the report of a gun brought the nightingales' lament to a

dead stop, startled the field-mice, which I had been watching

lazily and drowsily, so that they scampered back to their

holes, roused those men who had been dozing (I could not

altogether prevent this), and acted generally like a magi-

cian's wand, transforming a perfect idyll into the barbaric

glamour of w;

This was a Russian gun. In less than a minute our

batteries responded, first to our right, then also to the left.

In the beginning the firing was slow. During the intervals of

silence I heard more distant detonations, to the north-west.

the east, and the south. Soon the reports waxed fast and

furious ; there was hardly any break in the roar, and so

accustomed did my sense of hearing grow to this continuous

thunder that I paid no heed to it, as if it were as much part

and parcel of Nature as the smiling sky above me. The range

of the Russian shells approached considerably near us ; we
saw them whizzing overhead, but were not struck. Some of

the younger men felt seedy, and asked for leave to absent

themselves, which was of course refused. I heard afterwards

that the main body of my battalion had been hit twice, and

had to change position.

The abrupt termination of the reports quite startled us.

Almost at the same moment the Circassian advance-guard

came galloping back ; the subdued command, ' Ready for

firing,' was given, and passed on from man to man, like a

persistent echo, till it was lost to my hearing. My heart

throbbed violently ; more so, perhaps, than if I had seen the

enemy, for as yet I perceived nothing. I obtained a glimpse

of Jack as he was giving some whispered order. Absolute

silence had been enjoined. How handsome he looked in his

boyish eagerness for the fray !
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' There they arc !

' said one of my men, softly : and, to be

sure, in a clearing 200 yards away I saw men in dark, sob r

uniforms glide stealthily from shelter to shelter. They

the Russian skirmishers.

I put my glasses to my eyes. The opposite ridge was

suddenly Bwarming with men. some hundreds of them. I do

QOt know whence they came— they seemed to grow out of

the soil.

Then, all at once, dark, dense masses appeared on the

summit of the ridge—closed bodies of infantry, two battalions,

I should think, coming forward swiftly, noiselessly, like

cruel, ruthless Fate herself, like an inevitable, irresistible

do, .in. I had just noticed the mounted officers, the colours

fluttering in the breeze, the burnished steel of the bayoi

glittering in the morning sun. all the horrible paraphernalia

of war, when the air was shaken with, the roll of drums. I

nut the -lasses away and clutched my sabre—useless weapon

— firmly.

I cannot say what space of time had elapsed between the

return of the Circassians and the commenci men! of the

firing. It seemed to me an eternity ; it can have been but

w minutes. The suspense and strain upon the uerves

whilst waiting for our bngle to sound • Fire' w< ic terrible.

Suddenly a fellow* with a villainous bearded face,

crowned by an u^ly cap, appeared on the opposite hank.

barely L50 feel away. I cocked my revolver, Other men

appeared ; soon I could have counted a hundred of them

from where I Btood. As yet no shot had been fired. At last

our bugle sounded; the Long-drawn-out clatter of rifle-fire

woke the slumberin oi theglen; I was in ;i thick

white cloud. Something whizzed pasl me, like ;i big l>lue-

DOttle on the wing, and the current of air caused 1»\ n

rapid passage touched my ear. Another -another. Ail at once

hlised thai these were tin en< my's bullets, and, horribiU

i/ir/n. the discovery brought on ;i sudden violent attack of

cholera-like indisposition.

I he usations on my first appearance
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under fire in detail because they never repeated themselves.

My second action found me already as unconcerned and

hardened as if I had been a veteran with decades of

service.

It did not take me many seconds to recover, and soon I

was cool and collected. Meanwhile the fire on both sides

continued with great vehemence. One man close to me,

kneeling, fell upon his face and never stirred ; another had

part of his ear carried away. When the smoke cleared I

perceived three Russians lying at the bottom of the ravine,

one bleeding horribly in the face, the others in ghastly con-

vulsions. I sa v dense masses of men in serried ranks appear

on the opposite bank. From my right came cries of ' Hurrah,'

and the less vigorous Turkish response, ' Allah !

'

I went up and down my line, exhorting, praising, shouting

—uttering precious, ungrammatical nonsense and acting like

a maniac, I have no manner of doubt. A brief glimpse of

Jack showed him doing much the same thing, with some

little more method, perhaps, and with considerable force of

conviction. Several times I detected myself spouting

German and English.

The men of my squad loaded and discharged with aston-

ishing celerity ; they had been thoroughly drilled at quick

firing, in which the Turkish infantry excels. With one or

two exceptions, I noticed no ' skulking '—none at all in sub-

sequent actions. Some were shouting and jabbering like

idiots, firing all the time ; many seemed possessed of a per-

fectly devilish fury ; others were silent, and more unconcerned

than when at target-practice. Sergeant Bakal, the best shot

of the battalion, aimed wTith great deliberation, and I doubt

not but that he brought his man down with every discharge.

The corporal swore like a trooper at the ' Infidel dogs '

;

afterwards he told me, by way of apology, that this was the

only way to animate the Turkish soldier.

In front of my squad the enemy did not advance beyond

the edge of the opposite bank.

I presume that not many minutes had elapsed since the
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commencement of the fray when the captain came up

hurriedly, and shouted into my ear— the din was perfectly

infernal, and the thunder of cannon had recommenced—that

he would have to give the order for retreat upon the main

body; that I was not to trouble about regaining the path,

but was to bring my squad back, independently of the others,

through the Bhrnbhery. He left me, and a minute afterwards

the bugle sounded the retreat ; those of the other advance-

companies responded.

I collected my fifty men, minus one killed ; two were

hors de combat, and had to be carried ; there v. r or

five witli Blight wounds.

Just then I noticed half a dozen Russians in the hollow

below, trying to climb our bank. I shouted to the

nt and his party, and fired my revolver; one Russian

dropped ; the sergeant and his men discharged their rifles,

and the rest were sprawling on the ground.

Jack's squad had already left when we broke up. Tin

sergeant with twelve men covered our retreat, firing continu-

ally at haphazard ; for we were not pressed, owing, p bbably,

to the difficulty which the enemy encountered in climbing

the bank. The last thing I saw of the Russians was thai

they were coming down the opposite bank in d< nee [lumbers.

In another minute we should have been annihilfl

I got my Bquad safely hack to the main body <>l the bat-

talion, which was ready in battle array, in an excellent posi-

tion. We were seni to the rear, where the wounded received

the first-aid from the battalion's surgeon, assisted by an old

corporal and a volunteer private who had been a -tudent of

medicine. I noticed that tin- men had erected some rough

prot< el iv.-
i arthworks.

.1 propOS OJ Kjh battalion OUghl to haw had a

•; and a physician : hut. like many other things in the

Turkish Army, this was a paper-institution. Thus the three

battalions which formed our regimen! had hut one Burgeon

between them, and no physician. Not counting volunteer

ambulances and civilian-, then- were only twenty medical
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men with our corps at that time, whereas we should have

had fifty or sixty.

Jack's squad had arrived before mine ; he had one killed

and no dangerous wounds, but a good many scratches. The

first-lieutenant's squad came up a few minutes later, and I

learnt that his position, where the banks were less steep,

had been assailed by superior numbers, and that he had had

a hand-to-hand conflict. He had two killed and three severely

wounded (left behind, but recovered later), besides minor

accidents. I heard also that the lines of the other advance-

companies had been broken through. The Circassians were

the last to arrive, on foot, as the men in charge of the horses

had retired in another direction. They had defended the

bridle-path obstinately, and maintained a continuous fire

during their retreat, with the enemy close upon them.

The fact that these men did not recover their horses until

daj's afterwards will give the lay reader some idea of the

bustle and confusion in a widely extended camp after a

general engagement.

My experience of the Circassians tends to show that it is

difficult to get them to ' come up to the scratch,' but when
pressed they are demons. Like all troops of the Turkish

Army, they are formidable when on the defensive, but less

good on the offensive.

The fire had relaxed, but about 6.30, as nearly as I can

judge, a furious and sustained musketry-fire roused us, and

we arrayed ourselves again for combat. We were now on the

southern slope of the Janik Bair ; the crest and the northern

slope were occupied by the six fighting companies of our

column. Three companies were in reserve ; the three

advance-companies were for the present inactive in the rear.

I saw the colonel and the two majors wTith their staffs on

the top of the hill, with the reserve companies ready for the

fray. Looking round, I perceived a battery trotting away
from us, much to my surprise. On a hill to the east I

noticed strong bodies of Russian and Turkish infantry in

desperate conflict. From all sides came the sounds of battle,
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violent enough to shake the ground; the engagement seemed

to be general along the whole line.

Great was my astonishmenl when the order arrived to

retreat to Bukova, which was pointed out to me on the

northern edge of a hollow, about a mile distant. True, the

Russian sin lis had recommenced to fall, but as yet no damage

had been done, and we were in a capital position. I know

that the command did not proceed from the Mushir, who
watched the battle from the hill immediately east of Plevna.

I have, therefore, this hypothesis to offer:

—

The brigadier, believing that we were outnumbered,

considered it safer to retire early in good order than late as

a 1 ieaten and demoralised mass. He chose Bukova on account

of its proximity, and because it was held—as I learnt af; -

wards by two battalions which had not yet been engaged.

I
I ave since ascertained that on and near this spot a Russian

regiment (Wologda, three battalions) was opposed to five

Turkish battalions (our two, and three on our right flank).

Taking into account the difference of strength between Rus-

sian and Turkish battalions, we were nearly equal. .' nother

r< giment (Galitz) was known to be coming up by the Nikopoli

road ; it arrived, however, too late.

Our reserve companies disappeared on the other side of

the hill, probably to cover our retreat ; I saw also
i squadron

of regular cavalry trotting forward. My company was at the

head of the retiring column ; in fact, 1 was th Ijead man, with

Sergeant Bakal, who always knew everything, to show me

the way. We had charge of five one-horse carts filled with

wounded ;
but these quitted us soon, and, escorted by a few

Circassians, turned to the left, towards Plevna. We walked

.it a smart pace. All the time the tiring continued behind us
;

lently the tail of the column was being pressed hard by

th( advancing enemy. The shells fell to our right and left,

hut we were not Btruck. During the retreat the companies

became mixed
;

I witnessed, however, no actual disorder and

no demoralisation.

Time calculations tell me that it was 7 or 7.30 when we
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reached Bukova. My memory is at fault as regards the

events during the next stage of the battle
;
probably some

sort of mental reaction set in. All I remember is that I

found myself posted, with my company, on the bank of a

brook (a tributary of the Grivitza), on the outskirts of the

village, close to a mosque ; that I felt terribly hungry, and

that biscuits, of which I had some left, did not seem to

satisfy me ; that we wrere proceeding to refill our flasks in

the streamlet, when a small Russian detachment appeared

suddenly on the other side. A violent fire ensued, which

cost us several men. In the midst of it there came from the

interior of the village sounds of a most desperate encounter :

furious firing, drums, bugles, vigorous cries of ' Allah,' but no

Russian responses. Our kol aghassi came up at a gallop

and shouted to the captain. The enemy on the opposite

bank disappeared as suddenly as he had come, leaving several

dead behind. The words ' The Russians are flying !
' went

from mouth to mouth, and off we ran, not in very excellent

order. When we gained the spot where the Chalisovat

bridle-path enters the village we perceived dense masses of

Russians retreating in disorder, partly on this path, north-

ward, partly across the fields to the east. Through my glasses

I saw men without caps, men without rifles, even without

boots, and in shirt-sleeves ; officers exhorting, imploring

;

horses prancing ; men running, firing behind them, dropping

—a struggling mass of demoralised humanity. The Russian

books state that the troops retired in good order. I can

testify to the fact that they were in a desperate hurry, to

say the least of it. Closed ranks of our infantry, under

perfect control, were at their heels ; their fire dealt death

and destruction. We joined these, and found ourselves next

to a company of our own battalion, with whom we advanced

through the fields eastward. Thus we pursued the enemy

across fields and meadows, over hedges and ditches, up hill

and down dale. The men's spirits had revived wonderfully,

for the joy of victory is as contagious as the despondency of

defeat. I remember that the captain shouted to us lieu-
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tenants to get in front of the squads, to prevent the men from

filing ; tluir eagerness was alarming, and as we were in

the second line our fire would have reached our comrades.

The Russians made a brief stand when they gained the

Nikopoli road. Their officers, whose superhuman efforts

were apparent to me, succeeded in restoring something like

order in the ranks. They were hailed with a terrific quick-

tire, and their resistance, though desperate, did not last long.

Soon they continued the retreat, in slightly better order,

leaving scores of dead behind.

Our captain now stopped his all too eager men.

Other companies continued the pursuit, but not for lo

Soon three companies of our battalion collected on this spot

;

the fourth did not rejoin us until hours later, in Pit

having followed a hostile detachment on the Chalisovat path,

where they encountered a regiment of Cossacks. As the

major and the kol aghassi could not be found (the former

with the fourth company, the latter had been wounded),

my captain took command of the battalion and led it to the

bridle-path—free from enemies, but containing a g< "1 many
dead, friends and foes—and back to the ravine, where we

occupied the positions which we had held in the morning.

\v no Russians again that day, nor, indeed, until ten days

later. The cannonade soon ceased and the rrfl rew

fainter and fainter. The first battle of Plevna had been

foughl and won.

I -hould have liked to be able to record that I had a hand

in the rout of the enemy; hut truth compels me to state

that I had n<i share in it beyond thai mentioned above.

What had actually happened was this:—
Oar column, closely pursued, had entered Juikova,

followed thither by the Kiis-ians. There had been a

tree! fight, and the enemy seemed to have had

the besl "f it. Some of his companies, considering them-

E the place, had actually bivouacked in the

when tiny were surprised by fresh battalions. After

a brief hut furious encounter the Russians had been driven
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out of the village, in the condition in which I had perceived

them.

The general course of the battle was, briefly, as follows :

—

The enemy, commanded by General Schilder-Schuldner,

attacked from four points : from the north, north-east, east,

and south-east.

In the north a regiment of Cossacks became engaged

with the two battalions stationed near Opanetz, and were

driven off after a brief encounter, so that one battalion was
available to assist the troops in Bukova.

In the north-east two regiments and three batteries at-

tacked the main body of our left wing (nine battalions) . Four

battalions, supported by the unengaged centre, held their

positions ; five battalions (including mine) were thrown into

Bukova. Here were two battalions (fresh) ; one came from

Opanetz, and one was sent from the reserve ; these made a

counter-attack and routed the enemy.

In the east one regiment and two batteries pressed our

right wing back (westward) , along and south of the Bulgareni

road, as far as the headquarters hill. The Turks became

demoralised, from various causes : they were over-tired, not

having properly rested after their march ; the commander of

this wing (Ahmed Hifzi Pasha) and his successor (Lieut.

-

Colonel Husni Bey) were wounded ; a bugler had sounded the

retreat through a mistake. The Russians were numerically

superior at this point (a regiment— Kostroma, 3,000 men

—

against four battalions—2,000 men). The Mushir re-

organised the beaten infantry, and, utilising his two reserve

battalions, made a counter-attack, which succeeded. 63

In the south a Cossack brigade approached as far as

Radishevo and made a demonstration, then turned eastward,

and finally covered the retiring forces.

At midday the four Russian columns were in full retreat.

They bivouacked that night near Breslianitza.

The enemy lost over 3,000 killed and wounded, nearly a

third of the troops under fire, and a fourth of the force

engaged. This terrible loss fell almost entirely upon three
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infantry regiments, the artillery and Cossacks having suffered

bnt little. I. personally, Baw do hostile cavalry on thai day.

We had -J. (too killed and hors de combat. Our trophies were

seventeen three-horse ammunition carts, one demolished gun,

real many rifles, and the baggage—including 300 tents—
of an entire regiment, found on the spot on which it

had bivouacked before commencing the attack.

It must have been 1 P.M. when we arrived at our old

positions near the ravine. There were thirty corpses in the

latter, some in grotesque attitudes. We stayed on the scene

for two hours, with outposts on the opposite hank, but no

enemy was seen. The want of water made itself felt, more

so than the craving for food ; it was very hot, and the roads

had been dusty. Our flasks were empty, and there was no

water in our proximity. The captain had gone to arrange

the positions of the other companies. Jack came up to me,

and addressed me in English :

1 Bay, old chap, my men are famishing ; the boss '—he
m th< captain— ' isn't there, and Mehemed is a quarter

of a mile away, so we are in supreme command ; suppose

we organise a water-search ?
'

We consulted Sergeanl Bakal—] did bo pretty frequently

who agreed to our proposal. In addition to his other

accomplishments, he had the reputation, gained during the

Servian campaign, of being the mosl successful water-finder

of the corps. So he wenl with three men to explore the

shrubbery.

I musl mention that Hardar had been placed in ch

of forty men without officers belonging to another battalion,

who had -ray and losl their own company.

Thi nl returned after a brief absence, r porting

the discovery of a fine Bpring. A water-party was organised,

consistinj of twelve men (without rifles), carrying the fia

of the two squads, with an escort, armed, of five men under

a corporal, the whole officered by the Bergeant. The find

reported to the first-lieutenant, who held the path and

the v]'lj'- bey
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How we enjoyed the precious liquid ! The costliest

vintage could not have tasted sweeter.

Later in the day I got a mild reproof from the captain ;

for it appeared that the sergeant had searched for, and dis-

covered, the water on the other side of the ravine, and it was,

of course, not correct to have sent the men bej'ond the

line allotted to us. The wily chawush had kept me in

ignorance of the exact locality. I had had my suspicions,

but considered it better to ask no questions.

"When the refreshing effect of the water had worn off, the

total exhaustion of the men became apparent. Small wonder,

considering that they had fought after a seven days' forced

march with barely six hours of rest intervening, and had eaten

nothing but a few biscuits in eighteen hours. Many were foot-

sore and could hardly limp. The fatigue, heat, and hunger

were enough to kill a man. We lieutenants and the non-

commissioned officers did our best to restore their equanimity.

The last march— that to the present spot—was ridiculed : we
had met no Russians, except dead ones, and they could do

no harm ; why could we not have gone back to Plevna and

had a distribution and a good meal ?—for it had become

known that a convoy had arrived late last night.

To our joy we were relieved at three by a battalion

coming up from the hills to our right. We were instructed

to return to Plevna and distribute the train which we had

escorted among the different battalions. However, this order

was countermanded afterwards, on account of the men's

extreme fatigue, and was not executed until the following

day.

Whilst we were forming for the march back I observed

the bringing up of the dead for burial, this battalion having

been instructed to commence immediately the ghastly task

of interment. The faces of some bore an expression of peace

and contentment ; but in many cases the features were

distorted. Several bodies were mutilated horribly, by shells.

I was struck by the extraordinary postures of some of the

corpses. One had his fists doubled in front of him, like a
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boxer ready to spar ; another was sucking his fingers

;

another was spread out in the shape of a cross. But enough

of these horrors, which repeated themselves after every

engagement.

I was astonished to discover how hardened a few hours

of slaughter had rendered me. Jack had the same sensa-

tion. -But the horrorof the situation came home to me later

when muster was held, and I had to cross out several names,

those of men who had responded, vigorous and strong, in

the morning. After the next action this feeling also had

vanished.

As near as I can remember, our company, out of a total

of 180, had lost seven killed and ten hors de combat; th

were, besides, ten or fifteen with minor wounds, contusions,

and scratches.

During our march to town we met many cartloads of

dead ; the poor fellows were piled one upon the other like so

much human rubbish. Friend and foe slept in peaceful

embrace.

Our troops buried 1,000 Kussians and 900 Turks. We
had 300 wounded prisoners.

At four we arrived in Plevna, dead-beat, famishing, limp-

ing, dust-stained and Bmoke-begrimed, many in tatters, many
bleeding—a sorry spectacle. We went to our old quarters.

B eral men had dropped on the road
; these earn- in later

on the cart- bringing up the wounded.

A distribution took place immediately, jnd Sergeant

Bakal obtained for my squad two tine joints of beef, a suffi-

ciency of rice, turnips, biscuits, coffee, some pears and early

apples, a little tobacco, and the necessary salt, sugar, soap

and candles.

I never enjoyed a meal more than my dinner on that

day.

The town was ; ,11 in a bustle. The ambulances were

full. Carts of wounded came is from all sides
; their groans

were tern hie to 1

So far a- I know we had taken no unwoimded prisoners,
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which speaks well for the bravery of the enemy. I do not

think the Turkish commanders had ' missing ' men to record ;

in any case, there were none in my battalion.

Both Jack and I thought it a pity that the Russians were

not followed farther, particularly by cavalry ; for it turned

out that on all points the pursuit extended only to the lines

originally occupied. However, I cannot presume to criticise,

and such a commander as Osman must be held to have

known his business.

Moreover, we were short of cavalry, having at that time

only six squadrons of regulars (of eighty men each), 400 Cir-

cassians, and a troop of fifty men composed of the armed

and mounted Turkish peasantry of the province. These

latter were obedient and well-behaved, but lacked zeal,

dash, and skill ; whilst the Circassians, though undoubtedly

brave and extremely cunning, were given to excesses : were

selfish, vicious, riotous, ill-disciplined, and altogether un-

reliable soldiers, as I found out later, to my cost. The one

occasion on which I was in disgrace with my superiors was due

to them ; the incident will be narrated in its proper place.

I have nothing but admiration for the conduct of the

regular troops of the Ottoman Army. Their behaviour, from

the first battle to the last awful, never-to-be-forgotten sortie,

was beyond praise.

We had no further duties that day. After a few hours'

complete rest we lighted a bonfire in the orchard, and the

men sang, talked, and disported themselves at their sweet

wii, and pleasure, being in the highest of spirits, although

many slept through the performance. A scratch band

marched through the streets, discoursing barbarous music,

with much beating of drums, clashing of cymbals, and jingling

of bells. These latter are carried, to the number of fifteen

or twenty, on a gaily decorated pole with a half-moon on

the top. No thoughts were, apparently, given to the com-
rades who rested by this time under the soil, or to those

who, in the ambulances, writhed in cruel agonies. I played

chess with Mehemed, sparred with Jack, fenced with Ibrahim,
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made an entry in my diary, and wrote a note home, without

any immediate prospecl of despatching it ; for our field-post

arrangements were of a primitive description, and broke

down completely more than once.

B fore retiring -lack and I wenl up to the flat roof,

whence we saw the bivouac-fires extending in a semicircle,

north, rid east, to smith, with a diameti C of five to six miles,

making a lurid smear in the sky.

The night passed quietly, and 1 enjoyed perfect rest.

These observations suggest themselves to me :—Russian,

German, and French works state that during this battle the

Russians penetrated into Plevna, and held the town for 3<

time. This is false. It was an error first made by the

newspaper-correspondents in the Russian camp who fre-

quently wrote from Russian officers' dictation and copied

since Erom hunk to book. The mistake is easily explained
;

it is simply a confusion between Bukova and Plevna. Seen

from the northern hills (where General Schilder-Schuldner

had his headquarters) the two places appear like one in the

line of sight, the intervening valley, two miles wide, not

being visible. A glance at the map will show that it was

impossible Eor the enemy to take Plevna without totally

routing as: such a feat would have cut our line of retreat,

separated as Erom our supplies, train, and reserve, and

delivered the Mushir himself into Russian hafids. Many

errors have also been made as the strength of the

opposing Eorces in the battle. One wril i that o.OOO

Russians foughl 10,000 Turks ! It is astonishing what liars

patriotism will make of men
I These are the correct figures :

Osman had nineteen battalions, plus three found in Plevna

and three received fr Rahovaand Nikopoli total, twenty-

five battalions, with barely l.ouo mounted men and nine

and a ball b ;
altogi ther 15,000 men. with fifty-eight

guns. The Russians had four regiments of infant r\ (including

the Regimenl <i ilitz, although it did not fight
; bul does not

the rook in c >unt?), with thr< tnents of cavalry

and si-; batteries; total, 1.3,000 men with forty-six guns.
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The slight numerical superiority on the Turkish side was

more than counterbalanced by the extreme fatigue of the

troops. A third error has been made in describing Plevna

as a stronghold. On July 20 Plevna was a perfectly open

town, and the Turkish soldiers had no entrenchments, ex-

cept a few primitive earthworks hastily erected between mid-

day of the 19th and 4 a.m. on the 20th. Even by the second

action, ten days later, only one-half of the redoubts had been

constructed. In the second or third week of August the

eastern fortifications approached completion ; but those west

of the town were not erected until October and November.

It is to be hoped, in the interest of historical truth, that these

errors will not creep into future works.

M 2
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CHAPTER VII

PREPARING FOR THE DECISIVE STRUGGLE

Jri.v 21 to 29, 1877

NEXT morning (July 21) my squad escorted the packho]

and carts of three battalions (fifty-four horse- and six c

to one of the camps on the eastern hills. Here the men

were busy erecting provisional earthworks, and in the absence

of a sufficient number of tools man}/ were digging with their

bayonets and side-arms. The Turkish soldier evinces threat

skill in the lm>t\ construction of protective works.

V terday's events formed the one topic of conversation

in camp. It appeared that all our battalions had In en in

turn engaged, even the three which bad formed the tail of

our column and had arrived during the night. The panic

onourright wing was much discussed. Tin general com-

manding here (Ahmed Hif/.i Pasha) had been wounded, ami

the buglers bad sounded the retreat, an order which could be

:ed to no source, and gave rise to absurd rumours. I

told the Mushir had sent a message that, if the troops

did QOl make an immediate stmid. be would have them

shell* '1 by their own guns— those of two batteries established

on the top of the hill, close to his headquarters. This bad

the desired effecl

I learnl thai the Mushir had caused two officers

from tlii— wing a kol aghassi and a lieutenanl to be

broughl before him, on a charge of cowardice, [nstead of

having them shol the ordinary course he inflicted a

personal ch i boxed their ears, in fact. I believe
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that these men behaved very well afterwards. This was

said to be the only occasion on which Osnian had been

known to lose his temper. I can imagine the rage of such a

man to be terrible.

In the bivouacs the men were building rough huts and

making things comfortable. The Turkish Tommy Atkins

has a wonderful talent for adapting himself to circumstances.

He will subsist upon next to nothing, and will be at home
anywhere. In my opinion, Turkey furnishes better raw

material for soldiers than any European nation. With
ample means, an organised commonwealth, and less corrup-

tion in high places, the Ottoman Army would be well-nigh

invincible.

I was instructed to take back to Plevna, and deliver

intact to a colonel, the baggage of a Russian regiment found

early in the morning. During the journey I had some

difficulty to prevent plunder on the part of my men. In my
task I received assistance from Sergeant Bakal, who was,

indeed, invaluable to me throughout the campaign.

At midday Jack and I were ordered to present ourselves,

at the Konak of the Kaim-makam of Plevna, to the officer

wrhom I have previousl}' called Ali Bey. This gentleman

asked us whether we were capable of assisting in the prepara-

tion of the plans for fortifying the camp, i.e. reproducing

drawings and sketches, and so forth. We replied in the

affirmative, and received from him a note to our major,

requesting the latter to grant us three days' dispensation

froj 1 duties.

After dinner—for which we had again meat and a

quantity of fruit from the numerous orchards in the vicinity

—we reported ourselves to Ali Bey, and commenced our

task, which was easy enough, and consisted principally in

making ' clean ' copies of plans. Our office was a lofty room
in the Konak, in the centre of the town. Two young

mulazims, three boluk-eminis,'' 4 and an ancient kol aghassi

were our colleagues. The mulazims belonged to the one

company of engineers of which our corps could boast. The
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kol aghassi acted as superintendent ; he was gruff whilst

at work, but thawed at meal-times, and ate alarmingly.

Some difficulty was caused by the scarcity of stationery and

drawing implements : we had lmt one pair of compasses and

half a ruler among us. and do indiarubber. This being made
known to Ali Bey, he instituted a house-to-house search

—

the Bhops were closed—and his emissaries brought hack

rulers and pencils galore, reams of paper, quarts of ink, hut

no compasses. One man, through misunderstanding or

ignorance, or possibly by way of a joke, came with a woman's

workbasket ; so the scissors did duty as compasses, In war

a man's inventive faculties have the widest scope. I have

d a pa/rlementaire's flag made out of a woman's night-

gown. I have known messengers to swallow secret des-

patches in a compound of gum arabic and Bugar, to obtain

them again on arrival at destination by means of a purgative.

I myself have worn a capital under-vest made of the skins of

a demolished drum ; I have used soft clay as soap, and the

blood of a slaughtered horse, mixed with a little permanga-

nate of potash, as ink. These instanci - could be i tatinued

ad infinitum.

There being a scarcity of material for artificial light, we
left off work before dusk, and had a good supp< c in an arbour

in the garden.

k and I returned to our quarters, hut Pound the

company gone. Our luggage was left behind, with a o

from the captain, which we had s<mie trouble to decipher

—

in fact, we had to call in aid—instructing us to join him in

tin bivouac on the Janik Bair after having finished with

Ali Bey. So we had the housi to ourselv< 3. We carried

ds into one of the ground-floor rooms, and made

up comfortable and even luxurious quarters. Then we

the town.

Th. n rrifying effect of the battle having worn off, many

of the Turkish inhabitants were taking an airing outside

their houa ~. the women veiled, leaving only the eyes visible

;

lmt :
i enough to atoii,- for the absence of
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the face. Numbers of the Christians had fled ; those remain-

ing behind did not leave their abodes. No Bulgarian

inhabitant was allowed to pass beyond the Turkish lines,

lest he should turn traitor. Apropos of these, the statement

made in Russian books, and copied by German and French

authors, that Osman compelled them to assist in the

construction of trenches is a fabrication. The fortifications

were erected entirely by our soldiers, aided by a few volun-

teer (i.e. Turkish) civilians.

Trade in Plevna was at a standstill. Nobody was busy

except the ambulance parties, and these were overworked.

Not many soldiers appeared in the streets ; I believe in those

days the town itself was held by a single battalion. No
damage had been done by shells.

Some symptoms of relief from fear, anxiety, and suspense

made themselves felt after Osman's first victory. The
Turkish authorities had been formally reinstalled after the

Cossacks had been driven away by Atouf Pasha on July 9,

ten days before the arrival of our corps, but it was only

when the first battle of Plevna had been fought and won that

they really resumed their functions. Social life, however,

was in a state of coma, and in business stagnation reigned

supreme. The Christians must have spent a terrible time,

with their suppressed sympathy for the invaders. I believe

the two churches of Plevna saw no worshippers for many
months. Later the buildings were, I think, utilised by the

soldiers, but I cannot speak with certainty, as I entered the

tow n but rarely, my duties being in the redoubts.

During our walk we met one of the ' fellows from our

office,' as Jack called him ; he returned home with us. Here
he offered us a flask of capital brandy. I do not know where
the rogue had obtained it. By the light of a candle-stump we
spent a jovial evening. The mulazim did not partake of the

spirits, his religion forbidding it, so Jack made some coffee

for him, which we had saved from the morning's ration. I

contributed the remainder of my Y^iddin cigarettes. When
midnight arrived the Turk did not venture to return to his
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quarters, as the streets were patrolled, and he had exceeded

his leave of absence. He slept in an upper room. I do not

know what excuse he made in the morning.

I can pass over the next two days (July 22 ami 23) with

a few words. We were busy in bhe'office,' and finished our

task on the afternoon of the 23rd. Having been dismissed

by Ali Bey with a few gracious words, we shouldered our

baggage and walked to the Grrivitza bridge, thence up the

hills, where we lost our bearings. It was qo4 until some

hours afterwards that we found the bivouac of our battalion.

We presented ourselves to the major, who employed us

immediately in surveying the ground. This work was qi

new to us. hut necessity is an ideal teacher.

This done, we reported ourselves to the captain

resumed command of our squads. The poor man had heen

much worried with the trenches allotted to his company ; hui

then, the technical education of the Turkish officer is none of

the highest. We assisted him to the best of our abilities.

The erection of redoubts and entrenchments was already

in full swing. Then were now plenty of tools in Stock, a

large Bupply having come fromOrkanye. The troops worked

in relays, by uighl and day, in the hours of darkness by the

light of fires. 1 had four hours' duty that evening, and slept

in the big hostelry of the starlit sky. The i m\ men

constructed Borne rough mud huts; we were thus protected

against the showers that fell at rare intervals. Later, the

interior <>f the hollowed-out redoubts Berved as sleeping-

quart

The 24th passed without incident. I shall only observe

that we had
. COntinUOUS chain of OUtpOStS, doubled

at night. This chain must have been sixteen miles long.

Numerous small parties of horsemen, both regular and

irregulars, reconnoitred the neighbourhood; 1 learnt that

madron serving as guard to headquarters was

utilised in this manner. Osman has heen blamed for not

employing his cavalry properly or sufficiently ; mj i sperience

is tl aid not have done better, or more, with
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the small force at his command—under 1,000, of which half

were auxiliaries. Some of our cavalry parties came within

range of the Kussian guns, and were fired at.

I think it was on this day that we received a strong

reinforcement (fourteen battalions) from Sofia, and that we
heard that Mehemed Ali Pasha had replaced Abdul Kerim

Pasha as Serdar Ekrem. 65

On the 25th I had a nasty accident. An order had

arrived from headquarters enjoining the utmost speed in the

construction of the works. Seeing other mulazims take part

in the digging, I seized a spade and worked till the perspira-

tion streamed across my face. My foot slipped, I fell, and

my left hand slid down the stem, the upper edge of the blade

cutting the thumb at the base, where it is joined to the

forefinger.

The wound bled and smarted considerably. The bat-

talion surgeon happened to be near. After having bound

up the hand, he advised me to go to the ambulance, as there

was a danger of something or other setting in—I did not

understand the word he employed. Having heard of lockjaw,

and knowing that ills are expressed in Turkish by ' agrisi

'

(for instance, bash agrisi, headache; itch agrisi, dysentery),

I asked :
' Chene agrisi,' i.e. jaw-ache? He replied, 'Evet,

iakin pek chok daha fena ' (yes, but very much worse), and

spoke to the captain. The latter ordered me to depart

immediately, saying that he would not like me to be absent

from the engagement which was sure to take place within

the next few days. I did not much relish the idea of the

two-mile tramp to town in the scorching sun ; but Bakal

informed me that carts were going to Plevna with empties,

and bespoke a seat on one for me. There were a dozen, drawn

by oxen, with civilians as drivers, under a corporal, with two

men and a few irregulars ; these had charge also of a Russian

spy, who had been captured in the morning. This fellow

was dressed as a Turk, and had a brown complexion ; but, to

my thinking, his beard betrayed him as a non-Turk. He
was tied to the tail of the cart on which I had a front seat,
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by means of a halter round his oeck ;
his hands were bound

behind him. He did not look dejected, but tried fco gel ap b

conversation—in excellent Turkish with the Boldiers, who
disdained to reply. The corporal, who sat beside me, told

me that he had been discovered digging assiduously in the

trenches. 'The Turkish (civilian) workmen If,,m Plevna who
voluntarily helped the soldiers did not know him as a fellow-

townsman : on Demir interrogated, he had cdven unsatisfactory

replies, and had tried to swallow a piece of paper, which,

being forced oul of his jaws, was found to he inscribed

with Cyrillian characti

-inly, as we were jogging leisurely along the glaring,

dusty, shelterless road, the driver, a rough Labourer, smoking

the hest tobacco 1 haw ever smelt, and causing the corporal

and me to contemplate murder (we were without tobacco),

the prisoner addressed me in French, having undoubtedly

heard in camp that I was a Frank :

'Auriez-vous la bonte\ Monsieur, de m'ecouter? J'aa

quelque chose a vous dire. Ces gens-ci ne nous comprendront—

'

[wasnol going to compromise my reputation, I plied

in a loud voice :

• Fransiz Boilyernem,' i.e. '
1 do not speak French.'

I '.ut he continued glibly :

la ip- vous serl pour rien, Monsieur ; ton utils-

hommes anglais Bavenl le francais. I'm outre, je vous

connais fort bien, el c'esl moi qui vous parle qui vous ai oui

en ville discuter en francais. Ecoutez done dans le cas oil

vous m'aiderez a echapper an camp russe je ferai placer .-'i

votre credit aupres d'une maison de banque quelconque

d'O de Saint-P£tersbourg une Bomme de cii
|
cenl

roubles ma parole d'honneur. J'ai des amis la-bae qui

jouissenl d'une haute influence. Ne ditea rien, Monsieur.

moi jusqu'au bout. Tout ce que vous aurez k faire

i-
. \ que vous vous rendrez ce soir dans one maison 'pie

j, ; indiquerai, apportant les habits d'un soldat turc. !<

vous en prie, Monsieur, ne me dites pa- non. Vous avez le
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bon coeur, c'est pourquoi je vous en parle ; et ces Turcs sont

comnie des diables. Vous me conserverez a ma femme et

mes cinq enfants, et que le bon Dieu vous en benisse !

'

I did not reply, but whispered to the corporal not to allow

the prisoner to communicate with anyone, as I had heard

enough to feel convinced that he had powerful friends. This

may appear cruel : but the man had turned traitor to his

country and his sovereign—it had been ascertained that he

hailed from Xikopoli—and had done his best to deliver the

army which defended his home into the enemy's hands for a

sordid consideration. He deserved no pity. I presume I

ought to have ascertained the whereabouts of the house

mentioned by the spy ; but the idea of bringing misery to a

family of co-religionists prevented me.

Disheartened by my stubborn silence, he exclaimed

:

' Ah, mon Dieu, c'est done tout fini, absolument fini ?
'

Then he recovered his equanimity, and asked briefly for

' tiitiin ' (tobacco) . A lighted pipe was placed between his

lips.

He was executed next morning.

I went with a note from the surgeon to a volunteer ambu-
lance hailing, I think, from Philippopolis. It was esta-

blished in the ground-floor and outhouses of a public building

—a school, I believe—the upper floor of which served as

offices to various civil and military bodies. The staff con-

sisted of a physician, two surgeons, an apothecary, a clerk, a

cook, and a dozen attendants, bearers, drivers, and servants.

At that time it had charge of thirty invalids, mostly wounded,

some few suffering from dysentery. Two of the patients were

Russians. There was accommodation for another thirty in-

mates in the spacious rooms. On the evening of the battle

there had been fifty, but all that could be moved had been

despatched in carts to Orkanye, to be forwarded thence to

Sofia and farther. The remaining cases were grave ones.

The ambulance was in thorough working order, and the

service smooth and efficient.

I was given chicken broth, eggs, milk. Altogether, I
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received exceedingly handsome treatment ;
Eorwe were then in

the realm of plenty : every day brought convoys from Orkanye.

Aproposoi this town, Berving as half-way house between

Sofia and Plevna, and being Osman's pantry, 1 must give

a word of praise to its commander, Chefket Pasha, whose

skilful dispositions and readiness of resource must have

rendered his aid invaluable to the Mushir. Had Mehemed

All Pasha, with his powerful army on the Loin, instead of

frittering away his forces in useless petty manoeuvres; had

Suleiman Pasha, instead of making it a foolish point of

honour to reconquer the Shipka Pass—had these t\\ com-

manders pushed boldly forward, the first towards Biela, th<

u< 1 by another pass, say that of Troyan, thus working ii.

concert with Osman and Chefket, in the end the Czar might

have reached Constantinople, not as a victor, but as a prisoner.

The position of the invaders in August was extremely

irious. Suleiman's heroic onslaughts on the Shipka

erve i very h tur their r< cord reads like a pass

from Homer; but he acted much like the captive who tries

to escape from his cell by digging through the walls when

the door stands open. For Mehemed Ali and his predecessor,

'

Abdul Kerim, there is do excuse. With their force, three

times the Btrength of Osman's, they should have brought

about a decisive battle. Even if theyhadbeen beaten, aflfi

would have been in stutit quo ante ;
if victorious, the invaders

1

the roads to Sistova-Simnitza) would havi

bees lost.

Not feeling in the least unwell. I volunteered i\ the

clerk. He gave me something to copy. After that I wrote

rs for th< Russians, in French, with which language one

of them was conversant. This man had both arms amputated

it the elbow, but I believe at the time did not know it, as he

complained of pain in the hands. The case, as related i<

by the clerk, is a good sample of battle-field complications :

man had received b -hot in the left wrist ; whilst onth<

iund, insensible, with his right arm outstretched, thi

eight guns of a Russian battery retreating hastily, drove
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over hiin, completely mangling the sound arm, besides in-

flicting other injuries. The second Prussian had the flesh of

his buttocks carried away by a shell-splinter, and had to lie

in bed on his face. The letter which I wrote for this poor

fellow to his young wife, in his comrade's French, ran

somewhat as follows

:

' Ma bien-aimee, j'ai ete dans une grande bataille
;

j'ai

recu une vilaine blessure, et je suis prisonnier chez les Turcs.

Mais ne t'en soucie pas trop ; ils ne sont pas mechants ; ils

m'ont donne tout ce que je desire ; M. le docteur est tres-bon

et je l'aime beaucoup. Cette lettre est ecrite par un officier

turc, qui m'a promis de faire tout le possible afin qu'elle te

parvienne ; et j'ai toute la foi du monde qu'il tiendra sa parole,

parce qu'il a la figure si belle et si jeune. Je t'embrasse de

tout mon cceur, ma bien-aimee, et je prie le bon Dieu que

cette vilaine guerre finira bientot, pour que je puisse me
reposer et m'endormir dans tes bras, et mourir ainsi a ton

sein, a la lumiere de tes beaux yeux, et a la musique de ta

voix si douce, dont les prieres seront toute-fois ecoutees au

paradis par le bon Dieu et par les Saints et les anges.

J'embrasse ce papier afin que tes levres puissent ainsi

toucher les miennes, et je suis a toi, a jamais.'

A fortnight later I had an opportunity of despatching

this letter, of which more anon. A few days after that I

happened to be in Plevna, and called at the ambulance, in

order to inform the Russian that I had fulfilled my pledge.

He had died the night before. ' The operation was a

complete success,' said the doctor, ' but he succumbed to

exhaustion.' I wrote a note to the colonel of his regiment,

giving his name and his wife's address, and handed it to the

next parlementaire. I believe his comrade recovered.

As I was an inmate of ambulances on five occasions,

there is some confusion in my memory as regards the dura-

tion of each sojourn. Lockjaw did not set in, and I think

it was no later than the following morning that I was told

the danger had passed and I could go.

The battalion surgeon, seeing me return hale and hearty,
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angry thai his wisdom had been given the lie, said gruffly :

'According to the canons of the science you ought to have

had lockjaw. They cannot have treated you correctly.'

•lack executed a jig, in the fulness of his heart, much to the

surprise of the soldiers, who had never hefore seen or heard

of a dancing gentleman.

I had brought with me from Plevna 500 cigarettes and a

pound of tobacco, obtained in a manner that I am ashamed
of, and shall not dwell upon. We hud quite a jollification.

Mehemed gave me a rook, and checkmated me in twelve

moves. 'I'he captain partook of my cigarettes, winked his

ugly little eyes, and said nothing. The fire flared up bright]

—there is nothing more annoying in hivouac life than to be

unable t<> get the tii'e to hum the stars smiled at US, the

wind fanned us ; in front stretched the peaceful solitude under

the veil of night, and hefore us Ia\ Time, with death, and

horrors immeasurably worse than death, hidden in hei- womb.
The angels must have wept at our thoughtlessness.

I must mention two successful actions, fought on July

25 and 26, in which 1 had no share.

( >n the 25th, four of our battalions and two 1,'uns, under

I Srigadier Eassan Sabri Pasha, with Lieut.-Colonel Mehemed
Xa/.if Bey as second, attacked Tiirstenik, north-west of

Plevna. Sere the Cossacks had established their base of

operations, whence they harassed our convoys. After n

brief resistance the enemy was dispersed. The force returned

to Plevna on the following day.

Late on the 25th the Mushir despatched six battalions, :i

battery, and a body of Circassians, under Brigadier Rifa'at

Pasha, with Colonel Tewfik Bej as second, on the road to

Lovdcha. This town, culled Lovatz h\ the Bulgarians, on

the Osma, had been occupied by Cossacks on duly 16. A
it the map will show its importance. It lie- eightei d

miles north of Troyan and thirty-one mile- north of the

Troyan Pass entrance, on the gpol where the Plevna-Troyan

ed by that coming from Tirnova, vid Selvi, in

tli> .i-t. It bad a mixed population of 14,000 ouls, and
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was considered one of the richest, prettiest, best-built, and

most advanced towns of Bulgaria.

I have already mentioned that we had received fourteen

fresh battalions from Sofia. This brought our total up to

thirty-nine. Deducting the six despatched to Lovdcha,

which stayed there, we had a strength of thirty-three in the

battle of July 30.

In the early dawn of the 26th the Turks attacked

Lovdcha. The Cossacks retreated almost immediately ; the

Bulgarian inhabitants, whom the Russians had armed and

organised, fought furiously, but vainly. Summary justice

was dispensed among them. I heard that some hundreds

were strung up. Crowds were massacred by the infuriated

Moslem mob, in revenge for a previous wholesale slaughter

of the Turks by Christians.

It was undoubtedly Osman's intention to establish a base

for future offensive operations on the Lovdcha-Plevna line.

Probably he counted on Lovdcha being garrisoned by

another corps, or at least a division. Such a one could have

been sent from Sofia, Philippopolis, or Adrianople, via the

Etropol or Troyan passes, these routes being in Turkish

hands. Nothing of the sort was done. The burden of the

war was laid upon Osman's shoulders. In solitary grandeur

he accomplished the impossible : with his single corps he

held for four and a half months the largest empire of the

world in check.

The three days, 27th to 29th, passed in a fever-heat of pre-

pay ation for the decisive struggle. We had plenty to eat

—

meat daily, and more fruit than was good for us ; there were

several cases of dysentery, two in our company ; one or two

terminated fatally. I was in good health ; the wound had

nearly healed on the day of the battle. Jack was in splendid

condition ; with his good humour and high spirits he was the

life and soul of the camp. Fun and amusements, such as we
had after the battle and are mentioned in their proper place,

were absent ; there was no leisure for diversion.

Our cavalry, increased by two squadrons of Ottoman
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' jsacks hailing, I think, from the Caucasus—dirty, disrepu-

table fellows, bul as brave as lions and as cunning as serpents

—patrolled the neighbourhood continually. Often they came
in with important news, having seen the enemy. From all

innts it appeared thai strong forces were concentrating

and approaching from the north (Nikopoli), the north-east

(Sistova), the south-east (Tirnova). It was clear to the

meanest understanding that this time we had not to deal with

a single division, but with one or two entire corps.

One half-squad of our company (twenty to twenty-five

men) was constantly away on outpost duty. As both Jack

and I were evincing some skill in the construction and com-

pletion of the redoubt, the captain kept our squads and us in

camp, the duty of providing the outpost devolving on the fi] it

squad. This Bquad, with the addition of a few Circ

was, for outpost purposes, divided into two parts, and was

commanded by Hardar and Tereb alternately. Each out-

post established a chain of a do/en single sentries, arran

in a semicircle: sometimes each sentry dug for himself a

hole three feel deep; but in most cases this practice ,was not

adopted until a Later date: in November we had a continuous

chain of these, thirty miles long, around our position. I

the distance between redoubt and outpost al a third,

between outposl and sentry at a fourth, of a mile. I believe

that each company in the front line had to furnish perma-

nently one outpost. Ours was visited Erequentlj by the

captain, whilst themajor, the colonel, and even file brigadier, or

aeone on his behalf, made unannounced tours of inspection

II hours of the day and night. Nobody was allowed to

enter the camp without establishing his identity : uo person

• noitring or foraging parties was suffered to

[Jess he or she produced an authority from the

bir.

I pped a party of Bulgarians from Plevna who

out \\ ith all their nd chut;

includin ry, and a Bqualling baby, and sent

them back to town und< I made my report as mild
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as possible, and I believe they were not interfered with,

being merely told not to do it again.

The discipline was of the severest ; the general disposi-

tions were admirable. Everything worked without a hitch.

Our kol aghassi was laid up with a bad wound, to every-

body's satisfaction. He recovered a month later, and there

was a day of lament.

Mehemed related to me one day, with great humour, that

some Roumanian Jews, with long curls, in greasy gaberdines

and shaggy top-hats, had tried to penetrate into camp, with

a view to barter and exchange, having a stock of articles to

deal in : secondhand underclothing, buttons, thread, tobacco,

stationery, indecent photographs, and what not. They retired

only when the rifles were levelled at them, with loud, dis-

cordant lamentations and vehement gesticulations. The
Jews are the same all the world over

;
peace or war, they

must have their little bargain.

The redoubt which my battalion occupied was one of those

four called by the Russians ' Grivitza redoubts.' We named
them ' Janik Bair tabiyalar,' from the hill which formed their

base. 66 The northern slope of the redoubt, facing the

enemy, bordered upon the ravine which played such a con-

spicuous part in the first battle. It had one ditch or trench

for the protection of skirmishers on the southern side of the

ravine, and two. rising one above the other, on the crest of

the opposite bank. There were on each flank trenches run-

ning at obtuse angles to the redoubt, whence an attacking

enemy could be taken by a flank fire with disastrous results.

It was due to these side-trenches that the Russian attempts in

the next action failed so thoroughly. The garrison consisted

of two battalions, a battery of five guns (a gun of this battery

had been wrecked on July 20), and a small body of Circassians

for reconnoitring, outpost, and ordnance duties.

A second redoubt, nearly in a line with ours, and adjoining

it to our right, was occupied by two battalions and half a

battery. On our left, a little in advance, half a mile from

us, near Bukova, and facing north-west (whilst we faced

N
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due north), were two smaller redoubts, each containing a

battalion and one or two guns.

These four redoubts, two Large and two small, formed

ther a solid Btronghold, shaped naturally out of the

Janik Bair, garrisoned by a brigade (six battalions, say 3,500

Tin n . with eleven guns). The length of the stronghold, east

to west, was three and a half miles. It cut at right angles

across the Nikopoli road.

The trenches were four feet deep. 1 intimate the height

of the redoubts at twenty feet, exclusive of the natural

elevation of the ground.

( )n our left Hank we were exposed, but had an isolated,

fortified advance-post two and a half miles to the north-west,

near Opanetz, composed of two battalions, guarding the

approaches to the Vid. Another similar post, three miles

south of the former, composed of one battalion, held the

bridge by means of which the Orkanye road crosses the

Vid.

Bukova (outside our position) was commanded by the

two smaller redoubts I have mentioned; I shall, therefore,

call th.se the 'Bukova redoubts.'

On our right flank was a powerful fortification, facing

. and occupied by three battalions and t\\ I half-batteries,

each of the latter in a compact, square-shaped redoubt.

These are the 'Grivitza redoubts Nos. 1 and 2' of the Rus-

sians; we called them later Bash Tabiyalar (Head Bat-

teries) : henceforward I shall adopt this name in referring to

them.

The fortifications above mentioned combim d to form our

left wing. It was under the command of Add Pasha, who had
at his disposal a division (twelve battalions), thr< i batteries,

two squadrons of regular cavalry, and a detachment of

Circ

Our righl wing, under Eassan Sabri Pasha, faced Bouth.

agth of the two wings was identical.

ian had thirty-three battalions, fifty-seven guns, six

f regulai [uadrons of Ottoman Cossacks,
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and 400 irregulars
; total, 20,000 men « The Lovdcha gar-

rison is not included. Deducting the forces on the two win^s
a general reserve was left of nine battalions, three and a half
batteries, and four squadrons. Of these battalions, one gat-
nsoned Plevna. The batteries and the squadrons were
established on the crest of the hill east of the town on which
the Mnshir had his headquarters. The remaining reserve
of eight battalions bivouacked on the southern and eastern
slopes of this hill. The twenty-two guns commanded two
-thirds of the battle-field.

Having assisted in the preparation of the plans, my
recollection of these arrangements is vivid. I believe ' that
Osman's fortifications and dispositions are looked upon as
models

;
I need not, therefore, apologise for dwelling on

them. to

The extreme dimensions of the Turkish position were
approximately: Vid bridge west to Bash Tabiyas east, seven
miles

;
Opanetz north to < Green Hill ' south, six miles.

Our redoubt was hollowed out and divided into chambers
serving as sleeping-quarters, storehouses, and stables In
the construction we had to do almost without timber as
there are hardly any trees on the hills north and east of
Plevna

;
those south and west are wooded, and contain

many fine orchards and vineyards. The fruit-trees were left
untouched, by order, probably because they furnished such
good and abundant food.

The roof was formed by odd boards—pieces of demolished
furmture-and propped up by tent-poles. The walls were
strengthened by means of stones roughly hewn into shape
The floor was covered with the sun-dried skins of slaughtered
beasts, thick layers of straw, sheepskins, and blankets to lie
on. Every man or body of men who had to go into Plevna
or any of the surrounding villages brought something back
thence—some implement, tool, or domestic utensil. The Turks
gave willingly, the Bulgarians from motives of fear. I am
afraid many things were seized forcibly—' borrowed '

as we
used to call it. We had no money, but written acknowledg-

K 2
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ments were given, if required ;
it is safe to assume thai these

were never exchanged for cash. Thus we increased our

comfort from day to day. Sergeant Bakal, with his wonder-

fnl adroitness, his aever-failing resources, his thousand-and-

one accomplishments, was invaluable to my Bquad, and our

quarters served as a model to many others. The disposal

of sewage caused much anxious consideration. Seymour

and I exacted scrupulous cleanliness. The Turks are less

particular in this respect, but we persuaded the first-

lieutenant to adopt our plans ; soon other companies followed

our example, and in the end our redoubt was the bealthiesl

in camp.

We insisted on our men washing themselves and their

clothes, scrubbing the boards, utensils. &c, as much « the

supply of water—by no means unlimited— would allow. The

city of disinfectants was a serious drawback; but I man-

d to obtain from the apothecary of an ambulance some per-

manganate of potash, insect-powder, and carbolic acid. Soap

we 'borrowed'in Plevna ; that given with the ration, was

insufficient, and the supply not regular. Thi remark

applies to candles. We had to husband our resources, and

thus only one Boap ablution per diem was allotted to each

man . With the insect-powder I had to be as sparing as if

it were diamond-dust ; bui the Turks did not mind certain

tl „, who.,, dark and I objectedto. The springwhich

I;.,- discovered provided our >\n\:\:u g-water ; the bulk

of this priceless material had to be obtained daily from the

Grivitza, a mile south, in casks piled on Arrange-

ments were made for draining the cedoubl ai d catching the

rain-water in tubs.

rythingthal could Berve as Bhelter to an advancing

enemy in front of our lines was destroyed. The shrubs thus

obtained were employed as fuel, after having been dried in

the sun.

our redoubt was finished by duly -2*.); hut many others

were qoI completed until after the battle, especially as

rardsthe hollowing-out. In mosl cases the troops slept
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in inud huts or under canvas. I have seen a splendid

mahogany wardrobe accommodating six men, shelved like

passengers in a vessel. A dining-room table was transformed

into a bed-closet.

The general scheme of the fortifications which constituted

the stronghold of Plevna was not completed until the end of

August, while the west front was not fortified until October.

Eoughly speaking, we had on August 31 twice as many
redoubts as on July 30. Thus the Russian writers who
describe the fortifications of Plevna as having been com-

pleted already inwards the end of July are entirely wrong.

In the afternoon of the 29th it became known that

an engagement was imminent. The superior officers were

summoned to headquarters, and before nightfall we all

had our detailed instructions. The major called us officers

together and addressed us.

The men were in high spirits, assured of victory ; the

general morale was all that could be desired.

Our arrangements were complete before darkness set in.

"We had 500 cartridges to each man, eighty per man carried

in the pouches, the rest stored in the redoubt. The bread-

bags were filled with biscuits, the flasks with cold coffee.

There was an abundance of food in our store-chambers.

Tubs with drinking-water were placed in the trenches. Carts

stood ready to send the wounded to the rear ; the horses were

harnessed and saddled, ready to remove the guns and spare

ammunition in case the redoubt should be taken. Swords

and bayonets were sharpened, rifles inspected and cleaned,

and the surgeon tested his knives, probes, and saws.

The ferik (Adil Pasha) inspected us as we were drawn
up in a line, presenting arms. He expressed satisfaction at

the condition of the redoubt, and lingered for a while over

our domestic arrangements. The sanitary system which
Jack and I had installed brought a smile of good-natured

contempt to his handsome features. The Turk is apt to

underrate the importance of cleanliness.

The bulk of the men went to sleep at ten. lying down
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fully dressed. The outposts were strengthened, and there

were continuous inspection and constant reconnoitring dur-

ing the hours of darkness. The captain and the first-lieu-

tenant were away en these duties all night, so the temporary

command of the company devolved on me. Jack and I Blept

in turns of two hours.

During my watch I sat od b camp-stool on the parapet,

scanning the horizon with my glasses, and Btraining

every nerve to catch the slightest Buspicious noise; but no

sights or sounds betrayed the proximity of the enemy.

Beside me artillerymen stood sentry over then- guns; in

front, sentinels paced the bank of the nearest trench. To

right and left officers were engaged in an occupation similar

to mine that is, doing nothing but watching and waitii

During the first part of the night we had clear weather;

towards morning it grew thick : a heavy white mist settled

r the landscape. At two .hick released me. and I went

w.

I had no evil forebodings and no fear of the morrow.*

* For Ordre dc Bataillr, see Appendix.
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CHAPTER YIII

THE SECOND BATTLE OF PLEVNA

July 30, 1877

At six on the morning of Monday, July 30, we stood ready

in our positions, in an impenetrable white mist.

The battalion which, together with mine, formed the

garrison of our redoubt was divided into eight companies,

nominally of 100 men each, actually of eighty to eighty-five,

each company being sub-divided into two squads, under

lieutenants.

Our battalion having four companies, there were thus

twelve companies for our redoubt and its dependencies, which

I shall call A, B, c, D, and m, n, o,p, q, r, s, t, respectively. These

must be understood to be my own denominations, introduced

for the sake of clearness and brevity, a to d represent the four

larger companies (of my battalion), of 150 to 160 men each

;

m to t, the eight smaller companies, of eighty to eighty-five

men each. My company is called c.

These twelve companies were distributed as follows : m
in the first, n in the second trench (counting from the outside)

;

o and p on the southern slope and bank of the ravine, where

the thick shrubbery had been left undisturbed
; q in the

third trench— all those mentioned hitherto being extended

in long lines of skirmishers ; r and s in the left (western), A

in the right (eastern) side-trench ; B and c in the redoubt,

D and t, as reserve, in rear of redoubt. Inside the redoubt

were also the five guns, with their eighty or ninety artillery-

men, the colonel, and the two majors, with their staffs, and a
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dozen Circassians for ordonnance duty: in rear, with the

rve, were the two squadrons of regulars belonging to our

division, and ;i body of Circassians. The Eerik and his staff

were with us at the beginning of the battle; afterwards they

wenl to the redoubt on our right, \\ here things did aot go so

smoothly as with lis.

The instructions for retreat were as follows: m on // ; m
and n on o and p ; hi, n, o, p, on q ; then, dividing, m, )i, o,

on r and 8 (left), j> and q on A (right) : then, both side-

trenches to redoubt ; should the redoubt be taken, the whole

body southward to the Bulgareni road ; lastly, to the hills

immediately east of Plevna.

My company was in the redoubt, where we were protected

from everything save shells. We had the parapet

infantry-fire and as a rest for our rifles, being thus able to

aim steadily. The three squads were posted to the right of

the battery, in a single line. I had the middle station : Jack

to my left, adjoining the battery; ^Iehemed, the outside

station, on my right ; Ibrahim and the colour squad were

behind me. The company mustered 155 officers, non-com-

missioned officers, and men, exclusive of Qon-combatants

;

twelve men were in the ambulances.

The morning passed in a tedious manner From 6 to

6.30 we waited, all on the alert, but nothing occurred. At

I we heard the clatter of hoofs to our left, on the

Nikopoli road, coming towards us; a few minutes later

in— ion was given to the men to sit or lie down, with

two look-out- f I- -Mi each squad on the parapet, some men
to go below to assist the arabjis in cooking breakfast.

The captain added that the enemy would not arriv< \<t for

hole

The men sal or quatted on the ground. Jack and I

mounted the parapet, and -canned the curling vapours with

oui' ailg at a blank soon becomes monoton*
so we gol down, after having instructed the look-out men to

vigilanl —a caution when w nli the

tion nothing could in- Been, and the only Bounds that
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reached us were those proceeding from our own troops in

the trenches.

Not far from us was a group of officers (the various staffs),

who sat or stood around a table improvised out of a crate,

where they examined a map. Our captain dozed in a kitchen-

chair (stolen Heaven knows where !) ; when Jack and I

stepped down from the parapet, he opened his eyes and

smiled, cunningly and maliciously : he knew our youthful

zeal would soon cool amid such depressing surroundings.

These damp vapours were enough to freeze an active

volcano.

Breakfast- -brought up to us, and consisting of boiled rice

and bread baked overnight—revived our spirits wonderfully.

Mehemed actually proposed chess ; he had ' borrowed
'

the implements from our late quarters in town. In the

friendly shelter of Sergeant Bakal's broad back he played

his last game on this side of the grave. I hope the houris

in his paradise are adepts. He beat me, but not quite so

easily as on former occasions ; over which circumstance he

pondered a good deal. Permission to smoke was given, but

talking was prohibited.

At eight a gun was fired on the Bash Tabiyas, probably by

way of sign or warning. Up jumped the captain, down went
the chessmen into a convenient hole ; the dozers awoke with

a start, and tried to appear as if they had not slept, which

marked them at once, and attracted the captain's little blink-

in' . , green eyes; dozens of cigarettes flew over the parapet

like a preliminary pyrotechnic display. There was a move-

ment among the group of officers ; aides-de-camp and orderlies

ran to and fro, commands were given, men rode away at a

gallop and were swallowed up by the mist, which continued

as thick as ever. To judge by the sound a large body of

horsemen trotted northward on the Kikopoli road ; these

returned ventre a terre twenty minutes later. An order was
issued to the artillerymen ; their officers trained the guns

to the proper position. There was a commotion : someone

was hailed by the sentries on the parapet ; the captain and
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I climbed up, and perceived below the indistinct figure of a

liuila/.iiu. I [e shouted :

—

' The captain in the first trench sends a message thai

the enemy lias appeared in strong unmbers in front of his

position. Advanced posts report having heard noise suffi-

cient to proceed from half a dozen battalions and Beveral

batteries : there seems to he no cavalrj .'

The captain reported this to the major. There was a

brief consultation around the table.

Adil Pasha came to where I stood, and climbed up with

the help of my hand, being no Longer as young, slim, i

agile as he undoubtedly used to be. This conversation took

place :

—

Adil: ' Have you heard any firing?'

Mulazim :

• None, sir, save the gun in the east.'

Adil :
' Whence do you come :'

'

Mulazim :
' From the first trench, sir.'

Adil : 'Have your advanced posts come in
'.'

'

Mulazim: ' They have, sir. as soon as they perceived

the enemy to be in proximity ; but the ordinary sentries are

still in front of the line.'

Adil: ' Go back, sir, and tell your captain and that of

the second trench not to incur losses over their ditches.

They are to be evacuated as soon as deemed desirabl* . The

ravine and the third trench, on the contrary, are to 1" held

until resistance is no longer possible.
1

The mulazim disappeared in the fog; the Pasha climbed

down, asked me: 'Have you a light, sir'.'' (what a pas-

sion these Turks have for their cigarettes! 1 knew men

who smoked a hundred a day), and joined his officer

The artillerymen re-trained then- pieces, and al 8.30 our

five guns commenced to fire; the three of the redoubt on

our right followed. A few minute- later the Russians re-

idi d -that is, we heard detonations a mile or so north,

and mallythe whizzing of shells ; but nothing could be

en the projectiles ; I do not know where they fell

did not Btrike us.
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This went on for half an hour ; then it grew a little

clearer, so that we could see the flashes of the Russian bat-

teries, like lightning in a white cloud. Our gunners re-

directed their pieces accordingly.

At ten it grew sufficiently clear to see the enemy's lines

through the glasses. A vehement cannonade commenced
also in the south and south-east.

All the time we could do nothing but wait— ' wait until

we are struck,' as one of my men grimly remarked, whom I

reproved accordingly.

We could now see the shells overhead. The range of the

Russian guns was much too great. They must have been

re-trained, for suddenly the projectiles commenced to fall

in the space between ravine and redoubt. I counted through

my glasses—judging by the locality of the flashes—forty

guns, against which we had but eight on this spot. But our

men fired very well ; in my experience, the Turkish artillery

—the best-trained arm of the Ottoman forces—was

superior to the Russian in everything save numbers.

It now grew clearer from minute to minute ; the infantry

attack was sure to take place as soon as the mist had gone.

I made free to suggest to the captain to get the men to eat

and drink ; he acquiesced, so they went in relays to the

water-tubs, established in convenient positions, and soaked

their biscuits. The arabjis refilled the casks.

At eleven it was perfectly clear, and the sun shone with

merciless power. It grew terribly hot. At 11.15 we were

struck, the shot damaging the earthworks in front. It must

have been midday when the first shell exploded in the

redoubt. Two men from my squad were struck by splinters

and were carried below. Three more shots exploded among
us, two harmlessly, the last killing a gunner and wounding

two of Jack's men, one in a ghastly manner, the bowels

hanging oat ; he died soon after. Two or three shots

struck the company (b) stationed to the left of the battery,

but I do not know what punishment they inflicted.

After that the range of the Russian shells quitted us again
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and went to our left, where the projectiles exploded harm-

lessly in tlif vacant fields.

I suggested to the captain to have the earthworks

patched up, not because this was necessary, but because it

would occupy the men, who had become fidgety. This was

done.

trary to our expectation,no infantry attack took place

;

in fact, as yet oot a single rifle had been discharged on

either side. We had some more hours of nerve-straining

suspense to go through, during which the thunder of the

guns oever ceased for a second. It came from allsidi

the two Bukova redoubts and the two Bash Tabiyas w<

doing their best with their few pieces ; the south seemed like

one mass of continual explosions; and also in the far

north-west, near Opanetz, I saw through my glasses the

flashes of discharging cannon, like electric sparks in the hazy,

sunlit distance.

Our redoubt was not again struck that day
; but that on

our right received twenty or more shells.

We utilised the enforced leisure by refilling our flasks

with water and our bread-bags with biscuits. Later in th<

day the men of my company had reason to feel grateful for

this precaution.

At 2.30 the fire relaxed on both side-, and just

the first vull.y of musketry was heard in front of us. After

a few minutes the rifle-tire approached as fthe Russians

have taken the first trench !

' said Meheined, who -t 1 with

in.- on the parapet), and after another interval tin- sound

. m volume r The m cond trench is

then, for fifteen minutes, the tire remained at a aiform

intensity: they were fighting for the ravine. We heard

. bullets cutting the air above as. The redoubt on

our right was similarly engaged ; sounds of volleye came
from the Bash Tabiyas and from behind us. At

of our men, betraying

symptoms of confusion, join those stationed in the nearest
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They defended this obstinately for five minutes ; but

the smoke withdrew the details of the fight from my
vision.

The bullets now came thick and fast ; it is a wonder that

Mehemed and I were not struck ; but the idea did not occur

to me until the captain shouted, ' Get down !

'

Our men were in position, only their heads exposed, all

rifles loaded. Three of our five guns had been trained to

fire at point-blank range, and were waiting for the enemy to

appear ; the other two continued to shell the five Russian

batteries which honoured us with their ineffectual atten-

tion.

Suddenly a confused mass of men emerged from the last

ditch (the five companies, m. n, o, p, and q), and, dividing

into two parts, ran towards the side-trenches with more
haste than dignity. There was now a sea of heads in the

right side-trench, which I could overlook from where I stood.

I saw the officers making strenuous and successful efforts to

reorganise the men. Before the Russians appeared the

whole body (three companies, a, p, q) was in position and

ready to fire.

I noticed that the horses were got out for removing our

guns.

A few minutes after our skirmishers had reached shelter

the assailants appeared.

They seemed to have no advance-line of skirmishers.

cried ranks of infantry—three battalions, I believe

—

climbed in a solid body the bank of the last ditch, and

advanced in a line parallel to the redoubt. The attack was
thus perfectly frontal, without any attempt to circumvent our

position. Jack and I agreed afterwards that this would have

been a comparatively easy matter, as there was a space half

a mile wide, denuded of troops, between us and the Bukova
redoubts, practicable for the advance of large masses of

infantry.69

Hardly had the Russians appeared when a dozen bugles

sounded ' Fire,' and a terrific quickfire, coming from three
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sidc^ (the redoubt and both Bide-trenches, defended by ten

companies), and joined by the thunder of the guns, brought

the enemy's advance to a dead-stop.

Russians retreated to the trench and the declivity

beyond, whence they directed a violent fire on us without

inflicting punishment. Alter a while they renewed the

attack, this time with a smaller body of men (one battalion, I

should think), in a long-drawn-ou1 line, which afforded a less

advantageous target than the dense masses of the first

attempt.

Dropping men at every step, they rushed towards m with

cries oi ' Burrah! ' amidst a terrific fire from the flanks and

the front. The battalion must have been as good as annihi-

lated before it came within charging distance. Thesurvr

went back, and were swallowed up by a second line, which

had meanwhile commenced to advance. A third followed at

a short distance. These two got as far as the foot of the

redoubt, and proceeded to climb the Blope, which formed an

angle of forty-five d< _ • 3. There was for a few momenl

confusion Buch as I could not have conceived in the bol<

flight of my imagination. I jumped upon the parapet,

[brahim and his men beside me, the colours fluttering proudly

above as. I discharged the six chambers of m\ revolver at

hardly twelve paces distance. Boon all the men w< < on the

parapet ; the llu— ian- BUTged towards, and recoiled from.

the slope like the waves of a tempestuous oc< to; there was

;i mighty roar, coming from some thousands of throat

roar which rose and fell like that of the Btorm-tormented

surf; the guns tired into the charging mass; m the aide-

trenches voile) succeeded voile) with terrific rapidity and

murderous effect, and back went the Russian lines in a Btate

of hopeless chaos, the ground strewn with dead and dying.

Mehemed and Borne men rushed down the -lop.-, hut the

mi shouted and waved his Babre frantically, and they

had to come back, with the aid of ropee held out fcc them.

•All men behind the parapet ' was the nexl command, and

from our old positi pursued the Russians with a
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merciless fire, until they had disappeared in the trench and

the ravine. 70

It was only now that I perceived the captain leaning

heavily against the parapet, the blood streaming from his

shoulder. He had received a shot just as he was preparing

to jump down. He was led below, and Meheined took

command of the company.

There was now a cessation of fire on both sides, and we
had time to ascertain our losses. My company had one killed

and seven severely wounded ; these were taken below, where

they received the first-aid. Afterwards they were removed

to Plevna in the carts which stood ready for the purpose.

Two of our five guns had been taken out of the redoubt

whilst the charge was in progress. These were now brought

back.

The majority of the Russians lying below (400, I should

think) seemed to be dead ; I presume, therefore, that the

assailants took many wounded with them, a difficult matter

in the confusion of a repulsed charge. A good many
wounded were carried into the side-trenches by our men.

Soon the Russians recommenced to fire from the third

trench in a desultory maimer.

One is apt to feel hungry and thirsty after a violent

conflict, however brief. Deeming it probable that the troops

who had just charged us would not again come up to the

scratch, and that it would take the enemy some time to get

fi sh battalions to the spot, I suggested to Meheined to allow

the men to eat and drink. This was done.

Half an hour later a second assault took place, by fresh

troops apparently—two battalions, so far as I could judge.

The incidents were much the same as before. The enemy,

unmindful of the fire from the side-trenches, got again as far

as the foot of the redoubt, and was repulsed with heavy loss.

Our major had meanwhile issued strict orders that no one

should climb the parapet. Thus we had but two fresh

casualties in my company. One was the first-lieutenant,

whose stalwart form—he was over six feet—must have been
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a conspicuous objecl above the four-foot parapet. He was
Bhot through the head, and Eel] lifeless on his hack. Kxit

Mula/.iin Mehemed I [ardai

!

• Checkmate at last.' said Jack to me during the tempo-

rary lull. 'He was as brave as a lion, although a bit of a

slow-coach. What a glorious death! I say. aren't those

Russians fools to break their heads against the solid wall of

the redoubt '.' Why don't they try the side-trenches first "
'

To which 1 agreed.

I was now in command of the company, reduced to 1 40

combatants. I placed the firsl squad in charge of Ter< b, the

colour squad under Ibrahim's corporal, and mine under

Sergeant Bakal. I had the dead removed out of sight, and

nothing hut the dark Bpots on the brown soil betrayed that

they had existed. In warfare a man is forgotten in less

minutes than it takes months in everyday life. The earth

has an unquenchable thirst, but it must almost have drunk

it- till on that bloody day.

There seemed to be a cessation <»f hostilities on ;ill points

of our wiiu:'; but in the south the battle continued with

unabated fury.

q after the second charge I heard the major sin-cut :

• Who c mands this company ?
' Someone r< plied, ' Mula-

zini Herbert.' I presented myself to my superior, who said

in substance, though not so coherently as 1 have put it,

being breathless and excited :

'The Mushir has Bent for reinforcements. On our right

wing affairs are in ;i precarious condition : tin Russians

have taken two redoubts, and arc advancing south of the

Bulgareni road
;

if they succeed in throwing the right wing

into Plevna we Bhall be taken between two fires and our

retreat will be cut off. The res* rves have been used up.

The ferik has already sent our own r<
' now two

more companies from tin- redoubt are asked for. Take

your rderlyfrom headquarters will show you the way;
impany from tin- left Bide-trench Bhall follow, and two

I

aniea from tin- right aide-trench will take your place in
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the redoubt. Do your best ; remember you are commanding
a company, and that from this moment until the end of the

battle you will have no superior save the Mushir ; thus you

have the full and sole responsibility. You are but a boy, in a

position which would legitimately puzzle and unnerve a man
twice your age ; rise to the occasion, as Englishmen are wont
to do. The soldiers love you

; you and your compatriot have

but to lead, and they will follow. Bear in mind the Czar

Nicholas' grim and furious exclamation in the Crimean War :

" We have been beaten by a handful of savages led by British

boys."
' 72

As I collected my men two companies {p and q) came
up from the right side-trench, and there was a momentary
confusion. Soon we got clear and marched out, southward.

A mounted man was waiting for us.

We had two and a half miles to march, which we accom-

plished in little more than half an hour.

Some minutes after we had started I noticed that men
were following us who did not belong to my company.

Without stopping the march I ascertained that these

belonged to one of the skirmishing companies (p) which had

taken shelter in the right side-trench. Under ordinary

circumstances I should have consulted Sergeant Bakal ; my
-born dignity as a company leader forbade this. There

were forty men, under a lieutenant—a stripling, with the

pluck of a bulldog—who had misunderstood his directions,

or, possibly, had received none. A brief reflection convinced

me that they were wanted more in the south, where things

looked black, than with the troops in the north, who had
been victorious ; so I incorporated them temporarily in my
company, having thus 180 men, divided into four squads, not

counting the colour squad.

We crossed the Grivitza by means of the bridge which

lies half-wuy between Plevna and Grivitza, 73 then trotted for

half a mile on the Bulgareni road westward, turned to the

left across fields, and approached a gently sloping hill, in front

of that occupied by headquarters and the centre batteries,

o
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which were firing incessantly. Behind the Latter lay Plevna.

1 -aw tnassi - "1 Russian infantry a mile to the Left : oura was

..11 the cresi of the hill, evidently reorganising itself. The

Hid between the two Lines was strewn with corpses. Two
in- redoubts, farther Bouth, were in Russian hands, as I

could Bee by means of my glasses. From the extreme south-

it, beyond the Tultchenitza ravine, came trie sounds of

violent conflict.

Th.' slope of the hill, partly fields, partly devastated maize

plots, waa perfectly bare; there were no hedges, fences, or

ditches, no sheda, huts, or houses.

I overlooked a battle-field of, perhapa, twenty square miles

in area—an aspect of indescribable grandeur, which utterly

surpasses the abilities of my feeble pen, grown halting in its

ceaseless endeavours to procure for me tin humble, necessary

crust.

But even mure awful than the effect upon the vision was

that on the sense of hearing. The uninterrupted thunder

of 240 guns like the angry growl of a horde of roused watch-

3 in tbr distance, Like the crashes of a whole mountain-

range of active volcanoes in our vicinity— seemed to imply

that the dies ira had come, qua saint scecula in fa/oiUa.

Beneath me the earth trembled like a Living thing in the

throes of terrific fever-heat, whoae nerve8 hai strained

to breaking-point. I fell us if I stood in the centre of

conflagration; the scene was one immense furnace, and a

biatory was being cast and moulded and hammered
into shape.

A mounted officer rode up to meet ua, ge8ti mlating to us

vehemently tn make baste. I went up t<> him {ii was the

aide-de-camp, Talahal Bey), and reported myself as tempo-

rary Leader of tbr company.

'I'bi- was our hurried converaation.

U, :

• Are your men fresh ?
'

/ :

• No! quite, rir, bu1 thoroughly brave and willing.'

!h .

i an you take a place in the first i

/ • < • rtainly we can, sir.'
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He :
' Then come along, and hurry up.'

We ran the rest of the way, and were soon amidst a mass
of infantry, seven or eight battalions, who appeared to me to
be in thorough confusion, and much demoralised.

A first line of attack had already been formed, into which
we were incorporated.

Later I ascertained the following details :
74

The first line consisted of my company ; the two com-
panies (D and t) which had formed the reserve of our redoubt,
and had not fought yet ; an entire battalion, also fresh, the
last of the general reserve of eight battalions

; a company (r)

which had come close upon our heels from the left side-trench
of my redoubt

; with two squadrons of regular cavalry on each
flank

: total, say, 1,000 foot soldiers and 350 mounted men,
under the command of Talahat Bey.

The second line consisted of two battalions from the mass
of defeated infantry, which had been reorganised and had
recovered a little; two companies, nearly fresh, sent from
the redoubt on the right of mine ; and a large body of scat-
tered and re-collected skirmishers and stragglers belonging
to half a dozen battalions, hastily formed into two or three
companies, and placed under officers who had lost their troops

;

with a squadron of Ottoman Cossacks on one flank and a
body of Circassians on the other : total, say, 1,500 foot soldiers
and 150 mounted men, under the personal command of the
Mushir.

The third line consisted of two more reorganised bat-
talions from the defeated infantry aforesaid (which two
battalions had, however, lost half of their companies, strayed,
scattered, or annihilated) and two companies of the battalion
which had garrisoned Plevna, fresh, but arriving too late to
take a place in the first or second line (the other companies
of this battalion were hotly engaged beyond the Tultchenitza
ravine)

; with half a squadron of regular cavalry, a body of
irregulars, and a detachment of mounted artillerymen (serving
for the nonce as cavalry), divided between the two flanks :

o 2
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total, Bay, 800 foot soldiers and 100 mounted men, under

Tahir Pasha.

A fourth and last line consisted of another reorganised

battalion from the defeated infantry ;
another scratch com-

pany or two of collected skirmishers and strayers; and four

companies sent atthe Last moment from the Bnkova redoubts

(here the fighting had uot been Bevere,and the troops were,

therefore, nearly fresh) ; with half a Bquadron of Ottoman

Cossacks on one flank and a miscellaneous body of horsemen

| in previous charges on the other; total, Bay, T'" 1

foot soldiers and 100 mounted men, under Hassan S

I **1 SI VI

Total of the four lines : 4,000 foot soldiers and 700

mounted men.

In rear of the four lines, as last reserve and protection to

the batteries, a disorganised mass of 2,000 foot soldiers,

dnaUy re-forming themselves and recovering that stubborn

bravery which makes the Turkish infantry so formidable when

it is on the defensive.

The third and fourth lines were not formed until the first

and second had nearly spent their energies in repeated charges

and the repulse of counjer-char)

All four lines and the greater pari of the reserve

successively to close quarters with the enemj

.

T re were six or eighl char) !

counter-chi

before the Russians retreated.

I arranged my company as follows :
Seymour's and

I Bakal'e Bquads Bide by side in first line, three di

iad in second line, two deep; the 3quad from

Companyi»in third line, in single file. 1 stood ' the

f the front line, the bugler, the drummers and

the colour squad beside and behind me.

I can judge it was now 6.30

'I'll.- cannonade in the north had recommenced almosl b

had Left ourredoubt. The three and a half centre

by two whirl, had been gol out of the

^ith the i Jtception of two guns (recovered
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afterwards), were directing a murderous fire on the Russian
lines in front of us. I noticed that some guns on the Bash
Tabiyas had faced round and were shelling the same enemy.
The hostile artillery-fire on this spot appeared to me lax and
ineffective

; no shells struck our first line. It ceased as soon
as the advance commenced.

Having, so far, refrained from stating my personal sen-
sations during this battle, I may be allowed to add here that
I felt no nervousness, probably because the excitement was
so intense and the activity so feverish that I had no time
for reflection. We were at high pressure. There is one
feelino which i recal i gladly . that of wjtnessing) and having
an individual, however, infinitesimal, share in, the making
of history. Of this glorious sensation you that stoop over
your office-desks or haggle behind your shop-counters cannot
have the faintest guess of a notion.

The Russian troops commenced to move. When they
were within easy range we hailed them with a quickfire of
two to three minutes' duration. I noticed deep gaps in their
lines, which were promptly filled up.

They were allowed to approach as far as the foot of the
hill. Then one bugle sounded the charge; a dozen others
responded

;
the bayonets were lowered

; the huge column
commenced to move, first slowly, increasing in velocity, the
efforts of all officers being directed towards the maintenance
of a straight line.

The command, < Feel each others' elbows !
' flew from

mouth to mouth.

Down the slope we rushed, the aide-de-camp leading.
This officer (Talahat Bey) behaved with admirable bravery
and determination throughout those trying and critical
moments.

« Close up there !

'
I shouted, noticing a gap in my front

line.

Nearer and nearer we came ; we heard the Russians
< Hurrah

!

'

;
wild cries of < Allah !

' were started, and drowned
individual voices

; commands became useless.
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\ »w only a hundred paces between ill'' charging lines

—

they uphill, we downhill —and at last there was a collision

like that between two railway trains.

I wish my pen were sufficiently capable to give some
notion of the awful confusion of such a contact. A chaos of

stabbing, clubbing, hacking, clutching, shouting, cursing,

screaming men ; knots of two or three on the ground, still

fighting, and clinging to each other in their death agonies
;

above the surging mass of heads the butt-ends of rifles rising

and falling like the cranks of numberless overheated - ugines :

the mounted men with swords working at lightning spe

the colours bravely Leading the way; horses charging into

solid bodies of men, rolling over, burying beings air

mutilated beneath them : frantic faces streaming with blood ;

the air reeking with the breath of thousands of panting

creatures, like the hoi winds of the desert—all the mad-

houses of the world discharging their contents into this

Beething cauldron of human passion and iniquity; DanteV

[inferno let loose, a legion of demons fr< >m I lades n R riot.

As to m> personal experience, I remember nothing. Th<

actual contact, the psychological moment of sruchachargi

lasts hut a minute or so; and such a lifetime of experienci

is crowded into it that memory is hopelessly al fault. All I

know is that I discharged the six chambers of my revolve),

hut at whom I have no notion; that my sabre was stain.

with blood, hut with whose I cannot nil ; and that suddenly

welooked at one another in blank surprise—for the Russia

ave those on the ground, and we were among
Friends, ah

1

Erantic, breathless, perspiring; many bleeding, the

lines broken, the tactical units dissolved ; mosi of us jabbering,

shouting, Laughing, cursing, dancing about like maniacs.

The next thing I remember is the bugle command, ' Fire,'

and we Bped the retreating enemy with volley upon volley.

Then the aide-de-camp rode up, and Bhouted to n

re-form my company, as the Russians would undoubtedly

return to the cha

I n. I
; , Ibrahim, Serg< anl Bakal
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all uninjured, the lieutenant from Company p with a gash

in the cheek. Excepting the sergeant, we were panting, and

mting like lunatics; the latter, perfectly cool, crunched a

biscuit whilst he searched for his men. We found two-

thirds of the company; many were on the ground, others had

gone astray. I re-formed my four squads, with a dozen

strangers incorporated in their lines.

Fifteen or twenty minutes after the first charge the

Russians returned. This time we did not advance to

encounter them, but met them, stationary, with quickfire

until they were close upon us, when they ran against a

bristling wall of bayonets. I do not know by whose orders

this took place, probably by nobody's ; more likely it was a

silent agreement among us. The enemy's charge was less

vigorous than before ; no sooner were they in bodily contact

with us when the opposing lines dissolved again into their

elements and the Russians withdrew.

I noticed no hostile cavalry. Ours behaved tolerably well ;

it was inferior to our infantry in point of coolness and stub-

bornness, and had not the dash one is justified in expecting

from trained horsemen.

Of this second charge one item is deeply impressed on

pay memory. A giant on a horse to match—a colonel, I

think—galloped up to me, and dealt me a terrific blow from

above. I parried as well as I could—had I not done so he

would have split my skull in two ; but his sword cut across

my upturned face, across nose and chin, where the mark is

visible to this day. I felt the hot blood trickle down my
throat. When I looked out for my opponent, he had been

swallowed by the surging sea of humanity around me.

When we were again left to ourselves, not having yielded

an inch of ground, Bakal spoke to me, pointing to my face
;

Jack said something in a compassionate voice. I replied ; but

what they said and what I answered I cannot recall, for I

was bewildered, and my memory is utterly confused—it was

so even immediately after the battle. As in a trance I

noticed that the troops of our second line came up ; that they
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pushed forward in front of ns, and stationed themselves below

us, ;it the bottom of the hill ; that we opened a violent and

long-sustained fire. Vaguely I recollect that I perceived my
garments on throat and hreast to be soaked ; that my face

hi to hum unmercifully and my head to swim; that I

found myself kneeling, with a willing hand held out to me
support; and then all is a blank.

It seemed to me as if I had been insensible for weeks,

win rcas it ean only have heeii an hour, or less. It was still

daylight when I awoke. The firing in the aeighbourhoqd

had ceased, hut from afar came the angry growl of

cannonade.

The sight that met my opening eyes was one so gha Jtly

that I do not care to recall it. It comes to me unhidden in

moments - boo frequent, alas !—of suicidal tendency.

Imagine the interior of a low, long, roughly built shed

I do not know whether it had been erected by our troops, or

had originally served as a storehouse or barn). Imagine

a thick, hot. reeking atmosphere, filled with ind Bcribable

odours, enough to sicken you by the very recollection. Imagine

some hundreds of men —yourself among them, with a raging

thirst devouring you, a burning pain in the face, every

particle of strength and vitality gone lying on the bare

rds, with bundles of rags or filthy straw for pillow-,

many insensible, many dead or dying, many in convulsions,

some horribly mutilated, all bleeding, most of them groaning,

oth( ming, or pitifully whining for a drop of water, in

half a dozen languages. <>h that cry for ' Su !
' how oft. i!

have I heard it ! After the lapse "I seventeen years it follows

m.' into my wild, -i dreams, [magine surgeons, with tucked-

up shirt-sleeves and bloody hands, giving the first-aid; for

tins was a temporary ambulance, in rear of the lines.

[ousmen dealing out hoimeopathic doses oi water,

or laudanum, or brandy, [magine everything that i- n

horrible, disgusting, sickening, hideous, heartrending, within

the range of you ption, and you will have a faint notion

of tins hell of man'- creation.
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Recollection gradually returned to me. My head had

.been bandaged, the nose plastered all over. Water was

given to me. I shall feel eternally grateful for this delicious

drink.

I closed my eyes, to shut out the horrors around me.

Oh, could I but have closed my ears ! I dozed uneasily.

Presently my arm was touched. It was a young private

from my squad, a clerk by profession, who had been my
companion on the journey from Constantinople to Widdin.

Candles and lanterns were now burning. What a subject

for Dore, these alternating patches of light and shade, with

the horrors revealed by the crude glare, like bold sketches in

black and white, and the worse horrors suggested by the

shadows !

The man said, in substance :

' Don't talk, sir
;
you are very weak

;
you must have lost

a bucket of blood. Mulazim Seymour sends me ; he, being

now in command of the company, cannot come himself, but

sends his greeting. He has a bruise on the arm from a rifle

butt-end. Mulazim Ibrahim and Chawush Bakal have not

received a scratch. The company lost ten men since you

left us. We are now bivouacking on the hill whence we
charged ; fifty men have gone astray, but I daresay they will

turn up in the redoubt. Everything is in a frightful confusion
;

whole battalions are without officers, and scores of officers are

wandering about in search of their troops. Everything is

upside down. When the men of our company have recovered a

little we shall go back to the redoubt. Mulazim Seymour

meant to return thither at once, but the men fell down like lead

with fatigue. The battle is won at all points ; towards the end

the Russians simply ran away. There has been awful

slaughter ; the last action was child's-play compared to this.

Now, sir, Mulazim Seymour advises you to walk at once to

Plevna, for which purpose he has instructed me to accompany

and support you. Going in the carts is painful for a wounded

man ; besides, you will not have a chance yet for hours to find a

place in one, as they send the urgent cases first, and by then the
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ajubulances may be lull. The Chawush, who bound your

wound up and fcheD spoke to a Burgeon, thinks it is not

sever.', although the chin was divided to the bone and the

flesh stood wide apart. It looked ugly. You fainted from

Loss of Mood, and will soon he Btrong again.'

He had said all this glibly, probably in order to prevent

me from talking. Saving finished, he helped me on my feet,

me Borne brandy which he Btole from the apothecary's

-lock when the latter's back Wa8 turned and off we went,

he with his righl arm around my waist, I with my left on his

Bhoulder. Dusk had set in. There was still the faint

thunder of cannon in the far north-east.

The distance to the eastern outskirts of Plevna wi ! b

mile, and half a mile more to the ambulance of which L had

been an inmate hefore. The walk was very painful \'^r me,

I being so weak that I had to rely entirely upon my com-

panion's strength, who was tired enough to require support

on his own behalf.

From every side came long processions of conveyances

of all shapes and sizes, from the Bpacious waggon to the

decrepit wheelbarrow, drawn by oxen, horses, mules, donkeys,

dogs, men. The coarse track and the roughlj buill vehicles

must have been Bourcea of exquisite torture to th mutilated

who were huddled upon straw, and whose groans

were heartrending. Groups of wounded supported like

myself, or carried by comrades, it borne on stretchers,

more often on crude appliances improvised out of rifles, tent-

poles, boards, pieces of furniture, hurried as to ;i common
centre from all points of the compass towards Plevna, their

longed-for goal. Solitary men crawled along by themselves

a- besi the) could, leaving trails of blood behind. I noticed

a Russian lieutenanl who, after he had crepl in this manner
for a little i

' down by the Bide of the track, leaning

agahlSl tin bellj Of a dead horse, and calmly awaited death

in awful forsakennes We passed him. He counted barely

twenty summer H< looked at me, oh I s<. wistfully and

Sy, with the sweet, divine light of deliverance shining in
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his tearful eyes. He said faintly, ' De l'eau, monsieur.'

I had some cold coffee left in my flask, which I got my com-

panion to pour down his throat. He bowed his poor bruised

head gratefully, and we left him to die.

Knots of scattered soldiers were everywhere ; many laj'

down in the open fields among the dead, to snatch a few

hours of sleep ; others tried assiduously to find their troop

in the general confusion. Whole companies, dead-beat,,

bivouacked on the spot where they had found themselves

when the battle was over, many in defiance of orders.

Groups of corpse^, dead horses with their legs in the air,

wounded horses moaning pitifully, demolished gun-carriages,

broken-down carts, and other remnants marked the places

where the shells had fallen. Bearers were still picking up

wounded men left previously for dead. The ground was

strewn with haversacks, shattered rifles, swords ; was torn up

by wheels and hoofs, by the tramp of thousands. Riderless

horses, neighing vehemently, trotted about in small herds

in search of food.

These sights were revealed to me by the peaceful, dying,

golden light of a summer sunset. Even war, that hell-born

product of the iniquity of monarchs and statesmen, receives

itb quota of sunshine. One would think the heavens would

weep over such a scene.

Some civilians (Turks) were assisting" the bearers. One

of these, a stalwart, elderly man, dressed like a labourer,

noticing that my companion, of small stature and exhausted,

could hardly support me, offered to relieve him. The soldier

returned to his company.

My good Samaritan had taken me as far as the first

houses—it being dark by now and the cannonade having

ceased—when I could bear the pain and the fatigue no

longer. I declared to him that I could not proceed. He
said :

' There is a small private ambulance from Sofia some-

where about here ; it only arrived yesterday ; let us find it.'

Many Turkish inhabitants were about, rejoicing in the
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victory. These bad behaved throughout with great patriot-

ism. I was told that from the flat roofs of the southern

houses, whence the desperate encounter between Skobeleff

and Yunux Bey could he witnessed in close proximity, they

bad cheered the troops, although within easy bullet-range,

and had supplied refreshments to them, not {'caring to pene-

trate to tlic front line. They directed as, and we came to a

small house, the door of which was, however, shut in our

face by a coarse-looking Christian woman. The Turk

uttered an oath. We went to the next house, which was

the right one.

The Christians had been treated so leniently by Osman
that they began to feel safe, and even allowed themselves to

be insolent. Their presumption received a rude shock next

morning, when all adult male Bulgarians were compelled to

assist in the burial of the slain.

The ambulance had only just completed its installation

in a small private house placed at its disposal by the patriot-

ism of the occupier and his family, who retaini f only the

kitchen and an i mthouse.

One cart had already deposited its contents—four

wounded. There was accommodation for Beven more. These

came within the next hour, and before mid tight we had

twenty patients.

Tin- staff consisted of a Burgeon, an assistant, two at-

tendants, and a general servant

.

Mvidiin was examined and stitched up. The damage to

the nose was trifling. I was stripped, put Into a comfortable

camp-bed ;
had beef-tea, rice, eggs, milk, and medicine to

the pain, and was left to m\ r devices when the aext

batch of maimed arrived. Most of these were amputation

The continual rattling of cart wheels, the tramp of

idi i >i a nivht 's shelter, pr< vented me £r< >m

going to Bleep.

Many tim< - I overh< ard a conversation outside which in

English would run B< what as follows:
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' Who is that '?

'

' Cart with wounded, sir—six men—five Turks and a

Russian.'
1 Full up: can't take another case in.'

' They all say that, sir. Am I to cart the poor fellows

about all night ?
'

' Can't help it, my friend. We can't do impossibilities.'

The door is closed, and off goes the grumbling driver,

with his maimed and moaning freight, in search of an asylum.

Towards midnight I had more food. There were now
two co-sufferers, Turks, in the small, low room, which had

but little furniture, and looked bare and comfortless to

Western notions. Both had had limbs amputated, and were

sleeping off the effects of chloroform. Next day I noticed

a heap of legs and arms in the back garden.

Soon I fell asleep, and did not awake until roused for

breakfast.

The following is a general outline of what took place in

this battle :

—

As on July 20, the Russians, under General Krtidener,

attacked from four sides : from the north, the north-east, the

east, and the south.

In the extreme north there was some desultory fighting-

near Opanetz ; but the Russian general (Loschkareff) had

the foolishly premature idea of directing his attention to the

Vid and our probable line of retreat ; thus he withdrew his

fore, from the general action, and served, finally, only as

cover to the retiring columns.

The force coming from the north-east, under General

Weljaniinow, attacked the bulk of the left wing—among
others my redoubt, without success. After the departure of

my company the enemy possessed himself of the side-trenches,

but was at length totally routed. I have it on the authority

of at least a hundred eyewitnesses that the Russian retreat

resolved itself into a flight of the wildest and most disorder^

description. Even Russian writers admit this ; Kuropatkin

uses the characteristic phrase, ' A non-orderly retreat.'

I
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The force coming from the east, under General Prince

Schachowskoy, attacked the mairj body of our right wing,

conquered two redoubts, and pressed westward on Plevna,

penetrating wedgewise between the* two wings. After 1 bad

b.cn wounded charges and counter-charges followed one

another in quick succession. Towards sunset the Russians

were defeated and the two redoubts retaken. Here also the

i nemy's retreat was no better than a night, though not so

bad as in the other wing.

In fche south, General Skobelefif, by far the most capable

of the Russian Leaders, not only held bis own in and west

of the Tultchenitza Valley and along the Krishin n ad,

against the forces opposed to him under Yunuz Bey,

even gained some immaterial advantages. Reluctantly he

obeyed the command directing a general retreat, which bis

column alone effected in tolerably good ord< r.

X. \t morning some of the Russian batteries and a fresh

regiment came back within shelling distance and reopem d

fire. The Mushir sent all the available cavalry, a lighl

battery, and a battalion of infantry. There was a -mart en-

counter; both sides received reinforcements. For amoment
it looked as if the action would be renewed; but the

Russians thoughl better of it, and resumed the retreat.

Our detachment returned to camp. No pursuit took

place; for, truly, the Turks were not in a condition to

pursue.

Kriideiier, the scapegoat, was deprived of his command
r the war, and made to serve as adjutant to the military

governor of Warsaw.

Of the Turkish force (20,000 men, fifty-seven g I bave

already given detail-. The Russians give their strength as

thirty-sis battalions and thirty squadrons total, 40,000 men,

with 17e

The whole of the Turkish force bad taken part in the

it the battalion stationed near the Yid brid

Mushir bail been repeatedly under fire. An entire

ian infantry regiment, quite fresh, arrived on the scene
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when the battle was virtually over ; this is not included

in the above figures. It served to cover the retreat.

Many Turkish officers deplored the fact that the six batta-

lions in occupation of Lovdcha had not come up to join in the

action. Had they done so Skobeleff would have been taken

between two fires ; and in the heat of a general and unsuc-

cessful engagement the enemy would have found neither the

time nor the troops to take possession of the town during the

temporary absence of its garrison. The commander of

Lovdcha, Eifa'at Pasha, either neglected Napoleon's maxim :

' Marchez au canon,' or acted on the Mushir's orders.

Osman always attached particular importance to Lovdcha,

for reasons of his own.

The losses on our side amounted to 2,000 killed and horn

de combat, besides some thousands of minor accidents not

necessitating sojourn in the ambulances.

Kecent writers state the Bussian losses at 7,500 killed

and wounded ; eyewitnesses, the newspapers, and earlier

authors gave the figure as 10,000. Probably the truth lies

between the two extremes.

We buried 1,000 Turks and 3,000 Kussians. We had

1,000 wounded prisoners. The despatch to Sofia of those

wounded who could be moved commenced on July 31.

The statements made by partisans, of Turkish soldiers

killing the wounded, are fabrications. The wounded pris-

oners were treated in exactly the same manner as their

Turkish brethren. Isolated instances of barbarism will

happen in every war and among the most civilised troops

(vide the horrible occurrences in Bazeilles during the battle

of Sedan), but it is a lie to say that maltreatment of the

wounded or prisoners was habitual, or even frequent, with

the Turks. The officers had strict orders—always obeyed

and enforced, as I know from experience—to check excesses

and bring offenders to book.

The Turkish Armywas in a state of terrible confusion after

the battle, but by August 1 it had already completely reorgan-
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L8< a itself. It' we, the victors, were in such a condition, what

must have been that of the vanquished?

On August 1 or 2 we received from Orkanye a rein-

forcement of four battalions, of which two were sent to

I. dcha, increasing its garrison to eight battalions. Wehad

thus thirty-five battalions in Plevna, or 25,000 men; for

bodies of young recruits arrived, who were distributed among

the companies whirl, had suffered most. At this figure our

force remained until the beginning of September.

Od July 31 there was in Sistova among the Russian

troopsan indescribable panic. It is not myprovin* - enter

into the details of this strange occurrence ;
abler pens I

mine haw given a vivid picture of the extraordinary scenes

enacted there {vide e.g. Thilo von Trotha) ;
but I maj be

allowed to point out that this incident shows conclusively

the Russian loss of morale after the two crushing defeats

of July 20 and 30.

Russia was much in the condition of a man who had gone

ap toone Lying on the ground, presuming him to bed]

with the intent of depriving him of some of his i ftongings,

;)11 ,1 had received Erom him two kicks so vigorous, well-

directed, and painful as to remember them until the end oi

In- days.

A similar thing happened at the commi al "I the

Crimean War: I refer to the unsuccessfu] siege of Silistria

and the battle of Giurgevo.

Like the crash of doom there came to astounded Russia

the Budden conviction (just as it did in L854) that the 'Sick

M;in ; the despised, moribund Turk, had giv* d the most

onmistakable signs of the strongest possible vitality. The

Russian headquarti re retired from Tin, ova to Bulgarem
;

Q cailed hark across the Balkans; Easl Roumelia

cuated; the Czarevitch retreated behind the Lom;th<

peration of Roumania, hitherto contemptuously

declined, was dow as greedily accepted ;
ten more division

dered to be mobilised ; the pretty and fanciful dream

I ,
,nally-conducted military pleasure-excursion to
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Stamboul was rudely shattered; and for four and a half
months the Kusso-Turkish war turned upon this one
momentous question: 'Will Plevna stand or fall?' For
four and a half months one man, rising to the sublimest
height to which manhood can ascend, proudly bade defiance
to all the forces which Russia's inexhaustible resources and
vindictive rage could hurl at him, succumbing only to star-
vation-an auxiliary invoked by the calculating genius of a
lodleben, of Sebastopol fame, who succeeded by dint of
patience where the impetuosity of a Gourko and a Skobeleff
had failed; where the halo of glory and victory which sur-
rounds the faim^ name of Hohenzollern had given the lie
direct to its bearer, Charles of Roumania; where the Czar
learnt, for the first time, that hordes and numbers count as
nothing against the indomitable will of the individual

The Grand Duke Nicholas, the Eussian Commander-in-
Chief, expressed the situation after the battle with uncon-
scious terseness in his famous telegram to Prince Charles of
-Roumania

:
• Come to our aid. Cross the Danube where you

like how you like, under what conditions you like, but come
quickly to our aid. The Turks are annihilating us The
Christian cause is lost.'

Had Turkey in August commanded the services of a
moderately far-seeing and determined man, in lieu of that
sluggard, Mehemed Ah (who deserves the name of Cunctator
without implying the redeeming qualities of the classic proto-
type and had Suleiman shown a little more circumspection
at the expense of his magnificent, useless bravery, the
astounded world would have witnessed a second Sedan
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CHAPTER IX

AN INTERVAL OF INACTIVITY

July 31 to September 6, 1877

I stayed in the ambulance for four or five days, dividing my

time between smoking, eating and drinking, and sleeping.

Talking was painful, owing to n,v wounded chin. I rose on

the first day, hearing the distant cannonade, contrary to he

surgeons orders, and was summarily and rudely restored to

mv virt „„„. couch. On the third or fourth day, when [had

srown stronger, I got up, and assisted the overworked atten-

dants. My bed. .-mates had, for an bonr orTwo, loudly

a„dangrny lamented the loss of theirUmbsjbut a. theTurk

,. lsn/ !

,ln,h.V«.v,tl,wonacrful giftofadaptmgh1mseb

to circnmatancea-the outcome of the theory of fatality

which is part of his religion-theyweres .signed and

cheerful. „ ., , ,-i- __

Thef 1 was good and plentiful; [ grew quite fastidious.

There were no Bussiane in the house. Eightmen were sent

to Sofia, much against their will; for we were very comfort

able, and the cart journey presented uo agreeable prospect.

[hadtl ption of going, but preferred to stay •ejommy

company after recovery. Our full complem Etwelvecases

remained in the 1 I
with the smgle excepbon of mme,

theeewereaUgraveo! Two terminated fatally during m3

!

''''- -ii 1

rewound in my chin was painful, particularly at meal-

thnea but healed onexpectedly well and rapidly. My chid

rpaintwasw, «* L, but a fine
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constitution and abundant strengthening food overcame this
speedily.

At this stage of the campaign our hospital arrangements
-that is, those of the voluntary and civil hospitals—were
really good. Towards November they became abominable.
The Government institutions were execrable.

The surgeon— a physician in good practice in Sofia, a
Bulgarian by descent, but Mahomedan, and passionately
devoted to the Turkish cause, a good linguist, and highly
educated- had equipped, and was working, the ambulance
at his own expenBe, supported by contributions from patriotic
friends. He was skilful and clever, but rough in manner
and taciturn. The assistant was a fledgeling in the medical
profession, gentlemanly, with a penchant for Englishmen
and British institutions

; he spoke English, having <°walked
'

a London hospital. The attendants were good-natured and
willing, but ignorant.

At a later date I paid the surgeon a trifle for my main-
tenance, in < scrip ' received in lieu of salary. I hope he has
been able to turn the promissory notes of the Ottoman
Government to some better account than the waste-paper
basket or pipe-lights, which are about the level of their
intrinsic value.

The assistant and the attendants kept us cm courant of
events. Nothing exceptional happened. No enemy was
within fifteen miles of our positions. We heard of the panic
in Si.tova, and of the general retreat on all points of the
Russian forces. The building of redoubts had recommenced
with great vigour.

A corporal from my company called on the second or
third day, whom Jack had sent as escort to a train of carts
with picked-up rifles. He brought me a pencil note some-
what in this strain :

—

< Dear old fellow,-Am getting on well ; bruised black and
blue, and painful, but nothing to cry about. Hope to see you
soon, restored, to lead us once again to victory. Hope the
boss will have a long convalescence. Very busy assisting

p 2
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mother battalion (rank duffers) in building a fresh redoubt.

Wasn't that a day ! I had some sort of a company left when

the fighting was over, but half of the men were strangers;

twenty-four hours Later stragglers were still coming in. I

can n ; (NV account for all the men saveone, whom I have defi-

nitely reported as missing. Russia ... a funk, according to

latest aews.—Yours, Jack.'

, je the corporal part of my midday ration, and learnt

detailsof my company's doings after 1 had been incapacitated.

, i u . lird that our ferik, Adil Pasha, had Ins sabre broken

by a blow from a rifle butt-end; that the Mushir bad

inspected the troops' positions on the night of the battle as

late as eleven o'clock ; that there was talk in camp of the

Russians having offered an armistice.

Speaking from memory, I should estimate that my com-

pany had lost:

—

Officers: killed, one (the first-lieutenant) ;
wounded, two

(the captain and myself) ; slightly wounded, one (Seymour).

Men: killed, ten; wounded, twenty ; minor accidents, twenty

or twenty-five ; missing, one.

Thus we were reduced to 120 combatants. During

August we received twenty recruits ; ten nun recovered in

^hulances and rejoined us. Deducting five invalided

through illness, we had I 15 in the September battle. Cher.

, no deserters until November; then we had two.

We had some old newspapers Bupplu'd to us .

Turkish, one English, one French. The Latter came,

believe from b sympathetic British Bource. Needless to sayl

devoured their contents, however stale. The Turkish journal

I handedover to n.v fdlow-paticnts, who uvredi gustedwith

,,„. meaningless, bombastic rubbish they contained. 1
had

d no letters since leaving Widdin. The postal arrange-

tnente were ben< ath criticism.

n „ the last day of my Btay the assistant procured me a

Turkish woman's car ate (for want of tolerably clean male

c
lothe8,8ohe8aid,DUtItiunkhediditbywayofajoke);these

f donned m order to wash my own clothes, which were stifl
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with blood, in the back garden. It must have been a sight for

the gods, with my face closed for repairs ! A Turkish maiden
—young, handsome, and winning, to judge from eyes, move-
ments, shape, voice, talk, and her lovely bare arms—assisted

me, with an old, shaking, grandfatherly man as a sort of

male duenna. She took good care to inform me that he was
deaf. I learnt the conjugation of the verb ' sevmek ' (to love)

in all its innumerable derived forms (except the negative one),

moods, and tenses. When the old gentleman had the com-
plaisance to fall asleep in the sun, I ascertained that in
Turkish the phri v, ' We shall be able to kiss one another,'
can be expressed in a single word. To discover this the
veil had to be removed, and reality did not belie surmise.
When we had arrived at this stage of our studies the assis-

tant called out to me in English that the surgeon and the girl's

father (the owner of the house) were coming up the street

together. The girl, on my translating this, said—also by
means of a single word—' You will be unable to make me
love you,' and Hew indoors like a frightened gazelle. I

returned to my washing-tub. The old gentleman awoke
with a start. I told him that I had sent the girl away, as she
was idle and useless. He shuffled indoors on his palsied

s, muttering :
' All women are '

; and thus a word of wisdom
and eighty years' experience terminated an episode of

romance in the grim reality of warfare.

When my clothes had dried before the kitchen-fire, and
the rents and holes had been mended by the maiden's nimble
fingers, I dressed, and took leave of my various friends.

Acting on instructions received from the surgeon, I presented
myself at the Arsenal, established in a mosque, and received
a sabre and a revolver, mine having been lost ; also a fresh
tunic and a pair of trousers, which I made up into a bundle.
There seemed to be an abundance of everything. Then I

called upon my captain, who was in the ambulance of which
I had been an inmate on the first occasion. Here also they
had their full complement of patients—sixty, having had
eighty on the night of the battle.
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The captain was weak and depressed, although the

wound in the Bhoulder was healing as well as could be

expected. Some splinters of bone had been removed. I had

a long conversation with him, but refrained from transmitting

Jack's pious wish. He was going to Sofia on the following

day.

On my way to camp 1 was fortunate enough to be over-

taken by a train of packhorses. I rode on one, Bitting on

the packages Bideways. In tins dignified attitude I reached

the redoubt, where I was hailed with every token of sincere

joy. Needless to say, Jack was delighted. I reported myself

to the major, and resumed command of the company.

For three weeks we lived in a state of dolce far mente,

the daily routine of muster, inspection, and outposts

excepted. Our vigilance was not relaxed, but might have

been so without any appreciable difference ; for the Russians

made no attempt to surprise us, or even approach our posi-

tions. Strict supervision was exercised over the condition of

the arms.

We had glorious weather. In our domestic arrangements

we were as comfortable as men living in a redoubt can be.

The health of the troops was, on the whoL tctory : once

the surgeons ran out of quinine, and as there were a lew

3ome anxiety was felt ; but they made a concoc-

tion of the bark of a native tree do duty .very man a d

a day) until b supply arrived. Food we- good and plentiful

;

there v.;,- q large store of almost every necessary in town.

The rapply of manj minor articles, Buch as soap, candles,

matches, salt, BUgar, was irregular, and not to be relied upon
;

but Jack and I had for* seen this, and taken in a gobdrj stock

of t mmodities in Plevna previous to the battle.

CofE qoI form part of the rations of the Turkish

• Idler, although on three Or four days in the week this

beloved luxury was dealt out as an extra, occasionally to

ybody, mostly to the officers only ; by dint of economising

: to bave at least one cup daily.

\Y. pi inf. wined of all that was going on in the
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world. The Russian retreat on all points caused immense

satisfaction in camp, though the new offensive alliance with

the Roumanians and, later, their passage of the Danube, was

a source of anxiety to the better-educated officers. 75

' Prince Charles is a Prussian,' said some, ' and one

German general is worth a dozen Russian divisions.'

Among those Turkish officers who had risen from the

ranks were many ignorant men ; I knew several who could

neither read nor write, incredible as this may seem, whose

hardiness and corn-age were admirable. These laughed at

Prince Charles's z al, and compared him to a child with a new
toy, the toy being the young Roumanian Army ; they placed

him on a level with Milan of Servia. I need hardly say that

there never was a worse-matched pair ; for the former is a

brave soldier and an honourable man.

The Mushir must have been in almost hourly communi-
cation with Constantinople, to judge from the wTay in which

he was informed of all that was going on outside. At that

time our telegraph to Orkanye and Sofia was still intact.

There was a daily meeting of the superior officers at head-

quarters. The news obtained by these wras disseminated

in camp.

In the beginning of August a letter addressed by the

Sultan to Osman was read by the ferik during parade. His

Majesty, speaking in the name of the Ottoman nation, thanked

the Mushir and his gallant little army for the double victory,

and forwarded him a costly present, a sword studded with

diamonds. We cheered lustily. Far better had the Padishah

sent a sum of money. It is astonishing with what forbear-

ance the Turkish officer will overlook the constant non-pay-

ment of his salary.

The list of promotions was read out, and I had the grati-

fication of hearing myself mentioned as mulazim evvel. The
rise carried with it the magnificent increase of pay of

•50 piastres (9s.) a month. They might as well have quin-

tupled my pay, for all the difference it made in my finances.

Many additional redoubts were built during August. I
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Bhall give a detailed list of the Turkish positions when

dealing with the September battle. Telegraph-lines were

laid down by the engineers connecting headquarters with

the redoubts near Bukova and Opanetz, with the Bash

Tabiyas, and with the Krisliin redoubts.

An infectious desire, which never relaxed till Plevna

fell, seized the soldiers to dig themselves in like moles.

Apart from the great redoubts occupied by battalions and

batteries, with their systems of front and flank trenches,

there were minor entrenchments innumerable for outposts

and sentries; sheltered ways connecting the redoubts with

each other; for the reserves and stores, protected encamp-

ments and magazines in the rear. Many of these minor

fortifications were erected by company leaders, and some-

times by non-commissioned officers, mi their own initiative.

I. personally, caused to be erected, on my own responsibility,

several small works, none of which were originally marked

in the plans.

This furious, quite spontaneous, and constantly growing

desire of the soldiers to dig themselves deeper and deeper

into the ground, without pressure being exercised by the

commanders, Btruck me as being b remarkable feature.

About An-nst L5 I was summoned to the ferik, who

asked me if I could speak French sufficiently to act a

pa/rlementaire to the Russian camp. I replied, truthfully, hi

the affirmative. A letter was given to me addressed to the

commander of the Russian army east of Plevna. I was

bidden to read it before its envelope was closed. It dealt,

firstly, with diplomatic complications arising from the cap-

ture by the Russians of Borne English and German medical

men in the Turkish service, whose unconditional return to

the Turkish camp the Mushir demanded as a matter of

justice, equity, and international courtesy, whilst the Rus-

hi h no M as prisoners-of-war ; secondly,

with the question: I- the tied Crescent, the Ottoman

equivalent of thi !>' d I ot< cted under the ( l-eneva

Convention like its Christian prototyp
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Full verbal instructions were given to me. I showed to

the ferik the letter which I had written at the Russian

prisoner's dictation, and asked for permission to deliver it,

which was granted.

I made myself look smart in my new tunic and trousers.

I cleaned my sabre and my boots till they shone like mirrors.

I natter myself that my tanned, smooth, youthful face

showed to advantage below the bright red fez with its

jaunty tassel. The nose was again open to public viewr

,

but the chin was still under repair. Far from thinking

my patched-up face a disfigurement, I was mightily proud

of it.

New tunics and trousers had been dealt out to my com-

pany, but no boots. Throughout the campaign the footgear

supply was grossly neglected, whilst everything else was
plentiful.

At the appointed time (11 a.m.) I met my escort, consist-

ing of a corporal and a bugler from the regular cavalry, the

former carrying a white flag attached to a lance taken from

a dead Cossack. The Turkish cavalry had no lances. The
men seemed to have been selected with a view to impress the

enemy by their personal appearance : they were handsome,

strapping fellows, glowing with robust health, in the highest

of spirits. Their apparel and equipment were all that the

most critical eye could desire. The horses were the pick of

the squadron. Generally speaking, the Turkish cavalry was
badiy mounted, the supply of horses being one of the sorest

points in the administration of the Ottoman Army. They
brought a horse for my use, a handsome but vicious brute,

which I exchanged for the corporal's, as I was not an accom-

plished rider.

We left camp by the Bulgareni road eastward. I had to

«how to the outpost near Grivitza the Mushir's written

authority ; a Circassian officer accompanied us thence as far

as the most advanced sentry ; there I destroyed the paper.

We followed the rather monotonous, deserted road at a

sharp trot. It was glorious weather ; a light shower had
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fallen during the night, laying the dust and cooling the

atmosphi

After a ride of six miles we came in Bight of a detach-

ment of Cossacks and dragoons, to whom we displayed our

flag. A young lieutenant of the latter, a handsome, gentle-

manly fellow, rode up to us, waving his handkerchief. I

advanced to meet him, and we saluted each other courteously.

I stated my business in French, which language was under-

stood by him. He consulted his brother-officers, and Anally

asked me to dismount and await instructions. The Russians

crowded round us, the Cossacks being curious and not un-

friendly, the dragoons polite and obliging. Our horses v

fed and watered. We sat down on the bank of the road ; I

hanged cigarettes with the Russian officers and took a

null at their brandy flask; my men had bread and water.

In the meantime a few horsemen had left us at a gallop,

eastward, along the road. I talked of all things imagin-

able, Bave the war. with the dragoon lieutenant ; the Cossack

officers did not speak French. In half an hour 'he horse-

men returned, and I was hidden to mount. My eyes were

bandaged, the horse being led. After a sharp trot of twenty

minutes we. halted, the handkerchief was taken off, and I

found myself in what looked like the bivouac of an advance-

guard of three battalions and a Eew squadrons, with a Cos-

. battery. I made a mental note of position and Bcem

When 1 had dismounted a general came dp, who saluted

me courteously, and Btated that the commander was not

within ten miles, but that if I would hand him ni\ letter

he would pledge me his WOrd to deliver it personally into

bands of the chief, and thai an answer would be Bent

within twenty-four hours, [gave him my letter, and also

that writti n for the Russian prisoner, which he undertook to

forward, thanking me warmly for the int< rest taken in his

1 1 1 1 1

1 1
}

countryman. Our conversati snded, and he

handed me over to an infantry colonel, with instructions to

id to my bodily wants. The latter took me into a

small tent, where we w< re joined by other officers. We had
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a cosy meal, consisting of wine, bread, and soup made of

cabbage and onions, and a pleasant chat upon the weather,

the country, and things in general. Xo attempt was made
to draw me. Even then, a fortnight after the battle, the

Russians were still lost in admiration of the devilish bravery

with which the Turks had defended their positions. ' Vos
hommes, mon camarade,' said the colonel ;

' sont des diables
;

jamais je n'ai vu pareille chose.'

After half an hour's exchange of civilities I quitted my
hospitable and courteous enemies, mounted, was blindfolded,

and led back to my comrades. Here I bade farewell to the

dragoon lieutenant (who, as I learnt, had meanwhile behaved

kindly to my men), saluted the Cossack officers, and off we
went at a sharp trot. Arrived in camp, I reported myself to

the ferik and gave an account of what I had seen. Next

day—so I heard—a Russianparlemen ta ire arrived at Grivitza

with an answer ; but what it contained I have not learnt.

Our camp-life went through its monotonous daily round
;

up to August 31 neither gun nor rifle shot was fired within

my hearing. We were told of Suleiman's brave though

hitherto unsuccessful attempts upon the Shipka Pass, and

were daily waiting with anxiety for information of a decisive

offensive movement on Mehemed Ali's part, and for orders

to advance, and beard the Russians in their own dens. We
managed to have plenty of fun—games, wrestling and fencing

matches, chess, dominoes, improvised concerts, al fresco

dances, and even theatricals. Turkish men do not dance as a

rule, so this amusement was confined to us few Europeans,

and to those officers who had been in the Occident and had

learnt Western customs. Jack and I were always the ladies,

and our ball costumes, consisting of garments ' borrowed ' in

town and cut extravagantly low in the neck, with long trains

improvised out of sacking ; our huge bouquets of straw, corn-

cobs, and cabbage-leaves ; our enormous fans made of ox-hide
;

our curtseys, smirks, pretended flirtations, and kisses like

rifle-discharges, made the onlookers laugh so much that many
begged us to desist, with tears in their eyes. Occasionally
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Jack donned a Bulgarian girl's complete costume, and some

farce he enacted with our kiatib (clerk), the apothecary of

another battalion, and a corpulent German doctor from Plevna

dressed up as a mother-in-law all in grey sacking, made us

fairly shriek ; I do not think I ever Laughed so much in

my life. But orders came down to stop tin's game, as it tended

to undermine the officers' authority; and, to our regret,

the 'Theatre Royal, Janik Bair Redoubt,' was closed.

Our chief trouble was the increasing scarcity of tobacco.

( )ccasi( mal doles were dealt out to the officers, but not enough

for our appetite. There was not an ounce left in Plevna:

we had ' borrowed ' the town bare. Fancy my surprise when

Bakal, having asked for six hours' leave one morning, cam<

back in the afternoon with three pounds of Servian tobacco.

Heaven only knows where he had obtained it ; it was not to

my interest to ask.

! must give a brief account of the minor actions which

took place between the second and third battles of Plevna,

in none of which my battalion had a share, rather to our

regret, for we <_:Te\\ tired of idleness.

On August 6 ;i Russian detachment under Skobeleff

i Lovdcha. The Mushir sent five battalions, 200

Circassians, and three guns, under Emin Pasha, to the aid i

'

Rifa'at Pashn, who had, however, beaten back the enein\

before the reinforcement arrived. The Russians left 300

behind, and must, therefore, have had 1,000 casual-

ties. The Turkish Losses were under loo. Emin returned

i
i Plevna with his force, and exchanged a few shots with

the enemy on the way.

By the cud of Augusl the Russian West Army occupied a

ricircular position, tin arc being open to the west, with a

radius of seven miles. Plevna forming the centre. The

northern extremity of the arc rested on Ribina, the southern

on Bogot. 'I'h' force consisted of two corps (the Fourth

under General Krylow, the Ninth under General Krudener)

and a cavalry division. General Sotow being the commander.
To this were added early in September several Russian
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detachments and three Roumanian divisions, and Prince

Charles became nominally the commander, Sotow being his

chief-of-staff.

On August 30 the Mushir organised an offensive move-

ment on a grand scale towards Pelishat. The operating

force consisted of nineteen battalions, three batteries, seven

squadrons of regulars, two squadrons of Ottoman Cossacks,

ten squadrons of Saloniki horsemen, 77 and 300 Circassians,

under Osman's personal orders, with Hassan Sabri Pasha

—

now promoted to ferik rank—as second-in-command. To
protect the Plevna camp there remained behind sixteen

battalions (among them mine), six and a half batteries, and

the rest of the Circassians, under Adil Pasha.*

The dispositions for the undertaking wTere kept secret

:

it was not until a few hours before the actual start that it

became known in camp that something was in contemplation.

The column left camp at dusk on the 30th, bivouacked on and

near the Pelishat road, two miles east of Plevna, and started

at daybreak on August 31. Some hours afterwards we heard

the growl of cannon in the south-east. We were anxious

and excited. The suspense became worse when Adil Pasha

despatched, during the afternoon, three battalions, and 100

packhorses with ammunition, as a reinforcement for the

Mushir ; almost unbearable when a Russian detachment

appeared east of Grivitza, and Adil sent hurriedly four

battalions (among them mine) to protect the Bash Tabiyas.

But the Russians had retired before we arrived, having been

received by shells, and we returned to our redoubt.

In the evening it was made known that the column was

returning after having done what it was supposed to do, viz.

clear up the uncertainty as to the Russian position. We
officers, however, could not help looking upon the action as

a failure, although we kept our opinion concealed from the

men, in order not to dishearten them.

Late at night the column returned, having suffered a loss

of 300 killed and 1,000 wounded ; the latter were brought

* For Ordre de Bataille, see Appendix.
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back. The Kussians state their losses at 1,000. Our troops

had a Russian gun as trophy. The fighting had been ex-

tr. nit !\ 3< vi re ; one Russian redoubt had changed hands four

times.

I cannot Bay whether the Mushir intended to have broken

through tli.' hostile lines, or whether this was really—as

was pretended —a mere reconnoitring movement. If the

former, the battle of Pelishat was a failure for the Turkish

arms; if the latter, a success, because the desired object

was gained. The strength of the column speaks against the

Latter assumption. That the Turks were not actually ''hated

i> apparent from the perfect order in which the column

returned, and from the absence of any pursuit.

Kuropatkin says, in substance: Had Sotow foreseen the

my's intention, had he utilised his reserves, and had the

reinforcements arrived in time, instead of resting on the way.

the battle of Pelishat would have been a victory for the

I; jsians.78

On the same day (August 31) commenced the Mahom-
edan month of Easting and festivals, Ramazan! There

were some religious ceremonies, a great deal of Bpouting and

apeechifying by the priests attached to the camp, a lot of

jollification, and precious little fasting. 1 was in town next

day. en business connected with the supply of i" w clothing,

and attended a festival in a mosque, part of which was utilised

itorehouse. There were no invalids in the ambulani

of yesterday's action; all those that had aot

ivered had been sent to Sofia. Plevna had regained

much of it- equanimity : Bhops were open, trad was al Bt

brisk, municipal government and administration of justice

were carried on as usual. The Turks felt themselves safe and

happy, sheltered, as it were, under Osman's strong win-

tip- Bulgarians were not molested ae long a- they conformed

to the rules Laid down by the authorities. No inhabitant

allowed to pa beyond our lines. The posl was at wort

again, after a fashion, and f had early in September a lett<

from home. 1 wrote every week.
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On this day (September 1), the wind coming from the

south, we heard guns at Lovdcha. Soon it became known
in camp that Rifa'at was engaged, and that the wire had

been cut.

On the 2nd a column was formed, near Krishin, of twenty

battalions, three batteries, and two squadrons. My battalion

was again left behind. Sounds of shelling at Lovdcha con-

tinued all day.

On the 3rd, at midday, the column started, under the

Mushir's personal command. It consisted of three brigades

of six battalions each, commanded by Hassan Sabri Pasha,

Emin Pasha, and Tahir Pasha, with a reserve of two

battalions. Ahmed Pasha, the commander of artillery,

Tewfik Be}', and the whole of the Staff, were with the Mushir.

Adil became again temporary chief in Plevna, with fifteen

battalions, six and a half batteries, and seventeen squadrons.

All day long there was a furious cannonade in the south, for

a short time also in close proximity ; for the column was fight-

ing on the way.

September 4.—Bad news and long faces : Lovdcha taken,

the Lovdcha-Plevna road occupied, communication inter-

rupted. Grave anxiety as to the Mushir's fate. Orders

from Adil to be ready to start at a moment's notice. During

the afternoon the Koumanians appeared north-east of our

positions and made a demonstration against the Bash

Tabiyas, but were easily driven off. My battalion, called

upon to defend two large redoubts in the absence of the

four other battalions, was in position and ready for the fray

for many hours, but had no actual fighting to do. We
shelled the Roumanians, and the cavalry was sent forward

by Adil ; but the enemy had already disappeared. One of

the worst days I have ever spent.

September 5.—Circassians sent by Osman, and arriving

by a circuitous route, bring news that column is safe and is

returning by a western road. Fugitives from Lovdcha arrive.

September 6.—Column returns to camp in the morning.

We mourn for half an hour over the loss of Lovdcha, and
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then, soldier-like, regain our equanimity and our spirits.

Remnants of the Lovdcha garrison enter camp by various

routes in small bodies. Rain sets in.

What had happened was this: Lovdcha was defended by

eight battalions, six guns, and some Circassians, under Bifa'at

Pasha. On September 1 the Russians had appeared in strong

numbers, cut the wires, and shelled the fortifications which

the troops had erected. On the following day the cannonade

was renewed. Rifa'at saw himself compelled to evacuate one

hill and send to Plevnafor aid. Next day (September 3) the

Russians, under the nominal command of Generi ; Prince

[meretinski, led really by Skobelei'f, with twenty-five bat-

talions, ninety-two guns, and fifteen squadrons, atta

vigorously, and were, of course, successful, considering their

enormous numerical superiority. The Turks fairly excelled

themselves that day in obstinate defensive bravery—even

the Russian writers admit this — and Rifa'at Pasha deserves

special mention as the Defender of Lovdcha. The fight

lasted twelve hours. Unhappily, the Mushir's column

arrived too late. The garrison of Lovdcha, or whai remained

of it, dispersed in the neighbouring mountainous country ;

most of the men arrived in Plevna cam]) during the follow-

ing days. Rifa'al savedfive guns out of his six; these and a

tew scratch companies he took with him on thi

but next day the detachment turned back, and proceeded by a

circuitous route to Plevna, which it reache 1 on the 6th.

The battle of Lovdcha cost the Turks 2,500 killed,

wounded, and missing; the Russians give their losses at

L,600. 22,000 Russians with ninety-two guns defeated *>,000

ks with six guns, and yet Kuropatkm calls this action

• glorion '

Prince [meretinski (so I read in Trotha) stated in his

official reporl thai 2,200 Turks were killed in Lovdcha, and

3,000 during the pursuit. Bravo, Prince Ananias I out of

killed !

In i loubt the Russians killed all the helpless

wounded whom the Turks had been compelled to leave
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behind. The Christian inhabitants of Lovdcha outraged

and massacred numbers of the Turkish residents, men,

women, and children alike. The Kussians looked on, or

plundered Bulgarian and Turkish houses with praiseworthy

impartiality. 7 ''

The Mushir's column had proceeded on the 3rd by the

high-road to Lovdcha, had seen Russian troops and a few

protected batteries on the left, parallel with and facing the

road, and had exchanged shots with them. The force took at

dusk a quarter-circle position, the arc subtending on Lovdcha,

the extreme left on the Lovdcha-Plevna road, three miles

north of Lovdcha, the extreme right five miles due west of

the town. A flying detachment was sent to Mikre, fourteen

miles south-west of Lovdcha, to cover Teteven and Etropol

;

Troyan stood or fell with Lovdcha. In this position the

troops bivouacked, full of anxiety ; for Lovdcha was silent

—

an ominous sign. Next morning cavalry scouts discovered

the town to be in Russian hands. The Mushir assembled

the officers, and placed this question before them :
' Shall

we attack or not ? ' The matter was carefully considered,

and the answer was in the negative. 80 The return

by the high-road was dangerous—owing to the Russian

batteries on the western flank—if not impossible : for prob-

ably the Russians had meanwhile occupied the road (which,

indeed, they had) ; so the column took, early on the 5th, the

road, or rather path, via Novoselo, Silkova, Laskar, Balieva,

and bhus to Krishin ; during the journey many fugitives

from Lovdcha were picked up. Between Krishin and

Ternina the troops bivouacked, and early on the 6th they

entered Plevna.

It is easy to be wise after the event, and it would be

cheap criticism to say that the Mushir should have des-

patched the expeditionary force twenty-four hours earlier.

But comment may be permissible on this point :
' Should

the force have fought ? ' In my humble opinion it would

have been better to attack, even without much chance of

success, for this reason : The troops had been despatched for

Q
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cified purpose, knows and intelligible to all, and

approved of by everybody, namely, to protect Lovdcha.

They found the town in the enemy's hands, and returned

without having struck a blow. This would tend to com-

promise gravely the >/i<>nili' of the army. Cruel as it may
seem, it would have been better to sacrifice a few hundred

men, and raise the spirits of twenty battalions by the proud

consciousness of having done, or in any case attempted to

do, that which tiny were sent to do.

On September 5 or 6 we received a reinforcement of

ht battalions and two batteries from Orkanye; the

fugitives from Lovdcha were re-formed into three battalions.

( )ur strength during the third battle <>f Plevna was, theref< >re,

forty->ix battalions, nineteen squadrons,81 500 Circassians,

twelve batteries; or, 30,000 men with seventy-two guns. At

this figure (less casualties) our force remained until the

arrival of the column from Orkanye on September 24.

bember 6 is the lasl date with which I shall deal in

this chapter, as on the 7th commenced the cannonade which

ushered in the greatest battle of the war, one which in

bloodshed and horrors has only been I. since the

Napoleonic campaigns, by Solferino, Koeniggratz, and

It i- necessary at this point to summarise once

more the general operations. I shall take a- rtarting-poinl

the positions on July L2, as given in Chapter IV., mid as

termination, September 6.

tly, as n gards affairs in Europe.

Th< ( Tiny formed the left wing, General

era! Radetzki's) army the centre, and

General (later Prince Charles's) wesl army the right

wing, of tin '

: in addition, there was in the

isolated corps in the Dobrudcha, tinder

n. The Lai ter did nothing.

Tin I up, after the second battle of Pit

planned tdy commenced investmenl of Rustchuk,

;

: Black Lorn. A division of I

' and 23. Mehemed Ah I

'
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advanced with his army, carefully reorganised by him, and

beat the Russians on August 30 at Kara Hassankiui (Kadi-

kiui), and on September 5 at Kazelyevo. By the 6th the

right bank of the Black Lorn and part of the left bank were

in Turkish hands. The Russians retreated to Biela and the

Yantra line.

Gourko, after having invaded East Eoumelia, found him-

self suddenly confronted by Suleiman Pasha ; was beaten by

him on July 31 at Eski Zagra, retreated to Kazanlik, and

evacuated this, August 6, for the Shipka Pass. General

Radetzki took the command, and Gourko was called to the

western army. Suleiman's unsuccessful assault on the Shipka

Pass, August "21 to 26, is so famous that it need but be

mentioned ; the Turkish losses were 17,000 out of 30,000.

The western army was joined in the beginning of Septem-

ber by the three Roumanian divisions and by the detach-

ments of Generals Imeretinski and Skobeleff, disengaged

after the taking of Lovdcha, and its position on September

5 was that given above, viz. the semicircle from Ribina to

Bogot. On the 6th the army commenced its march of

concentration on Plevna.

The Russian headquarters had been withdrawn to

Bulgareni after the second battle, the Czar's quarters to

Gorna Studen, near Sistova.

Secondly, as regards affairs in Asia.

General Oklobchio's corps formed the right wing, General

Loris Melikoff's corps (the united detachments of Generals

Devel and Heiman) the centre, and General Tergukasoff's

corps the right wing, of the Russian forces.

General Oklobchio was unsuccessfully attacked in his

fortified position at Mukha E statu by Dervish Pasha, who
had come from Batum, on August 13 and 24 ; otherwise there

was no event of importance and no change in the situation.

Loris Melikoff's force was in and near Kurukdara ; opposed

to it was Moukhtar Pasha, in a happily chosen and strongly

fortified position on the Aladja Dagh, commanding the

routes to Kars. On August 25 a bloody and undecided

q 2
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battle was Fought at Kizil Tepe\ By September 7 the

host iU- forces lay inactive, opposite to each other, in the old

position^.

Genera] Tergukasoff, in a good position at Chalfali, resisted

[smael Pasha's repeated attempts to penetrate from Bayazid

to Erivan.

Thirdly, as regards affairs on the Black Sea shores.

Up to August 23 nothing was done ; then General

AlchasofT compelled the Turks to give up their position

on the Gudauti River, and on August 31 they evacuated

Sukliuni Kale. With this the operations on the coast termi-

nated, whilst the insurrection in Abchasia, Kutais, and Kuban
spread, and gave much trouble to two Russian divisions. The

Ottoman fleet did nothing save disquieting the inhabitants

of Odessa and other towns by useless demonstrations.

The general idea which we in the Plevna camp in-

ferred from the various reports that came to our ears was

this :

—

Mehemed Ali had so far been successful on t and

something grand and decisive was now expected of him.

Suleiman had done his level best to reconquer the Shipka

Pass, and had not been fortunate; but we knew that he

would try and try again until he did succeed. In Asia the

hostile forces were lying opposite one another; b big battle

(Kizil Tepe) had remained undecided ;
3< vera! minor a!'

had done neither harm nor -jood
; the Russians were on the

defensive along, and a little in advance of, the frontier line
;

tin' Turk's had assumed the offensive without success. Th<

performances of the fleet were a blank, and the English

leader, on whom so much hope had been centred, ^as a bitter

disappointment.

On September 6 an order of the Mushir was r<;\(] out

:t)Lr thai the Russians w< re approaching with Btrong I

from all sides Bave the west, and thai he expected to be

ttacked by vastly superior numbers on the morrow, but

that he fell no an< nvinced that the troops.

with God's help, would repeal their splendid performances
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of the previous battles, and would justify the reputation of

the Plevna army as victors in the eyes of the country and

the world. We made our preparations for battle, were in-

spected by the ferik, offered up prayers to the Lord of war,

and lay down fully dressed, arms in hand—that is, those of

us who had no duties to do. I was up all night, visited twice

the outposts and the sentries which my company had to

furnish, and accompanied Major Taki and Adil's aide-de-

camp on a tour of inspection.

The wind was high, and blew from the west, so that no

sounds of the approaching enemy reached us. The weather,

which had been splendid up to the 5th, had suddenly

changed : it had turned chilly, the sky was overcast, and

ominous clouds were chased swiftly by the growing gale.

The night was very dark. That vague, indescribable feeling

of awe and terror which precedes disaster crept repeatedly

over me ; I had to make strenuous efforts to shake it off and

face boldly the inevitable, possibly death, that lay as yet

hidden in the gruesome darkness, into which not a star,

not a cottage window, not a spark of light of any kind,

thrust a ray of brightness. The wind moaned dismally, and

my excited fancy construed its rise and fall into the shrieks

and groans of men in mortal agony. Time was in labour

with a great event, and there issued forth from her womb
a slaughter at which hell must have stood aghast.

When, in the ugly, misty grey dawn of a wet and bois-

te< ous day, I parted from the major, he had the goodness to

say that there was no company in our redoubt led better

than that of which I was the temporary commander. I read

a few Bible verses, kissed my mother's signature, and lay

down to snatch an hour of rest.

The Plevna army consisted on September 6 of 3 divi-

sions, each of 12 battalions, with a general reserve of 10

battalions.* The First Division had 4, the Second 3, the Third

2 batteries ; 3 batteries were in reserve. Early on the 7th

2 battalions from the Third Division were transferred to the

* For Ordre de Bataille, see Appendix.
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First ; bo that the Latter Division counted II. the Second L2,

and the Third lo battalions.

The First Division, under Adi] Pasha, formed the left

wing, i.e. the uorth front and the eastern point.

The Second Division, under Bassan Sabri Pasha, formed

the centre, i.e. the Bouth-east front.

The Third Division, under Tahir Pasha, formed the right

wing, i.e. the extreme southern flank.

The R( - rve, under Rifa'at Pasha, occupied the headquar-

ters hill, the town of Plevna, and the Aid bridge.

Our position was triangular in form, as in the battle

of July 30, the extreme eastern point of the apex being

in the Bash Tabiyas, the northern point of the base in

Opanetz, the southern in Kriahin; 88 Plevna formed the

centre of the base. The dimensions of the camp had not

been extended since July 30, except in the south, towards

Erishin ; they were : uorth to south (Opanetz to Krishin), six

and a half miles ; west to east (Vid bridge to Bash Tabiyi

d miles. Our lines included an area of tw< uty square

miles, and had a total length (exclusive of the non-occupied

flank) of sixteen miles.

/. • of tfa Fortifications of the Camp va on Scj>-

tember 6, L877, with the Names given (<> them by tfa

7 , or those by which they are called in

this volume :
—

ri Ii : 3 redoubts near I Ipam tz, north-easl

and east of the village, and facing to all four sid< - i
( >pai

.i
•

North front : 2 redoubts near Bukova, south of and facing

the village (Bukova redoubts). Two Large redoubts facing

uorth, on the aummil and northern slope of the Janik Hair,

connected b; m of diti . ing the double purj

of rifle-trench< - and prot< cted ways ; these ditch pro-

l
i redoubts, and westward

Bash Tabiyas, bo thai from Bukova toth< Basb
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Tabiyas (four miles) there was an uninterrupted line of

fortifications
s3 (JanikBair redoubts, west and east).

Extreme east : 2 square-shaped redoubts, 300 yards

apart (Bash Tabiyas north and south, or Bash Tabiya the

northern, and Kanli Tabiya the southern). s|

South-east front : 5 large redoubts, facing east and south,

on the southern slope of the hill south of the Bulgareni road

and east of headquarters hill (Atouf Tabiya, Araba Tabiya,

Orner Tabiya, Ibrahim Tabiya, Chorum Tabiya).

Extreme south : east of the Tultchenitza, one large

redoubt, facing south (Tahir Tabiya) ; west of the Tult-

chenitza, 2 square-shaped redoubts on the southern margin

of Plevna (Issa Tabiya and Kavanlik Tabiya) ; 4 square-

shaped redoubts between Plevna and Krishin (Yunuz

Tabiya, Talahat Tabiya, Milas Tabiya, Baghlarbashi

Tabiya). 85

Extreme west : redoubt protecting the Vid bridge.

Interior of camp : a large redoubt on the eastern slope

of headquarters hill, facing east (Ikhtihat Tabiya).*

List of Superior Officers attached to the Plevna Army from

September 1 to September 24, i.e. to the Arrival of

Ahmed Hifzis Column :
—

Marshal : Osman Pasha.

Generals of Division : Adil Pasha, Hassan Sabri Pasha

(disabled September 11).

Generals of Brigade : Tahir Pasha (Chief-of-Staff), Kara

Ali Pasha (disabled September 11), Atouf Pasha, Sadik

Pasha, Kifa'at Pasha (disabled September 11), Ahmed
Pasha (Commander of Artillery), Edhem Pasha (arrived

from Orkanye early in September), Emm Pasha (disabled

September 11).

Colonels : Tewfik Bey (promoted after the battle), Yunuz
Bey, Hassib Bey (Surgeon-in-Chief), Osman Bey (Com-

mander of Cavalry), Hamdi Bey, Said Bey, Orner Bey,

Hairi Bey, Suleiman Bey, Hafouz Bey.

* For detailed list of Fortifications, see Appendix.
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Lieutenant-Colonels : Talahat Bey (Aide-de-camp),

Mehemed Bey, Mehemed Xa/.ii Bey, Ibrahim Bey (killed

September LO), Raif Bey, Abdullah Bey, Riza Bey (dis-

abled September 11), Ali Riza Bey (killed September 11).

My battalion was in the Janik Bair redoubt west, with

two other battalions and a battery. Our colonel, the ferik,

and the lathi's stall', were with us ; 300 yards in rear of tin

redoubt, on the southern slope of the Janik Bair, and in the

shelter of the dead-angle formed by the crest, were the

encampments of our redoubt reserves and of thetwosquadr as

which belonged to our division, and our stores.

Of the twenty companies (8,8, 4) which formed the

son of the redoubt, eight (one battalion) occupied the front

and Hank trenches, four (half a battalion) the ditches connect-

ing us with the redoubt in the east, and four (my battalion)

the redoubt itself; whilst four (half a battalion) were as re-

st rve in the rear, with the cavalry. The connection with the

Bukova redoubts was maintained by companies detached

from the garrison of the latter.

The constitution of my company had recently been modi-

fied. The first Bquad date Lieutenant Ilardar'si had been

placed under Lieutenant Tereb ; Sergeanl Bakal led the

second (my) Bquad; the third was under Lieutenant Sey-

mour, as before ; whilst the colour squad was officered by

Lieutenant Murad A/if, who had arrived Erom Adrianople

with a detachment of recruits in August. He \\;is ;m alaili

(having lately been promoted to mula/im zani rank*, thirty

cientious, painstaking, and reliable, but not

brilliant. His habits were vulgar, but I liked h m lot hie

disinterestedness : in spite of the difference of age, he obey* d

promptly and cheerfully, and never questioned my authority

or assumed any airs. Be cam< from the neighbourhood of

Axlrianople ; his father was a captain of Zapties (( Gendarmes),

and was then serving in Suleiman Pasha'- army.

The principal features of our arrangements for the

battle were as follows : We had 600 cartridges per man, and

the artillery 100 mells per gun, eighl days' biscuits, e
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quantity of maize for porridge, bread, rice, some fruit,

forage, and a few head of cattle per battalion, housed partly

in our store-chambers in the redoubt, partly in mud-
built magazines in the rear. Each man carried eighty cart-

ridges ; boxes with 1,000 cartridges stood in convenient

positions in the trenches and the redoubt. There were

two or three carts per battalion for removing the wounded,

and a first-aid ambulance on the southern slope of the Janik

Bair. The ox-carts, the packhorses, and the artillery

waggons stood ready for saving the ammunition and stores.

A regular ordnance service by Circassians placed us in

hourly communication with Opanetz, Bukova, the Bash
Tabiyas, headquarters, and Plevna ; a cavalry officer or-

ganised and superintended this, acting thus, as it were, as

postmaster. From Bash Tabiya north the wire con-

nected us with headquarters. In both Janik Bair redoubts

there was a pole, with ladder attached ; these had been

erected originally for the priests to mount when singing out

the morning and evening prayers, but were used during the

engagement as observatories. From our redoubt head-

quarters hill was visible (distance two miles), and a code of

signals had been arranged. An officer equipped with a

telescope had been detached for this work. In Bash
Tabiya there was a skilled telegraphist with several

assistants. The officers, down to the company leaders, had

received note-books and pencils. All watches had been

regulated to a uniform time, sunset being always twelve

o'clock. 86 Plans of the camp had been dealt out. At regular

intervals casks with drinking-water, tubs with biscuits, and

boxes with salt had been placed in the redoubt and the

trenches, and men were appointed to refill these at stated

times. Cooking-parties were organised and arrangements

made to supply hot meals to the fighting-lines. For the

hours of darkness each company was divided, so that one-third

was on duty whilst two-thirds rested in turns of four hours,

dressed, and arms in hand ; in daytime the men were sent to

the rear in relays for undressing and washing. From each

battalion a party was detached and equipped with tools and
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Lanterns, to repair any damage done to the works; oil was

red in covered holes in the ground, and there was also

firewood ; hut the latter commodity was scarce, and economy
had been enjoined. Bach battalion had its own ambu-

lance party for picking up the wounded, provided with

roughlj made stretchers. In each redoubl there wasa party

equipped with buckets for quenching conflagations, in case

the Forage and oilier Btorea should catch lire
;
these attended

also to the water-supply. The sewage was disposed of in

out-of-the-way spots, where holes had been dug. Each out-

posl had a small protective work, and each sentry a em-

bole with raised banks as a shelter-pit. We were ah

sorry that none of these excellent arrangements were called

into play so far as our redoubl was concerned : for the latter

was not attacked.

The commanders of the Vid bridge guard and the Opanetz

redouhts, which formed, as it were, the western andnorthern

doors of our position, had been instructed to maintain their

posts until tin' last man bad perished.

To conclude the preliminaries of the third battle I give

tiie summary of the Russian forces attacking as, as stated

;r >patkin and others :

—

West Ann;/.

Commander: Prince Charles of Roumania.

Chief-of-Staff : < leneraJ Sotow.

Ninth Corps (2 Divisions) : General Kriidener 20 12 100

irth Corps (2 Divisions) : General Krylow 22 L6 88

Roumanian Army (3 Divisions) : General

ernal 12 82 120

•hmeut of ( len< ml Prince [meretinski

(second, ( hiieral Skobeleff)

I dry Division : General Loschkareff.

tillery .....
Sundry reinforo m< al

Totals .

or, inn.odd men (of which 12,000 were cavalry).

21 > 1 -J 90

— L6 L2

— — •jo

8 1 I

<)7 til 111
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Thus the proportions were :

—

Infantry : Russians, 83,000 men ; Turks, 27,000 men—or,

roughly, 3 to 1.

Cavalry : Russians, 12,000 men ; Turks, 2,000 men—or,

roughly, 6 to 1.

Artillery : Russians, 444 guns ; Turks, 72 guns—or,

roughly, 6 to 1.

The three Roumanian Divisions and the Ninth Corps

formed the Russian right wing, the Fourth Corps the centre,

the Imeretinski Detachment the left wing ; cavalry was on

each flank.
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( HAITKli X

THE THIRD BATTLE OF PLEVNA

BepTEMBBB 7 to 12, 1877

I was roused at 6 a.m. on Friday, September 7, by Tereb,

who, with his squad, formed the guard of the redoubt, and

who said that cannon had been heard in the direction oi

Grivitza and Radishevo. I ordered my two drummers to beat

the alarm, and in less than a minute the company was in

position behind the parapet of the redoubt. The artillery-

ni. n were already at their stations; the other impanies

turned up a few moments later, and soon afterwards my
major, the colonel, and Adil I'aslia were anion- us.

The mprning was raw and chilly ; the wind had dropped
;

a drizzling rain exercised a dispiriting influent . worse than

that of hostile batteries. The ground was Blippi ry, the sky

of a uniform grey colour. I mounted the parapet; hut

though it was moderately clear with us, 1 could detect no

enemy. In the south and south-easl a white nn-i obscured

the view. Soon it grew lighter and the rain cased ; it

one close and oppressive; the air was still, and heavy

vapours hung over the ground.

ht the cannonade grew louder m the 30uth

and Bouth-east. 1 Baw that the Bash Tabiyas replied,

but wh.tt the redoubts beyond the Bul^nreni road did was

hidden by thi mist. Our battery merely tired one or two

hots: there was no enemy to fire at.

All daylong till dusk the distanl shelling continui d. An

unimportant fire broke oul in an encampmenl at the hack
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of the redoubt on our right, and the tents were shifted 500

yards to the west. In this my company assisted. In Atouf

Tabiya there was also a flare-up. Some shells, coming

from the east, exploded 200 yards in rear of our redoubt.

At noon two battalions arrived from the south to reinforce

the northern flank, as I have already stated in the previous

chapter ; I presume the Mushir thought the bombardment

in the south was intended as a feint, and that the real

attack would take place against our left wing. In this he

was mistaken. We remained in our positions during the

day, and turned in at night in relays, disheartened by our

enforced idleness. We heard that the shelling had done

hardly any injury to our works or our troops, and that no

attack had been undertaken. During the night the Eussians

fired at intervals of twenty to twenty-five minutes from

Grivitza and Eadishevo.

The following day (September 8) was spent much in the

same fashion. The weather was murky and threatening, but

no rain fell. The hostile guns appeared to have moved nearer

to our positions, to judge from the sound. I climbed our signal-

pole, and noticed through the telescope that the Eussians had

erected a mast, with two men as outlooks, on the top of the

hill across which leads the road to Pelishat. At midday the

enemy's batteries came within 1,500 yards of the Bash

Tabiyas ; from a suitable position I could see the dark lines

through my glasses. During the afternoon Eoumanian

infantry appeared east of these works, made a demonstration,

and retreated on being received with rifle-fire. They left

200 killed and wounded behind ; most of the latter were

taken prisoners. We heard that in the south also the

hostile artillery had approached. The Turkish shelling was

more vigorous than on the previous day. In front of our

redoubt no enemy was visible ; but from Opanetz came the

news that strong masses of Eovunanian cavalry had been

noticed drawing westward. In the evening we learnt that

our right wing had been sniartly engaged with Eussian

infantry between Krishin and Plevna, and that the Eussians
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had suffered severely ; as a matter of fact, Skobeleif lost 1,000

men on this day. During the night the shelling continued

intervals; the Bash Tabiyas fired every fifteen minutes;

the other Turkish works wore silent. At midnight a false

alarm was given and we took up positions ; heavy rifle-fire was

heard in t! . the men in our front trenches fired at

hazard into the darkness, but no response was given;

i it grew quiet and we returned to our Ble< ping-quarto

On the 9th the artillery duel was renewed at daybreak,

with increased vigour so far as the Turkish guns were

concerned. Weather much the Mime. Rain fell in

morning; later it cleared. The outlook reported at midday

tavalry a mile north of our redoubt. Add sent bis

squadrons forward, a battalion from our redoubt followed,

and our battery began to shell ; but the enemy disappeared

trds the north-west, and our troops returned without

having come to an engagement. In the afternoon the

major told me that tli. re had been an explosion <^ ammu-
nition in Yunuz Tabiya, which had killed and wounded

fifty men; with this exception the damage done by the

nan Bhells had been trifling. Our troops in the north

anxious to fight, and felt themselves aggrieved by the

ntion they received from tl r in

the afternoon I borrowed a horse and joined, with the ma]

tnoitring party consisting ,,j' a squadron of

i detachment of Circassians, and a number of

We trotted northward on the Nikopoli road for

. miles, and saw a small body of Roumanian cavalry

i Verbitza, who disappeared in the village on noticing

I I ians rode ap t" the houses, and w. o . eived

with rifle-shots. Tl in a bad condition, which

. rovidential thing for as. < a our return to camp we
our right wing had again been fully

;. The nighl ! without incident : we paid no
;

'

I discha i mnon in the Bouth.

At daybreak on th< HMh the cannonade was recom-

on botl with great vigour. Lmpenetrable
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mist in the direction of Grivitza ; moderately clear with us.

Again we felt ourselves insulted at being completely ignored

by the enemy. We heard that the infantry engagement at

Krishin had been resumed, and that troops had been sent from

the reserve to Yunuz Bey's assistance." 7 Later, Mehemed
Xazif Bey was sent, with three battalions of the left wing

(one each from Opanetz, Bukova, and Janik Bair redoubt

east) towards Krishin ; I presume the Mushir had come to the

conclusion that the real assault would, after all, take place in

the south. As a matter of fact, no attempt was made upon

our left wing, except the Bash Tabiyas, and my redoubt

did not receive a single shell during the battle.

About 3 p.m. a big flare startled us, and we saw that a

stock of forage and some huts with stores established in the

rear of the Bash Tabiyas were blazing furiously. Almost at

the same time the Turkish shells set fire to Badishevo, and

the two conflagrations, visible from the summit of the Bair,

and making a lurid smear in the heavjT grey atmosphere,

presented a grand and awful spectacle, to which the now
uninterrupted cannonade on all points, save our own flank,

played a suitable accompaniment. The forage fire had soon

burned itself out, but the village blazed throughout the night,

and lighted up the south-east horizon in a superb and terrible

manner. At 5 p.m. rain set in, which lasted with hardly

any interruption until the 13th. In the evening we heard

that in the south we had so far been successful ; that our

shells had caused an explosion of Russian ammunition wag-

gons on the Pelishat road, and that one in Ibrahim Tabiya

had killed and wounded thirty men, among the former

Lieut.-Colonel Ibrahim Bey, the commander of that

redoubt. The night passed under a spasmodic cannonade

and without other incidents.

Thus ended the four days' bombardment by which the

Bussians had sought to prepare their great attack. They
had not gained their object. The redoubts were on the 11th

in much the same condition as they had been on the 6th, the

trifling damage done during the day having been repaired at
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night. Fresh works had actually been constructed: for

instance, the trenches of OmerTabiya. We had lost, all told,

500 men killed and wounded, including eighty disabled by

explosions and 300 casualties during the infantry engagement

on the right wing.88 The Turkish soldiers, so far from being

demoralised, simply laughed at the Russian batteries. That

the result of 30,000 shells received during those four days.

The reason of this ridiculous failure is to be found in the

fact that the Russian guns fired from distances unsuitable

to their make and calibre. The Russian artillerymen were

remarkably timid; in every respect the Turkish gunners

wire their superiors.

Tuesday, September 11, the first day of the actual 1

opened with a drizzling rain and in a white mist. The latter

cleared a little towards noon ; the rain continued all day,

occasionally with a heavy downpour, mostly in a fine, de-

moralising spray. The ground was a swamp ; the wet pene-

trated our clothing and soaked us to the skin ; it invaded

our sleeping-apartments and store-chambers, and precautions

had to be taken to keep the ammunition dry.

The cannonade was furious for some hour-
;
then, at nine,

there was a lull ; before midday it recommenced on all poh

an hour later i; Lessened, and at 1-30 we heard rifle-fire in

the south. I climbed our pole, and saw dense masses of

Russian infantry on the western slope of the hill south of

Grivitza. At 3 p.m. the Bash Tabij hotly engaged.

The colonel made a rearrangement of the troop- in the

trenches, bo thai eighl companies (one battalion) were dis-

tributed in such a way as to man the redoubt and it- system

of ditch' : the troops in the trench leading to the ee t redoubl

were withdrawn, and this trench was occupied by the garrison

of the other work. This left two battalions (mine and

another) di I ; thes< were formed in march columns

on the summit of the Bair. A Circassian orderly from the

Bash Tahr ; thai the Roumanians had attacked

furiously, and had been repelled with terrific losses.

lock, the rain still coming down pitilessly and
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the mist having cleared a little, the action seemed general

along the line, except with us, in Bukova, and in Opanetz.

We could not see much, except through our glasses and

from lofty positions ; but we could hear. It sounded as if the

universe were dissolving into its elements in a hurricane of

thunder and eruptions. The heavy, moisture-laden air beat

down the powder-smoke ; lazily it curled along the ground

in huge white, vapoury balls, bringing its own aroma with it.

As there is no music, be it conceived by ever so subtle a

brain and penned by ever so cunning a hand, so beautiful

as the glorious clash of steel, so is no scent sweeter to the

nostrils of a brave man than the smell of powder. He who
has ever been on a battle-field knows that it is to the soldier

as the red rag to the bull. We, condemned to idleness, whilst

around us men were playing for their lives, sniffed the air,

and cursed those who kept us there ; the horses neighed

vehemently ; the minutes dragged out into eternities ; and

every eye rested upon the entrance to the redoubt, whence

the order to advance was to proceed.

The two battalions were drawn up in parallel march

columns in rear of the redoubt. Every detail had been

attended to, for our major was an excellent officer in that

respect. The condition of every rifle was faultless ; the

men had their eighty cartridges each, their bags filled with

biscuits, their flasks with water. We had sharpened our

swords to razor-edges, and our revolvers were loaded in each

chamber.

At four Adil's aide-de-camp galloped up, and immediately

the order was given to the other battalion to proceed to the

Bash Tabiyas, where (so I heard from our major) the

Roumanians, now reinforced by a Russian division, were

preparing a fresh attack.

Five minutes later a Circassian came ventre a terre from

the direction of the Grivitza bridge, on the Bulgareni road

;

he was smoke-begrimed, and had ridden so hard that his horse

broke down. Adil and his staff trotted up ; a hurried conver-

sation took place. Adil beckons to the major, who gallops up ;

R
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a few words, and back comes our leader, rises in his stirrups,

and Bings out :
' The battalion will proceed to Ivrishin with

the iitmosl speed.' In less than thirty seconds we are off at

a quick-march. Add and his officers draw their swords and

wave a ' good-bye ' ; we give them a lusty cheer.

Across sloppy meadows, ankle-deep in the slush, on

fields where maize and wheat have once grown, right

towards the hotbed of the action, into the teeth of the

cannonade whence proceed the vapours that greet and

intoxicate us. Down comes the merciless rain, but we heed

it not, for wetter than we are men cannot be.

The major was at the head, with the Circassian. Then
came my company, I at its head, the colour squad behind

me. But our beloved standard hung limp and soaked on its

pole. Next came the eight drummers, beating their instru-

ments lustily, to give elasticity to our soil-clogged feet.

The three other companies followed, in columns of com-

panies, the last having charge of some empty horse-carts.

The major beckoned to me, and said as I came up :
' I

am afraid we shall be beaten in the south. Do not tell the

men, but inform your compatriot, and do your best, you

;
.'..> Englishmen.

1

I saluted and fell hack, and told -lack, w 10 squeezed my
hand, and Baid :

' We shall see their behinds i gain.' The
poor boy's mode of expression was more forcible than re-

lined.

\V. proceeded by the way which I had tramped on the

.lay of the second battle: down the southern slope of the

Bair, across the Grivitza bridge, near which were posted a

- [uadrori of dismounted ottoman ( lossacks and a company of

l irs with two Whitworth guns ; on the Bulgareni road

rd, thenc up the hill on which the great bayonet,

had taken place oil duly 30, and oil which the

ci ntre redoubts now stood ; then to headquarters' hill and

I
iiiihat Tabiya, where we came in sight of the

ten or twelve green tents which served as residences to the

Mushir and his staff. Half a squadron of regulars stood
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here, part of Osman's escort. The Circassian left us, to

advise the Mushir of our arrival, the latter being on the

other (southern) slope of the hill. We had time to take

breath, liberate our boots from the fetters of mud, and look

around us.

The cannonade was terrific, and every few seconds there

was heard on our right wing the peculiar rattle of company-fire.

Ikhtihat Tabiya was almost denuded of soldiers, except its

artillery ; beside the escort squadron, two batteries which

fired in the direction of Radishevo, and some Circassians,

there were no troops on the hill, for every available man had

been sent to the south.

We stood facing south. On our right, half a mile away,

was the town, filling up a depression of the ground. On our

left, beyond our own works, we could see the hill between

Grivitza and Radishevo, with the dark lines of the enemy, two

miles from us. At that time (4.30 or 5 p.m.) the attack on

our centre had already collapsed, and the Russians had

retreated. In front of Orner Tabiya the meadows and devas-

tated maize fields were studded with dead and dying. 89

This redoubt had been the object of the Russian attack,

against which the enemy had hurled his column five times.

The Saloniki men (whom I saw on the spot where the

Radishevo road leaves Plevna) had charged brilliantly. In

the last assault a handful of Russians had actually penetrated

into the redoubt. 00 Ibrahim Tabiya, the most advanced of

Ou" centre works, had not been attacked. Looking ahead,

the hill which was crowned by the Tahir Tabiya limited our

view.

We had waited hardly three minutes when the major

(who had accompanied the Circassian) returned and gave the

order to advance. We faced half to the right, and having

passed beyond the crest, came upon the Mushir and his staff

of six or eight officers, dismounted, their horses being held by

the detachment of regulars who attended them ; twenty or

thirty Circassians stood ready on their impatient, long-tailed,

ugly little brutes, to serve as messengers.
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urn was dictating to a young aide-de-camp, all the

time scanning the south with his telescope—the former

standing, the latter Bitting on a camp-stool. Beside them

was a bearded, gaunt Circassian, waiting to be despatched
;

he looked out of proportion to his small horse. A little in the

r< ar was a rough shed, from which started three lini -
1 if wires:

the telegraph-office. As we passed the Mushir shouted to us

to do our duty and the Prophet would help us. The men
cri'd • Allah !

' Lieutenant Azif seized the colours and waved

them ; I raised my sword and joined lustily in the cheers.

Osman always carried a pencil behind his ear, butt-end in

front. This he grasped involuntarily—a habit of his: he

would seize his pencil with an impetuous gesture in mon
of danger or excitement, much as an armed man clutches

his sword.

We turned again half to the right, down the slope of the

hill, towards the houses. Here our track was crossed by a

train of carts with wounded, wending their way to town

I
>a infully over the soft ground. There was confusion and a

brief delay as the two processions crossed each other. To
the left I perceived 100 men, singly or in small knots,

who were wandering disconsolately about or trying to gain

the ah< Iter of the streets furtively—stragglei dispersed in

the fights. The major had noticed them, and shouted I imi

and gel them to join us. -Shoot them down if they

refuse,' cried he. I sang out to -lack ami Sergeanl Bakal;

we three left the ranks and went amen.- th Eugitii

imploring, exhorting, Bwearing, commanding, in a nonsensi-

illogical manner. All the time Jack and I laid our

the righl hand, and Bakal had his rifli read;

emphasis to his appeal. We collected thirty men
; the

others Btole away from us. 1 discharged my revolver, Jack

followed suit ; hut though we missed, the distance being too

i. it had th' effed of bringing back another twenty.

awhile some lieutenant-, ai ints had come U]>

the othei companies, having perceived what we were

t ; one of tin m -h'.t a fugitive in the leg, and finally we
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had seventy men, whom we brought back to the battalion.

' In equal parts among the four companies ' commanded the

major. We made a rapid division, and each of my three

squads had five or six of them, who began to feel ashamed

of themselves and regain coinage.

Hardly had we completed our arrangements when the

battalion started, the carts having meanwhile passed our

track.

We gained the muddy, well-nigh impassable streets. The
panic-stricken inhabitants stood at their doors, the Turks

anxious and trembling, the Bulgarians sullen and suspicious-

looking, as if they contemplated evil. Rifles were levelled

at them as we passed at quick-march ; but the officers pre-

vented slaughter. ' They mean mischief,' said someone, and

events proved that he was right. The major hailed a

Turkish civilian, who accompanied and guided us. Some
children distributed bread and cakes ; there was a scramble

for these, and I was glad when the stock was exhausted.

The men, having had only biscuits since the morning,

devoured the delicacies greedily. From the flat roofs men,

women, and children were watching the battle in the south,

where Skobeleff and Yunuz Bey, a wTell-matched pair, once

more faced each other. The major informed me that the wire

between headquarters and the Krishin redoubts had been

cut ; that the Mushir was without news from Yunuz Bey,

and entertained grave fears of his safety ; that the Plevna

redoubts (Issa and Kavanlik Tabiyas) were threatened, if

not already in the enemy's hands ; that in that case the

Krishin redoubts were cut off and the town itself endangered.

We turned northward by the main thoroughfare, passed

a mosque where some hundreds of slightly wounded prisoners

were confined, guarded by convalescents from the ambulances

and armed labourers, and left town by the Ternina road,

picking up many fugitives without stopping the march. As

we approached the scene of conflict the thunder of the guns

and the clatter of musketry became deafening. Thick clouds

of smoke enveloped the landscape, held down by the heavy
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atmosphere and the drizzling rain. On our right were

dripping vineyards, in which so many disbanded troops had

Bhelter that the embarras de richesses prevented us

from reclaiming any more. Ajb it was, our battalion bad

already 200 Btrangers in its lines, and it was not wise to

lower its excellent morale by associating with it too large a

proportion of beaten and demoralised nun. Some joined us

voluntarily, and we learned that Kavanlik Tabiya was in the

enemy's bands, and that twelve battalions, which had suc-

cessively arrived from various parts, had been totall \ defeated

and bad disbanded. A corporal of Chasseurs told me this.

I ran up to the major, and took the liberty to inform him

that if we continued by the Ternina road we should come
within 100 yards of Kavanlik Tabiya— which meant that we
Bhonld have the enemy's fire on our left flank, and should b<

annihilated. The major bad already heard the fatal QeWE

from some Circassians who had galloped forward to meet

OS. He seemed to have lost his equanimity.

' Emin wounded, a redoubt gone, twelve battrfHons dis-

banded, and only one fresh battalion —we can do no good
!

'

claimed.

M< anwhile our column had come to a dead-stop. Seeing

that the major was not so cool as he oughl been, 1

ted :
' Let the men turn left about, so as to Ei c< th<

my.' Thi> was done. A- yel we had • losses, and had

not received a shol : but hardly had th< cl I fronl I

made when a sh< II < xploded among us. This brought th(

major to his i! ive these orders : 'I st compan}
in line of skirmishers in front

; two companies on the road

to extend righl and left; left flank to draw forward along

the mpany in rear in the vineyards' all of

which v. it. d promptly and in perfect order.

We were on the Ternina road, excepl the lefi flank,

which had advanced 200 yards beyond it ; thus W6 were

th, the front d< Bcribing a quarter-

circle ' t the Bouth. Th( extreme right was barely

• of a mil.' beyond the last houses of Plevna, the
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left touched the gardens of the town. The road leads

along the crest of a gently rising hill in a south-westerly

direction ; on the summit, a mile and a half from Plevna,

was Baghlarbashi Tabiya, the most northerly of the Krishin

redoubts. Behind us were vineyards ; in front of us, bare

fields and patches of what had been cultivation, devoid of

shelter, gently sloping away from us ; below, between us and

the Tultchenitza, half a mile from us, was Kavanlik, the

redoubt which we now knew to be in Eussian hands. But the

atmosphere was so dense and the smoke so thick that we had

only occasional glimpses of this work; the vapours hung
heavily over the bottom of the little valley.

We had been but a minute in our positions—apparently

unnoticed by the enemy, who, presumably, expected no attack

from this side : for we received no rifle-fire, and beyond two

more shells, which did no harm, no hostile attention was

paid to us—when we company leaders were summoned to

the major, whom we found in consultation with a lieutenant-

colonel (Biza Bey) who had galloped up from Baghlarbashi

on seeing us. What we learnt was, briefly, this :

Kifa'at Pasha, who had been sent to the scene of conflict

early in the day, had now only four companies of Chasseurs

left ; the rest of his troops (twelve battalions, viz. Emin's

eight and four which he had brought with him) had dis-

banded after Kavanlik Tabiya had fallen. The Krishin re-

doubts were as yet in our hands ; but Yunuz Tabiya, the

most southerly of these, was so seriously endangered that

Yunuz Bey had removed his three guns from it. Issa

Tabiya was as good as lost. Bifa'at was at that moment
collecting a number of stragglers in Baghlarbashi, previous to

undertaking an attack upon Kavanlik. We were to maintain

our positions at any cost, so as to prevent the enemy from

getting into Plevna, and on the sign being given from Bagh-
larbashi we were to storm Kavanlik from the north, Bifa'at

and his detachment coming from the west. The four

companies of Chasseurs would join our right flank, so as

to extend our lines.
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'Shoot down any man who attempts to leave the ranks,'

said Eliza.

The Chasseurs arrived whilst we were yet in consultation,

and Formed to our right, one company in line of skirmishers

in advance, two in columns of companies on the road, one as

reserve in the rear, in the vineyards. Their major was with

them; he joined Ki/a Bey, who took command of this one

and a half battalion, upon which rested the fate of the battle

and the hope of the army. We went hack to our companies.

One of the latter was in front, in a long, extended line; one

was 100 yards to the rear, retained as reserve, among thcv iue-

yards : two (mine and another) occupied the space bet ween the

Nils of Plevna on the left and the Chasseurs on the right.

I formed my company in two lines: Tereb's and Bakal's

squads, with the colour squad, in front : Seymour's squad

and a scratch detachment of fifty stragglers in second line.

The latter L placed under a strange lieutenant who had tried

his best in the vineyards to collect fugitives, and had joined

08 with his men. The time must have been alaout 5.30.

The roar of cannon and the clatter of rifle-fire came unintcr-

tedly Erom the directions of Krishin ami [ssa Tabiya, and

rendered the conveyance of intelligence difficult.

Suddenly we saw the flashes of rifle-fire in the valley

below as, where there was :i beavy cloud of mist and jmoke,

and where it was growing dark. Our skirmishers were firing

dily. The bullets began to whistle pasi me
;
several men

of mycoinpany were struck down. Shells flew overhead into

vineyards. Eliza Bey, who was close to me, had his

ii Baghlarbashi. Be shouted to the bugler nearest to

him ; the Bignal to advance was given. Our skin, ishers fell

; apon the main body and mingled indiscriminately with

the column commenced to move. On my righl I saw b

ench, belongi] to Kavanlik Tabiya, end on towards

: here the IOismhus had buill ap ;i wall of dead bodies

he i Dtrance, and were firing over it. A terrific rifle-

disci d ii-, hut on we went, giving a volley af everj

fifth or sixth Btep. The major of Chasseurs fell with his
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horse. We came within the cloud of mist and smoke, and

saw Kavanlik Tabiya looming darkly 200 yards ahead ; in

front were dense masses of Kussian Chasseurs. The enemy's

lire, claiming many victims, brought our lines first to a stop,

then to a receding movement ; a little later the bugler

sounded the retreat. On my right I noticed our Chasseurs

drawing away from us, southward ; I concluded (rightly) that

they were making for Baghlarbashi, and that it would be wise

to follow their example (although no such order was given),

to prevent the enemy, who had meanwhile commenced to

advance, from dividing our line into two parts. Maintaining

a steady fire we drew slowly half backwards, half to the right,

the Russians coming forward at the same rate of celerity, so

that the distance between the two lines (200 yards) was
maintained. This continued for two or three minutes, when
once more the bugles sounded the charge. The order was
given for the reserves to come forward. Eiza Bey was in

front of the line, my major beside him. As yet our troops

were in perfect order and well in hand. We advanced at a

quickstep ; the enemy hung back, and we came within 100

yards of the redoubt. But here a terrific volley made deep

gaps in our lines : we began to slacken, to halt, to waver
;

first one man faced half-round, then another, then knots of

three or four, and finally the whole column was drawn to the

right ; for instinctively we turned towards Baghlarbashi as

our haven of refuge. When we were again 250 yards away
from the redoubt Eiza stopped, shouted ' Come back,' and

waved his sword frantically to the retreating mass. The
major joined him ; then I did so, with Sergeant Bakal and a

dozen men ; Lieutenant Azif seized the colours from the

already running corporal and came up to our group ; twenty

or thirty of our men and as many Chasseurs followed.

I looked round for Jack with the unspoken question :
' Why

is he not here ? ' but he and his squad had disappeared. I

saw them in the growing dusk drawing away to the left,

towards the Ternina road. In this he was right ; for the

retreat should always take place towards the point of starting,
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onle88 an order to the contrary lias been given ; lmt had my
company done this we should have been separated from the

Chasseurs, and should have lost our connection with I taghlar-

bashi. It was one of those cases, frequent in warfare, where

neither of two opposing opinions ran be held to be absolutely

wrong.

There was no time for reflection. Our little group counted

now a hundred and fifty men. who stood their ground for 8

minute or so and suffered severely. It seemed easier to

advance than to remain there to be annihilated. W ! went

at a quick pace in the direction of the redoubt, much it

haphazard : for it was growing darker with every minute.

Suddenly we found ourselves within fifteen paces of Russian

Bkirmishers. I discharged my revolver. Then we heard the

clatter of horses' hoofs: hastily we formed three sides of a

square. Fifty horsemen galloped up to us. they as much
in uncertainty as to who we were as we were ignorant

of their identity. It turned out to be Cossacks, and I had

the gratification to unseat one nglylittle devil. 'It i-.no use,

we must go back,' said Eliza Bey, gnashing his teeth. \Y.

faced towards Baghlarbashi. The Cossacks came close upon

our heels retreated, and once more we bad to turn.

' >ur volleys dispersed them, but a few got to close quarters :

I had to use my sword
;

a man beside me was run through by

:i lance. Just then ;i handful of Chasseurs, who had for<

sed our predicament, came up; we fired into th<

darl i
:i- to prevent further pursuit. Then a small

body of Circassians joined us, and whilst they Bwarmed

around to look for the Cossacks- whom they found eventu-

ally and exchanged shot-, ami blows with we . t't', ted our

retn hi I Baghlarbashi, where the majority of our men v
already assembled. The redoubl itself was so crowded thai

we had t" I
'it to find shelter in the trenches. Our

little scratch detachment had lost fiftymen between the tim<

when it had formed Itself spontaneously around Riza Bej

and A/if- standard and thai of it- gaining Bhelter.

It was now quite dark. The confusion was terrible. Men
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of five or six battalions were mixed indiscriminately. The

redoubt itself was held by the battalion which had originally

occupied it, and which was still in tolerably good condition.

T helped my major to collect and reorganise his battalion—

a

difficult task in the darkness, without artificial light, save the

occasional striking of a match. The chaos was terrifying.

Some men lighted a fire ; but this was put out by the officers,

to prevent the Russian gunners from having an object to aim

at. A squad of the company which had served as reserve in

the vineyard at the first assault, and the third squad of my
company, had disappeared ; they had retreated in the oppo-

site direction, and we hoped they would find shelter in

Plevna.

Eifa'at Pasha had undertaken his attack with half of the

redoubt battalion and the remnants of four or five battalions,

altogether 800 men ; he had been shot in the leg, and the

soldiers had carried him back to the redoubt, in which the

wounded Emin Pasha and several hundreds of disabled men
already lay. Of my company I missed (besides the third

squad) fifty men ; many of the stragglers incorporated in it

before the charge had again gone astray, so that I had now
only 100 men left. Tereb was shot in the arm ; it was only

a flesh wound, but bled profusely. Azif and the colours were

safe. Sergeant Bakal was bleeding in the cheek ; a bullet

had grazed him, but he disdained to pay attention to the

wound. The strange lieutenant was missing ; I ascertained

late> that he had been killed. Including the absent squads

my battalion was minus 250 men ; but half of this number

turned up afterwards.

To get order and discipline into this chaos of beaten and

disheartened men, all soaked to the skin and nearly famish-

ing, was a herculean task. Finally we succeeded (I willingly

attribute my share in the labour to Bakal), and my battalion

occupied, two hours after the attack, one of the trenches in

a tolerably solid, united, and disciplined body. The

stragglers were formed into scratch companies and placed

under officers who had lost their troops ; these and the
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remnants of the four companies of Chasseurs occupied the

>ther trenches; the battalion attached to the redoubt was

in it.

Meanwhile Eliza Bey had Bent a body of Circassians

forward on the Ternina road to Plevna. Tiny came back

with the -rave oews that the road and the vineyards beyond

were occupied by the enemy ; 1 1 his the Krisbin redoubts

were cut off from the town and the main body of the army.

for in the Tultchenitza Valley also the Russians bad firmly

lodged themselves. We found out that Issa Tabiya bad

been taken a little while after we bad made our attack I

Kavanlik.'" Almost at the same moment Kanli Tabiya bad

fallen into the bands of the Roumanians, after a desperate

istance; but this we did not learn until the following

day.

These disastrous discoveries were communicated to the

commanders of the other three redoubts. During the oighl

both Riza Bey and Yunuz Bey sent to the Mushir mount< d

:ii' ssengers, who made a long ditour and took f< ir to five

hours over the journey, the distance between Yunuz Tabiya

and headquarters bill in a straight line being three miles.

It is difficult to ascertain the strength of, and the losses

sustained by, the attacking force in the abortive attempt to

recover Kavanlik Tabiya which I have described. We were

minus a third of our nun
;

but it is safe to assume thai half

of tin 'so were stragglers. Judging from the number of

wounded who were broughl into Baghlarbashi during th<

eight and in the early morning, orwho crawled up by them-

selves, and from the dead whom we saw lying about nexl

day. I estimate the loss at 300. The figures in the following

table are approximate :

—

irength of the Forct Attacking Kavanlik on the Evening

Septembt r 11, L877.

talion, including collected Btraggli 900

I ir companies Chasseurs.... 250

Half of thebattalion occupyingBaghlarba •" l|



Total

500

50

2,000

100

200

300

600

1,400

lion 300
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Bifa'at's body of remnants of four or five

battalions

Circassians

Less losses : killed

wounded

stragglers

Plus other half of Baghlarbashi battalion

gives 1,700

as the number holding Baghlarbashi Tabiya during the

night of September 11-12.

Twenty-one Turkish battalions had fought on this flank

on the 11th. Deducting seven battalions, the original

garrisons of the six redoubts, leaves fourteen taken from

other parts, viz. one from Tahir Tabiya, nine from the

reserves, four from the left wing.

The rifle-fire had ceased, the cannonade grew more

spasmodic ; for the day the slaughter seemed to be over.

During the night a shot every fifteen minutes was fired on

either side. The Bussian fire was directed on Yunuz Tabiya

;

Baghlarbashi received no shells ; whilst the guns of the

Krisbin works took the lost redoubts as their aim.

Although order had been somewhat restored we were

still in a fever-heat of excitement. There was so much to

be done that rest seemed out of the question. Humanity

compelled us to pick up the wounded, at least those whom
we could reach. The night was very dark. Men were sent

with the few lanterns that were handy, and before morning

100 had been brought in, among them many Russians.

There were three surgeons in the redoubt, including our own,

who had accompanied the battalion ; these did their best with

almost every necessary deficient. I saw them at work, with

bare arms and blood-stained hands, soaked to the skin, faces

streaming with the sweat of indescribably hard work ; they
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looked, with their saws and knives, like the torturers of the

Inquisition. Shirts served as bandages. Volunteers assisted

;

but hardened men turned sick at some of the Bights : halves

ices carried away, exposing the core of life's machinery;

limbs torn off, bowels hanging out ;
pools of blood in which

swam brain-remnants and intestines like living worms;
amputated legs and arms thrust into corners as offal for the

dogs. One mutilation too ghastly for words made a German

surgeon exclaim: 'Such a sight one ought to showT to the

kings and emperors !
' The damaged earthworks had to be

lired. The stock of ammunition still remaining in the

redoubt (thirty cartridges per man) was dealt out. Biscuits

were distributed. Water ran short, for the enemy held the

3prings in the vineyards. Many drank the muddy pool-water,

mixed with blood, which had collected in the trenches ; this

caused vomiting, followed by thirst even greater than before;

the drinking of ground-water was therefore prohibited.

I'nhappily, there was in Baghlarbashi no system of drain-

ing the works and utilising the rain, such as we had in the

Janik Bair redoubts. Sentries and outpost - /ere placed

around the work ; the former were relieved everj halt-hour,

as the men fell down with exhaustion. The troops were

kept awake by frequent inspections and roll calls; men who

could recite were asked to do so
;
patriotic and u artial poems

much in demand, and proved efficacious. But it

med ludicrous to hear one young fellow spout sentimi nt-

ally of the nightingale's love for the rose, and of the moon-

ms kissing open the lily's dosed chalice.

Eliza Bey now commanded the r< doubt, the original com-

mander, Major Rassim, having been disabled, and I if disposi-

tion oergetic, capable, and effective.

At ten rifle-fire and cries of ' Allah ' were heard north

of lvi\anlik ;
• of our companies turned out, and I brought

mine (»ut in tolerably good order for attack; but the 6ghi

r beforewe had tramped a hundred steps. This

re midnighl :
some brave officer among

the enemy had collected and organised a Bcratch detachment,
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and considered it his duty to molest us. It was said that in

the darkness one half of this body mistook the other half

for opponents, and caused grievous losses.

I had an hour's sleep, in ten-minute snatches, on the wet

ground. I had to see to the outposts, the distribution of

cartridges and biscuits, the dealing out of water in spoonfuls,

loaded revolver in hand—in which labours the lion's share

was borne by Bakal, indefatigable though wounded. The
most arduous task was to keep the men awake, and uphold

their spirits by praising, blaming, praying, cursing, exhorting,

imploring, commanding, joking—whichever mode seemed

appropriate or efficacious.

Such a night of terrors I shall never forget : cut off from

the main army, in wet clothes, with no water, hardly any

food, the soaked soil of a ditch as a couch, and the drizzling

sky as a roof ; defeated, with no prospect of recovering our

positions ; surrounded by fields covered with dead and dying

men, the latter moaning pitifully throughout those hours of

unspeakable horrors !

The most heated fancy cannot realise the sufferings of

the wounded, many of whom were left for twelve hours on

the spot where they had fallen before receiving the first-aid,

or the drop of water that a maimed man craves for. Hun-
dreds must have bled to death or succumbed to thirst and

tortures. Picture to yourself the thoughts of such a man, if

he were conscious—someone's father, husband, or sweetheart

:

his awful loneliness ; unable to move ; maimed, bleeding, rent

by physical pain, and frantic with thirst, in a silent field of

dead bodies staring with vacant eyes up to the cruel firma-

ment ; now and then the faint groan of a fellow-sufferer or an

agonising appeal to the pitiless heavens—thousands of living

men near, and not one able or allowed to help. He is not

conscious of having done any wrong to deserve such terrible

punishment— all the horrors of the night that will never end

because two emperors have fallen out !

Throughout the hours of darkness the Russians fired every

few minutes a volley from the Plevna redoubts, to prevent a
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surprise attack. Some of OUT men went with pails and

cooking-vessels to a brook which flowed past the southern face

of these works ; having crept stealthily to the hank, they came

within reach of a volley, and only one returned, terror-stricken,

Inn with two full buckets. A second party can te hack in

dismay without ha\ ing reached their destination. After that

expeditions Eor procuring water were forbidden. Some Chas-

seurs went, nevertheless; they met a body of Russians

similarly engaged ; the two detachments concluded by signs

it of armistice, and filled their cans and buckets without

molesting each other; a kind-hearted Russian threw s< ae

biscuits to our men across the brook.'- When this became

known other water-parties organised themselves; but just

then Kavanlik gave a terrific volley, and the men abandoned

the expedition. I had to prevent some of mine from going

by main force, lii/.a gave strict orders that qo man should

leave the trenches under penalty of death.

At midnighl there was a huge flare-up in the south of

Plevna, which lighted the country for miles around, and

Bhowed us the triangular-shaped field, 1,400 yards long,

bordered on both sides by vine-overgrown slopes, between

us and Kavanlik. It was covered with dead and dying.

The conflagration, burning with terrific fury in one tall

column of flame, reflected in the numb,
i ols of rain-

water, on the blank, slippery -round, the silent dark lines

denoting slaughtered fellow-creatures; the occasional flashes

of discharging cannon, the long-drawn-oui lightning of mus-

ketry volley-- at regular intervals, made a spectacle of superb

and awful grandeur. Superstitious men thoughl that God
destroying this globe for its iniquity.

The fire did not burn long. We learnl nexl daj thai a

store of forage and grain had been set alight b] the Christian

of Plevna, who thus thanked Osmarj and his army for the

indulgenl and humane treatment they had received.

• Why did not the Mushir expel the Bulgarians when w<

tir.-t took poss( 3sion of Plevna?' asked everybody. A fire-

r like Suleiman would have driven out every man. woman,
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and child. Thus kindness was rewarded by treachery—not

the only instance during the campaign.

Wednesday, September 12, opened with a hideous, iron-

grey, lustreless dawn. A cold wind, like the chill of death,

swept over the fields, with their silent or faintly moaning
victims of yesterday's slaughter. The rain had ceased, but the

uniform grey sky gave promise of another wet day, a promise

which it fulfilled faithfully, for after an hour's interruption

the rain recommenced and continued till late at night. The
ground was a morass. From Plevna a column of smoke
mounted upwards, and was spread by the wind over the

battle-field like a hideous canopy, blending with the damp
vapours exhaled by the soil as the temperature rose. The
men shivered in their wet clothes ; hundreds must have

caught a chill which eventually laid them low. Biscuits were

nibbled for breakfast ; those who were lucky enough to

possess water shared it with famishing comrades. Notwith-

standing orders, many lay down on their stomachs and lapped

up the pool-slush, whilst near them corpses were lying in a

compound of blood and mud. 93

In the early morning this order was read out in Baghlar-

bashi :
' A message has been received from the Mushir

saving that during the forenoon fifteen to twenty fresh

battalions will undertake an attack upon the lost redoubts.

With God's help we shall recover our positions and win the

battle. At every point save this the Russians have been

defeated, and have suffered heavily. The redoubts near

Krishin are unconquered, and the troops there are in excel-

lent spirits.'

The order was conveniently silent as to the loss of Kanli

Tabiya ; but of course we were then in blissful ignorance of

this mishap—in fact, I did not know of it until past noon.
' Whence is the Mushir to get the fresh battalions ?

'

asked the officers in whispers. ' There are none left, and no
reinforcements can have arrived, for the Eussian cavalry

hold the Orkanye road.'

It became known among the officers that in the Krishin

s
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redonbts artillery ammunition was running short, and that

there w< re do more than six shots per gun left ; but, on as

average, a single shot of a Bingle Turkish gun had hut.'

effect than an hour's shelling by a Russian battery. The
Russian unit of artillery was the battery of eight pieces; the

Turkish unit was the gun.

We kepi our doubts to ourselves, and encouraged the

men as best we could. Confidence increased, and the

Muahir's message created lively satisfaction.

Ju the early morning we got numbers of wounded into

the redoubt; on their side the Russians were similarly

occupied, and the opposing forces abstained from tiring upon

the men engaged in this humane pursuit.

Krom "in- redoubt we could plainly see Kavanlik Tabiya,

which was half a mile away and 200 feet below our level

It was Crowded with soldiers. We counted eight lmuis, which

commenced to shell us without doing much injury. The

trenches in front were occupied by skirmishers. Looking

uorth-west, towards Plevna, we had before us t' fields of

terday's conflict ; on the left the orchards came close up to

the redoubt; to the right was a cultivated patch 100 yards

wide, sloping gently, and bordered by vineyards; behind as,

half :i mile south, on our own level (which vas the crest of

a hill), were TaJahat and Milas Tabiyas ; STunui Tabiya was

hidden from as by the accidents of the ground. I".

meadow or open space within our line of sight contained

dead men; the gardens and vineyards conveniently hid

their horrors. Except that beyond Plevna (which was 100

• below as) we could Bee the w< -tern crest of the Janik

l;.nr, tin view was extremely limited.

1- en well here to give a risumd oi the opposing loo,

which fought on this -pot on the i-jth and decided the

• le.

Turks.
i; ittalioni.

Yunux Tabiya 2

Talahat Tal 1
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Battalions.

Milas Tabiya 1

(These battalions, although they had suffered

severely, were in good order and spirits).

Reinforcement sent to Yunuz Bey .... 1

Stragglers from Emin and Rifa'at's defeated bat-

talions, reorganised by Yunuz Bey: say 1,000 men,

equal to ........ 2

Baghlarbashi : 1,700 men, equal to . . . .3
Mehemed Nazif Bey's 3 battalions, decimated but

in good condition, stationed during the night

south of Plevna, between Issa Tabiya and the

Tultchenitza ....... 3

Collected stragglers stationed during the night in the

southern suburbs of Plevna, particularly at the

street outlets, to prevent the Russians from

invading the town ; say 500 men, equal to . .1
Reinforcements sent by the Mushir on the 12th

:

Tahir Pasha with 5 battalions, Tewfik Bey with 2

battalions . . . . . . . . 7

Total . .

~21

Bussians.

Skobeleff's force during the 11th, viz. 20 (being the

strength of the detachment), less 3 retained by

Imeretinski........ 17

Reinforcements sent during the 12th :

By Imeretinski ....... 2

ByKrylow __3
Total . .~22

It must be borne in mind that on this spot the Russians

had ninety guns against the Turks' ten guns, and twelve

squadrons against our two. 94

Of the seven battalions which the Mushir sent as re-

inforcements to the right wing on the 12th, three came from

Tahir Tabiya and the centre, and four from the left wing.

It is interesting to note how the troops in the latter had

gradually diminished. The left wing consisted originally

s 2
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of fourteen battalions: three were Bent, under Mehemed
if Bey, to the eight wing early on the 11th, one later

(mine), four on the 1-th -this leaves six battalions : of these,

one had occupied Kanli Tabiya, and one had been sent

thither from my redoubt : these two bad been defeated, and

had either p< rished or heen dispersed.'
1 ''' Thus four batta-

lions occupied towards the close of the battle the line (seven

miles) between Bash Tabiya andOpanetz. It was a providen-

tial thing for us that the Kussians did not attack us there.

Of the forty-six battalions which constituted tin' Turkish

infantry, twenty-eight fought successively in the right flank,

not including Tahir Tabiya, which, although nominally part

of the right, wing, had no share in the action on this spot,

except with its four guns.

At 6 A.M. (heavy rain, but atmosphere remarkably clear)

Tahir Pasha, with Colonel Hairi Bey, a few junior officers,

mounted, and half a squadron of Saloniki men, arrived in

Baghlarbashi, having come by the Ternina road, which was

now free from enemies, but within rifle-range of Kavanlik.

Tahir. by the Mushir's orders, took command of the attack,

Bairi being his second. My major was called bo the

redoubt; on his return I learnt that five fresh, or nearly

fresh, battalions had been sent by the Mushir, and were

forming in the vineyards west of Plevna under Lieut.

-

Colonel Abdullah Bey. The sign was to be an artillery

volley from headquarters hill, where the battery had heen

shifted to the south-western slope, so as to be visible from

blarbashi. From this redoubt there took- part in the

k my battalion, four companies of Chasseurs, and the

i tilarbs In battalion proper, whilst the duty of I olding the

works during our absence devolved upon u Uw scratch com-

panies of collected stragglers and Borne dismounted Circ

We formed quietly for storming in the trenches, my
Jion on the right (one company skirmishers; two

—

among tip m mine in the fighting line, one in n ar), with a

scratch detachment of regulars, Circassians, and Balonikis on

our right think; centre, -i\ companies of thi Baghlarbashi
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battalion ; left, two companies of Chasseurs ; two of the

former and two of the latter, as reserves, 200 yards in rear.

The left flank was to get into touch with the right flank

of Abdullah Bey's five battalions, and was extended accord-

ingly. I append the constitution of the

Force Attacking Kavanlik Tabiya on the Morning of

September 12.

Commander : General of Brigade Tahir Pasha.

Second : Colonel Hairi Bey.

(Troops converging in a semicircle upon Kavanlik and

Issa Tabiyas. Those destined to operate against Issa

Tabiya, viz. Mehemed Nazif's three battalions, were to

demonstrate only, so as to prevent the troops in the latter

from coming to the aid of those in Kavanlik.)

A. Three battalions from the east, against Issa Tabiya :

Lieut.-Colonel Mehemed Nazif Bey.

B. One scratch battalion from the north (Plevna), against

both redoubts.

C. Five battalions from the vineyards, i.e. from the

north and the north-west, against Kavanlik : Lieut.-Colonel

Abdullah Bey.

D. Two and a half battalions from Baghlarbashi, i.e.

from the west, against Kavanlik : Lieut.-Colonel Biza Bey.

E. A scratch detachment of cavalry on the right flank.

Total : Eleven and a half battalions and one squadron,

saj 5,000 men.

The diagram on p. 262 explains the position.

At 6.30 a heavy concentrated artillery-fire was suddenly

directed upon Baghlarbashi. The redoubt being now almost

denuded of troops, the shells did no harm, except to the soil

;

but several exploded in the trenches, one of which killed two

men of my company.

I had arranged my company thus :

—

Bight : first squad (Lieutenant Tereb, who insisted on

coming in spite of his wound) , forty men, two deep ; right

flank to keep in touch with cavalry.
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Centre: colour squad (Lieutenant Azif), increased by

Btragglers to twenty-five men, four deep.

Left: second squad (Sergeani Bakal), forty men, two

deep; left think to keep in touch with the other line company
of my battalion.

In second line : a scratch squad of fifty men, in single

line, under Sergeant Tutunji (a strangi r), fifty yards in rear

of front line.

Ttthjzrnjtd 7fa.ii/s 3 battalumj

Scratch, battalion from Plevna.

AhdullaKi S boMaluinj
/{mw.'s £'.\ bo.tiaZ^crvS fnom 'BacjKttxrbaAHk

CaMoirj

-Soor/

Third squad (Lieutenanl Seymour): missing.

One hundred yards in advance of my front line was a

I of fche skirmishing company of my battalion.

Saving ko fill up a certain gap in OUT line of attack, this

. 1 thought, the L. gl arrangement I could make promp-

ted, as usual, by Bakal.

At 7.30 a look-oui man on top of priest's ladder in Bagh-

larbashj firea rifl< n thai headquarters battery [has
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commenced to shell. We leave trench and make at a quick-

step in a straight line for Kavanlik. Many stumble on the

slippery ground : grass-plots like ice, bare soil the consistency

of syrup. A perfect deluge comes down. Dead bodies im-

pede progress ; sometimes we have to jump over little mounds
of corpses. One poor fellow, a Russian, who has been lying

with shattered feet for fifteen hours on the spot, catches

hold of my leg ; I shake him off, and a man finishes him with

the bayonet. 96 The rest of the assault is blurred in my
recollection ; I remember but the main features : Awful

rifle-fire from Kavanlik trenches—guns discharge at point-

blank range—gaps in my line—bugles sound ' Storm '—bay-

onets fixed, and wild cries of ' Allah '•—our skirmishers fall

back and mix with main body—we are now in front line

—

troops get into confusion as space becomes narrower—we
get cramped, with 5,000 men coming from all sides towards a

common centre—we enter one trench which Russian skir-

mishers have meanwhile abandoned—another, where Rus-

sians make stand—close quarters—bayonet fight ; I have to

use sword and revolver—Russians retreat, turn, run to third

trench, we close upon their heels—brief and desperate

encounter in last trench, which wTe take—horrible fire from

Kavanlik, now only 100 yards away. I get a glimpse of

the houses in the south-western corner of Plevna, where

Turkish inhabitants are crowding on the flat roofs, cheering

and waving multi-coloured rags. We proceed to leave third

trench, but lines falter under the awful fire from redoubt.

We retreat to trench, where we come to a dead-stop. The
impetus of the assault having been broken, I fear the attack

has collapsed. ' Allah ' from the north and north-west, but

no longer with us, where men lie down and fire from trench,

from behind corpses, or any shelter they can get—finally

whole line, as far as I can see, flat on the ground, firing

furiously. In this position ten minutes. Hearing again

cries of ' Allah,' I make a fresh attempt, with Tereb, Azif,

Bakal, the corporal carrying the colours, and twentj^-five men.

I get Tutimji's squad to come forward. Bakal and I lift
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the in.il from the ground by main force, and give several who
will not get up vigorous heel-kicks in fleshy parts. At length

1 have 100 men, a goodly number of them Btrangers. We
proceed thirty yards many are down— line falters : we
find ourselves isolated, turn, come back at a trot upon the

who all tare round, mistaking our intention. Din bo

terrible that commands become useless powder-smoke,

kept down by the rain, limits view to a radius of barely fifty

yards—my bugler is on the ground. Only in the most

advanced trench 1 succeed in stopping the backward move-

ment. Our right flunk exposed, as cavalry has disappear d.

I order Tutunji's squad to turn about to the righl < u

potence to prevent Russian counter-attack from this side

—

major gallops up, and gives command to prepare for Eresh

attack—in the trench and under the shelter of the smoke I

reorganise company and get it into tolerable order, with

Bakal's and Tereb's energetic assistance. The whole line

advances again : hut hardly have we reached nearest trench

when bugles on the left unexpectedly sound 'Retreat.'

Although the attack promises well, and tin men are eager to

proceed, we cannot but obey. We scamper hack, and soon

find ourselv< b, breathless, in the trenci* i I tghlarbaahi.

It to,,k me half an hour to find my nun and reorganise

the company, which had lost twenty in killed, wounded, and

missing. We occupied our old trench. My personal friends

were Bafe. T had not a scratch. The bugler and some

Blightly wounded men crawled up later, the former more

concerned about a -aping hole in his instrument than about

that m his shoulder. The COloUTS Were completely riddled,

and the tailor of my company had to sew the ra i bher.

My battalion wa^ minus fifty men. I estimated the loss to

the attacking force at 500. Abdullah- live battalions had

n treated to the vineyard-.

At nine the disorder causi d by the collapse of our attack

had been overcome, thanks to the efforts of Tahir, Eairi,

bi/a, my major, and the company leaders ; I. too, did my
'<'

r< b, A/.if, and Bakal. We were ready
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for a fresh attempt ; but none was undertaken, owing pro-

bably to the scarcity of ammunition ; some men had run out

of cartridges ; none of my company had more than twenty-

five left. I made a re-distribution, so that each man had

fifteen cartridges.

Tahir Pasha's order to retreat at a moment when the

storming was at its height, and showed as yet no signs of

collapse, so far as Abdullah's five battalions were concerned,

was for many days the subject that exercised our minds and

gave rise to heated discussion. It became known that Tahir

was in disgrace, and report spoke of a contemplated court-

martial. Evidently he vindicated his character, for he

retained the post of Chief-of-Staff to the end. It would be

presumption on my part to comment. Tahir was a capable

and courageous man ; there may have been causes at work

of which I have no cognisance ; he must be held to have

known his business ; in any case, there can be no doubt that

he acted according to the light that was within him, not

from craven motives.

What happened actually I learnt, of course, at a later

date. Tahir sent a mounted messenger to Osman, informing

him of the collapse of the attack, and of his conviction that

it was impossible to recover the lost redoubts—that a fresh

attempt would involve the army in ruin. Osman was furious.

He despatched an orderly, calling Tahir back, and depriving

him of his command. A council was held, in which all the

ofl >.:ers, down to the rank of major, who were within reach

took part. It was decided to make one more attempt with

the last available battalions ; should it fail, the army was to

abandon the Plevna position, force the road to Orkanye, at

present held only by hostile cavalry, and retreat thither.

Colonel Tewfik Bey was given the command, and two fresh

battalions—the last resource—were added to the force

already assembled on the spot.

10 a.m. : I receive orders from my major to send a party

to the redoubt for ammunition, a number of packhorses,

despatched by the Mushir, having arrived by way of the vine-
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yards. There was enough to r^ive cadi man in Ha^hlarhashi

his complement of eighty cartridges.

L0.30 a.m.: Sudden violent artillery-fire from Milaa and

Talahal Tabiyas, whose six guns (including the three

removed Erom Yunux Tabiya for safety's Bake) had hitherto

discharged only at rare intervals. The reason of this was the

arrival of ammunition carts b< nt by the Mushir. I was told

that the difficulties which the convoy had encountered in the

almost pathless vineyards, owing to the condition of the soil,

had been indescribable : only to the superhuman exertions

of the escort (Saloniki men), a party of engineers, and

drivers, assisted hy civilians, it was due that the cart- reached

their destination.

11 a.m. : Baghlarbashi again the centre of concern

Russian artillery-fire of the most violent description. \\ i

have to extend the lines in open order, so as to dimii

casualties. My company lost three men.

11.30 a.m. : Russian column with twenty thi-ec-hor.se carts

(which we know to contain infantry ammunition) up* arson

the Krishin-I'levna road, en route for Kavanlik. The four

companies Chasseurs are sent forward into the vineyards

and compel column to turn hack, causing heavy Lose : the

guns of Milas and Talahat Tabiyas contribut< to this. Two
b attempts made by the Russians betwe< i

to cvt their ammunition into Kavanlik have the Bame result

Every Russian showing himself in and near Ka\anlik

hailed with rifle-fire from the Baghlarbashi trench

sometimes a hundred shots were hurled at a Bingle man.

Water-parti< a which the Russians Bent to the brook in front

of the redoubt were annihilated. The excitemenl vas like

that of the chasi : fiendish shouts of delight greeted the fall

of each man. We had meanwhile obtained water from the

springs in the vineyards; at my major'-- instigation tubs

were placed t" Catch the rain-water.

•J P.M.: Explosion of ammunition in Kavanlik, at which

the Turks give a chi

2.30 p.m.: We form again Eor storming in the tier.
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quietly and unostentatiously. Arrangement the same as

before, except that Abdullah has two more battalions—those

sent by the Mushir, which have meanwhile arrived in the

vineyards.

Force Attacking Kavanlik Tabiya in the Afternoon

of September 12.

(Compare Table and Diagram on pages 2G1 and 2G2.)

Commander : Colonel Tewfik Bey.

Second : Colonel Hairi Bey.

A. Three battalions : Lieut.-Colonel Mehemed Nazif

Bey.

B. One battalion.

C. Seven battalions : Lieut.-Colonel Abdullah Bey.

D. Two and a half battalions : Lieut.-Colonel Eiza Bey.

E. Two squadrons regular cavalry, Saloniki auxiliaries,

and Circassians.

Total : Thirteen and a half battalions and twTo squadrons,

say 5,500 men.

3 p.m. : A violent hail of shells is directed on Kavanlik

from Milas, Talahat, Tahir, Omer Tabiyas, and headquarters.

Sharp rain, light wind ; atmosphere clear, and view good.

3.10 p.m. : Bine-fire north of Kavanlik ; the attack has

commenced on that side. We are instructed to keep quiet,

so as to deceive the enemy.

3.15 p.m. : Troops (Abdullah's seven battalions) emerge

from the vineyards, preceded by skirmishers. Heavy firing.

3.20 p.m.: Our bugles sound 'Advance.' We leave

trenches and make in a straight line for Kavanlik, at a

moderate pace, so as to give our skirmishers time to fire,

which they do with coolness and regularity.

This time our advance is executed with perfect order and

steadiness. There are no receding movements, only two

short halts, when all save officers lie down and fire from

behind the corpses' friendly shelter. We arrive at the first

trench, deserted by the enemy, where we settle, and whence
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we deliver quickfire. The Russians' fire against us is weak ;

the majority of their Forces are directed against Abdullah's

battalions. We start after a lew minutes' breathing time,

and occupy second trench without having come to close

quarters. Again the roofs are crowded with enthusiastic

compatriots. We hear impetuous cries of 'Allah ' which have

the true victorious ring. 1 order ' Cease firing,
1

so as to give

the powder-smoke time to clear away ; when the view is

unimpaired we see the Turks in the north-west climbing the

parapet of the redoubt. There is now no holding the men :

everybody rises and rushes for the scene of conflict as East as

their legs will carry them. Smart encounter in the last trench

with few remaining Russians, who Buccumb to our bayonets.

We scale the parapet, and see the Turks inoccupation of the

redoubt. The Russians have made their way out by the

south-east corner, whence they gain the Krishin road and the

vineyards. Troops wildly enthusiastic, and eager for further

fighting. I am just in time to stop some nun butchering

wounded enemies. One who will notobey will bear the scar

of the sword-cut I gave him across the face to th< i od of his

days. A grateful look in the tearful eyes ol the maimed oppo-

nents is my reward. We find our own two guns and three

of tin enemy's; three the Russians have taken with them,

dragging them out by hand. The confusion in ila redoubt

is indescribable : the slaughter has been terrible ; the place

looks like a shambles ; the Boil is a quagmin if which hi 1 is

the predominating liquid element; even fche terrific deli

which Eeaven is Bending cannot efface the ponds and rivers

of human blood. Four companies start without orders Eoi

I
i Tabiya, which is meanwhile attacked by Mehemed

N;i/.if's three battalions. Seeing this, other troops follow;

I join these with my company, but the major and three

companies of my battalion remain behind in Kavanlik. I

learnt later that Tewfik Bey had stopped them, seeing the

I, ians already evacuating Issa Tabiya. When we (that is,

my company and fivi others belonging to as many

for th»' troo] nil' hopelessly mixed in
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Kavanlik) arrive in Issa Tabiya, the four companies which

have started in the first instance and some of Mehemed Nazif *s

force are already in possession, having taken the redoubt

without having come to close quarters. But now Cossacks

trot forward to cover the retreat of the infantry ; a few

squadrons of regular cavalry and Salonikis, wisely stationed

by Mehemed Xazif on the spot where the Krishin road enters

Plevna, and retained in view of this emergency, gallop up.

There is a smart encounter ; several companies follow the

Turkish horsemen ; the Cossacks turn back, and disappear in

the direction of the Lovdcha road.

The Russians retreated along the Krishin road and

through the vineyards ; half a mile south of Issa they

turned to the left and gained the Lovdcha road, along which

they proceeded to Brestovitz ; here they bivouacked for the

night.

My company lost only three men in the second assault,

my battalion fifteen. The total loss to the attacking force

was 300. Riza Bey had been wounded.

By five all is over, and the third and greatest battle of

Plevna has ended, for the Russians, in a total failure. For

six weeks they have prepared for the storming ; they have

hurled every available man against Osman's stronghold ; they

have ushered in the attack by four days' shelling of unpre-

cedented violence ; they have called together their most

accredited leaders (Sotow, Krylow, Imeretinski, Skobeleff;

Leontieff and Loschkareff for the cavalry) ; their Czar,

their Commander-in-Chief (Grand Duke Nicholas), the

Prince of Rournania, the German Military Attache (General

von Werder), and many diplomatic, political, and military

grandees have inspired the troops by their presence—and all

they have gained in exchange for the sacrifice of 20,000 men
is one small redoubt, of no strategical value, the possession of

which did them subsequently more harm than good. And
this one dubious success is due principally to the Roumanians,

a fact which must have been a galling reflection to the

Russian commanders. 07
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These are the broad features of the 1 tattle :

—

The enemy had attacked the Turkish lines ;it three points :

his right wing (Ninth Corps and time Roumanian divisions:

( J-eneraJ KrtLdener), Kan 1 i Tabiya m the aorth-east : his centre

(Fourth Corps : General Krylow), Omer Tabiya in the south-

east
;

his left wing (detachment of General Skobeleff), the

Krishirj redoubts is the south-west. The attack had heen

fixed for 3 p.m. on the 1 1th, but in the centre two regiments

started two hours too early.

Kanli Tabiya had successfully withstood three onslaughts ;

the fourth, at 7 P.M. on the 11th, succeeded. Various

attempts were made during the 12th to recover the lost

redoubt, one in the evening, on a large scale; but tl

collapsed, and finally we left the enemy in possession of this

point.

The centre attack had failed as thoroughly as attack can

fail. Never were troops better beaten than the Russian

centre on September 11, 1877.

In the south, Skobeleff s impetuosity, personal

bravery, and astounding, almost uncanny, influence over the

men had been of no avail against the Krishin redoubts. He

pushed forward and took the Plevna works, thus driving the

acute angle of a triangular-shaped wedge into the Turkish

position, dividing it into two disconnected parts. He was

dislodged on the L2th.

During the battle the Russian-Roumanian cavalry 98 had

taken possession of the Orkanye road, which they held up

3< pt< mber 2 I. when the road was forced by Ahmed I lif/.i's

column.

On the huh and 1 Ith the Russians retreat) behind

Eladishevo in the centre, to liogol in the south, whilst the

right wing retained Kanli Tabiya, and was thus within 300

yards of the Turkish lini

Turks had lost .'».()()() killed and JlOTS de C01Jlbat.

The Russian-Roumanian losses are variously stated ; I have

-, high :i- 25,000, as low as L6,000. I pre-

sume the truth lies between the two extremes, say 20,000
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(15,000 Russians and 5,000 Roumanians) in killed and

wounded, of which, roughly, 5,000 in the (Russian) right

wing, 6,000 in the centre, 8,000 in Skobeleff's detachment

(out of 20,000, or 40 per cent.), and 1,000 in artillery,

cavalry, and reserves. We had taken 2,000 wounded and a

few hundred unwounded prisoners. Four hundred of our men
were, and remained, missing. There were 7,000 corpses on

the battle-field. The total loss was thus at least 25,000, or

one-fifth of the force engaged. The Russian loss amounted

to two-thirds of the Turkish force, an occurrence without

precedent. We had lost two guns in Kanli Tabij^a and

won three in Kavanlik.

Osman could not turn his victory to advantage. His

cavalry force was far too small to follow up the action in the

orthodox manner ; the men were dead-beat, soaked, in rags
;

the army was in a state of indescribable confusion ; he was

cut off from his supplies ; he was left without support from

the Council of War and the other armies. But he had the

gratification of having given the arch-enemy of his country

such a beating as he had not had since the Great Frederick

routed him at Zorndorf in 1758.

Of the Turkish superior officers the following were killed :

Lieut.-Colonels Ali Riza Bey, Ibrahim Bey. Wounded :

General of Division Hassan Sabri Pasha ; Generals of

Brigade Rifa'at Pasha, Kara Ali Pasha, Emin Pasha

;

Colonels Hairi Bey, Omer Bey, Hafouz Bey ; Lieut.

-

Colonel Riza Bey.

It is difficult to mention men who distinguished them-

selves without running the risk of omitting equally deserving

names. Atouf Pasha and Omer Bey, for their successful

defence of the centre ; Emin Pasha and Rifa'at Pasha, who
fell at the head of their charging battalions ; Abdullah Bey,

Mehemed Nazif Bey, Riza Bey, Hairi Bey, for their shares

in the onslaughts on the lost redoubts ; Adil Pasha, for his

clever dispositions on the left wing ; Suleiman Bey, for his

vigilance in the far north (Opanetz), through which an

attack in this quarter was prevented ; Hafouz Bey, for his
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gallant stand in Bash Tabiya ; Ahmed Pasha, (^v his on-

remitting activity as commander of artillery; Osmarj Bey,

the cavalry leader, for having done his utmost with the small

force at his command—to all these honour is due. Thehero

of the 1-tli was, undoubtedly, Tewfik Bey, the leader of the

attack which decided the battle and crowned the tottering

banner of th< ( ent once more with the laurels of victory,

perhaps—who knows".' -for the last time in the records of

tory. He was promoted to brigadier's rank, and was ever

afterwards popular with the troop-.

But without wishing to detract from the credit due to

Tewfik, who was, after all, the man who won the Turks

their victory, in my opinion, the gr< ati -t hero of all during

those awful days was Colonel Yunuz Bey, commander if the

Kri-diin redoubts. Baghlarba-dii was taken out of his hands

early, on account of the distance which divided this work

from the others; Milas, Talahat. and Yniniz Tahiyas he

held for sis day-, with sewn battalions" and six i;iiii-,

insi a Skobeleff with twenty battalions and ninety guns.

Th' nan!.- of Tewfik and Yunuz were mentioned in a

genera] order read out during parade two or three days

the battle.

The excitement of the troops when they ki ew themselves

to I"- victors was indescribable. Men embraced, wept,

-lanced about like maniacs with delight, worshipped the

t leader as if he were another Prophet, knelt down in

whole companies to offer up heartfelt pray* re of gratitude to

I Inn who alone gives victory. I -aw one poor fellow, doubled

with abdomen torn open, turn round as h< writhed on

the ground and assume painfully the orthodox for

devotion. He died in this posture, proudly conscious that

d opened wide for him.

[ndomitable in I n olution, unshaken in hi- 1 *al

. unfaltering in carrying out In- purport, Osman, bj

this victory, has left a brilliant mark upon the centm

iv. When despair was blackest the divine light of

I
i burnt still withm him that light which, in the hi.
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of a brave man, only death can extinguish. He refused to

be beaten ; boldly he staked his last battalions, and won the

game. In contrast to the petty heart-burnings and little-

nesses of the Russian leaders (Skobeleff excepted) he stands

out giantlike in his moral grandeur. Speravi, oravi, vici (to

paraphrase Julius Caesar), might have been his motto ; for

he was known to be intensely devout.

AYhat a lesson to draw from the holocaust of those days !

Be your battle-field on the historic plains of a Gravelotte or a

Plevna, where a new era is born amid such labour and travail

as the world has never witnessed, or be it within the secrecy

of your own heart, where no eyes but God's can witness it

—decline, absolutely decline to be beaten, and you will come
out a victor

!

From people living in England, France, and Germany
in 1877, and from journals consulted, I have learnt that

public excitement in Europe was intense. Men could hardly

believe that a handful of Turks should have beaten the

mighty Russian hordes ; a new star had arisen on the

horizon of history, and Osman's name was in everybody's

mouth. In England especially he was considered the man
of the hour, and if he had visited this island in 1878, such a

reception would have been given to him as would have

made a Blucher stare. For weeks after the battle, when
the road was again open, letters of congratulation, par-

ticularly from Austria and England, poured into the camp.

The Sultan bestowed upon Osman the title Ghazi (the

Victorious).

My company had lost twenty-five in killed and disabled

;

but this I only ascertained later, as on the evening of the

12th quite sixty men were missing, not counting Lieutenant

Seymour's squad. Half of the men I had in my ranks were
strangers. The losses of the battalion in dead and wounded
amounted to eighty. Tereb, exhausted from loss of blood,

went to an ambulance, where he stayed a week ; Bakal
recovered without surgical aid. Azif and myself were un-
bounded.
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Oar kol had recovered from the wound received

on July 20, and had joined us in the beginning of September.

To everybody's satisfaction he was with as only a few days,

being transferred to another battalion which had lost both

major and kol a.udiassi. He was a^ain wounded on the 11th,

but not badly.

Our bash chawush had stayed in the Janik Bair redoubt

when we started for the south on the Llth, ostensibly to

attend to tin ammunition-supply, in reality from motives of

[ear. A shell killed him as he was on bis way from the

redoubt to the rear magazines. 'Good riddance, said we.

Bakal wa^ promoted to hash chawush rank, to everyb<

sincere joy. He continued, however, to remain in my
company as leader of my former squad, on account • \ the

scarcity of officers—for which providential occurreiie. I was

truly grateful. Thus this wonderful man fulfilled three

functions—only surviving Bergeanl to the company, baBh

chawush to the battalion, acting lieutenant to a squad -not

only well and thoroughly, but apparently without an effort.

Our major had hurt his ankle in the last charge, when

his horse had he. n shot under him. He recovered without

ambulance aid.

The battle was over, hut so much remained to be done

that refreshment and real Beemed to be ag< at. To

the credit of the Turks be it said that their first cart was

for the wounded. Th.y did not get drunfc, as the Russians

(Jo when th( v have 1"
i

victorious, hut set to work with as

much method as the confusion would allow to colled and

attend to the bleeding and maimed victim-. We had no

time to think of the dead
;
as a matter of fa were

still unburied e week after the battle, when the sight of vul-

tures and carrion crows disputing the possession of rotting

humanity with the vagrant dogs would have made even an

emperor ha of remorse.

fields around Kavanlik, [ssa, and Baghlarl

T i
u-() an aspect nev.r to be forgotten. The

tdush v tiv.lv pink; the meadows and fields were
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covered with dead and dying, in many places piled up in

grotesque heaps. In Issa parapets had been built with dead

men.

Those who gave signs of life, friend and foe alike, were

got into the redoubt with all possible speed ; when the first-

aid had been given and the bleeding stopped they were con-

veyed into Plevna, mostly carried by hand, as vehicular accom-

modation was not one-tenth of what would have been suffi-

cient. 100 Half of my company assisted in this work. Of the

rest I formed a cooking-party, there being a store of maize and

rice in the redoubt : an outpost in the vineyards, to acquaint

us of any attempted return on the enemy's part ; a gang for

conveying water from the brook to the redoubt, and a party

for helping to repair the damaged works. Fatigue had

vanished ; the glorious sensation of victory neutralised

exhaustion.

Being separated from my major and my battalion, I was

left without instructions, and acted on my own responsibility.

"When, at eight, the various parties and gangs had returned

from their labours, I held muster, weeded out strangers (save

those belonging to Adil's division, which we took with us when
we marched back to Janik Bair redoubt), and placed these

under Lieutenant Azif, instructing him to deliver them to

their respective redoubts. This was done, not from necessity?

but from reasons of humanity : it saved the men from being

accused of cowardice or desertion. With the rest of my com-

pany I sat down to a meal of rice and porridge. The rain had

ceased, but the night was very dark ; large bonfires burnt in

the redoubt. As the following four days were moderately

fine, with only occasional brief showers, it seemed as if

heaven had reserved its deluge for the battle. On the 16th

rain set in with renewed vigour, and lasted with rare inter-

ruptions for a month, varied after October 7 by frost and

snow.

I ought to have returned to Kavanlik and rejoined my
battalion ; but I thought that we should fare better if I

remained independent. My major afterwards praised me
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for this, as it had saved him trouble, the leaders of his other

companies having been killed or wounded.

The confusion in Issa Tabiya baffles description : it took

three to four hours to get something faintly approaching order

into this Beething mass of men belonging to six or eight

battalions. There was not a whole battalion in the place,

and very few entire companies. My company was better in

hand than any in the redoubt. The temporary commander

appointed by Tewfik (I think it was Hairi Bey) worked

Miionsly. He left me alone, and I received not a single

order from him ; perhaps, as I flattered myself was probably

the case, he had been told that ' Sir Englishman ' could be

relied upon to attend to his business ; but let the reader put

this down to my youthful conceit.

At nine, when we had finished eating and drinking, and

had dried and wanned ourselves by the fire, I asked a superior

officer for instructions, and received orders to start imme-

diately for the Janik Bair, the left wing being dangerously

undermanned, and the right so crowded as to render order

and discipline well-nigh impossible, comfort wholly so. I

mbled the sad remnants of my company. The men looked

like vagabonds, dirty beyond recognition, i i tsed from head

to foot in crusts of dried mud, many in tattei - which would

barely hold together. Numbers had 'borrowed' hoots,

trousers, jackets from corpses. Exclusive of twi

strangers whom we took with as, 1 had fifty nun left : but

tnour's squad we encountered later, and forty men came

into our redoubt next day. most of them having either

certificates or witnesses to prove that they had fought i

where. The average strength of the company during

tember was 1 20.

We marched through Plevna. Some shells had Btruck

the place, but the damage waa trifling. The town presented

an aspect which i> beyond my descriptive pow< rs.

Th. ts no longer, but brooks and riv<

where there is a r< mnanl of terra firma (save the mark I) it

istency of butter. Each tree sends down insolent
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little showers of its own when the wind moves it ; from the

roofs thin waterspouts innumerable drench us, who have

just dried ourselves, and make me utter impious words,

exemplary Christian as I am. The block at the street-corners

has been recalled to me by the scene in the thoroughfares of

the city of London on busy week-day mornings, minus the

police, making the confusion worse confounded. Strings of

carts with groaning men—of whom many are disfigured by

dirt, blood, wounds, beyond the semblance of humanity, who

are piled like butchers' carcases upon reeking and steaming

straw—are crossed by other trains of vehicles with similar

cargoes ; huge fires at important crossings dispel the black-

ness of a particularly dark night by vacillating patches of

yellow brilliancy, with flickering shadows chasing each other

like ghosts along the house-fronts, making the trees appear

as if animated by goblins. The uncertain light of the flames

adds to the fierceness of tawny Tartar countenances, sets

hideous demons at work on the stolid surface of Muscovite

physiognomies, suggests grotesque changes of features, turning-

sound men to devils, and sick men, sometimes to angels, some-

times to the brute creations of a delirium-heated brain.

What a babel of tongues !—men praying, lamenting, cursing

their rulers for having laid them low, in Kussian, Roumanian,

Turkish, Arabic, Circassian ; drivers loudly clamouring for a

passage, inquiring their way or destination, exchanging abuse

and blows with those who obstruct their progress ; snatches of

Bulgarian, French, unknown dialects—the guttural tones

of a German surgeon who swears at himself, as he vainly

tries to get order into this chaos ; the shrill notes of an

English doctor, who apostrophises, to a colleague across

the road, that fool of a driver who has brought him corpses

instead of wounded men. Before every ambulance (there

were then a hundred in Plevna, not counting the public

hospital and the big establishments in mosques and munici-

pal buildings) a queue of carts is waiting to unload ; a fire

to light the ghastly labours ; a banner, with red Crescent,

limp and wet on its pole ; a perspiring, overworked, dead-
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beat superintendent or surgeon refuses to take in any more

stock for his thriving nude. Bere is a crowd of jubilant

Turkish, there a group of crestfallen and trembling 1 lulgarian,

inhabitants. What a change for the latter yesterday

insolent and triumphant, to-day in the deepest abyss of the

most ignominious fear ! Files of soldiers—companies,

battalions come from all sides, on the way back to their

redoubts; two or three Bquadronsof cavalry trot westward to

[si the Yid bridge guard : a battery gallops to some sud-

denly discovered exposed point. The guns Bplash us from

laad to foot; on the soft clay the usual thunder of th<

wheels is strangely absent, so that they pass us well-nigh in

silence, looking like the dissolving views of a magic-lantern,

emerging from the darkness and plunging into it with b apeed

and a vehemence such as only gun-drivers can get out of

their vehicles. Everybody has to step out of the way. A.gun

(•.Hides with a cart and upsets it
;
with a crash, a shriek, a

thud, the human cargo rolls into the slush, and the next gun

3 right through the sprawling heap of maimed mankind.

[t doe- aot much matter : only a lew wounded men wounded

a little more. Where they have fallen there is b purple pool

:

when we pass the spot a minute later the men's heavy tread

splashes our faces with red specks. We c< me to a Btreet

where they have not lighted a fire, and when the onfusion is

worse in the impenetrable darkness. WV are hailed, and find

our progress impeded until an obliging r< ~;-
;

tit brings a lamp,

and we discover that we have encountered a Bmal] body of

the Roumanians, being rebels, with hands tied

behind them, the Russians, being honest enemi . unbound.

t we come to an important crossing where then are two

huge tires, and where a sight greets us at which my men give

a shout <d joy : half a do/en Bulgarians dangling from -allow .

improvised in from of their own doors like bundles of limp

alien, ashy faces and vacanl eyes in atonement

for acts of treachery, A.t the feet of one is a weeping woman
• Utah].- mater dolorosa', near another are children

crunching apples, and wondering whj their father looks so
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funny. In the same street women bring us hot coffee and

rice cakes, which we consume in view of the gallows, some

men leaning against the posts and playing at shuttlecock

with the culprits' legs. The foot of one hits me in the face,

and the man who has made the thrust apologises :
' I meant

to hit Murad over there, sir ; but I declare the fellow has got

a twist in his knee, so that one cannot throw straight.' To
illustrate this he raises the dead man's leg and aims at his

companion, wTho is holding out his hands, grinning like the

wicket-keeper at a diabolical game of cricket ; and, true

enough, the foot describes an arc and gives a thumping

knock in the centre of a corporal's capacious back. The
latter turns round with a face so scared that we all burst out

into a merry laugh ; and this rouses me from what as a

nightmare would be indescribably hideous, but what as stern

reality simply baffles the illustrative powers of all the adjec-

tives found in the dictionary. I forbid sternly the con-

tinuation of such wantonness, and my men become suddenly

sober—we have all been out of our senses, after thirty hours

of continual slaughter and unequalled horrors. I rub my
eyes. Surely this has been a dream ; surely this cannot be

God's fair earth, on the surface of which I have lived such a

happy life, which has brought forth those I love so well—my
father, my dear mother, my pretty sisters, that little girl I

have left behind in the Far West ? Fatigue overcomes me,

and I dream, with open eyes, that I have been killed in battle,

anc
1

that this is the hell to which God has consigned me

—

until Bakal calls me to myself by saying, ' Do not fret, sir
;

these scenes are not of your doing, and you are not re-

sponsible for them.' And for once in a while the sergeant

turns prophet. ' To him who is responsible,' he says,

indicating the direction of the Kussian headquarters with a

solemn gesture, ' a tremendous punishment will be dealt out.'

Let not the reader think that I am romancing. It is the

sober truth that Alexander II. 's awful end was prophesied to

me by Sergeant Bakal, in the streets of Plevna, on September

12, 1877, an hour and a half before midnight. A hand gently
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laid upon my arm rouses me from the reverie into which the

ant'fi words and manner have plunged me. I turn round,

and behold a veiled girl, who gives me a packet of tobacco,

another of cigarettes, and a flask of brandy, whispers, ' Stolen

from the ambulance for your dear Bake,' and vanishes, swiftly

and noiselessly, like a benignant messenger returning to the

happier regions whence she came. I take a goodly sip, light

a cigarette, shake myself, and am a man again. I give the

order to proceed, and, thank God ! we are clear of the town.

Pl< vim is one and a half miles long from south to north,

and it had taken us two hours to pass through it. At eleven,

just after we had crossed the Grivitza bridge, north of the

town, and were marching into the darkness, we heard the

tramp of men, and were hailed in Turkish. Our foremost

man flashed the light of his lantern in search of the intrud

and the first countenance which the white patch revealed

to me, like a bold sketch set in a huge black frame, belonged

to -luck Seymour, safe and sound, without a scratch or hurt

on him— ' except, old fellow, an unholy lust for a drop

of something strong," which craving was immediately

relieved.

After the collapse of the attack at dusk on the 11th he

had found himself with his squad m PleVD , During the

night lie had formed the guard atone of th< t-outlets,

and had cheerfully assisted in meting out condign punish-

ment to Borne of the Christians who had fin d the haystacks

—a stroke of diabolical treachery serving a fourfold purp

bow the enemy what we were doing, to fix a target for

his gunners, to destroy our stores, to create a panic in town,

and thus facilitate invasion, in which latter hope the per-

- v.. re disappointed. In the morning he had taken

part in Tahir'a abortive attempt to recover Kavanlik ;
in the

afternoon Ins men had been the first to climb the parapet.

After the Btorming he was sent back to town, to prevent out-

breaks among the populace.

At midnight, half-dead with fatigue, we reached our

iubt, wl llent preparations, made by Adil's com-
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mand, greeted us : fires, meat boiling in the coppers, hot

coffee. During our absence the stores and sleeping-chambers

had been drained and covered with fresh hides and skins, so

that our dwelling-place was tolerably dry and comfortable.

Half an hour later the main body of the battalion arrived. We
ate, drank, compared notes, gave a passing word of remem-

brance to missing friends, and then turned in and slept,

after having been on our legs for forty hours, the sleep of

the just and the victorious, undressed (by permission), and in

a perfect luxury of leisure ; for no trench, outpost, or sentry

duty was allotted to my battalion. And thus ended my
personal share in the biggest and bloodiest battle of the war,

which in point of number of casualties ranks fourth since

Waterloo, 101 in point of proportion (20 per cent.) probably

first.

Before finishing with the third battle of Plevna I must

draw attention to that feature of the Turkish tactics which

stamped the war of 1877 with a character of its own, a

feature evident in all actions in which I took part, in none

more than in the one under discussion : I refer to the quick-

fire of the Turkish infantry, of such power, duration, and

effect as had never before been dreamt of. General Todleben

wrote later :
' Such a shower of lead as that with which the

Turks hail our troops has never before been employed as a

mode of warfare by any European army.' It was more

instinct, experience, silent consent, and confidence in their

wt apons, than training or formulated rules, which induced the

Turkish foot-soldiers to adopt this mode of fighting. I had

witnessed quickfire drill in Widdin ; but I venture to say that

it was not until after the first battle that the officers became

really conscious of the terrific power of long-sustained quick-

fire. Our orders were, briefly, as follows :
' As soon as you

know or suppose the enemy to be within range of your rifles,

coverthe space presumably occupied byhim, or presumably to

be traversed by him, with quickfire, independent of distance,

duration, difficulty of aim, probability of hitting, and con-

sumption of cartridges.' The awful effect upon the opponent
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of this rule, if carried out as literally and as much con amove
as it was by the Turks, is apparent in the Russian Losses, and
in the tact that throughout the Plevna campaign the Russian

attacks, with few and unimportant exceptions, collapsed, nu-
merical superiority notwithstanding. The Turkish consump-
tion of cartridges was in proportion. On the 11th and L2th

September it readied in Bash, Kanli, Oiner, Issa, Kavanlik

Tabiyas and the Krishin redoubts, 300 per man per day;

in Baghlarbashi, some of the men had exhausted their

complement of 500 cartridges in six hours' fighting. To
carry out this mode of warfare the organisation of

cartridge-supply must be as perfect as it was in Plevna

camp. Not only had we an immense central stock, hoi ed

in a mosque, which was replenished from Orkanye at

regular intervals, but each redoubt had its own reserve store.

each battalion its mobile stock, each trench its numerous
boxes placed in convenient positions for the men to help

themselves freely. There was a service of packhorses, by

means of which the stock of any redoubt or battalion could

be replenished from the central Btore at a moment's
notice. These arrangements worked without a hitch, even

in the confusion of a partly unsuccessful general engagement.

Quickfire, such as that of theTurkish infantry, was in L877

unexampled, and its moral and actual effect upon i,< enemy
was terrific; but whether this mode of warfare could be

successfully employed by a French or G-i man army of

200,000 men on the offensive is not for me to Bay. With
us 30,000 men, stationary, entrenched, on the defensive

—

the results were magnificent, appalling for the foe.

The behaviour of the Turks in the third battle of Plevna

shows what heights the sons of a proud and devoul nation

can n-e to when they an inspired by patriotism, that nob

of virtues, when they are Facing a common danger, in front.

he invader, Btrong m thai absence of dissent which i horn

of discipline, raised by a beloved leader to his own level of

moral grandeur, conscious of fighting for a righteous cause,

n that Parodist is waitingfor them should they fall.
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CHAPTER XI

PREPABIXG FOR THE INVESTMENT

September 13 to October 24, 1877

Ox the morning of September 13 my company was

ordered to the centre, where we assisted in burying the

dead in front of Omer Tabiya. A few hours' armistice had

been concluded for the purpose.

A hundred Bulgarians from Plevna were compelled to help

in digging, as a punishment for the outrages committed by

them during the battle ; they were supervised by soldiers

with loaded rifles, who had been instructed to shoot down
anyone attempting to escape. TSo consideration was shown

to laz}- or obstinate men
;
generally the butt-end of a rifle per-

suaded them effectually that it would be wise to accomplish

the task set them.

The picking-up of their wounded in the maize-fields

between Radishevo and Omer Tabiya must have been a

difficult matter to the Russians ; many maimed men were

left for three or four days in the corn before being discovered.

The slaughter in this quarter had been frightful.

The dead were buried in holes containing 50 to 100 each,

the officers in separate places, Turks and Russians apart.

Bulgarian popes and our own priests recited a few pious

words. Stakes, branches of trees, or demolished rifles

marked the graves.

I kept an exact account of the numbers interred, and of

the names and battalions of the Turkish victims, so far as

these could be ascertained. Money, valuables, documents,

arms, cartridges, water-bottles, were taken from the corpses
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and delivered to officers appointed for that purpose; also

boots ami uniforms, if in good condition.

\\ e were supplied with dinner from Omer Tabiya, where

gangs were repairing the damaged works. In theafterm

another company relieved us, and we escorted to town a

train of carts with rifles, bayonets, fezes, boot b, and bo forth.

The day was tolerably tine.

In the neighbourhood of Bash and Kanli Tabiyas the

negotiations with the object of determining a line of demar-

cation had failed, in consequence of which many bodies were

here left unburied for a week. They infected tin air and

caused illness. Some were never interred, and bee

skeletons, thanks to the voracity of dogs and birds.

We returned to our redoubt towards dusk, and had

nothing more to do for the rest of the day. Then' was

no shelling on the loth.

At night I accompanied my major and two officers from

Adil's staff on a round of outpost inspection, not because it

was accessary, but because I wanted a walk and a smoke
;

for a wonder, it did not rain. A/.if and three other lit titenants

with us—eight all told.

We came, at L0.30, to an advanced post where informa-

tion had just arrived from a Bentry that the noise of ill-

ksed cart-wheels, the braying of a donkey, and subdued

conversation had been heard, and Hashes of lanterns had

been seen, a quarter of a mile away. Our informant

estimated the number of carts at three or lour, of men at

twenty, the direction north-east, towards Yerbitxa.

' They are marauders,' said everybody ; the neighbour! 1

had been Bwarming with these gentry ever since the Becond

battle. Enemies they could not be ; firstly, because Russians

and Roumanians did not employ assee ; and secondly, because

there v. • L80n for them to execute a stealthy nocturnal

journey in that direction. If they were enemies, the sounds

ild only betoken preparations for a Burprise attack, and

bould 1 ring of credit in unmasking the en< my's

into ntion.
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We eight officers, accompanied by four foot-soldiers, a

corporal, two Circassians from the outpost, and three of our

vagrant but self-attached dogs (of so many crossings that they

had lost all characteristics of species and were much alike, as

the canine pariahs of the Orient always are), proceeded in the

direction indicated with secrecy and despatch. When, after

ten minutes' tramp along slippery field-paths, we halted, the

creaking cart-wheels could be distinctly heard, 200 yards to

our right, to judge by the sound. The night was dark, and

the view limited in this hilly district. We reached a mound
with a tree on the top ; a man climbed the latter, and

reported seeing the flashes of lanterns on a path leading to

Verbitza, which village lay two miles to the north-east, and

was occupied by the Roumanians. Guided by the Circas-

sians, who knew the neighbourhood, we cut off the nocturnal

wanderers' journey by getting across the path before them,

and waited behind the hedges. The dogs entered with zest

into the fun of the thing, and kept perfectly quiet. At last

the cortege arrived ; from what little we could see we found

our suspicions confirmed ; in any case, the travellers were not

soldiers. When they came to the spot where we lay hidden

we suddenly jumped out upon them, and had the lot in our

possession without firing a shot. There were three carts,

two drawn by donkeys, one by dogs ; a hasty glance showed

them to contain rifles and raiment. After the ten men and

three women had been bound we marched back to the out-

po-t. Here the carts were inspected by the light of the fire,

and found to contain the spoil of battle-fields ; the creatures

must have stripped the bodies, for bloodstained under-

garments, mostly of fine quality, belonging to officers, formed

half of the stock. That these hyaenas do not strip dead men
only is clear.

The prisoners, who represented an awful collection of

the most hideous, brutal, and debased countenances, were

marched to the redoubt and searched. Their clothes—in rags

and horribly dirty—were found to contain rings, watches,

chains, pendants, money of many nationalities, bank-notes,
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pocket-books, documents. The filthy and tattered raiment of

the women haf'tled description, a- did the tigerish ferocity of

their fare-; and gestures and their vile Language ; they were

quite inhuman in aspect and hehaviour, and it is a libel on

the brute creation to call them ' beasts.
1

The prisonerswere interrogated, bul all refused stubbornly

to give information, with one exception. This was a young

Bulgarian, the only tolerably decent-looking member of the

party, who told as all we required to know, in the hope of

being let off. Only one of the gang was a Turk ; the ethers

uviv gipsies, Hungarians, Servians, Roumanian Jews,

Bulgarians. Of the women, two were gipsies and od

Slavonian.

They were told that they would be hung in the moi ting.

Their firmness forsook them, and they began to howl, whine.

screech and swear; only the Turk was silent and unmoved,

and his dignified behaviour contrasted favourably with the

ignominious fear of death betrayed by the others. The noise

brought the colonel and many officers to the spot, among
them Jack, picturesquely attired in a petticoal and a Cos-ark

hat. Two companies tinned out, mistaking the turmoil for

an alarm. The prisoners, availing themselves of the momen-
tary confusion and the darkness, made an atti apl at escape,

bul were recaptured. The colonel now commanded their

immediate execution, and the thirteen hyaenas of the battle-

field were strung up in a row. 1 Bhall not harrow the reader's

feelings by a description of this awful seen.', one of the

worst I have witnessed in a war exceptionally rich in horrors.

Their punishment was well deserved, for thes< creatures

i to strip the wounded to the skin, cut off the In .:< rs of

living men to obtain their rings, and tear off parts of their

he earrii

The next day (September I h passed without incident

and without work, save the redoubl routine.

On the 15th the list oi the casualties which the battalion

had incurred was complete, numbers of stragglers having come

m during the two days after the battle, and a clean copy was
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sent to headquarters. Most of the stragglers had either wit-

nesses or certificates to prove that they had fought elsewhere.

Thosewho had not were charged with desertion and cowardice,

but were, I believe, after a cursory investigation, acquitted.

After a successful action many sins are forgiven. Two men

of my company remained missing. On this day it became

known in camp that the Orkanye-Plevna wire had been cut.

The enemy's cavalry was holding the Orkanye road ; which

fact caused us some anxiety, more so than the interruptions

of communication with Eahova, Lorn Palankah, and Widdin
;

for from these places— all undermanned, and provisioned only

for their own garrisons—we had no help to expect, whilst the

concentration of a strong reinforcement column and the

collection of large stores in Orkanye had commenced long

before the third battle. The rations were reduced, and strict

economy in every commodity was enjoined. We were thus

cut off from the world ; but the troops' confidence in their

leader was such that they felt convinced that he would not

suffer this state of things to continue for long ; in which

expectation they were not disappointed. The soldiers were in

good spirits ; morale and discipline were excellent. On the

other hand, it is admitted that the Eussian troops were

depressed and demoralised up to the time that Todleben's

reputation and activity induced them to recover confidence.

From September 14 to the end of the campaign shells

were exchanged almost daily between the two camps ; but

dunng September and October there was little night firing.

The health of Plevna camp gave cause for anxiety

:

dysentery increased alarmingly, and there were cases of

cholera and typhoid fever.

On September 16 rain set in anew. It grew chilly, and

the winds (mostly north) were high. Dirty weather con-

tinued without interruption for a month, and was the cause

of exquisite misery.

On the 17th a curious rumour spread in camp : that

England had declared war against Eussia, and that two British

divisions were already on the road from Constantinople for
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the relief of Plevna. For some hours we were in a state of

the greatest excitement, but were soon undeceived. Another
rumour reported that Osman contemplated evacuating Plevna

for Lukovitza and ( hkanve.

On the L8th the Roumanians attacked Bash Tabiya from

Kanli Tabiya. My battalion was sent to the former, but

arrived when the enemy had already retreated. The onslaught

had been furious and the resistance desperate. The affair

c >s1 the Turks 100, the Roumanians 500, in killed and

wounded. The dead were mixed with the corpses remaining

from the third battle, which attracted masses of birds, and

proved of horrible interest to the dogs.

My battalion was ordered to occupy the trenches, to give

those troops who had taken part in the fray time to reco i r.

The stench emitted by the corpse-studded space between the

two redoubts was horrible. We were within 100 yards of

the enemy's foremost posts. I foolishly climbed the bank

of the trench, and received a shot in the leg. As it was a

spenl bullet, it could not have proceeded from the trenchi s of

Kanli Tabiya. The ball—or, to be exact, slued- of my
clothing with the bullet on the top of them—stuck in the

flesh, just below the surface, and caused little inconvenience

or lain. When the Burgeon came round he removed the

intruders with one dexterous knife-cut, washed th< wound,

and bound it up. It bled freely, but qoI for long. An
hour inter I was Beized with violent pains and ipasms in the

Btomach, accompanied by diarrhoea. The doctor pronounced

the dreaded words, 'itch agrisi ' (dysentery); I was packed

on a cart with wounded, being quite helpless and prostrate,

and in horrible agonies, and was seni to Plevna. A- I was

in a stupor during the journey, all consciousness of its tortures

; ured to mi

I had fredv partaken of fruit m the morning, in defiance

of B warning; this, with the infected air and the

. tli' wound had, [ presume, brought on

the attack.

On my arrival in town I was Ben1 to b fever hospital

bushed in a mosque, in which were 200 pal The
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few doctors—among them a German—who were availahle

for this work, and who had also ambulances to attend to,

did their best, assisted by convalescent soldiers and civil-

ians. Nevertheless, my sojourn in this place was a

terrible experience—one I do not care to recall. Quinine,

laudanum, and drugs generally ran short ; for the Eussian

cavalry had intercepted a convoy with these commodities.

There was hardly any brandy in camp ; food was the reverse

of plentiful, and was given insufficiently salted, the enemy

having captured nine waggon-loads of salt, sugar, and spices.

The scarcity of salt lasted, more or less, up to the end of the

campaign, and was the worst feature of the privations we

had to undergo. The uselessness of money was brought

home to me in those days ; secretly I paid twenty-five piastres

(As. 8d.) for a few pinches of salt ; later, five sovereigns would

not have purchased an ounce. Many patients died from

want of strengthening food who would have recovered under

ordinary circumstances.

Add to the hardships I have mentioned a cold building,

a damp and infected atmosphere (for, in spite of strenuous

efforts and strict supervision, cleanliness could not always be

enforced with this mass of diarrhoea-stricken men), rough

beds of skins, matting, a blanket, a handful of straw, and a

few rags on the stone floor ; a company of prostrate fellow-

sufferers, and the gloomy outlook generally, despite the late

victory, with, in my case, both a wound and a disease to

torment me, and you may, with a vivid imagination, form a

notion of the miseries I underwent.

The wounded of the third battle were still in Plevna :

owing to the interruption of the communication with

Orkanye they could not be sent to the latter place, as had

been done after the previous actions. The surgeon-in-chief,

Hassib Bey, visited us daily, and altogether the medical

men did their utmost ; that things were, nevertheless, exe-

crable, was not their fault.

There were quacks and sorcerers in the town whom the

common soldiers, notably those hailing from Asia, revered

u
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and trusted ; their hocus-pocus was tolerated, but they were

not allowed to prescribe or administer. Also, the priests

pretended to effect faith-cures and miracles.

Among the patients were several Russians and

.inanians, fever-stricken prisoners from the third battle,

who were housed in a separate corner and were treated with

great kindness.

My money purchased many commodities, at exorbitant

rates—for instance, ten piastres (Is. 10d.), a spoonful of

brandy—and a girl-friend in town sent me daily luxuries by

means of a bribed messenger, such as broth, port wine, <

wheatmeal cakes. With these advantages my strong

constitution overcame the disease speedily ; the wound was
healing satisfactorily and gave no trouble, and on the fourth

day (September 23) I was sufficiently well to get up—against

orders—and crawl out by stealth in the afternoon, being

very feeble and low in my system, with the intention of

trying to obtain a conveyance to the redoubt; for even my
former sleeping-quarters, rough and comforth i y were,

particularly in wet weather, seemed to me a paradise

compared to that purgatory of pain-convulsed, fever-stricken

patients, with its stench, its groans of men sick of life in

their misery, its fresh corpses every day.

When I came to the konak in the centre of the town,

supported by a stick which a kind-heart- d labourer had cut

tor me in his garden, some officers who had duties in

connection with the administration of stores took compassion

upon my evii lent weakness, and gave me part of their dinner,

each contributing a mite and helping to make up a goodly

meal. Hardly had we finished when there was a commotion

ale, and we learnt thai the column from Orkanye, aided

hieh the Mushir had sent to meet it, had

forced the en< my's lines and was approaching Plevna, the

train being s;ife and intact. Coffee was immediately

made and the remaining cigarettes were distributed: for

there was now no need for economy. At the invitation of

kindly hosts I r< mained in the konak Borne hours longer
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sitting by the window, smoking, and drowsily watching the

merciless rain, as it transformed the deserted little square in

front of the building into a lake of turbid, liquid mud. The
wind was high, and tore the swift, dark clouds into grotesque

and rugged shapes ; the atmosphere was thick, raw, and

chilly ; altogether it was one of those typical autumn days

which make one long for closed blinds, cosy lamplight, and

a peaceful fireside, luxuries I dreamt of enviously as I shivered

in the draughty, cheerless room, which served as office for

the administration of stores in day-time, and as sleeping-

quarters to a dozen men at night.

Towards dusk I thought it high time to leave, if I meant

to get a conveyance to the redoubt that day. I dreaded

going back to the mosque, fearing the derision of those who
had seen me depart in the afternoon. The rain showed no

signs of ceasing, so I wrapped my great-coat round me and

set forth with the aid of my stick. Hardly had I walked

200 yards in the direction of the trysting-place of the carts

and their drivers when I fell, partly from weakness, partly

owing to the slipperiness of the soil, and sprained my ankle. I

managed to get up, but could not put my foot to the ground

;

so I limped to the nearest fence and waited for events, in a

sore plight of pain, helplessness, wet, dirt, and diarrhoea

—

which latter had suddenly returned with astonishing vigour.

Not far from me was a house flying the Eed Crescent. A
n an passed who took me thither. This was an ambulance

conducted by a German surgeon. Lange by name, if I remem-

ber correctly. Happily he had a bed vacant, the inmate of

which had just died. The corpse was taken out, the bedding

received a pro forma shake, and I was installed. My foot

was bathed and bandaged, and the wound in my leg, which

had broken open afresh in the fall, was attended to. The
diarrhoea was stopped by a copious draught of an opiate, and

did not reappear. I had a good supper. In the night I

heard the tramp of battalions : the van of the Orkanye

column was coming in. At dawn there was half an hour's

cannonade in the west : the main body was engaged with

n 2
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Russian cavalry. At noon (September 24) the column arrived

in town, and was enthusiastically received. I stayed in the

ambulance for, I think, a week. It held fifty patients
;

ten shared my room. Food was once more good and

plentiful; even luxuries (tobacco, brandy, broth, milk, coffee)

s distributed ; drugs and medicines were sufficient : treat-

ment was considerate and competent, attendance mediocre,

the doctor having no help except two unskilled and over-

worked assistants (convalescent soldiers), and no menials save

an aged Turkish vineyard labourer, who look< I like the

demon of unrighteousness, and behaved like an angel of

mercy. This man had the occasional voluntary aid of patriotic

residi nts, and was also assisted by the compulsory labour of a

couple of stalwart, sullen Bulgarians, who had offended, and

had to seruh the floors by way of punishment. One—

a

Christian, think of that !—had the incredible brutality to

kick a maimed and uneonscious invalid when he fancied him-

self unobserved, and was flogged in the back-yard by a gang

of only too willing soldiers specially told off for this labour

of love. I was charged with the duty of seeing the punish-

ment properly carried out. Never did I accomplish any task

to m«' with more /est and zeal. The brute was laid up

for many weeks.

I'. October 1 (if my calculations are correct) I hud

overcome my three ailments—shot in tin ', sprained ankle,

weakness left by dysentery and returned to my redoubt on

a cart conveying maize. In the meantime my captain had

i from th<- wound received in the second battle,andhad

arrived in Plevna from Sofia with the Orkanye column. The
company was again in hi- charge, and I had my old s.piad,

Jack his, Tereb (meanwhile cured) thai of the lat< Ed~ehemed

1 [ardar, A/.if the colour squad. Thus we had once more our

full complement of live officers, and my Becond company
i an ind, having lasted exclusive of sojourn

in ambulances from August l to Beptember 18, forty-live
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This arrangement did not hold good for long. On October

7 (the day on which we first had snow, which lasted, on

and off, till the end of the campaign) the captain was trans-

ferred to another company of my battalion which had a

dearth of officers. I became, for the third time, company

leader, and retained this position up to the surrender (fifty-

six days, October 7 to December 10, deducting eight days

spent in the hospital in November) ; the colour squad and

my old squad were fused into one. The company, now
reduced by illness and losses to 110 men, counted three

squads, the first under Seymour, the second under Tereb,

the third under Azif. At this strength and in this order

we remained until the beginning of November.

On October 1 the enemy's forces commenced to ap-

proach our positions and—what they had not done before

—to fortify themselves. Soon their line formed a semicircle

almost concentric with ours, from Bivolar in the north, via

Kanli Tabiya, Grivitza, and Radishevo, to Brestovitz in the

south. The average distance between the two front lines

was 1,500 yards, but at Kanli Tabiya it was less than 100

yards.

It is necessary here to summarise the adventures of the

Orkanye reinforcement column.*

The column started from Orkanye early on September 18,

in the following order :

—

Van.

Commander : Brigadier Edhem Pasha.

Second : Lieut.-Col. Isset Bey.

4 squadrons cavalry.

First Brigade : 6 battalions.

1 section artillery : 2 guns (3 lb.).

2 companies engineers.

* For Ordre de Bataille, see Appendix.
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Main Body.

Commander : General of Division Ahmed Hifzi Pasha

md : 1 Irigadier Haki Pasha.

Third Regiment : 3 battalions.

1 -jiiadron cavalry.

Train.

1 battery : 6 guns (6 lb.).

Reserve ; 5 battalions.

Bear.

Commander : Lieut.-Col. Tahir Bey.

Fourth Regiment : 3 battalions.

2 Bections artillery : 4 guns (3 lb.).

1 squadron cavalry.

The journey to Telish took three days, owing to the bad

weather, to the condition of the soil, and to the fact that the

Russians had destroyed several bridges. Near Telish the

enemy had made a long stretch of the road irnpassable by

means of holes, ditches, and barriersof felled tree-,. Ahmed
Hif/.i. who had arrived in Telish on the evening of the 20th,

compel] "phere; the troops erected earthworks

while the engineers repaired the road. On the 21st the

1 1 jsians attacked, and were driven off. At dawn on the 22rid

the column Btarted, after having again been attacked. There

being Btrong masses of hostile cavalry on Che flanks and in

the rear, whilst the road and the country ahead Beemed to

be open, Ahmed Hif/.i made a rearrangement of his column:

he transferred five battalions of the First Brigade (hitherto the

vanguard) to the rear, and placed the latter under Edhem
Pasha. Thus the order was :

—
I

1 battalion, 1 Bquadrons, 2 guns.

Main body, with train: Ahmed Bifzi Pasha.

ttalions, 1 Bquadron, 6 guns.

Rear : Edhem I 'asha.

. I squadron, 1 guns.
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At noon on the 22nd the van reached Gorna Dubnik, and

whilst the main body and the train were marching in, the

Kussians attacked the rear. The fighting lasted till nine at

night, when the enemy retreated. The Turkish losses were

trifling ; Edhem Pasha was wounded. The thirty hostile guns

inflicted little punishment, in spite of eight hours' shelling.

Next day (23rd) a squadron of regular cavalry arrived from

Dolna Dubnik, where the detachment sent by Osman from

Plevna to facilitate Ahmed Hifzi's advance had bivouacked

;

this force was made up as follows :

—

Commander ; Brigadier Atouf Pasha.

Infantry : 1 brigade (6 battalions).

Cavalry : 2 squadrons regulars.

10 ,, Saloniki auxiliaries.

Artillery: 1 horse-battery (4 lb.).

Total : 6 battalions, 12 squadrons ; or, 4,000 men with

6 guns.

They had occupied Dolna Dubnik after a smart

encounter ; thus the communication with Ahmed Hifzi was

established and the road was open. Ahmed Hifzi arrived in

Dolna Dubnik on the 23rd, and sent his van, with part of

the train, the same night to Plevna, where it arrived before

dawn ; the main body had half an hour's cannonade with

the enemy early on the 24th, and reached Plevna at noon

with not a single cart missing. The expedition had cost

the Turks from first to last no more than fifty men in

killed and wounded.

8,000 Eussian and Eoumanian horsemen and forty guns

had been unable to impede the progress of a procession of

vehicles which must have been ten to fifteen miles long. 102

The strength of the Plevna army was, after September

24 : 63 battalions infantry, 25 squadrons cavalry, 500

Circassians, 14 batteries artillery, 3 companies engineers ; or,

34,000 men with 84 guns, at which figure it remained (less

casualties and invalids) till October 8.
103

After the arrival of Alimed Hifzi's column we had plenty
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of everything save forage ; to make good this deficiency,

»< tting in the large stores of grain, hay, and straw of the

surrounding villages, Osman organised, on September 27, a

flying column, which had the following constitution :

—

Commander : General of Division Ahmed Hifzi Pasha.

First Brigade : Brigadier Haki Pasha.

6 battalions.

Second Brigade : Colonel Veli Bey.

battalions.

8 squadrons regulars : Colonel Bekir Bey.

1 battery (6 lb.).

Train : 800 empty can-.

Total : (3,000 men with 6 guns.

This force concentrated between Plevna and the Aid

bridge "ii the evening of September 27, started from the

bridge at daybreak on the 28th, and between this day and

October 3 it ^,
rot in all the stores of both Dubniks, both

Netropolies, Ternina, Blasivatz, Disevitza, KartusHaven, and

Medeven into Plevna without being prevented by the enemy,

who attacked en September 2<s and MO and was repelled.

The fighting on the last-named day was severe^ and cost the

Turks 200 in killed and wounded, the Russians treble thai

number. The 300 carts were filled from five to seven ii

Prom October 7 to 21 the Orkanye" road was open.

During tin's time there arrived many small trams of BUpplies,

and one large one, escorted by a column under Chefkel

P 1: a. com

n

Kinder of Orkanye, which started on ( >ctober 5,

and v. • ituted as follows :

—

I immander: General of Division Chefkel Pasha.

First Brigade: Brigadier Eussein Vasfi Pasha.

6 battalions.

Second Brigade: Brigadier Omer

T

lia.

6 battalions.

!;•
: 1 ii< at.-Col. Pertev Bey.

ttalions (of which 6 were left in Telish).
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Cavalry : Lieut. -Col. Chefki Bey.

800 Circassians.

Artillery : 2 batteries, lb. (12 guns, of which 4 were

left in Telish).

Train : 500 carts with victuals, 400 packhorses with

ammunition, 4,000 head of cattle.

Total : 21 battalions ; or, 16,000 men with 12 guns. 104

Chefket Pasha was the bearer of an autograph letter

from the Sultan to Osman, in which the title of Ghazi was

conferred upon the latter.

On the 6th the column had a successful engagement

with the enemy's cavalry (Colonel Levis' detachment).

On the 7th Telish was reached, which was fortified,

and garrisoned by six battalions and four guns. Snow fell,

and the roads were execrable ; it froze hard for several days,

and in parts the snow stood twelve to eighteen inches deep.

The journey was one of great difficulties, despite the fact

that the Russians made no serious attempt to interrupt it.

There was a skirmish in the vicinity of Telish on this day.

On the same day (October 7) a column was sent from

Plevna to meet Chefket halfway, which was composed as

follows :

—

Commander : General of Division Ahmed Hifzi Pasha.

First Brigade ; Brigadier Haki Pasha.

6 battalions.

Second Brigade : Colonel Veli Bey.

6 battalions.

Third Brigade : Lieut.-Col. Isset Bey.

5 battalions.

8 squadrons regular cavalry
)
„ . __,_._

nft
-1

o i -i • -i- • Colonel Bekir Bey.
10 ,, balomki auxiliaries

j

2 batteries (61b.)

Total : 17 battalions, 18 squadrons ; or, 9,000 men with

12 guns.

The two detachments met between Telish and Gorna
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1 hibnik, and on October 8 Chefket and the bulk of his column

entered Plevna, haying lost not a single cart and only a few

men, the lattei being mostly casualties arising from acci-

dents or exposure. In town the gallant and clever Com-
mander of Orkanye

1

was received with well-deserved enthu-

siasm ; for cwr Bince our arrival in Plevna it was due to him

that we had been kept so well supplied with all necessaries.

The road was once more open ; the telegraph had been

restored. Between October S and 2\ supplies came in almost-

daily, but no further reinforcements arrived. The hospitals

and ambulances of Plevna were evacuated, the wounded, the

sick, and the prisoners being sent to Orkanye, and thence to

Sofia.

Chefket had consultations with Osman and his officers.

It became known that his greatest difficulty was to obtain

;i sufficient number of carts ; the country had been ransacked

for these, and the owners were clamouring for the return of

tluir properties; in many places the corn was rotting in

the fields for want of vehicles to convey ; stores.

In addition to this, Chefket did not receive the desirable

and necessary assistance from the civil officials; in fact, he

was at loggerheads with the Kaim-Makam of Orkanye and

his subordinates. How often it happens in warfare that

the stay-at-home pen-and-ink heroes undo that which

brave men with sword and rifle accomplish at the cost of

life, limb, and health !

To give the reader an idea of the task of supplying an

army. I may remark that 250 cart- with victual- and 1,000

head of cattle constituted a Week's BUSt< Mia nee of the I'lrvna

troops, not to mention forage, clothing, arms and ammuni-
tion.

Chefket Pashfl returned to Orkanye on October (
.) with a

mount* and a few companies, and captured on the

wa\ Eta ian convoy with L5,000 Bheep and bullocks, part

of which he l levna.

The strength of the Plevna army was now: 84 bat-

talions infantry, 25 squadrons cavalry, l.ooo Circassians (12
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squadrons), 16 batteries of artillery, 3 companies of engineers,

1 battalion of volunteers (foot), 1 squadron of mounted volun-

teers ; or, 48,000 men with 96 guns. 1 ' 1

"'

This was the highest figure which the Plevna army
reached at any time. At this strength it remained until

October 24, when the enemy completed the circle which

surrounded the Turkish camp, and thus commenced the

second, or real, investment of Plevna, which was never

interrupted, and ended only with the sortie of December 10.

The garrison of Dolna Dubnik was enabled to get into

Plevna on October 27 ; Gorna Dubnik and Telish, with their

garrisons, were taken by the enern}' on October 24 and 28.

This reduced the Plevna army at the end of October to

72 battalions with 88 guns.

The 84 battalions, 25 squadrons, and 96 guns which

constituted the Plevna army between October 8 and 24 were

distributed as follows :

—

Place Battalions Squadrons Guns Commander

Plevna Camp
Dolna Dubnik
Gorna Dubnik .

Telish

67

5

6

6

21

4

86
2
4

4

Osman Pasha
Veli Bey
Ahmed Hifzi

Pasha
Haki Pasha

Totals . 84 25 96 I0i

The important points on the Orkanye road between

Telish and Orkanye had been garrisoned by Chefket Pasha

with troops taken from the stationary division of the latter

place, each town by two or three battalions and two to six

guns. Thus the road was occupied in stages, as set

forth in the table at the head of page 300.

In addition, Chefket Pasha had in each of the following

places : Etropol, Tashkessen, Kormatzi, Strigel 107—one to

three battalions and two to six guns ; also two battalions

and three guns in a place called Demirkiui, which was fre-

quently mentioned in camp, but which I have not found on

any map, and of the exact locality of which I am ignorant. 10 *
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Distance in

nil Mil.-- between Battalions Squadrons Total in Mi d

Plevna

• us

8067 21 89,000
Dolna Pul'iiik .

<.) ."» — 2 2,500

Goraa Dubnik . 6 6 4 4 3,500

Telish 6 6 4 3,000

Radomirtzi t; 8 — 1,500

Lokovitza 3 2 — 2 1,000
Yablonit/.a 14 2 2 4 1,000
( >ikiui,vi'' . 20

04

12

103

6 6 6,500

Totals . 33 114 58,0(io

In Sofia there were at that time only five battalions, three

squadrons, and six guns. In the beginning of November a

large army concentrated south of the Baba Konak Pass, be-

tween the latter and Sofia, under Mehemed Ali Pasha, which,

although as early as November 7 it comprised forty-three

battalions, twenty-eight squadrons, and six batteries (24,000

men), was not able to assist Osman Pasha. This was the

Long-promised, much-talked-of, and bitterly disanpointing

• Army for the relief of Plevna,' as it was grandiloquently

Btyled. 1 shall call it the Paba Konak army. 1 "

I append a summary of the forces nominally under

Battalions Squadrons, Clin* imander

( )sman PashaPlevna army 84 25 96
» >rk;invi' road roiu

Radomirtzi to Or-

kanye* 19 8 L8
Chefkel Pasha

Eltropol

Demirkini . 2 8
. (< irkanye)

Tashkesaen, Horn
Mrigel
Sofia .

latzi 6
1

5 3
8

6

! M ehemed Ali

1
Pasha

Hahova ."> — —
\

1 OOl I'nlni'kah . 8 —
Mrheined Isset

North-W i Htt in 1 ron-

l

Pasha (W i< l<lin >

1Widdin 12 1 6

kali . 148 87 140

exehiaive of CircasMaiiK (12 squadrons in I'lovna) and fort artillery i in

'. 1. in I'alankah, and Widdin).
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Osman Pasha's command on October 24 (see table at foot of

page 300) . As on this day he was cut off from the world, he

practically ceased to command any but the Plevna troops.*

The stages of the Orkanye road were utilised almost

daily between October 8 and 24 for getting in supplies, each

station sending an escort to the next, so that special convoys

were rendered unnecessary. The trains of invalids from

Plevna, bound for Orkanye, were treated in the same manner.

The following list of Superior Officers of the Plevna Army
between September 24 and December 10, 1877, will be found

useful :

—

Marshal : Ghazi Osman Pasha.

Generals of Division : Adil Pasha, Ahmed Hifzi Pasha

(taken prisoner October 24), Hassan Sabri Pasha (conva-

lescent) .

Generals of Brigade : Tahir Pasha (Chief-of-Staff),

Ahmed Pasha (Commander of Artillery), Emin Pasha (con-

valescent), Tewfik Pasha, Hussein Vasfi Pasha, Edhem
Pasha, Sadik Pasha, Atouf Pasha, Omer Tafir Pasha, Haki

Pasha (taken prisoner October 28).

Colonels : Hairi Bey, Hafouz Bey, Omer Bey, Hamdi

Bey, Suleiman Bey, Yunuz Bey, Said Bey, Veli Bey, Osman

Bey (Commander of Cavalry), Bekir Bey (cavalry), Hassib

Bey (Surgeon-in-Chief).

Lieutenant-Colonels : Mehemed Nazif Bey, Latif Bey,

Mehemed Bey, Kazim Bey, Baif Bey, Eyub Bey, Natou Bey,

Zini Bey, Pertev Bey, Abdullah Bey, Tahir Bey, Talahat

Bey (Aide-de-Camp), Ali Mehemed Bey, Isset Bey (taken

prisoner October 24), Hourshid Bey, Bassim Bey, Tiflik

Bey (engineers), Chefki Bey (cavalry), Haki Bey (cavalry),

Hussein Bey (Commander of Plevna town).

Foreign Surgeons :

uo German : Lange, Schmitz, Kuhle.

English : Crossby, Wilson. French : Pain. Austrian

:

Ollis. 111

I return to the personal part of my narrative. I have

* For Ordrc de Bataillc and List of Redoubts see Appendix.
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said that on October 1st I arrived at my redoubt, and that

on the 7th I resumed command of my company. Between

these two dates nothing of any moment happened. We had

no fighting to do, and our occupation consisted of the hare

redoubt routine. The health of the men was unsatisfactory,

hut spirit and morale were good. We were convinced that

the Sultan would not allow the Plevna troops, the one army

of the Empire which had been uniformly victorious and had

upheld the honour of the Crescent banner in the eyes of

the country and the world, to succumb for want of Bupport.

How sadly were we disappointed in tins !

The weather was cold and wet. On the 7th there was a

heavy fall of snow in the morning. It thawed durin bhe

day, and at night it froze, and snowed again ; for some days

locomotion on either the slush or ice-covered ground was

difficult and dangerous. Several accidents occurred. One
man of my battalion, in falling impaled himself on his bayonet

and died in horrible agonies. The cart-oxen suffered severely ;

these poor brutes very soon grew footsore. W< keard of

ere frost and snows in and on the northern slopes of the

Balkans; the mads were impassable, and even the good

Orkanye road was reported to be in a had gtate. With
us snow and rain continued in charming variety for a

week, when We had a spell of moderately tine weather,

lasting a few days

—

after which the winter set in with

deadly earnest.

shells were exchanged daily. The Russians had con-

structed a line oi entrenchments L,700 to 2,000 yards north

of our north front, and parallel with it. and began to honour

my redoubt with their attentions, for the first time since the

ad battle ; hut their projectiles invariably fell jhort.

Altogether, this continuous desultory artillery duel was devoid

of result.

\\ e had now a Bmall redoubt called Yeni Tabiya on our

l<ft,:it right an{ th< Nikopoli road, thus <-t;ihhsh-

ing a more intimate ion with the Bukova redoubts.

On th>- 8th the Suit hi'.. 1. tt. c t<> Osman, conferring tin;
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title of Ghazi upon our leader, and thanking him and his army

for the brilliant victory of September 11 and 12, was read

out during parade. It was an interesting and impressive

ceremony. The troops cheered enthusiastically, and the

artillery fired the customary volley. We were in high spirits,

and wished for nothing more than that the Russians would

again attack—in which hope we were disappointed. The

spectres of investment and starvation, having once already

shown their ugly faces to us in a manner that left no doubt

as to the deadly earnest of their intentions, had conveniently

retired out of sight for the time being ; for the Orkanye road

was again open, was fortified and garrisoned in its cleverly

chosen stages, and commanded by such able men as Ahmed
Hifzi and Chefket. Nevertheless, we knew that those blood-

thirsty demons were lurking round the corner, waiting for

the slightest chance offered to them by any error of com-

mission or omission on our part to enclose us in their

fangs. But, we argued, should the worst come to the

worst, should the road again be occupied by the Russians

—who were evidently holding back in view of some grand

effort—was it likely that the Sultan and the nation would

leave the gallant Plevna army in the lurch '? Alas ! they did,

and, unhappily for us, the effort for which the enemy was

preparing was not a fresh attack, as we fondly hoped and

believed, not even a regular siege, but a simple investment,

tedious and inglorious, almost without fighting, and devoid

of any chances of success for us save those coming from

without. And as succour never reached us, however faith-

fully promised by the Padishah—so the troops were re-

peatedly told during the next two months—Plevna, although

gloriously defended, was bound to fall.

It stands to reason that frost, snow, rain, dysentery, fever

and other disorders affected our temper, comfort, and well-

being ; but we managed to brave these foes also, and up to

the end of November we kept our spirits and hoped from

day to day for relief.

In Bash Tabiya, separated from the Russian front line
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by a hundred yards only, two battalions were stationary;

these were assisted by another battalion, taken in turns from

the First Division : the Latter occupied the trenches, whilst

the stationary battalions held the redoubt itself and the

reserve entrenchment in the rear. The auxiliary battalion

was relieved every two days, and it fell to the lot of mine to

I'P iceed to this, the most exposed point of our front, and the

post of honour and danger, on October 15.

I must mention that in Bash and Kanli Tabiyas mining

operations were conducted, but neither the Turks nor the

Rumanians exploded their mines. The knowledge of tin-

ground being undermined and charged with explosives had a

dangerously demoralising influence upon the troops, and I

believe that Osman gave instructions to have the mines filled

up; in any ease, they wen- never utilised, and the works

were left incomplete. A similar thing happened in the

Roumanian camp.

Nothing occurred dining my stay in Bash Tabiya, except

si.me desultory shelling and rifle-firing; my niei . in the

first trench, brought down a gang of Roumanians working

at their entrenchments. We tired on every man who showed

ever bo small a portion of his body
; sometimes twenty rifles

were levelled at a shoulder, a cap, the corner of a coat.

When we brought the game down we shouted with delight,

rery entertaining and exhilarating. We made '1

' those two days, and the excitement of the chase im-

I

1 our temper amazingly.

On the 17tb we returned to our redoubt. Next davit

was made known in camp that the Russian corps of Guards

and Grenadiers had arrived in Sistova, and woe proceeding

to join the army operating against Plevna. W< also heard

what bad been rumoured for some time past of the

famous Todleben's installation a ' \- istant '

to Prince

Charles of Roumania, which meant as commander ; thus we
knew tli it the issue 1" Turkey and Russia on this

I thai i-. the issue of the war— was to be decided by

; ill and science of military engin<
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On October 19 the Roumanians attacked Bash Tabiya,

and were repulsed. They renewed their onslaught during

the night, with the same result. Their losses amounted to

1,000, ours to 200, in killed and wounded. The fighting was
of the most desperate and ferocious description. The
Roumanians used ladders for climbing the redoubt (thirty feet

high), placed at an angle of nearly ninety degrees, whilst the

Turks battered the assailants' heads in with butt-ends of rifles,

axes, spades, anything that came handy. Reinforcements

were sent from my redoubt and from other works, but most

of them were not required. This was the last attempt made
by the enemy to take Bash Tabiya by assault.

On the 20th there was heavy shelling on both sides for

an hour or two. We turned out for battle, but were not

attacked. My battalion lost ten men by shells ; my company
had no casualties. Weather cold but clear.

October 21.—Desultory shelling all day long. Snow set

in again, after a few days' interruption, and lasted, on and

off, until the end of the campaign. Fresh rumours of an

Anglo-Turkish alliance, this time with such appearance of

probability and such minuteness of detail that even Jack

and I were constrained to believe in it. For an hour or two

we were terribly excited : Jack upset the kettle and scalded

to death a dog, whose carcase was immediately devoured by

his brethren—an edifying spectacle, from which we drew a

salutary moral. Adil Pasha, appealed to, characterised the

reports as lies. At night a violent and urgent alarm was
raised. My company, for once in a while, had been given

permission to undress. "We turned out in a variety of

charming negliges. The company presented such a grotesque

appearance by the light of a hastily made up fire that the

night rang with our laughter. One man wore a woman's
petticoat ; another, fez, towel, and boots ; a third, bathing-

drawers and spectacles ; a fourth, a blanket. The alarm

turned out to be false, but we had a hearty laugh.

October 22.—A black day. My company occupies front

trench ; a few Circassians are placed under my orders. I

x
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inspect the outposts. When T return, some hours later, I

am haled before the Eerik. It appears the Circassians have

committed a murderous assault upon a Bulgarian family on

tramp, have outraged the women, nearly killed a baby,

maimed the paterfamilias. The ferik reads me a severe

lecture. I reply that although I am fully aware of my
r< sponsibility, and do not intend to shirk it, I beg of him to

take into consideration the fact of my having been a mile

away when the affair happened, and not having heard of it

until three hours afterwards. He says in substance : 'You
can go, hut do not do it again.' I have a good mind to

• 1».' Qot do what again?' hut bitemy tongue and am silent,

which is the best course to pursue under such circumstances.

So far as I am concerned the affair is buried in oblivion ; not

30 with the Circassians. What makes it worse for them i--

the fact that these Bulgarians were not clandestine fugitives,

hut had left Plevna with the Mushir's permission ; in fact,

they had a safe-conducl as far as our front line. (Osman got

rid <>f some of the Bulgarians at that time, so a to have

fewer mouths to feed : a hundred families wer< senl away

between October L5 and 24—1 cannol say 'expelled,'

kUse they were only too glad to go, and would have left

before had they been allowed to do so.) One of the eulprits

tinado applied so severely thai his feet become
jelly; another is flogged and degraded to do menial labour in

town, such a- scrubbing floors; two are locked up for a

month. My major is very cross with me for an hour or so; but

I tender an apology ami a packet of cigarettes the remains of

a Lady's present, made to in.' during my recent stay in town

—with that ' demure impudence ' (as Jack Seymour calls it)

which T have ofteD found serviceable. He latmhs. and never

alludes to the subject again. The colonel gives me one of

the blackest looks I have ever had until I Lrot married; an

hour afterwards he comes to • borrow ' Borne cigaretti 3. The

brigadier, although he i- said to have been extremely

; ion the matter to me. There has be,

al all-round row. the affair having been reported to
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the Mushir, and created an ugly stir in town. I knew Azif,

Tereb, and Seymour to be as innocent as myself, the culprits

having taken good care to have no witnesses. Nevertheless

I interrogate them, in my capacity as company leader. The

first two are as silent before me as I have been before the

ferik, which annoys me ; but try as I might I cannot be

serious with Jack. ' Look here, old fellow,' he says to me
;

4 what is the use of kicking up such a beastly noise ? I

know as much of the affair as a babe unborn. So give us a

pipe of tobacco—I haven't had a smoke these four days

—

and forget all aooutit." We are all good friends again the

same evening.

October 23.—Violent shelling all day long. My com-

pany lost twro men. We are in battle order from morning

till nightfall, but are not attacked. It becomes known that

the Russians are drawing their right and left flanks west-

ward, north and south of Plevna respectively, with a view

of joining hands across the Vid w7est of Plevna, and thus com-

pleting the circle. From our ladder we can see the movements

of troops two miles to the north and north-west. Cold day
;

slight snowfall. At night we are told that the Mushir has

again asked for permission to evacuate Plevna whilst there

is time, with a view of making Orkanye the centre of opera-

tions, and joining hands with the army about to concentrate

south of the Baba Konak Pass, under the leadership of

M hemed Ali Pasha, ordered to Sofia for this purpose,

after having been replaced (on October 2) by Suleiman Pasha

as Serdar Ekrem. The Sultan's telegraphic reply is a per-

emptory veto. ' Plevna has acquired such importance,

strategical and political, that you must stay at any cost '

—

such is the substance of the Imperial decree, with the addition

of voluble promises of help. We still believe in our Sovereign's

fair words, and are of good cheer. Later (in Russia), I

learnt that on October 25—that is, a day after the investment

had become an accomplished fact—the Sultan had changed

his mind and given his consent to Osman's project to

x 2
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evacuate Plevna : which consent, of course, never came to>

our knowledge in Plevna. Once a^ain, 'Just too late.'

October 24.—Heavy cannonade all day long at all points

of the lines. We hear in the evening that there has been a

Berious engagement in the south-west between Krishin and

Ternina, and that the Russians, although they were re-

peatedly repulsed, and left, when retreating hastily, the

baggage of an entire regiment in the hands of the Turks,

have finally succeeded in establishing themselves on the

hills around Ternina. In tin- action the heroes of the third

battle, Tewtik Pasha and Yunuz Bey, again distinguished

themselves. The Turks lost 100 men, the luissians three

times that number. On this day the Roumanians o< npy

Gorna NTetropolie" and Dolna Netropoli6 without bloodshed,

these villages being outside the Turkish lines. We are

anxious and excited, having been told that tin wire to Orkanye
has been cut just as Osman was in telegraphic conversation

with Chefket; that the look-outs in the observatories of

the Krishin redoubts and in the windmills on t! • hilltops

have reported cannonade and smoke in the west
; that

Colonel Veli, the commander of Dolna Dubnik, has sent a

message to the effect that communication with Gorna 1 >ubmk
is interrupted, the enemy having occupied th< road between

these places in Btrong aumbers, and thai then lias been

e fighting in the vicinity of the latter place.

Thus we were once more cut off from the world, and this

time for good. The Orkanye" road was lost to the Turks for

r, and the circle which surrounded Plevna was complete;

for the Russian-Roumanian cavalry under General Arnold]

(Krylow's successor) held the section between Gorna Dubnik
and Ribina.

The troops Boon regained their -pints after the terrifying

• of this news had worn off; for had not the Padishah

'i his Imperial word that help WOUld be sent. QOl only in

the shape of convoys with f 1 and clothing, but also by

as of a army of relief, which was about to be

1 by no less b person than Mehemed Ah Pasha, our
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late Serdar Ekrem, known to have no equal in such a task,

whatever his strategical talents and performances may have

been—the only man who, in his sturdy German honesty and

hatred of Eastern dilatoriness, jobbery, and corruption, could

save the Empire from the consequences, now apparent

•everywhere, of the accursed Petticoat-Pasha regime ? And
if one could not believe in an Emperor's solemn promise,

whose word could still be held sacred ? Was it likely that

the nation would forget the Plevna army, the victors in three

brilliant actions, battles which had rendered the name
' Plevna ' famous wherever the telegraph had flashed and the

journals carried it ? "We had been told that throughout the

Sultan's dominions patriotic songs with Victorious Osman
for their hero and ' Plevna shall never fall ' for their burden

were sung in cafes, in the streets, in public places, before

enthusiastic multitudes ; that men talked of nothing and

nobody else but Plevna and Osman ; that children played in

the gutters at ' Plevna
'

; that the mosques were thronged

with worshippers, women foremost, who prayed the God of

Battles to assist the defenders of the country and the faith

in the fights to come, as He had done so manifestly in

the fights that had been. Yes, we trusted in God to pro-

tect us, in the Prophet to intercede for us ; we trusted the

Sultan to fulfil his promise, the nation to aid us ; and we
trusted in our own powers to carry us through—which last-

n. med trust will never fail as long as man has power, physi-

cal, moral, and intellectual. When despair is blackest, when
•even hope seems quixotic, because there is nothing left to

hope for, when all is lost fors Vhonneur—even then there

is the power remaining to man to rise to the loftiest pinnacle

of manhood. To that height did the Ottoman troops

rise during the period which ended with the day on which

we made our last and supreme effort, that stupendous

rush for liberty which will live in the records of history

as one of its grandest and noblest episodes. Life is nothing

in itself : only death can fix upon it the proper value
;

and we were determined, each and all, that death, should we
fall, should stamp our lives as ' well spent.'
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We trusted in God, but meanwhile we kept our powder

dry; which means that we were unremitting in our vieil-

ance. Woe to any Ghiaur who dared show a few inches of

his miserable carcase: our bullets soon brought him down.

Food we knew to be abundant ; in fact, every commodity was
well represented in the stores of the Plevna mosques save,

perhaps, firewood, salt, and boots. Even the continual

Erost and snow, the cold blasts, the permanent exposure to

the rigour of this almost Arctic winter, the comfortless and

well-nigh shelterless quarters, the alarming spread of illness,

did not dishearten us.

We learnt only a week later what had actually happ

in Grorna Dubnik and Telish on October 24 ; but as the date

belongs to the present chapter, I shall summarise here the

occurrences of this eventful and lata] day, for which pur-

pose Ishall have td carry the reader back to the third battle.

AI'ot the ignominious failure of the much-talked-of,

assiduously-prepared-for, anxiously expected storming of

Plevna, which was t<> end the war brilliantly with me blow,

which was to restore confidence at home and p rest i^e abroad- -

both suffering severely under two crushing defeats which

was t( break the record as regards bayonet sharges on en-

trenched camps, hitherto claimed for the storming of Diippel

in the Danish War of L864, despair Beized the Russian

hade)-. The Czar began to have qualm§ of conscience,

owing to the fearful bloodshed already incurred, though the

campaign bad barely commenced ; internal troubles shook

the bm piie, and could be appeased only by dazzling victories
;

thinking Russians had arrived at a proper estimate of the

'Christian ' whom they bad come to 'save.' To give up

the war would be ruination for Russia's honour in the i

of the country and of Europe; to continue at this rate, with

iinconquered in th< dank, would mean gradual anni-

hilat the Russian armies. Already 50,000 men had

been sacrificed to this monster of iniquity whose own lo

wen fourth of that figure who bad the barbaric

impudence to impede the pr< of Christian civilisation,
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as understood b}' Eussia. What was wanted now was a

man to cope with this Mahomedan Moloch ; and at the

supreme moment, after the inglorious defeat which seemed
likely to cover the name of Eussia with ridicule and dishonour,

Alexander II. bethought himself of the man who, twenty-

three years before, had made the world ring with his

fame, who had been insolentl}- passed over when the cam-
paign commenced—Todleben, perhaps the greatest military

engineer whom the world has seen, who was destined to add

to the undying name of Defender of Sebastopol—honour to

whom honour is due—that of Conqueror of Plevna ; for this

proud title cannot in justice be claimed by Ganetzki, for

whom it is sometimes usurped, the general to whom Osman
surrendered himself and his army on the fatal 10th of

December. 112

Treated with contumely in May, General Todleben was
hailed as the saviour of Eussian prestige and military honour

when he reached Gorna Studen, the Czar's residence, on

September 27. On the 30th he arrived at Porodim, which
was his headquarters at the commencement ; later, and until

Plevna fell, he resided in Tultchenitza. On October 4 the

Imperial Ukase was published which appointed Todleben
' Pashmushnik ' (Adjutant, Assistant) to the Commander of

the West Army, Prince Charles of Eoumania ; which meant
commander, inasmuch as the Prince continued to be a mere
ri,L, are-head, having no authority over any but his own troops.

A separate staff was given to Todleben, of which General

Prince Imeretinski became the chief, General Eeitlinger

Chief Engineer, General Moller Commander of Artillery
;

there were several other trained engineers of high standing

on the Staff. General Sotow, hitherto Chief-of- Staff to Prince

Charles, and real leader of the army, retired to the compara-

tive privacy of Commander of the Fourth Corps (his original

office) , lately led by Krylow, who became Chief of the Cavalry

on the left Yid bank. Some medical men of the highest

repute were sent for, to attend to the sanitary condition of

the West Army, which from all accounts seems to have been
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infinitely worse than thai of the Turks. Small wonder, for

the Russians are heavy drinkers, the Turks abstainers ; and

as regards cleanliness, the latter are angels of purity com-

pared to their opponents. Doctor Kocher, an authority on

military sanitation, was appointed Chief Medical Inspector.

(i. aeral Todleben's decision, to which he clung with re-

markable obduracy till the end, in spite of violent, if abortive,

opposition on the part of the Grand Duke Nicholas, Generals

Gourko and Skobeleff, and smue others, was that Plevna

should, and could only, be taken by a rigid investment.

Any further attempts at storming would be as fruitless and

as disastrous as that of September 11 had been. A regular

siege was out of the question, in view of the extent of the

Turkish camp (seven miles east to west, and the same length

north to south ; twenty-five square miles in area; total

length of front lines, thirty miles), and from the fact thai

the Russians had no siege artillery on the spot (except thirty

heavy guns), and would not he able to g< t any with the

distance to be traversed, the state of the roads, tic weather,

and the Bulgarian winter ahead, known for its Arctic cha-

racter—for, perhaps, months to come. From first to last

Todleben never stirred a hair's-breadth from his original

intention, which he carried through with indomitable energy

and an admirable directness of purpose. In Sotow, Kriidener,

and [meretinski he found willing and devoted follow

These men had each personally felt the heaviness of Osman's

hand, and shrank' from fresh encounters. The Czar was

throughout in agreement with Todleben. 118

The latter peiveived at <>nce that an investment could not

be properly initiated and maintained without strong rein-

forcement--. The Imperial Guards and Grenadiers w< re des-

tched from St. Petersburg. Meanwhile the las! three

f September and the firsl three of ( Ictober were spent

in inactivity, excepting the Roumanian onslaughts on

h Tabiya and as n garde the cavalry, which, ai

sen, tried, and failed, to prevenl Osman from getting

Supplies and reinforcements into I'levna. On October 17
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the Guards arrived at Sistova, and two days later they joined

the West Army. A special corps was formed, its task being

to complete the investment west of Plevna. Its commander

was General Gourko, of Balkan fame, a man characterised

by a surprising impetuosity and a love of audacious and fool-

hardy ventures." 4

Gourko had at his disposal :

—

Guards Corps.

Infantry : 3 divisions.

1 Chasseur brigade.

Cavalry : 1 division.

1 Cossack regiment.

Artillery : 96 guns field artillery.

18 guns horse artillery.

Total : 40 battalions, 30 squadrons, 114 guns.

ArnoldVs Corps (late Krylow's).

Infantry : 7 Roumanian battalions.

Cavalry : 8 Russian regiments.

6 Roumanian regiments.

Artillery : 8 guns field artillery.

30 guns horse artillery.

Total : 7 battalions, 62 squadrons, 38 guns.

Loschkarejf's Cavalry Division : 18 squadrons, 12 guns.

Grand total of Gourko's corps : 47 battalions, 110 squad-

rons, 164 guns.

Opposed to which was, on October 24 : Ahmed Hifzi's

division of 17 battalions, 4 squadrons, and 10 guns.

During the night of October 23-24 Gourko occupied

the Orkanye road in three places : between Dolna Dubnik

and Gorna Dubnik, between Gorna Dubnik and Telish,

between Telish and Radomirtzi—all three detachments

facing both ways.

For the attack on Gorna Dubnik were selected twenty

battalions and six squadrons (20,000 men), with sixty guns
;
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opposed to which were six battalions and four squadrons

(3,500 men), with four guns, commanded by Ahmed Hifzi

Pasha, with [sset 1 ley as Becond.

Foi tlir attack on Telish were selected four battalions

and twenty-two squadrons (6,500 men), with twenty guns;

opposed to which were six battalions (3,000 men), no cavalry,

and four guns, under Haki Pasha.

Against Radomirtzi and Dolna Dubnik only demonstra-

tions were to he made.

The storming of Gorna Dubnik commenced at eight in

the morning of October 24, and for ten hours 3,500 Turks

with four guns defended themselves magnificently and

successfully against 20,000 Russians with sixty guns. Al

Hifzi fully justified the expectations of the Plevna army,

and his men performed prodigies «»i' bravery. At six in the

evening two Russian battalions got unperceived a the

principal Turkish redoubt, under cover of darkness, and took

the work by a surprise attack. Ahmed Hifzi, [sset, and 2,000

survivors were compelled to surrender, having I their

cartridges; 1,500 men had been killed or disabled. The

Russians made arrangements to shoot the Turkish oflfc

why, I have never Learnt bul were Btopped at the last

moment by General Gourko's timely arrival upo

Tli. Cossacks fired Borne huts containing wounded, and

burnt alive a hundred maimed and helpl< > men. When
Ahmed Hifzi implored Gourko to give orders to quench the

conflagration, the latter promised to inquire into the matter,

but did nothing, and the fire burnt itself out. Tl i account

given to me by an eyewitness whom I nut subsequently

in Kharkoft".

The Russian losses amounted to 3, l<»<> killed and wounded
;

which implies thai ev< ry defender killed or disabled ion an

kilant. The proportion of casualties to troops

ptionally heavy in this action, being, roughly,

one to five. Altogether, this was one of the best-foughl and,

for the Turk-, most creditable affairs of the war. The lesson

Irawn from this engagement, as well ;i- from the
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storming of Lovdcha on September 3, and from the second

and third battles of Plevna, is that one Turkish company had

the tactical value of a Russian battalion, and one Turkish

gun that of a Russian battery.

On the same day (October 24) Telish was repeatedly

attacked, but, brilliantly defended by Haki Pasha, withstood

all onslaughts. The Russians lost 1,000 men, of which 900

were among the four battalions belonging to this column
(or 30 per cent.), and 100 among cavalry and artillery. The
Turkish losses were 200.

In the neighbourhood of Dolna Dubnik there were only

unimportant skirmishes. Yeli Bey informed the Alushir

that he was cut off from Gorna Dubnik.

The three battalions stationed in Radomirtzi started to

assist the garrison of Telish, but, finding the road barred by

a force five times their strength, withdrew after a smart

encounter.

That on this day the Russians occupied the Ternina hills

has already been said.

I append a summary of the various engagements fought

on October 24, with their casualties :

Action on the Ternina hills

Skirmishes near Dolna Dubnik

Stonning of Gorna Dubnik
Attack on Telish

Skirmish near Radomirtzi .

1,900 4,900

The position of the Russian West Army on the evening

of October 24 can best be explained by a diagram (see p. 316).

On October 27 the Turks abandoned Dolna Dubnik, and

on the 30th Telish surrendered ; but these dates belong

to the next chapter.

Here it would be well to give a general summary of the

operations. I shall start with September 6—the positions

on this day having been given in Chapter IX.—and take as

Turks. Russians.

100 300

50 50

1,500 3,400

200 1,000

50 150
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dilation of the period October '21. the date which rendered

the investment of Plevna an accomplished fact.

Firstly, as regards affairs in Europe.

The Czarevitch's army (the left wing of the Russian

invasion of European Turkey) was unsuccessfully attacked

on Sept< mber 1">, in its position at Chairkmi, by a combined

Turkish-Egyptian corps. Mehemed AH Pasha now
abandoned the offensive, and retreated (September 29) to

Kadikiui. On October 2 Suleiman Pasha replaced him as

Serdar Ekrem. The latter retreated with the bulk of his

ffruofaa

.'iilu.^i/.p

ArrtOtxLvM Carta .

Losc\Aa.r*rY, r-nvnlrj]

A'rudcft^rj Corps
Soto*, 4 Corps

. (October 20) to Rasgrad, Leaving single divisions at

Kadikiui and Solenik, whilst the Russians advanc d again as

far Jack Loin.

era! Radetzki's date Gourko's) Shipka Pass Army
formed the <

I the Russian invasion. Suleiman Pasha

unable to d'> anything (save shelling), being, ever since

the ault, engaged in the reorganisation <>f his

army. On September L8 he attacked again, and was repulsed,

Towards the end <>f September Reuf Pasha replaced Suleiman

commander of the Shipka Army. Reuf found enough to

do to prepare and strengthen the Bad remnants which his
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predecessor had left him for fresh attacks. At the end of

October the opposing armies lay opposite to each other in

their old positions ; i.e. the Russians in the Shipka Pass, the

Turks at its southern outlet, in a strongly fortified camp

around Shipka and Shainovo.

The West Army, under Prince Charles of Eoumania,

formed the right wing of the Russian invasion. When the

assault on Plevna of September 11 had failed, all thoughts

of taking the place by force were given up, and the Russians

resigned themselves to the idea that Osman was invincible

except by starvation. Henceforth Todleben took the lead.

Secondly, as regards affairs in Asia.

General Oklobchio's Corps (the Russian right wing) did

nothing in its fortified position at Mukha Estatu. Opposed

to him was Dervish Pasha, at Batum, likewise inactive.

The Russian centre, under Loris Melikoff, in the fortified

camp of Kurukdara, was opposed by Moukhtar Pasha's force,

entrenched on the Aladja Dagh. On October 2 Melikoff

attacked, and was repulsed. On October 9 Moukhtar gave

up voluntarily the hill called Kizil Tepe, for the possession

of which the battles of August 25 and October 2 had been

fought. The Grand Duke Michael, who now took personal

command, undertook, on October 14, a general assault on the

Turkish position, called the battle of Aladja Dagh, which

ended with a Russian victory : 8,000 Turks surrendered

;

Moukhtar escaped with 6,000 men to the Soghanlii Dagh.

General Lazareff, with three divisions, besieged Kars, whilst

General Heiman, with the rest of the corps, started on

October 20 in pursuit of Moukhtar.

General Tergukasoff's Corps (the Russian left wing) had,

on September 19, an undecided engagement with Ismael

Pasha, who again tried to penetrate from Bayazid to Erivan.

At the beginning of October Ismael had to send half his detach-

ment to Moukhtar. After the Russian victory of the Aladja

Dagh Ismael retreated, on October 18, with a view of joining

hands with Moukhtar and the remnants of his army, and

reached Gerger on October 24
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We in Plevna learnl only the bare outlines of the events
I have summarised. We knev, that in Europe affairs were
more or Less in statu quo : that to Amu there had b

ere and frequent fighting, which had culminated in a

serious defeat for the Turks (the battle of the AladjaDagh), 115

and in the siege of Kars, the Ottoman stronghold in Asia :

upon this town rested the nation's hopes so far as Asiatic
operations were concerned : it had been the bone of contention
in previous wars, the object and scene of many a sanguinarj
encounter

;

and its fall was to be the death-blow to the Turkish
arms in Asia, as that of Plevna to those in Europe.
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CHAPTER XII

THE INVESTMENT

October 25 to December 9, 1877

On October 25 the Russians began to shell the redoubts

recently erected west of Plevna, particularly Pertev Tabiya.

This cannonade lasted for four days and nights, with little

interruption. There were several infantry skirmishes. The

opposing lines had been brought into so close a proximity

that it was found impossible to avoid engagements, although

—

so I ascertained later—on both sides orders to this effect had

been given. During these four days there was hardly any

shelling in other quarters.

The weather was cold and stormy, with fogs at dusk and

light snowfalls ; this state of things continued until the

end of the campaign. Occasionally it thawed, when the

mud was terrible. The roads and tracks were in an awful

condition. Sometimes sleet or rain took the place of snow.

I found it hard to realise that this country, now often

snow-clad, was the same in which, three to four months

before, we had lain prostrate with tropical heat, panting

for a breath of fresh air and a cooling shower of rain.

On October 26 Yeli Bey reported ominous silence in the

direction of Gorna Dubnik. The Mushir instructed him to

evacuate Dolna Dubnik and retire to Plevna. This he did,

skilfully and successfully, on the following day, with some

desultory fighting on the way, bringing the Turkish inhabi-

tants of the village with him, much to the Mushir's annoy-

ance, for it meant so many more mouths to feed. But they
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had begged hard to be allowed to get into Plevna, shrinking

in horror from the idea that they would have bo trust them-

selves and their wives and daughters to the tender mercies

of their Christian neighbours.

On this day (October 27) some battalions sent by the

Mushir to meet Yeli's column had a most desperate

encounter with Russian infantry in the neighbourhood of

the Vid bridge, in which the Turks were victorious. The
fighting in this little action was of an extraordinarily ferocious

character, and it was said that on both sides a third of the

troops engaged had been laid low.

On the following day (October 28) there was an em
ment with those Kussian troops who were erecting fortifica-

tions het ween Ternina and Brestovitz, opposite to Ghazi

Osman, Yunuz, Milas, Baghche and Pertev Tabiyas, It

was an offensive movement on the part of the Turks, but

had no result. On the same day the Russians tired artillery-

salutes along the whole line—to celebrate the investment, as

some prisoners told us.

On the 30th Dolna Dubnik was occupied by the* enemy.

On the 31st a few Turkish soldiers entered camp by the

Vid bridge, having been liberated by General Gourko, and

orted that on the 24th Gorna Dubnik had been taken,

iiiid that "ii the 28th Telish had surrendi i . having

been exposed to three hours' Bhelling of extreme severity,

which had killed or wounded 1,800 men oul of 2,800. Six-

teen battalions and seventy-two guns had been employed to

enforce the capitulation of a place held h\ six battalions and

four guns. Haki Pasha, the commander, had done his

utmost; but he was bound to Buccumb to so terrific a

superiority. The Russians had reason to remember the

sound beating they had received from this offici r on the 24th;

hence the despatch of such a ridiculous force. The glory of

all these minor actions is entirely on the Turkish side. Even

b rabid Russo-maniac must admit that there is no honour

attached to th< Re tan arms in connection with the

van kgements around Telish and the two Dubniks,
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and, earlier in the campaign, at Lovdcha. The Eussians

may be deserving of praise for prudence, certainly of none

for bravery. They simply swamped us by numbers.

The fall of Gorna Dubnik and Telish was made known
to the troops, and, naturally, the news did not tend to improve

our spirits. For some hours we were very despondent. But
by the following day we had already recovered hope and

equanimity, and looked forward with confidence to the future.

The strength of the Plevna army was thus reduced to

seventy-two battalions, twenty-one squadrons (exclusive of

twelve squadrons of Circassians, most of whom disbanded

before the sortie) , and eighty-eight guns ; or, 40,000 men
(deducting 1,500 for loss from all causes in Plevna camp
between October 8 and November 1) . This was approximately

our strength in the beginning of November, after which period

disease wrought sad havoc in the Ottoman ranks. From
the ordre de bataille the Fourth Division was obliterated,

Veli Bey's five battalions having been added to the Fifth

(now Fourth) Division.

The Russian army of investment, which now surrounded

Plevna in a complete circle with a radius of six miles, was
composed as follows :

—

West Army.

Commander : Prince Charles of Roumania.

Second : General Todleben.

Chief-of- Staff : General Prince Imeretin ski.

Right Wing—North Front : Dolna Netropolie to Kanli

Tabiya (inclusive).

Commander : General Tchernat.

4 Roumanian divisions and 1 Russian division : Go bat-

talions, 8 squadrons, 173 guns.

Centre—East and South-east Front : Kanli Tabiya to

Tultchenitza Valley east.

Commander : General Sotow.

Ninth (Kriidener's) and Fourth (Sotow's) Corps 116
: 33

battalions, 8 squadrons, 146 guns.

Y
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Left Wing—South Front : Tultchenitza Valley west to

Ternina.

Commander: General Skobeleff.

2\ divisions and 1 Chasseur brigade: 25 battalions, 26

squadrons, SS guns.

West of Plevna—Ternina to Dolna Netropolie.

Commander: General Gourko. 117

(See details in previous chapter) : 47 battalions, 110

squadrons, 164 guns.

Summary.

I; ittaliona. Squads. Guns.

Right Wing : Tchernat . 65 8 IT 1

( 'ciitrc : Sotow . . . 33 8 L46

Left Wing: Skobeleff . . 25 26 s,s

West: Gourko ... 47 110 164

Totals . . . 170 1 52 :,7i
11H

This was the strength of the "West Army up to

November 15, after which date it was diminished by detach-

ments being Bent out, namely, part of Gkrarko's corps south-

ward, and a Roumanian division westward. I shall briefly

deal with these expeditions ; but it mus1 b< understood that

we did not hear of these things in their proper order, nor in

their entirety, but only piecemeal, through spies and prisoners,

or from the Russian leaders, who were wis' enough to inform

us of Borne of these occurrences, mostly by means of news-

papers.

Plying detachments from Gourko's Force had occupied

Teteven on the 2nd, Vratza on the 9th, Radomirtzi,

Lukovitza, Yablonitza, and ( Isikovo between November 2 and

10 all of which were vi »hu 1 1 a ri ly evacuated by the Turks.

\ itrong force, under G-ourko's personal command, seized

the Rosalita Pa on the 17th, Pravetz on the 23rd,

ipol on the 24th. The vanguard of Mehemed Ali's

Baba EConak army, stationed in Orkany6, was compelled to

abandon this place; the army retreated to Sofia, with
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advanced posts in Tashkessen, Kormatzi, and Strigel. The

snow in the Balkans put a stop to the Russian invasion.

Thus the sanguine hopes based on the ' Army of Relief

'

were shattered ; for the second time in the campaign

Mehemed Ali turned out a bitter disappointment. All that

his forty-three battalions, twenty-eight squadrons, and

seventy-two guns could do was to save themselves from

being annihilated by Gourko. The relief of Plevna became

henceforth an impossibility with that general's corps placed

like an impregnable barrier between the besieged and outside

help. In these expeditions Gourko acted in contravention

of Todleben's plans ; but success justified his venture.

We in Plevna never knew the worst, and up to the last

day we watched and waited for the appearance of the

promised relief, with a longing and a heartache which it is

difficult to describe. How acutely a brave and clever man
like Chefket, hitherto supreme in Orkanye, and as such

eminently useful, now playing second-fiddle to Mehemed Ali,

must have felt his inability to come to the assistance of his

chief and friend, Ghazi Osman, who was slowly spending

the life-blood of his army, the flower of the nation, without a

finger being raised to help him in the terrible hour of need

—

him who had upheld the honour of his country in a manner

to place him on a level with the grand heroes of ancient

Greece ! Verily, Osman reveals to us a glimpse into a

tranhlie humaine of sublime and awful grandeur. What
this man must have felt at the end of November and in the

terrible first nine days of December it is impossible to realise.

Alone he stood upon the pinnacle of glory which his own
genius had raised, while the storms of fate shook and under-

mined it ; not a hand was stretched forth to assist him ; at

a safe distance his countrymen spent their energies in idle

promises, voluble protestations, petty squabbles, useless, long-

winded, never-ending preparations ; and the world looked on

in awe and wonder, with the daily repeated question :
' How

long will this last ?
'

A combined division under the Roumanian Colonel

Y 2
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Slanitcheano, consisting of eight battalions of Roumanian
infantry, three regiments of Roumanian and four of Russian

cavalry, total S.000 men, with thirty guns, started from

the encampment at Dolna Netropolie on November 20, and

arrived before Rahova on the following day. This town

was held by five weak battalions—at the utmost 2,000 men

—

w ith no cavalry and no field artillery, and only twenty obsolete

muzzle-loading fort guns; three redoubts defended the land

side, and a roughly built terrace the river hank. On the '21st

the Roumanians began to shell, and the Turks responded.

Alter an artillery duel of some hours' duration, in which the

antiquated ordnance of the Turks had no chance against the

fine Krupp guns of the enemy, and which cost the former

400 killed and wounded, the garrison evacuated the place by

b path leading along the river—the Lorn Palankah v<<:'<\

being held by Roumanians—taking baggage, train, wounded,

and some of the guns with them. This path was occupied

by a Roumanian battalion, which was surprised and dis-

persed. The enemy's artillery shelled the retiring column,

and the cavalry started in pursuit, so that the Turks had to

udon the heavier vehicles and some of the ,1:11ns ; the

latter were pushed into the river. The troops themselves,

with the lighter carts, most of the wounded, and three

<;uns, crossed the Skit and the Ogust el" their

mouths by means of bridges built with submerged carts

and retreated unmolested to Loin Palankah. Twenty ca

with ion wounded, and one containing th< archives of

Rahova, Ml into the hand- of the Roumanians. The Turks

lost, altogether, ~><>o men killed, wounded, and captured;

1,500 !: I'd; the 1 U >\\ 1 1 ta 1 1 ia 1 LS had 300 Killed and

nded. The abandonment of Rahova was unavoidable.

the pla not provisioned, insufficiently armed and

ned, and untenable, because isolated
;
the retreat wae

ted in a skilful and competent manner. The Rouma-

118 made a ridiculous fuSfl OVd what tbe\ st \ led e;i a nd-

iloquently ti I cning of Rahova,' whereas in truth the
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undertaking was badly planned and badly executed, full of

blunders from beginning to end. For allowing the garrison

to escape the Roumanian colonel was severely censured and

deprived of his command.

The Roumanian division followed the retiring column

to Lorn Palankah, which it reached, found deserted, and

occupied on November 30. The Turks had retreated to

Widdin. Here Mehemed Isset Pasha, the commander,

prepared himself for the siege, which was commenced by

three Roumanian divisions on December 20, and ended with

the armistice on February 3, 1878. 11<J

I shall now return to the chronological order of my
narrative. Between November 1 and 4 there was silence

along both lines. On the latter date the Russians com-

menced shelling in the west, which continued up to the 9th.

After dusk on that day the Russians, led by Skobeleff in

person, delivered a violent attack upon our south front,

especially against Haji Baba and Ghazi Osman Tabiyas, the

Brestovitz redoubt, and Kutchiik and Yunuz Tabiyas ; this

was repulsed after furious fighting lasting till midnight.

This was the most serious engagement during the invest-

ment. The Russians lost 600 men, we 200.

On the following day the enemy renewed the attack on

Yunuz Tabiya, and was again unsuccessful.

During the night between the 10th and 11th Ghazi

Osman Tabiya was violently, but vainly, stormed. The

action lasted till two in the morning.

On the 11th there was heavy shelling along the whole

line. We anticipated a general assault, but were dis-

appointed.

On the 12th Skobeleff again attacked Ghazi Osman
Tabiya, and was beaten off.

On this day a parlementaire arrived in Ibrahim Tabiya

and summoned Osman to surrender. The latter sent a

spirited reply. The correspondence was circulated among
the officers ; here it is :

—
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• Qnartier < teneral, Porodim :

• le 30 Ootobre, 1877

(Russian date).

1 Monsieur le Marechal, -J'ai L'honneur de communiquer
;'i votre l--xc<ll( ihu 1 les faita qui suivenl ci-dessous:

' Lea troupes Ottomanes de G-orna Dubnik et de Telish

out i'ti' faites prisonnieres. Les armees Busses se sunt

emparees des positions d'Osikovo el de Vratza. Plevna est

entouree par 1'armee de I'Ouest, renforcee des corps de la

garde imperiale et des grenadiers ; les communications sont

coupees; on ue Joit plus compter sur aucun ravitaillement.

Au com de rimmanite, et poureviter une inutile effusion de

sang, dont votre Excellence portera seule la responsabilit£,

je vims invite k cesser toute resistance, et a designer un

Iroit ou I'on puisse traiter des conditions de la capitu-

lation.

• Veuillez accepter, Monsieur Le Marechal, ['assurance de

ma tres-haute consideration.

' NlCHO ».S,

' Commandant-cn-chit des an
' Kusses en Europe.

• \ bod Excellence le Marechal

t taman Pasha :'i Plevna.'

1 Qaartiei General pres de Plevna:
• U 12 Novembre, I

(Western date).

• J'ai recu la lettre datee le •';<> < Ictobre que votre Ah

[mperiale a bien voulu m'adresser.

' Les troupes imperiales, placees sous tnon commande-

ment, u'onl pa de Eaire preuve de courage, de con-

tuse el d'energie. Dana toua les combats livrea juaqu'a

jour ellea ont 6t6 victorieuses
;

pour cette raison 3a

M i

;

. tele( b vu forc6 de faire venir, comme renforts,

lea corps de la garde imperiale el dea grenadiera. Les d.'iait.

de Grorna Dubnik el de Telish, la capitulation des troupes qui

•. aieiit. ['interruption des communications, l'occupation

tides roufe
|

de raiaons sumsantes pour que
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je sois force de rendre mon armee a 1'ennemi. Rien ne manque
a mes troupes et elles n'ont pas encore fait tout ce qu'elles

doivent faire pour sauvegarder 1' honneur militaire Ottomane.

Jusqu'aujourd'hui nons avons repandu avec joie notre sang

pour notre patrie et pour notre foi ; nous continuerons a

agir ainsi plutot que de nous rendre.

' Quant a la responsabilite du sang verse, elle tombe en ce

monde, ainsi que dans l'autre, sur ceux qui out provoque la

guerre.

' Je presente a votre Altesse Imperiale l'assurance de ma
consideration distmguee.

' Ghazi Osman,
' Commandant de l'Armee de Plevna.

•A son Altesse Imperiale le Grand

Due Nicholas a Porodim.'

The sentiments expressed in Osman's letter in such noble

and dignified language were endorsed and applauded through-

out the camp, more particularly the phrase which brings home
the responsibility, in this world and in that to come, for the

bloodshed to the guilty ; that is, to those who have provoked

the war. Osman's attitude, couched in terms moderate but

unequivocal, created a very good impression upon the troops,

and it cannot have failed to strike also the Russian leaders

forcibly.

To the six Cossacks who had escorted the parlementaire

an ample repast was given, in order to impress them with the

wealth of our stores ; whilst their principal was hospitably

entertained in Araba Tabiya.

November 13 was an extremely cold day, the severest we
had as yet had, with thick fogs. At night Yunuz Tabiya

was again unsuccessfully attacked, for the last time ; for

from this moment Skobeleff gave up all idea of taking the

work by storm. The Russians lost 500 men in the action,

the Turks barely 100. I understand that the various attacks

of Skobeleff' s corps had been undertaken in contravention of

Todleben's orders, many of them probably because, with the
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proximity of the hostile lines and the eagerness of the troops

tm both sides, engagements could not always be avoided.

On the 1 1th there was shelling along the whole line, so

violent thai we took it to mean the commencement of another

general assault, and made our preparations accordingly. To
our disappointment, none took place. At midnight, howev< r,

Ghazi Osman Tabiya was unsuccessfully attacked. The

fight lasted till daybreak, and cost the Russians 400 men.

This was the last of the actions in this quarter.

I append a summary of the infantry engagemi I during

the first half of the investment, with their estimated

casualties :

—

Turk-;. RlMlfam

October 27 : Vid bridge .... 800 400

October 28: between Ghazi Osman and

Pertev Tabiyas 100 100

November 9 : between Haji Baba and

Yunuz Tabiyas .....
November 10: Yunuz Tabiya .

November LOto 11 : G-hazi Osman Tabiya

November 12: G-hazi Osman Tabiya

November L3 : Yunuz Tabiya .

November 14 to 15 : Ghazi Osmau Tabiya

Totals . . 1,000 2,300

With November L5 ends the first period en,. -half) of the

investment, which is of a character quite different from thai

of the Becond ; for it embraces a number <>f minor infantry

.'];< n as during the Becond half there was inactivity

on both sides, with .>nly one interruption— the engagement
at the VidbridgeoE December 8. The shelling also partook

of the genera] characteristics of the two periods : it was b< v< re

and spasmodically violent in the first, lax and desultory in

the second.

irds my personal adventures during the first half

of the investment, the record i- a blank. Our wing was
not on.'

. my redoubt received very few shells;

200 COO

LOO 100

:,o 100

50 100

loo 500

U,(, 100
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my battalion had no fighting to do. Twice we were sent

to Bash Tabiya, for twenty-four hours each time, coming

and going in the middle of the night. The first time

(October 30) there was a violent exchange of rifle-fire between

the trenches of Bash and Kanli Tabiyas—much ado about

nothing, as the men of both sides were in splendidly covered

positions. The second time (November 10) the soldiers

concluded an unofficial cessation of hostilities for six hours

(to the great annoyance—so I heard—of the Russian leaders,

who tried to, but could not, control the Roumanians), and I

had a long conversation and a smoke with an affable Rou-

manian lieutenant. The pretended purport of this strange

armistice was the burial of some men who had fallen the day

before ; but as this task was completed in less than an hour,

it is probable that the real motive which prompted the Rou-

manians was that they were getting tired of the petty

slaughter constantly going on in the neighbourhood of the

two redoubts. We Turks had nothing to lose by such an

arrangement ; but I believe that my major received a repri-

mand for giving his sanction. While I was chatting with

the Roumanian (I remember that he told me some stories or

jokes with equivocal meanings, the latest importations from

Paris, of which the points were obscure to me, owing to his

knowledge of French being superior to mine) the men followed

the example of their betters—talked to each other in snatches

of broken Turkish or by comical gestures and signs, consumed

biscuits together, and exchanged commodities. Presently

other officers joined us ; there was quite a conversazione, and

a common meal, for which mother-earth had provided a thin

white tablecloth ; and many a hearty laugh went up to the

sullen, snow-pregnant sky—laughs that, despite their sin-

cerity, had a mocking ring in my ears. A Sister of the Red
Cross passed us on some mission of mercy, whose apparition

impressed me much as that of an angel of love and purity

might have done. The very camp curs, which ordinarily

behaved as if they had a bad conscience, having just done

something unusually dirty and disgusting, cruel or cowardly,
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furtive, ill-favoured sneaks that they were, shared in the truce,

scratched themselves leisurely. <>r rolled placidly in the half-

frozen Blush of the tracks. The whole scene was most

curious, and strangely at variance with the established notions

of warfare.

The service in Bash Tabiya was the severest and cruellest

iu camp—so severe that lately the two battalions which now
formed the guard of the redoubt had to be relieved every

twenty-four hours. No man alive could have stood for more

than a da}r such exposure, such a strain, with the enemy's

foremost sentries only the width of a road removed from

ems—both in their holes, looking like a winter crop of heads

growing in devastated fields. The battalions of the First

Division took turns in garrisoning the redoubt, two at a time
;

a regular order of service had been established. Owing to

the merciless fire to which the unprotected approaches to the

work were exposed, the relief of the redoubt guard had to be

effected under cover of darkness. Domestic service, such as

cooking, washing, &c., was impossible under the hail of shells

and bullets. The men lived on biscuits or maize-bread, and

melted snow ; when there was no snow there was no water,

and the troops had to depend upon that which they had

brought with them in their ilasks. The superior officers

of Adil's division took turns of twenty-four hours each in

the command of the redoubt. So dangerous was the

vice that a man commanded to Bash Tabiya hade fare-

well to his fin inU anil made his peace with God. Every

hour claimed its victims, excepl when the troops concluded

unofficial armistices, such as 1 have described ; for we could

not show the point <>f the hoed of our great-coats without

attracting a hail of bullets. The periodical cessations of

hostilities grew n i< >r< frequent as time went on : there were

three or four b day, Lasting from thirty minutes to two hours

':, which were utilised on both Bides for exchanging

sentries.

T wards the middle of November the friendly inter-

course betwe< B omanians and Turk- became so notori-
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ous, in both camps, that the Russian leaders resolved to

relieve the Roumanian garrison of Kanli Tabiya by Russian

infantry. This took place about November 18, and after

that there was no more truce, either official or unofficial,

although on both sides the soldiers generally abstained from

firing upon relief parties, as well as upon the foremost

sentries.

We had the satisfaction of knowing that we made sojourn

in Kanli Tabiya well-nigh unendurable. Roumanian priso-

ners described the place as a perfect hell. Every gun

within shell-range was trained to bear on it, and with the

abundance of ammunition, the fine quality of our Krupp guns,

and the smartness of our artillerymen, I would rather have

been on the brink of an active crater than in the Bloody

Battery. Dozens of rifles were levelled at every black

speck which looked like belonging to the garments of a

human body, and as the distance between the trenches was

barely a hundred yards, we did not often miss aim.

Conversation between the sentries, whom only twenty-

five yards, or less, separated, was going on continually, as

many of the Roumanians understood a little Turkish. In

the neighbourhood of the two redoubts digging was done

daily, mostly under cover of darkness. If the Roumanians

made a fresh trench, a few hours later the Turks were ready

with one to counteract it. In the end the zone between and

around the two works was a maze of ditches.

On both sides all sorts of devices were resorted to in

order to deceive the enemy. We had a set of life-sized, fully

clad figures'—officer, bugler, ensign, privates, all complete

—

to attract the hostile rifle-fire. Some had movable joints.

On the afternoon of the day on which I was in Bash Tabiya,

when the truce had lapsed, we gave the Roumanians a kind

of Punch and Judy entertainment, to a horrible accompani-

ment of drums, cymbals, tin whistles, and bagpipes. They

returned the compliment after dark in the shape of a

skiagraph performance, on a huge sheet with a fire burn-

ing behind. A little drama enacted between the shadows
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of a thill man and a woman of monstrous proportions made
ns laugh heartily.

The Bentry service in our own redoubt, as well as through-

out rani]-, was of a cruelly severe character in the rigour of

a Bulgarian winter. The original four hours' had to be r<
-

duced to two, then to one hour. Fixed, almost buried alive,

in a hole four feet dee]), with the upper part of the body

exposed to the bitter blasts, the lower embedded in the frozen

ground, unable to move (the slightest attempt at a trot, the

very act of Btepping nut of the hole, attracted thi i nemy's

bullets), insufficiently led, eompelled to exercise a ceast

vigilance, struggling against the dangerous drowsiness en:

dered by frost, the men looked upon sentry-duty as the last

refinement of torture. Our splendid great-coats were invalu-

able to as. When snow wras on the ground the cold was Less

severely felt: snow with ten degrees below freezing-point

was better than one or two degrees above the latter without

the former. The long, winding line of sentries, lost in the

murky distance of a bleak winter day, with onlj Hie dark

hoods and the bayonets visible on the white ground, pre-

sented a grotesque and striking appearance.

By tlie beginning of November the rations had already

been reduced, more particularly as regards meat. Breads

of maize-meal, and baked in Plevna, took the place of biscuits,

the Large stock of the latter commodity being retained in \

of ;i possible sortie and a march across a famine-stricken

country. The total absence of alcoholic beverages and the

diminutive <{iiantities of meat made us feel the cold in ten-

This grew worse later, when there was do meat at all and the

ratii ' one well-mud) insufficient to keep body and soul

ther. The slaughter of horses or cart-oxen was n

forbidden; offences were committed in this particular, al-

though such instance - were rare. Forage ran short, and the

poor beasts Buffered severely. The neighing of the hm
ami a peculj " uttered by the oxen, were almost like

articulate languaj

(>n ber L6 a horse had been killed in my redoubt
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which had broken a leg on the slipperj' ground. I partook

of a portion which a well-disposed private offered to me. It

was insufficiently salted—salt being scarce—and brought

on violent diarrhoea, with spasms and agonising pains.

Once more I was packed off to town in a cart, and trans-

ported to the hospital in the mosque, where I spent eight

days of unutterable miseries, among 400 fellow-sufferers.

There was a deficiency of drugs : quinine was almost

entirely absent. Lint was wanting : garments had to be cut

up for bandages, however much clothing of every description

was in demand. Linen rags were treasured as priceless.

During the last few days of the investment wounds could

not be bound up afresh for want of material. Convalescents

had no strengthening food, and numbers succumbed to

weakness. The doctors and surgeons were so overworked

that they could not give the necessary attention to individual

cases. Invalids quarrelled and even fought for precedence.

Doctor Lange told me, on December 9, that he had not taken

off his clothes for four weeks, and had had no more than three

hours' sleep per night.

Of what the wounded and the sick suffered I was to have

a taste during my second sojourn in the mosque ; and it must
be remembered that things in the middle of November were

not nearly so bad as they became in December. My first

experience in this purgatory had been horrible enough ; the

second simply baffles description. I contemplated suicide.

On the fourth day Jack Seymour, also stricken down, joined

me, and we upheld and comforted each other. Doses of

brandy and some opium preparation brought me round

sooner than the doctor had expected, and on the ninth day

(Xovember 24) I returned to my redoubt, during a snow-

storm, on a creatine, borrowed from a Circassian, so miserably

lean that it had almost lost the shape of a horse, which broke

down when I had got as far as Yeni Tabiya, and was im-

mediately pounced upon, killed, and cut up for cooking by
the soldiers of this work. I had to tramp, or rather crawl,

the rest of the way, and fell down twice : for the diarrhoea
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had left me exhausted, and the frozen slopes rendered loco-

motion difficult to even the strongest. The second time I

made, in my misery, no effort to irt up. praying for deliver-

ance, with the (lakes whirling around me and threatening

to bury me alive. Some men found me, and took me to my
redoubt. Tereb had meanwhile commanded the company,

being the only active officer left; for—so I heard to my
grief—Lieutenant A/.if had been killed in the trenches of

Bash Tabiya, whither my battalion had been sent for a day

during my illness. I begged Ibrahim, tired to death by his

manifold duties, to retain the command until the follov

day. lay down on my primitive conch, and slept for sixt. en

hours, tormented by ugly dreams, cold, hunger, and evil

forebodings. A young private of my company cursed me
with a mother's tenderness. The men were fond of me ; in

fact, the major said once that I was the most popular officer

in the division, of which fact I had a striking proof on the

following day, when they made up an abundant meal for me

—each contributing a mite of his dinner consisting rf maize,

porridge, bread, a few biscuit-, and a little hoikd mutton,

the last meat I tasted during the campaign. This repast,

added to my own ration, with some brandy obtained from

my girl-friend in town, restored my strength to ;
. wonderful

degree, and q< x1 morning I resumed command of the com-

pany, much to Tereb's relief, who had not sbj .t for forty-eigW

hour-. He fell with fatigue, and had to be carried to his

ping-quarters. The sun shone for a few hours, for a

wonder, and tin- may have contributed to m\ Bpe< dy recovery.

From tins day until the nighl after the surrender fifteen

day- I Qevei took my clothes off.

Whilsl I was in the hospital the report of the fall of bars

had Bpread through the town like wildfire, penetral

even to the fever-haunts. I learnt now that on November

27 the Ru sians had affixed placards on poles in front of the

Turkish redoubts, which, taken down 1>\ our -entries, were

found to contain the following inscription in ungrammatical,

ill-spelt, ami badly written Turkish :
—
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' Kars has been taken, and Moukhtar Pasha's army has

surrendered. You are surrounded on all sides, and cut off

from every possibility of escape and succour. Your Sovereign

wishes to make peace ; it is only Osman Pasha who retains

you here. Surrender, and preserve your lives for your

families. If you do not, you will die of starvation. You

have done your best, and nothing more can be expected

of you.'

On the same day the Russians had fired artillery volleys,

and had, after dark, huge illuminated inscriptions in some

of their redoubts, setting forth in French and Turkish that

Kars had fallen.

Such fatal news could not fail to create a bad, and even

dangerous, impression on the common soldiers ; but the effect

wore off speedily.

Jack did not join us until the beginning of December.

He fell ill in the redoubt the evening of his arrival, and I

nursed him throughout the night. His head rested on my
arm for many weary hours. I thought it was all over with

him ; but towards morning he quieted down, and slept pro-

foundly until noon, when he awoke much refreshed. The

soldiers made up a goodly meal for him—without meat,

however, as we had none—and he recovered, and became

quite strong and cheerful.

The town was one vast hospital in those days. Every

other house had been transformed into an ambulance ; each

mosque and public building was filled with fever-stricken

men. There were 8,000 invalids in a town built to accommo-

date 17,000 inhabitants ; in December the number increased

to 10,000. The Turkish residents behaved very well, giving

every assistance in their power ; some of the women even

abandoned the restraint placed on them by custom and

religion, and tended the sick. As to the Christians, they

continued up to the end in their brutality and indifference

to suffering, and in their treachery, whenever they had a

chance of being treacherous without being found out.

The deterioration in the value of money was a striking
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feature. For instance, in playing at dominoes, or with

improvised dice, or other names, we used to stake biscuit-,

and a biscuit-stake was considered equal to quite ten piastres

(1*. !()(/.). Even quarter-biscuits were gambled for. The

stakes were consumed as soon as won. Ln town I paid to a

iv Slavonian Jew, who had hoarded up a secret treasure of

serves, twenty-five piastres for four ounces of execrable

tinned beef, and the same price for a cup of Liebig's meat

extract. A cigarette fetched ten piastres, an egg as much as

ity piastres; such transactions, however, were conducted

in secret, for hawking articles of consumption was prohibited.

By the beginning of December my company was reduced

to ninety combatants, including three officers (Seymour,

Tereh, and myself). Not a day passed without someone

bring stricken down and carted off to town.

The interment of those who died in the hospitals became

a matter of such importance and magnitude that a special

service had to be organised for this work.

I have already said that meat was not deal out after

November 25. Towards the end of the month the rations

were reduced further, iind up to December 6 we had for our

dailv sustenance a quantity of unpalatable maize bread equal

to ten ounces, and a small portion of thin maize gruel, I

ing sickly on account of the absence of salt. '1 bus a meal

smaller than the average Briton's breakfast had to do duty

for a wla.le day. Tobacco had run out long -ince. and when

my girl-friend procured me a couple of ci 3, I cut

them in halves and gave Seymour, Tereb, and BakaJ a piece

I new a colonel who would have paid me fifty

I

forthem Of tea tliere was, I believe, not ah ounce

in town or camp; in fact, from the time of my last visit to

Widdin. when Doris had given me a cup, up to the evening of

surrender, when the Russian officers treated me, I saw none.

The Turk- are qoI tea-drinkers ; I knew men who had never

tasted this 1
•

' there was Done at Least, Done

for u-. though it was said that the superior officers still

aal dole-. A friend of Diine got hold some-
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where of a minute quantity, and dealt out his treasure in spoon-

fuls. A cup of coffee would have fetched almost any price ; but
then, money was quite as scarce as most commodities. In my
redoubt I was, I believe, the only man, except the brigadier,

who possessed cash. I had sixty liras of my own when we
arrived in Plevna ; up to the end of August I had spent ten,

from September 1 to October 24 fifteen, during the investment
thirty. Ahmed Hifzi and Chefket Pashas were said to have
brought large amounts to Plevna, sums of 80,000 and 100,000
liras being mentioned ; and in October we were astonished to

receive our pay in hard cash ; but this soon ceased. 120

Firewood was entirely absent. In the southern and
western sections of the camp the vines and the fruit-trees

were dug up and used as fuel, having hitherto been protected

by the Mushir's order ; but necessity knows no master.

Shrubs and branches were sent to us now and then ; these,

with dried grass and herbs, maize straw, pieces of furniture,

boards taken from the sleeping-quarters (at a sacrifice of

safety and comfort), demolished articles of any description

as long as they were of combustible material), and nonde-

script rubbish, with, now and then, a cart surreptitiously

broken up, constituted our fuel. Sometimes we could not

make our maize porridge because we had no fire. What
this means with the thermometer below freezing-point, and
not a drop of spirits to be had for love or money, I leave to

the reader's imagination. Once or twice Bakal, more in-

defatigable than ever, and whose wits seemed to increase in

proportion to the difficulties, procured for the battalion a few
buckets of atrocious coal ; but there were no stores and no
regular distributions of this article. Sentry-stalking was
not countenanced, being considered cowardly and brutal

;

but one night some Circassians attached to my redoubt crept

up on their stomachs to the enemy's sentinels, stabbed
several, one after the other, and carried away from an out-

post a number of faggots and large blocks of wood, when
we had a fire that was for days afterwards the talk of the
camp. Turf was cut for fuel, but proved a failure.

z
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Soap we had not ; I washed myself with soft clay. With
candles we had to be extremely economical ; frequently there

was no material for artificial light. Matches were so scarce

that to light fires cartridges were exploded. The only

commodity which was abundant was ammunition, and that

we could not eat, although some extraordinary things wTere

consumed.

The vagrant dogs died by the score. Wolves showed

themselves in the neighbourhood. Crows and ravens were

shot, and much prized as delicacies.

Our garments were in tatters ; only the great-coats

retained the semblance of human clothing. The stock of

uniforms and under-clothing in Plevna had been exhausted

by the end of November. I learnt subsequently that a con-

voy with 20,000 fur capes and 40,000 pairs of boots had

been sent from Orkanye towards the end of October, just too

late to penetrate the hostile lines. All sorts of devices were

resorted to in order to add to the rags that covered us:

garments were made up of skins, paper, sacking straw and

dead leaves were stuffed into cushions and fastened around

the body. Happy he who could procure a woman's skirt or

petticoat ; the inventive skill born of necessity soon trans-

formed it into a jacket or a vest, or even a pair of breeches.

The costumes of some men included half a dozen articles of

female attire; the very trousers worn by Turkish ladies

were not disdained. In the patching up of clothing some

evinced considerable ingenuity: one man in my redoubt, a

Eect genius, obtained such a reputation and had so much
work to do that he ;_

rot dispensation from all other duties.

v garments presented :i curious conglomeration of col-

our- and materials, with but the faintest indication of the

original Btuffremaining under accumulated repairs. Russian

and Roumanian uniforms taken from corpses were much

sought after ; many a Turkish great-coal e.mcealed a complete

boots would hardly hold together ; they were

Btitched, and mended, and Btitched again, until one could not

tell when; the original materia] ended and the patching
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commenced. Hides were made up into footgear of grotesque

shape and uncomfortable wear. Happily, I had the boots I

had brought with me from Berlin, of which one pair was
still in tolerable condition. Socks were almost entirely

absent ; rags were wound around the feet. The shoes and

laced gaiters of those troops who were clad Zouave fashion

were considered superior to the ordinary European foot-

covering—both safer and more comfortable on ice and snow.

With the execrable condition of the roads and tracks, the

bad state of the footgear was one of the greatest hardships
;

in the dry snow of the fields, or when the frost created a

hard crust on the ground, the men suffered less.

The camaraderie, kindness, and general good-fellowship

which obtained among both officers and men were beyond

praise. Quarrels were few and far between. Even in direst

adversity order and discipline suffered little. The Draconic

orders issued from headquarters during the second half of the

investment, for the purpose of maintaining the absolutely in-

dispensable discipline under exceptionally trying conditions,

were hardly ever called into play ; but they made the troops

feel that an indomitable will directed and an iron hand

governed them. Cases of disobedience and disrespect were

rare ; of open disorder, conspiracy, or premeditated rebellion

there was not an instance. Where an officer was popular with

his men they followed his orders and advice blindly, and, in

rettt a for a little consideration and thoughtfulness, theywould

display great unselfishness and self-sacrificing kindness. But

we had some deserters now ; there were two in my company,

both recruits who had been incorporated in it after the second

battle. The Russian reports of wholesale desertions are

fabrications. There were—Circassians excepted—not more

than 200, all told, from first to last ; that is, an average of three

per battalion in four and a half months, say one per thousand

per month. I believe that not a single man deserted among
those who had come with Osman from Widdin ; these, the Ser-

vian veterans, clung to their beloved leader with unbounded

confidence and devotion. The troops who had arrived from
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Sofia in September and October were the principal offenders,

the Mustafiz battalions foremost. The Circassians deserted

wholesale—disbanded, in fact : of the twelve squadrons which

we had on October 24, there were on December 10 not more

than 200 men left. These gentry were looked upon throughout

camp with the utmost contempt and distrust, and were given

up as incorrigible. Not an officer but said from the bottom of

his heart :
' Would to God they had never formed part of the

Turkish Army,' to which they were a standing reproach, as-

sociating, as they did, brave, honest, and disciplined soldiers

with a name that stinks in the nostrils of newspaper-readers
;

for it was they who gave rise to the Bashi-Bazouk canards

.

Their thieving propensities were incredible. Not the most

secret place of the mud huts was safe from their lynx eyes and

their greedy fingers. I declare they smelt out the spots

where men hid their little treasures of unconsumed victuals.

Food, clothing, money— all was grist to their mill.

Unfortunately, uncleanliness was rampant, regulations

and penalties notwithstanding ; but I presume that this vice

is well-nigh unavoidable under such circumstances.

In spite of privation and suffering, the troops were full of

courage and confidence, and positively more cheerful than

they had been in prosperity, when the characto ;

; ^tic apathy

of the race is more in evidence. One idea comforted and

upheld us to the very last day : that the Army of Relief would

soon arrive, and that then the Russians would have a beating

of the first magnitude. How we watched and waited, and

Longed and hoped, and how ardently some of those Mussul-

man prayed ! I was bold thai the duty in the observatorii b

in ; ithern redoubts was much sought after, because

each man wanted to be the first to signal the advent of the

deliverer. 'Any Qews from rXrishin?' 'Have they seen

smoke oq the Orkanye
1

road?' 'Have they heard guns is

the BOUth?' Such questions were asked daily times out of

number. The camp-win a flashed anxious inquiries and dis-

rtening replies to and fro. Many were the false alarms,

bitter disappointments. ' Theymusl be here to-morrow
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—they cannot possibly tarry any longer,' we said each hour
;

and the morrow came, and with it another day of dreary

waiting, of uncertainty, anxiety, and sickening suspense.

• Why do not the English help us ? We have counted on

them, and have been given to understand that they would
assist us ; and now they leave us in the lurch. Are they

afraid of the Russians ? ' These questions were constantly

asked.

In connection with the camp-wires I must mention a

curious occurrence. On one of the last days in November,
when the sky was clear for a few hours and the ground hard,

I thought that a walk would do me good, obtained leave, and
tramped to one of the Bukova redoubts, where I had a

friend. The latter took me to the telegraph-office. The wire

being disengaged and the redoubt commander absent, the

operator sent for us the inquiry, ' Any news ? ' to, I think,

Pertev Tabiya. The reply was :
' An Englishman in civilian's

clothes has arrived under a flag of truce, and is now engaged

with the Mushir. What he wants we do not know.' Next
day, in a thick fog, Osman inspected some of the redoubts

—

an unusual occurrence, for he was not personally very

active—and was accompanied by this gentleman, an official

from headquarters serving as interpreter. I have never

learnt what was his name, business, or mission, or what
became of him eventually.

During my illness there had been a few days' violent

cannonade, the centre redoubts (Ibrahim, Omer, Atouf,

Ikhtihat Tabiyas), the Opanetz redoubts, and the Vid bridge

being the Russian gunners' objective. A perfect hail of

shells had been directed against the bridge, but it was
never hit. This is miraculous, considering that a few well-

directed projectiles could have demolished the shaky stone

structure of antiquated and picturesque appearance.

The cannonade ceased on the 20th, and from this date

up to December 8 there was little shelling on either side,

and no fighting.

Thrice more my battalion was sent to Bash Tabiya.
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The Russians were now in possession at the Bloody Battery,

the Roumanians having moved the bulk of their force west-

ward, and directed theii attention to the Opanetz redoubts,

which they had Bhelled violently Eor a few days.

Nothing worth mentioning happened in Bash Tabiya.

The hunting down (on both sides) of any man who showed

the smallest discernible corner of his body went on as

re, hut no actual fighting took place. In fact, since the

desperate encounter of October L9 the enemy had made do

attempt to take Hash Tabiya by storm, and the Turkish

commanders were, once for all, instructed to initiate no

engagements.

The dates of my duties in Bash Tabiya were November

27 and December 3 (twenty-four hours each time), and

December 8 (four hours). On the latter day the Russians

made an abortive attempt to surprise the Yid bridge guard.

This was the only infantry engagement during the second

half of the investment. On the 8th there was Little, and

on the 9th qo Bhelling.

Meanwhile the situation had become desperate. The
Plevna camp was one vast cemetery, with the town for its

tral charnel-house. An army of 40,000 men was slowly

dying of exposure, privation, and illness. The weather

and worse; the cold became intense. The mor-
tality was appalling. There was hardly a man who was

suffering from something or other —exhaustion, fever, dysen-

tery, rheumatism, ague, bronchitis, galloping consumption,

open wounds, frostbites, broken limbs. A cholera-like

affection and a contagious influenza claimed many victim-.

There were also cases of Bmall-pox, typhoid fever, diphtheria,

even leprosy and insanity; there were deaths from Btarval ion

and exposure. Under these circumstances the fact that we
were almost devoured by parasites seemed a trifle,

On one of the last day- in November my major handed
'

1 >aily News." and ' Standard,'

of tin reels of aev» spapers which

had arrived by parUmentairi a few days before, some Bent
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by the Grand Duke to Ibrahim Tabiya, others by Gourko to

the Vid bridge. I was told that the Mushir had acknow-

ledged these civilities with the remark that the papers would

be found useful in the long winter evenings. I read that Kars

had been taken by storm in the night of November 17 to 18 ;

that Suleiman Pasha had tried vainly to overthrow the bar-

rier placed in his way by the Czarevitch's army ; that Keuf

Pasha was unable to force the Shipka Pass, and was con-

demned to idleness by the snow in the Balkans. It was

clear that the Ottoman Empire was gasping in its death-

agonies. Greedily, but vainly, I scanned the columns in

search of any indication that England was coming to the

rescue of her former ally. No, Britannia had her hands in

her lap, and the British lion wagged his tail amicably and

peacefully. Europe looked on in awe and wonder at the

glorious stand made by the dying country. Bussia, Koumania,

and Montenegro had united to overthrow it ; Servia and

Greece were waiting to administer a few kicks to the fallen

foe when they could safely do so ; and not a hand was

raised among the nations of the earth to help the country

overwhelmed with misfortune ; not a light shone into this

awful darkness, except that which burned within us, and

which death alone can extinguish.

In spite of all these disasters crowding upon us there was

but one voice in camp: 'No surrender.' After nearly two

months' virtual inactivity we longed for a goodly fight, for

the fair chance of a battle-field ; daily and hourly the neces-

sity of making a supreme effort to break through the iron ring

that held us in bondage became more apparent. We simply

yearned for a battle ; and this feeling increased in intensity

when, on the last day of November, it became known that

there was but a fortnight's food-supply left in Plevna, even

with the present rations reduced already to the lowest prac-

ticable minimum. So acute became this desire for activity,

for one more chance to cross swords with an enemy com-

posed of flesh and blood, in lieu of wrangling with spectres

which we could not grasp, that I verily believe it would have
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led to rebellion had Osman not given way to it—an impos-

sible supposition.

On December 1 a council of war was summoned to head-

quarters, comprising all officers commanding divisions,

brigades, and regiments. At noon on this day our major

called the officers of his battalion together, and told us that

his colonel had desired him to ascertain our opinions on the

following questions, which were those the council of war

would be asked to decide :

—

• Shall we remain in Plevna until food is exhausted, and

surrender when there is nothing more to eat ? ' or

' Shall we make a desperate attempt to force the lines of

investment ?
'

Of thirteen officers, eleven answered ' Xo ' to the first,

and ' Yes ' to the second question, whilst two replied

in the reverse sense. Tereb and I voted with the

majority. Seymour was still laid up ; he joined us, I think,

next day.

With this message our colonel departed to headquarters,

and returned in the evening looking grave and gloomy. We
learnt from the major that the council had arrived at no

decision, and had adjourned until the following day; that

Osman himself was in favour of a sortie, but that many
officers shrank from taking upon themselves the responsi-

bility of the frightful bloodshed which 'lie action would

engender.

'Let no man deceive himself,' Osman had said. ' as to

the chances of success of such an attempt. They are

infinitesimal. But I think that the honour of our country

and the fair Came of our army render it incumbent upon us

to make a lasl and supreme effort."

On the -nd the council met again, and in the evening we

learnt thai it had decided unanimously in favour of the sortie.

A protocol had been drawn up. and Bigned by all the members

<.f the as8< tnbly.

Thrice more the council met (on December 3, 4, and 5)

in order to discuss the details of the venture. There was
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much speculation in camp as to the direction in which the

sortie was to be made, and when we learnt, on the 5th, that

the Vid bridge had been decided upon, we applauded the

Mushir's wisdom ; for the Orkanye road, barred by Gourko's

Corps, offered not the slightest chance of success, and there

was no other alternative.

It was the Mushir's intention—so we learnt—to cross

the Isker at Mahulleta, proceed to Berkovitza, thence by the

Ghintzi Pass to Sofia, and to join hands there with Mehemed
Ali's army. Had the venture succeeded, the garrison of

Widdin and those along the Servian frontier would also have

concentrated in Sofia, where the Sultan would thus have had

an army of 140 to 150 battalions at his disposal. Had Eeuf

Pasha's Shipka corps been united to this there would have

been an army of 200 battalions, seventy squadrons, and 300

guns (100,000 men, three-fourths of whom were hardened

and experienced troops) for the defence of East Roumelia,

granted that Sofia had been abandoned, which was— so I

heard—Osman's idea.

The reader can have no conception of the magic influence

exercised upon the men's spirits by the prospects of action.

Eagerness to fight and hope of success intoxicated us. We
were cheerful, and even merry ; sick men recovered, aches

and pains vanished ; it almost looked as if wounds closed of

their own accord. The officers were enjoined to maintain

tht men in this condition by all the powers at their com-

mand, and conscientiously we did our best. In those days

I chattered more nonsense than it fell to my lot to utter

during the remainder of my life, not excepting the periods

(fatally frequent) when I was in love or wanted to negotiate

a loan. Jack particularly was in a state of the wildest

excitement, and his enthusiasm, boisterous merriment, and

fine animal spirits affected us all. Ibrahim worked manfully

and did his duty nobly, but he had to contend against a

small, still voice whispering of death, which refused to be

silenced.

The sortie had originally been fixed for December 9, but
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owing to a false report of the approach of the ' Army of

Belief it was delayed for twenty-four hours. The Mushir's

Ordre du Jour, which I shall quote verbally in the next

chapter, was uiven out on the 7th, with the date left open.

On this day, as also on the two following days, in addition

to our ordinary ten ounces of maize bread, full biscuit rations

and the matt rial for making a goodly portion of gruel were

dealt out, in order to increase our strength and prepare us

for the ordeal that stood before us. Besides the food for

the day, >ix <lays' biscuit rations were given to man
for the march. When the distribution of the biscuits

to the battalions had been made the Plevna stores were

exhausted.

These arrangements, and those I shall mention here-

after, necessitated a good deal of journeying to and fro. To
deceive the Russians, who, like ourselves, had observatories

on all prominent point-, it was commanded that movements
of troops, and also, as far as practicable, the marches of

small detachments and trains, and even the journey- of single

men, were to be made under cover of darkness. Five timi -

I tramped to Plevna and hack in those days, , ither at dusk

or in the early morning, before sunrise. Gruesome joun

the latter were, in the bleak and agly wintei 'lawn, with

snow on the ground and the cold air freezing your very

breath. I could have borrowed a horse; hut being now
quite wdl, my Legs were a good deal stronger than those of

the half-starved brutes, and more reliable on the Blippery

ground. (U\ each occasion I was met in Plevna by my girl-

friend, who did me many an important service. At midnight,

at three in the morning, in the early dawn— whatever the hour

I the place of tryst, and always had something to

ur iv. me- a cigarette, :i drop r.f brandy, a loaf. It would lead

too far to enumerate the extraordinary ruses she employed

to deceive her father. She was cheerful, gentle, and a real

comforter. It ha- been my lot to meet in Turkey two of the

i 'f true womanhood -one a Jewess, the other

Mahomedan. I have known hundreds of Western
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Christian women, of all classes and many nationalities, but,

outside my family circle, only one who could compare

with these half-educated girls in heroism, patience, and

sacrifice of self. True, there were never again such oppor-

tunities for the display of the finest qualities of heart and

head ; but the fact remains that in an Eastern Jewess of

nineteen and a Turkish girl of seventeen I have met my ideals

of perfect womanhood.

It was necessary that the Kussians should have no notice

of our plans, and with this object strict orders were given to

let no Bulgarian pass beyond our lines. We had to be

extremely vigilant, for lately the treacherous instincts of the

Christians had been more than ordinarily apparent. It was

well known in camp that the Bussians remunerated anyone

who brought them information of our doings. Notwithstand-

ing our watchfulness, some Bulgarians must have escaped

;

for I read in Kuropatkin that the Bussians were kept by

informers au courant of all that was passing in Plevna camp,

and were prepared for the sortie, although somewhat in the

dark as to time and direction.

The Turkish residents of Plevna were determined to

accompany Osman on his retreat. Of the two evils—the

dangers and hardships of a sortie and a forced winter march

on one hand, and to trust themselves, wives, families, and

belongings to the infuriated and uncontrolled Bulgarians on

the other—the latter was by far the worst. The leaders of

the Turkish community had several interviews with the

Mushir ; they had thrown themselves at his feet, and implored

him with tears to save them from the Christians, who would

be certain to display that murderous cruelty for which the

rebellion of 1876 and the present war had rendered them
notorious. Naturally, Osman had shrunk from hampering

his army by a train of at least 500 families ; but at length

he had yielded to their pitiful appeal. What a hideous

mockery it is that to obey the dictates of humanity

should constitute an offence against an exact science (i.e.

strategy)—which was undoubtedly the case in this instance ;
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for had not the army been fettered by that cuinber-

:e burden, it is quite possible that the sortie might have
succeeded.

The girl's father had formed one of the deputation that

had waited upon the Mushir, and from her graphic account

I ahered that the scene at the first interview, when Osman
peremptorily refused to accede to the request addressed to

him, had been heart-rending. Vainly Osman had pointed

out that the man whose humanity had liberated the serfs in

his own domain would not allow the peaceful inhabitants of

a conquered town to be ill-treated ; the fury of the Bulgarian

mob, when once let loose, and the brutality of the Kussian

common soldiers, were too well known. There is no hatred

so intense as race hatred, no cruelty so refined as religious

cruelty. All honour to the Mushir that he finally gave way,

and consented to protect his luckless co-religionists, even at

the risk of forging a chain for his own feet.

To ensure the safety of the worst of the wounded and

the invalids, whom it would be necessary to leav-i behind,

the Mushir had summoned the priests and the elders of the

Bulgarian community, and made them swear on the Bible

and the crucifix that no outrage should be committed by

the Christians upon the helpless inmates of tin- hospitals.

The oath was solemnly taken, and violated, af1 collapse

of the sortie, in a manner for which no words of indignation

could be sufficiently severe; almost all the sick and wounded

were butchered, and the Russians made do att< mpt to inter-

In the inline of the Saviour the Bulgarians had

in to protect those who had been laid low in the defence

of their homes and their country, and in the name of the

Saviour they slaughtered them.

I met tins girl for the last time in the emlv dawn of

December 9. Never shall I forget tin utter desolation of

the isery of that stolen interview, [magine

a town, which four months before bad been one of the pret-

tiest and in country, transformed into a

gigantic wded, neglected hospital. A v. n tched, utterly
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despondent, plague-stricken, ruined, starving town, where

men called upon their Maker, in hopeless despair, to relieve

them of their sufferings, whilst their children cried aloud in

the agony of hunger, and women huddled together in tearless

misery. Night and day knew no difference as far as the

traffic of the streets was concerned ; for the dead had to be

interred at all hours, and the preparations for our sortie

necessitated a constant feverish activity. So great was the

mortality, that in families and households a death excited

hardly any comment and little feeling. Barely a house

but had its quota of sick or wounded soldiers ; sheds, stables,

anything with a roof to it, had been turned into ambulances
;

no attendance could be given, no medicine administered, no

fires lighted ; and gaunt figures, with hollow cheeks and

desperate, burning eyes, sought for food among disgusting

heaps of offal. Hideous diseases raged unchecked, and did

more ravage in a day than the Russian guns did in a week.

To all the senses the town of Plevna was a savage abomina-

tion—to the sense of smell, by the stench of unclean fever

hospitals, filthy, neglected streets, rotting carcases ; to the

hearing, by the sounds of agonising cries and groans on all

sides ; to the sight, because wherever your eyes rested you

saw either the preparations for a last gigantic slaughter, or

else the evidences of such miseries as only war can entail

upon a populace that can have no manner of concern with

the quarrels of those who have provoked it—the rulers, cour-

tiers, and politicians. The very air tasted of corruption;

and whatever your fingers touched, shrubs, rails, walls, was
covered with the slime of melting snow, like the cold

sweat of anguish on the body of a nation decaying but still

alive.

Misery and starvation notwithstanding, civil administra-

tion was carried on as efficiently as in times of peace, and

continued so until the end. The inhabitants of either faith,

and their belongings (even victuals), were rigorously protected,

excesses on the part of soldiers severely punished. Justice

was administered, and its decrees executed, with severity
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certainly, but with an impartiality for which Osman, who
was now also supreme civil head, and Hussein Bey, the

Governor of Plevna, cannot be sufficiently praised. It speaks

well for Osman's administration, that in a besieged and

Btarving town, inhabited by a dual populace, and confessing

to a dual faith, there was in seven weeks' of investment

never as much as a riot or any premeditated act of violence.

The departure of the Turkish army handed the town over to

the Christians—that is, to murder, outrage, rape, robbery,

plunder, sacrilege, all of which throve exceedingly w< 11 under

the Bulgarian regime, until the Russians established some-

thing faintly resembling order a week or so after the

surrender.

We met at a corner of the garden, where there was a

dogs' kennel, the inmates of which had died of starvation,

ami, unburied, were sending forth a stench that attracted a

era zy crew of carrion crows and croaking ravens. So ferocious

were these birds in their disgusting greed that our approach

did not disturb their ghastly labours. The girl ha'd donned

the garments usually worn by an old woman of her acquaint-

ance, and affected a stoop to avoid detection. Some ever-

green shrubs hid as from the soldiers who w< re continually

ing in the street, with corpses bound up in - ntv bm k-

ing—for there was no wood For coffins, and the raiment of

the dead was always utilised -or with i srts of arms or

ammunition on their way to some redoubt. The Bullen

dawn of a winter day -hid a ghastly pale, <. lourless light,

thai gave t" all things a hideously unearthly pect, and

with tin- Bnow-laden roofs and trees made the Bum undings

appear as if they belonged to another world. The sky was

iif .1 Leaden grey colour. Snow had fallen during the night,

but it was thawing now, and the snow became mud. There

gsani dripping from the leafl< . and on the

ind the falling drops performed melodies bke mocking

funeral dirges. In the road, ;i shivering wretch in tatters

raking up a rubbish-heap in Bearch oi of offal

that might aerve ;<- food; two little outca I urchins,
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Bulgarians by their ragged garments, toddled through the

slush, hand-in-hand, crying, but happy in the possession of

a mud-begrimed crust, whilst a mangy cur followed them

with hungry eyes and felonious intent ; and a woman, with

an evidently dying baby at a breast that refused to yield

sustenance, stumbled along, bewildered in her indescribable

misery. These sights affected me ; for I had not been in

London yet at that time, where I have since grown
hardened.

The girl had a cup of steaming hot sugared water, with

just the flavour of brandy in it, and a piece of bread. A
window of the house was opened, and the ambulance

assistant thrust out the bloody contents of a basin. I heard

the peculiar grating sound of a surgical saw working its way
through the bones of a leg or arm. We exchanged hurriedly

the latest news, and then she had to leave me—and thirty-

six hours later a Russian shell had sent her to her last

account !

The evacuation of a camp and a march likely to last a fort-

night involved an amount of preparation of which the lay reader

can form no idea. During the five days between December
5th and 9th I was busier than I had been at any time during

the campaign. I have nothing but admiration for the

methodical and competent manner in which our preparations

were planned and carried out. From first to last there was
never a hitch. Every part of this huge machinery of wheels

within wheels, worked smoothly and efficiently. Each
detail was carefully attended to ; every man laboured with a

will, inspired by hope and enthusiasm, and Osman's truly

grand plan was executed in a manner which would have

done credit to even the practically perfect organisation of

the German Army.

Our preparations were so numerous and manifold that it

is impossible to record, or even remember, them all. Of the

food-supply I have already spoken. Here are the main
features of our arrangements :

—

The cash was distributed in equal parts, eighty liras
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to the battalion, if I remember correctly. I received

seventy-five piastres (14s.). I had five liras of my own

left.

Our Btandard was burned. Silently and reverently we
watched the flames—which, for economy's sake, were utilised

for cooking our porridge—devour the venerable rag that had

preceded the battalion for fifty years, which had carried

honourably the sign of the Crescent at Giurgevo, Silistria,

Eupatoria, and Sebastopol, which had fluttered beside me in

the bayonet-charge of the second battle, and in the treble

assault on Kavanlik during the September holocaust: 1828

to 1877—five decades of history consumed in less minutes.

And as in sadness we scattered the ashes to the winds, we
felt as if the Half-moon itself had fallen from its high estate,

and was swallowed by the blast that, chilly and moaning, driv-

ing snowflakes and misty vapours before it, came to us from

the dreary northern plains.

There being an abundance of arms in Plevna, and in

order to diminish the quantity which we should have to leave

behind (buried or hidden), the drummers, buglers, train-

soldiers, and non-combatants generally, and also the gunners,

received rifles. To some of the cavalry squadrons lances

taken from dead or captured Cossacks were dealt out. To
us officers were given Winchester repeating carbines. I was

formidably armed : I had my sword, with an edge as keen

razor's; two six-chambered revolvers, the carbine, and a

beautiful dagger, two feet Long, of Damascene workmanship,

which I had taken from a dead officer of Circassians, many
of whom carried such weapons. I had 100 cartridges for

the revolvers, and eighty for the carbine.

I •; idi man carried L30 cartridges, eighty in the pouch and

fifty in the haversack. Bach battalion had a reserve stock

of L80, lartridgt - (or 150 per man, taking the average at

inn men per battalion), in L80 boxes of l.ooo each. There

win- 300 shots |" i' gun and two or three ammunition carts

per battery.

ry rifle was tak< to pi< ces, inspected, cleaned, oiled,
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tested. The bayonets were sharpened ; the men had two
each, one sword-shape, and one of the ordinary kind.

For the transport of ammunition, water, forage, tents,

tools, blankets, and baggage we had per battalion sixty pack-
horses and twelve carts drawn each by two oxen, with three
oxen as reserve. The packhorses were in such an enfeebled
condition that three-fourths of them could carry no more
than two boxes of cartridges. The cart-wheels and those of

the gun-carriages were greased and bound up with straw, so
as to render their action noiseless.

As the battalions which had come with Osman from
Widdin had not brought tents with them, a redistribution of

these was made, resulting in a share of thirty per battalion.

A sufficient number of lanterns was dealt out to each
company.

The remainder of the salt, sugar, and quinine was distri-

buted, and in each company a few reliable men were appointed
to carry and manage the trifling quantities of these articles

destined for the men placed under them for this purpose.
Boots were dealt out to those who needed them most—not
new ones, but pairs taken from dead men or invalids.

To each man was given a small quantity of linen rags, to

serve as bandages for light wounds or sore feet. The sergeants
and corporals had doses of ointment for the same purpose.

To protect the march of the army across the Vid a
number of small fortifications had been erected in the rear, ex-
tendi] g in a semicircle east of the bridge ; and two auxiliary

wooden bridges had been built between the stone bridge and
Opanetz. Special measures had been taken to keep these
works concealed from the enemy ; but I do not believe that
we succeeded in this.

From each battalion three officers were selected, with orders
to make themselves thoroughly familiar with the roads and
the country between town and bridges. During one of my
recent visits to Plevna, on which I had been accompanied by
two lieutenants from other companies of my battalion, we
had spent several hours in the early morning in examining

A A
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this neighbourhood, drawing rough plans, and making our-

selves familiar with the surroundings, so as to be able to

lead the battalion.

Lay-figures were manufactured, dressed up, and posted in

the trenches and behind the parapet of the redoubt, so as

to deceive the enemy.

All the wounded, save those whose feet or legs had been

amputated or whose condition was hopeless, and all the sick,

ept those who were actually dying or who suffered from

dangerously contagious diseases, were to accompany the army,

doctors in Plevna had their work cut out in making the

selection. Those that could not walk—about 1,000—were

to be accommodated in carts ; all that could keep th< i uselves

on their legs had to serve as drivers and escort to the huge

train, and by this means the number of actual fighters was

greatly increased. There were 6,000 of these convalescent

non-combatant-.

Those sick and wounded who bad to be left behind (N00)

were brought together in the largest houses of fltle principal

streets, with a foreign Burgeon, several assistants, and a

number of convalescents to attend upon them, and ten days'

biscuits to sustain them. We knew beforehand what their

fate would be, in the hands of the Christian populace, during

the time that would necessarily* tween thedeparture

of the Turkish and the entry of the B troops.

Thr< e hundred carts were to accommodate the women and

children of the Turkish inhabitants, the men acting as

drivers. Tl I theGeneral Staff had to prevent the

I

le from hampering themselves and the army by carrying

furniture and lumber. In those redoubts which were to be

abandoned the observatories w< re to be demolished, so thai

they should noi be u^<] by the Russians. For the same

the telegraph-wires were to be destroyed. We
had six Lin< from headquart< rs, to Ba \h Tabiya,

Bukova, O] Yunu/. Tabiya, Pertev Tabiya. and

Vid bridge redoubt.

The nighl of the 8th to th< 9th was employed through-
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out the camp in packing the ammunition, water, forage,
and baggage on the carts. The latter, with two-thirds^of
the packhorses, were to be sent to the hill immediately
east of the Vid bridge, which was the general rendezvous for
both the train and the artillery. This place was not exposed
to the hostile shells. Most of the guns were to be sent
thither at dusk (that is, starting from the redoubts between
four and five), whilst the infantry, with the rest of the pack-
horses and the remaining artillery, was to leave the redoubts
and take up position during the night. The commencement
of the attack was fixed for daybreak on the 10th.

The troops were sanguine and enthusiastic. The full

rations dealt out during the last three days had increased
our physical strength

; the prospect of activity was exhila-
rating, and the Mushir enjoyed such unbounded confi-
dence that the common soldiers did not doubt the wisdom
and ultimate success of our foolhardy venture. We officers
did not deceive ourselves as to the very remote chance of suc-
cess of such an audacious rush for liberty ; but we were not
despondent, and, far from discouraging the troops by givin^
utterance to our views, we did all in our power to maintain
them in their present state of trustful and cheerful courage.
I in particular, having examined the Eussian lines from the
Vid bridge through my glasses, knew the attempt to be hope-
less

; but I kept my opinion to myself.

1 1 me back from town at ten on the morning of December
9, and after having eaten part of my day's biscuit ration,
with a few spoonfuls of hot gruel and a loaf of bread, I
packed up my belongings. The sketches, plans, notes, and
diaries had increased so much in bulk that I was compelled
to leave one-half of my manuscripts behind. My valise was
stowed on one of the carts.

At noon the men began to harness the oxen and horses.
One officer from each battalion, with a corporal and a squad,
was to accompany the train. Our major, having been
instructed from headquarters to send an efficient and reliable
man, as there was a great pressure of work in town, was good

A A 2
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enough to select me for this service. My orders were to see

the train safely installed for the night, and to note carefully

the locality of its bivouac, and then to place myself at the

disposal of the commander of Plevna town (Hussein Bey),

Leaving the battalion train in charge of the corporal. My
rendezvous with the battalion was at six next morning, on

the right Vid bank, close to the foot of the northern auxiliary

bridge, the one nearest to Opanetz, which I shall call the

Opan- tz 1 'ridge, and which was BOO yards south of the junction

of Vid and Grivitza. The major gave me a copy of the

Mushir's Ordre th< Jour, one of the special order issued for

the battalion, and a plan of the neighbourhood. Seymour

was to take charge of the company, and I was to resume the

command on our nutting next morning.

Before starting I had my men drawn up, and addressed

them with more fervour than logic and more confidence

than grammar. They cheered me lustily, and cried ' Allah

Akbar' (God is great), and ' Yok tesslim '
(No surrender).

d I made the round of the redoubt, and ba< ft, silently and

sentimentally, farewell to the place which had sheltered me

for nearly twenty weeks of dangers, privations, and vicissi-

tudes. Well I remember the last glance I cast at the par-

ticular corner in which my couch had lain. Dam)), dripping,

draughty, hare and comfortless as it was.it had become dear

tO D

We 3tarted at two o'clock, and being tired from my long

tramp in the early morning and my ceaseless labours since,

ter] • of the way. The temperature stood

at one or two degrees above freezing-point; on the roads and

there was deep mud, the hills and fields were white.

t, and of thai uniform murky grey whioh

v. h was char with us, but there seemed to

i

•':
. [cinityof Grivitza. 1 had under me a

tymen (convalescents), forty packhorses,

Soon other trams, similarly compi

j()1
,

: ,i by the time w- approached the town there

ingly interminable procession of vehicles and hoi
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We passed through Plevna without stopping. Here I noticed

on all sides a boisterous activity ; faces were flushed, and

voices loud and merry with hope and excitement. As dusk

set in we reached our destination, the top of a bare hill 600

yards south-east of the bridge, where there was already a vast

encampment of carts and horses, protected by a few companies

of infantry, and grouped around the battery which crowned

the highest point. Halfway between us and the river, 200 feet

below the summit, was the Vid bridge redoubt, strengthened

for the sortie, and heavily garrisoned. Several battalions

guarded the bridge itself, and beyond it, along the left bank,

was a treble line of outposts.

The temperature had fallen ; it was now freezing.

The faint orange glow of the setting sun was reflected in the

quiet waters of the Vid ; behind me, in the east, dark clouds

were massing. There was a hush in the air, but the stillness

was of that unnerving and menacing kind which precedes a

storm. The atmosphere was singularly clear in the west,

murky elsewhere, oppressively so in the east and north-east.

Whilst the tops of Plevna's highest domes and minarets

were still illumined by the peaceful dying light of day the

flakes began to fall lazily, ushering in the eventful night of

December 9-10. The next rising of the sun was to decide

the fate of the Plevna army, and with it that of the Ottoman

Empire, was to mark an epoch in history, and to shape the

course of European politics for decades to come.
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THE FALL OF PLEVNA





CHAPTEE XIII

THE NIGHT BEFOEE THE SORTIE

December 9 to 10, 1877

The fall of Gorna Dubnik and Telish had reduced the

strength of the Plevna army to seventy-two battalions,

twenty-one squadrons, and eighty-eight guns, not counting

the Circassians, whose number had meanwhile decreased to

200. The seventy-two battalions were of greatly unequal

strength—varying from 150 men to 500, counting only those

who were able to work. For the purposes of the sortie

fourteen of the weakest battalions were incorporated with

others, so that all the battalions were of nearly equal strength,

thus giving a total of fifty-eight battalions, each of 350

to 400 combatants. Hardly any battalion had its comple-

ment of eight companies, as many of the latter had been

practically annihilated ;
generally speaking, a battalion

mustered from four to six companies.

For the sortie the army was newly organised, being

divided into two divisions, each consisting of three brigades

of two regiments with four battalions each ; and one un-

attached brigade, consisting of two regiments with five

battalions each. The First Division was to do the actual

fighting, by forcing its way into, and through, the Russian

camp, starting from the bridges, whilst the unattached

brigade, acting as convoy to the train, was to cross the Vid

with the latter in the meantime by the stone bridge and the

southern, wooden bridge. The Second Division (to which

my battalion belonged) was to act as rearguard of the general
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movement, occupying the fortifications recently erected east

of the Vid ; our right flank was to hold the Opanetz redoubts,

considerably strengthened, and our left flank the redoubts in

the south-west section of the camp. The Second Division

was to follow in the track of the First (passing the river by
means of all three bridges) as soon as the train had crossed

;u id the First was fairly engaged with the enemy. The
First Division was to take up position in battle order on the

left bank during the night, and the train was to have

crossed before daybreak.*

I have stated in Chapter XII. that at the beginning of

November the Plevna army counted 40,000 men. At the

final sortie its strength, including 7,000 convalescents and

wounded, amounted to 34,000 ; MOO of the worst cases among
the wounded and invalids, and '200 convalescents, remained

behind in Plevna ; thus it follows that during November and
the first nine days of December the army had decreased by

5,000 men. Taking the number of deserters roughly at

1,000 (200 regulars and MOO Circassians), it follows that 4,000

men had died in six weeks, of which, say, 500 were killed

in action or by shells, and 3,500—nearly ninety per day

—

died from illness.

In Chapter XL I gave a list of the superior officers

attached to the Plevna army during the time of its greatest

strength (October 8 to 24). Of these the following, being

invalided, did not take part in the sortie : General of Division

Eassan Sabri Pasha; Generals of Brigade Emin Pasha,

Omer Tafir Pasha; Colonels Omer Bey, Hamdi Bey, Osman
Bey ; Lieut. -Colonel Mehemed Bey. Lieut.-Colonel Hus-
sein Bey, commander of Plevna town, stayed behind as a

protection to the wounded and those few Turkish residents

who chose to remain in town.

My battalion formed pari of the Eleventh Regiment. It

counted 360 file and fourteen officers, divided into four

companies, and was led by Major Taki, who had com-

" For Ordrc & BatailU, sec Appendix.
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manded it with success and distinction throughout the cam-

paign. The kol aghassi was invalided. Our kiatib had

left us early in November to do clerk's duties in Plevna in

connection with the stores administration, and I do not know
what became of him. Our surgeon was still with us, and

was, I believe, the only medical man in the Sixth Brigade.

Bakal was bash chawush to the battalion, had the kol

aghassi's duties to attend to, and was the major's right hand :

up to the last he continued to be beloved and respected by

all that knew him, whether superiors or inferiors. My for-

mer captain commanded another company of our battalion.

My company counted three officers (Lieutenants Seymour,

Tereb, and myself) and eighty file, and was divided into two

squads, commanded by Seymour and Tereb respectively.

My colonel, Kazim Bey, had come with Osman from

"Widdin as major, had been promoted to the rank of lieutenant-

colonel after the second battle, and was well known in

camp as brave and clever. My brigadier, Edhem Pasha,

had joined us just before the third battle, preceded by an

excellent reputation ; he had conducted himself very well in

the September action, although compelled to play an inactive

part ; had gone to Orkanye immediately after the battle by

stealing at night through the enemy's lines ; had commanded
a brigade of Ahmed Hifzi's column during its march to

Plevna, and behaved with great bravery in the various

encounters which this force had to sustain with Krylow's

cavalry. He had been wounded at Gorna Dubnik on Sep-

tember 22, when Krylow attacked Ahnied Hifzi's rear—led

by him—and had recovered in Plevna.

The Sixth Brigade, to which I belonged, was called the

Bear Brigade, and was destined to form the extreme tail of

the army, with instructions to be the last to cross the Vid.

In the commencement of the action its station was to be at

Opanetz.

The Mushir was with the First Division, and intended to

command its attack in person, Tahir Pasha being his

second-in-command.
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I append the

Ordre du Jour for the Sortie of December 10, 1877. 121

' The army is divided into two divisions, each of three

brigades, and one convoy brigade.

' The First Division, commanded by Tahir Pasha, and com-

prising the brigades of Atonf Pasha, Yunuz Bey, and Tewfik

Pasha, will march by columns of battalions. The Second

Division, commanded by Adil Pasha, and comprising the

brigades of Hussein Vasfi Pasha, Sadik Pasha, and Edhem
Pasha, will protect the flanks and the rear of the army.

The Seventh Brigade, commanded by Said Bey, is to form the

convoy to the train.

'Adil Pasha will be in advance of his division, at the

bridge-head, in order to direct the movements of his troops

and to indicate to them the positions they will have to

occupy.
' On the day to be fixed, weather permitting, at seven in the

evening, one of the battalions of Ibrahim Tabjpja and the

troops of Chorum Tabiya wdll retreat to Ikhtihat Tabiya,

where they will be joined by those of Araba Tabiya, under Ras-

-im Bey. At 7.15 they will start thence to head(piart< rs,

where they will Eorm themselves into the Third Brigade, under

T< wfik Pasha. Thence theywill march along the rear of the

redoubts of Adil Pasha's division, skirtingthe northern margin

of the town, without entering it, and following the high-road

to the bridge.

•The Other two battalions of Ibrahim Tabiya. forming

pari of the Firsl Brigade, will also leave at seven, and will be

joined in Atonf Tabiya by the troops of this \\ Tk and by

those of Omer Tabiya ; thence theywill march, by way of

the town, to the artillery-park on the hills between town and

bridge, where they will await the other battalions of the

brigade.

• The battalion-. Btationed between < >mer Tabiya and the

Tnltchenitza will commence to leave at 7.30; they will

arrive at the artillery-park as early b
|
— ible, and will thus
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complete the First Brigade, under Atouf Pasha. This brigade

will then march to the bridge, where it will find the Third

Brigade already posted. The two battalions which are

stationed in the western part of the town, and which belong

to the Third Brigade, will march with the First Brigade to the

bridge, and will await here the other battalions of their

brigade.

' The battalions of the Second Brigade, under Yunuz Bey,

stationed between the Tultchenitza and Pertev Tabiya, will

execute their movements in the following manner : Two
battalions from Milas and Talahat Tabiyas, temporarily under

Ali Mehemed Bey, will start at 6.30, and will be joined in

Baghlarbashi Tabiya by the battalion of the latter. The
three battalions of Ghazi Osman Tabiya and the neighbour-

ing batteries will also start at 6.30 ; they will march by way
of Yunuz Tabiya to Baghlarbashi Tabiya, where they will

join the three battalions which Ali Mehemed Bey has tem-

porarily under his command. The six battalions will start

from Baghlarbashi at nine for the Vid, and en route they will

be joined by Yunuz Bey, with the two battalions from YTunuz
and Kutchiik Tabiyas ; the brigade will proceed noiselessly to

the bridge, passing at the back of the Blasivatz redoubts.

' When the three brigades of the First Division have

arrived at the bridge-head, the First will cross the river by

way of the southern, wooden bridge, the Second and Third by

way of the stone bridge. This done, the division will form

in battle order on the left Vid bank, in columns of battalions,

left flank en potence, right flank thrown forward.

' As soon as the battalions of the Second Brigade have

evacuated their position, Pertev Bey, who is to command
the Thirteenth Regiment (of the Convoy Brigade), will detach

three battalions, and march to the bridge-head, where he

will be joined by the other battalions of this brigade. As

soon as the (Seventh) brigade under Said Bey is complete,

the train will commence to cross by means of the stone

bridge and the southern, wooden bridge ; when the train has

passed the brigade will cross by the same bridges, each regi-
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ment on one bridge. When the train has begun to move
the brigade will march, at 150 yards' distance, on its left flank,

in single file « »f columns of battalion, and in such a manner as to

deploy readily for battle should the enemy attack the Convoy.
' The battalions of Baghche Tabiya and the neighbouring

w< >rks will have joined this brigade (the Seventh) at the bridge-

head.

' Two of the battalions of the Fourth Brigade (under

Hussein Vasfi Pasha), with Honrshid Bey, will assemble at

dusk in the larger Blasivatz redoubt, as well as in il trend

The six other battalions of this brigade will assemble in the

entrenchments recently erected between this work and the

bridge road. When the whole of the train ami convoy is

on the left bank of the Vid the brigade will abandon its

position and retreat in good order, in sections of companies,

to the bridge.

'Of the twelve guns •>[ this brigade, six will be placed in

battery on the hill and six in the Yi'l bridge redoubt, so as to

protect, at the same time, the advance of the Fii t Division

and the line of retreat of their brigade. Aiterwards the

twelve guns will cross by the stone bridge, whilst the infantry

of the brigade will cross by the southern, wooden bridge.

' Of the Fifth Brigade, under Sadik Pas! battalions

will occupy, in good time during the evening, the new en-

trenchm< nts erected in the Vid plain on botl Bid< s of the high-

road, whilst the either mx battalions of the brigade and four

battalions (the Eleventh Regiment) of the Sixth Brigade (under

Edhem Pasha), which will have left Bash Tabiya and the

.lunik Hair redoubtsal seven, will descend the Janik Bair, in

; ins of double companies, towards the western fool of the

the Bukova brook Hows into the river Grivitza.

The six battalions of the Fifth Brigade will pass behind the

mill in the Vid plain : three of them will take up position in

the entrenchments recently erected between the Blasivatz

redoubts and the bridge, the guns behind the earth-walls

huilt for this purpos< : the three other battalions, with three

guns, will remain in proximity to the bridge during the
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passage of the First Division and the Convoy, namely, two-

battalions on the left bank, in suitable positions, and one,

with the guns, on the right bank, close to the bridge-head ;

they are to cover the advance of the Fourth Brigade and that

of their own brigade.

' When the Fourth Brigade has arrived at its points of

crossing, the battalions of the Fifth Brigade which have been

left behind will form quickly in columns of companies, and

proceed in sections to join their division by the shortest route.

' Of the four battalions of the Sixth Brigade which are to

march with the Fifth Brigade, two, with two battalions of the

latter, will occupy during the evening the Bukova entrench-

ments ; the two others, with the six guns, will cross the

river by the Opanetz bridge, and will take up position on the

left bank, to protect the march of the other four battalions

of the Sixth Brigade (Twelfth Begiment), which will have

occupied the Opanetz entrenchments ; when these have also

crossed by the Opanetz bridge, the eight battalions will form

themselves into the Sixth Brigade, and will march in single

file of columns of battalions, with sufficient distance between

the battalions, so as to protect, in case of need, the right

flank of the train.

'For the organisation, the start, and the march of the

train the following instructions are given :—
' Forty cases of cartridges, carried by twenty packhorses,

will accompany each battalion. The artillery ammunition

will be distributed on the battery carts, and, where there is a

deficiency of these, on packhorses. The remainder of the

cartridges, viz. 140 cases per battalion, as well as the tents,

forage, tools, officers' luggage, water, baggage, and other

effects, will be carried, partly on the ox-carts, and partly

—

where carts are deficient—on packhorses, and will be sent,

one day in advance, to the neighbourhood of the bridge-head,

sheltered against the hostile fire.

' As soon as the First Division has crossed the river the

train will commence to move. The vehicles and the horses

must be assembled in advance, close to the bridges ; they
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must be Btationed so thai they can cross successively and in

tin- order: firstly, the packhorses carrying the ammunition

of the First Division; secondly, the vehicles carrying the

tents, baggage, and other effects of the First Division ; thirdly,

the vehicles carrying the tents, baggage, effects, and spare

ammunition of artillery and cavalry; fourthly, the carts of

the Mahomedan residents of Plevna, with their wives,

families, and belongings ; fifthly, the vehicles with the tents,

baggage, and other effects of the Second Division ; sixthly, the

packhorses carryingthe ammunition of the Second Division
;

seventhly, the carts with the wounded ; lastly, the vehicles

and packhorses of the Convoy Brigade. 122

' The train will hasten the crossing of the river by the

stone bridge and the southern, wooden bridge so as to be on

the left bank before daybreak ; it will then proceed in the

track of the First Division, at a distance of 1,200 yards.

' During the inarch the train will be divided into eight sec-

tions (viz. the eight sections mentioned above). One of

the battalions of the Seventh Brigade (one that has its com-

plement of eight companies) will be attached as escort tot lie

train, a company to each section. The men of these com-

panies will see that the march of the train is executed steadily

and without delays. Any cart or horse which shows signs of

breaking down is to leave the ranks immediately, and its cargo

is to be distributed, without stopping the march, among those

carts which are in good condition. Tiie officers of this

battalion will take care to have these instructions strictly

attended to, and will be personally responsible. Only thus can

delays be avoided which may prove fatal. The train will not

follow the high-road (which must be reserved for any

battalions of the Second Division which may be called upon to

reinforcethe First), bul will march through the fieldson either

of the road, in a line ten to fifteen carts wide. Care

musl he taken that the carts follow one another in regular

and straight files.

'The t\ which are to accompany each

ilion, and the artillery-ammunition carts, will be so (lis-
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tributed that their positions may correspond to the place

which their battalions and batteries occupy in the column,

.and will march massed in brigades, on the left flank of

their respective brigades. There will thus be 160 horses

and four carts to each brigade.

' Three squadrons of the Saloniki Regiment from the

Corps Cavalry will act as skirmishers, marching at 100 to 300

yards' distance, according to the nature of the country, on both

sides of the convoy and the train. The cavalry attached

to the Seventh Brigade (the two squadrons of Ottoman

Cossacks) are to remain with the infantry of this brigade,

and are to assisi in maintaining order among the train

;

the squadron of Vodena volunteers is to march in rear of

the train.

' Should the enemy attack the train, the Seventh Brigade

is to immediately launch its cavalry and a sufficient number
of battalions to the threatened spot, in order to repel, or at

least hold in check, the assailants ; in any such cases the

train is not to stop its march, but is to proceed at an increased

pace, and is to try to make headway.

'As the train consists of no less than 1,000 vehicles and

3,500 packhorses, it is important to prevent all disorder when
crossing the river ; for this purpose two capable and energetic

majors will be chosen from the Seventh Brigade—one for

each bridge—to see that the passage is effected in order and

steadiness, and without ill-timed haste.

' From the moment of departure and throughout the

march the men will remain in the ranks, and will not leave

them under any pretext whatever. All officers, without dis-

tinction of rank, will watch over the strict execution of this

order ; those whose men have caused any disorder or delay

will be held personally responsible, and will be severely

punished.

' Five squadrons of the Nizamie cavalry are attached to

the First Division, four squadrons of the same to the Second

Division, and will march with their respective divisions.

B B
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' The Fourth and Fifth Brigades will march 500 yards

in rear of the convoy. Their mission is to repel any attack

from this side, and to cover the retreat.

'Ghazi Osman.
' Plevna, December 7, 1877.'

The last document which I shall submit to the reader is

the special order issued for my battalion :

—

1 The battalion, forming part of the Eleventh Kegiment of

Edhem Pasha's brigade, will begin to pack and harness its

twelve carts and sixty packhorses at noon on the day previous

to that appointed for tin; sortie. An hour or two afterwards

the carts, with their twenty-seven oxen and forty of the

packhorses, escorted by a scratch squad composed of twenty

convalescents, or weak men, under a eorporal and a lieutenant,

will leave the western Janik Hair redoubt en route for Plevna,

and having passed through the town without halting, will

hivouac for the night on the hill close to the stone bridge.

From this point the train will he under the ci amand of the

general of the Seventh Brigade (Said Bey). The corpora]

and his squad will remain with the train and obey the orders

issued by the officers of the Seventh Brigade. The lieutenant

will join the battalion before daybreak.

•The battalion, composed of four companies, and accom-

panied by twenty packhorses carrying each two boxes of

cartridges, will quietly leave its redoubt, together with two

other battalions of the same regiment ami one of the bat-

teries of the brigade, at Beven in the evening. The three

battalions will march to the Win Tabiya, where they will

be joined by another battalion. The regimenl of four

battalions heme M()W complete, it will march, accompanied

by the battery, vid the Bukova redoubts (where the STeni

Tabiya battalion and another will remain for the night), to

the Opanetz redoubts, thence to the head of the Opa]

bridge, where the tWO battalions and the buttery will rest for

a few bom--. During the oighl (al leasl an hour before day-

t.i they will cross tin Opanetz bridge and take up a
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defensive position, facing north and north-west, on the left

bank, which they will hold during the execution of the sortie
by the First Division and until all the eight battalions and the
two batteries of the Sixth Brigade are on the left bank. After
that the whole brigade, with its twelve guns, is to march,
in conformity with the order issued for the Sixth Brigade by
Adil Pasha, the commander of the Second Division, on the
right flank of the train, in proper order of regiments and
battalions, the batteries between the two regiments, in single
file of battalions, with intervals between the battalions, "so
as to protect the whole right flank of the train, and keeping
pace with it. The twenty packhorses of the battalion are to
be massed with those of the other seven battalions of the
brigade and the ammunition carts of its two batteries, and
are to march on the left flank of the brigade, halfway between
it and the train columns. Any attempt on the enemy's part
to attack the right flank of the train must be immediately
and vigorously checked.

'Kazim Bey.'

It will be seen later that the second half of these instruc-
tions was not carried out, inasmuch as the Twelfth Eegiment
never crossed the Opanetz bridge, but remained on the right
bank throughout the action ; nor was the participation in the
charge of the First Division on the part of my battalion and
another from my regiment in the programme ; it was under-
taken by Kazim Bey—so I presume—on the impulse of the
moment.

In order to compare our strength with that of the enemy
I append a summary of the Prussian forces operating in West
Bulgaria on December 10 :

—

West Army.

Commander-in-Chief
: Grand Duke Nicholas.

Chief-of- Staff
: General Nepokoitchizki.

B B 2
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Army of Investment.

Commander : Prince Charles of Roumania.

Second : General Todleben.

Chief-of-Staff : General Prince Imeretinski.

Commander of Artillery : General Moller.

Commander of Cavalry : General Arnoldi.

Chief Engineer : General Beitlinger.

Chief Sanitary Inspector : Doctor Kocher.

First Section: Bivolar to Kanli Tabiya (ex-

clusive).

Commander : General Tchernat.
B*n**.a-

Three Roumanian divisions . . 28 28 78

•Second Section: Kanli TahiyatoRadishevo.

Commander: General Kriidener.

Ninth Corps

Third Section : Radishevo to Tultchenitza

Vail

Commander : General Sotow.

Fourth Corps
•

; Si tion : Tultchenitza Valley to Ka.-

shaven .

Commander :
General Skobeleff.

Fifth Section: Kartushaven to Ternina.

Commander : I reneral Katalei.

I , lards' Corps .

Sixth Section : Left Via" bank from oppositi

T( rnina to opposite Bivolar.

Commander :
General < tanetzki.

< oadiers

18 4 80

L3 4 48

27 c» 96

L6 2 54

30 22 L26

L32 66 182

I

»

(

• .rinM. Dts outsideArmy of [nvestment :—

At Lovdcha and Selvi U A L36

: General Kara
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Batt3. Squails. Guns.

Balkan Corps 30 48 46

Commander : General Gourko.

In Lorn Palankah 8 36 30

Totals . . 204 154 694

Total, about 180,000 men.

I return now to the record of my personal adven-

tures.

When the battalion's train, of which I had charge, had

arrived on the hill, T sought out a place for its bivouac which

would at once be easy to find again, and which would not

be difficult of access. I found a spot that answered to my ex-

pectations on the northern slope of the hill, not far from the

wooden bridge. Here I installed the carts and the pack-

horses, caused the beasts to be unharnessed, and distributed

the small quantity of forage which I had received in my
redoubt for that purpose. This was insufficient to provide

for their wants ; but, strolling in the neighbourhood, I en-

countered an urchin who carried two bundles of capital hay.

I am sorry to say I deprived him forcibly of his burden ; but

my horses and oxen were much nearer and dearer to me than

the goats or donkeys of some treacherous Bulgarian. I de-

camped with my booty hastily, leaving the little fellow

sprawling on the ground, and in the darkness I heard his

' boo-hoo ' attract the attention of a patrol. Needless to say

the perpetrator of this shocking outrage was never discov-

ered. Arrived at the bivouac, I had a fire made up, and

having seen my men and beasts installed for the night, I

walked to the town. A scanty snowfall was coming down
lazily. The blackness of the night was lighted up by sparse

bivouac-fires. Gaunt, lean figures of men and beasts illumined

by the flickering flames threw monstrous shadows. The
men, although excited and eager for the fray, were quiet and

subdued in voice and manner, for silence had been enjoined.

This vast bivouac of carts and beasts, extending over an

area of two or three square miles in a desolate winter land-
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i e, associated with the idea of the dread morrow that

would decide betwixt life and death, victory and defeat,

liberty and captivity, impressed me gloomily and unpleasantly,

and although I had no presentiments, I experienced a curious

sensation, much like that which we feel at the approach of a

thunderstorm which turns the stomach and disturbs the

digestion. The fringe of the bivouac was composed of the

vehicles of the Turkish residents. A heterogeneous crew

they were, from the fat, rich trader, with his well-stocked

harem, down to the lean, hollow-cheeked labourer with wife,

child, and donkey; the men gloomy and preoccupied, the

veiled women sobbing, the youngsters playing at hide-and-

seek among the carts and the camp-fires. I felt deeply for

these starving and Bhivering wretches, who had to leave their

homes, their trades, their belongings, their all. I looked in

vain for my little girl-friend, and concluded that her father's

cart had not arrived yet. While I was in and near the

train encampment battalions and batteries arrived from

all sides, in silence and in proper order, on thei] nay to their

appointed stations. In the places where the roads led through

valleys, and which were bidden from the lynx eyes watching

in the enemy's look-outs, fires had been lighted; wherever

the paths or tracks lay within the hostile range of vision

many nasty accidents occurred, as the feeble light of the

lanterns failed to penetrate the dena moist atmosphere.

It was a grand sight, all these thousands, eager for the last

struggle, ready for a Bupreme -ten tie,
;
they came out of the

depth of the night into the brightness of the camp-fires in

• mingly endless proc< ssion, and vanished into the black-

beyond.

Arrived at the town I walked to the konak, suppressing

my desire to pay a dying visit to the girl. An officer asked

me to write out labels to 1"- posted at the ambulance-d

in a certain stn •
I

I '.;. the light of a, ea ndle-st uinp I made

;i number of placards running thus [see next page) :

—

Armed with a brush and paste-pot I turned bill-sticker,

and affixed my handiwork to tl of nil the houses in
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the street appointed to me, twenty or more, which were

exhibiting the ambulance-flag.

t
II n'y a que des

blesses dans cette

Anything more dismal than that deserted, nocturnal town,

abandoned by all but dying and helpless men, and perhaps 400

starving Bulgarian families, in lieu of the four thousand happy

households it had once contained, cannot be imagined.

Desolate, dead, God-forsaken Plevna during the night of De-

cember 9-10 was no more like the thriving and pretty Plevna

of July than the decaying corpse of an old hag is like the living

body of a blooming girl in the full vigour of youth. The un-

lighted, empty streets, with here and there a slouching outcast,

like a starving beast of prey on a hopeless search for a scent,

or the swift, shadow-like passage of awoman huddled up under

a coarse shawl ; the mirror-like ground and the white roofs
;

the icicled trees, looking like the ghosts of vegetation ; the

dark and silent houses, many of them partly demolished,

some wholly so ; the ink-black sky above, and the night sur-

rounding me on all sides like solid walls, unillumined by

a single speck or gleam of light, save where the rays of my
lantern thrust their narrow circle of feeble, flickering, pale

yellow radiance ; the metallic ring of my solitary steps on the

frozen soil in this silence of death ; with, to add an element

of terror, occasional groans and curses proceeding from the

interior of the ambulances, haunted me long afterwards as

quite unearthly in their collective impression. Twice I

stumbled over corpses which had been thrust into the gutter

as the quickest way of getting rid of them. As I served in

loneliness my dreary apprenticeship at bill-sticking, I had to
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shake myself and pinch my flesh, so much like the phantasy

of an ugly dream was the scene to my mind. The very glue

of tlir paste-pot smelt uauseously of corruption, and as I plied

my brush on the door-panels 1 felt like one alone alive in a

•

_ v. yard, writing lying epitaphs on an endless

asi( 'ii of headstones.

pregnant was time with events big and small, but

horrible withal, that my short Bervice as hill-sticker to the

Sultan's Plevna army brought me two adventures, both

sufficiently unpleasant to impart to a man's existence, under

ordinary circumstances, an element of the terrible and

sensational that will last for weeks, but of which I took

hardly any notice. Being hidden to enter, by loud voices

within, one of the ambulances, 1 found, by the feeble light of

;i reeking oil-lamp, some invalids fighting for the possession

of a remnant of half-rotten food discovered in a Forgotten

cupboard. Men without legs orfeet, men with amputated

arms or hands, men devoured by dreadful diseases, were

clutching, scratching, kicking, dealing and rec blows for

something thai your dog or cat, sir or madam, would

consider himself insulted at being offered. I pacified them,

and distributed the nauseous remnant in equal parts. They
were like ghouls, and the scene might have figured in the

' Inferno.' As 1 turned to go a man without
I ighl hold

of me from his mattress, and begged me to cany him to the

train-bivouac, so that he might accompany the army.

Others knelt down, crying in their misery, imploring me to

liberate them out of this hell. Happily, an attendant —him-

self a convalescent ami hardly able to crawl—turned up, and

I wrenched myself away. When I had finished my work 1

returned by a narrow lain' where the darkne8S was absolute.

Someone Bprang upon me and tore the paste-pol away from

me. I presume he had perceived it by the light of my
lantern which I dropped in the struggle -and thought the

el contained foo.l. 1 belaboured hi- I'aee with tin brush.

\\, spluttered and croaked, swore and choked, and finally 1

rammed the bri twn his throat. Presently he was
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joined by others, and I heard snatches of Bulgarian. Discre-

tion being the better part of valour, I left my unknown and

invisible assailants in possession of the paste-pot, and, wish-

ing them a good appetite, I beat a hasty retreat towards the

konak.

Here I assisted some officers and convalescents in pack-

up the archives and records. I have no exact notion of the

time ; I presume it was between ten and eleven. In conver-

sation with my comrades I learnt that in the afternoon,

whilst I was on my way to town with the battalion's train,

smoke in the direction of Gorna Dubnik had spread the re-

port of the approach of the Army of Relief, which had even-

tually, like all previous alarms, turned out to be a delusion,

possibly a ruse on the part of the Russians. There had been

a difference of opinion between the Mushir, who was in

Araba Tabiya, and Tahir Pasha, who was in Pertev Tabiya,

the former insisting upon the execution of the sortie, rumours

notwithstanding, the latter desiring another delay of twenty-

four hours, in order to wait for the supposed assistance. The
discussion, conducted by telegraph, had ended in Osman,.

with characteristic high-handedness and impetuosity, cutting

the wire.

Whilst we were engaged in storing the boxes and bundles

on a cart, the Mushir and his staff rode up, preceded by a

mounted torch-bearer, and escorted by a small detachment

of Saloniki cavalry. Osman entered the konak, where he

remained closeted with Hussein Bey, the governor of Plevna,,

for a quarter of an hour. When he came out the light from

the torch fell full upon his countenance. I had not seen

him face to face since the September battle. His features-

were drawn and careworn, the cheeks hollow ; there were

deep lines on the forehead and blue rings under the eyes.

The expression in the latter was one of angry determination.

He responded to my salute with that peculiar nod of his

which was more a frown than a greeting. Having apparently

forgotten something, he went back with Hussein to the house

and sat down at the table in the general room, conversing
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-with him in whispers. I took a chair at the other eml,

among some officers who were writing, and pretending to

post up my note-book, drew hastily the sketch which is repro-

duced in this volume. When Osman rose, scowling a general

farewell, we all went after him into the street, to witness

his departure. A company of the battalion of volunteers of

the Ottoman Union had drawn up along the road, and a

feeble band made a melancholy attempt at martial music.

The Mnshir mounted his fine Arab horse, bade farewell to

Hussein, gave a last glance, that looked much like a good-

bye for ever, to the konak, and rode away, followed by his

Staff, the cavalry, and the volunteers with the cart.

Osmau and his officers spent the night in one of thi farm-

houses on the western outskirts of Plevna.

There remained now in town of active soldiers the

Governor, with one or two subordinates; the surgeon who
had been selected to stay behind (I think it was one of the

Germans), with two assistants; 200 convalescents, to attend

to and protect the invalids, and twenty office IB who, like

myself, had had Borne final arrangements to see to. The
rendezvous for the latter, previous to rejoining their troops,

was at the konak. Here they arrived before midnight, when
we had a --upper of gruel and bread, and having hidden fare-

well to those who had to remain behind, anU who saw us

d< pari with heavy hearts, we walked in a body to the tiain-

bivouac. As we passed the last houses I said good-bye to

Plevna.

The night was intensely dark. In lieu of the sky there

ned to be a -..lid low roof a- black as pitch, whence

d. -c. aded a Bparse Bhower of small snowflakes. 'hue tempera-

ture was ,i fewdi : o
i below freezing-point. Some of us had

lantern^, without the aid of which we should not have found

our way. A thick fog hung over the valleys. The atmo-

sphere was peculiarly oppressive to the senses, despite the

cold, so much so that it appeared to weigh bodily upon as.

Such little conversation ed between as was not of a

rful kind ; moreover, we were all strang<
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and had no subjects in common, except the one paramount

interest attached to the morrow. Regarding this our discus-

sion was the briefest on record, and can be summarised in

these words :
' It is all over with us.' We were unanimous

as to the chance of success, and most of us did not expect to

witness the next nightfall. When one is once thoroughly

convinced that all is lost, arguments are thrown away ; so

we accomplished our tramp in gloomy silence, communing

writh our black thoughts.

The hush of death lay over the encampment of the train.

Most of the fires were out. We parted company, as the

twenty of us belonged to as many battalions. I and two

other lieutenants from my brigade walked to a deserted hut

on the river's brink, halfway between the stone bridge and

the southern, wooden bridge, which I had noticed in the

evening. It may originally have been a boathouse or a

fisherman's shed. We reached it between one and two in

the morning. It was stripped completely bare, every

board, fixed or movable, having been used as firewood.

However, we had a roof over our heads. Several officers

from the Convoy Brigade had already installed themselves.

I wrapped my great-coat around me and lay down on the

bare soil to snatch a few hours of rest, trusting to chance to

wake up in time to join my battalion before daybreak. The

door on the river-front opened on a dilapidated landing-stage,

of which the rotten boards were trodden by a lonely sentry

wit! clockwork monotony. I heard the waters splashing and

murmuring, and every now and then a lump of ice floating

on the surface dashed itself against the piles.

At this point the Vid has a width of 100 yards.

It was so foggy in the vicinity of the river that I had

seen nothing of the First Division on my way to the hut ; but

as I lay there, too depressed to sleep, though tired to death,

I heard on both sides the tramp of battalions, which continued

up to five in the morning. The First Division was crossing,

two brigades by the stone bridge, one by the wooden bridge.

I had brief snatches of uneasy rest, and whenever the intense
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cold, or dreams born of mental misery, awoke me, the distant

Bound, uncanny in its monotony, roused me to consciousness.

Sometimes there was the clatter of a prancing horse's hoofs

on the hard ground, sometimes a subdued command ; and on

went the tramp of thousands, cheerfully marching to their

doom in obedience to the indomitable will of one man.

There was do shelling during the night.

At ;i Little after five I awoke with a start from a hallu-

cination of particular hideousness : I had dreamt that some

awful ogre or ghoul, somebody or something unknown, but

unspeakably terrible, cruel, and horror-inspiring, was trying

to gel in by the door. It was the step of the sentry, which

bad bo unnerved me that 1 was shaking and bathed in cold

perspiration. As my senses returned to me I listened in

vain for the tramp of the battalions across the bridges; there

was silence now. Immediately afterwards a fresh sound

struck my ears, that of wheels. 'The train has commenced

to move,' said one of my companions, who bad, like me,

been listening. I lighted a match, and found tha the officers-

from the Convoy Brigade had left us. We rose, and in the

dark nibbled hurriedly some biscuits. Then we stepped out.

It was intensely cold, and the nighl was pitch-dark. Oneof

my comrades had a lantern, but its gleam shone feeble and

ghostlike through the thick fog thai hung over the river.

Presently steps approached us : a small detachment which,

by the light of a torch, collected the sentri 1 along

the river. From the corporal in command I Learnt thai the

passage of the Firs! Division had been effected in perfecl

order, without incidents or mishaps, and thai the train was

now well under way.

We walked along the bunk northward, running at evi ry

the risk of falling into the water. The ground wa

i mirror, and the darkness absolute. Passing the

foot of the southern, wooden bridge, we came within the Light-

circle of a huge lire, by the gleam from which a seemi]

i nterminable procession of creaking vehicles and heavily Laden

hoi We wended our way with difficulty
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through the maze of carts, struck inland by a footpath, cutting

off the river bend, and arrived at the Opanetz bridge without

mishap, save that of continually losing the track in the dark-

ness. Here an invisible sentry challenged us. We ascer-

tained the positions of our battalions ; I had the good fortune

to be within a few yards of mine. Having bidden farewell

to my companions, I reported myself to my major and

resumed command of my company, exchanging a few hurried

words with Seymour and Tereb. I learnt that the battalion

had reached its destination at midnight without any incident

worth mentioning, and had bivouacked on the spot where

I had found it.

It was now about 6.30. A quarter of an hour later our

colonel, Kazim Bey, rode up and spoke to the major. The
command, ' Form in columns of companies,' was given ; this

was succeeded by the order to advance. Guided by men with

lanterns (for it was still quite dark), we crossed in silence

the shaky pontoon bridge, which quivered and creaked under

our tread. A battery and another battalion from our regi-

ment followed us.

Arrived on the left bank, we waited for dawn close to the

bridge-head. AVhen behind us, in the east, the first glimmer

•of the eventful Monday, December 10, imparted a greyish

tinge to the hitherto deep black mist, so that the nearest

objects rose gradually into existence like spectres created out

of nothing, we took our stations, one battalion facing north,

its right flank resting on the river, the other (mine) facing

west, its left flank joining hands with the extreme right of

the First Division (which had meanwhile taken up its pre-

arranged position for attack) , the six guns in the right angle

formed by the two battalions. Before the attack commenced
the men of our linked battalion turned left about, so as to

face west as well as ourselves, without, however, otherwise

altering their positions. In this order we followed, and

participated in, the assault of the First Division.

My company formed the left flank of my battalion, and I

was thus in touch with the First Division. I had my two
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squads in parallel lines: one (Seymour's), as Bkirmishers, in

fn.nt, the other (Tereb's), as fighting line, thirty yards behind.

As it grew clearer and lighter I could see on my left the line

of attack, two miles long, of the First Division, [tsextreme
right was not more than fifty yards away from me.

The snowfall had ceased, and the mist cleared as the

morning advanced; but the sun, veiled all day long, never
shone upon the sortie. The temperature rose to one or
two degrees above freezing-point, and on the tracks and
roads the snow was soon transformed into Blush under the

tread of the charging battalions.

A: imposing sight was that long, straight line of the

First Division as it gradually emerged out of 1 1 1
«

- morning
mist, extending as far as eyes could travel : twelve battalions

in first line, with twelve companies of Bkirmishers slightly in

advance ; twelve battalions in second line, 100 yards in rear,

with six batteries distributed among the Latter; even man
;it his post, waiting but for the command to advance, every

company in faultless order, the whole bodj , -ran,]

and solid battle array. Never has Turkey made a finer show
of soldiers than with the twenty-four crack battalions of her

First Division in the Last sortie from Plevna. The dark
hood-, of the great-coats, drawn over thef< pointing up-

wards, imparted an element of grotesqueness to the appear-

ance of the men, in fantastic contrast totiie glittering files

of sword-bayonets, of which the steel blades reflected the

Bombre grey hue of the Bnow-pregnant sky.

It was a glorious idea that all these thousands .

animated by on.- thought, inspired by one wish : to d :

die. Our Las1 resource, our last appeal to arms, our last

stake in the game, our Last an. I Bupreme effort and after that,

come what may, we had done our duty. Hope, that Divine
-park in the human breast, intoxicated us to such an . stent

that even we officers, although better informed than the men
'

i the fcrui f things, forgot doubts and misgivings
at the sight of that grand array, ami revelled beforehand

in 1

1

ktion of bucc<
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In front the Russian entrenchments rose out of the

vapours sinister and threatening, the harriers betwixt us

and liberty; beyond them the misty distance meant free-

dom, tlic end and goal of the stupendous struggle that was

to ensue.

The country and military honour called for a supreme

sacrifice, and willingly we offered it, knowing full well the

alternative: one of the most glorious victories recorded in

the annals of history, or annihilation. In the nature of

things there could be no middle course, for we had burned

our boats—that is, we had evacuated Plevna and abandoned

our camp and our redoubts.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE FOURTH BATTLE OF PLEVNA

December 10, 1877

As the lustreless grey morning light spread over the bleak

winter landscape I took stock of the details of the scenery. In
front of me was an even, bare, shelterless, gently rising plain,

with two villages : Dolna Netropolie, two miles and a half to

the right (north-west), midway up the slope ; Gorna Netro-
poli6, four miles ahead (west), on the summit. The nearest

point of the Eussian lines was 3,000 yards ahead. The front

line consisted of low earthworks ; 500 yards in rear, on a higher
level, were strong redoubts. On my rightwas the Bivolar reach
of the river ; on my left, the Vid plain, following the direction

of the river-valley (south-west) , extending to the confines of

the horizon, and traversed by the bold line of the Orkanye
high-road. Behind me, beyond the Opanetz pontoon bridge,

was the triangular-shaped little valley through which flows the

Grivitza ; the junction of this river with the Vid was barely

300 yards east from my standpoint. On both sides of the

Grivitza Valley the hills were steep and high, concealing the

town of Plevna and our former camp from my view. Look-
ing up-river I could see the southern, wooden bridge, and the

old stone bridge, over which the carts and packhorses were
incessantly passing.

This was my first and only action fought on a plain, my
previous engagements having been in the narrow confines of

hill and dale.

According to the Mushir's disposition the train should
have finished crossing by daybreak ; but delays are inevitable

c c
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on such occasions, and it was nine o'clock before the last cart

hud passed. At this hour the whole of the First Division,

Convoy Brigade, and train, were on the Left hank, whilst the

- ond Division, with the exception of our two battalions,

was on the right hank. The live batteries of the latter (ex-

cluding the six guns attached to my battalion) were posted i in

the slopes of the right bank, and commenced just after nine

to shell the enemy's entrenchments ahead. The Russians

responded, both in front and from the batteries near Dolna

Dubnik.

At 9.30 our bugles sounded 'Advance,' and th< whole

line, two miles long, began to move, in one grand column.

Our colonel placed himself at the head of my battalion. We
kept pace with the front line of the First Division. I was

with the first squad, Seymour by my side ; Tereb and his

men were thirty yards in rear.

There never was anything half bo grand as that impetuous

rush for the hostile entrenchments. The men fired without

stopping; we went at the quick, hurling i hail of lead

before us. The troops repeated incessantly the sonorous

Arabic phrase :' Bismillah rahmin,' i.e. ' In the name of the

merciful God' (the opening words of the Koran); from

battalion to battalion the cry Bpread, the syllables kept pace

with the step of the charging brigades, and in the end 10,000

throats sent the invocation up to the pitiless Heavens in a

grand and solemn monotone. In an incredibly short tune we

had traversed three-fourths of the intervening space. The

Russian infantry-fire tore deep gaps in our line ; bo murderous

was it that the whole of the First Division, and we with it,

came at length to a dead-stop. The men in the front line

went down on their stomachs. Some rearrangement was made

in the First Division, but the powder-smoke was so thick

that I could not clearly see what it was. The major rode up.

and by his order I causi d T< r< b's squad to advance, so as to

be forty feet in rear of the first squad. By this arrangement,

and on such level ground, the company was kept well in hand.

Meanwhile the cannonade had become deafening. The
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six batteries of the First Division deployed in grand order,

and soon every one of our eighty-eight guns hurled their pro-
jectiles against the Eussian redoubts in front. There were
several explosions among the train, and, with a beating heart,

I noticed disorder in the long files of vehicles.

After an interval of ten minutes the bugles of the First
Division sounded ' Storm.' The men jumped to their feet,

and uttering our battle-cry we made straight for the nearest
trench. A murderous discharge of rifle-fire greeted us. Half
of the men of my first squad were down. Suddenly I became
aware of a vacancy at my side. I turned back, and beheld
Jack writhing on the ground, with hands on his breast, a
dark stream staining his convulsively twisting fingers.

Seeing me stop and turn he held out a hand to me, with
a look in his eyes the like of which I hope to God I shall

never behold again. In the meantime (all this took place in

fewer moments than it will take the reader to peruse it) the
first squad had advanced without me ; the second came up
and pushed me along. Tereb shouted into my ear :

' God have
mercy on him !

' and clutched my arm. Once more I looked
back, but the smoke hid my dying friend. ' It is all over
with him,' said I to myself; 'a man with such a wound
cannot live many minutes,' and I ran to catch up the front

squad, my brain disturbed by a whirlwind of agonising
thoughts. Ln an incredibly short time we had the first

trench in our possession, then a second and a third, and
before we knew what we were about we were amidst the
Eussian guns, hacking, clubbing, stabbing, using bayonets
and butt-ends, swords and revolvers, whilst overhead flew in

both directions countless shells, like an infernal gale of

gigantic hailstones, each with a hissing white trail. The
confusion was terrible ; in the smoke one knew no longer
who was friend and who foe. The din was deafening, and
my voice, as I tried to cheer the men, was soundless to my
own hearing. Such a crazy witches' Sabbath, such a
boiling and seething mass of mad humanity, cannot be
imagined, much less described.

c c 2
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My men. mixed with another company of my battalion,

and with the squads on the extreme right of the First Divi-

sion, were in the midst of a Russian battery of eight pieces.

The enemy's gunners got their prancing, terror-stricken

horses out, and succeeded in removing five of the guns; two

others the Grenadiers dragged away by hand; one piece

remained in our possession. We pursued, and found our-

selves in a labyrinth of mud huts, every one of which was

fought for and won. Finally we were clear of the Russians,

having taken, along our whole front, the firs! line of their

entrenchments. Five hundred yards ahead was a second,

stronger line.

I collected my men, and found sixty of them. Not

noticing Tereb, I inquired for him, and the corporal of his

Bquad pointed silently to a lifeless mass in a pool of blood

a few yards away. It was he, lying on his face, with a

revolver-bullet in his head and a gash in the shoulder.

Two friends, companions in weal and woe for over eight

months, gone in less than eight minutes ; but i I that moment
I hardlj realised the horror of the situation. It came home

to me later in the day, and then I envied them. They died

the most beautiful death that man can die, and fell, both,

face to the foe.

I think that thirty minutes must have elapsed before the

Russians commenced their counter-attack. In this interval

imparative quiet our two battalion^ manned the Kussian

entrenchments, and did what was nec<—ary in order to

pl.ic ih. -m m a state of defence by closing the open

entrances at the back with carts, lumber, and dead bodi

Our right flank was Dot left unprotected, as our linked

battalion placed itself en potence, facing north, just in

time : for we noticed movements ol troops in thai quarter.

The guns w< balled behind the earthworks, and com-

menced to di.-ll the hostile redoubts ahead. The Russian

gun left in our hands had been rendered useless by a Bhell-

apli] e pushed it over an embankment, demolishing

mpletely.
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We longed now for the advent of the Second Division

(of which, up to the moment of the assault, only my battalion

and that on our right had passed the river), which, according

to the Mushir's plan, should have crossed by now. Vainly

we strained our eyes ; but we saw signs of fighting on the

right bank, proving that our rear was pressed. In fact, by

this time Plevna and the greater part of our former camp
were in the enemy's hands.

From where I stood I could not see what was going on in

the First Division. In its centre and left wing the fighting

seemed to continue without interruption.

I was now the only officer left in my company ; and of

the seven non-commissioned officers who had originally

belonged to it, only two were alive, not counting Bakal, to

whom the major had given the command of another

company, one that had lost all its officers. I made a re-

arrangement, placing the two squads, of thirty men each,

under the corporals. One was stationed behind the embank-

ment, at the rear of the Russian works, facing west, towards

the enemy's redoubts ; the other was in reserve among the

mud huts.

I closed Tereb's eyes, gave to his cold hand a last squeeze,

and covered him with his great-coat. Bitterly I cursed the

cruel fate that forbade my doing the same act of piety to

the friend whom I had loved more than any I have had.

But his body was a mile away from where I was, and I

have never looked at his handsome face again. I was

bewildered, and hardly knew how much I had lost.

I picked up a small Russian volume, well bound, with

written Cyrillian characters on the blank page. I pocketed

it, scarcely knowing why.

So far we had been victorious ; but the worst obstacles

were still unconquered : the formidable array of redoubts

ahead of us.

So tired were my men, so heavily laden with cartridges,

biscuits, and tools, amounting to half a hundredweight in

excess of the usual burden, and so enfeebled by four weeks
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of privations, that, the first flush of victory over, their total

exhaustion became apparent ; hope and confidence vanished,

and from this moment I felt that all was over.

I have do clear recollection of the events that followed.

At eleven, so far as 1 can ascertain, the Russians attacked

onrright flank, a quarter of an hour later our front also. For

over an hour we held our positions successfully, in spite of

terrific Losses. In my company ten more men dropped;

thus I had but fifty left. Our linked battalion suffered even

more severely, being pressed hard by Russian and Roumanian
infantry, and must have lost two-thirds of its Btrengl .

Between twelve and one the action was again general

and furious along the whole line. The dense atmosphere

and the smoke prevented me from seeing how our First

Division fared. The Russian Bhells came thick and fast.

No order to advance and take again the offensive was given
;

it would have been useless against the huge masses opposed

to us, Eor the enemj received reinforcements from all side-,.

Through my glasses I could see whole divis tning up

from the ea -

At about one o'clock the major, who had meanwhile taken

command of both battalions, Kazim Beyhavingbeen wounded,

called me, and pointing to a Russian horse that peacefully

nibbled the s rvs ing sparsely on the wall oi a mud hut,

said :
' Ride to the First Division, find the Mushir, or in any

Tahir, report that we are pressed in our right flank, and

that t<» hold out longer without strong reinforcements is

impossible : obtain instructions, and see what is going on.'

I plaeed the Bad remnants of my compan} under the senior

corporal, and ro Jong the rear of the front line of the

First 1 )ivision.

My impressions from this moment are confused. The first

battalions which I
j

d to be in good order an*

hold out well; then [came a >me where demoralisation

had already set in. where men were Leaving the ranks and

turning toward river; finally, as | approached the

centn the fighting going on Curiously and uninterruptedly
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all the time—I was drawn into the vortex of a most awful

panic. The inevitable reaction after the brilliant initial

success had set in, and the retreat, at first orderly, although

not commanded, soon dissolved itself into a wild flight for

safety—which every man foolishly and fondly believed he

could find on the right river-bank, where we knew, or

imagined, the Second Division was still unbeaten.

I had never been in a general retreat, and I do not care

to dwell upon it, as it is far more terrible than the most

desperate encounter. I was simply drawn along in a mad
stream of men, horses, and vehicles. Resistance to this torrent

of panic-stricken humanity was as useless as opposition to

the rush of the incoming tide. The officers of all degrees

did their utmost to restore order and get their men to make
a stand against the enemy, who did not by any means press

hard ; on this cold day their faces were streaming with

perspiration, and their efforts were well-nigh superhuman,

though useless withal. To make inquiries in this crazy

crowd was out of the question. I simply had to follow the

torrent. As far as my eyes could reach, all over the plain,

there were countless streams of soldiers making for the two

bridges. The train got mixed with the infantry and the

batteries, and the confusion baffles description. All the time

the shells flew into our midst, tearing deep gaps in the crowds.

Several times did I escape splinters only by a yard or two.

My horse slipped into a ditch by the side of the track, happily

with-, it injuring me, and I continued on foot. How I

traversed the two miles which separated me from the stone

bridge I cannot say : the confusion in my memory is so

great that to my mind the distance appears to have been only

like a few hundred yards.

Some battalions from the Convoy Brigade, fresh and in

good order, thrust themselves between us and the enemy,

and effectually checked pursuit ; but this I did not myself see
;

I learnt of it later. Pertev Bey, the commander of the

Thirteenth Begirnent, was the man wTho thus distinguished

himself.
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All that I could ascertain was that Osman had been

wounded and carted across the river.

The passage over the bridge was a most terrible affair,

the like of which I have never experienced before or since.

It is B miracle, to my mind, that this vast panic-stricken

crowd of men and horses, this dense jungle of carts and

guns, managed to e;et across ; but the fact remains that, with

no more than two bridges available (the Opanetz bridge was
utilised by only a few battalions, among them mine), the

First Division, the Convoy Brigade, and the train—or what

remained alive of these—were on the right hank before the

Russian infantry was within a thousand yards.

It was only on the other side that the officers succeeded

in stopping the retreat—not so much because there really \

no other place to fly to (this the soldiers did not seem to

realise), but because everyone considered himself in safety

with the river between him and the enemy, and the Second

Division, thought to be still unbeaten, proteeting the flanks

and the rear. 121

Arrived on the right bank, T pushed and fought my way
through the now stationary crowd, in which the officers were

restoring a little order and discipline, with a view of rejoining

my battalion. In doing I -t among the vehicles of the

Mussulman population. The pitiless shells soon followed as

to this side of the river, and there were explosions of am-

munition on all sides. The screams of the women wuv
terrible, and unnerved many a Bturdyman. N't in the mosl

horrible dreams have I beheld anything half so frightful us

this scene. I snwa demolished call out of which had rolled

the bodies <>f four women, who had been v< iled to the un-

hallowed gaze of man all their lives, and who in death

: their bleeding, mutilated nakedness, with garments

torn to shred-. Meeting someone I knew, I learnt that the

vehicle on which my girl-friend had travelled had been struck,

and its inmates killed. So full of horrors was this day, and

bewildered was I, that I paid little heed to this fresh

i
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On the right Vid bank, between Blasivatz in the south

and Opanetz in the north, Osman Pasha's army made its

last stand. The tactical formations had been so completely

dissolved during the flight across the plain that no attempt

was made to restore them ; but the men organised them-

selves voluntarily into columns and took up a position along

the bank, whilst the guns deployed on the slope of the hills.

The carts were sent to the rear. The conduct of the officers

in making these arrangements, despite the most formidable

obstacles, and in the space of fifteen to thirty minutes,

deserves the highest praise and admiration.

When dense columns of Eussian infantry came within

range we were ready for them, and for the last time the

clatter of musketry-fire aroused the echoes of the devastated

vine-slopes. The death-fight of the Plevna army had barely

commenced when I, on my tramp towards the Opanetz bridge

—where I hoped to find my battalion—came across a rough

wooden structure, situated on the road between stone bridge

and town, three hundred yards east of the former—a barn,

or shed, or storehouse. The spot was comparatively deserted

:

half a dozen carts, whose oxen were dropping with fatigue, a

small band of disheartened soldiers, and a surgeon binding

up the wounds of some men who had been carried to the

roadside. Before the building two Saloniki horsemen stood

sentry, forbidding entrance to the wounded, who clamoured

for admittance. Being dead-beat and hungry to starving-

poim, I sat down on a stone ; and whilst I crunched a biscuit

a cart drove up, and a man badly wounded in the leg was

assisted into the building. So sallow and pain-drawn was

his face that at first I failed to recognise Osman. There

were tears in his eyes—tears of grief and rage rather than of

physical torture—and on his countenance lay that awful,

indescribable expression which says, ' The game is up, the

end is come,' more plainly than words can define it, an

expression rendered to perfection on Napoleon's face in

Meissonier's picture of the retreat after Waterloo. I rose,

and gave to my leader for the last time in the campaign the
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military salute; for when uext I greeted him, in the streets

of Kharkoff, we were both prisoners.

Soon Add, Yunuz (badly wounded), Tewfik, Ahmed, and

other- turned up, with Hassib, the surgeon, and an assistant.

A fascination kept me rooted to the spot, for I felt instinctively

thai a great historical event was to take place within those

dirty, dilapidated walls—the surrender of the Plevna army.

All the time the fight along the river-bank continued without

interruption, and the had of shells came down with un-

checked fury. Several fell in proximity to the building.

The thunder of the guns, now in terrific crashes, now in a

distant growl, was carried over the Bulgarian plains on the

wings of the wind, accompanied by sprays of sleet and -now,

and it is said that even the Balkan outposts of the Baba Konak

army heard it, whispering to each other, in awe and wonder^

that (iliazi Osman was making his last stand. The earth

quivered, convulsed by the dying Empire's Bpasms, and

affrighted Nature was in Labour with a great event.

Aides-de-camp and orderlies came from ah sides. I

interrogated b< veral, and their messages were identical :
' It

i- all up; further resistance is impossible; even if we hold

the enemy's infantry in cheek for an hour or two Longer, his

artillery will simply annihilate us.' I heard of the surrender

of the troops in Opanetz, and learnt that tin enemy had

occupied Plevna and all the abandoned redouhts north. •

and south of the town. Only between Krishin and 1 llasivatz

the brigades of Hussein Vasfi and Sadik Pashas were main-

taining their positions, although the troops here had Buffered

• \. rely that tiny were impatiently waiting for the hoisting

of the white flag.

What passed inside the building was hidden from me;
but I learnt Later that Osman had obstinately refused to give

way to the entreaties of his officers to stop the slaughter by

consenting to a capitulation, until the continued arrival of

from all Bides, imploring for a cessation of

;• .induced 1 m 1 give, broken-hearted, the i »rder to

w hite flag on the roof. Numerous engers
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despatched to stop the firing. Parlementaires sent to the

Russian general (Ganetzki) commanding the troops that were

now coming up from all sides in serried ranks towards the
~\
'id, asked for a capitulation with certain conditions ; but

Ganetzki demanded unconditional surrender, to which Osman
had to agree. Tahir Pasha and General Ganetzki met on

the battle-field and concluded the capitulation.

This happened after I had left the neighbourhood of the

building. I had been on this spot already twenty minutes
;

that is, twenty minutes too long, for it was my duty to rejoin

my battalion whatever the • issue might be ; so I walked

away, with a heavy heart, in the direction of the Opanetz

bridge. Boon I was in the midst of the train, which was in

a state of terrible confusion, and after a great deal of pushing,

dodging", and climbing, I found my battalion, or what re-

mained of it, by the merest accident, much sooner than I

had expected, as it had taken up a position along the Gri-

vitza brook, facing north, the right bank of this river being

already in the hands of the Roumanians. I reported what I

had seen and heard to the major, and had the honour to take

part in the last stand made by the remnants of the Sixth

Brigade— for Edhem Pasha's other six battalions had mean-

while surrendered. The two battalions counted no more

than four hundred men between them ; my company was

reduced to forty men. We stood in serried ranks along the

little river : the men were cool and collected, and prepared

for either alternative : the order to surrender or annihilation.

In this position we waited for the enemy to appear. At

about 3.30 a dense column of Roumanian infantry came

within sight on the opposite hills. Just as the last struggle

had broken out a mounted messenger waving a white hand-

kerchief came up from behind and ordered us to stop firing,

as the army had surrendered. This we did, and so did, a

minute later, the enemy. Almost at the same moment the

cannonade in the south ceased of a sudden, and the last shot

in the Plevna campaign had been fired. We waved what-

ever we had of white rags in our possession, the men laid
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down their rifles, and we all sat or squatted on the ground,

slush notwithstanding, dead-beat. Many Eel] asleep, and went
with closed eyes through the ceremony of surrender. 1 was

so bewildered and so tired that I hardly knew whether to

rejoice at the cessation of a useless slaughter or to mourn
over the defeat. I resigned myself to the inevitable, and

deferred all the bitterness of reflection to a more convenient

period of leisure. And thus ended the last of the four battles

of Plevna, of which three had been victorious, and the fourth

a defeat certainly, and Ear-reaching in its consequences, but

as honourable a defeat as any ever sustained by the brsvrest

army.

The course of the action is so clear in its outlines and so

devoid of complications that only a few words need be added.

It was an hour or so before midnight on the 9th that the

Russians had already discovered Bash Tabiya and some of the

central redoubts to be abandoned, and had occupied them.

After daybreak the rlrishin redoubts and those on the Janik

J lan- were occupied, and detachments entered tin town.

The tremendous rush of the First J >ivision, led by ( )sman

in person, attended by every officer of bis Staff, had been

uniformly successful ; the front line of the hostile entrench-

ments had been seized, with twelve guns and Borne hundreds

of unwounded prisoners. But here Todleben's magnificent

dispositions were brought into play. An elaborate system

for Bending reinforcements to an) given pbinl of the line of

investment Erom any other given point or points had been

not only organised, but tried and rehearsed, with the result

that the Russian leaders knew to a battalion, and within a

fraction of an hour, what Eorces could be sent, an I whence

.

and in what time, to any attacked portion of the circle.

In each Bection Beveral brigades were l.< pt constantly ready

to assist any other section.

The camp-wire flushed the news that the Turks had

attacked Katalei's and Ganetzki's corps to every portion of

the army of investment, and from Skobelefifs detachment, as

well iis from the Roumanian section, strong reinforcements
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started to aid the Guards and the Grenadiers, whilst else-

where columns were organised. The Russian counter-attack

threw confusion into the Turkish ranks. Osman was
grievously wounded in the leg hy a shell-splinter, and Tahir

took the command. The latter, though he did, undoubtedly,

all that lay within the limits of possibility, was not able to

maintain the conquered positions. The troops, seeing no

longer their beloved leader, who had headed the first assault,

sword and revolver in hand, became demoralised ; Tahir,

himself slightly wounded, had suffered in reputation by the

incident during the third battle which I have related in

Chapter X., and Adil, the most trusted leader after Osman,

was still on the right bank of the Vid, where the Fourth

and Fifth Brigades, intended to protect the left flank and

the rear, were so hotly engaged that the original scheme, by

which the}7 were to come to the aid of the First Division,

could not be executed. The crazy flight across the Yid plain

was the result, which, but for Pertev's battalions, would have

terminated, there and then, in the annihilation of the army.

At all points the Turks retreated across the river, and on

the other side they made their last stand.

Meanwhile the Roumanians had brought about the sur-

render of the Sixth Brigade, under Edhem Pasha (my battalion

and another excepted) by a despicable ruse. Thus the

right Turkish flank was bared. The confusion, caused prin-

cipally by the cumbersome train, was so great, and the

exhaustion of the men so complete, that further resistance

was simply impossible. Reinforcements reached the Russian

lines from all points ; the narrow confines of the locality

which harboured the dense and disorderly crowd of the

Turkish army became the focus of a terrible artillery-fire,

which in another hour would have annihilated the remnants

of the force, and nothing was left to Osman but to capitulate.

Conditions having been refused, he had to surrender a merci.

The Russians continued the cannonade for half an hour after

the white flag had been hoisted, and after the Turks had

ceased firing. As this can hardly have been due to a mistake.
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or to ignorance of the Turkish surrender (the Russian writers

make do attempt to explain the circumstance), the Russians

were clearly guilty of a grave violation of both international

custom and tlir laws of humanity.

The Russians state their losses at "J. 100 in killed and

wounded, of which figure 1,700 fell upon Ganetzki's Corps

of Grenadiers. The Roumanian casualties were trifling.

The Turkish losses cannot have been less than 5,000 (say

1,500 killed and 3,500 wounded), of which, roughly, 3,000 fell

in the First Division, 1.500 in the Second, and 500 in tram

and convoy ;
"200 peaceful inhabitants, mostly women and

children, were reported to have been killed or wounded
;
and

the Bulgarians massacred at least 500 invalids, convaL cuts,

and residents. Thus the action of the 10th killed or disabled,

directly or indirectly, nearly 8,000 human beings.

On the part of the Russians and Roumanians, 80,000 to

00,000 men had been actually engaged, or thrice the number
of the Turkish combatants. The army of investment was

in its entirety four times stronger in men. and five and a

half times stronger in guns, than the besieged force. The

total strength of the Russian West Army showed a superiority

0V< r the Turkish Plevna army in the proportion of six to one

in men and eight to one in guns.

Of the Turkish superior officers the following were killed:

Colonel Veli Bey date commander of Dolna Dubnik),

Lieut.-Colonels Raif Bey and Abdullah Bey. Wounded:
Osman Pasha, Tahir Pasha, Colonel Xunuz Bey, Lieut.-

Colonels Ka/.im Bey, Eyuh Bey, Rassim Bey, Pertev Bey.

Edhem Pasha's six battalions did not behave so well as

they ought to have done : which is all the more astonishing

Edhem had repeatedly proved himself to be a brave and

ble man. and as Colonel Suleiman Bey, who led four of

the battalion- (the Twelfth Regiment), had throughout the

campaign, as commander of the Opanetz redoubts, won for

himself the esteem and confidence of the whole army. In

fact, it asi d to be a common Baying among the soldiers that

• he best-managed works in camp.
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With this exception the conduct of the Plevna army in

the last sortie is deserving of the highest praise.

It is my opinion that the action would have succeeded

but for four circumstances : Firstly, the cumbersome train
;

secondly, the heavy load the men had to carry ; thirdly,

Osman's wound ; fourthly, Edhem's untimely surrender. It

is bitter now to reflect on the sensation a successful sortie

would have made in Europe ; on the consequences which
would have resulted ; how it would have added to history the

name of a victory more brilliant than any obtained in modern
times ; how it would, in fact, have placed Osman among the

few men who have accomplished the seemingly impossible.

Even regarded as a defeat, the sortie still remains an act of

magnificent heroism.

The fourth battle of Plevna proves that the Ottoman
infantry, when wrought to the proper pitch, can excel also in

offensive movements. That stupendous charge of the First

Division alone would have made a mark in military history,

even if Osman's army had never done anything else.
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CHAPTER XV
THE SURRENDER

Dbcbmbeb 10 and 11, 1877

Twenty weeks of campaigning had reduced my battalion to

ten officers and 200 men, in lieu of the original nineteen

officers and 650 men, and my company to one officer and

forty men, in lieu of the original tive officers and 175 men.

Our linked battalion mustered only 150 men. These were

the numbers that surrendered to a Roumanian colonel on

December 10, while the dusk, sullen and threatening, closed

over the fall of Plevna.

My major had received an ugly wound a minute before

we Laid down arms, and was taken away by a Roumanian

cart. My former captain had been wound* d, earlier in the

day, in the Russian < ntrenchments, and had fallen into the

enemy's hands when the battalion retreated. I have not

either since. Bakal had a hru; caused by a fall,

but he disdainfully declined Burgical aid.

A- the Roumanian Boldii d our weapons I became

d by an uncontrollable fury. I broke my sword,

and thrust carbine, revolvers and ammunition into the

Grrivitza. A private with Semitic features perceived my
Circassian dagger, but I managed to spoil it by breaking

the }
>« >i n t before handing it over. Another man annexed my

field-glass. I never again saw my valise, which had been

stored on one of the battalion's carte 1 had saved a portion

of m> cotes and manuscripts out of the wreck by carrying

them h, uniform and undervest.
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Having given vent to rage, I fell into the opposite mood, and,

sitting down on a stone, I hid my face in my hands, and

abandoned myself to the bitterest half-hour of reflection I

have ever endured.

From my brooding I was roused by a cheerful voice and

a light touch on the shoulder. Looking up, I beheld, by the

light of a fire which some of our men had made up, the

young Roumanian lieutenant with whom I had conversed

so agreeably during the short truce made between Bash and

Eanli Tabiyas on November 10. We were both surprised

and pleased to see one another.

In the meantime our two battalions had been confined

to a place an acre in extent, surrounded by numerous

sentinels. From afar came the sounds of revelry : the

Russians were making themselves blind drunk, after the

manner of their kind.

My friend, whose name was Chavjeano, 124 spoke to the

officer in command of the sentries, and took me and three

others to his bivouac, a mile away, in one of our former

Opanetz redoubts. Here he introduced us to his comrades,

who, affable and hospitable, gave us hot grog, bread, and cold

meat. How we devoured the food ! We actually licked the

mugs out. Our kindly hosts looked on with good-natured

amusement, and I fancied I saw a tear glistening in Chav-

jeano's bright eyes.

A night as dark as its predecessor had set in, illumined

by the lurid gleam of camp-fires. It froze hard, and snow

commenced to fall. Music, singing, and quarrelling were

heard in all directions.

Some Russian officers joined us, and to one I showed the

book I had picked up. He said, ' It is a New Testament,

and belongs to Major Kasikeff, of Ganetzki's Grenadiers. That

inscription was written by his wife. If you like, I will take

you to him. Maybe he will offer you the hospitality of his

redoubt ; thus you will escape the hardships of the next few

days ; for until our men get sober the prisoners will suffer.'

Chavjeano offered to accompany us. There seemed to be

D D
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a general holiday and an all-round dispensation from duties.

Bidding farewell to the others, who, Turks, Russians,

Roumanians together, were peaceably playing at dice for

cigarettes, we three walked to the bivouac of the Grenadiers,

by way of the spot where my battalion was encamped without

fires or tents, in an open, snow-covered field, exposed to the

cruel north wind. Cries of distress and rage greeted us, and

we ascertained that the Russians, who had meanwhile

relieved the Roumanian sentries, had robbed the prisoners,

not only of money, watches, and valuables—that was to be

expected of the Russian common soldiers—but also of biscuits.

I gave away all that I had left, and followed my companions,

who were as much distressed as I was. I stepped aside for

a moment : some Russians jumped upon me and rifled my
pockets ; they had my watch and loose silver in their posses-

sion before my shouts had brought my protectors to the

spot. The thieves decamped, and in the darkness pursuit was

impossible. Happily they had left me five liras in gold, sewn

into my flannel undervest.

With difficulty we made our way aero- the corpse-

studded plain to the redoubts of the Grenadiers. I shudder

to think that I must have passed close to -lack's body ; but

the night was pitch-dark, and I drowned grief in talking

noisily to my companions.

Revelry and riot, drunkenness and disorder were rampant

among the Grenadiers. After a
{

il of inquiring, and

getting false information from besotted beasts, we came, by

following the camp-wire, to the major's redoubt.

\\ e found the owner of the honk, a kindlj . bearded giant,

who thanked me warmly for having restored to him his dear

wife '8 parting gift. Be took as into his mud hut, where

others joined us, and ten. cognac, biscuits, and cigars w<

placed befori us. I shall feel everlastingly grateful for t

divh ' tea ; 1 would have paid cheerfully my five liras

for it. < havjeano and the Russian lieutenant had now to

us, it he ing ten o'clock.

Maj keff whispered tome: 'If y< a half a
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lira, and can spare it, I can get you accommodation until you

are sent away. I, personally, have no money. You will find

the outlay well applied.'

I gave him the required coin, and, liking his honest face,

I deposited the remaining four and a half liras with him,

knowing them to be safe against the thievish propensities of

the drunken privates.

The major went out, and returned in half an hour with a

young surgeon's assistant, who bound up my left arm and

made out a certificate of my being grievously wounded

with so grave a face that I had to bite my lips to prevent

my bursting into a laugh. My arm was sound enough,

although its surface was shocking to behold, owing to the

ravages of Sarcoptes scabiei. I was accommodated in Kasi-

keff' s quarters with a couch formerly occupied by an officer

who had been killed in the morning.

Having received some more cognac, a few wheatmeal

cakes, and a hearty hand-shake from my amiable host, I fell

asleep, dead-beat, as may be imagined. I slept for twelve

hours without dreaming and without once awaking.

The next day (December 11) I spent in the major's hut,

dividing my time between eating, drinking, talking, sleeping,

and playing at whist, dice, and dominoes. At my request

Kasikeff deducted from the money I had deposited with him
a modest amount for my keep, which had been charged to

him. The young surgeon examined my arm, in the pre-

sence of six or eight officers, who were in the conspiracy and

enjoyed the fun hugely. How that arch-humbug kept his

countenance, going the length of the farce without moving a

muscle of his face, which was as devoid of expression as a

blank sheet of paper, is more than I can understand.

For the conduct of Major Kasikeff and his brother-officers

I have the highest admiration. Their chivalry and courtesy,

their magnanimous and unselfish hospitality, stand out in

bold contrast to the disgraceful behaviour of the common
soldiery.

Lieutenant Chavjeano visited me, and brought me a wel-

D D 2
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present] shape of a pair of socks. As his hand-

• boyish face and bright manner reminded me of Jack, and

being under the unwonted influence of Btrong drink. I poured

long string of my woes and sorrows into his patient ear.

He sat by the side of my couch and held my hand with a

woman's gentler.- s< whilst I stammered out my maudlin

effusions.

I went to rest early, and slept away my alcoholic senti-

mentality in an unbroken stretch of fourteen hours.

It was only later, in Bukarest and Kharkoff, that I learnt

how the Turks less fortunate than myself had fared. I shall

what I heard from various sources.

The troops spent the night of the 10th to the 11th on the

here they had found themselves at the termination of

battle, their arms having been taken from them and also,

in most their money, valuables, biscuits, and even

No fires were allowed, no victuals or

wat* r deall It froze and snowed.

On the 11th the prisoners were 1 into three

ions: one batch was iirhhourhood of

.itza. another to the plain on the left Vid bank, the third

remained on the right bank, between bridge and town. In

all c ps encamped in the open ; no distributions

attention was given to wounded or sick

Wh< d thej asked pitifully for food, the men were told

that, ling to the testimonj ers, they had

hx days' biscuits with them: no account was taken of the

ne men out of ten had been robbed of their

rations. The drinking of Vid water bibited, because

river ha polluted by dead bodi< wn into it;

but dealt out, and the men had to content

w and pool-water. The Turkish

I been deprived of their instruments and t\v
i

utilised by the Russian doctors for their own

I. Hundreds of maimed nun literally rotted alive.

Jl out : but Russian soldi* rs sold pi<

,,f
•' of a quarter
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lira (4s. &d.) per small block. Only those who, like my-

self, had money concealed about their persons were able to

purchase commodities. Russian, Polish, and Roumanian

Jews sold bread at ten piastres (Is. lOd.) per loaf weighing-

twelve to sixteen ounces, clean water at five piastres per mug,

execrable brandy at a lira per bottle. Cheese fetched five

piastres the ounce, a single potato or turnip the same price.

The officers' baggage was sold by the Russian privates at

auction to the highest bidders. Men who resisted robbery

were killed ; for instance, the three or four convalescents

placed in charge of Osman's private baggage, which latter

was appropriated by the soldiers.

This state of things lasted for a week, when the first

batch was sent to Sistova. It was a fortnight before all the

prisoners had left the neighbourhood. During this time

three to four thousand men succumbed to the privations and

sufferings to which their captors exposed them. Only on

eight days out of the fourteen food was dealt out, in the

shape of doles of bread. To mention but one example of

the tortures which the Russians inflicted upon their helpless

captives : batches of starving, rag-clad men, during frost

and snow, were sent without aim or purpose from one part

of the canro to another ; for instance, from Grivitza to Gorna

Xetropolie (13 miles), and back again the same or next day.

Many of the officers (but not by any means all) received

hospitable treatment from their Russian brethren, who
admitted, and were much distressed at, the barbarism dis-

played by their common soldiers, the complete breakdown

of their commissariat, the disgraceful inefficiency of the

hospital arrangements, the incapacity of the authorities, and

the useless cruelty of some of the regulations.

Osman was visited in his shed, on the evening of the 10th,

by Generals Ganetzki, Katalei, and Tchernat. A carriage

was sent for Mm, and he was transferred to Plevna. On the

road thither he met the Grand Duke Nicholas and the Prince

of Roumania. The former complimented him on his

magnificent defence, and treated him with marked distinc-
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tion. With the rebel Prince Osman refused to shake hands.

The officers cheered, and the soldiers presented arms. On
the following day Osman was introduced to the Czar, who
littered the words which have become historical, and which

the opinion of the world has heartily endorsed :

' Je voiis felicite de votre belle defense. C'est un dea

plus beaux faita de l'histoire militaire.'

The same afternoon Osman, escorted by a guard of

honour composed of Cossacks and Eossiori, was transferred

to Bogot. where he stayed in a tent for a fortnight, tended

by Hassib, his late surgeon-in-chief, a German doctor, and

some Sisters of the Red Cross. Thence he was sent, vid

Sistova and Bnkarest, to Kharkoff, where he remained until

his liberation in March, 1878. Throughout his captivity he

was treated with a chivalry and a magnanimity which form

taring contrast to the terrible sufferings the common
soldiers had to undergo before reaching their destinations.

In Kharkoff the Hero of Plevna received royal honours, and

was lionised by the best society.

The scenes which transpired in Plevna town on the 10th

and 11th surpass comprehension. I have heard from eyewit-

nesses of things which make one's blood boil. The Bulgarians

wages and maniacs, and it is ;\\: ful to reflect that

they committed massacres, pillage, and nameless crimes to

ebrate the victory of Christianity o\ r Islam. The horrors

ttendant upon the surrender of Plevna—which could easily

een avoided- will for ever remain a stigma upon the

name "f the Bulgarian nation.

Thus was accomplished the fall of Plevna, after a defence

which had lasted 1
!•"• days, and which, to quote the Czar

Alexander II., was 'one of the finest things done in military

history.' ( >f this period, sixty-three days were spent in rigid

stment, viz. sixteen days the initial investment, com-

mencing with September 8 and ending with the 24th, and

forty-seven days the investment proper, from October '21 till

the final sortie. The period embraces three great battles

(those of July 80, September 11 and 12, and December 10),
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four actions of second magnitude (Plevna, July 20 ; Pelishat,

August 31 ; Lovdcha, September 3 ; Gorna Dubnik, October

24), and twenty minor engagements, not counting numerous

skirmishes ; thus there was, on an average, an action every

five days.

The struggle for Plevna cannot have cost the Russians

less than 55,000 men, the Roumanians 10,000, the Turks

30,000, in dead and disabled, inclusive of deaths from illness

;

comprising also the 8,000 to 9,000 prisoners who succumbed

to exposure, starvation, or disease before reaching Russian

soil. If we include the victims among the peaceful inhabitants,

the total cost of the fight for Plevna in life and limb would

not fall far short of 100,000 human beings. 125 Of this

number, at least 40,000 died outright or succumbed subse-

quently to injuries, privations, or illness ; 20,000 alone were

killed in action ; and in the neighbourhood of Plevna not

less than 30,000 victims of an Emperor's folly, of statecraft

and politics, sleep their last sleep.

From first to last, including all losses, and in round

numbers, the Russians had placed 250,000 men (inclusive of

Roumanians) and 700 guns in the field for the conquest of

Plevna, the Turks 60,000 men and 100 guns for its defence.

But if the struggle for Plevna is full to repletion of

horrors, the like of which I trust the reader will never dream

of, much less witness in their awful reality, it is also rich in

features which lay bare all that is most beautiful and most

noble in human nature. Even if no moral, whether strategical

or tactical, historical or political, could be drawn from it, even

if it could not form the basis for a whole superstructure of

conjectures for the future, it shows the sublime grandeur

to which men can rise who fight (or imagine they fight) for a

righteous cause. It is not my province to point out lessons,

to draw conclusions, or to base prophecies on accomplished

facts ; but I may be permitted to utter the solemn warn-

ing, embodied not only in the defence of Plevna, but in

the whole Russo-Turkish War, the admonition expressed

in the Turkish proverb :
' Dushnien karinje isse fil ghibi zan
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eile,* i.e.,
' Though your enemy be as small as an ant, yet

act as if lie were as big as an elephant.'

To follow the genera] course of events it is necessary to

enumerate briefly the occurrences which took place in both

of the Beats of war during the investment of Plevna.

Firstly, as regards Europe.

The Czarevitch's army lay along the left Black Lorn hank,

its opponent, Suleiman's army, in and around Rasgrad.

The latte] crossed the Lorn with four divisions on November

19, and unsuccessfully attacked Metchka, tl •• chief and

central Russian position, on November *2<). Suleiman then

turned towards the Russian right wing, and took, on Decem-

ber 1. Marian, Slatinitza, and Elena. Slatinitza was

recovered by the Russians two days later, but Elena, the

principal point, remained in Turkish bands.

In and around Shipka things remained in statu qwi

between Radetzki's and Reuf Pasha's corps. The Latter

attacked on November 8, 11. and 21, and was repelled

on each occasion. The Russians did not utihse their suc-

cesses, but stayed in tluir old positions. No operations

of importance were undertaken, in conse of the snow.

Over Western Bulgaria thi Russian invasion had spread,

before the fall of Plevna, from Etropo] to Vratza in

the south, and from Beshti to Dom Palankah in the north.

Mehemed Ali's Baba Konak army was. and remained, use-

Less. Osman'8 surrender Left the enormous West Army of

the Russians and the four Roumanian divisions available Eor

other work, bared the Lefl flank of the Turkish position

in Europe, and rendered Eastern Bulgaria, as well as the

western half of Easl Roumelia, precarious, if not untenable,

for the Turks.

condly, as regards Asia.

'I'h. Russian right wing, under General Oklobchio,

attacked Dervish Pasha in his position at Kutsubani,

unsuccessfully, on November 11. With this exception

nothing of importance occurred in this quarter.

Meanwhile the decisive blow had fallen in the •mire.
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Moukhtar Pasha had concentrated the rest of his army
and reinforcements sent from other corps at Deveboyum
He was attacked here by General Heiman on November 4,

and disastrously defeated. With the remnants of his force

he fled to Erzerum. On the night of November 9-10 this

fortress was unsuccessfully stormed by the Russians ; it

was then invested, but being well defended by Ismael Pasha's

corps and the remnants of Moukhtar Pasha's corps, held

out to the end of the war, when it was handed over to

Russia in accordance with the terms of the Peace of San
Stefano. 12 '5 In the meantime, Kars had been taken by
General Lazareff during the night of November 17-18,

after a brave defence lasting thirty-two da}T
s.

The corps forming the Russian left wing, under General

Tergukasoff, having been rendered available for other work
by the junction of the detachment opposed to it (that of Ismael

Pasha) with the remnants of Moukhtar's army, Tergukasoff

united his column to that of General Heiman, and took

part in the investment of Erzerum.

Excepting the operations at Erzerum, the campaign in

Asia was practically at an end, the severe winter and

exhaustion on both sides being the principal causes of this

premature and spontaneous cessation of hostilities. In eight

months of warfare, with the display of enormous forces,

utilising the best strategical talent of the Empire (Loris

Melikoff, Heiman, Lazareff), the Russians had won nothing

of any note save one solitaiy success—the storming of Kars
;

after having been repeatedly defeated and repulsed. As
regards the Turks, the campaign raised their reputation

considerably in the eyes of newspaper readers, the majority

of whom had predicted a walk-over for the Russians, as

it was in the nature of things that the best forces of the Otto-

man Empire should be concentrated in Europe ; it had also

placed Moukhtar Pasha's name prominently before the world,

and had completely vindicated this officer's character, which
had suffered in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1875 and 1876. 127

Given an opportunity, and generally the man will be
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found to meet it. This holds good with respect to the war
of 1877 in three cases, and the individuals who rose to the

occasions were (to use the metaphor employed by a contem-

porary German journal) the lion of Plevna, the bulldog of

Sliipka, ami the fox of the Caucasus. The fourth chance

—

that offering itself in East Bulgaria—was lost for want of a

man to seize it.
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CHAPTER XVI

IN CAPTIVITY, AND CONCLUSION

December 1877 to Apkh, 1878

AYith the incidents of my captivity I could fill a volume of

respectable size. Some of my adventures were exceedingly

pleasant 'I did more love-making in those three months than

in the remaining thirty-five years of my life) others, in the

commencement, of a nature to make me shudder even now,

with nearly two decades intervening. I shall confine myself

to the bare outlines.

I stayed with Major Kasikeff for over a week, receiving

from him and his comrades the utmost kindness. One

bitterly cold morning, with two feet of snow on the ground,

a cart (on which my host's influence and our ruse procured

me a seat) took me to Verbitza, where I joined a detachment

of 2,000 prisoners, escorted by Roumanians. Thence we
travelled, via Sistova and Simnitza, to Bukarest, crossing the

Danube by the Russian pontoon bridge.

This journey, which lasted eight days, was the most dread-

ful part of my experience, lying as it did through snowclad

country, in severe frost, with snowstorms and bitter winds. I

and fifty or sixty others had seats on carts ; the bulk of the

prisoners and the escort had to tramp, except when kind-

hearted Roumanian peasants lent vehicles for short distances.

I saw at least 400 men drop, to be taken as little notice of as

if they were so much offal, to die of starvation and exposure, or

tobe devoured by the wolves which prowled around our column.

Over each man who fell a hideous crowd of crows, ravens,
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and vultures hovered until he was sufficiently exhausted to

be attacked with impunity. Three times we encamped in the

open, with deep snow on the ground and the mercury at a

goodly distance below freezing-point. Under these conditions

Ispent the Christmas night. In villages accommodation was
generally found for a few hours ; but so many processions of

prisoners had already passed by the same route that the

peasantry had become hardened. Some of the soldiers of the

escort were extremely brutal ; others (particularly the officers)

displayed a touching kindness; the majority we i as stolid

and apathetic as their captives. A sorrier spectacle than that

straggling train of weary, footsore, starving prisoners in

tatters cannot be imagined.

Osman's army alone is said to have Lost 5,000 men
between Simnitza and Bukarest. Of this army, which aj

the time of its greatest strength counted 48,000 men,

only 1*>,000 reached Russian soil, only 12,000 returned to

their homes. It is computed that -">0,000 Turks died whilst

in Russian captivity.

In Bukarest our sufferings were at an end. In the

streets Ladies distributed coffee, broth, bread, cakes, tobacco,

cigarettt b, spirits. Our quarters in the barracks appeared to

us like paradise.

Two days after my arrival 1 obtained leave on parole,

and procured a consular introduction to ; i family of French

emigrants. With them I stayed for a fortnight, receiving

much friendship and hospitality. I fell ill. and was tenderly

nursed by my host's wife and daughter. I recovered in tune

to report myself to the authorities when my parole had

lap-ed. I had telegraphed to my father lor money, and

ive.l through a hanker a goodly remittance. I had the

firsl Letter from home since the middle of October. My
mdence here, as well a- in Kharkoff, was opened by

the authorities. I met in Bukarest Bash Chawush Bakal

and some nien of my battalion.

One feature struck me as curious in the Roumanians:
then- intense hatred of the Jews, more violent even than that
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of the Russians and the Austrians. The country was practi-

cally in their hands, which means, with a nation as much as

with an individual, that he, she, or it has sunk to the lowest

depth of degradation.

The day after the lapse of my parole I took train for

Kharkoff, with several hundred fellow-prisoners and a Rus-

sian escort. Where the Roumanian railroad ended and the

Russian system commenced we had to travel twenty miles

in carts, but I have forgotten the names of the localities.

Halfway to Kharkoff we stopped for two nights and a day

at a small place, of which the name has likewise escaped my
memory ; we slept in the station.

Arrived in Kharkoff, I spent three days in barracks, and

then procured comparative liberty on parole, which was

renewed from week to week until my release in March. With
it I obtained the proud privilege of paying for quarters and

food, and that at a pretty stiff rate. I took pleasant private

lodgings, walked about (having meanwhile received gratis a

new outfit of garments and uniform from the stores the

Russians had captured in Nikopoli, Sofia, and elsewhere),

and enjoyed myself exceedingly, having completely recovered

health, strength, and spirits. I—or my money—made many
friends and numberless acquaintances. I had introductions

and invitations galore, and was, in my own small way, feasted

and fattened like a show beast, and in my circle glorified

quite as much as Osman was in his by the grand monde of

the town and the nobility of the neighbourhood. In short,

I was treated with all the chivalrous kindness and the

open-handed hospitality which are the characteristics of

the educated Russians, and thanks to them my sojourn

in Kharkoff belongs to the few pleasant episodes of my
career.

So hardened had the privations of the campaign rendered

me, that since my brief indisposition in Bukarest I have not

had a day's illness, with the single exception of yellow fever

in Rio de Janeiro. I have never had as much as a cold.

The effects of the brutal propensities developed in warfare
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wore off speedily, and I am QOW a mild and inoffensive being,

whose conscience does not allow the killing of a flea or the

plucking of a flower.

The story of the last period of the Russo-Turkish War,
Btartillg from December 10, is soon told.

Suleiman's army, after having been beaten at Metchka

on December 12, retreated in disorder within the safe walls

of Rustchuk and Kasgrad. Elena was abandoned on

December 14. Suleiman himself was called to East

Roumelia.

The West Army crossed the Balkans in two places (Baba

Konak Pass, December 31;Troyan Pass, January 8), and

occupied, on January 4, Sofia, which Mehemed Ali's army

had abandoned, after having made a feeble stand at Tash-

kessen on December 31. The latter retreated to Kustendil.

The Turkish Shipka army was completely routed and

annihilated in the bloody battle of Shainovo (January 0,

1878) ; thus, exactly a month after the fall of Plevna, the

Shipka Pass outlet was opened to the Russians, after having

been blocked by the Turks for just six months, at a cost of

50,000 men to the latter and 30,000 to the former.

Philippopolis was occupied on .January 14, Adrian

(which the Turks had abandoned t lie day before) on January

'10. In the meantime the Servians had croSE frontier

(December 11) and taken Ak Palankah (December 24) and

Pirol (December 28) after desperate encounters. Also, the

Montenegrins, who had at an earlier period gained various

minor points (for instance, Nikchitz, September 8), were

further successful, taking Antivari January 1". Dulcigno

January L9.

besieged by the Servians, Widdin by the

Roumanians, Skutari by the Monteni grins.

Greece, not t<> be behindhand, Ben! an army across the

frontier in January, but called it back ion England's and

ignificanl recommendation) when Turkey, ex-

ban '

thia fresh invasion.

Suleiman Pa I i cratch army in Ea tern Roumelia
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was repeatedly beaten, and had to retire, with the loss of its

artillery, across the Rhodope to Dede Agach, thence by water

to Constantinople.

On January 31 an armistice was made. Notwithstand-

ing this, the Russians advanced upon Constantinople.

With the fall of Plevna the resistance of the Empire had

completely broken down ; but stupendous efforts were made
to place the capital in a state of defence.

Mehemed Ali Pasha was entrusted with the task of

organising an army, and all available troops were concen-

trated here. When he was sent a,sparle?nentaire to arrange

the terms of peace, Moukhtar Pasha, called in haste from

Erzermn, was entrusted with the command of the capital.

Suleiman Pasha was arrested on his arrival in Constantinople

and charged with high treason, Reuf Pasha, his successor in

the command of the Shipka army, being the principal accuser.

Towards the end of February the Russians arrived before

Constantinople. On March 3 the Peace of San Stefano was
concluded, which established the independence of Bulgaria

and Eastern Roumelia as an autonomous Principality, granted

Roumania her royal crown, ceded territory to Servia (Nish,

Pirot, and Yranja), to Montenegro (Antivari, Dulcigno, and

a portion of Albania), to Roumania (Dobrudcha), and to

Russia (Kars, Erzerum and Batum,and the Roumanian part of

Bessarabia). But now Europe intervened, demanding that

the Treaty should be put to the vote of a council of nations.

Engl? nd sent her fleet into the Sea of Marmora, thus prevent-

ing a Russian invasion of Constantinople ; Austria, too,

assumed a threatening attitude ; and Roumania had been

irritated so much that little was wanting to make her seize

the sword against her former ally. Seeing that this time

England was in earnest (to judge by her formidable prepa-

rations), Russia yielded, and the Congress of Berlin (June 13

to July 13, 1878) was the result. This modified the Treaty of

San Stefano in so far that Eastern Roumelia remained part of

the Ottoman Empire—not, however, for long, for in 1885 the

province rebelled against the Turkish Government, and with-
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out bloodshed united herself to Bulgaria. Greece was prom-
ised, and received later (in L881), a ' boundary rectification '

:

the districts of Arta, Trikkala, and Larissa. Austria was

authorised to occupy Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Turkey, so far a- her European possessions were con-

cerned, had been cut and sliced so much that only a shadow
of the proud Tartar Empire remained. Roumania had not

only gained nothing for her pains, but. thanks to Russia,

had actually Inst, viz. her part of Bessarahia : for the sterile

waste of the Dobrudcha was valueless to her. Russia, in

bange for enormous sacrifices in money and human life,

had won two comparatively small districts, and had forfeited

the goodwill of Europe. The greater part of the war
indemnity remains unpaid to this day. Servia and Greece,

who hail done little or nothing, had gained considerable

territory ;
Montenegro had doubled her dominions. Bulgaria

had obtained nominal independence, but had placed herself

under Russia's thumb, which it took her years of troubles and

turmoil to shake off'. Austria—a mere onlooker—had won
two line provinces; England, 'peace with hoi

That was the result of a war which, in cru< lty and

unmitigated horror-, ha- had no equal since the First,

•Icon's compulsory retirement from the husiness of

Emperor ami Manslayer.

Prom the moment when 1 had bidden I trewell, on leaving

home, to those who loved me, never < bear had dimmed my
: not throughout the unspeakable Bufferings I had wit-

not when mycomrades in joys and sorrow - dropped out

of the ranks one after the other ; not when hearts si iut< rthan

mine faltered in the despair of a hopeless -it nation ; not when a

hitter fate denied me the leisure of ,-i Becond to grasp the hand,

stiffening in death, of my fallen friend ;
not when our last

appeal to arms failed, mid the man of iron, the godlike hero

himself, ntic with grief and rage; not when, in the

silent, Bnowclad plains, fellow-travellers, one by one, sank into

n embrace, and el illy, their w< ary
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eyes for ever. But when the landmarks dear to my child-
hood appeared by the side of the iron track ; when familiar
roads and fields passed me in a whirling procession ; when
steeples and streets, never forgotten, however unlovely,
started out of the haze of a peaceful April sunset, like ghosts
out of the golden past, to the music, indescribably sweet to my
hearing, of the brake grinding against the wheels ; when at
last I saw her on the platform who had waited for my
home-coming through a weary year of pain, with patience
and never-ending trust in God, as only the woman who
loves can watch and wait ; when I beheld those dear eyes
scanning wistfully the long chain of clattering cars—then
all the pent-up passion of months of nameless horrors burst
the barriers of restraint, and, blinded with tears, with my
heart throbbing as if it would rend my breast asunder, I
rushed into the arms that were stretched out to receive me—my mother's. In a mad freak I had left her, insolent of
youth and conscious of strength ; and I came back longing,
praying for, hardly daring hope for, her love. But love
never dies. I heard her cry of joy, I felt the sob that shook
her frame, I asked for no more than to rest where I was :

for I had reached at last my home.

FINIS

E E
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APPENDIX A

ORDRES DE BATAILLE, ETC.

Chapter IV. Page 120.

Ordre de Bataille of the Corps leaving Wldd'uifor the

Relief of Nikopoli on July 13, 1877.

Commander : Mushir Osman Pasha.

Chief-of-Staff : Brigadier Tahir Pasha.

Staff : Col. Tewfik Bey ; Lieut.-Col. Hairi Bey.

Principal Aide-de-Camp : Lieut.-Col. Talahat Bey.

Commander of Artillery : Col. Ahmed Bey.

Commander of Cavalry : Col. Osman Bey.

Surgeon-in-Chief : Col. Hassib Bey.

First Division.

Commander : General of Division Adil Pasha.

First Brigade : Brigadier Ahmed Hifzi Pasha.

First Begiment : Col. Emin Bey.

1 battalion Chasseurs Nizamie.

2 battalions infantry ,,

Second Kegiment : Lieut.-Col. Husni Bey.

1 battalion infantry Xizamie.

2 battalions ,, Bedif.

Second Brigade : Brigadier Kara Ali Pasha.

Third Begiment : Lieut.-Col. Mehemed Bey.

3 battalions infantry Bedif.
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>urtl ' a1 M •! > Kazim.

. d infantry Nizamie.

2 battalions „ Eedif.

2 batteries field artillery (61b.).

2 squadrons cavalry Nizamie.

Second Division.

Commander : Brigadier Hassan Sabri Pasha

Third Brigade : Col. Said Bey.

Fifth Regiment : Col. Yunuz Bey.

1 battalion Chasseurs Nizamie

2 battalions infantry ,,

Sixth Regiment : Major Issa.

1 battalion infantry Nizamie

3 battalions ., Redif. 1 -"1

1 battery field artillery (61b.).

1 squadron cavalry Nizamie'.

Corps Artillery.

Col. A! i n ied Bey.

3 batteries field artillery (6 lb.).

2 ,. horse ,, (41b.).

1 battery mountain .. (3 lb.).

Corps Cavalry.

Col. ( Ismail I !ey.

3 squadrons cavalry Nizamie.

200 irregular cavalry

.

Engvru

1 company.

Total: I'.i battalions, 9 batteries, 6 squadrons, 200

irregular cavalry, I company engineers ; or, 12,000 men with

5 I • i
• i

.
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Chapter V. Page 121.

i rrangement of the March Column.

Vanguard.

Commander : Col. Osman Bey.

50 Circassians.

1 squadron regular cavaln .

1 horse-battery.

1 battalion Chasseurs (of First Regiment).

1 company engineers.

Main Body.

Commander : Adil Pasha.

1 squadron regular cavalry.

^ horse-battery.

1 squadron regular cavalry Divided between

100 Circassians j the two flanks.

First Eegiment infantry (less battalion Chasseurs) =2
battalions.

2 batteries (6 lb.).

Commander and Stafi

1 squadron regular cavalry (escort to Start).

Third Regiment infantry= 3 battalions.

2 batteries (61b.).

Fourth Eegiment infantry= 3 battalions.

1 battery (61b.).

Sixth Eegiment infantry= 4 battalions.

Bear and Train.

Commander : Col. Said Bey.

Second Eegiment infantry= 3 battalions.

Train : 300 carts, 600 packhorses, 18 ammunition

waggons.
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Fifth Regiment infantry (less battalion Chasseurs)
= 2 battalions.

1 battery (6 lb.).

1 mountain battery (31b.).

1 squadron regular cavalry.

Bear-guard.

Commander : Col. Yunuz Bey.

1 battalion Chasseurs (of Fifth Regiment).

^ horse-battery.

1 squadron regular cavalry.

50 Circassians.

Chapter V. Page 131.

The Ordrc clc Bataille for July 19 was the same as t bat

given with Chapter IV., with the addition of a brigade formed
of the three battalions which had joined us in Kenieja and
the three we had found in Plevna, as follows :

Fourth Brigade : Brigadier Atouf Pasha.

Seventh Regiment: Lieut.-Col. Ibrahim Bey.

2 battalions infantry Nizamie.

1 battalion ,, Red if.

Eighth Regiment: Col. Hamdi Bey.

1 battalion infantry Nizamie'.

2 battalions ,, Kedif.

Chaptbb VII. Page L82.

Ordrc de Bataille of the Plevna Arm//, July 29, 1877.

Commander : Mushir Osmao Pasha.

Chi< f of Staff: Brigadier Tahir Pasha.

Staff: Lieut.-Col. BairiBey; Lieut.-Col, RaifBej
Principal Aide-de-Camp : Lieut.-Col. Talahat Bey.

Commander of Cavalry : Col. Osman Bey.

Commander of Artillery : Col. Ahmed Bey.

Surgeon-in-Chief : Col. Eassib Bey.
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First Division.

Commander : General of Division Adil Pasha.
First Brigade : Col. Eniin Bey.

First Eegiment
: Lieut.-Col. Mehemed Nazif Bey.

1 battalion Chasseurs Nizamie.

2 battalions infantry Nizamie.
Second Eegiment : Col. Omer Bey.

1 battalion infantry Nizamie.

2 battalions „ Kedif.

1 battery field artillery (61b.).

1 „ horse „ (41b.).

Second Brigade : Brigadier Kara Ali Pasha.
Third Eegiment : Lieut.-Col. Mehemed Bey.

3 battalions infantry Eedif.

Fourth Eegiment
: Lieut.-Col. Suleiman Bey.

1 battalion infantry Nizamie.

2 battalions ,, Eedif.

1 battery field artillery (6 lb.)

.

2 squadrons cavalry Nizamie.

100 irregular cavalry.

Second Division.

Commander : Brigadier Hassan Sabri Pasha.
Third Brigade : Brigadier Tahir Pasha.

Fifth Eegiment : Col. Yunuz Bey.

1 battalion Chasseurs Nizamie.

2 battalions infantry Nizamie.
Sixth Eegiment : Col. Said Bey.

1 battalion infantry Nizamie.
2 battalions ,, Eedif.

1 battery field artillery (6 lb.).

1 ,, mountain artillery (3 lb.).

Fourth Brigade: Brigadier Atouf Pasha.
Seventh Eegiment

: Lieut.-Col. Ibrahim Bey.
2 battalions infantry Nizamie.

1 battalion „ Eedif.
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Eighth Regiment: Col. Hamdi Bey.

i battalion u

2 battalions ,, Redif.

1 battery field artillery (61b.).

2 squadrons cavalry Xizamie.

100 irregular cavalry.

Jiesi rr, .

Commander: Brigadier Sadik Pasha.

Adjutant: Lieut.-Col. Abdullah Bey.

Infantry: Lieut. -Col. Ilairi ]!<y.

2 battalions Xizami.'.

7 „ Redif.

Cavalry: Col. Osman I5ey.

2 squadrons Xixami.'.

2 „ ( Ottoman ( lossacks.

200 irregulars.

Artillery : Col. Ahmed Bey.

2 batteries (6 11 .

2 sectit ins), (6 lb.).

1 battery horse 1 1 lb.).

Engineers : 1 company.

Totalin Plevna: 33 battalions, 9£ bati [nadrons,

LOO irregular cavalry, 1 company eng 000 men
with 57 guns.

(iarrismi a/ Lovilchit.

Commander: Brigadier Rifa'al Pasha.

Adjutant : Col. Tewfik Bey.

1 battalion < lhasseurs Nizamie.

1 ,, infantry Xi/ainn'.

1 battalions .. Redif.

I batter} (6 lb.).

100 irregular cavalry.

'/',,/<// of I'l' ona Army, including Lovdcha Garrison:—
;<0 battalions, \o\ batteries, 8 squadrons, 500 irregular

dry, 1 company enginn r- ; or, 21.000 nun with ()•'» guns.
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Garrisons al ng the Roumanian and Servian Frontiers

Commander 1 -i igadier Mehemed Isset Pasha (Widdin)

Widdin : 12 battalions, 1 squadron, 1 field battery, 500

heavy fort gu i

North-Western Frontier : 4 battalions.

Loir 1= ' "' 1' ; bait^ii'»ns, 80 fort guns,

Rahova and Beshti . 5 battalions, 20 fort guns.

Total: 'i~ battalions, 1 battery, 1 squadron, 550 heavy

fort guns ; or, 16,000 men.

Total of West Bulgarian Army, under Osman Pasha s

Command; :—63 battalions, 11^ batteries, 9 squadrons ; or,

10,000 men with 6P guns (and 550 heavy fort guns).

The Commanders of the positions around Plevna were :

—

Vid bridge : Major Kazim.

Opanetz reel: abts : Lieut. -Col. Suleiman Bey.

Bukova redoubts : Lieut. -Col. Mehemed Nazif Bey.

Janik Bair redoubts : Col. Emin Bey.

Bash Tabiyas Brigadier Kara Ali Pasha.

Headquarters latteries : Col. Ahmed Bey.

Two large redoubts south of the Bulgareni road and

east of headquarters hill: Brigadier Tahir Pasha,

Brigadier Atuuf Pasha.

' Green Hill ' redoubt : Lieut. -Col. Ibrahim Bey.

Redoubt on the Krishin road : Col. Yunuz Bey.

Plevna (town) : Major Moussa.

Chapter IX. Page 221.

Ordire cle Bataille of the Expeditionary Force sent from Plevna

towards Pelishat on August 30, 1877 :

—

Commander : Mushir Osman Pasha.

Second : General of Division Hassan Sabri Pasha.
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Chief-of-Staff: Col. Tewfik Bey.

First Brigade : Brigadier Emit) Pasha.

First Regiment : Col. Omer Bey.

4 battalions.

B cond Regiment : Lieut. -Col. Mehemed Nazif Bey.

4 battalions.

Second Brigade : Brigadier Tahir Pasha.

Third Regiment : Lieut. -Col. Abdullah Bey.

4 battalions.

Fourth Regiment: Lieut. -Col. liaif Bi

4 battalions.

Reserve and Artillery: Brigadier Ahmed Pasha. 130

3 battalions infantry.

''< batteries, @ 6 guns.

Cavalry: Col. Osman Bey.

7 squadrons regulars.

•J ,, Ottoman ( lossacks.

10 ,, Saloniki auxiliaries.

300 Circassians.

Total : 1') battalions. 3 batteries, L9 squadrons, .'100

Circassians; or, 13,000 nun with 3(5 guns.

Chapter IX. V

Ordre de BataiUe of the Plevna Army, September <>, 1877.

Commander: Mushir Osman Pasha.

Chief-of-Staff: Brigadi* r Tahir Pasha.

ff: Brigadier Sadili Pasha : Colonels Hamdi Bey, Bairi

Bey; Lieut.-Colmiels b.iif Bey, Abdullah Bey.

Principal Aide-de-Camp : Lieut.-Col. Talahal P>ey.

Commander of ( lavalry : Col. Osmas Bey.

Commander of Artillery : Brigadier Ahmed Pasha.

Surgeon-in-Chief : Col. Hassib Bey.

h regiment consists of three battalions).
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First Division.

Commander : General of Division Adil Pasha.

First Brigade : Brigadier Edheni Pasha.

First Regiment : Lieut. -Col. Mehemed Nazif Bey.

Second ,, : Lieut.-Col. Mehemed Bey.

Second Brigade : Brigadier Kara Ali Pasha.

Third Regiment : Col. Hafouz Bey.

Fourth ,, : Col. Suleiman Bey.

2 squadrons regular cavalry and a detachment

Circassians.

4 batteries @ 6 guns.

Second Division.

Commander : General of Division Hassan Sabri Pasha.

Third Brigade : Col. Tewfik Bey.

Fifth Regiment

:

Sixth „ : Col. Said Bey.

Fourth Brigade : Brigadier Atouf Pasha.

Seventh Regiment : Lieut.-Col. Ibrahim Bey.

Eighth „ : Col. Omer Bey.

2 squadrons regular cavalry and a detachment

Circassians.

3 batteries @ 6 guns.

Th ird Division.

Commander : Brigadier Tahir Pasha.

Fifth Brigade : Lieut.-Col. Riza Bey.

Ninth Regiment

:

Tenth „ : Major Issa.

Sixth Brigade : Col. Yunuz Bey.

Eleventh Regiment : Lieut.-Col. Ali Riza Bey.

Twelfth „ : Lieut.-Col. Talahat Bey.

2 squadrons regular cavalry and a detachment

Circassians.

2 batteries @ 6 guns.
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Reserves.

omander : Brigadier b'ifa'at Past

[nfantry: Brigadier Emin Pash

10 battalions.

airy : Col. ( Isman Bey.

1 squadron regular cavalrj <escori io b<

quarters).

2 squadrons Ottoman Cossa.

10 ,, Saloniki auxilia] i

I detachment Circassians.

Artillery : Brigadier Ahmed Pasha.

8 l>atteries (5 6 guns.

1 company engineers.

i !: 16 battalions infantry, 19 squadrons cavalry

i i -ians, 12 batteries. I compaj

•i
i

. ith 7'2 guns.

Summary of the Forces under Osman Pasha's Co

1 lorps : Osman Pasha . .
•

v ri ti-western Corps Mehemed !--•
I

Widdin) :—

Widdiu . . . L2 I

\i' >ng the Norl b-western

Frontiers

i Palankah

bova ....
i Pash

Orkanj ...
irmatzi' and Tashk asi I _ 1 1

Etropol .... I

S >fia

— —
• C< 'luiiui a mcentr I

under Ahmed I lif/i I

'

. .

Total of ton 115 28 20
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Chapter IX. Page 231.

i t of the Fortifications and Positions, with their Com-
manders and Garrisons, on September 6, 1877.

Left Wing.

Opanetz redoubts : Suleiman Bey .

Bukova „ : Mehemed Nazif Bey
Janik Bair redoubt (west) : Adil Pasha .

» „ „ (east) : Edhem Pasha
Bash Tabiya : Hafouz Bey .

Kanli ,, : Kara Ali Pasha

Totals

Centre.

Atouf Tabiya : Atouf Pasha .

Araba „ : Tewfik Bey .

Omer „ : Omer Bey
Ibrahim „ : Ibrahim Bey .

Chorum „ .

Totals 12 18

Bight Wing.

Tahir Tabiya : Tahir Pasha 3 4

Major Issa 1

Biza Bey . 1 9.

Issa

Kavanlik

Yunuz
Talahat

Milas

Baghlarbashi

Battals Guns

2 6

4 3

3 6

2 3

2 4

1 2
14~ 24

2 4

3 4

3 2

2 4

2 4

Yunuz Bey 2 3
Talahat Bey . 1 3
Ali Biza Bey . 1

Major Piassim . 1

Total- 10 1-2
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Reserve.

Ikhtihat Tabiya : Rifa'at Pasha
Battels. Guns.

3 6

Headquarters Hill : Ahmed Pasha

In Plevna .... 4 6

2 —
Yid bridge : Major Kazim 1 6

Totals L0 18

Summary.

Left wing, or First Division : Adil

Gum Bquda.

Pasha ..... 14 24 2

Centre, or Second Division : Hassan

Sabri Pasha .... L2 18 2

Bight wing, or Third Division:

Tahir Pasha .... 10 12 2

Reserve : Rifa'at Pasha . 10 L8 13

Totals 46 72 19

Chapter XI. Page 293.

' '/ Ire cle Bataille of the Division marching from Orkam/6
to Plevna on September 18, L877:—

Commander : General of Division Ahmed IJifzi Pasha.

Chief-of-Staff : Lieut. -Col. Isset Bey.

First Brigade : Brigadier Edhem Pasha.

First Regiment : Lieut. -Col. Ali Mehemed Bey.

3 battalions.

Second Regiment : Lieut. -Col. Natou Bey.

3 battalions,

md Brigade: Brigadier Haki Pasha.

Third Regiment: Lieut. -Col. Eyub Bey.

3 battalions.

Fourth Regiment: Lieut.-Col. Tahir Bey.

:{ battalions.

5 battalions : Col. Veli Bey.

dry : 6 squadrons regulars : Col. BekirBey.

Artillery : 2 batteries (3 6 guns (one 6 11)., one :j lb.).

Engineers : 2 compani<
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Total : 17 battalions, 6 squadrons ; or, 10,000 men with 12

guns, having charge of 500 carts with victuals, 50 artillery-

aniniunition waggons, 500 packhorses and 200 carts with

infantry ammunition, and 2,000 head of cattle. 132

Chapter XI. Page 301.

Ordre de Bataille of the Plevna Army between

October 8 and 24, 1877 :— 133

Commander : Mushir Ghazi Osman Pasha.

Chief-of- Staff : Brigadier Tahir Pasha.

Staff : Brigadiers Emin Pasha, Hussein Vasfi Pasha
;

Colonels Hamdi Bey, Hairi Bey ; Lieut. -Cols.

Mehemed Nazif Bey, Mehemed Bey.

Principal Aide-de-Camp : Lieut.-Col. Talahat Bey.

Commander of Cavalry : Col. Osman Bey.

Commander of Artillery : Brigadier Ahmed Pasha.

Commander of Engineers : Lieut. -Col. Tiflik Bey.

Commander of Headquarters : Lieut. -Col. Mehemed
Nazif Bey.

Commander of Plevna (town) : Lieut.-Col. Hussein Bey.

Surgeon-in-Chief : Col. Hassib Bey.

First Division.

(North Front, from Opanetz to Bash Tabiya.)

Commander : General of Division Adil Pasha.
Battalions.

Fir^t Brigade : Brigadier Sadik Pasha.

First Regiment : Col. Hafouz Bey . . .3
Second ,, : Lieut.-Col. Latif Bey . . 3

Second Brigade : Brigadier Edhem Pasha.

Third Regiment : Lieut.-Col. Kazim Bey . 3

Fourth „ : Col. Hairi Bey ... 3

Third Brigade : Col. Suleiman Bey.

Fifth Regiment ...... 3

Sixth „ 3

18
F F
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Second Division.

(South-east Front, from Ibrahim Tabiya to the Tultchenitza

Valley.)

Commander : General of Division Hassan Sabri Pasha

(convalescent).—Brigadier Atouf Pasha (acting).

Battalions.

Fourth Brigade : Brigadier Atouf Pasha.

Seventh Regiment : Lieut.-Col. Raif Bey . . 3

Eighth „ : Lieut.-Col. Eyub Bey . 3

Fifth Brigade : Col. Omer Bey.

Ninth Regiment: Lieut.-Col. Natou Bey . . 3

Tenth „ : Lieut.-Col. Zini Bey . . 3

12

Third Division.

(South and West Fronts, from the Tultchenitza to the

Vid bridge.)

Commander: Brigadier Tahir Pasha.
Battalion-;.

Sixth Brigade: Brigadier Omer Tafir Pasha.

Eleventh Regiment : Lieut.-Col. Tertev Bey . 3

Twelfth : Lieut.-Col. Abdullah Bey. 3

Seventh Brigade: Col. Yum i/. Bey.

Thirteenth Eegiment : Lieut.-Col. Tahir Bey . 3

Fourteenth .. : Lieut.-Col. Talahat Bey. 3

Eighth Brigade : Col. Said Bey.

Fifteenth Regiment: Lieut.-Col. Ali Mchcmed

Bey .... 3

Sixteenth ,, . . . . . 2

17

Fourth Division.

(Orkanye" Road, from Dolna Dubnik to Telish.)

Commander: General of Division Ahmed Hifzi Pasha.

Batt ilioni.

Ninth Brigade: Brigadier TIaki Pasl

Seventeenth Regiment ....
Eighteenth ,, ..... 3
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Battalions.

Tenth Brigade : General of Division Ahmed Hifzi

Pasha.

Nineteenth Kegiment : Col. Veli Bey . . 5

Twentieth ,, : Lieut. -Col. Isset Bey . 6

17

Fifth Division.

(Reserves : in Araba and Ikhtihat Tabiyas and in Plevna

town.)

Commander : Brigadier Tewfik Pasha.
Battalions.

Eleventh Brigade : Brigadier Hussein Vasfi Pasha.

Twenty-first Begiment : Lieut. -Col. Hourshid

Bey ... 5

Twenty-second ,, . . . . .5
Twelfth Brigade : Brigadier Emin Pasha (convales-

cent).—Lieut.-Col. Mehemed Nazif Bey (acting).

Twent37-third Begiment : Lieut. -Col. Mehemed
Nazif Bey . 5

Twenty-fourth ,, : Lieut. -Col. Rassim

Bey . . . 5

20

Summary of Infantry.

First Division : Adil Pasha (north front) 18

Second >> : Hassan Sabri Pasha (south-east

front) ..... 12

Third »» : Tahir Pasha (south and west

fronts) ..... 17

Fourth J> : Ahmed Hifzi Pasha (Orkanye road) 17

Fifth 5> : Tewfik Pasha (Reserves).

Cavalry.

20

84

Commander : Col. Osman Bey.

Regular cavalry : Col. Bekir Bey.

13 squadrons (2 regiments) cavalry Nizamie.

2 ,, Ottoman Cossac

F F 2
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Auxiliary cavalry : Lieut.-Cols. Chefki Bey and Haki

Bey.

10 squadrons (1 regiment) Saloniki auxiliaries.

1,000 Circassians, formed into 2 regiments of 6

squadrons each.

Artillery.

Commander : Brigadier Ahmed Pasha.

9 batteries @ 6 guns field artillery (G lb.)

4 ,, „ 6 „ horse ,, (4 lb.)

3 ,, ,, () ,, mountain „ (3 lb.)

Total, 96 guns.

Engineers.

3 companies : Lieut.-Col. Tiflik Bey.

Volunteer Guard to Headquarters

1 battalion Volunteers of the Ottoman Union)

(foot).

1 squadron Volunteers of Vodena (mounted).

Total of Piema Army.

Infantry : 84 battalions

Cavalry : 25 squadrons

Circassians: L2 „

Artillery: 16 batteries .

Engineers : 3 companies

Volunteers: 1 battalion and I Bquadron

( ionvalescents and non-combatants.

Lieut.-Col.

Mrhemed
Nazdf Bey.

Men.

38,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

200

800

1.000

,-,000

TA&t of Redoubts and Positions occupied by the Plevna Army
end of October, L877, with their Infantry Garrisons and

Comma/na\ r*.
134

First Division. North Front,

etz redoubts 6 battalions Suleiman Bey.

Bukova redoubts Ka/.ini Bey.
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Yeni Tabiya 13 ' 2 battalions Hairi Bey.

Janik Bair redoubt west 3 „ Edhem Pasha.

Janik Bair redoubt east 0, Latif Bey.

Bash Tabiya Q-1

ii Hafouz Bey.

Second Division.—South-east Front.

Chorum Tabiya 1 battalion

Ibrahim ,, '2 battalions Raif Bey.

Atouf ,, 3 Atouf Pasha.

Omer „ 3 Omer Bey.

Tahir 3 „ Natou Bey.

Third Division .—South and West Fronts.

Issa Tabiya )

Kavanlik ,, 1 battalion.

Baghlarbashi „ j

Milas ,, 1 „ Abdullah Bey.

Talahat ,, 1 Talahat Bey.

Yunuz ,, 2 battalions
- Yunuz Bey.

Kutchiik 136 1 battalion

Haji Baba ,, 1 Ali Mehemed Bey
Ghazi Osman ,, 1 Tahir Bey.

Brestovitz redoubt 1

Ternina road redoubt 1

Baghche Tabiya137 1

Pertev Tabiya 2 battalions Pertev Bey.

Blasivatz redoubt No. 1 )

1 battalion.

II II » 2)

Vid bridge ,, 2 battalions Said Bey.

Namasgula Tabiya (south)
| 1

, ,.

(north)
j

138

Fourth Division.—Orkanye Road.

Dolna Dubnik 5 battalions Veli Bey.

6 ,, Ahmed Hifzi Pasha.

Second : Isset Bey.

Gorna Dubnik

Telish Haki Pasha.
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Fi/tJi Div is ion.—Reserves.

Araba Tabiya

Ikhtihat ,,

Headquarters139

Plevna (town)

Between town and

Yid bridge

5 battalions

5

1 battalion

5 battalions

Hussein Vasfi Pasha.

Tewfik Pasha.

Mi'hemed Nazif Bey.

Hussein Bey.

Bassim Bey.

Chapteb XIII. Page 362.

Ordre de Bataille of the Plevna Army for the Sortie of

December 10, 1877 :—""

Commander : Mushir Ghazi Osman Pasha.

Chief-of-Staff: Brigadier Tahir Pasha.

Staff: Cols. Veli Bey, Hairi Bey ; Lieut.-Col. Tahir Bey.

Principal Aide-de-Camp : Lieut.-Col. Talahat Bey.

Commander of Artillery : Brigadier Ahmed P-isha.

Commander of Cavalry : Colonel Bekir Bey.

Commander of Train and Convoy : Col. Said Bey.

Snrgeon-in-Chief : Col. Hassib Bey.

First Division.

Commander: Brigadier Tahir Pasha.

First Brigade: Brigadier Atouf Pasha.

First Regiment : Lieut.-Col. Barf Bey.

4 battalions.

ond Regimenl : Lieut. -Col. Eyub Bey.

1 bal balions.

2 batteries (5 6 guns.

ml 1 trigade : ( !ol. Xunuz Bey.

Third Regiment: Lieut.-Col. Zini Bey.

•1 battalions.

Fourth \:< gimenl : Lieut.-Col. Abdullah I'- y

ttalions.

•J l>att. ri< - (a 6 guns.
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Third Brigade : Brigadier Tewfik Pasha.

Fifth Regiment : Lieut. -Col. Mehemed Xazif Bey.

4 battalions.

Sixth Regiment : Lieut. -Col. Rassim Bey.

4 battalions.

2 batteries @ 6 guns.

1 regiment (5 squadrons) cavalry Nizamie : Lieut.-Col.

Chefki Bey.

Second Division.

Commander : General of Division Adil Pasha.

Fourth Brigade : Brigadier Hussein Vasfi Pasha.

Seventh Regiment : Lieut.-Col. Natou Bey.

4 battalions.

Eighth Regiment : Lieut.-Col. Hourshid Bey.

4 battalions.

2 batteries @ 6 guns.

Fifth Brigade : Brigadier Sadik Pasha.

Ninth Regiment : Col. Hafouz Bey.

4 battalions.

Tenth Regiment : Lieut.-Col.-Latif Bey.

4 battalions.

2 batteries @ 6 guns.

Sixth Brigade : Brigadier Edhem Pasha.

Eleventh Regiment : Lieut. -Col. Kazim Bey.

4 battalions.

Twelfth Regiment : Col. Suleiman Bey.

4 battalions.

2 batteries (a 6 guns.

1 regiment (4 squadrons) cavalry Kizamie ) Lieut.-Col.

^ „ (5 „ ) Saloniki auxiliaries] Haki Bey.

Convoy Brigade.

Seventh Brigade : Col. Said Bey.

Thirteenth Regiment : Lieut.-Col. Pertev Bey.

5 battalions.
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Fourteenth Begiment : Lieut. -Col. Ali Mehemed
Bey.

5 battalions.

2 batteries @ 6 guns.

2 squadrons of Ottoman Cossacks.

1 squadron mounted volunteers of Vodena.

Corps Cavalry.

£ regiment (5 squadrons) Saloniki auxiliaries ) Colonel

2 squadrons Circassians )
'< kir Bey.

Reserve Artillery.

1 battery, 4 guns (6 lb.).

Engineers.

3 companies : Lieut. -Col. Tiflik Bey.

Escort to Headquarters.

1 battalion volunteers of the Ottoman Union.

Summary.
Hen,

Infantry : 58 battalions 22,000

Cavalry: 9 squadrons regulars

2 „ Ottoman Cossacks

10 ,, Saloniki auxiliarii -

•J „ Circassians (200)

1 ,, mounted volunteers of

Vodena

1,500

1,500
Artillery: 1 I batteries C" 6 gone] Total:

I battery (2 I guns
J

88 guns. 141
/

Engineers : 3 compai
]

rt to Headquarter^ : 1 battalion 0,000

Non-combatants, convalescents, and wounded)

Total . . ISTooo
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NOTES

!Note 1. Introduction. Page 1.

The year 1288 is taken as the conmienceruent of the Turkish Empire,

but Constantinople was not conquered until 1453.

Note 2. Chapter II. Page 14.

I must except the short-lived first, and only, Turkish Parliament, which

was opened on March 19, 1877. Instead of hailing it as a blessed innova-

tion, full of promise and grand possibilities, the Turks looked upon it

partly with the characteristic apathy of their race, partly with wondering

suspicion, as a new instrument for the extortion of taxes. Other attempts

to institute a constitutional regime died a violent death ; the Turkish

Parliament, born in the labour-pains of terrific political excitement, expired

in infancy from want of vitality. Most modern Constitutions were de-

manded, and obtained, by the people ; the Turkish Constitution was
forced by the rulers down the nation's throat like a pill, not like a

newly discovered delicacy. Having swallowed one pill, the Turks did not

ask for another.

Note 3. Page 16.

The Turk applies the term ' Frank ' indiscriminately to every Western

European. It is not necessarily tised in an offensive sense. We employ

the word ' Tartar ' (correctly Tatar) in a similarly comprehensive and

occasionally reproachful manner.

Note 4. Page 18.

I have used throughout the English plural termination s to Turkish

words. The Turkish plural is ', pronounced lar or ler, according to the

rules ofeuphony: for instance, adam (man), plural adamlar; evret (woman)
plural evretler.
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Note ."». Page 18.

Artillery candidates receive a Bpecial, most exhaustive, and really

lent braining, as good as that in the German Army. They enter as

arst-hrotenants, sometimes (if they have satisfactorily gone through an

extra course) as captains. The artillery is independent of the Seraskier

;

it 1ms its own ' Grand .Muster,' who is responsible only to the Bultan, its

own administration, its own schools.

Note •'». Page 20.

This state of things exists to a terrible extent in A riatio Turkey,

notably in Bagdad, where also the Jews are offenders, and in Persia.

Xotk 7. Page 20.

I do not know why these restrictions were imposed ; I was told it had

something to do with religion. They were rescinded and reimposedin an

apparently arbitrary maimer.

Note B. Page 28.

The word is pronounced ' fess,' not ' fez,' being spelt j

Notk '.». Page 2 l.

The Russian battery has eight gun-, except the horse-artillery of the

Cossacks, which has six guns to the battery.

Note 10. Page 24.

The word arahji has nothing to do with Arabs. It is derived from

araba (cart). There may be an etymological connection.

Noi b li. Page 25.

.bo ill proper (called [etambonli by the Turks) is that pa

i Constantinople which lies south of the Golden 1 nan and within

the eity walls. In a wider sense, the quarters and suburbs north of the

Golden Horn, and even the Asiatic suburbs, are included in the term;

thus mostly by European writ<

No,, 12. Page 27.

Mahnioud Damad Pasha ('Darned' is son-in-law) married, 18

n-ye.ir-old daughter of Bultan Abdul Mejid (1889 to 1861 .
•

•
•• rich

by malpractices and dishonesty, obtained a fatal influence over Ids
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brother-in-law, Sultan Abdul Hamid II.—who, by the way, is a worthy,

well-meaning man, but often mistaken in his selection of counsellors and

projects ; became Grand Master of Artillery and member of the Council of

War, although he knew of gunnery and strategy absolutely nothing ; exer-

cised in 1877 and 1878, from motives of cowardice, greed, and envy, an

influence over the fate of the Empire of which the true extent will never

be known ; became, 1878, Seraskier ; was deposed and exiled in 1879 for

having given secret orders during the war ; was pardoned in 1880 ; was

tardily sentenced to death in 1881 for his share in the assassination of

Sultan Abdul Aziz, his marriage being dissolved; was pardoned and

exiled to Arabia, where he died, 1884.

Note 13. Page 29.

Yon der Goltz Pasha, a German general in the Turkish service, charac-

terises the Turkish nation as ' honest, proud, brave, and deeply religious,'

but ' suffering under the absence of a guiding aristocracy ' (he has never

been hi England).

Note 14. Page 30.

The highest of all military schools is the Erkiani Harb Mektebi

(School for Officers of the General Staft), where the training is excellent-

On the island of Chalki, in the Sea of Marmora, there is a naval college

with English masters. There are nine elementary military schools

(Rushdies) in Constantinople, and two Idadies, which constitute the

intermediary stage between the Rushdie and the Mekteb Harbi.

Note 15. Page 31.

As in the languages using Arabic characters (Turkish, Arabic, Persian,

Hindustani) the majority of vowels are not represented, the art of reading

is more difficult to acquire, even to natives, than with the languages

written in Latin or German characters. An English boy who has learnt

to rea^ English has learnt less than the Turkish boy who has learnt to

read Turkish.

Note 16. Page 33.

Moltke himself admitted that his mission to Turkey had been a faUure

;

he wrote home in these terms when the forces organised by him had been

routed in the battle of Nissib (1839), attributing the result to the raw

material of which the Turkish Army is formed. With this I humbly
venture to disagree ; the reason was that Prussian institutions did not,

and do not, suit the temper of the Ottoman people.

Note 17. Page 33.

The Circassian and Georgian girls were at that time (and are, secretly,

now) purchased ; were therefore slaves, often concubines, having as such
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a recognised legal and moral standing, utterly unlike European para-

mours, becoming wives at maternity. They were invariably treated well,

and appeared to be perfectly happy. This is not slavery as the term is

understood when applied to Africa, but a sale by poor parents of their

daughters, with the latter's consent, or a voluntary sale of the girls

themselves.

Note is. Page 34.

I have often been asked in Germany, how a person's intellectual

capacity can be gauged by a scale of numbers, when it must be clear to

the meanest understanding that it is impossible to fix a unit of measure-

ment.

Notb 19. Page 85.

These barracks, like all those in Constantinople, are most imposing

buildings.

Xote 20. Paob 87.

The distances are :

—

Constantinople to Adrianople . . = 198

Adrianople to l'hilippopolis . . = 11 '2

l'hilippopolis to Bellova . - 42

Note 21. Paoe 38.

Haji = pilgrim (a courtesy title given in Mahomcdan countries to men
who have made the Haj, i.e. the Pilgrimage to Mecca, the object and goal

of a true Moslem's entire career); Aga official; Dedashii broker:

bin =the son of; Delia] = ironmonger ; Baghdadi = coming from Bagdad ;

Malektijar = principal merchant, literally, king of the merchants, a title

given to the most respected trader of each community in Asiatic Turkey

and Persia.

Note -l-l. Page 89.

I was much troubled with the Mahomedan Calendar, with ita lunar

months of twenty-nine daya and ita yeara commencing at 622 ad. (the

Lems wrote 1294 in 1877); and with the Turkish time, which 1

twelve o'clock at sunset, whenever that may take place, differing thus from

day to day.

Non 28. Ch iptbb II I. Page 41.

Santo (or Sao eat of Constantinople, on tl

Of Marmora, uas originally a settlement of Italian fishermen, and is DOW

BO almost exclusively ITanki-di colony, with line villas of (.nek and

Armenian merchants, and a few summer residences of Turkiah

It has 2,000 inhabit
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Note 24. Page 41.

There was at that time only one train daily between Constantinople

and Adrianople ; but between Constantinople and Kutchuk Chekmedje
five additional local trams were run : to these belonged the one by which
we had travelled. I presume the desire of the authorities to avoid an
accumulation of troops in the little Yedi Kule" station next morning was
the reason of their having despatched us the previous night to

Kutchuk Chekmedje. Also, between Adrianople and Bellova there was
only one daily train.

Note 25. Page 45.

From Kuleli Liuvas itwo stations before Adrianople) to Bellova the

railroad follows the Maritza ; the landscape is hilly, except near Philipp-

opolis, where the valley of this river is so wide as to give the impression

of a plain.

Note 26. Page 49.

At the present day the Oriental Express takes you. without change of

carriage or lengthy stoppage, from Vienna, via Belgrad. Nish, and Sofia,

to Constantinople.

Note 27. Page 49.

The continuation of the railroad to Sofia was then in progress, although

at Bellova I saw no actual work being done.

Note 28. Page 51.

The Circassians—in any case, those I met—were settlers in Bulgaria and

East Rouinelia ; I saw none who came from the Caucasus. Both Asiatic

and Emopean Turkey were overrun with Circassians, formerly residing

on Russian territory, during and after the Crimean "War. In 1850 Russia

had 500,000 Circassian subjects, all Christians ; in 1864, 120.000 ; three-

fourths of the tribe had emigrated to Turkey and become Mahomedans.

This is the result of ' Christian ' Russia's government. These Circassians

were, I presume, the prototype of that ridiculous newspaper bogey, the

' Bashi-Bazouk,' a word which I never heard in Turkey.

Note 29. Page 53.

It speaks well for the morality of the Turkish soldiers that there was

not a single case of gonorrhoea or kindred disorders in Bellova, as I

ascertained from one of the Philippopolis men.
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Notk HO. Paob 56.

I repeat that this officer's name is not clearly impressed inmy memory ;

1 merely have the recollection that it hail some resemblance to the French

word • pardon.' My notes icier to him only under the nickname ' Parrot

Pasha,1 which Lieutenant Seymour bestowed upon him for his volubility.

Note 81. Paob .v.).

Midhat Pasha became Grand Vi/.ier on December 1<>. is7<">. and was

sentenced to death tor supposed high treason, whilst I was in Constantin

ople, on February 5, 1877. He was subsequently pardon ad exiled,

and went to England ; British influence being brought to bear upon the

Sultan, he was recalled, held various high offices, and was again sentenced

to death, in 1881, for a supposed share in the assassination of Sultan Abdul

Aziz. The sentence was commuted to exile to Arabia, where he suc-

cumbed to privation in 1884. Time lias vindicated his character, and he

is now looked upon as one of the ablest and most honourable nun whom
the Porte has ever had in her service. Midhat was particularly eager and

active in the attempted construction of railways, but was hampered,

bound, and gagged at every step. If the reader will refer to Note 12,

he will tind that the fate of Mahmoud Damad Pasha and that of .Midhat

Pasha were almost identical, and yet the one i, and the

other a patriot !

Notb 82. Paob 00.

The five roads referred to are the following: 1. 1
:
<i Nisli to Belgrad ;

•2. by the Ghint/i Pass, vid Berkovitza, t<> Lorn Palankah; :5. by the Baba

Konak Pass, vi& Orkanve, to Plevna : I. to Philippopolis 1>\ a partly forked

route a. via Ikhtiman to Tatar P.a/ardjik. b. ri.'i Bamakov, Banya, and

Bellova to Tatar Bazardjik ;
.".. oid Kustendil and Istih to BalonikL

Notb 88. Paob 02.

' Palankah' is a fortress; Pom is the name of a river which miM not

mfounded with the two rivers of the Bame name, Blai k and White
• Bulgaria, mar which the Czarevitch was subsequently

ted in several minor engagements by Mehemed Ali Pasha.

Notb 84. Paob 62.

'Hi. averted Mahomedans of christian Bulgarian d<

1 Pandokes ; thou of East Boumelia are called Pom
lans of Christian descent in Bulgaria and East Roumelia

numbered in 1877 half a million.
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Note 3.3. Page 63.

Stieler's atlas gives a place, Hasanova
; possibly the two are identical.

Note 36. Page 63.

It may have been the commander's original intention to leave ns in

Lorn Palankah, which was garrisoned by part of Osman's army ; of this

I cannot speak with certainty. From Lorn Palankah a bridle-path,

practicable in moderately fair weather, led along; the Danube to Artzar,

which is connected with Widdin by a good road. Query, Why did not

the infantry proceed by this path, which would have saved another ten

miles ? Was it because the path is in its entire length within view of the

Roumanian shore ? Later, in July, we travelled by the Artzar-Topolo -

vatz footpath with artillery and baggage; but it was then in splendid

condition, owing to two months' uninterrupted fine weather.

Note 37. Chapter IV. Page 67.

Sami Pasha was an officer remarkable chiefly for his violent opposition

to German ' missions.' Kossuth himself came to Widdin in disguise, was
recognised, arrested, and sent to Shumla, thence to Kutahia, in Asia

Minor.

Note 38. Page 73.

Each captain is supposed to have a bolnk emini (clerk), but ours had

none ; the orderly, a young private of fair education, served in his place,

though the first-lieutenant kept the books.

Note 39. Page 73.

Each battalion is supposed to have a surgeon, a physician, and an
apothecary; ours had only the first. Many battalions had none of these

officials.

Note 40. Page 76.

Speaking of chess, I must mention a curious occurrence. AVe had in

"Widdin camp two sets of men manufactured in the way I have indicated,

one painted white and red, the other green and red. Frequently I played

with a lieutenant named Akbar ; whenever we used the white and red

men Akbar won, whilst he lost invariably with the green and red figures.

I found out the reason. He was colour-blind !

Note 41. Page 77.

The date mark is an indentation of the skin of the size and shape of

a date. It is, strange to say, most prevalent where dates are cidtivated,

for instance hi the Persian Gulf districts. In Bassorah hardly a man,
European or native, escapes this disfigurement.
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Note 42. Page 80.

(ih.izi. i.r. the Victorious, is a much-coveted military title. The
Sultan conferred it upon Osman in September 1«77.

Note 48. Page 83.

Abdul Kerim Pasha was horn in 1807 (? 1811) in East Ronmelia. and
received military training in Vienna. He has distinguished himself in

many campaigns, bnt is most noted, rightly and honourably so, as an

organiser and reformer. In 1876 and 1H77 he was incapable owing to old

age and infirmity. Ho was recalled, and replaced by Meliemed Ali Pasha
July •!''>. was tried by court-martial for not having prevented fchi I!n*sians

from crossing the Danube, and was exiled to Lemnos, afterwards to

Rhodes. What became of him history does not record.

Note 44. Page 92.

The tohacco monopoly was introduced in Turkey in 1884, in Servia in

188;"i. In both countries the monopoly is fanned. If the reader has Q6V91

smoked tohacco from the Servian district of Baina Bashta, he has not

smoked good tobacco.

Note 4r>. Page 96.

The gipsies of Bulgaria are not nomadic, hut are settled in the

villages. During the rebellion of L876 it was mostly gipsies who acted as

hangmen. They are thievish, vicious, and dirty.

Note 46. Page 106.

This maize porridge is called mamaliga by the Bulgarians, and is a

national dish. It is not unlike the Italian polenta. Maize is much
cultivated in the province, where it thrives well iloney is abundant in

Bulgaria ; the peasants preserve it. in order to have a supply all the year

round. Among other Bweets, we had delicious candied rose-leaves from

the neighbourhood of Kazanlik, where roses are cultivated in fields, like

potatoes, for the purpose of obtaining the otto ol roses. Maize-fields,

apiaries, rose-fields, orchards, and vineyards constitute the common wealth

of the Bulgarian peasantry.

N'n i it. Page 1 16.

(ilia/i Ahmed Moukhtar Pasha was born in Brussa, Vsia Minor, in

L882. Prom L854 to 1866 he was teacher in the Mekteb Harbi. H<

3erdar Ekrem 1*71 in Yemen, and L875and l >- T
'

'. in the Eerzegovina.

he Sultan conferred the title of Ghazi upon him for his

Idbar and Kevin, and for the relief of B
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Note 48. Page 117.

Augustus Charles Hobart was born in 1822, third son of the sixth

Earl of Buckingham. He entered the British Navy 1835, became com-

mander 1855, captain 1863. During the American Civil "War he ran the

blockade eighteen times. He entered the Turkish service 1867, and was
successful in the Crete rebellion ; 1870, he became admiral and founder

of the powerful modern Ottoman Navy. In 1874 he went back to England,

but re-entered Turkish service early in 1877, as Admiral-in-Chief. He
died 1886.

Note 49. Page 118.

Suleiman Pasha was born in 1840, in Stamboul, of poor parents. He
distinguished himself in Crete 1867, was director of the Erkiani Harb
Mektebi 1874 and 1875, fought in Servia 1876, and was successful as

Serdar Ekrem in the Herzegovina and Montenegro, April to June 1877. He
practically annihilated his magnificent army in his audacious onslaughts on

the Shipka Pass, August 21st to 26th. He replaced Mehemed Ali Pasha as

Serdar Ekrem on October 2, whereupon the impetuous Hero of Shipka be-

came a veritable Fabius Cunctator. After the war he was arraigned before

a court-martial on a variety of charges. The Suleiman trial beats that of

Bazaine, not only for scandalous partiality, but also for dramatic intensity.

When some glaring lie of the prosecution had caused Suleiman to utter

an exclamation which displeased the President, the latter ordered the

soldiers to kill him ; whereupon Suleiman presented his breast to the

bayonets, crying out :
' Coward ! That would be a soldier's death.' Even

the Sultan got tired of the slowness of the tribunal, and after the trial had

dragged on for eight months, he commanded judgment to be pronounced

within twenty-four hours. Suleiman was found guilty of having failed

to ' marcher au canon ' on specified occasions, and sentenced to fifteen

years' incarceration. The Sultan pardoned him, and exiled him to Bagdad

;

subsequently he was allowed to return to Constantinople, where he died

1883. Faust Lurion, a Turkish Jew, has taken up his defence in the two

volumes, ' Campagne de Suleyman Pacha,' and ' Proces de Suleynian

Pacha.' In my opinion, Suleiman was as innocent of treacherous intent

as Bazaine at Metz. If it is true, as it is asserted, that in his furious

assaults on the Shipka Pass he acted on orders from above, even the use-

lessness of his heroism cannot be laid to his charge. A German under

Suleiman's orders, Liman (Lehmann) Pasha, a personal friend of the

author, deserves mention for his bravery. He was killed in one of

the Shipka Pass actions, on September 11, 1877.

G G
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Note 50. Chapter V. Tage 122.

I append our stages

:

Widdin Artzar .

Artzar—Krivodol .

Krivodol—Vultchiderma

Vultchiderma—Altimir .

Altimir—Kenieja .

Kenieja -Mahulleta

Mahulleta—Gorna Netropolie'

Gorna Netropolie— l'lcvna .

15

18

13

24

12

8

15

_!0

LIS

Note 51. Page 128.

Kazanlik, the centre of the rose-growing district, a paradise of inde-

scribable beauty according to Moltke (' Briefe aus der Turkei ').
was taken

by the Russians on July 17, after a smart engagement.

Note 52. Page 124.

General Nepokoitchizki. Chief-of- Staff to the Grand Duke Nicholas,

was said to have croaked so frequently and dismally rbout Tlevna in

April, May, and June as to incur the Czar's displeasure.

Note 53. Page 128.

Both Osman Pasha and Hassan Bairi Pasha bad repeatedly warned

the authorities at home thai Nikopoli had become untenable ;that it would

be wise to evacuate it. and thus save its garrison, artillery, and stores. The

Council ofWar had consented to this pr Jay ton late. A leading

feature of the Turkish wirepullers' dispositions throughout the campaign

was :
' Just too late.'

Notk 54. Pags 128.

I was told thai Osman, before leaving Widdin, bad been assured from

Constantinople that a bridge bad been, or would be, constructed for the

passage of his army.

Note 55. PAOB 130.

I tlatlv contradict I

" :ini1 *' ,1 "' r writers who assert that the

Via )ir

'

;
rtined. There were no fortifications of any kind; but

, athworl rtr icted by the battalion which bad the

',!,,, duringth( July80. The distance from bridge

to town i» four miles. I have aln that we met the Rahova road
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in Gorna Netropolie
;
this road joins the Orkanye road a quarter ofa mile

west of the bridge.

Note 56. Page 132.

Artzar had some claim to be considered a town, being fortified ; hence
it was sometimes called Artzar Palankah by the Turks.

Note 57. Page 133.

The military title kaim-makam (lieutenant-colonel) is given to the
civil governor of a district or town. Konak means large house, official
building, hotel.

Note 58. Page 134.

The fortified stone convent in the east, the blockhouse in the west, the
fortified Vid bridge, and other things mentioned by Russian, German, 'and
French writers, are fables.

Note 59. Page 135.

This is not the road by which we had come. We met it in Gorna
Netropolie. The actual distance between Widdin and Plevna is 115 miles,
the difference being due to the bend of the Danube between Calafat and
Lorn Palankah.

Note 60. Page 136.

Gorna (gornyi) is Bulgarian for upper, Turkish yokara ; Dolna (dolnyi),
lover, Turkish ashaga. The geographical nomenclature of Bulgaria is
puzzling

;
many places have four or five names (nearly all at least two),

each admitting of a dozen spellings. I have seen ' Tiirstenik ' spelt in
twenty-seven ways, ' Tatar Bazardjik ' in eighty !

Note 61. Page 137.

The Russian writer and eyewitness, Kuropatkin (who is otherwise dis-
tinguished by an attempt at honourable impartiality, though frequently
grossly misinformed as to the strength of the Turkish forces), makes a
Turkish deserter say, in October, in substance :

' There are som« officers
in the Turkish camp who have never fought, and will be found useless
under fire, for instance, Adil Pasha.' Surely this is a mistake, or else the
deserter wilfully misled the Russians. Adil Pasha, apart from previous
wars, was under rire from the first battle till the last ; he nad an excellent
reputation in camp

; the Mushir had unbounded confidence in him ; and I
can bear testimony to his courage. I think the honour due to a brave
enemy should induce General Kuropatkin to erase Adil's name in future
editions.
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Note 62. Chaptbb VI. Paob 148.

This ravine commences east of Grivitza, runs in a north-westerly

fan, is ten miles long, and opens near Ribina into the Vid Valley.

During wet seasons u contains a brook ; in dry seasons, only the last two

miles have water.

Note 88. Paob 137.

The Chief-of-Staff, Tahir Pasha, had taken the command after Husni

Bey had been wounded. The aide-de-camp, Talahat Bey, assisted in re-

organising the defeated troops. Colonel Said Bey led the two reserve

battalions.

Nun. 64. Chapter VII. Page 165.

Boluk emini = assistant clerk. There is, or ought to be, one of these

officials to every company, as the name implies (boluk = company)
;
but

ours had none, so the first-lieutenant kept the booksandthe ' cash.' There

aid the salaries were mostly paid in 'scrip,' per-

fectly useless to nn-. as it could be employed only in the payment of taxes.

I lost these precious documents in the final catastrophe.

NOTH 65. Page 169.

MehemedAlil a German, hailing from Brandenburg, Earl

Detroit being his name. He was born in 1827. His record, up to 1*77.

^honourable and distinguished one. I shall have to say bitter things

ftDOu1 him ; i- I repeat that which was at the time the opinion

of the Plevna .-inn v. Our views may have been on< sia

perhaps unfounded wejudg Lea

duty to echo the Bentdments of Osman's officers. He v, <d by

Suleiman Pasha as Berdar Ekrem on October 2, ad was Ben1 to Sotia, to

MMvlor the relief of Plevna. After tin- tall of Sofia I,.

called to the capital, to prepare it for defence. He was our ol the

istiee and peace; later, representative of the Poi

the Berlin Congress; in Beptember 1*7* he was killed by rebels in

Albania.

Nun 66. Pagk 177.

So.,,e authors Btyle these redonbts 'Abdul K< rim Tabiyas,' pretending

this is the Turkish demmiination. I cannot rememberthal the term

i with as. We had no reason to think well of Abdul Kerim

I
mmander-in-Chief, and it is not likely thai

]yi
. principal defences after him. Tin- same remark

[iU' south of Plevna. I never heard this hill called

• Y.-lol Bair.' I slmll. however, borrow this name from the Russian

autfa
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Note 67. Page 179.

On July 20 we had fifty-eight guns. If we add six received from

Sofia, and deduct six sent to Lovdcha and one demolished, a total of

fifty-seven is left.

Note 68. Chapter VIII. Page 188.

Speaking from memory, I should estimate the distances from redoubt

to third trench at 300 yards, to ravine at 400 yards, to first trench at 500

yards.

Note 69. Page 189.

Such an attempt at circumvention would not have succeeded. The
three and a half centre batteries commanded this space ; the garrisons of

the Bukova redoubts, the reserves of our redoubt and that adjoining us,

and half a dozen battalions from the general reserve, would have been

thrown into the gap at this stage of the battle. This I learnt afterwards.

But every Turkish officer to whom I mentioned the matter confirmed my
opinion ; i.e., he would have made the attempt, had he been a Russian

leader.

Note 70. Page 191.

This was the Regiment Pensa. It was not again in a fighting

condition for the rest of the day. Its losses are recorded as 1,050 men
out of 2,500.

Note 71. Page 192.

The companies D and t and two squadrons of regulars ; also two com-
panies from the redoubt on our right.

Note 72. Page 193.

The major referred, undoubtedly, to the battle of Giurgevo, July 7,

1854, and to the words which Kinglake puts into the mouth of the Czar

Nicholas.

Note 73. Page 193.

There were four bridges across the Grivitza : firstly—starting from the

west—that on the Plevna-Bukova road ; secondly, that on the Nikopoli

road—these two on the northern margin of Plevna ; thirdly, that on the

Bulgareni road, halfway between Plevna and Grivitza ; fourthly, one in

Grivitza.

Note 74. Page 195.

I recorded these and other particulars in my Diary, and worked matters

out in detail during the many leisure hours between this battle and the

September assault. My documents were lost on December 10, but I
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re-wrote much from memory, assisted by fellow-prisoners, during my
Russian oaptivity.

Note 75. Chaptkb IX. Page 215.

The Roumanians built a bridge near Corabia (to be exact, between

Beliatoare* on the left and Tepekiui, aZiaa Magula, on the right bank, utilis-

ing .'in island between these two places), and passed here, with two divisions,

betwet n August "27 and September 1 ; B third division had crossed already,

on August 7, at Nikopoli, by boats : the fourth remained in and near Calafat.

ie four divisions constituted the Roumanian Army. It had In en

Prince Charles's intention to make straight for Plevna and assume the

offensive ; but General Sotow, who then commanded the Russian West

Army las that operating against Plevna was called), insisted upon the two

Roumanian divisions marching eastward along the Danube as fai as the

Yid mouth, to keep in touch with the extreme right of the Russian position

and thence southward to Kreta and Brezlianitza. The removal of the«

stores and train from the Corabia bridge to the Vid caused grave incon-

venience, and for a week the Roumanian troops were badly off. For this

reason, and others. Kuropatkin considered Sotow's disposition a blundi r.

The Turks did not oppoe I Roumanian bridge-building, although in

August the\ had -till two battalions in I'.eshti and three in Rahova, and

several monitors on the Upper Danube. I presume the Beshti battalions

retreated to Rahova, although I bave no information in 'his point. In

September the bridge was removed from Corabia, and rebuilt betvi

Turnu Rffagurele and Nikopoli. In the beginning of September Pi

1< - took uominally the supreme command of the muted Russian and

Roumanian West Army, and Sotow became bis Chief-of- Staff. In reality,

the Prince never commanded any but his own troops, and Sotow b

independently. Kuropatkin is severe upon this splitting oi the command,
and attribute- to u the failure of the September assault. In this battle

things were really worse. The Czar and tb Duke Nichi

it. and there were thus four supreme commanders, although

it is asserted the Czar and the Grand Duke were mere onlookers, and q<

interfered. l\ must hav< been particularly gratifying to these 'onlooki

their 100,000 men with 444 go d by 80,000 men with event]

two guns ! In < October, General Todli ben, the Hero of S< bastopol, became

a fifth cb

Note 7i'>. Page 216.

iical men bad been on the way from Orkanye" to Plevna, and

d( tachment. < >ur ambulances display

owing a 1 i • at <>n a white Held.

77. Page 221.

This i I i men each) of Saloniki auxiliary

pn \ iousl} ; also, a squadron of

regulai ived.
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Note 78. Page 222.

In quoting Kuropatkin, I do so from Krahmer's German translation, as

I am not acquainted with the Russian language.

Note 79. Page 225.

I beg leave to quote Kuropatkin in literal translation :
' The battle of

Lovdcha showed how much more effective the long-range guns of the

Turkish artillery were than those of the Russian. Ninety-two Russian
guns were unable, until nearly the end of the battle, to silence five guns.

The impossibility of answering the Turkish fire successfully had, morally,

a very disadvantageous influence upon the Russian troops, inasmuch as

it deprived not only the infantry, but also the artillery itself, of con-

fidence in its own guns.'

Note 80. Page 225.

I happened to be present when a lieutenant-colonel (I think it was
Mehemed Nazif Bey) who had taken part in the expedition gave my
major an account of this council. The following is, as far as I can re-

member, the substance of his statement :

—

' It was in the early morning, rather chilly, and the sky was overcast.

"We were on the slope of a hill facing south-east towards Lovdcha. We
squatted on the ground, forming a circle around the Mushir, who sat

on a camp-stool with a map on his knee. The following were present

:

Pashas Hassan Sabri, Emin, Ahmed, Tahir ; Colonels Omer and Tewfik ;

Lieut.-Colonels Abdullah, Raif, Hairi, Ibrahim, and two or three others.

The Mushir asked :
" Shall we fight, or not ? " and briefly gave the pros

and cons. "We deliberated among ourselves for a few minutes. Hassan
Sabri rose, and said that he engaged himself to storm and take Lovdcha
at a cost of 1,200 to 1,500 men. Tahir said :

" Granted we take Lovdcha,

is our army sufficiently strong to occupy and hold both Plevna and
Lovdcha ? " The Mushir reflected, and said, " This is a grave and sensible

objection. To occupy Lovdcha with eight battalions and a battery, as

before, would mean simply to sacrifice these. An entire division of twelve

battalions and four batteries is the smallest force that can successfully

hold Lovdcha ; in addition, a strong body of cavalry is required to main-

tain the communication with Plevna. For storming purposes I can send for

four more battalions to Plevna ; that is the utmost I can do." The question

was put :
" Are we sufficiently strong to hold both Lovdcha and Plevna ?

"

Hassan Sabri said Yes ; everybody else said No ; the Mushir did not vote.

The original question was then put, and negatived unanimously ; the Mushir

and Hassan Sabri did not vote. The order to prepare for the march back

was at once given.'

For some unexplained reason the return journey was not commenced
until early next day (September 5).
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Note 81. Page 226.

To wit, seven squadrons of regulars, two squadrons of Ottoman
I u'ks, t<n squadrons of Saloniki auxiliaries.

Note 82. Page 230.

Krishin, Opanetz, Bukova, and Grivitza were outside our positions, and

never did. at any time, form part of the fortified camp of Plevna. The
reason of this is that the inhabitants of these villages were exclusively

Bulgarian, and that their possession would have done more harm than

good. Except Plevna, there was no town or village inside the camp.

Note 83. Page 231.

In the second battle there was a gap half a mile wide and denuded of

troops between the .Tanik Uair redoubts and the Bukova redoubts ; this

defect had been remedied by means of the trenches mentioned.

Note 84. Page 281,

These are the redoubts called Grivitza Nos. 1 and 2 bj^ the Russians.

The south redoubt (No. l) was taken by the Roumanians on September 11,

and was never recovered. The Turkish troops christened it Kanli Tabiya,

i.t. the Bloody Battery.

Note 85. Page 231.

11 call these four redoubts collectively the Krishin redoubts, the

two others i [ssa and Kavanlik) the Plevna redoubts
j
the Russian writers

call the latter two the ' Skobeleff Redoubts.' These six redoubts had been

built immediately after the second battle, to protect the army's march

from Plevna to Orkanye ; for it was Oaman's intention well known in

camp to evacuate the former and make the latt( i his centre of operations.

Peremptory orders from the Council of War bound him to Plevna.

blarbaabj means -head (summit) of the vineyards'; this is the

redoubt which the Russians call 'Garden Redoubt.'

N..ii 86. Paob 288.

I have quoted Western time throughout. It is hardly needful to

mention thai throughout the volume my indications of time are more or

ork.

Non sT. Chaptbb N. Page 289.

Eight battalions under Kmin Pasha, who was wounded next day.

J 40.

Tiie enemy's losses during the four days were 2,000.
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Note 89. Page 243.

The maize had not yet been cut, but many of the fields of it around

Plevna had been destroyed by the tramp of troops. Where it was stid

intact, for instance near Eadishevo, the corn stood five to six feet high.

Note 90. Page 243.

The attack on Omer Tabiya was made by seven regiments, which lost

5,400 men. Thus, seven regiments (twenty-one battalions) were wrecked

by a few battalions. Such is the value of fighting from covered positions,

however roughly made, granted, of course, that they are held by troops like

the Turkish infantry, which, when acting on the defensive, is the most for-

midable in Europe. Kuropatkin attributes this disastrous failure to the

fact that two regiments started by mistake two horns before the appointed

time. These (Ugla and Yaroslav) lost 2,300 men out of 5,000. Thilo von

Trotha (a German author writing from the Eussian point of view, whom
I have had occasion to quote before) is very severe upon the commander
of this division, General Schnitnikoff, who allowed two regiments to be

massacred during two hours without Bending aid ; as if two regiments could

have taken the Turkish camp. This blunder would seem incredible were

it not confirmed by the Eussian writers. Its worst consequence was the

lowering of the morale in the Eussian army. At 5 p.m. on the 11th, two

hours after the appointed commencement of the attack, Sotow already

considered the battle as lost, and contemplated a general retreat.

The success of Skobeleff and the Eoumanians in the evening did not

affect his decision. Osman, on the evening of the 11th, also regarded

the action as lost, with better reason. Thus the strange thing hap-

pened that the two opposing commanders, unknown to each other, both

considered themselves beaten. A battle may be imdecided, but the oppos-

ing forces cannot both be defeated. Who was right ? He was the victor

who made the last and supreme attempt, namely, Osman. Ergo, Never

give up a cause as lost until you have exhausted all your resources.

Note 91. Page 252.

Major Issa, the commander of the redoubt bearing his name, was

grievously wounded, and died a few days later.

Note 92. Page 256.

The brooks in the vicinity of Plevna, in fact the waterways through-

out Western Bulgaria, are subject to changes ; hence the fact that no two

maps are ahke with respect to the watercourses. Where in rainy weather

there is a river with a strong current, the usual July drought leaves but a

lazy gutter, sometimes only a dry bed. The brook in question was twenty

feet wide after the September deluge of the year 1877 ; two months before

there had been but a thin streamlet, like that from a leaking pipe. Often
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the brooks alter their courses between one season ami another, so that

B map which was correct m one year would tail the traveller twelve
months afterwards.

N.OT« 98. Page 257.

1 ines had been constructed in or near all redoubts, but it was
difficult to accustom the men to using them ; somehow they preferred

the open fields. Moreover, Baghlarbashi had been built to accommodate
600 men, and held then 1,700.

Notk 94. Paob 259.

Kuropatkin's account is as follows :—During the 12th Skobeleff sent

repeatedlyto Soton urgent appeals tor help, to which Sotow replied :

•

1 can

Rend no troops, because I have none to spare; the battle is lost, and you
must retreat.' At last, in the afternoon, Krylow, on his own i

- i I i tv

,

contrary to orders, and as a matter of camaraderie, ordered the

despatch of six battalions; three had already started when Sotow galloped

up and stopped the other three. All the time Sotow had seventy-four

battalions idle, of which forty-one (seventeen Russian and twenty-four

Roumanian) had not fought yet. The defeat in the centre on the previous

day, of winch Sotow had been an eyewitness, had disheartened him.

Kuropatkin characterises the Russian leaders' ignorance of their forces

their inability to handle them a- 'infamous' (' schmahlich' in

Krahmer's German translation!. Think of that !
- -w hen ( )sman threw his

last two battalions into the scale for life and death, -//(J won, Sotow, if

Kuropatkinbe correct, had >e\ enty-one battalions idle half as much again

;n the entire Turkish force, but was bo utterly cowed as to be unable, or

unwilling, to utilise them, and was beaten \ I cannot presume to question

ral Kuropatkin's statements, who, then a captain, was with Skobeleff

throughout the battle; bul would it not have been fairer not to attribute

the Turkish victory entirely to Russian blunder 2 Why not con

frankly and honourably, thai at Least a fraction of the ere, lit is due to the

ioi Bcience, indomitable energy, and wnehah of the Turkish

i : to the superhuman efforts of the officers, particularly as regards

ing and re-formation of disbanded troops ; and to the Btupi a I

bravery of the soldiers? Skobeleff paid no heed to Botow's instructii

ted only after the conquered redoubts had been recovt red 1>\ the

tai Sotow did not count thi < of

Kanli Tabiya as a mbt, which had cost the I

1,800, the Roumanians 'J.odd, the Turks 500 men. was completely over-

• 1 and controlled b biya, which stood on a higher level.

Osmanwi jnisedthal disadvantage to the Turk

I

iin to the enemy, and subsequently no effort '•'• IS mad. i\<

to the e ml to recover it, save the abortive attempl on the ev< ning of the

•.'.Inch was undertaken by A < 1 » I Pasha on his own responsibility.
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Note 95. Page 260.

The', Turkish wounded in Kanli Tabiya had succumbed to the Eussian

and Roumanian bayonets.

Note 96. Page 263.

Later I reported this man for various brutalities ; but he was let off

with a reprimand, as it was rightly concluded that we all had been more
or less out of our senses.

Note 97. Page 269.

That the possession of the Grivitza redoubt No. 1 was no advantage

to the Russians is admitted by the critics and the Russians authors ; it

was not only no advantage, but a positive disadvantage, because during the

subsequent investment the hostile lines were brought into a proximity

(BOO yards between the redoubts, 100 yards between the trenches, some-

times only thirty yards between the sentries) which constituted a per-

manent danger to safety and caused useless bloodshed, and the risk of

demoralising the troops by that friendly intercourse between the common
soldiers of the opposing sides which invariably takes place in such cases.

(The outposts used to talk to each other, amuse one another with songs

and antics, exchange biscuits, tobacco, and other commodities, and so

forth. It goes without saying that I apply the word ' demoralise ' in a

purely military sense. From a commonplace point of view, men who con-

ceive feelings of friendliness and brotherhood for men of another nation

can hardly be said to have become ' demoralised ' !) True, these disadvan-

tages were reciprocal; but it is clear that they must have been graver to

the besiegers, who played a winning, than to the besieged, who played a

losing game. Had Kanli Tabiya not formed part of the Russian lines,

the investment would have been none the less complete, the bloodshed

smaller, the result in the end the same. Without Bash Tabiya (Grivitza

redoubt No. 2) Kanli Tabiya was of no importance. The two together were

of immense value ; this induced the Roumanians to make repeated onslaughts

on Bash Tabiya, occasioning a loss of life which might have been avoided

had the Russians evacuated Kanli Tabiya ; not to mention the fact that

the latter, necessarily crowded, was the focus of the concentrated artillery-

fire of the Turks. During and after the battle the headquarters of the

Czar and the Grand Duke Nicholas were in Porodim. They observed

the conflict, the latter from a hill two miles south of Grivitza and two
miles east of Radishevo, called by the Russians ' Grand Duke Hill,' the

former from oi.c two miles south-east of Grivitza, and two miles north

east ofthe other hill, called by the Russians ' Czar Hill.' It is characteristic

that Sotow contemplated on September 13 a general retreat of the Russian

army beyond the Osma, with Bulgareni as central point ; but Nicholas

forbade the execution of this plan, and laid down the line Bogot-Radishevo-
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Grivitsa-Verbitza as the- Russian-Roumanian front, with cavalry west of

Plevna.

Notb 98. Paob 270.

ral Loschkareff. with four Russian and four Roumanian regiments

(thirty-four squadrons) and eighteen light guns, on the left Vid bank;

General Leontieff, with four Russian regiments (twenty-six squadrons)

and eighteen light guns, on the i xtreme left Bank oi tlie Russian position.

Notb 99. Paob 272.

Namely, four battalions belonging to Yunuz, one sent as reinforce-

ment, two formed of stragglers ofEmin'sand Rifa'at's disbanded troojis.

Notb 100. Paob 275.

We had at that time 1,500 carts in Plevna camp; but with so extended

a battle-field even this number was totally inadequate to convey the

wounded to town and the dead to the places appointed for burial.

Notb 101. Paob 281.

Solferino 40,000, Gra\ elotte 32,000, Koeniggratz 29,000, Plevna 25,000.

Notb 102. Chaptbb XI. Paob 295.

It is necessary here to give a riaume of the activity of the Russian-

Mianian cavalry in rear of the Turkish Plevna army from the day OH

which it crossed the Vid (September 8) to the day on which its activity

on the left Vid bank came virtually to an end (October 7). Trotlia and

Kuropatkin are my authorities.

hkareff, the commander up to I, had at Ids

osal eight regiments and eighteen f4uns, which w< re concentrated on

tin- evening of Septembt r 7 -.a Ribina.

Y tenik. Dolna Netro-

]ioli.', Gorna Netropolil, and Dolna Dubnik occupied. Skirmish with

troops sent by Suleiman Bey from the Opanet: redoubts.

9, Desultory fighting witb troops from Opanetz and ths

Vid bridge.

•. mb.r lit. 'lip cavalry division (four regiments ind eighteen

al Leonti< sf. belonging to the left wing of the Russian army.

. •! at Medeven.

tember n itirst daj of the third battle). Communicatioi

blished between tl rps, and Orkanye' road occupied from Gorna

I tubnik to vicinity of Vid brid

tember 12 to 18. Th< cavalry remains in the quarter-circle, Dolna

I

•ih.'-l •oln.i Dubnik-Medi

General Kryl eedsGi I chkareff as com-

mander :
"'

''I' tO and fortj
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guns. Loschkareff, with four regiments, occupies space between Orkanye

road and Russian left wing ; Leontieff, with four regiments, is in Bogot, to

protect Russian left flank.

September 20.—A detachment (fourteen squadrons and six guns) under

Colonel Tutolmin reaches neighbourhood of Telish.

September 21.—Tutolmin attacks the Turks (Ahmed Hifzi's column)

in Telish, and is driven off.

September 22.—Renewed and unsuccessful attack on the part of

Tutolmin, who starts from Telish, and meets near Gorna Dubnik Krylow
with the main body. The latter attacks, and is beaten off. A detachment

of his in Dolna Dubnik is dislodged by troops sent from Plevna (Atoufs

column). Both places are occupied by the Turks.

September 23.— Krylow, in danger of being taken between two fires,

retreats hastily to Tiirstenik. He leaves a brigade and a battery near

Dolna Netropolie. The Turkish column (Ahmed Hifzi's) advances to

Dolna Diibnik, and joins hands here with the troops (Atouf s) sent from

Plevna to meet it.

September 24.—The Turkish column, with its enormous and cumber-

some train, reaches Plevna in safety, after having exchanged shots with

the detachment left behind by Krylow.

Was there ever such a curious game of chess as that played between

Krylow's cavalry on the one hand, and the detachments of Ahmed Hifzi

and Atouf on the other '?

September 25.—Krylow makes an excursion to Rahova, and cuts the

"Widdin-Plevna wire.

September 26.—He sends a few shells into the town ; the fire being

vigorously returned, he retreats, and reports that he ' did not like to do

damage to the town, as it contained so many Christian inhabitants.'

September 27 to 29.—The corps goes to Ribina for forage, thence

(September 30 ) to Tiirstenik.

In the meantime the detachment left behind by Krylow in Dolna

Xetropolie (eight squadrons and six guns), under Colonel Levis, has

captured a few trains of supplies sent to Plevna from Orkanye, with 100

carts of flour, 500 head of cattle, and (what was worse for the Turks, as

they were already short of these articles) a stock of salt and quinine.

October 1.—Sharp encounter in the vicinity of Dolna Xetropolie,

whither Krylow had gone by orders from headquarters. He is beaten off,

and retreats once more to Tiirstenik, whilst the Turks occupy both Netro-

polies (which they evacuated voluntarily a week later).

October 2.—Levis's detachment reaches Telish and Radomirtzi, destroys

sundry bridges, and catches the Sofia-Plevna mail.

This mail carried a letter for me, which turned up miraculously in

Kharkoff four months later, and was handed to me, after having been

opened by the Russians, who got nothing for their trouble ; for it contained

only a mother's pious advice, and the news that the family canary had

died.
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October 3 to 5.—Levis in Radomirtzi ; Krylow. with the main body, in

and near Tiirstenik.

The task entrusted previously to twelve regiments (viz. to prevent

troops and supplies from Orkanye getting into Plevna) was now trans-

fem d to two regiments. ' But then, in the hands of so bolda commander

as Colonel Levis, these two regiments did a lot in a tew days' [vide

Kuropatkim. Bough on poor Krvlow !

October C.—Levis, attacked in front (Chefket Pasha's column) and rear

(v:tn of troops sent from Plevna), effects his escape skilfully across the

[sker to Chumakova.

October 7.—The Turks occupy now, and have fortified, both Dubniks,

Telish, Radomirtzi, and Lukovitza, and the task set to Krylow's cavalry

—namely, to cut off supplies and reinforcements from Plevna—has foiled

dismally. 8,000 horsemen, splendidly trained and equipped, anxious to

fi",'ht, operating in a country favourable for cavalry, as that west and

south-west of Plevna undoubtedly is, and occupied by a population three-

fourths of whom were friendly, and kinsmen in language and religion,

failed to intercept two columns, one of seventeen, one of twenty-one

battalions, each hampered by a train ten to fifteen miles long.

From October 7 to 24 (when Gourko took command of this section of

the Russian line) the Russians did nothing west of Plevna.

The reason for the feebleness of the Russian leaders' dispositions and

performances is to be found in the fact that they (notably Loschkareff and

Krylow) had been told to 'spare their men.' ks if it dways the

sacred duty of every commander to ' spare his men !
' Opposed to a brave

and clever enemy, successes in warfare will never be obtained without

bloodshed—never, as long as men cany arms. Pear of losses from the

dreaded quickfire of the Turkish infantry induced Krvlow to make no

us attempt to accomplish the task set to him bj to. :e of am
prompted him to resort to marches and counter-mi

and petty skirmisher, when only actions could have brought about

the desired result. The days of cavalry attacks are not passed. In

campaign there occur instances where only cavalry can speak the

iveword; to lose such a psychological moment in order to 'spare

the men '
is nonsense. A human life lias value only if it is sacrificed at

the right moment. For an emperor to provoke and declare war. and

then to instruct his generals to spare their men. is idiocy.

Nora 108. Paoi 295.

Of the sixty-three battalions of infantry, twenty-five were N'i.-aun.',

thim -six lodif, and two Mustafiz. The cavalry was composed as follows

:

thirteen squadrons of regulars, two squadrons of on ,ten

squadrons of Saloniki auxiliaries. The artillery consisted of seven bat-

, of field-artillery (61b.), four batteries of horse-artillery
1 1 lb.), I
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batteries ofmountain artillery (3 lb.)- The average strength of the battalions

was 450 to 500 men, of the squadrons, eighty men ; the artillery had 100

to 120 men to the battery, the engineers sixty men to the company.

Note 104. Page 297.

Of the twenty-one battalions, three were Nizamie, twelve Redif, five

Mustafiz, one auxiliaries, i.e. composed of men not belonging to any of the

three classes.

Note 105. Page 299.

I have estimated the losses from all causes between September 13 and
October 8 at 2,000. I have stated the number of Circassians at 1,000,

instead of 1,300, because some hundreds disbanded and dispersed before

the investment. Of the eighty-four battalions infantry, twenty-eight were

Nizamie, forty-eight Redif, seven Mustafiz, one auxiliaries. The battalion

of the ' Volunteers of the Ottoman Union ' (a patriotic movement recently

inaugurated in all parts of the Sultan's dominions for the defence of the

Empire) was composed for the greater part of men of the province. The
squadron of mounted volunteers hailed from Vodena. These volunteers,

foot and mounted, served as guard and escort to headquarters. I have not

included them in the infantry and cavalry, as they did not form part of

any tactical formation.

Note 106. Page 299.

In Gorna Dubnik there were also a few companies of Zapties (Gend-

armes). One of the battalions stationed here (Mustafiz) was composed

of Zeibaks, an Asiatic tribe ; these behaved splendidly when the place was
stormed by the Russians on October 24.

Note 107. Page 299.

Strigel lies at the southern foot of .a secondary pass bearing its name,
unimportant on account of the proximity of the Baba Konak Pass, the best

of all Balkan crossings, but which might have been used (though it never

was) by the enemy as a means to circumvent the Baba Konak Pass.

Note 108. Page 299.

This is not the Demirkiui seven miles north of Plevna, on the left Vid
bank ; the name (meaning Iron Village) is one of frequent occurrence.

It was also called Demirkiipri, i.e. Iron Bridge ; I do not know which of

the two names is the correct one.

Note 109. Page 300.

The well-known Englishman, Baker Pasha, commanded a brigade of

the Baba Konak army.
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Note L10. Page 801.

This part of my list is compiled from memory only, not from notes,

books, or documents ; I cannot, therefore, undertake to say that it is cor-

rect or complete. Most of these gentleman hadarrived in Plevna after the

second, some after (he third, battle. They w ere in the pay of the Ottoman
Government, and were called' Bed Crescent ' men, to distinguish them
from the Red Cross' doctors, £.0. those Bent out by charitable committees
m Germany, England, and elsewhere, of the latter we had none in

Plevna, neither had we (so far as I know) am war-correspondents during

the investment. The doctors whose names I have given were known in

camp by Turkish nicknames; one was called ' Kizil Burun Bey, 1

i.e.

•Colonel I led Nose.' Surgeon Moore and assistants Earvey, Moriot, and
Scud) >re (of the Stafford House Committee), arrived in Plevna with

Chefket's column on ( October 8, and tendered their sen ices to Osman, who
declined them, with the following characteristic message: • [f you wish to

have a look at my batteries, and would like to see some really good f1^ 1 i t -

ing, stay, and we wdl make you comfortable; if you wish to attend to my
wounded, return toOrkany^or Sofia; thai is where th. \ are. and you will

find there thousands of them.' The four gentlemen returned on October 9

with Chefket to Orkany£, where they were undoubtedly very useful.

Surgeons Ryan and Mackellar (of the same Committee) were also in

Plevna for a day or two during October, and were likewu requested to

return to Orkanye. Osman had an aversion against foreign Burgeons and

war-correspondents, and resented interference on the part of foreign

nations, particularly on the part of England, who had left her ally in the

lurch.

N..11 111. Page 801.

Doctor Ollis was taken prisoner when (lorn a Dubnik was storm

tlii' Ru nans on October 24, and was so we b ard in camp early in

mber—shot bj them after he had surrendered. That was what we
h. 11 ut : whether it is true "i- not l cannot say. Altogether, the barbarous

COnducI of the Russians on tin- day can onls he explained, though not

justified, bj their extreme irritation consequent upon Ahmed Hif/i's

magnincenl defence. I refer later to the burning of the wounded and

the attempted execution of the officers who had surrendered.

Note i 12. Paoi 81 1.

oua than Gi n< ral Ganetzki's claim to pose as conquerox

of Plevna ! up bj lome Roumanians on behalf of their Colonel

'-"ii. that I can discover, except that he was the first

il the wounded Osman in the shed near the Vid bridge, after the
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Note 113. Page 312.

I have not been able to ascertain whether Prince Charles, and General

Tchernat, the Roumanian commander, agreed with Todleben or were

opposed to his plans. The truth is, I presume, that their opinions were

not asked for. The relations between the Russian and Roumanian leaders

and officers were far from friendly, and grew worse as time went on. In

fact, early in 1878, after the armistice, it looked much like an outbreak of

hostilities between the two countries, whilst the relations between

Roumania and Turkey became quite cordial ; so says the Belgian officer

and writer, Fisch, the chronicler of the deeds of the Roumanian Army.
Kuropatkin also mentions the strained relations between the Russians and

Roumanians, and reads lis countrymen a pertinent and sensible lecture on

the subject. Early in November a Roumanian deserter reported in my
hearing that the Russian and Roumanian soldiers frequently came to

blows, and that both officers and men of the two nationalities hated each

other cordially. He characterised the behaviour of the Russian officers

as ' unbearable,' that of the men as ' brutal.' According to various accounts

in contemporaries, the conduct of the Russians in Roumania was like that

of barbarians in a conquered country. It is characteristic that the

friendly intercourse which I have mentioned as taking place between

the Turkish and Roumanian soldiers in the neighbourhood of Bash and
Kanli Tabiyas ceased the moment the Russians relieved the Roumanians
as garrison of Kanli Tabiya. The general impression in Plevna camp
was that the Roumanians regretted bitterly having taken Russia's part,

and that the nation was conscious of having no manner of complaint

against Turkey.

Note 114. Page 313.

It was strange that Gourko, who succeeded so brilliantly in a task in

which Krylow had failed so dismally, should have been appointed to the

post at the latter's suggestion (vide Kuropatkin). What became of Krylow

I know not ; he must have retired from the seat of war, for his name is

not mentioned again.

Note 115. Page 318.

I cannot remember whether we heard of the battle of the Aladja Dagh
before October 24 or after, through the newspapers (mostly English) which

the Russian generals were courteous enough to send us occasionally.

Possibly the news came on October 31, with the four or five Turkish

soldiers taken prisoner in Gorna Dubnik and Telish whom Gourko
liberated for the purpose of acquainting Osman with the fall of these

places.

H H
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Note 116. Chapter XII. Page 821.

Owing to the terrific losses which the troops of the centre had suffered

in the September battle, the number uf battalions in tbo Fourth and Ninth

Corps had been reduced to two, and even one, per regiment.

Note 117. Page 322.

Whether Gourko was under Todleben's command, or independent of

him, was then, and is now, a moot point. Gourko pretended that the latter

was the case, and acted accordingly; Todleben, with some irritation, and

a good deal of reason, claimed supreme command ofthe West Army. This

Btate of thingaled to differences which it required all the tact of Imeretinski,

Nepokoitchizki, and others, to smooth over. Gourko, with his impetuosity

anl corresponding disdain for Todleben's slow methods, and the latter, in

his stolid resignation to a necessary evil, i.e. the investment— the one with

his tine contempt for human life, the other in his onshakeable resolution

not to sacrifice another soldier—were an exceedingly ill-matched pair. Both

were splendid men, nevertheless, and stand out head and shoulders al

the average run of the Russian leaders, Skobeleff alone excepted.

Note 118. Page 822.

The number f>71 includes twenty heavy siege guns in the centre and

ten in various other parts. The eighty-four light £uns of the horse and

1 hck artillery are also included.

Notb 119. I'aqf. 325.

The siege of Widdin does not belong to the scope <>f tins work ; bul

being interested in the fate of this town, I collected much m it

greater part of which has never been publish' and hope toad

my readers on this subject in a future volume. 1 Bhall here only mention

,t was ai: table to both sides. plendidly

and showed themselves in the best light. Probably the town would have

ltd ; in any case it would have held

not the armistice put an end 1 rations. In accordance with the

s of the latter, tin- Roumanians occupied the place, and the Turks

: with an. e, and full honours of war, to Bieiogradchik.

company ti ignificant exch

of eivilities, the relations bet ia and her ally having meanwhile

I aed. hi" Ottoman Boldiers paraded before the

1 imanian general, and the bitter's troops before the Pasha ; tie li a

I.! the Roumanians ch

i firm' a* their • marched off. In connection with
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the splendid behaviour of the troops of Widdin I must mention the equally

fine conduct of the weak garrisons who defended the frontier against

Servia. From the moment that Milan crossed the boundary (December 14)

in order to share in the spoil gained by the Eussian and Roumanian
soldiers, he had to fight his way inch by inch, notwithstanding his enor-

mous numerical superiority. Step by step the Turks defended their soil

against this fresh invader with wonderful obstinacy. The garrisons left

by Suleiman Pasha on the Montenegrin frontier are also deserving of

praise on the same score. Altogether, the minor actions in the West towards

the end of the war show the Turkish soldier to the best advantage ; and
in estimating his conduct we must not forget that these engagements were

fought after Plevna had fallen—that is, after the country had received

what was intended to be, and bade fair to be, its death-blow. I doubt

whether there is anywhere in history a finer display of vitality, patriotism,

and dogged perseverance under similar circumstances.

Note 120. Page 337.

There must have been a certain sum within the space surrounded by
the Russian lines—say ±T200,000, or £T4 per person—which can have

neither increased nor diminished by a single piastre during the investment.

Yet money grew scarcer and scarcer, and was almost entirely absent in

December. I can explain this only by the theory that there are in every

commimity and under all circumstances persons who will hoard money,
although unable and unwilling to exchange it for commodities. I know
of one example : an officer who made £T80 (of which the Russians

subsequently robbed him) by the sale of articles belonging to himself.

He sold a set of flannel under-garments for £T10.

Note 121. Chapter XIII. Page 364.

In the orAre du jour I have substituted for the long-winded designations

of battalions given in the original document (for instance, ' Third Battalion

Nizamie ofthe Second Regiment of the Fourth Army,' or ' Second Battalion

of Redifs of Silistria of the First Ban ') the running numbers introduced

by me in the ordre de bataille, without individualising the battalions. I

have given Western time. The terms ' bridge ' and ' bridge-head ' refer

always to the old stone bridge. The auxiliary bridges constructed shortly

before are called the Opanetz bridge and the southern, wooden bridge re-

spectively. It must be remembered that the order was issued on the 7th,

with the actual date of execution left open. I may mention that the

instructions given in the ordre du jour that two battalions of the Fifth

Brigade should be on the left bank of the Vid at the commencement of the

action was not carried out—I do not know whether by accident or design.

The whole of the Second Division, except my battalion and another from

the Eleventh Regiment, was on the right bank throughout the battle.

h 2
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Note 122. Tage 8G8.

The total train consisted of 5,000 packhorses and 1,100 vehicles,

Including th.it portion which marched with the battalions. The train

proper—that is, that part which accompanied the Convoy Brigade

—

.!( d of 8,500 horses and 1,000 carte. All honour is due to its com-

mander, Colonel Said Bey, for the fad that this cumbersome procession

executed its movements in perfect order.

Note 123. Chapter XIV. Tage 392.

At that moment Edhem Pasha, who commanded ir Opanetz, had

already surrendered, having been deceived by a contemptible ruse

employed by the Roumanians, who, in summoning him to lay down
his arms, had told him that Osman had hoisted the white flag. As a

matter of fact, Osman surrendered at least two hours later than Edhem.

Note 124. Chatter XV. Page 401.

I have given this name phonetically, not knowing how It is spelt.

Note 126. Tage 407.

Kuropatkin states that after September 11 the loss from* illness to the

Russian infantry was 200 men per day, which, adding in per cent, for

cavalry, artillery, train, and staffs, would mean 20,000 nun for the tl

months, of which number a large proportion must have succumbed; for

it is dear that only the gi were Bent away, n anmerelj indisposed

filing in camp.

Note L26. Paoh 409.

The defence of Erzerum, as of military history, is hardly

known to the world, yet, in its way, it was a line performance.

. 127. Paoh 409.

Monkhtar Pasha was railed to Europe in January, and 1 with

the defence of the capital. I do not know how he managed to escape out

of invi ted ] rzerum.

Notb 12S. Ordki 122.

The Fourth Brigade was ii I b( composed later of th<

• ioned in Nikopoli ; but these Burrendi n d on ' uly 16.
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Note 129. Page 422.

Osman'a battalions numbered an average of 550. The squadrons were

eighty strong. The artillery had only two ammunition carts per battery.

We had no separate train companies, and carried no tents.

Note 130. Page 428.

Ahmed Pasha had been promoted to rnirliva rank after the battle of

July 30. I was told that he was English by birth ; but I never had

an opportunity of speaking to him, and cannot say whether this is true.

Reports that this or that officer who had distinguished himself and

made his name known was a European in disguise were very frequent at

that time ; but most of them were newspaper-canards ; I may mention

as a case in point the absurd statement which appeared in contemporaries

that Osman Pasha was Bazaine in disguise. It was most unfair to at-

tempt to take away from the Turks the credit of having brave and clever

men of their own nationality in their country's service.

Note 131. Page 430.

Ahmed Hifzi Pasha had meanwhile recovered in Sofia from the wound
received on July 20, had been promoted to ferik rank, and had been given

the command of the strong reinforcement column concentrating in

Orkanye. The latter was confidently expected by the troops in camp to

reach Plevna before the battle ; but it did not start until September 18,

and arrived on the 24th. Chefket Pasha, with his stationary garrisons

of Orkanye, Sofia, Etropol, Kormatzi, and Tashkessen, had been placed

under Osman's orders after the second battle. Kormatzi and Tashkessen

are situated at the southern outlet of the Baba Konak Pass.

Note 132. Page 433.

Of the seventeen battalions, two were Nizamie, thirteen Redif, and

two Mustafiz.

Note 133. Page 433.

Owing to the frequency of such names as Mehemed, Ali, &c, and to

the absence, or, in any case, the non-use of distinguishing family names,

the officers were habitually nicknamed, as ' black ' and ' white '
; for

instance, Kara Mehemed, Ak Ali. In most cases I have no note of the

appellation attached to any particular officer. The running numbers of

brigades and regiments are mine, introduced for the sake of clearness

and brevity ; the official ordres de bataille commenced always with No. 1

for the brigades of each division, and No. 1 for the regiments of each

brigade. Some regiments were commanded by majors, for want of
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colonels or lieutenant-colonels, just as many battalions were commanded
by captains, and many companies by lieutenants. Where I have omittod

the names of the commanders of regiments, not knowing them, these were
probably led by majors. I cannot claim absolute correctness for this 01

<h bataille, having only rough notes to go by. The strength of the bat-

talions was unequal, from 200 to 000; average, 450. Not having material

showing the distribution of the artillery and cavalry among the divisions,

I have given these arms in bulk.

Note 134. Tage 436.

Most of my names are those given to the works by the Turkish troops,

which differ from the Russian appellations. Tor instance, we called Bash

Tabiya the Grivitza redoubt No. 2, whilst Europatkin confers the name
Bash Tabiya upon one of the Janik Bair redoubts, an error arising, undoubt-

edly, from the false information given, intentionally or unintentional] .

the Russian authorities by spies, deserters, or prisoners. Where 1 have no

note or recollection of the Turkish denomination (for instance, Br<

vitz redoubt, Ttrnina road redoubt) I have introduced names of my own.

Note 135. Tage 437.

Yeni Tabiya (meaning Now Battery) was built between September 13

and October 1, on the western slope of the Janik 13 re the Nikopoli

road crosses it, across this road.

Note 136. Page 437.

Ktltchuk Tabiya (meaning Little Battery) was built in the last days of

October, as an additional protection to the exposed and oft-attacked Yunui
Tabiya.

Note 137. Page 487.

IT. re is another confusion of names. Baghche* Tabiya moans Garden

i lattery ; the Russian writers call Baghlarbashi Tabiya ' Garden Redoubt.'

ra 138. Page 437.

Some of the last-named eleven redoubts of the Third Division were not

built until November; I include them in my list to avoid repetitions. I

have not the actual dates of their construction
; roughly Bpeaking, I

•

excluding the Vid bridge redoubt, which dat< a from the se<

were an boo October 16 and November 16.

Note 139. Page 438.

This is the battalion of Volunteers of the Ottoman Union, which, in the

( rlre de bataille, is not included in the Fifth 1 division. The headquarters
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consisted of a 6mall redoubt or enclosure adjoining Araba Tabiya ; here

the Mushir resided, with his staff, until the end. The tents were replaced

by mud buildings when the weather became severe. On the whole, tents

were not used after October, either by us or by the enemy, not only

because earth huts afforded a better protection against the inclemency of

the season, but also because the conspicuous appearance of canvas was
found to offer a capital aim to the gunners.

Note 140. Page 438.

As with previous ordres de bataille, the running numbers of brigades

and regiments are mine.

Note 141. Page 440.

Of the eighty-eight guns, fifty-two were 6-pounders, twenty-two 4-

pounders, and fourteen 3-pounders. The distribution of the various

calibres had been made in a manner to give to each brigade a fair propor-

tion of 6-pounders and a share of the—for such an action almost useless

—3-pounders.





APPENDIX C
TURKISH^ AND OTHER WORDS USED IN GEOGRAPHICAL

NOMENCLATURE, IN THE COMPOSITION OF PROPER
NAMES AND NICKNAMES, OR OTHERWISE EMPLOYED
IN THIS VOLUME

A. = Arabic; B. = Bulgarian ; P. = Persian; Rou. = Roumanian ; Ru. = Russian;
S. = Servian. Where no indication is given, the word belongs to the Turkish language.

Abd (A.) ; servant
Abdul (A.) ; the Arabic proper
names commencing with Abdul
signify ' the servant of God,' the
Deity being named by some at-

tribute ; for instance, Abdul Rah-
man, the servant of the Merciful

Abdullah (A.) ; the servant of God
Ada ; island

Aga ; official, master ; also a title

given to officials and officers of

low rank, which in Arabic pre-

cedes the name, in Turkish fol-

L ws it

Agach ; tree

Agrisi ; pain
Ak ; white
ATibar (A.) ; great
Alai ; regiment
Alaili ; troojier ; also an officer who

has risen from the ranks
Araba ; cart

Arabji ; tram soldier

Ashaga ; lower
Aziz ; beloved

Baba; father

Bagh ; vineyard
Baghche ; garden

Baghlarbashi ; summit of the
vineyards

Bair ; hill

Bakal ; grocer
Bakshish ; alms, beer-money
Bash ; head
Basil agrisi; headache
Bash chaivush ; head sergeant
Bashi ; ace. sing, of bash, head, ex-

pressing possession ; for instance,

binbashi, a man who possesses

1,000 heads, i.e. a major. (The
numerals are followed by the noun
in the singular)

Bashi Bazouh ; madman. (See
Note 28, p. 445)

Bazar ; market, mart
Beirah ; standard, banner
Beirahdar ; standard-bearer

Bey ; lord ; also a title given to

colonels and lieutenant-colonels

Bieli (B.) ; white
Bin; thousand
Bin (A.) ; the son of

Binbashi ; major
Bism (A.) ; in the name
Bismillah (A.) ; in the name of
God

Boluh ; company
Boluh emini ; company's clerk
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Boyun ; neck
Bunar ; source, spring
Burun; nose; figuratively, head-

land, oape
Buijuk ; great

Charkha ; guardless sword
Chavmah ; sergeant
ChirU ; chin

Chiftlik; farm
Chok ; much
Czarevitch (Ru.) ; the son of the

Darjh ; mountain
Daliu : m

</ ; son-in-law

1 )a <I : David
'.

: broker
I : grandfather
Deli ; mad
/

' (A. i ; ironmonger
/• ; iron

r yol ; railway
Den iz ; sea
!>• rbend ; isthmus

; valley

/ ; camel
Doborantzi (Bon.); territorial in-

i Y\

i B.) ; lower
I }.); an re voir

'

Dunan a ( Ron.) ; Danube
Dtmav 1 ... B.) ; Danube

leman, air ; also a

title given to officers below non-

tenant-colonel rank; for instance,

I Iffendi, Major I

ni Ha/rb ; General Staff

'ii Harb Mektebi; school

,1 Staff officers

I old

/

man

bad
I of division

Ferka ; division

Fransiz ; French, Frenchman

Ohazi ; victorious

Ohiaur ; unbeliever
Gora (B.) ; mountain

I (B.) ; upper
Brush ; piastre (100 to the lira)

Hay (A.) ; pilgrimage to Mecca
Hcuji (A.) ; pilgrim
II<i mil (A.)

;
praise

H 'i in id ; praiseworthy
lliuie (Khan.'i ; house, building
Ha/rb ; war
Hckim ; doctor

Tbn ( A.) ; son

Ibrahim ; Abraham
Idad/te ; military advanced school
Ikhtihat ; first reserves
Jvi/liz ; English, Englishman
hni ; name
/ ta/mboul/i ; Constantinople
Itch injrisi : dysent(

Kaimmakam : lieutenant-colonel;

alec of a district

Kalarashi < Ron.) ; mounted militia

Ka-U ; castle

Killpnl: : eap

Kan . blood
Knuli ; bloody
Kara ; bl i

Korloah (B.) ; Bmall sailing v< - 1

Kavo88 ; polici man
l\' rim ; noble
Kinm ; inn

Kha/ne ; house, building
Ki'iftr ; unbeli I ;ion

;
< ; clerk

S la ; barracks
Kind . village

red

Kul ; arm (body) ; also wing of an

arn iv

Kol aahasti : major's adjutant

Kol ordu .

Konak; bouse, hotel, official build-

in},'
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Kule ; tower
Kiipri ; bridge

Kiltchiik ; little

Kuyu; well, spring

Lakin ; but
Lira ; Turkish pound (18«.)

Liva ; brigade

Mahalla ; quarter of a town
Mahomed ; see Muhamed
Mala (B.)

;
quarter of a town

Malek ; angel
Malek (A.) ; king
Malektijar (A.) ; chief of the mer-

chants
Mali (B.) ; little

Mamaliga (B.) ; maize porridge
Mejid ; glorious

Mekteb ; school

Mekteb Harbi ; military academy
Mektebli ; scholar ; also an officer

who has passed his examination
Miralai; colonel

Mirliva ; general of brigade

Mokaddem; reserves of the first

ban
Moskoflu ; Russian
Muhamed ; the praised one
Muhendishane ; gunnery school

Mulazim ; lieutenant

Mushir ; marshal
Mustafiz ; last reserves

Nef>>r ; private

Nizamie ; acting army
Novi (B.) ; new

On ; ten
Onbashi ; corporal

Ordu ; army, camp

Padishah; sultan

Palankah; fortress

Para ; money ; also a coin (forty

to the piastre)

Pasha ; lord, prince ; also a title

given to generals

Pashmushnik (Ru.) ; adjutant, as-

sistant

Pek ; very, much
Planina (B., S.) ; mountains

Bahamin (A.) ; compassionate
Bahim (A.) ; merciful
Bamazan ; the Mahomedan montli

of fasting

Bedif ; reserves
Bleka (B.) ; stream
Bossiori (Rou.) ; red hussars, regu-

lar cavalry
BumiU ; Turkey-in-Europe
Bushdie ; military elementary

school

Sanjak ; standard ; also a district

Sanjankdar ; standard-bearer
Selo (B.) ; village

Serai; palace
Seraskier ; Minister of "War
Seraskierat ; Ministry of War
Serdar ; commander
Serda/r ekrem ; commander-in-chief
Severim ; I love

Sevmek ; to love
Shitan ; devil

Slivovitz (S.) ;
plum-brandy

Soilemek ; to speak
Soilememek ; not to speak
Spanioles ; Turkish Jews of Span-

ish or Portuguese descent
Stari (B.) ; old

Su ; water, river

Suleiman; Solomon

Tabiya; battery, redoubt
Tabor; battalion

Tajir (A.), pi. tijar; merchant
Tali ; reserves of the second ban
Tallie ; chasseur
Tash; stone

Tchai; stream
Tcherni (B.) ; black

Tchihad ; holy war
Tepe ; hill

Tershane ; arsenal

Tesslim ; surrender

Tijar (A.); merchants
Tuna ; Danube
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T iit tin; tobacco
Tiitiinji ; tobacconist

Veliki (B.) ; great

Vilayeti : country, province

Vitch (Bn.) ; the son of (preceded

by the name or title)

Voda (B.) ; water, river

Y-im- ; aide-de-camp
Yrili ; seven

Yeni ; new
Yeshil ; green
Yok ; no, none
Yoka/ra ; upper
YoZ ; way, road

Yuaatifi Joseph
YUm : hundred
YiizbasJii ; captain

Zalisc ; reserves of tho third ban
Zalisc (A.) ; third

Zani (A.) ; second
Zaptic ; gendarme

The Turkish numerals are : Bir, 1 ; iki, 2 ; iitch, 3 ; dart, 4 ; besh, 5
;

ulti. (i; yedi, 7 ; sekiz, 8; doku .:,'.) ; on, 10; yirmi, 20 ; otu*, 80 ; /. '.. 10

eZZt, 50; altmesh, GO; yetmesh, 70; seksen, 80; doksan, 90; //wc, 100

;

/'i/(, 1,000. .Bin seAc'c i/ii~ doksan dort = 1S'JL
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A. = Asia ; A. M. = Asia Minor ; C. = Constantinople ; P. = Plevna ; Rou =
Roumania; Ru = Russia ; S. = Servia ; W. = "Widdin.

Where no indication is given, or where the explanation is not self-evident, the
locality belongs (or belonged in 1877) to Turkey-in-Europe.

Abchasia (Ru.), rebellion in, 117, 228
Abdul Aziz, Sultan, 2, 443, 446
Abdul Hamid II., Sultan, 2, 3, 115,

118, 123, 297, 302, 303, 307, 308,

309, 312 345, 443, 446, 448, 449,

463
Abdul Kerim Pasha, 83, 115, 118, 124,

169, 172 ; summary of career, 448
;

452
Abdul Kerim Tabiyas (P.), 452
Abdul Mejid, Sultan, 442
Abdullah Bey, 137, 232, 260, 261, 264,

265, 267, 268, 271, 301 ; death, 398
;

426, 428, 434, 437, 438, 455
Adil Pasha, 68, 70, 90, 131, 137, 178,

181, 186, 212, 216, 221, 223, 229,

230, 231, 236, 241, 242, 271, 275,

280, 301, 305, 306, 307, 330, 364,

371, 394, 397, 421, 423, 425, 429,

431, 432, 433, 435, 439, 458; cha-
racter and conduct of, 79, 451

Adler, Cape (Ru.), 117
Adlie, 118, 120
Adrianople, 37, 43 ; author's journey

to, 45; sojourn in, 46-48; 54, 118,

128, 136, 175, 232 ; occupied by the
Russians, 414 ; 444, 445

^Egean Sea, 43
Ahmed Bey (later, A. Pasha), com-
mander of artillery to Osman's
army, 137. 223, 231, 272, 301, 394,

421, 422, 424, 426, 427, 428, 430,

432, 433, 436, 438, 455, 469
Ahmed Hifzi Pasha. 131, 137, 157, 164,

270, 294, 295, 296, 297, 299, 301,

303, 313, 314, 337, 363, 421, 430,
432, 434, 435, 437, 461, 464, 469

Ahmed Hifzi's defence of Gorna Dub-
nik, 314, 464

Ak Palankah, 414
Akhalklaki (A.), 116
Aladja Dagh (A.), 227, 317 ; battle of

(A.), (October 14, 1877), 317, 318,
465

Albania, 415, 452
Alchasoff, General, 117, 228
Alexander II., Czar, 3, 64, 172, 209,

227, 269, 279, 310, 311, 326, 348,

450, 454, 459, 462
Alexander III. ; see Czarevitch
Alexander, Prince of Bulgaria, 58
Alexandropol (A.). 116
Alexinatz, battle of (1876), 83
Ali Kiamali Pasha, 117
Ali Mehemed Bey, 301, 365, 432, 434,

437, 440
Ali Riza Bey, 232 ; death, 271 ; 429,

431
Altimir, 125, 127, 450
Aluta, river (Rou.), 114
American Civil War, 449
Antivari, 118, 414, 415
Araba Konak Pass ; see Baba Konak

Pass
Araba Tabiya (P.), 231, 327, 364, 377,

431, 435. 438, 471
Arabia, 443, 446 ; campaign in (1871
and 1872), 80, 448

Arabic characters, language, and litera-

ture, 10, 30, 31, 443
Arabic provinces of Turkey, soldiers

from, 38, 289
Ardahan (A.), 116
Armenians, attitude of the, 16, 444
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Armistice (January, 1878), 325, 415,

452
Lrnoldi, General, 308, 313, 372
\r>ib (A.), 117

116

. 69 63, 120, 121, 122, 447, 150,

161

Asia, campaign in, 11G, 117, 227, 228,

317, 318, His. 109

Asia Minor railway, 18

At.mf Pasha, 124, 130, 131, 132, 137,

167, 271, 296, 301, 364, 365, 424,

426,427, 129,431,434,487, 138,461

Atouf Tabiya (P.), 231, 237, 341, 364,

131, 137

Austria, attitude of, 10, 92, 273, 414,

415, H6
Austrian Je* », 39, 91, 92-93, 413

r, 220

Baba Konak arm v. 300, 307, 322, 323,

340, 347, 377,394; beaten, 414; 462,

463, 169

Baba Konak Pass, 62, 135, 175,; 300,

307, tit. 1 16, 163

lagh, 1
1")

I . \ .
i

.

•_• 7 . 38, 142, 444, 449
(P.), 320,366, 437, 470

arbashi Tabiya <1'.), -'.'51
: during

the third battle, 247 267 ; 274, 282,

I 6, 158, 470
.i ta (8.), 448

Baker Pasha, 163

Balieva, 225
Balka arko's, 322, 323, 345,

108, til: coi ps, loehi med Ali's

i

.
i iak arm]

) ; p . i ,61,
186, 163 : railway, 19, 145 ; rob-

ty, 61

14, 50,64, 115, lis. 208,302,
313, 343, 394 of the, by
author. 69, 61, ''.:'>

; by the Russians
in I December and Januar . 62, til;

Q irko, L23, 227

58, 446
I 78 179, 185, 188,

197, 216, 221, 223, 280, 2 II

240, 241, 127

rth 1 1'. i. 260,271
I, 804, 306, 312, 329,

I 841, 842, 354,

187, 158, 169

470
iutb (P.) ; • • Kanli

I
I

v: I \ i •

Bastinado, 88, 306
Batum (A.), lie, 227, 317, 415
Bayazi.l (A.), llii. 117, 228,817
Bazaine, Marshal, 1 19, 169

Bazeilles (Sedan, i*7i». 207
Bekir Bey, 296, 297, 301, 432, 435,

438, 440
Belgian author, Fisch, 465
Belgrad (S.), 66, 445, IK'.

Bellova, 37; author's journey to, I".

19; sojourn iii, l'.i 56; 125,136,140,
111. 1 15, 146

Bellova cam].. ">l 56

BerkoTitza, 61, 62, 63, 120, 345, 446
Berlin Congre is, 1

1"'. 152

Beshti, 120, 136, 408,

rabia, •'!, 114, 415, 116

Bey, title, 26
Biela, 115, lit'.. 119, 135, 172,227
Bielogradchik, 63, 120, 123, 466
Bivolar (P.), 134, L36, 293,

Black Lorn, river, 115, 172, 208, 226,

227, 228, 316, 408, 446
Black Se:,. 117. 228

atz (P ). L36, 296, 394
Blasivatz redoubts (P.), 366, 437

Bodun, 65 ; see Widdin
(P.), 136, 220, 227, 270, 459,

461

1, 77, 109, 116

Bo phoi a -. L3, L5, 1

7

Braila (Ron.), lit. 115

Brandenburg, 152

to, 66, 88, 120

Br< mitza (P.), L85, 136, 157. !•"»

Brestovit/. (P.), I

. 437,

17D

Brussa (A. M.), 448
Buckingham, 1 Mil of, 1 1!>

BukarestlKou.). 7 1 . 104
;

journey to, ill, 412; sojourn in,

412, 413

Bukova II'.). 181, 186, 154 167, 162,

177, 178, 280, 241, 156 ; brook

155, 81 6 . n loubta (P.), 17-.

189, 196, 21ii. 230, 232, 283,

I, 841, 354, 367, 127, 131

227, 159

Bulgan Di road (P.), 131, 184,

186, 1 16, 157, 184, \:<-j. 198, 217,

127, 168

indi p. rid 1 15, 416;

autonomous Principality of United

116 ; Circassis 145

;
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Russian invasion of, 115, 117, 118,

227, 317, 322, 326, 408, 414 ; con-

verted Mahomedans in, 446
; geo-

graphical nomenclature, 451
Bulgaria, Western, scenery, 62, 132

;

rivers, 457
Bulgarian atrocities, 2 ; Servian 'War,

67 ; costume, 103 ; food, 106, 448
;

inhabitants of Plevna, 133, 138, 167,

176, 204, 222, 245, 256, 283, 306,

335, 347, 348, 350, 354, 377 ; dis-

graceful conduct of, after the surren-

der, 406 ; Mahomedans (see Turkish
inhabitants of Plevna

) ; peasantry,

448 ; rivers, 457 ; Christians, atti-

tude during the war, 462 (see also

Bulgarian inhabitants of Plevna)

Calafat (Rou.), 66. 67, 82, 83, 96, 98,

99, 106-109, 112, 113, 114, 451, 454

;

description and topography of, 66,

67; defence of, by Omar Pasha (1853
and 1854), 67 ; historical, 67 ; first

shot from, 106, 109 ; shelling

between Calafat and Widdin,
106-114

Calau (Rou.), 98
Caucasus, 77, 176, 410, 445
Cayalidere, river (P.) ; see Tultchen-

itza

Cazanova, 63, 447
Chairkiui, 316
Chalfali (A.), 228
Chalisovat (P.), 135, 136, 155, 156
Chalki, island, 97, 443
Charles, Prince (later, King) of Rou-

mania, 67, 82, 115, 209, 215, 226,

234, 269, 304, 311, 316, 321, 372,

405, 406, 454, 465
Cheiket Pasha, commander of Orkanye,

172 296-300, 303, 308, 323, 337,

430, 162, 464, 469
Chefki Bey, 297, 301, 337, 436, 439
Chibritza, river, 123
Chorum Tabiya (P.), 231, 364, 431,

437
Chumakova, 462
Circassians, costume, 23, 25

;
girls, 33,

443 ; appearance, 51, 95 ; conduct.

161, 306, 340 ; desertion of, 321, 339,

340, 463 ; origin of, 445
Congress of Berlin, 415, 452
Constantinople, 128, 135, 136, 415,

441,444,445, 446,449, 452 ; author's

arrival in, 12, 13 ; first impressions,
13-16 ; sojourn in, 13-38 ; foreign

residents of, 16 ; Turkish homes,

33 ; departure from, 38-41 ; defence
of, 415, 452

Corabia (Rou.), 136, 454
Corabia pontoon bridge, 215, 454
Cossacks, efficiency of, 29 ; Tur kish

(see Ottoman Cossacks)
Council of war (C), 114, 115, 118,

271,443, 450, 456; (P.), 265, 341,
345 ; before Lovdcha, 225, 455

Crete, island, 77, 80, 449
Crimean "War, 18, 80, 193, 208, 445
Crossby, Surgeon, 301
Czar ; see Alexander II.

Czarevitch (later, Alexander III.), 115,

208, 226, 316, 343, 408, 446
Czar hill (P.), 459

Damascene steel, 352
Danish war (1864), 310
Danube, 120, 133, 135, 454; near

Widdin, 62, 65, 66, 67, 83, 98, 99,
105, 110, 122, 447, 451 ; islands, 65,
83, 98, 111, 454 ; monitors, 93, 96,

97, 98, 106, 107, 454 ; Russian cross-

ing of the, 114, 115, 448 ; Roumanian
crossing of the, 209, 215, 227, 454

;

bridges (see Corabia and Simnitza)
Daiid Pasha camp and barracks (O),

35, 43, 47
Dede Agach, 43, 118, 415
Delenska. river (W.), 83
Delibaba (A), 117
Demirkiui, 299, 300, 463
Demirkupri, 463
Dervish convent, Skutari (A. M.), 18
Dervish Pasha, 227, 317, 408
Detroit, Karl, 452 ; see Mehemed Ali

Pasha
Deveboyun (A.), 409
Devel, General, 116, 227
Disevitza (P.), 136, 296
Dobrudcha, 115, 226. 415, 416
Dolna Dubnik (P.), 136, 295, 296, 299,

300, 308, 313, 314, 315, 319, 320,

386, 398, 434, 437, 460, 461, 462
Dolna Netropolie (P.), 136, 296, 308,

321, 322, 324, 385, 460, 461
Dospad Dagh ; see Rhodope
Drandy, cape (Ru.), 117
Dubnitza, river (P.), 136
Dulcigno, 414, 415
Diippel (1864), 310

East Roumelia, 128, 208, 227. 345,

408, 415, 445, 446, 448 ; rebellions in

(1876) 2, 49, 63, (1877) 123, (1885)
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104, 415, 410 ; scenery of, 40, 50, 56,

57, 61, 62 ; invasion of, by Gourko,
r_':<, L28, 227; Becond Russian in-

vaaion of, til. 1 15

rn Bulgaria, campaign in, 115,

226, 227. 316, 108

Edhi m Pasha, 231, 293, 294,295, 301,

.. 364, 366, -Td. 395, :i'.i7
; oon-

duot of. in the fourth battle, 398
;

399,429, 131, 132, 133, 137, 139, 168

Egyptian troops, 310

Elbar (A.), battle of (June 21 and 22,

l*77i. 1 L6, 1 18

Elena, 408, 11 1

Emin Bey (later, E. Pasha), 124, 137,

220, 223, 231, 246, 217. 251, 259,

271, 301, 362, 121. 125, 127, 128,

130, 133, 435, 155, 156, 160

England, attitnde of, 2. I. 16, 273.

287, 305, 341, 343, 111, 415, 410,

446, 164

English newspapers in Plevna camp,

!, 342, 343, 165

| ,216,277,301,464
b war-correspondents, 102, 164

1
1-

Erivan (A.), 116, 228,317
Erkiani Harb Mektebi (C), 43, 443,

4 19

un i L), 35, 110,400,415,408
Eski Za .-. 227

I Pasha, 00
Etropol, 61, 135, 136, 17:., 225, 209,

800, 322, 108, 130, 469
Etro) I

Baba Konak Pass

. battle of (1855), 80, 352

pe, attitude of, 1. 2, I, 16

843, 115, 1K,
; campaign in,

11 I, 115, 116, 226, 227. 316, 317,

in-, ill. 116

Eyub Bey, 301, 898, 182, 134, 138

!

, Pi ince of Bulgaria, 58
1

| tthor, 165

kin (W.i, 66, 111, lit. 118, 120

. attitude of, II

rman War (1870 71), U
Ml

271

1 ,451

I

,114,116
:. :i infantry regiment,

L54, 162

Oallip

Ganct/.ki, General, 311, 372, 305, 306.
398, 401, 405, 4H4

Garden redoubl (P.), 456, -170

Georgian girls, 1 13

(A.), 317
in military missions, 0. 33, 443,

447 ; teachers, 30, :?•">
: Burgeons,

216, 277, 289, 291, 801, 378; authors,
l">l ; war-correspondents, 102, 164

Germany, attitude of, 16, 273, 164

Ghazi Bair Tabiya (W.), 98, 107

Ghazi Osman Tabiya (P.), 320, 325
828, 365, 137

Ghazi, till-. 80, 27:;. 297, 308, 348
Ghintzi Pass, 61, 345, 146

Ghinzova (W.), 110

Gipsies in Turkey, 84, 85, '."'• n<>.

286, Ms
(iiur^evo, 118; battle of (1854), 208,

352, 153

Golden Morn (CM. 13, 15. 142

( iolt,-. Pasha, Von der, l 13

Gorna Dubnik (P.), 136, 295,

298, 299, 300, 308, 310, 313, ::i I,

315, 819, 320, 321, 326, 361, 868,

877, 407. 437, 460 165; batl e of

(Oct. 21. 1877), 311. 320, 321, 463,

164

Gorna Netropoli. (P.), 122, 125. 128,

136, 296 308, 385, 15, 150, 151,

160, 161

Gorna Btuden, 227, 311

Gourko, General, 116, 118, 123,128,208,

209, 226, 227, 312, 313, 314, 816,

I, 343, 373, 162,

465, 466 : chai f, 313, 466
Grand Duke Mill (P

|

battle of (1870), 226, 278,

460
Greece, attitu

'•• of. 343, 111. 116

In!. \ . 16, 111

i Mill (P.), 170, 127, l"-2

I
'.risliin

redoubts

326, B72, 3 18, 101, 402

Grivil l.i II [, 136, 187,

198, 217. 219, 221, 236
•/to. 248 6, mi. Hi''.

160 ; rm t (P.)

l 16, i 55, 168, 180, 193
:,:>-. 100, 458 ; red< ibl (P '.

177. 169, I7n
; No. i

Kanli Tabiya) ; N
Tabiya) . Nos. :' and I

i redoubts) ; bridge (P.),

(P.),

i
1 1'.) (se Bulr
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Guards, Turkish, 20, 23, 25 ; Russian,
304, 312, 313. 326, 372, 397

Giulanti (Ru.), river, 228

Haeouz Bey. 231, 271, 301, 429, 431,
433. 437, 439

Haidar Pasha Hospital, Skutari
(A. M.), 16, 18

Hairi Bey, 137, 231, 260, 261, 264,

267, 271. 276, 301, 421, 424, 426,
428. 433. 437, 438, 455

Haj. 444
Haji, title, 444
Haji Baba Tabiva (P.), 325. 328, 437
Haki Bev. 301, 436, 439
Haki Pa'sha, 294. 296. 897, 299, 301,

314, 315, 320, 432. 434, 437
Haki's defence of Telish, 315, 320
Hamdi Bev, 137, 231, 301, 362, 424,

426, 428^ 433
Harvey, ambulance assistant, 464
Hasanova, 447
Hassan Hairi Pasha, commander of

Xikopoli, 119, 128, 450
Hassan Sabri Pasha, 137, 174, 178,

196, 221, 223. 230, 231, 271, 301,

362, 422, 425, 427, 429, 432, 434,
435, 455

Hassib Bey, surgeon-in-chief to

Osman's army, 90, 104, 137, 231,
289, 301, 394. 421, 424. 42«. 433, 438

Headquarters hill (P.), 131, 154, 164,

179, 193, 242, 243, 260, 427, 432,
438; redoubt (P.), 438, 471

Heiman, General, 116, 227, 317, 409
Herzegovina, the, 1, 409, 416, 448, 449
Hindustani (language), 443
Hirsova, 115
Hobart Pasha, 117, 228 ; summary of

career, 449
Hohen^ollevn, 67, 209
Hourshid Bev, 301, 366, 435, 439
Husni Bey, 137, 146, 157. 421, 452
Hussein Bev, Governor of Plevna, 301,

350, 356, 362, 377, 378, 433, 438
Hussein Pasha, 116
Hussein Vasfi Pasha, 296, 301, 364,

366, 394, 433, 435, 438, 439

Dihtiman, 446
Ilori (Ru.), 117
Imeretinski, General Prince. 224, 227,

234, 235, 259, 269, 311, 312, 321,
372, 466

Inova (W.), 66, 82, 113
Inova camp ; see Widdin camps
Isaktcha, 115
Isker, river, 120, 128, 345. 462
Islam, 15, 21, 32, 78, 89, 406
Ismael Pasha, 116, 228, 409
Issa, Major. 422, 429. 431 ; death. 457
Issa Tabiya (P.), 231, 245, 247, 248;

loss of, 252, 261, 267; recovery
of, 268, 269; 274, 275. 276, 282,
431. 437, 456

Issa Tabiya brook (P.), 256, 457
Isset Bey, 293, 294. 297, 301, 314,

432, 435, 437
Istib, 446
Isvor, battle of (1876), 80
Italian hshermen in Turkey, 444

Ibrahim Bet, 137, 232; death, 239;
271, 424, 425. 427. 429, 431, 455

Ibrahim Tabiva (P.), 231, 239, 243,

325, 341, 343, 364, 431, 434, 437
Ikhtihat, first reserves, 25
Ikhtihat Tabiya (P.), 231, 242, 243,

341, 364, 432, 435, 438

Jaxik Bair (P.), 131, 134, 153, 166,

177, 178, 233, 239, 242, 258, 276,
366, 470

Janik Bair redoubts (P.), 177. 178,

231, 232, 239, 254, 275, 366, 370,
396, 427, 431, 437, 453. 456. 470

Jews in Turkey, 16, 39, 58. 60, 84, 85,

89, 92, 108, 113, 347, 449 ; in Rou-
mania, 177, 413 ; in Russia, 413

;

in Austria, 413 ; in Turkey-in-Asia.
442

Kadieiui (A. M.), 17

Kadikiui (Eastern Bulgaria). 227, 316
Kanitz, German author, 135
Kanli Tabiva (P.). 231 ; loss of, 252

257, 260,*270, 271, 282, 284, 288
293, 304, 321, 329, 331. 342, 372
401, 431, 456, 458, 459. 465

Kara Ali Pasha, 137, 231, 271, 421,

425, 427, 429, 431
Kara Hassankiui, 227
Karagatch, 136
Karaklissa (A.), 117
Kars (A.), first siege and relief of, 116,

227 ; second siege of. 317. 318

;

storming of, 334 ; 335, 343, 409,
415. 448

Kartushaven (P.), 296, 372
Karzow, General, 372
Katalei. General, 372. 396, 405
Kavanlik Tabiya (P.). 231; loss of,

245-247 ; abortive attempt to re-

I 1
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cover, 348 260, 252, _'•"»:;
; daring

the night of September 11 to L2,

264 266; first storming of, 268 264;
second storming and recovery of,

267-269; 274, 27."), 280, 282, 431,

487, 466
Kazanlik, 128, 136, 227, 148, 450
Kaz.-lvevo, 227

Kasim Bey, 301. 303, 371, 381, 3'JO,

398, 122' 427, 132, 433, 136, 439
Eenieja, 127, 137. 450
Kharkofl (Bu.), 44, 69, 31 1. 394, 404

;

Osman Pasha in, 400 ; author's

journey to, 411-413; sojourn as

prisoner in, 413
Khntsnbani (A.), 110,408
Kiathane (C), 15,20
Kilia, mouth of Danube, 11 t

Kinglake, historian, 74, 153

Kintrishi (A.), lit'.

Kishinef! (Ru.), 3, 64, 114
Kizil Tepd (A.), battle of (August 25,

1877), 228. 1517

Kocher, Russian surgeon, 312, 372
Koeniggratz, battle of (1806). 226,

160

Koran, 20, 32, 139, 386
Kormatzi, 299, 300, 323, 130, 169

Koshava (W.), Ill

Kossuth, Louis, 67. 92, 447
Kostroma, Russian infantry regiment,

L57

Krahmer, German author. 155, 158

Kreta, 15 I

Krishin (P.), 181, 136, 223. 225, 230,

231, 2:57, 239, 242, 308, 394, 156 ;

road (P.), 131, 206, 266, 268,269,
427 ; redoubts (P.), 216, (duringthe
third battle), 245 272; 282, 308,

B41, 396, 156

Krivobara, 62

Krivodol, 122, 123, 150

Kriidener, General, 115, 119,205, 206,

220, 234, 271, 312, 821, B72

Krupp guns, 24, '.'7, 824, 331

Krylow, General, 220. 234, 269, 269,

270 308,81 1. 313,363, 168
;

ini

ritv as cavalry command) r. 160

165

Kuban 1
Ru.), n bellion in, 1 17. 22s

Kuhle, Burgeon, 301

Kula ; t< e \ < 1
1 i •

•

K'ub'li Burga 1 1

3

Kurd-, tribe, 26

Kuropatkin, Gen<
ill. 224, 2 34, 847, 161, 154,

160, 162, 165,

170

I

Kurukdara (A.), 227, 317
Kiistendil, 414, 446
Kutahia (A. M.i. 117

Kutais (Ru.), rebellion in, 117, 228
Kiitchiik Chekmedje* (C), 41,46, 145
Kiitchnk Tabiva (P.), 325, 365, 187,

470

Lanob, Surgeon, 291, 301
Larissa, 416
Laskar, 225
Latif Bey, 301, 43:;. 137, 439
Lazareff, General, 317, 109

Lehmann ; see Liman Pasha
Lejean, French author 135
Lemnos, island. 1 18

Leontieff, General, 269, 460,

Levis, Colonel, 207, 461. 162
Liman Pasha, 1 19

Liule Burgas, l">

Livadia (Bu.), 3

Lorn Palankah, 00, 62, 68, 64, 120,
122. 123, 135, 287, 300. 324. 325,
373. 408,427, 430, 146, N7. 161

Lorn Palankah camp, 62

Lorn, river (Eastern Bulgaria); see

Black and White Loin
Lorn, river (Western Bulgaria), L28,

lie,

Loschkareff, General, 205, 234, 269,

313, 160, 161, 162

Lovatz ; see L01 icha
Lovdcha, 119, 121 ; loss of, 127. 128,

136; recovery of, 174, 176, 179,

2117. 208; tii I Bussian attack on,
2211 : Btorming 0*, 22:; 2! 7 . 315,

321, 372, 107, 126, 153, 155; battle

of (September 3, 1877), 221. 166 ;

road (P.), 131. 1.(5. 136, 17 1.

225. 269; Lovdoha-Plevna tele

graph, 186, 228
' l.iitti Djelil,' Turkish ironclad, 1 1 1

Lukovitza, 288, 300, B22, 462
Lurion, Fa ist, 1 b author, 1 19

M Lcn 1 1 lb, Surgeon, 164

Blagula, 154

Mahmoud Damad Pasha, 27. 99, 11-.

Minimal v of <:in er, ami death, I 12 .

446
Mahomedan Calendar, lit; time, 1 1 1.

166

Mahulleta, 128, 345, 160

(battle field), 88, 284,

i-<;
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Marian, 408
Maritza Plain, 48, 445
Maritza, river, 49, 50, 54, 445
Marmora, Sea of, 42, 77, 415, 443,

444
Martini-Peabody rifle, 23
Mecca (A.), 444
Medeven (P.), 136, 296, 460
Mehemed Ali Pasha, 86, 102, 169, 172,

209, 219, 226, 228, 300, 307, 308,

316, 322, 323, 345, 414, 415, 446,

448, 449 ; summary of career, and
death, 452

Mehemed Bey, 137, 232, 301, 362, 421,

425, 429, 433
Mehemed Isset Pasha, commander of

Widdin, 67, 120. 300, 325, 427, 430,

466
Mehemed Isset's defence of Widdin,

67, 325, 466
Mehemed Nazif Bev, 137, 174, 232,

239, 259, 260, 261, 267, 268, 269,

271, 301, 425. 427, 428, 429, 431,

433, 435, 436, 438, 439, 455
Mekteb Harbi (C), 19 ; author's

sojourn in, 29-35 ; 37, 42, 43, 55,

140, 443. 448
Melikoff, General Loris, 116, 227, 317,

409
Merguli (Bu.), 117
Mesopotamia (A.), 38, 76, 77
Metchka, 408. 414
Metz (1870), 124. 449
Michael, Grand Duke, 116, 317
Midhat Pasha, 58, 60, 134, 135 ; sum-
mary of career, and death, 446

Mikre, 224, 225
Milan, Prince (later, King) of Servia,

82, 103, 215, 467
Milas Tabiva (P.), 231, 258, 259, 266,

267, 272, 320, 365, 431, 437
Missum (A.), 117
Moller, Ueneral, 311, 372
Moltke, Field-Marshal, 79, 443, 450
Montenegro, 1-4, 77, 118, 343, 414-

416, 449 ; wars, 2, 4, 414 ; frontier,

118, 467 ; army, 414 ; in the peace
of San Stefano, 415, 416

Moore, Surgeon, 464
Moriot, ambulance assistant, 464
Moukhtar Pasha, 116, 227, 317, 335,

409, 410, 415 ; summary of career,

448 ; 468
Muhendishane (C), 30
Mukha Estatu (A.), 227, 317
Murad V., Sultan, 2

Mustafiz, last reserves, 25, 340, 462,

463, 469

Namasgula Tabiyas (P.). 437
Napoleon I., 70,^207, 226, 393, 416
Natou Bey, 301. 432, 434, 437, 439
Negotin (S.), 66
Nepokoitchizki, General, 371, 450,

466
Nicholas I., Czar, 193, 453
Nicholas, Grand Duke, 114, 209, 269,

312, 326, 327, 371, 405, 450, 454,
459

Nightingale, Florence, 18
Nikchitz, 414
Nikopoli, 102, 115. 118, 119, 124, 127;

loss of. 128; 129, 133, 134, 135, 137,

162, 171, 176, 413, 421, 450, 454,
468

Nikopoli road (P.), 135, 136, 154, 156,
176. 178, 185, 238, 302, 453, 470

Nish, 414, 415, 445, 446
Nissib, battle of (1839), 443
Nizamie, active army, 25, 462, 463,

469
Novoselo, 225

Odessa, 44, 228
Ogust, river. 324
Oklobchio, General, 116, 227, 317, 408
Ollis, Surgeon. 301, 464
Oltchomchiri (Bu.), 117
Omar Pasha. 65, 67
Omer Bey, 137, 231, 271. 301, 362,

425, 428, 429, 431, 434. 437, 455
Omer Tabiva (P.), 231, 240. 243, 267,

270, 282, 283, 284, 341, 364, 431,

437, 457
Omer Tatir Pasha, 296, 301, 362, 434
Opanetz (P.), 131, 133, 136, 157, 178,

179, 188, 230, 237, 241, 260, 271,

345, 363, 393, 433, 455 ; redoubts
(P.), 178, 216, 230, 233, 234, 239,

341, 342, 354, 362, 367, 370, 394,

398, 401, 427, 431. 436, 460, 468
;

pontoon bridge (P.), 353, 356, 367,

370, 371, 381, 385, 392, 393, 395,

467
Ordre du jour for the Sortie, 364-370
Ordres de bataille, 421-440
Oriental Express, 445
Orkanye, 135, 168, 171, 172, 208, 215,

226, 231, 265, 282, 287-292, 298,

299, 300, 307, 322, 323, 338, 356,

363, 430, 432, 446, 454, 456, 461,
462, 464, 469

Orkanve column, Ahmed Hifzi's,

293-295, 430, 432; Chefket's,

296-298
Orkanye-Plevna wire ; sec Sofia
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Orkanve road (r.). 130, 135, 13G, 178,

867, 865, 870, 2s7, 896, 301, 302,

303, 608, 313, 340, 845, 13 1, -135,

187, t">l ; fight for the, 41)0-462

Osikovo. 322, 336

Oema, rivor, L35, 174, (59

(>>man Bey, commander of cavalry to

Osman Pasha's army, 137, 231,

272, 301, 363, 421 424, 436, 438,

430, 133, 135

Osman Pasha, antecedents, 19, 80;
reputation in Turkey before the war,

85, 83 ; appearanoe, 80, 81; peculi-

arities. 81, 844; reported death,

81; aversion to foreigners, 81.

Author's encounters with, in

Widdin, 89 91 ; daring third battle,

213, 211 ; on the eve of the Sortie,

377,37s
; after the sortie, 393. Ob-

jection to war-correspondents, 102,

464. During the first battle, 164,

It).",; second battle, 195, 809; third

battle, 243. 844,357, 365,373; in-

vestment, 350; fourth battle, :i'.i7.

Corresponilcnc with Nicholas, 336,

227. Osman and the mysterious

Englishman, 311; advocates a
sortie, 344; ordre du jour for the

Sortie, 364 370 ; wound 4,393,393,

897 399 ; prisoner, 405, 406 ; objec-

tion to foreign surgeons, 164

Osmanbazar, 1
1",

Ottoman Cossacks 17".. 176, 212. 369,

136, 12>, 130, 136, 140, 166

Ottoman Union, Volunteers of the,

B78, 136, 140, 163, 170

Ozurgeti (A.), 1 in

I'wv, Burgeon, 301

converted Bfahomedans, 1 16

I'.inkaldi (C), 39

Pankis < L), l L6

, title, 26

.1 Stefano, t09, 1 1

5

Pelishat (P.), 136, 221. 222. 387, 107,

127 81, 1877),

•J2l .222 ; expeditionary column, 331,

427, 138; road (P.), 337, 389
ment, L58

(C 1. 13 16, 31, 2:1

I . 112, 111

; . frontier, 116;
1

1
-.117

I •

311.

787

Philippopoli3, 37, 48, 49, 51, 53, 55,

57, 104, 130, 171, 175,414,444,445,
146

Pirot. 00, 69, 414, 415
Pleven, 133; ace Plevna
Plevna army, in July, 131, 421, 122

;

in August, 121 186; in September,
229,2:10, 138 ISO ; in October and
November, 299, 300, 433-436 ; in

December, 361,363, 438-440. Supe-
rior officers, July and August, 137 ;

Beptember 1 to 24,231, 232; Sep
tember 24 to December 9, 301

;

December 10, 362
Plevna camp, in July, 177-179, 181,

427; in August, 316, 127; in 8< p
tember, 330, 231, 431, 188;

October to December, 186 138;

wires, 316, 233, 244, 340, 341, 854,

377
Plevna campaign, summary, 406,407 ;

total cost in life, 407; "moral, 107,

108

Plevna redoubts. 155; set I->a Tabiya
and Kavanlilc Tabiya

l'lc\ oa roads 135 ; see Bulgari oi,

Bukova, Krishin.Lovdeha, Nikopoli,

Orkanye, Pelishat, Bahova roads

Plevna telegraphs, 185; see under

Lovdchn tin

Plevna town, first aspect, 130 ; de-

scription, topography, 138 186;

projected railway, 136; historical,

186, 137 : villages in the vicinity,

136 ; distances to principal to

136 ; asp 160,

161, loo, L67 ; after second battle,

20:;. -jo 1 : after third battle, 376

e investment, 386 ; on
the morning before Sortie, S l-

on the 1

nea in. aftei the surrender, 101;

Ployetchi (Ron.), ill

Polish- Jot j, 10:,

Pomal rte l Bfahomedans,
146

Porodim (P.), 186, 311. 336,

159

Port Sultan-.', ruin of, 185

Ru.), 117

. B38
Prussian mi .

:;
. 1 18, 1 17

Badi 1 /i.i. General, 236, 227.

108

levo |P .1. 30. 157,

burning of; 239, H ',398,

1,7, 169
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Badomirtzi, 300, 313, 314, 315, 322,

461, 462
Bahova, 44, 120, 125, 127, 135, 137,

162, 287, 300; storming of, 324;
427, 430, 454, 461

Bahova road (P.), 135, 136, 450, 451
Baif Bey, 137, 232, 301 ; death, 398 ;

424, 428, 434, 437, 438, 455
Bakovitza, 120
Bamazan, Mahomedan month, 222
Basgrad, 35, 115, 316, 408, 414
Bassim, Major (later, B. Bey), 254,

301, 364, 398, 431, 435, 438, 439
Bed Crescent, 216, 277, 375, 454, 464
Bed Cross, 216, 329, 406, 464
Bedif Pasha, Minister of War, 86, 87
Bedif, reserves, 25, 462, 463, 469
Beitlinger, General, 311, 372
Beuf Pasha, 316, 343, 345, 408, 415
Bhodes, island, 87, 448
Bhodope Mountains, 50, 54, 115

;

scenery, 50, 51, 56, 57
Bhodope robbers, 56, 61
Bibina, 130, 136, 220, 227, 308, 452,

460, 461
Bifa'at Pasha, 137, 174, 207, 220, 223,

230, 231, 247, 251, 253, 259, 271,

426, 430, 432, 460
Bifa'at's defence of Lovdcha, 223, 224
Biza Bey, 232, 247-269, 271, 429, 431
Boman ruins in Bulgaria, 60, 134,

136
Bosalita Pass, 322
Boumania, proposed invasion, 82 ;

attitude of, 109, 114, 115 ; defensive

alliance with Bussia, 3, 115 ; offen-

sive alliance with Bussia, 208

;

strained relations with Bussia, 330,

465 ; Peace of San Stefano, 415, 416
Boumanian infantry, conduct, 79

;

soldiers' appearance and costumes,

99 ; settlers in North-Western Bul-

garia, 110, 113; Jews, 177, 405,

413 ; crossing of the Danube, 209,

215, 227, 453; storming of Kanli

Tabiya, 252, 269, 270; attacks on
Bash Tabiya, 288, 305, 312 ; treat-

ment of prisoners, 401, 411, 412 ;

railways, 413 ; cavalry, activity of,

in rear of Plevna army, 460-462
Bussia, attitude previous to war, 1-4

;

internal troubles and loss of prestige,

310,311
Bussian acquisitions in the Peace of

San Stefano, 415, 416 ; general

conduct of soldiers, 28, 29, 79 ; their

conduct after the surrender, 401-405

;

passage of theBalkans, 62, 123,414
;

crossing of the Danube, 114, 115 ;

authors, 162, 450, 451, 456 ; treat-

ment of prisoners,401-405, 411-413

;

officers, conduct of, after the surren-

der, 403, 405, 411 ; Jews, 405, 413
;

cavalry, activity of, in rear of Plevna
army, 460-462

Bustchuk, 35, 135, 226, 414
Byan, Surgeon, 464

Sadik Pasha, 137, 231, 301, 364, 366,

394, 426, 428, 433, 439
Said Bey, 137, 146, 231,301, 364, 365,

370, 422, 423, 425, 429, 434, 437,
438, 439, 452, 468

Saitchar, battle of (1876), 80, 83
Saloniki, 52, 53, 54, 446 ; assassination

of Consuls, 2 ; cavalry regiment, 221,

243, 369, 428, 430, 436, 440, 454
Samakov, 56, 446
Sami Pasha, 67, 447
San Stefano, 41, 409, 415, 444, 452
Schachowskoy, General Prince, 206
Schilder-Schuldner, General, 157, 162
Schmitz, Surgeon, 301
Schnitnikoff, General. 457
Scudamore, ambulance assistant, 464
Sebastopol, 77, 124, 209, 311, 352, 454

Sedan (1870), 207, 209
Selimie barracks, Skutari (A. M.),

author's sojourn in, 17-29, 32, 34,47
Selistoare (Bou.), 454
Selvi, 115, 136, 174, 372
Seraskierat (C), 442, 443
Servia, attitude, 1, 82, 118, 343

;

armistice (August 1876), 3, (Octo-

ber 1876), 3, (1878), 415 ;
peace

(1877), 3, (1878), 415, 416
Servian war with Turkey (1876), 3, 69,

76, 77, 82, 120,449; (1877 and 1878),

414, 467 ; war with Bulgaria (1885),

67 ; residents in Widdin, 65 ; spies,

82, 104; frontier, 82, 88, 110, 113,

300, 345, 427,467 ; tobacco, 92, 220,

448 ; crossing of frontier, 414, 467 ;

siege of Nish, 414 ; storming of Ak
Palankah, 414; storming of Pirot,

414 ; tobacco monopoly, 448
Sevin (A.), battle of (June 25, 1877),

116
Sgalevitza (P.), 130, 136
Shainovo, 317 ; battle of (January 9,

1878), 44, 414
Shipka, 44, 136, 317, 408
Shipka army (Bussian), 316, 317, 408;

(Turkish), 118, 123, 316, 317, 345,

408, 414, 415, 449
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Shipka campaign, 128, 816, 817, 343,

in
Shipka Pass, 128, 172, 219, 227,228,

816, 317. 848, 346, W8, 410, ill.

i-4'.i ; Suleiman Pasha's attack on
(August 21-26, 1877), 128, 227, 228,

149

Shumla, 114. 116, 186, 147

Silistria, 13),, 467
i
siege of (1853 and

1 -Ml 77, -.'lis. 362

Silivri, 77

Bilkovo, 225
Simnitza, 115, 172, ill. 112

Simnitza-Sistova pontoon bridge, 115,
j

172, 411

Simtchina, 52, 56

Sistova, 115, 11»'.. 118, 11'.'. 133, L34,

L36, L37, 17'-'. 176 : panic in, 208
;

211, 227, 304, 313, 105, 111
• niUa

Skit, river, 324

i n. (in. nal. 204, 206, --'(17. 209,

220, 224, 227. 231. 238, 245, 259,

269, 270, 271. 27:;. 312, 322, 326,

;527. 372, 157, 158, 166 ; charactei

and conduct of, 206,209,273,458,
466

Skoheleff redoubts (P.), I"' 1
'-

Skutari (Albania), 11 I

Skutari (A. M.), 17, 25
Slanitcheano, Cole '.24

Blatinitza, 108

Bmerdan iW'.i. 66, 121

Bmerdan camp : see Widdin Camps
Sofia, 51, 54, 55, 56, 58; author's

sojourn in. 60, 63; 115, 135, 137.

169, 172. 175, 203, 2117. 210, 211,

21 1. 215, 222. 292, 298, 300, 307,

322, 345, ll.'i: occupied by the

l: ill: 130, 1 15, lit;. 152,

164, 169

Sofia 1

Plevna telegraph, 135, 215, 287,

D i\.).:;i7

Solenik, 316
Bolferino, battl< I 226, 160

ha (Ru.), 1 17

I 11 ral, 220, 221. 221;. 284,

31 1. 312, 321, 822, 372, 154,

1

t of, 168

in Turke] I, 60

Stafford House Commitfe 1 . 16

1

-.Hi. t \j < tanti-

nople) J
1 21, 26, I 1 1 ; rail-

teanu . 1
-

I 17

Strigel Pas-. 463
Sukhum KaK- (Ru.), 117, 228
Buleiman Bey, 137, 281, 271, 301;

conduct of. in fourth battle 398, 425,
427, 429, 431, 133, 186, 489, 460

Suleiman Pasha, 88, 118, 128, 172,

209, 219, 227, 282, 307, 316, 343,

408, 111. 115; summary of career,

and death, 449 j 152, 167
Suleiman trial, 4 19

Bulina, mouth of Danube, 114
Sultan ; see Abdul Hamid II.

Tahtb Bet, 294, 301, 182, 134, 437,
438

Tahir Pasha, chief-of-staff to Osman's
army, 86, 90, 137. L96, 228, 280,

260, 261, 264 ; oonducl of, in third

battle, 265; 280, 301, 363, 864,377,
390, 395; conduct of, in fourth battle,

397; 398, 121, 124, 425, 427. 428,

129, (31 135, 138, 452, 155

Tahir Tabiya (P.), 231, 248, 25:?. 269,

267, 131, 137

Talahal Bey, aide-de-camp to Osman
Pasha 90, L37, 194, 195, 197, 198,

232, 301, 421, 424. L28, 429, 481,

188 152

TalahatTabiya (P.), 281, 258, 266,267,
272. 365, 131, 187

Tartar-. 1 I 1

Tashkessen, 299 I, 414, 430,

469
lash Kishla barracks (C), 12, 17

Tatar Bazardjil 136, 146,

451

Toherkea, Colonel (Hon.), 464

omanderof Rou-
manian army, 284, 321, 822, 37!

it;:,

Teliah, 186, 294, 297, 299, 300, 810,

818, 31 1. 315 ; surrender, 820 ; 821,

861 134, 137, If 1. 162, 466

dui, 164

neral, 1 16, 227. 228,

317, 409
II . 308, 320,

316; road (P.),

245, 246, 249, road
i : (P.), 187, IT"

reteven, L86, 225, 822
l

.

!.. ••
I Pa ha), L87, 174.

22:;. 2:;i, 269, 266, 267,

duct of, in thir'l battle, 272 .

801, B08, B64, 394, 121, 126, 128,

129, 131, 186, 188, 189, I
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Tiflik Bey, 301, 433, 430, 440
Timok, river (S.), 67
Tirnova, 115, 119, 128, 136, 174, 176

208
Todleben, General, 209, 281, 287 304,

311, 312, 317, 321, 323, 327, 372
396, 454, 405, 466

Tokat (A. M.), 80
Topolovatz, 62, 122, 123, 447
Trotha, von, German author, 208, 457

460
Troyan, 135, 174, 225
Troyan Pass, 62, 172, 174, 175, 414
Tultcba, 115
Tultchenitza, river (P.), 133, 134,

136, 231, 247, 259, 364, 365. 434
;

village, (P.), 130, 136, 311 ; ravine
(P.), 134, 136, 194, 195, 206;
valley (P.). 252, 321, 322, 372,
434

Turco-Austrian wars, 67
Turco-Russian wars, 1, 31
Turco-Servian war (1876), 3, 69, 76,

77, 82, 120, 449
Turkey, attitude of the populace, 4,

15, 16 ; military organisation, 25,
27 ; constitution of the empire,
441; slavery, 443, 444; tobacco
monopoly, 448

Turkey-in-Asia. 442, 444, 445 ; cam-
paign in, see Asia

Turkey-in-Europe, campaign in ; see
Europe

Turkish army, conditions of enlisting,

16, 17 ; customs and characteristics,
22. 59, 84, 164, 219, 339 ; uniforms,
outfits. 23. 24. 25, 99, 339 ; organisa-
tion, 25 ; grades, 26; strength, 26;
administration, 27. 28 ; tactics 27
28, 281, 282 ; artillery, 24, 29, 187,
240, 315, 455 ; cavalry, 23, 29, 199 ;

Cossacks (see Ottoman Cossacks)

;

empire (see Turkey
) ; gendarmes,

61; infantry. 23, 29, 79, 199, 281,
282, 315, 399, 457

Turkish inhabitants of Plevna,
133, 166, 167, 203, 204, 222,
245, 263, 268, 278, 279, 292, 335,
347, 354, 368, 374; language, 9,
10, 30, 343 ; literature, 31 ; navy,
117, 228, 449; parliament, 441;

l

policemen, 95 ; railways, 37, 39, 41,
45, 47, 48, 49, 135. 445, 446 ; sailors,

97 ; soldiers, characteristics, 59, 84,
164, 219, 339; standard, 73;
women, 33, 335 ; Zouaves, 24, 25

Turnu Magurele (Eou.), 454
Turski Tiirstenik, 136

Tiirstenik (P.), 136, 174, 451, 460
461, 462

Tutolmin, Colonel, 461

UciLA, Russian infantry regiment, 457

Varna. 115, 136
Veli Bey, 296, 297, 299, 301, 308, 315

319, 320 ; death. 398 ; 432, 435, 437,'

438
Verbitza (P.), 130, 134, 136, 238, 284,

285, 411, 460
Vid bank, left, Russian-Roumanian

cavalry on the, 460-462
Vid bank, right, last stand of Osman's
army, 392, 393, 397

Vid bridge (P.), 130, 178, 179, 230
234, 278, 296, 320, 328, 341, 342
343, 345, 355, 356, 357, 361 ; dispo-
sitions for fourth battle, 364-381,
385; flight across the, during the
fourth battle, 391-397 ; 404, 427
432, 434, 438, 450, 451, 460, 464*

467
Vid bridge redoubt (P.), 354, 432
_ 437, 470
Vid mouth, 4."

4

Vid plain (P.), 385, 391, 397. 404
Vid. river (P.). 130, 133, 134, 136, 178,

307. 311, 328, 353, 356, 357. 301,
362 ; dispositions for fourth battle,'

363-381
; during fourth battle, 385

-397 ; 404, 460
Vid valley, 452
Vidbol, 62, 122
Vienna, 445, lis

Vodena, volunteers from, 369, 436
440, 463

Volapiik, 10
Vranja, 415
Vratza, 125, 322. 326, 408
Vultchiderma, 123, 450

Warsaw, 206
Waterloo, 7, 393
Weljaminow, General, 205
Werder, von, German general, 269
West Army Russian, 321, 371 40S

414. 454, 466
Western Bulgaria, scenery, 62, 132

;

rivers, 457
White Lom, river, 446
Whitworth guns, 23, 97. 242
Widdin, 35, 37,44, 46, 47, 51; author*
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journey to, 55 65 ; description of

town, BniTOondingB, ami fortifica-

tions, 65 67; Btreets, 89; scenes in

streets. 93 96 ; 132, L83, L85, 801,

212, 281, 287, 800, B26, 836, 346,

863, 368, 421, 127, 480, 447, 450,

161, 166, 167

Widdin camps, 68 64, 66 ; life in, 81

89 : Author's departure from, 121

Widdin, siege of, 67, 414, 166

Widdin-Constantinople telegraph, 68,

118, 11 '.i

Widdin-Plevna road ; see Bahova road

Widdin-Plevna telegraph, 135, 287,

461
Wilson, Surgeon, 301
Winchester repeating carbine, 23, 25,

252
Wologda, Russian infantry regiment,

154

Yablonitza, 300, 322

Fantra, river, 227

Yaroalav, Russian infantry regiment,

467
Yedi KiuY (C), 37, 38, 39, 415

Yemen (A.), 80, 448

Yeni Tabiya (P.), 302, 333, 370, 437,

470
Yeni Tabiya (W.), 66, 98, 107, 108

Yeni Zagra, 128

Yunuz Hey, 137, 204, 206, 281, 239,

245, 252, 259 : conduct of. in third

battle, 272 ; 301, 808, 364, 865, B94,

398, 422, 424, 425, 427, 429, 431,

434, 437. 488, 160

Yunuz Tabiya (P.)i 281, 288,247,262,
253. 25s, 266, 272. 820, 325, 327,

328, 354, 365, 431 437, 470

Zu'Tiks, gendarmes, 61

Zeibaks, tribe, 468
Zimmermann, General, 116, 226

Zini Bey, 301, 134, 188

Zorndorf, battle of (1758), 271

Zouave, costume. 24, 25, 99, 339

;

regiments, 24
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By the Rev. J. F. HoGAN, D.D., Professor,

St. Patrick's College, Maynooth. With
Portrait., bvo.

Danton.—Life of Danton. By A.
H. Beesly. With Portraits of Danton, his

Mother, and an Illustration of the Home of

his family at Arcis. Crown Svo., 65.

Duncan.—Admiral Duncan. By
The Earl of Camperdown. With 3 Por-

traits. Svo., 16s.

Fox.— The Early History of
Charles James Fox. By the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Library Edition. 8vo., 18s.

Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6</.

Halifax.—The Life axd Letters of
Sir George Savile, Baroxet, First
Marquis of Halifax. By H. C. Foxcroft.
2 vols. 8vo., 36s.

Hamilton.—Life of Sir William
Hamiltox. By R. P. Graves. Svo. 3 vols.

15s. each. Addendum. Svo., bd. sewed.

Havelock.—Memoirs of Sir Henry
Ha velock, K.C.B. By John Clark
Marshman. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Haweis.—My Musical Life. By
the Rev. H. R. Haweis. With Portrait of
Richard Wagner and 3 Illustrations. Crown
Svo., js. 6d.

Hiley. — Memories of Half a
Cextcry. Bv the Rev. R. W. Hiley,
D.D., Vicar of Wighill, Tadcaster. With
Portrait. Svo., 155.

Jackson.—Stoxeiyall Jacksonand
the AmericanCivil War. By Lieut. -Col.
G. F. R. Henderson. With 2 Portraits and
33 Maps and Plans. 2 vols. Svo., 425.

Leslie.— The Life axd Campaigxs
of Alexander Leslie, First Earl of
Lei-ex. By Charles Sani-ord Terry,
M.A. With Maps and Plans. 8vo., 16s.

Luther. — Life of Luther. By
Julius Kostlin. With 62 Illustrations

and 4 Facsimilies of MSS. Cr. Svo., 3s. 6d.

Macaulay.—The Life and Letters
of Lord Macaulay. By the Right Hon.
Sir G. 0. Trevelyan, Baxt.

Papular Edition. 1 vol. Cr. 8vo., 2s. bd.

Student's Edition 1 vol. Cr. Svo., 6s.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Post 8vo., 125.
' Edinburgh' Edition. 2 vols. Svo. ,6s. each.
Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 36s.

Erasmus.—Life and Letters of Marbot. — The Memoirs of the
Erasmus. By James Anthony Froude. BARON de Marbot. Translated from the

Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d. French. 2 vols. Crown Svo., 7s.

Faraday.—Faraday as a Dis- Max Mullen—Auld Lang Syne.
coverer. By John Tyndall. Crown

1 Hy tne Right Hon. F. Max Muller.
First Series. With Portrait. Svo, 10s. 6a.
Contents.—Musical Recollections—Literary Recol-

8vo, 3s. 6d

FOREIGN COUPIS AND FO-
REIGN HOMES
8vo., 6s.

Bv A. M. F. Crown
lections— Recollections of Royalties—Beggars.

Second Series. My Indian Friends.
8vo, 1 os. 6d.
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Biography, Personal Memoirs, &e. continued.

Morris. / W \m
B) I. W. Mackail. With

traits and [6 Illustrations b; I . II. Ni v.

.

Palgrave. Fr .v / P.

grai .'
.
His Journals, and Memories of bis

Life. Bj Gwenllian F. Palgrave. With
• ait and Illustration. f>J.

Place. -The I /' P
By Graham Wai las, M.A.

With 2 Portraits. 8vo., 12s.

P O W y S. /' FROM THE
DlA ' vs. Pirn.: " 'ins.
of Hardwick House, Oxon., 175I

Edited by Emily J. Ci imenson, of Shiplake
Vicarage, Oxon. With 2 Pedigrees (Lybbe
and ! md Photogravure Portrait.

165.

A'./.l/./A'kI.s//\./ : // , Ln
Sayings. By the Right Hon. F. Max
Mi i.i.i k. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Reeve. -Memoirs oi the Life and
Correspondent ii yry Reeve,
late Editor of the ' Edinburgh Review,' and
Registrar of the Privy Council. By John

OHTON, M.A. With 2 Portraits.

2 vols. S\ o.,

Romanes.— The Life and Letters
\borge John Romanes, M.A., /./../>.,

F.R.S. Written and Edited by his WlFE.
With Portrait and 2 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Seebohm.

—

TheOxfordReformers
—John Colet, Erasmus and Thomas

: a History of their Fellow- Work.
By Frederic Seebohm. 8vo., 145.

Shakespeare. — Outlines of the
Life op Shakespeare. By J. O. Halli-
well-Phillipps. With Illustrations and
Facsimiles. 2 vols. Royal Svo., jis.

Shakespeare's True Life. By
James Walter With 500 Illustrations by
Gerald E. Moika. Imp. 8vo., 2if.

Stanley (Lady).
The Girlhood of Maria JosephA
Holroyd (Lady Stanley of AlderUy).
Recorded in Letters of a Hundred War-
Ago, from 1776-1796. Edited by J. H.
Adeane. With 6 Portraits. 8vo., 18s.

The Early Married Lite of
M ir a Josi .'//,'. / m Stanley, frost
1796. Edited by J. H. A. ,m . With
to Portraits and 3 lllustratioi . Svo.

Turgot The Life and '/

of Turgot, Comptroller-General of France,
[774-1776. Edited for English Readi
W. Walker Stephens. With 1'ortrait.

8vo, 75. 6</.

Verney. —Memoirs of the Vbrnry
TLY. Compiled from the Letters and

Illustrated by the Portraits at Clayden
Hon
Vols. I. & II., During the Civil War.
By Frances Parthenope Verni y. With
38 Portraits, Woodc its and Facsimile.
Royal Svo.. 42s.

Vol. in.. During the c alth.
1650-1660. By LIargarei M. Verney.
With 10 Portraits, etc. Roval .Svo., 215.

Vol. IV.. /

Revo1
'

M. Verney. With Ports. Royal 8vo., 21*.

Wellington.

—

Life of the /

OF II v. By the Rev. G. R.
Gleio, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &e.

Baker Sir S. \\\).Arnold. By Sir

With 71 Illustrations.

n Svo., 35. 6d.

Ball Qo\

Tin I G R onstructed
and the Alpine Club,

Vol. L. / the Alpine
nth of tl

the Simplon
: Maps.

. 1 a. net.

// \
.

/'

/ ///;

' feneral

to the ' Alpim
Cr> net.

Eight Yeai With 6
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

The Rifle // yd in
With 6 Illustrations, t 1

• . -(5. (ill.

Bent. The Ruined C/tii
a Record ol

and Exploration in 1891. Bj I. I in

With 117 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 3*.

Bicknell. 7 yd . I

i\ Northers' ( vo. By A
C. Bl 'A nil .•

t
Plates and 22 Illus-

trations in the Text. 8vo., 155.

Brassey. /' \nd Trai
OF I •

. . K. '"./•'.. /' i'.I

Arranged and Edited by Captain S

EARDLEY-WlLMOT. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., IOJ.
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Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &e.

—

continued.

Brassey (the late Lady).

A Voyage in the ' Sunbeam '

; Our
Home ox the Oceax for Eleven
Alo.\ THS.
Cabinet Edition. With Map and 66

Illustrations. Crown Svo., js. bd.
' Silver Library ' Edition. With 66 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Popular Edition. With 60 Illustrations.

4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

School Edition. With 37 Illustrations.

Fcp., 2S. cloth, or 35. white parchment.

Sunshine and Storm in the East.
Cabinet Edition. With 2 Maps and 114

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Popular Edition, Witfi 103 Illustrations.

4to., bd. sewed, 15. cloth.

In the Trades, the Tropics, and
the ' Roaring Forties '.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 220
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., ys. bd.

Browning.—A Girl's Wanderings
in Hungary. By H. Ellen Browning.
With Map and 20 illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

3s. bd.

Churchill.—The Story of the
Malakand Field Force, 1897. By
Winston Spencer Churchill. With 6

Maps and Plans. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.

Froude (James A.).

Oceana : or England and her Col-
onies. With 9 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

The English in the West Indies :

or, the Bow of Ulysses. With g Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 25. boards, 2s. bd. cloth.

HOwit t.— Vis1ts to Rema rka blf.

Places Old Halls, Battle-Fields, Scenes,
illustrative of Striking Passages in English TVndall. (J OHN'l

History and Poetry. By William Howitt.
With 80 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Lees.—Peaks and Fixes: another
Norway Book. By J. A. Lees. With
63 Illustrations and Photographs by the

Author. Crown Svo., 6s.

Lees and Clutterbuck.—B.C. 1887 :

A Ramble ix British Columbia. By J. A.

Lees and W. J. Clutterbuck. With Map
and 75 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Macdonald.— TheGoldCoast-.Past
axd PRESENT. By George Macdonald,
Director of Education and H.M. Inspector

of Schools for the Gold Coast Colony and
the Protectorate. With 32 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 7s. bd.

Nansen.—The First Crossing of
GREENLAND. By Fridtjof Nansen. With
143 Illustrations and a Map. Crown 8vo.,

3s. bd.

Smith.—Climbing in the British
Jsles. By W. P. Haskett Smith. With
Illustrations by Ellis Carr, and Numerous
Plans.

Part I. England, iomo., 3s. 6d.

Part II. Wales axd Irelaxd. i6mo..
3s. bd.

Stephen. — The Play-Ground of
Europe (The Alps). By Leslie Ste-
phen. With 4 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

3s. bd.

THREE IN NOR IFA Y. By Two
of Them. With a Map and 59 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 2s. boards, 2s. bd. cloth.

Knight (E. F.).

The Cruise of the ' Alerte '

: the
Narrative of a Search for Treasure on the

Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2 Maps
and 23 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Where Three Empires meet: a
Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Western Tibet. Baltistan. Ladak, Gilgit,

and the adjoining Countries. With a

Map and 54 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

The 'Falcon' on the Baltic: a
Voyage from London to Copenhagen in

a Three-Tonner. With 10 Full-page

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

The Glaciers of the Alps : being
a Narrative of Excursions and Ascents.

An Account of the Origin and Phenomena
of Glaciers, and an Exposition of the

Physical Principles to which they are re-

lated. With 61 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

6s. bd. net.

Hours of Exercise in the Alps.
With 7 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 6s. bd. net.

Vivian.—Seryia : the Poor Man's
Paradise. By Herbert Vivian, M.A.,

Officer of the Royal Order of Takovo.
With Map and Portrait of King Alex-

ander. 8vo., 15s.
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Veterinary
Steel (John Henry, F.R.C.V.S.,

F.Z.S., A.V.D.), late Professoi of Veterin-
ary S Uld Principal of Bombay
Veterinary Coll

A Treatise on the Diseases </
Tin . .1 Manual of Canine
Patholog) . I specially adapted for the use
of Veterinary Practitioners and Students.
With B8 Illustrations, 8vo., 105. bd.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
the Ox; being a Manual of Bovine

thology. Especially adapted for the
use of Veterinary Practitioners and
Students. With -> Plates and 117
Woodcuts. 8vo.. 155.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
the SHEEP; being a Manual of Ovine
Pathology tor the use ot V< terinary Prac-
titioners and Students. With Coloured
Plate and gg Woodcuts. 8vo., 12s.

OUTLINk I TOMY : a
Manual for the use of Veterinary Students
in the Dissecting Room. Cr. 8vo., js. bd.

Medicine, &c.

Fitzwygram. Horses and
S BLBS. By Major-General Sir F. Fitz-
WYGRAM, Bart. With 5b pages of Illustra-

tions. Svo., 25. bd. net.

Schreiner. — The Angora Goat
(published under the auspices of the South
African Angora Goat Breeders' Association),
and a Paper on the Ostrich (reprinted from
the Zoologist for March. 1897). With j6
Illustrations. By S. C. Ckonwright
Si HRI im R. .Svo., 165. bd.

1 Stonehenge.'

—

The Doc in
///alt// and Disease. By ' Stone-
henge '. With 78 Wood Engravings,
8vo., 75. bd.

Youatt (William).

The Horse. Revised and Enlarged
by W. Watson, M.R.C.V.S. With 52
Wood Engravings. 8vo., 75. bd.

The Doc. Revised and Enlarged.
With 33 Wood Engravings. Svo., os.

Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.
Edited by His GRACE THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G., and A. E. T. WATSON.

Complete in 2g Volumes. Crown 8vo., Price 105. bd. each Volui ie, Cloth.
*.* The Volumes arc also issued half-bound in Leather, with gilt top. The price can be had

from all Booksellers.

ARi HER )'. By C. J. Longman and BILLIARDS. By Major \V. Broad-
foot, R.E. With Contributions by A. H.
Boyd, Sydenham Dixon, W. J. Ford, etc.
Willi 1 1 Plate.-, ig Illustrations in the Text,
and numerous Diagrams. C 1. Bvo., 105. bd.

COURSING AND FALCONRY.
By Hardi 1 h iri 1 s Ri< h w
and the Hon. GERALD LaSCELLES. With
20 Plates and 55 Illustrations in the
Cr< rvk n 8vo. , to

CRICK1. 1\ By \ G. Steel and
the Hon. R. H. LYTTELTON. With Con-
tributions by Andrew Lanq, W. G. (
F. G mi

. et< With and 52 Illus-

(rations in Crown 8vo., 101, bd.

CYCLING. By the Eari 01 Ai bb-
mum l and G. I.ACY Hill. IKK. With 19

Platea and )( Illustrations in the

Crown Mo., to*, bd.

/>A\< ING. Bj Mrs. Lilly Gi
P.R.G.S. With Contributions In- Miss

MlDDLBTON, The Hon. Mrs. ArMYTAOS,
etc. With Musical Examples, and 38 I-'ull-

page Plates and 93 Illustrations in tin

Crov . bd.

DRIVING. I rracetheDuii
"t I'.i \i PORT, K.G. With Contributions by
A II. Watson tin Earl of On
etc. With 12 Plates and 54 Illustrations

in the Text. Crown 8vo., 105. bd.

Col. H. WALROND. With Contributions by
Miss Li r, 11. Viscount Dillon, etc. With
J Map-. 23 Plates and 172 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown 8vo. , 10s. bd.

A y///. /:/•/: By Montagui
Shearman. With Chapters on Athletics

'

. Bl M 111 1; Thomas
;
Ath-

letic Sports in America by C. H. Shi Rrill
;

a Contribution on Paper-chasing by W. R\ 1 .

and an Introduction by Sir RlCHARD W 1 B-

BTER, Q.C., M.P. With i.' Plaits and >,-

Illustrations in the 1

\ME SHOOTING. By
Cl.IVF Pnil.l.ll'1'S \\ ol. I I

',
.

Vol. I. AM.'K A AND AMI 1-M( A.

With Contributions by Sir SAMUEL W.
I C. Sei

etc. With 20 Plates and 57 Illustrations

in the Text. ( bd.

Vol. II EUROPI .
\s|.\. AND THE

With Coi •

I ieut. -Colonel K. Hi 11 c

i
. Hsbei

tc. With 17 Plates and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Cr. 8vo
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THE BADMINTON LIBRARY—continued.

FENCING, BOXING, AND
WRESTLING. By Walter H. Pollock,
F. C. Grove, C. Prevost, E. B. Mitchell,
and Walter Armstrong. With iS Plates

and 24 Illust. in the Text. Cr. Svo., ios. bd.

FISHING. By H. Cholmondeley-

Vol. I. SALMON AND TROUT. With
Contributions by H. R. Francis, Major
John P. Traherne, etc. With 9 Plates

and numerous Illustrations of Tackle,

etc. Crown Svo., 105. bd.

Vol. II. PIKE AND OTHER COARSE
FISH. With Contributions by the

Marquis of Exeter, William Senior,

G. Christopher Davis, etc. With
7 Plates and numerous Illustrations of

Tackle, etc. Crown 8vo., ios. bd.

FOOTBALL. By Montague Shear-
man, W. J. Oakley, G. O. Smith, Frank
Mitchell, etc. With ig Plates and 35
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. Svo., ios. 6d.

GOLF. By Horace G. Hutchinson.
With Contributions by the Rt. Hon. A. J.

Balfour, M.P., Sir Walter Simpson, Bart.,

Andrew Lang, etc. With 32 Plates and 57
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. Svo.. ios. 6d.

HUNTING. By His Grace the Duke
of Beaufort, K.G., and Mowbray Morris.
With Contributions by the Earl of Suffolk
and Berkshire, Rev. E. W. L. Davies,

G. H. Longman, etc. With 5 Plates and 54
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. Svo., 10s. 6d.

MOUNTAINEERING. By C. T.

Dent. With Contributions by Sir W. M.

Conway, D. W. Freshfield, C. E.

Matthews, etc. With 13 Plates and 95
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. Svo., 10s. bd.

POETRY OF SPORT (THE).—
Selected by Hedley Peek. With a

Chapter on Classical Allusions to Sport by
Andrew L \ng, and a Special Preface to

the BADMINTON LIBRARY by A. E. T.

Watson. With 32 Plates and 74 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., ios. bd.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHAS-
ING. By the Earl of Suffolk and
Berkshire, W. G. Craven, the Hon. F.

Lawley, Arthur Coventry, and A. E. T.

Watson. With Frontispiece and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown Svo., ios. bd.

RIDING AND POLO. By Captain
Robert Weir, J. Moray Brown, T. F.

Dale, The Duke of Beaufort, The Earl
of Suffolk and Berkshire, etc. With
18 Plates and 41 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown 8vo., ios. bd.

ROWING. By R. P. P. Roue and
C. M. Pitman. With Chapters on Steering

by C. P. Serocold and F. C. Begg ; Met-
ropolitan Rowing by S. Le Blanc Smith ;

and on PUNTING by P. W. Squire. With
75 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., ios. bd.

SEA FISHING. By John Bicker-
dyke, Sir H. W. Gore-Booth, Alfred
C. Hakmsworth, and W. Senior. With
22 Full-page Plates and 175 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown Svo., ios. bd.

SHOOTING.
Vol. I. FIELD AND COVERT. By Lord
Walsingham and Sir Ralph Payne-
Gallwey, Bart. With Contributions by
the Hon. Gerald Lascelles and A. J.
Stuart-Wortley. With 11 Plates and
94 Illusts. in the Text. Cr. Svo., ios. bd.

Vol. II. MOOR AND MARSH. By
Lord Walsingham and Sir Ralph Pay'ne-
Gallwey, Bart. With Contributions by
Lord Lovat and Lord Charles Lennox
Kerr. With S Plates and 57 Illustrations

in the Text. Crown 8vo., ios. bd.

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOG-
GANING. By J. M. Heathcote, C. G.
Tebbutt, T. Maxwell Witham, Rev.

John Kerr, Ormond Hake, Henry A.
Buck, etc. With 12 Plates and 272 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown Svo., ios. bd.

SWIMMING. By ARCHIBALD Sin-
clair and William Henry, Hon. Sees, ofthe
Life-Saving Society. With 13 Plates and 106
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo., ios. bd.

TENNIS, LA WN TENNIS,
RACKETS AND FIVES. By J. M. and
C. G. Heathcote, E. O. Pleydell-Bou-
VERiE.andA. C. Ainger. With Contributions

by the Hon. A. Lyttelton, W. C. Mar-
shall, Miss L. Dod, etc. With 12 Plates and
67 Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo., ios. bd.

YACHTING.
Vol. I. CRUISING, CONSTRUCTION
OF YACHTS, YACHT RACING
RULES, FITTING-OUT, etc. By Sir

Edward Sullivan, Bart., The Earl of
Pembroke, Lord Brassey, K.C.B., C.

E. Seth-Smith, C.B.. G. L. Watson, R.

T. Pritchett, E. F. Knight, etc. With
21 Plates and 93 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown 8vo., ios. bd.

Vol. II. YACHT CLUBS, YACHT-
ING IN AMERICA AND THE
COLONIES, YACHT RACING, etc.

By R. T. Pritchett. The Marquis of
DUFFERIN AND AVA, K.P., THE EARL OF
Onslow, James McFerran, etc. With
35 Plates and 160 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown Svo., ios. bd.
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FUR, FEATHER. AND FIN SERIES.
Edited by A. E. T. Watson.

Crown 8vo., price 5s. each Volume, cloth.

The Volunti . issued half-bound in Leather, with <^ilt top.

from all Booksellers.

The price can bi had

77//: PARTRIDGE. Natural His-
tory, by the Rev. 11. A. MACPH1
Shooting, by A.

J. STUART-WoRTLEY
;

Cookery, by Gi - With
11 Illustrations and various Diagrams in

the Text. Crown 8vo., 55.

THE GRt > I
rSE. Natural History, by

the Rev. U. A. Macpherson; Shooting,
rt-Wortley; Cookery, by

. With 13 Illustrations

and various Diagrams in the Text. Cro%vn
8vo., 55.

THEPHEASANT. Natural History,
bj the Rev. II. A. Macpherson ; Shooting,
by A. J. STUART-WORTLEY ; Cookery, by
Alexam>i k In.nks SHAND. With 10 Illus-

trations and various Diagrams. Crown
8vo., 5s.

THE HARE. Natural History, by
the Rev. II. A. Macpherson; Shooting,
by th lursing,

hari.es Richardson; Hunting, by J.

- .ir.i! 0. 1 1. Longman; Cookery,
by Col. Ki nm > Herbert. ith 9
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 5s.

RED PEER. Natural History, by
the Rev. II. A. MACPHERSON ; Deer Stalk-

ing, by Cameron of Lochiel
;

Hunting, by Viscount Ebrington;
Cookery, by Ai BXANDER Inm s Shand.
With 10 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 5s.

THE SALMON. Bj the Hon. A. E.
GATHORNE-HARDY. With Chapters on the

of Salmon Fishing bj I ; (.1 \s

l'l NNAN1 : Cm,,',. cry. by A.

SHAND. With 8 Illustrations.

THE TROUT. By the Mai q
of Granby. With Chapters on th< I

ing of Trout by Col. 11. : and
Cookery, by ALEXANDER INNES SHAND.
With 12 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 55.

THE RARE IT. By J I imund
inc. With a Chapter on Cookery by

With 10 lllus-

tions. Crown .

WILDFOWL. By the Hon. John
scoti Montagu, etc. With Illusti

etc. [/// preparation.

Andre. ' B
-. Comprising an Eccentric Collection

aches found in d

Lockers and swept up in the Pavilion, to-

gether with sundry After- Dinner Sayings
ol the Colonel. By R. Amu 1'. West Herts
Golf Club. Obi .. 6d.

Blackburne. Mr. />'

1 5( otated
and 1 dited, with a

brief Hi •

;

. net.

HOT{ I . or, Sportsman's
Complete Guide. Beings I

of the Ciun, with Rudimentary and Finishing

the Art oi

kind Game-driving, Wildfowl and
n-shooting, Dog-breaking, etc. By

With numerous Illustrations.

Ellis.—Chess Sparks ; or, Short and
Bright Gami 1 Chess. Collected and
Arranged by J. M.A. .'svo..

Folkard. Tm //' d-Fowler : A
Ancient and Modern,

descriptive also ol D( 0} - and Flight -ponds,

Wild low 1 Shooting, Gunning punts. Shoot-

ing-yachts. «-t>.. Also Fowling in th<

and in 1 ock-fowling,

tc, by 1 1. C. F01 kard. With
gravings on Steel, and several Woodcuts.

t></.

Ford.— The Theory I

A RCHBRY. By HoRA< 1 1

Edition, thoroughly R< vised am
.'• .Butt, M.A. With a Preface by C.

J. I •

1 45.

Francis. A /' •' or,

tise on the \r\ ol Fishing in every

Branch ; including full Illustrated List of Sal-

mon 1 RAN( is FRANCIS. With Por-

trait and Coloured I'latcs. Crown Svo., 155.
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Gibson.— Tobogganing on Crooked
Runs. By the Hon. Harry Gibson. With
Contributions by I", de B. Strickland and
• Lapy-Tobogann!;:: '. With |.o Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo., 6s

Graham.—Country Pastimes for
Boys. By P. Anderson Graham. With
252 Illustrations from Drawings and
Photographs. Ciown Svo., 3s. 6:1.

Hutchinson.— The Book of
and Golfers. By Horace G. Hutchin-
son. With Contributions by Mis- Amy
Pascoe, H. H. Hilton. J. H. Taylor, H.

J. Whigham, and Messrs. Sutton &
With 71 Portraits, etc. Medium Svo.,

rSs. net.

Lang.—Angling Sketches. By
Andrew Lang. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 35. 6rf.

Lillie.—Croquet: its History, Rules
and Secrets. By Arthur Lillie, Champion.
Grand National Croquet Club, 1S72 ; Winner
of the 'All-Comers" Championship,' Maid-
stone, 1S96. With 4 Full-page Illustrations

by Lucif.n Davis. 15 Illustrations in the

Text, and 27 Diagrams. Crown Svo., 6s.

Longman.—Chess Openings. By
Frederick W. Longman. Fcp. Svo., 2s. 6<r.

Madden.—The Diary of Master
William Silence : a Study of Shakespeare
and of Elizabethan Sport. By the Right

Hon. D. H. Madden, Vice-Chancellor of the

University of Dublin. 8vo., 16s.

Maskelyne.—Shares and Plats : a
Complete Revelation of the Secrets of

Cheating at Games of Chance and Skill. By
John Nevil Maskelyne, of the Egyptian
Hall. With 62 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Moffat.—CricketyCricket: Rhymes
and Parodies. By Douglas Moffat, with
Frontispiece by Sir Frank Lockwood, Q.C.,
M.P., and 53 Illustrations by the Author.
Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

Wilcocks.—The Sea Fisherman:
Park.—THE Game OF Golf. By Comprising the Chief Methods of Hook and
William Park, Jun., Champion Golfer,

; Line Fishing in the British and other Seas,
1887-89. With 17 Plates and 26 Illustra- and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and Boating.
tions in the Text. Crown Svo., 7s. 6d. By J. C. Wilcocks. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Payne-Gallwey (Sir Ralph, Bart).

Letters to Young Shooters (First
Series). On the Choice and use of a Gun
With 41 Illustrations. Crown Svo.. 7s. 6d.

Letters to Yoi wg Shoo tfrs( Second
Series). On the Production, Preservation,

and Killing of Game. With Directions
in Shooting Wood-Pigeons and Breaking-
in Retriever-. With Portrait and 103
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 12s. 6d.

Letters to Young Shooters.
(Third Series.) Comprising a Short
Natural History of the Wildfowl that

are Rare or Common to the British

Islands, with complete directions in

Shooting Wildfowl on the Coast and
Inland. With 200 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 18s.

Pole— The Theory of the Modern
Scientific Game of Whist. By William
Pole, F.R.S. Fcp. Svo., 2s. 6d.

Proctor.—How to Play Whist:
with the Laws and Etiquette op
Whist. By Richard A. Proctor. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Ribblesdale.—The Queen'sHounds
axp Stag-Hunting Recollections. By
Lord Ribblesdale, Master of the Buck-
hounds, 1892-95. With Introductory

Chapter on the Hereditary Mastership by
E. Burrows. With 24 Plates and 35 Illus-

trations in the Text. Svo., 25s.

Ronalds.—The Fl y-Fisher's Ento-
mology. By Alfred Ronalds. With 20

14s.coloured Plates. 8vo.,

Watson.—Racing and 'Chasing: a
Collection of Sporting Stories. By Alfred
E. T. Watson, Editor of the ' Badminton
Magazine'. With 16 Plates and 36 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.
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Mental, Moral, and Political Philosophy.

LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, <?-C.

Abbott.— The Elements of Logic.
By T. K. Abbott, B.D. umo., 35.

Aristotle.
The Ethics: Greek Text, Illustrated

with Essay and Notes. By Sir Alexan-
der Grant, Hart. 2 vols. Svo., 32s.

Ax Introduction to Aristotle's
Ethics. Books I. -IV. (Book X. c.vi.-ix.

in an Appendix). With a continuous
Analysis and Notes. By the Rev. E.

Moore, D.D. Crown 8vo. 10s. bd.

Bacon (Francis).

Complete Works. Edited by R. L.
Ellis, James Spedding and D. D.
Heath. 7 vols. 8vo., £3 13s. bd.

Letters and Lite, including all his

occasional Works. Edited by James
Spedding. 7 vols. 8vo., £^ 4s.

The Essa 1 \v : with Annotations. By
Richard Whatelv, D.D. 8vo., 105. bd.

The Essays: with Notes. By F.
Storr and C. H. Gibson. Cr. 8vo, 3s. bd.

Till /.' with Introduction,
Notes, and Index. By E. A. Abbott, D.D.
2 Vols. Fcp. Svo.,6s. The Text and Index
only, without Introduction and Notes, in

One Volume. Fcp. Svo., 25. bd.

Bain (Ai exander).

.1/ mat Science. Cr. <Svo., 6s. 6d.

Moral :• Cr. 8vo., 45. bd.

Tht two works as abar, can be h<id in one

volume, priee 10s. 6d.

Sen 1 a wd theIntel . r. 8vo.,i 5s.

I / 1 . 8vo., 155.

. Ded :/> LvnrcT/rE.
Part I. 4s. Fart II. 6s. 6d.

Practi> I IKS. Cr. Svo., 25.

Bray. The Philosophy op A
or, Law in Mind as in Matter. Bj

CBARLl B B i- rown 8vo.. 55.

Crozier
I
John Hi \ 1 tie).

and /'/ being
the Outlines of a Ncv. System of Political,

.m<l Social Philosophy. 8vo.,i \s.

I! I OR)' oi / Ds-
: ini oi Modern

.Hon.

Vol. 1. Greek and Hindoo Thought ; (

!

Roman Paganism ; Judaism ; and Christi-

anity down to the Closing of the Schools

Athens by Justinian, 529 a.d. Svo., 14s.

Davidson.— The Logic op Depini-
1 io\. Explained and Applied. By William
L. Davidson, M.A. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Green (Thomas Hill).—The Works
of. Edited by R. L. Nettleship.

Vols. I. and II. Philosophical Works. 8vo.,

1 6s. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index to the
three Volumes, and Memoir. 8vo., 21s.

Lectures ox the Principles of
Political OBLIGATION. With Preface
by Bernard Bosanqlkt. 8vo., 5s.

Hodgson (Shadworth H.)

Time and Space: A Metaphysical
Essay. 8vo., 16s.

The Theory op 1'
: an

Ethical Inquiry. 2 vols. Svo., _> is.

The Philosophy of Reflection.
2 vols. 8vo., 2IS.

The Meta physic of Expera
Book I. General Analysis of Experience ;

Book II. Positive Science; Book III.

Analysis of Conscious Action; Book IV.

The Real Uni\ i. 8vo., 36s. net.

Hume.— The PniLOSt >phu ai W, >rrs
op David Home. Edited bj 1 . II. Green
and T. II. Grosi

|

0., 28*. Or
separately, Essays. 1 vols. 14s. Tri
-1 Human Na i urb. 2 vols. 14s.

James. — Tup II . ami
Other Essays in Popular Philosophy. By
William J ami s, M.l )., LL.D., etc. I

8vo., js.

Justinian. - The Institutes
Jcsi 1x1.1.x : I.atii, Text, chiefly that of

Huschke. with English Introduction. I

lation. Notes, and Summary. By Thomas
C. SANDARB, M.A. Svo., iSs.

Kant ( I mm ami i).

Critiqui /'. \ctica.
l ' I lll-K //'('/.'A > lll-.ORY OF

I: lilies. Translated by T. K. Abbott,
B.D. With Memoir. 8vo., 121. 6d.

/ Principles op the
Translated by

T. K. ABB0 ii. B.D. Crown M<
/ V0DUCTI0N Po /.. HIS

.1/ .
,' AKBN SCHI II

the Four Figures.. Translated i

K. A.BB0 i i . Svo., 6s.

Killick. Handbo i/

System of Logic. By Rev. A. M.

Km.i.ick, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.
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LOGIC, RHETORIC,

Ladd (George Trumbull).

A Theory of Reality: an Essay
in Metaphysical System upon the Basis of

Human Cognitive Experience. 8vo., 18s.

Elements of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8vo.. 2 is.

Outlines of Descriptive Psycho-
logy-, a Text-Book of Mental Science for

Colleges and Normal Schools. 8vo., 12s.

Outlines of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8vo., 12s.

Primer of Psychology. Cr. 8vo.,
5s. bd.

Lecky.—The Map of Life: Con-
duct and Character. By William Edward
Hartpole Lecky. 8vo., ios. bd.

Lutoslawski.—The Origin and
Growth of Plato's Logic. With an
Account of Plato's Style and of the Chrono-
logy of his Writings. By Wincenty
Lutoslawski. 8vo., 215.

Max Muller (F.).

The Science of Thought.

The Six Systems of Indian Phil-
osophy. 8vo., 185.

Mill.—Analysis of the Phenomena
of the Human Mind. By James Mill.
2 vols. 8vo., 28s.

Mill (John Stuart).

A System of Logic. Cr. Svo., 35. bd.

On Liberty. Crown 8vo., 15. \d.

Considerations on Representa-
tive Government. Crown 8vo.. 25.

Utilitarianism. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Examination of Sir William
Hamilton's Philosophy. 8vo., 165.

Nature, the Utility of Religion,
and Theism. Three Essays. 8vo., 55.

Mo nek. — An Introduction to
Logic. By William Henry S. Monck,
M.A. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Romanes.—Mind and Motion and
Monism. By George John Romanes,
LL.D., E.R.S. Cr. 8vo., 45. bd.

Stock.—Lectures in the Lyceum ;

or, Aristotle's Ethics for English Readers.
Edited by St. George Stock. Crown
8vo., 75. 6d.

8vo.,

PSYCHOLOGY, &>C.

Sully (James).

The Human Mind : a Text-book ot

Psychology. 2 vols. 8vo., 21s.

Outlines of Psychology. Crown
8vo., gs.

The Teacher's Handbook- Of Psy-
chology. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Studies of Childhood. 8vo.,
1 os. bd.

Children's Ways: being Selections
from the Author's ' Studies of Childhood '.

With 25 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 4s. bd.

Sutherland. — The Origin and
Growth of the Moral Jnstlvct. By
Alexander Sutherland, M.A. 2 vols.

8vo, 28s.

Swinburne.— Picture Logic : an
Attempt to Popularise the Science of
Reasoning. By Alfred James Swinburne,
M.A. With 23 Woodcuts. Cr. 8vo., 2s. bd.

Webb.— The Veil of Lsis : a Series
of Essays on Idealism. By Thomas E.

Webb, LL.D., Q.C. 8vo., 10s. bd.

Weber.—History of Philosophy.
By Alfred Weber, Professor in the Uni-
versity of Strasburg. Translated by Frank
Thilly, Ph.D. 8vo., 16s.

Whately (Archbishop).

Bacon's Essays. With Annotations.
8vo., ios. bd.

Elements of Logic. Cr. 8vo., 45. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric. Cr. 8vo.,
4s. bd.

Zeller (Dr. Edward).

The Stoics, Epicureans, and
Sceptics. Translated by the Rev. 0. J.
Reichel, M.A. Crown 8vo., 15s.

Outlines of the History of
Greek Philosophy. Translated by
Sarah F. Alleyne and Evelyn Abbott,
M.A., LL.D. Crown 8vo., 10s. bd.

Plato and the Older Academy.
Translated by Sarah F. Alleyne and
Alfred Goodwin, B.A. Crown 8vo.,

18s.

Socrates and the Socratic
Schools. Translated by the Rev. 0.

J. Reichel, M.A. Crown 8vo., ios. bd.

Aristotle and the Earlier Peri-
patetics. Translated by B. F. C. Cos-
telloe, M.A. , and J. H. Muirhead,
M.A. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 24s.
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MANUALS OF CATHOLIC I'llII.CSO , If).

yhursi N rics.J

A M - Poi.it: i homy. Mor Philosophy {Ethics
By C. S. DEVAS, M.A. Crown Bvo., 65. bd.

First Pr A".

By John Rickaby, S.J. Crown !Svo., 5s.

TAPHYSICS. By John
Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 55.

/ By Richard F. Clark;
Crown 8vo., 55.

/,•'/. Law). By Joseph Rickai
Crown ; vo., 5s.

N rRAL THl I
'; 1

'•' KXARD
Boi DDER, S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

>LOGY. By MlCHAEl M AMI K,

S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

History and Science of Language, &e.

Davidson.—Leading and Import-

ant ENGLISH Words : Explained and Ex-

emplified. By William L. Davidson,

M.A. Fcp. Svo.. 3s. bd.

Farrar. /. \ng\ : u e andI
By F. W. Farrar, D.D., Dean of Canter-

bury. Crown Svo., 6s.

Graham. / h Synonyms,
Classified and Explained : with Practical

Exercises. By G. F. Graham. Fcp. 8vo., 65.
I

Max Muller(R).
7'llE Si lENt / / Found-
ed on Lectures delivered at the Royal In-

stitution in 1861 and 1863. 2 voK. Crown
. 10s.

Biographies op Words, and the
Ho me oe 1he AryaS. Crown 8vo., 55.

R o g e t.— Tni:s,\ 1 -a- i -.s < >/ En
Words and Phrases. Classified and
Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression
of lilt composition.

By Peter M . M.D., F.R.S.
With full Index. Crown 8vo , IOJ.

Whately. E By
E.Jane Whatelyi Fcp. 8vo., 3*.

Political Economy and Economics.
Ashley. I E ffis-

By W. 1. Asm i '.

.

M.A. Cr. Bvo., Part I., 5s. Part II.. 10s. bd.

Bagehot. By
WaLTEB BAOEHOT. Crown Svo., )S

Brassey. Papei
I

I Lord
:

'•
I Potter, and with Introduction

iwn >vo., 5s.

Channin^". / /'

mic

MP., one of tt on. Crown

Devas. A u r tical

Manuals of Catholic Philosophy
.)

Jordan. 7" /

^vo.,6j.

Leslie.- / /' /

. I . Cliffi Leslie, Hon.
1.I..D.. Dubl.

Macleod i Hi m-:'. Dunning).
/ i

/>// / / .

\i>|s. Cr.>

/' Bvo., 55. net.

Tin l

Tm 7

KING. Vol. I. Svo., 12s. Vol. II.

Tin Theory Cri
In 1 Vol., 30
I.. Vol. II., Pari I.. |nj. net.

Vol. II., Part II.. K'.s. net.

Mill./ / By
JOHK Mill.

nli, 01. Crown 8vo.,

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. ,30s.

Cr.
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Political Economy and Economics

—

continued.

Mulhall.—Industries and Wealth Webb (Sidney and Beatrice)
of Nations. By Michael G. Mulhall,
l'.S.S. With 32 Diagrams. Cr. 8vo., 8s. 6d.

Stephens.— //.'< her Life for Work-
ing People: its Hindrances Discussed. An
attempt to solve some pressing Social Pro-

bL-ms, without injustice to Capital or

mi'. By W. Walker Stephens. Cr.

... 3s. 6d.

Symes.—Political Economy. With
a Supplementary Chapter on Socialism. By

J. E. Symes, M.A. Crown Svo., 2s. 6d.

Toynbee.—Lectures on the In-
dustrial Revolution of the JSth Cen-
tury in England. By Arnold Toynbee.
With a Memoir of the Author by Benjamin
Jowett, D.D. 8vo., ros. 6rf.

The History of Trade Unionism.
With Map and full Bibliography of the

Subject. Svo., 18s.

Industrial Democracy: a Study
in Trade Unionism. 2 vols. 8vo., 25s. net.

Problems of Modern Industry :

Essays. Svo., ys. 6d.

Wright.—Outline of Practical
So XOLOGY. With Special Reference to

American Conditions. By Carroll D.
Wright, LL.D. With 12 Maps and
Diagrams. Crown Svo., gs.

STUDIES IN ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.
of thtIssued under the auspic

German Social Democracy. By
Bertrand Russell, B.A. With an Ap-
pendix on Social Democracy and the

Woman Question in Germany by Alys
Russell, B.A. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

The Referendum in Switzerland.
By Simon Deploige, Advocate. Translated
by C. P. Trevelyan, M.P. Edited, with
Notes, Introduction and Appendices, by
Lilian Tomn. Crown Svo., js. bd.

The History of Local Rates in
England : Five Lectures. By Edwin
CANNAN, M.A. Crown 8vo., 25. bd.

London School of Economics and Political Science.

Local Variations in Wages. By
F. W. Lawrence, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. Medium ^to., 8s. 6d.

The Economic Policy of Colbert.
By A. J. Sargent, B.A., Senior Hulme
Exhibitioner of Brasenose College, Oxford.

Crown Svo., 2s. 6d.

Select Documents Illustrating
the History of Trade Unionism.

1. The Tailoring Trade. Edited by
W. F. Galton. With a Preface by
Sidney Webb, LL.B. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Evolution, Anthropology, &e.

Clodd 1
Edward).

The Story of Creation : a Plain
Account of Evolution. With 77 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

A Primer of Ecolution: beins; a

Popular Abridged Edition of ' The Story

of Creation '. With Illustrations. Fcp.

8vo., 15. 6d.

Lang (Andrew).

Custom and Myth: Studies of
Early Usage and Belief. With 15

Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. bd.

Myth, Ritual, and Religion. 2

vols. Crown 8vo., js.

Lubbock.—The Originof Civilisa-
tion, and the Primitive Condition of Man.
By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., M.P. With 5
Plates and 20 Illustrations. Svo., 18s.

Romanes (George John).

Darivin, and. after Darwin: an
Exposition of the Darwinian Theory, ar.'

1
, a

Discussion on Post- Darwinian Questions.

Part I. The Darwinian Theory. With
Portrait of Darwin and 125 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 105. bd.

Part II. Post-Darwinian Questions:
Heredity and Utility. With Portrait of

the Author and 5 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo..

10s. bd.

Part III. Post-Darwinian Questions:
Isolation and Physiological Selection.

Crown 8vo., 5s.

An Examination of Weismann-
ism. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Ess a ys. Edited by C. Lloyd
Morgan, Principal of University College,

Bristol. Crown 8vo., 65.
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Classical Literature, Translations, &e.

Abbott.—Heli.exica. A Collection
on Greek Poetry. Philosophy,

History, and Religion. Edited by Evelyn
IT, M.A.. I.I..D. Crown Svo., 75. bd.

^schylus. / . /

lvs. With Metrical English Translation.

By J. E. Davies. 8vo., ~s.

Aristophanes. — The Acharnians
' v/s topi/axes, translated into English

Verse. By R. V. Tyrrell. Crown 8vo., 15.

Aristotle. Youth and Old
Life and Death, axd Respiration.
Translated, with Introduction and Notes,
by V.

I M.A., M.D. Svo., 7s. bd.

Becker (W. A.), Translated by the
Rev. F. Metcalfe, B.D.

Gallus : or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. With Notes and Ex-
cursases. With 26 Illustrations. Post
Svo., 35. bd.

Charici.es : or, Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
With Notes and Excursuses. With 26
Illustrations. Pest 8vo., 35. bd.

Butler— The Authoress of the
VD WHEN S//E WROTE,

WHO S//E has. the USB She .'./

ihe Iliad, and how the Poem grew
under Her hands. By Samui B
Author df ' Erewhon,' etc. With Illustra-

tions and \ Map-. 8vo., 105. bd.

Cicero.

—

Cn ero's Correspi >ndeni e.

By R. Y. i Vols. I.. II.. III., svo..

each 125. Vol. IV.. 155. Vol V., 1 \s.

Vol. VI..

Homer.

Tin / // / .. Rendered
into English I the DSC of those

who cannot read the original. By
Bun 1 R, Author of ' Erewhon,'

etc.

Tin 1 // Done
into English \ Wili iam Mor-

Horace. The Works of Hoi
I With

introduction and Notes By Wn 1 [AM
M.A. Crown Svo., 55. net.

Lang.—Homer axd the Epic. By
Andrew Lang. Crown Svo., 95. net.

Lucan.— The Pharsai.ia
Translated into Blank Verse. By Sir

Edward Ridi i \ . 8vo.,

Mackail. -Select Epigrams prom
the Greek Anthology. By J. w. Mac-
kail. Edited with a Revised Text, Intro-

duction, Translation, and Notes. 8vo., 165.

Rich.—A Dictionary ofR . \ . \nd
Greek Antiquities. By A. Rich, B.A.
With 2000 Woodcuts. Crown Svo., 75. bd.

Sophocles.— Translated into English
Verse. By ROBERT WhITELAW, M.A.,

Assistant Master in Rugby School. Cr. svo.,

8s. bd.

Tyrrell. — Dublix Transla
tNTO GREER AND Latin Verse. Edited

by R. V. Tyrrbli . svo.. 6s.

Virgil.

The /Eneid of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse by John Conington.
Crown Svo., 6s.

The /'oems of Virgil. I rinslated
into English Prose by John Conington.
Crown Svo.. 6s.

The ./'.xi:n< I GIL. Done into

1 . ' . By Wn 1.1 \m Morris.
Crown Svo., 6s.

The /ENEID OF V fn ely trans-

lated into English HI. By
W. J. ThORNHILL. Crown Svo., 75. bd.

The sEneid OF Virgil. Translated
into English Verse by Jami s RHOAI I

VI. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Books VII. XII. Crown Svo., 5s.

T/u / \nd Georgh
Virgil. Translated into English I

by J. W Mackail, Fellow of Balliol

College. Oxford. i6mo., 5s.

Wilkins.— /' th of phf.

G. Wilkins. Svo.,6s.
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Poetry and the Drama,

Armstrong (G. F. Savage).

Poems : Lyrical and Dramatic. Fcp.
8vo., 6s.

King Sa ul. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part I.) Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

King Da 1 vd. (The Tragedy of I srael,

Part II.) Fcp. 8vo., 65.

King Solomon. (The Tragedy of
Israel, Part III.) Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Ugone : a Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo., 65.

A Garland from Greece : Poems.
Fcp. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Stories of U'icklow : Poems. Fcp.
8vo., 75. 6</.

J/ephistopheles in Broadcloth :

a Satire. Fcp. 8vo., 4s.

One in the Infinite: a Poem.
Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

Armstrong.—The Poetical Works
of Edmund J. Armstrong. Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

Arnoia.— The Light of the World:
or, The Great Consummation. By Sir

Edwin Arnold. With 14 Illustrations

after Holman Hunt. Crown Svo., 6s.

Barrand. — The Lav of the
Knights. By the Rev. C. W. Barraud,
S.J., Author of ' St. Thomas of Canterbury,
and other Poems '. Crown 8vo., 4s.

Bell (Mrs. Hugh).

Chamber Comedies : a Collection
of Plays and Monologues for the Drawing
Room. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Fairy Tale Plays, and How to
Act Them. With 91 Diagrams and 52
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Coleridge.—S elections from.
With Introduction by Andrew Lang.
With iS Illustrations by Patten Wilson.
Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Goethe.

The First Part of the Tragedy
of Faust in English. By Thos. E.
Webb, LL.D., sometime Fellow of Tri-

nity College ; Professor of Moral Philo-

sophy in the University of Dublin, etc.

New and Cheaper Edition, with The
Death of Faust, from the Second Part.

Crown 8vo., 6s.

Gore-Booth.—Poems. By Eva
Gore-Booth. Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

Ingelow (Jean).

Poetical Works. Complete in

One Volume. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Lyrical and other Poems. Selec-
ted from the Writings of Jean Ingelow.
Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d. cloth plain, 3s. cloth gilt.

Lang (Andrew).

Grass of Parnassus.
2s. 6d. net.

Fcp Svc

The Blue Poetry Book. Edited
by Andrew Lang. With 100 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 6s.

Layard and Corder.—Songs in
Many Moods. By Nina F. Layard ; The
Wandering Albatross, etc. By Annie
Corder. In One Volume. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Lecky.—Poems. By the Right Hon.
W. E. H. Lecky. Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

Lytton (The Earl of), (Owen
Meredith).

The Wanderer. Cr. 8vo., 10s. Gd.

Lucile. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

Selected Poems. Cr. 8vo., 105. 6d.

Macaulay.—La ys ofAncient Pome,
with ' Ivry' amd ' The Armada ". By
Lord Macaulay.
Illustrated by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to., 10s. bd.

Bijou Edition.
i8mo., 2S. 6d. gilt top.

Popular Edition.
Fcp. 4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6d.

Annotated Edition. Fcp. 8vo., is. sewed,
is. bd. cloth.
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Poetry and the
MacDonald (George, LL.D.).

A B Strife, in the Form of
the Diary of ax Old Soul : Poems.

., 6s.

R . ( tR( >WTHS FRi KM A Li >.V< :-

Planted Root: being Translations, New
and Dlil (mainly in verse), chiefly irom the
German

;
along with -A liarj of

S ill*. Crown 8vo., 65.

Moffat.— CricketyCricket: Rhymes
and Parodies. By Douglas Mi

Frontispiece by Sir Frank Lockwood,
MP., and 53 Illustrations by the

Author. Crown 8vo, 25. 6d.

Moon. ' oems of Lovi
etc. Washington Moon,

of Elijah,' 1 tc.

i6m<>., 2S. 6</.

Morris (William).
I ICAI. WORKS—Library Edition.
mplete in Eleven \'olumes. Crown
8vo., price 65. each.

The Earthly Paradise. 4 vols.
6s. each.

The Life and Death of Tason.
6s.

Thi I '/
. and

other Poems. 65.

Th, fSigurd the Vo
The Fall of the A 6s.

/. ; or, the Freeing of
ramond: A Morality; and Pi

by THE Way. 6s.

I BY OF Homer. Done
into Publish Verse. 6s.

Tm . Eneii I Done
into English Verse. 6s.

Tin I B f, som
'' EATS.

nslated by W11 liam
'

nd A.
|. WYATT. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Certain ofthe Poi ncAi Works may also be
had in the following Pditi.

The 1 /'
,

Popular Edition. 5 vols. i2mo., zy.\
- 1. each, sold separate

Tin- tame in To Parts,

each, solcl

i ilition. in 1 vol. Crown
7*.

'

Way. Square crown
8vo., 6s.

Mr. William M rOSC
Works, tee pp. 22 and 31.

Drama

—

continued.

Nesbit. /. ij gends. By E.
Ni sbii Mrs. Hubert Bland). First
Series. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d. Second Series.
With Portrait. Crown Svo , 5s.

Riley (James Wmitcomb).
Old Fashioned Roses: Poems,
umo., 5s.

' r OF DOC SlFERS. With
I ) Illustrations by C. M RELY! \. Crown

The G ) From the
Verse and Prose ol Jami s Whit
Riley. Compiled by Clara E. I.ut.h-
I.IN.

. 55.

Romanes. AS m the
rgr John A'omanbs,

I.I .Ik. I-'.R.S. With an Introduction by
T. Herbert Warren, President ol

dalen College, Oxford. Crowi

Russell.
an Anthology. Compiled by the Rev.
M \i 1111 W l!i SSELL, S.J. Crown .Svo..

35. 6d.

Samuels. >thbr
5. With 7 Illus-

trations by W. i>, M.A. Crown
fill.

Shakespeare.
Family Sha

With 36 Woodcuts. 1 vol. Svo., 14s.

Or in 6 vols. Fcp. 8vo., i\s.

Shakespear Recon-
with

Introductory Chapu rs and .1 Reprint of
the Original 1609 Editii

1 1 k. Author of ' Ere 1

Habil ol the < M\ s

' Life am f Dr. Samuel B
ir/v ready.

TheSha res: B
Bj M \i j2mo., 15. 6d,

Wagner. /

I (one into 1 nglish '. Reginald
R wki'.. p.. \. of the Inn. Temple, I

I av Vol. I. Rhinegold and Y.d

Wordsworth.
By Andri v. I kng. With Photograwi
Frontispiece "t Rydal Mount. With if>

Illustrations and numerous Initial I 1

Bj Vlfrbd Parsons, A.R.A. Crown 8vo^

Wordsworth and Coleridge.

—

A
II ORDSWORTH AMD

IN Till

•/ Mr. '/'.

Editi .1. with Noti s, by W. Hali V\

With I mile Reproductions. 410.,

105.
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Anstey.— Voces Populi. Reprinted
from 'Punch'. Bv F. Anstey. Author of
' Vice Versa '. First Series. With 20 Illus-

trations by J. Bernard Partridge. Crown
8vo., 3s. bd.

Beaconsfield (The Earl of).

Novels and Tales. Complete
in 11 vols. Crown Svo., is. bd. each.

Vivian Grey.
|
Sybil.

The Young Duke, etc.
|
Henrietta Temple.

Alroy, Ixion, etc.

Contarini Fleming,
etc.

Tancred.

Venetia.

Coningsby.
Lothair.

Endymion.

Birt.— Castle Czva::g,\s : a Ro-
mance. Being a Plain Story of the Romantic
Adventures of Two Brothers, Told by the

Younger of Them. Edited by Archibald
Bikt. Crown Svo. , 65.

' Chola.'—A New Divinity, and
other Stories of Hindu Life. By
'Chola'. Crown Svo., 25. bd.

Diderot. — Rameau's Nephew: a
Translation from Diderot's Autographic
Text. By Sylvia Margaret Hill. Crown
8vo., 3s. bd.

Dougall.—Beggars All. By L.
Dougall. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Doyle (A. Coxan).

Micah Clarke :

mouth's Rebellion.

tions. Cr. 8vo., 3s.

The Captain of

A Tale of Mon-
With 10 Illustra-

6d.

the Polestar,
and other Tales. Cr. 8vo., 3s. bd.

The Refugees: A Tale of the
Hugjenots. With 25 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., 3s. 6d.

The Stark Munro Letters. Cr.

8vo, 3s. bd.

Farrar (F. W., Dean of Canter-
bury).

Darkness and Dawn: or, Scenes
in the Days of Nero. An Historic Tale.

Cr. 8vo., js. 6d.

Gathering Clouds : a Tale of the
Days of St. Chryscc'.om. Cr. Svo., 75. bd.

Fowler (Edith H.).

The Young Pretenders. A Story
of Child Life. With 12 Illustrations by
Sir Philip Burne-Jones, Bart. Crown
8vo., 6s.

The Professor's Children. With
24 Illustrations by Ethel Kate Burgess.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Francis.— Yeoman Fleetwood. By
M. E. FRANCIS, Author 01' -In a North-
country Village,' etc. Crown Svo., 6s.

Froude.— The Two Chiefs of Dun-
boy-, an Irish Romance ofthe Last Century.
By James A. Froude. Cr. 8vo., 3s. bd.

Gurdon.—Memories and Fancies :

Suffolk Tales and other Stories ; Fairy
Legends ; Poems : Miscellaneous Articles.

By the late Lady Camilla Gurdon. Author
of ' Suffolk Folk-Lore". Crown Svo.. 5s.

Haggard (H. Rider).

i.low : a Tale of the Great Trek.
With 8 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

Dr. Therne. Crown <Svo.. 3s. 6d.

Heart of the World. With 15
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

/oan Haste. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

The People of the Mist. With
16 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Montezuma's Daughter. With 24
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

She. With 32 Illustrations. Crown
Svo., 3s. bd.

Allan Quaterma/n. With 31
Illustrations. Crown Svo., ^s. bd.

Maiwa's Revenge. Cr. Svo., is. 6d.

Colonel Quaritch, V.C. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Cr. Svo., 3s. bd.

Cleopatra. With 29 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Beatrice. With Frontispiece and
Vignette. Cr. Svo., 3s. bd.

Eric Brighteyes. With 51 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Nada the Lily. With 23 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Allan s Wife. With 34 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

The Witch's Head. With 16
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Mr. Meeson's Will. With 16
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Dawn. With 16 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., 3s. bd.

Haggard and Lang.— The World's
Desire. By H. Rider Haggard and
Andrew Lang. With 27 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.
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Harte.- /.v the Carquinez //'

By Bret Hakte. Crown Svo., 35. bd

Hope.—The Heart of Princess
Osra. By Anthony Hon:. With g Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Jerome. Sketches \ Lavender:
• and Green. By Jerome K. Ji romi .

Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Joyce.—Old Celtic Romances.
Twelve of the most beautiful of the Ancient
Irish Romantic Tales. Translated from the
Gaelic. By P. W. Joyce, LL.I). Crown

.., 35. bd.

Lang.

—

A Monk of Fife ; a Story
of the Days of Joan of Arc. By Andrew
Lang. With 13 Illustrations by Sei.wyn
Image. Crown 8vo., 35. bd.

Levett-Yeats (S.).

The Chevalier JLJ

A

uriac. Crown
8vo., 34. bd.

The Heart of Denise, and other
Talcs. Crown Svo., 65.

Lyall (Edna).

Till . I • rRAPH J
•

1 '/• A Si. I NDER.
Fcp. 8vo., is., sewed.

Presentation Edition. With 20 Illustra-

tions by Lancelot Speed, Crown
8vo., 25. bd. net.

The Autobiography of a Turin.
Fcp. Svo., is., sewed; is. 6d., cloth.

DOREEN. The Story of a S
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Wa\ ' M . Crown S\

// // 'MiT : a Romance of
Borrowdale. Crowi

Max Muller. /' Liebe
menta from the

Mien. Col M w
I
from the German by

' 1 A.M. Cro"

Melville (G. J. Win ri >.

The Oladial
The Interpreter.

Good for Nothing,
The Queen's Maries.

Holml'V House.
Kate Coventry

md.
ral Bounce.

svo., is. bd. each.

Merriman. Flotsam: A Story of
the Indian Mutiny. By Henry Seton
Merriman. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Morris (William).
The Sundering Flood. Cr. 8vo.,

-s. 6d.

The Water of the Wondrous
Isles. Crown 8vo., -js. bd.

The Well at the World's End.
2 vols. 8vo., 2Ss.

The Story of the Glitti
PLAIN, which has been also called The
Land of the Living Men, or The Acre of
the Undying. Square post 8vd., 5s. net.

The Roots of the M> :x tains,
wherein is told somewhat of the Lives of
the Men of Burgdale, their Friends, their

Neighbours, their Foemen, and their

Fellows-in-Arms. Written in Prose and
Verse. Square crown Svo., 8*.

A Tale of the House of the
WOLFINGS, and all the Kindreds of the

Mark. Written in Prose and Y
Square crown 8vo., 6s.

A Dream of John 5 . xd a
King's Lessos s. bd.

News from Nowhere; or, An
Epoch of Kest. Being some Chapters
from an Utopian Romance. Post Svo.,

is. bd.

*„* For Mr. William Morris's Poetical

Works, see p. 20.

Newman (Cardii
/ G ha •' The Story of a
Convert. ( Jvo. Cabinet Edition,

6s.
;
Popular Edition, 35. 6d.

Callista : A Tale of the Third
Century. Crown 8vo. Cabinet Edition,

6s. ; Popular Edition, 3s. I

Phillipps-Wolley. -S .
a Lt

of the Lone Mountain. ByC. Pun 1 iims-

Wolley. With 13 Illustrations. Crown
8vo. , 3s. bd.

Raymond (Wali
/' 1/ 1/. . dip. Cr. Svo
No S A '' r. Cr.N\

Reader. P.

<il tin White Race ol M(

the Adventures of [gnigene and her Twenty-
1 111 Maid( n I Emily 1

Illustrated by I- Mil v K. Rl \\-<

, 6s.
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Sewell (Elizabeth M.).
A Glimpse of the World
Laneton Parsonage.
Margaret Percival.

Katharine Ashton.
The Earl's Daughter.
The Experience of Life.

Cr. Svo., is. 6d. each cloth plain

each cloth extra, gilt edges.

Amy Herbert.

Cleve Hall.

Gertrude.

Home Life.

After Life.

I

Ursula. Ivors.

2s. 6d.

Somerville and Ross.—Some Ex-
periences of AN Irish R.M. By E. OZ.

Somerville and Martin Ross. With
31 Illustrations by E. OZ. Somerville.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Stebbing. — Pr sable Tales.
Edited by William Stebbing. Crown
8vo., 4s. 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louis).

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
axd Mr. Hyde. Fcp. 8vo., is. tewed.
is. 6d. cloth.

The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; with other
Fables. Crown Svo., 3s. 6<f.

More NewArabian Nights-—The
Dynamiter. By Robert Louis Steven-
son and Fanny van de Grift Steven-
son. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

The Wrong Box. By Robert
Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne.
Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Suttner.—Lav Down Your Arms
[Die Waffen Niedcr) : The Autobiography
of Martha von Tilling. By Bertha von
Sut tner. Translated by T. Holmes.
Cr. Svo., is. 6d.

Taylor.— Early Italian Love-
Stories. Taken from the Originals by
Una Taylor. With 13 Illustrations by
Henry' J. Ford. Crown 4to., 15s. net.

Trollope (Anthony).
The Warden. Cr. 8vo., 15. 6d.

Barchester Towers. Cr.8vo.,i5.6rf.

Walford (L. B.).

The Intruders. Crown 8vo., 65.

Leddy Marget. Crown 8vo., is. 6d.

Iva Kildare : a Matrimonial Pro-
blem. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Mr. Smith: a Part of his Life.

Crown 8vo., 2s. 6tf.

Walford (L. B.)

—

continued.

The Baby's Grandmother. Cr.

Svo., 2s. 6d.

Cousins. Crown 8vo., 25. 6d.

Troublesome Daughters. Cr.

8vo., 2S. 6d.

Pauline. Crown 8vo., is. 6d.

Dick Netherby. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.

The History of a Week. Cr.

Svo. 2s. 6d.

A Stiff-necked Generation. Cr.

Svo. 2s. 6d.

Nan, and other Stories. Cr. 8vo.,

2S. 6(f.

The Mischief of Monica. Cr.

8vo., 2S. 6d.

The One Good Guest. Cr. 8vo.

2s. 6d.

1 Ploughed,' and other Stories.

Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

The Ma tchmaker. Cr. 8vo., 25. 6d.

Ward.—One Poor Scruple. By
Mrs. Wilfrid Ward. Crown Svo., 6s.

Watson.—Pacing and 'Chasing : a

Collection of Sporting Stories. By Alfred
E. T. Watson. Editor of the ' Badminton
Magazine '. With 16 Plates and 36 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown Svo., 7s. 6d.

Weyman (Stanley).

The House of the Wolf. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown 8vo. v

3s. 6d.

A Gentleman of Prance. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Cr. 8vo., 6s-

The Bed Cockade. With Frontis-

piece and Vignette. Crown Svo., 6s.

Shrewsbury. With 24 Illustra-

tions by Claude A. Shepperson. Cr-

8vo., 6s.
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Popular Science (Natural History, &c).

Beddard. - 77//. Structuri
B By Prank E.

Beddard, M.A.. F.R.S., Prosector and
Vice-Secretar) of the Zo Society

of London. With 252 Illustrations. 8vo.,

z\s. net.

Butler.—Our Household In
An Account of the Insect- Pests found in

Dwelling-Houses By EDWARD A. Bl
B.A., B.Sc. (Lond.f. With 113 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo., 3s. 6</.

Furneaux (W.).

Hartwig (Dr. George)—continued.

Von 'A AV 'ES A XI > E.A R THQ I TA RES.
With 30 Illustrations. Cr. .Svo., 2s. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Tropics.
With 60 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Helmholtz.— Popular Lectures on
Scientific Subjects. By Hermann von
Helmholtz. With 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo., 31. 6(i. each.

The .', i) ; or The Hudson <\V. 1 1.

1

Young Collector's Handbook. With 18
Plates ( 16 of which are coloured), and 549
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,

75. 6<f.

Butterflies and Moths (British).
With 12 coloured Plates and 241 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown Svo., 75. 6d.

Lief, in Ponds and Streams.
With 8 coloured Plates and 331 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown Svo., 75. 6<i.

Hartwig (Dr. George).

The Sea and its Living Wonders.
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts. Svo.,

75. net.

Tin 7 1 World. With 8
Plates and 172 Woodcuts. Svo., 75. net.

The Polar World. With 3 Maps,
8 Plates and 85 Woodcuts. Svo.. JS. net.

The Subterranean ll With
3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. Svo., js. net.

The Aerial World. With Map, 8
Plates and 60 Woo I >., 7s. net.

// Polar Wi ri d. With
19 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 25.

Wondea . I I

With 40 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 2s.

THE GROUND.With
Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 2s.

1/ // With
Illustrations. Cr. Bvo.,

M Birds.
With 75 Illustration 1., m. ( "i.

With 1 17
(rations. Cr. Svo., 2.

British Birds. With a Chapter
on Structure and Classification bv Frank
E. Beddard, F.R.S. With 16 Plates (8

of which are Coloured), and over 100 Illus-

trations in the Text. Cr. 8vo., js. 6d.

Birds in London. With 17 Plates
and 15 Illustrations in the Text, by Bl

Hook, A. 1). McCormick, and from
Photographs from Nature, by I'

Lod< i
. 8vo., 125.

Proctor (Richard A.).

/ ht Si vem !: / 'A- Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. 3

vols. Cr. Svo., 55. each. Vol. I.. <

Edition. Cm-

l< Ways : , Fami-
liar Essays on Scientific Subjects. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6d.

/' n ,\ vce. Crown
)., 35. 6d.

Na 1 Studies. B3 R. A. Proc-
• .

•. 1 Allen, A Wn son, T.

Foster and E. Clodd. Crown Svo.,

35. «.

Ri \dings. By K. A. I

1 or, E. Clodd, A. W 11 son, T. Foster
and A. C. Ranyard. Cr. 8vo., Ji. I

"." / other book

28 and 31, mid Messrs. Longmans &>

CataU : fit Works.

Stanley. A Familiai ll tory op
BIRDS. Bj 1

,
D.D., formerly

Bishop of Norwich, With too Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 3
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Wood (Rev. J. G.).

Homes withoutHands : A Descrip-
tion of the Habitations ofAnimals, classed

according to the Principle of Construc-

tion. With 140 Illustrations. 8vo.,

ys. net.

Insects at Home : A Popular Ac-
count of British Insects, their Structure,

Habits and Transformations. With 700
Illustrations. 8vo.

,
7s. net.

Out of Doors; a Selection of

Original Articles on Practical Natural

History. With 11 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,

3s. 6d.

Strange Dwellings : a Description
of the Habitations of Animals, abridged

from ' Homes without Hands '. With 60

Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Wood (Rev. J. G.)

—

continued.

Petland Revisited. With 33
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Bird Life of the Bible. With 32
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.

,
3s. 6d.

Wonderful Nests. With 30 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Homes under the Ground. With
28 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Bible. With
29 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Domestic Animals of the Bible.
With 23 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

The Branch Builders. With 28
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Social Habitations and Parasitic
Nests. With 18 Illustrations. Cr.8vo.,2s.

Works of Reference.

Gwilt.—An Encyclopaedia of Ar-
chitecture. By Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A.

Illustrated with more than 1100 Engrav-
ings on Wood. Revised (1888), with Al-

terations and Considerable Additions by
Wyatt Papworth. 8vo, £2 12s. 6d.

Maunder (Samuel).

Biographical Treasury. With
Supplement brought down to 1889. By
Rev. James Wood. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Treas i ~r j
' of Geography, Physical,

Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge. By the Rev. J. Ayre, M.A. With
5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts.
Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Treasury of Knowledge and Lib-
rary of Reference. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Historical Treasury. Fcp.Svo ,65.

Maunder (Samuel)—continued.

Scientific and
sury. Fcp. 8vo..

Literary
6s.

Trea-

The Treasury of Botany. Edited
by J. Lindley, F.R.S., and T. Moore,
F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel

Plates. 2 vols. Fcp. 8vo., 12s.

Roget. — Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases. Classified and Ar-

ranged so as to Facilitate the Expression of

Ideas and assist in Literary Composition.

By Peter Mark Roget, M.D., F.R.S.

Recomposed throughout, enlarged and im-

proved, partly from the Author's Notes, and
with a full Index, by the Author's Son,

John Lewis Roget. Crown 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Willich.--Popular Tables for giving
information for ascertaining the value 01

Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Property,

the Public Funds, etc. By Charles M.
Willich. Edited by H. Bence Jones.
Crown 8vo., 10s. bd.
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Children's Books.

Buckland.— TwoLittleRunaways.
Adapted from the French of Louis Di s-

R8. By James Bucki \m>. With no
Illustrations by Cb< IL At .din. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Crake (Rev. A. D.).

Edwy the Fair ; or, The First
Chronicle of /Esccndune. Cr. 8vo. , 2s. (>d.

Alfgar the Dane ; or, The Second
Chronicle of ^scendune. Cr. 8vo. 25. bd.

The R . : Heirs : bein^ the Third
and Last Chronicle of /Escendune. Cr.

8vo., zs. td.

The House of Walderne. A Tale
of the Cloister and the Forest in the Days
of the Barons' Wars. Crown Svo., zs. bd.

Br i. ix Fitz-Count. A Story of
W.illingford Castle and Dorchester
Abbey. Cr. 8vo., 2s. bd.

Henty (G.A.). Km n d by.

Y I : A Story-Book for Boys.
With 6] Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

Y /' YARNS. With 45 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo., 6s.

Lang (Andrew).—Edited by.

The B I'Mry Book. With 138
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

The R . Fa/ri />'
. With 100

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Greex Fairy Bot *K. With 99
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Th i I Fairy Book. With
i'H Illustrations. Crown Svo. , 6s.

Till P Fa . 1
/'

. With 67
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Be i e /'< </ tr i
' B< >< >k. With i oo

Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

Tin. /•' /' ..)• Book. School
Edition, without Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo.,

2S. bd.

The True Story Book. With 66
Illustrations. Crown 8vo

Tm /•' .v. With
ioo Illus-

, 6s.

Tm /.'
<, . With

67 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

/•

With 65 Illustrations. Crown 8vO., 6s.

/ 1 A IN
With 66 Illustrations. Cr. svo.,6s.

Meade (L. T.).

Daddy's Bow With 8 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Deb AND the Duchess. With 7
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

The Beresford Prize. With 7
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

The House OF Surprises. With 6

Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3s. bd.

Praeger (Rosamond).

The Adventures of the. Three
Bold Babes: Hector. Honoria
Ai.jsa.vder. A Story in Pictures. With
24 Coloured Plates and 24 Outline Pic-

tures. Oblong 4to., 3s. 6d.

Tin: Further Doings of the
Three Bold Babies. With ^4 Coloured

Pictures and 24 Outline Pictures. Oblong
(t<)., },s. 61I.

Stevenson.—A Cni/.i>' G \rdenop
VERSES. By Robert Louis Stevenson.
Fcp. Svo., 5s.

Upton (Florence K. and Bhrtha).

The Adventures of Tm
Dolls axd a ' Colli'wogg\ With 31

Coloured Plates and numerous II!

tions in the Text. Oblong .ito., 6s.

Till. GOLLIH B l' LE C

'

With 31 Coloured Plates and numerous
Illustrations in the Text. Oblong 4U).

The Golliwogg u 1111 S
With 31 Coloured Plates and nun 1

Illustrations in the Text. Oblong jtC

The G . .
-. //' ir. With

ind numerous lllnstra

tions in the Text. Oblong |iO., <>s.

Tin. Vegi 1/' v Ri ! vge. With
)I Coloured Plate* and numerous Illus-

trations in the Text. Oblong }to., 6*1
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The Silver
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d

Arnold's (Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands. With
71 Illustrations, 3s. 6d.

Bagehot's iW.) Biographical Studies. 3s. 6d.

Bagehot's (W.j Economic Studies. 3.5. 6d.

Bagehot's 1 W.) literary Studies. With Portrait. I

3 vols, 3s. 6d. each.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Eight Years in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Rifle and Hound in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Baring-Gould's (ReY. S.) Curious Myths of the
Middle Ages. 3s. 6d.

Baring-Gould's (ReY. S.) Origin and Develop-
ment of Religious Belief. 2 vols. y. 6d. each.

Becker's 1 W. A. 1 Gallus : or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. With 26 Illus. 35. 6d.

Becker's IW. A.) Charicles: or, Illustrations of
the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
With 26 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Bent's (J. T.) The Ruined Cities of Mashona-
land. With 117 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Brassey's (Lady) A Voyage in the ' Sunbeam '.

With 66 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Churchill's 1 W. S.I The Story of the Malakand
Field Force,1897. With 6 Maps and Plans. y.6d.

Clodd's (E.) Story of Creation: a Plain Account
of Evolution. With 77 Illustrations. y. 6d.

Conybeare (ReY. W. J.) and Howson's (Very
Rev. J. S.) Life and Epistles of St. Paul.
With 46 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Dougall's (L.) Beggars All : a Novel, y. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) Micah Clarke. A Tale of
Monmoutn's Rebellion. With 10 Musts. y.6d.

Doyle's 1 A. Conan) The Captain of the Polestar,
and other Tales, y. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan 1 The Refugees: A Tale of
the Huguenots. With 25 Illustrations. y6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Stark Munro Letters.

y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The History of England, from
the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the
Spanish Armada. 12 vols. y. 6d. each.

Froude's 1 J. A.) The English in Ireland. 3 vols.

10s. 6d.

Froude's J. A.) The Divorce of Catherine of
Aragon. 3^. 6d.

Froude's J. A.) The Spanish Story of the
Armada, and other Essays, y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Short Studies on Great Sub-
jects. 4 vols. y. 6d. each.

Froude's (J. A.) Oceana, or England and Her
Colonies. With 9 Illustrations. 3.?. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Council of Trent. 3*. 6d. '

Froude's J. A.) The Life and Letters of
Erasmus. 3.1-. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle : a History of
his Life.

1795-1835. 2 vols, js. 1834-1881. 2 vols. 7s.

Froude's (J. A.) Caesar : a Sketch, y. 6d.
Froude's (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dunboy : an

Irish Romance of the Last Centurv. 35. 6d.
Gleig's (Rev. G. R.) Life of the' Duke of

Wellington. With Portrait, y. 6d.

GreYille's (C. C. F.) Journal of the Reigns f

King George IV., King William IV., and
Queen Victoria. 8 vols., y. 6d. each.

Haggard's (H. R.) She : A History of Adventure.
With 32 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan Quatermain. With
20 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Library.
each Volume.
Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch, V.C. : a

Tale of Country Life. With Frontispiece
and Vignette. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29 Illustra-

tions. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes. With 51
Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Beatrice. With Frontispiece
and Vignette. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan's Wife. With 34 Illus-

trations, y. 6d.

Haggard (H. R.) Heart of the World. With
15 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Montezuma's Daughter. With
25 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The Witch's Head. With
16 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Mr. Meeson's Will. With
16 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Nada the Lily. Wr
ith 23.

Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H.R.) Dawn. With i6Illusts. y.6d.
Haggard's (H. R.) The People of the Mist. With

16 Illustrations. 3*. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Joan Haste. With 20 Illus-

trations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard (H. R.) and Lang's (A.) The World's
Desire. With 27 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Harte's (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods and
other Stories. 3s. 6d.

Helmholtz's (Hermann yon) Popular Lectures
on Scientific Subjects. With 68 Illustrations.

2 vols. 3J. 6d. each.
Hornung's (E. W.) The Unbidden Guest. y. 6d,
Howitt's (W.) Visits to Remarkable Places.

With 80 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) The Story of My Heart : My
Autobiography. With Portrait. 3s. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Field and Hedgerow. With
Portrait. 3s. 61/.

Jefferies' (R.) Red Deer. With 17 Musts. 3s. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Wood Magic: a Fable. With
Frontispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. 3s. 6d.

Jefferies (R.) The Toilers of the Field. With
Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury Cathedral.

y. 6d.

Kaye (Sir J.) and Malleson's (Colonel) History
of the Indian Mutiny of 1857-8. 6 vols".

3.;. od. each.

Knight's (E. F.) The Cruise of the 'Alerte'i
the Narrative of a Search for Treasure on
the Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2
Maps and 23 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Knight's ( E. F.) Where Three Empires Meet: a
Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Western Tibet, Baltistan, Gilgit. With a Map
and 54 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Knighf's (E. F.) The 'Falcon' on the Baltic: a
Coasting Voyage from Hammersmith to-

Copenhagen in a Three-Ton Yacht. With
Map and 11 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Kbstlin's J.i Life of Luther. With 62 Illustra-

tions and 4 Facsimiles of MSS. 3s. 6d.

Lang's (A.) Angling Sketches. With 20 Illustra-

tions. 3s. 6d.

Lang's (A.) Custom and Myth : Studies of Early
Usage and Belief. 3*. 6d.

Lang's(A.)CockLaneandCommon-Sense. y.6d,
Lang's iA.'i The Book of Dreams and Ghosts,.

y. 6d.
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The Silver Library—continued
Langs (A.' A Monk of Fife: B Story of the

\\':t!i [3 Musts. 3-f. bd.

Lang s A. Myth. Ritual, and Religion. .

Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbuck's (W. J.) B. C.

1887, A Ramble in British Columbia. With
and 75 Illustrations. ]

Levett-Yeals (B.) The Chevalier D Auriac.

Macaulay s iLordi Complete Works. Albany
'

With ij Portraits. 12 \"ls. 35.6^.

Macaulay's (Lord) Essays and Lays of Ancient
Rome, etc. With Portrait and 4 Illustrations

to the ' La) -
'. 3-f. 6./.

Macleod's (H. D.) Elements of Banking. 3;. bd.

Marbot's (Baron del Memoirs. Translated.

Marshman's (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock. y. bd.

Mcrivale's (Dean) History of the Romans
under the Empire. 8 vols. y. bd. each.

Merriman's (H. 5.) Flotsam: A Tale of the

Mutiny.
Mill's (J. S.) Political Economy, y. bd.

Mill's (J. S.) System of Logic, y. bd.

Milner's (Geo.) Country Pleasures: the Chroni-
cle 1 a G irden. y. bd.

Nansen's (F. The First Crossing of Greenland.
Wil and a Map. 3*. bd.

Phlllipps-Woliey's (C.) Snap: a Legend of the

intain With 13 Illustrations. y.bd.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us. y. bd.

Proctor's ( R. A.) The Expanse of Heaven. 3J. bd.

Proctor's (R. A.) Light Science for Leisure
Hours. 1 ii

Proctor's (R. A.) The Moon. . bd.

Proctor's ( R. A.) Other Worlds than Ours. y.6d.

Cookery, Domestic
Acton. .1/ ...v Cookery. By

With 150 Woodcu'.s. Fcp.

8vo., 45. bd.

Ashby. //.; u th in rm V
I .R.C P., Physi-

cian to the Manchester Children

and Lecturer on tile D FC1

the Owens College. With 25 Illustrations.

Buckton. ' Clea vli-

nit and \I ttion.

Mrs. Cathbrini M. B With
-•s.

Bull (Thomas, M.I> .

// ••

hbir Health during thb

:

'

De Salis M
I.A

Proctor's iR. A.i Our Place among Infinities:

contrasting our Little

Abode in S 1 ime with the Infinities

an wind u .

Proctor's (R. A.) Other Suns than Ours. 3*. bd.

Proctor's (R. A.) Rough Ways made Smooth.
3-( -

Proctor's(R.A.)PleasantWaysin Science, y.bd.
Proctor's R. A.i Myths and Marvels of As-

tronomy.
Proctor's R. A.i Nature Studies, y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Leisure Readings. By K. A.
l'Ko* roR, Edward I lodd, anurkw
Wilson, Thomas Poster, and A. c.

RANYARD. With Illustrations, y. 6d.

Rossetti's (Maria F.) A Shadow of Dante, y. bd.

Smith's(R. Bosworth) Carthage and the Cartha-
ginians. With Map bd.

Stanley's (Bishop) Familiar History of Birds.

With 160 Illusti bd.

Stephen's iL. 1 The Playground of Europe 'The
Alpsi. With 4 [Uustratii as

Stevenson's R. L. The Strange Case of Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; with other Fables. 35.6a'.

Stevenson (R. L.J and Osbourne's (LI.) The
Wrong Box. 31. bd.

Stevenson 1 Robert Louisi and Stevenson's
Fanny van de Griftl More New Arabian
Nights. -The Dynamiter, y. bd.

Trevelyan's (Sir G. 0.) The Early History of

Charles James Fox.

Weyman's (Stanley J.) The House of the

Wolf: .'. Ri

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited. With
33 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings With
60 Illustrai

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors. With 11

Illustrations, y. bd.

Management, &e.
De Salis (Mrs.), continued.

/> A Manual for Amateurs.
Fcp. Svo., is.

Dri '/ \nd Poultry A la
M ••:. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.

Dressed Vegetables a / M
Fcp. Svo., is bd.

Dk ''

Entries a la .1/ Fcp. 8va,
IS. I

/• / > orations. Fcp.

Gardening a la M Fcp.

Part L, Vegetables, i- I II.,

Fruits, i t. 6a.

M
•

V £
O) '

1/ /.

'"'

\ND D

Xvo., i

Svo.,
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Cookery, Domestic Management, ho,.—continued.
De Salis (Mrs.)—continued.

Savouries a la Mode. Fcp. Svo.,
lS.bd.

Puddings and Pastry a la Mode.
Fcp. 8vo. , is. bd.

Sweets and Supper Dishes a la
Mode. Fcp. Svo., is. bd.

Tempting Dishes eor Small In-
comes. Fcp. Svo., is. bd.

Wrinkles and Notions for
Every Household. Crown Svo., is. bd.

Lear.

—

Maigre Cookery. By H. L.
Sidney Lear. i6mo., 2s.

Mann.—Manual of the Principles
of Practical Cookery. By E. E. Manx.
Crown Svo. is.

Poole.—Cookeryfor the Diabetic.
By W. H. and Mrs. Poole. With Preface
by Dr. Paw. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. bd.

Walker (Jane H.).

A Book for Every Woman.
Part I., The Management of Children

in Health and out of Health. Crown
Svo., 2s. 6d.

Part II. Woman in Health and out 01
Health. Crown Svo., 2s. bd.

A Handbook for Mothers :

being Simple Hints to Women on the
Management of their Health during
Pregnancy and Confinement, together
with Plain Directions as to the Care of
Infants. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works
Armstrong.—Essaysand Sketches. Butler (Samuel).
By Edmund J. Armstrong. Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

Bagehot.— Literary Studies. By
Walter Bagehot. With Portrait. 3 vols.
Crown Svo., 3s. 6d. each.

Baring-Gould.— Curious Myths of
the Middle Ages. By Rev. S. Baring-
Gould. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Baynes. — Shakespeare Studies,
and other Essays. By the late Thomas
Si'LxcEK Baynes, LL.B., LL.D. With a
Hiographical Preface by Professor Lewis
Campbell. Crown Svo., 7s. bd.

Boyd (A. K. H.) ('A.K.H.B.').
Ami see MISCELLAXEOUS THEOLOGICAL

WORKS, p. 32.

Autumn Holidays of a Country
PaRSOY. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Commonplace Philosopher. Cr.
8vo., 3s. bd.

Critical Essays of a Country
Parson. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

East Coast Days and Memories.
Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Landscapes, Churches, and Mora-
lities. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Leisure Hours in Town. Crown
Svo., 35. bd.

Lessons of Middle Age. Crown
8vo., 3s. bd.

Our Little Life. Two Series.
Crown Svo., 3s. bd. each.

Our Homely Comedy: and Tra-
gedy. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Pecrea tionsof a CountryPa rson.
Three Series. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd. each.

Erewhon. Crown 8vo., 55.

The Fair Haven. A Work in De-
fence of the Miraculous Element in our
Lord's Ministry. Cr. Svo., 7s. bd.

Life and Habit. An Essay after a
Completer View of Evolution. Cr. 8vo.,
7s. bd.

Evolution, Old and New. Cr.
8vo., 10s. bd.

Alps and Sanctuaries of Pied-
mont and Canton Ticino. Illustrated.
Pott 4to., 10s. bd.

Luck, or Cunning, as the Main
Means of Organic Modification?
Cr. 8vo., 7s. bd.

En Voto. An Account of the Sacro
Monte or New Jerusalem at Varallo-Sesia.
Crown Svo. 10s. bd.

Selections from Works, with Re-
marks on Mr. G. J. Romanes' ' Mental
Evolution in Animals,' and a Psalm of
Montreal. Crown Svo., 7s. bd.

The Authoress of the Odyssey,
where and when She wrote, who
She was, the Use She made of the
Iliad, and how the Poem grew cyder
Her hands. With 14 Illustrations.

Svo., 1 os. bd.

The Jliad of Homer. Rendered
into English Prose for the use of those
who cannot read the original. Crown
8vo., 7s. bd.

Shakespeare's Sonnets. Recon-
sidered, and in part Rearranged, with
Introductory Chapters and a Reprint ot

the Original 1609 Edition. Svo.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works continued.

Calder. - / v / ories :

it- Distribution, Causation, Compensation,
and Prevention. A Practical Guide to the

and to the Safe-Guarding, Sale

S ife-Constructioi

Machinery, Plant, and Premises. With jo

Tabic- and i ji illustrations. By John
:mk.

Charities Register, The Am
and Digest: being a Classified Register

of Charities in or available in the Metropolis.

With an Introduction by C. S. LOCH, Sec-

retary to the Council of the Charity Organi-
sation Society, London. 8vo., 45.

Comparetti. - The Traditional
By Dombnico

\ki:i 11. Translated by ISABl LLA M.
Asm RTON. With Introduction by Andrew

-vo.. 165.

Evans.—The Ancient Stone Im-
plements, Weapons and Ornaments of
Great Britain. By Sir John i

K.C.B.. D.C.L.. LL.D., L.R.S.. etc.

With 537 Illustrations. Medium 8vo

Haggard. —A Farmer's Year :

being 'his Commonplace Book for 1898'.

I. Rim r Haggard. With 36 Illus-

trations by G. Lion Little. Crowi
. net.

Hamlin.—A Text-Book of the
History or Architecture. By A. 1 >. 1 .

HAMLIN, A.M. With 229 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 75. bd.

Haweis. M M By
the Rev. H. R. HAWEIS. With Portrait of

the Author, and numerous Illustrations,

miles, and Diagrams. Cr. -

Hodgson. -0 E and
\',\ Shadworth

ILL I I .1). Ci

Hoenig. /

1 1 "unh
Editi !

With 1 Sketch in th(

and j Ma] . I
'.,•

i ted b) ( iptain II. M.
, 15s. net.

Hullah.—-7 hi If M
-

Jefferies (Richai
// . With P01

trait. Crown 81

The Story ot M> II r: my
Autobiography. With Portrait and New
Preface by C. J. Lost. man. Cr. Hvo., 5s. bd.

Jefferies I Richard)— continued.

Red Deer. With 17 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 35.

The Toilers of the Field. With
Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury
Cathedral. Crown Svo., 35. bd.

//'
: a Fable. With Fron-

tispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. Crown
8vo., 35. bd.

Jekyll. Wo w a vd G \rden : Notes
and Thoughts. Practical and Critical, of a
Working Amateur. By Dl JEKYLL.
With 71 Illustrations trom Photographs by
the Author, mo.. 105. dd. net.

Johnson.— The Pat Man-
ual: a Treatise on the Law arid Practice
of Letters Patent. By J. & J. H.Johnson,
Patent Agents, etc. Svo s. 6d.

Joyce.— The Origin and II

v oe Places. By 1'. W.
Joyce, LL.D. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 55. each.

Kingsley. AH I

Kingsi i

Svo., 12s. bd. net.

Lang (Andrew).

Letters to Dead Authors. Fcp.
8vO., 25. bd. :

Books With 2

Coloured Plates and 17 Illustrations.

Fcp. Svo., 25. bd. net.

Old Frii • Fcp. 8vo., zs. 6d. net.

Fcp.
8vo., 2s. bd. net.

E ays in Lit: With Portrait

of the Author. Cm
Cock j

n Svo., 35. bd.

r B okofDri G
Crown svo., \

Macfarren.
By Sir George A. M u:fai

SVO., 125.

Marquand and Frothingham
//. ,

. A-,

TURB. Bj Ali Ph.D., and
•:. Junr., Ph.D.,

• in Princetown With 1 13

Illustrations. , ,65.
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Miscellaneous and Critical

Max Muller (The Right Hon. F.).

India : Wha t can it Teach Us ?

Crown 8vo., 55.

Chips from a German Workshop.
Vol. I. Recent Essays and Addresses.
Crown Svo., 5s.

Vol. II. Biographical Essays. Crown
8vo., 5s.

Vol. III. Essays on Language and Litera-

ture. Crown 8vo., 55.

Vol. IV. Essays on Mythology and Folk
Lore. Crown Svo., 5s.

Contributions to the Science of
Mythology. 2 vols. 8vo., 325.

Milner.— Country Pleasures : the
Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a Garden.
By George Milker. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Morris (William).

Signs of Change. Seven Lectures
delivered on various Occasions. Post
8vo., 4s. bd.

Hopes and Fears for Art. Five
Lectures delivered in Birmingham, Lon-
don, etc., in 1878-1881. Cr 8vo., 4s. bd.

An Address delivered at the
Distribution of Prizes to Students
of the Birmingham Municipal School
of Art on 21ST February, 1894. 8vo.,

2S. bd. net.

Art and the Beauty of the
Earth: a Lecture delivered at Burslem
Town Hall, on October 13, 1881. 8vo.,

25. bd. net.

•e Hints on Pattern-Design-
ing : a Lecture delivered at the Working
Men's College, London, on 10th Decem-
ber, o., is. bd. net.

Arts and Crafts Essays. By
M- 'nbersof the Arts and Crafts Exhibition

Society. With a Preface by William
Morris. Crown Svo., 25. bd. net.

Pollock.—Jane Austen: her Con-
temporaries and Herself. An Essay in

Criticism. By Walter Herries Pollock.
Crown Svo.

Poore (George Vivian), M.D.,
F.R.C.P.

Essays on Rural Hygiene. With
13 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s. bd.

The Dwelling House. With 36
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Richmond.—Boyhood : a Plea for

Continuity in Education. By Ennis Rich-
mond. Crown 8vo., 2s. bd.

Richter. — Lectures on the X
tional Gallery. By J. P. Richter.
With 20 Plates and 7 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 4to., gs.

Works

—

continued.

Rossetti. —A Shadow of Dante :

being an Essay towards studying Himself,
his World and his Pilgrimage. By Maria
Francesca Rossetti. With Frontispiece
by Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Crown
8vo., 3s. bd.

Shadwell. — The London J J '.iter
Supply. By Arthur Shadwell, M.A.,
M.B. Oxon., Member of the Royal College
of Physicians. Crown 8vo., 55.

Soulsby (Lucy H. M.).

Stray Thoughts on Reading.
Small 8vo., 2s. bd. net.

Stra i

" Tnoi -guts for Girls. 1 6mo.,
is. bd. net.

Stra y Thoughts for Mothers and
'I'eachers. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. bd. net.

Stray Thoughts for Invalids.
i6mo., 2s. net.

Southey.—The Correspondence of
Robert Southey utthCarolineBowles.
Edited, with an Introduction, by Edward
Dowden, LL.D. 8vo., 14s.

Stevens.—On the Stowage of Ships
and their Cargoes. With Information re-

garding Freights, Charter-Parties, etc. By
Robert White Stevens, Associate-Mem-
ber of the Institute of Naval Architects.
8vo., 215.

Turner and Sutherland.—The De-
velopment of Australian Literature.
By Henry Gyles Turner and Alexander
Sutherland. With Portraits and Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo.
,
5s.

Van Dyke.—A Tent-Book on the
History of Paiating. By John C. Van
Dyke, Professor of the History of Art in

Rutgers College, U.S. With no Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo, 6s.

Warwick.—Progress in Women's
Educa tionin the British Empire : being
the Report of Conferences and a Congress
held in connection with the Educational
Station, Victorian Era Exhibition. Edited
by the Countess OF Warwick. Cr. Svo. 6s.

White.—An Enamination of the
Charge of Apostacy against Words-
worth. By W. Hale White, Editor of
the ' Description of the Wordsworth and
Coleridge MSS. in the Possession of Mr.
T. Norton Longman '. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Willard. — History of Modern
Italiax Art. By Ashton Rollins
Willard. With Photogravure Frontis-
piece and 28 Full-page Illustrations. 8vo.,
iSs. net.
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Miscellaneous Theological Works.
• .* For Church of England and Roman Catholic Works see Messrs

Special Catalogues.
Longmans & Co 's

.-) Country
Crown 8vo.

,

Crown

Balfour. - Th Foui a of
Belief: being Notes Introductory to the

logy. By the Right Hon.
Arthur J. Balfour, M.P. 8vo., \±s. 6d.

Boyd >A. K. H.) i'A.K.H.B.'.

COUI ' FROM A
it. Crown Svo., 35. bd.

x the Parish
Chcrcii .'/• .; Scottish University
City. Crown Svo., 35. bd.

Chanced Aspects of Unchanged
TRUTHS. Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Grater Thoughts of
PaRSOX. Three Series.

3s. bd. each.

Pre Day T11occurs
8vo., 35. bd.

Seaside .1/ ings. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

1 Ti Meet the Day' through the
Christian Year : being a Text of Scripture,

with an Original Meditation and a Short

Selection in Verse for livery Day. Crown
8vo., 45. bd.

Campbell. Ri gion /x Greer Li-

By tl'.e I' ! Cahpbi i 1 .

M.A., LL.D., Emeril 01 of Greek,
University of St Andre.- 1 5s.

Davidson. 1 ls Grounded in

Human Nature, Historically and Critically
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